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I.

GLORIOUS golden day without a cloud; a wonderful day in

-the spring- A lane along the edge of a dark plantation of

low, close-growing trees; a grassy lane which was an avenue

of wild cherries late in bloom and white and sweet still.

Presently Diana Endellyon rode into it on one narrow, smooth track

315 the extreme edge. At the gate into the meadows she jumped off her

blcycle and propped it up against the bars, then sat down on the low

stone wall, on the white powdering of cherry blossom, and starred with

her heart in her eyes at the sunny fields and the blue glittering canal

and the misty, changing, charming gray and purple and blue of the

little hills beyond.

The dark, thick wood which bordered the lane on the other side

hafl llo interest for her. It was the open world out there in the sun

shme which drew her eyes; her clear, direct gray eyes.

“It is n’t fair,” she said in a low voice, “ it is n’t fair, when it ’s

such l ripping world; all full of delightful tl1ings—peopl-e—adventures

_—thnll5- It is worth being alive. It ’s a privilege to be alive. It ’s

lust splendid to be at the very beginning of it all, without any handi

cap- Ive ‘l silly, shortrsighted, perverse lie to say that the world ’s

gale of team Ii-/s not. It ’s one long, changing adventure waiting

cr “- To be shut away behind locked doors!” She shivered and

her eyes grew misty, and at that critical moment a loud braying horn

ccw"‘3ht1 l9o9. by J. B. Lxprmco-pr Coummr. An rights reserved-
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if.---,:;;Co1or of Rose

broke in upon her young sentiments and awoke her at once from melo

drama to the everyday world and the surprises of the road.

“ A road-hog!” said she disgustedly. “ Here! Impertinence! ”

The impertinence seemed to carry its punishment along with it,

for it was not». comfortable lane for a self-respecting motor-car. It was

grass grown and its ruts were deep and intermittent, so the poor thing

bumped and jumped along, up one side and down the other, till the

anxious-eyed driver, arriving exactly opposite Diana’s gate and catching

a glint of sun on the bright handles of her bicycle, looked round and

saw a girl in a white linen frock and a shady hat sitting on the low

wall half hidden by the high, thick stone post. She watched his ap

proach and gradual stop with frank curiosity and evident disapproval,

but he discovered her flushed face and clear eyes with unquestionable

joy and obvious relief. Something was certainly the matter with him

that he was so relieved to find a fellow creature.

“ I beg your pardon,” he said with arueful little laugh, “ but I must

ask you a question. I have n’t seen a living soul for five or six miles,

and this beast has been threatening to stop all the time. I ’m out of

petrol. I wonder if you could kindly give me an idea where I might

fill up?” ,

“No,” said Diana coldly and firmly; “I would n’t if I could. I

disapprove of motors on principle.”

He regarded her for a moment with amused perplexity, then smiled

guilelessly across at her and jumped out of the car.

“But so do I,” said he warmly. “And never, I assure you, so

much as at this moment. I think they ’re an invention of Old Nick,

I do really.”

Diana looked at him suspiciously and remarked sententiously that

a bad workman always found fault with his tools and if he disapproved

of them why was he so weak as to have one, and, besides, she did n’t

believe a word of it. They ought to be put down by Act of Parliament,

and she considered all motorists as completely demoralized by their

loathsome hobby. There she was obliged to stop for breath.

The young man’s eyes twinkled as he watched her flushed and charm

ing young face. She was quite a child. Her thick, flaxen hair was

plaited and doubled under—tied with a wide black ribbon—and her

dark eyebrows reminded him of somebody—surely some one he knew

rather well. But he could n’t quite get it.

“ No man with a decent conscience,” Diana pursued sharply, “ could

allow himself to become a murderous motorist.”

“ I ’m only a very young motorist,” said he gravely. “ And I assure

you that my conscience is a most keen and prickly one at this moment.

You see, it is n’t my car. I gaily borrowed it in reckless lightness of

heart to run over to Perrinfieet to do an errand for a friend. I'd
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never taken a car out in my life, and I assure you it was n’t my fault

Idid it to-day. But when you get half way on your journey and find

yourself at the mercy of an intoxicated chauffeur, you feel it kindest

and best to drop him on the way, and promise to pick him up on your

way home when he ’s had ample time to sleep it off, don’t you?”

Diana was silent, trying hard not to be won over. She had meant

to be so very icy and disagreeable and frank when she met one of those

despicable road-hogs in the flesh, and she felt it very hard that he

should turn out to be so tremendously nice, and good-looking too in

his thin brown way.

“The nearest village,” said she reluctantly, “ on the Perrinfleet road

is Greenrose. You can’t buy any there because there ’s only one shop;

and that ’s only a grocer’s and buteher’s and draper’s and ironmonger’s

and post-ofiice. But Mr. Hartley Patterson has a car and so has Doctor

Smythe. You may be able to borrow some petrol.”

He laughed ruefully.

“ Thank you very much,” he said. “ Then I must walk three miles

and leave my car. There ’s one comfort—it can’t be run away with.

But the cushions—and so on_”

Diana looked indifferently across the meadows; then turned frankly

and met his worried gaze with her pretty smile.

“ Take my bicycle,” said she generously.

He thanked her politely, then glanced without much joy at her small,

old-fashioned machine.

Diana laughed outright.

“Oh, of course you can’t,” said she; “you ’re too long. I’ll go

and find a boy to bring you some out here. I shall be in the village in

ten minutes. It ’s down-hill all the way, a lovely coast when you once

get out of this old lane. And I say, I did n’t mean to be exactly insult

mg, you lmow—only one must have the courage of one’s convictions.”

The relieved stranger said at once that he quite saw, and Diana

mounted and rode off. The young man watched her white dress flutter

out of sight and then sat down on the stone wall and admired Diana’s

VIew over the sunny fields and blue canal. Then he addressed the

helpless car with a few well-chosen words, lit a cigarette, and relapsed

Into a dreaming silence.

“IVs 3 pretty Spot,” he said presently to an inquisitive blackbird

who was hopping along the well over the white cherry blossom. He

shlded his impatient eyes and gazed down the green length of the lane

t It was nearly an hour before something white showed in the dis

dime- A _boy in a white coat, was it? Or an apron? No, it was a

ask“ 811l, tlle1l—his girl come back. Well, he wa8 glad of that,

but h_e hoped it was n’t to tell him that she could n’t get any petrol-

Dlalm was very hot and red when she reached him, and she told
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him at once how sorry she was that she ’d been so slow, but he did n’t

know what an awful pull it was up that hill.

“ Mr. Patterson ’s touring in the Highlands,” said she breathlessly,

“ and they ’ve none, and Doctor Smythe’s expecting a cart with some

almost immediately. He says it may come at any minute, and he ’ll

send a boy on with as much as you want directly. He says you ’re

very welcome. He says he always feels a deep sympathy with any motor

reverses, because his own car stops and refuses to go on more often

than not when he’s out with it. It ’s its habit, and has been from

the first.”

“ There ’s honor among thieves, you see,” said he gravely.

Diana sat down on the wall and fanned herself with her hat.

“ It was very ldnd indeed of you to come back.” He flung him

self down on the grass and ruflied his hair with his fingers.

“Well, I had to come this way,” said Diana frankly; “there is n’t

any other. Besides, I should like to know the end of you.”

“ Thank you,” said he politely.

It never occurred to her that she ought not to sit on the wall and

talk to a perfect stranger in this open, friendly fashion, but she was very

young—younger than her years in some ways.

“You see,” said she apologetically, “I used to ride so much and

to enjoy it so keenly, and we used to have such jolly pienics, and now

we can’t do it any more. The high-roads are spoiled for us with

the horrible dust and the reek of the petrol, and we have to keep to

the by-lanes which are generally so bad. You can’t expect me to look

upon them with affection, can you? And then, they ran over my

black pig.”

“ What a shame ! ” His dark eyes filled with sympathy. “ Did you

really have a black pig?”

In Diana’s world it was quite the proper thing to meet an attrac

tive young man and talk to him freely, because her world was a world

of dream and adventure and story-book men and women. Then, too,

she was keenly on the look-out for a knight-errant to undertake a par

ticular adventure she happened to have ready on hand for him, and the

sight of this pleasant youth with the endearing eyes and distinctly allur

ing smile—already deeply indebted to her for her ready help—told

her that Providence was showing unmistakable signs of taking a hand

in her game. She grew a little nervous, though, at the thought of

putting her case to him.

He saw that she looked restless and ill at ease; he also saw—for he

was an observant youth—that she opened her mouth to speak several

times, then shut it again—obviously afraid to begin.

“ It ’s jolly good of you to help me,” he said preseritly. “ And what

a charming place I ’ve been pulled up at! I don’t deserve such a stroke
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of luck. These white blossoms and those sunny fields and that blue

ribbon of a canal and those dear little purple hills. How late the

cherries are here! ”

“ Yes,” said Diana slowly. “ It ’s a beautiful world, is n’t it? You

would n’t think——”

“You find it a beautiful world?” he asked with polite interest.

“No? But then, you ’re so young and so——”

He stopped, and she confessed to herself that his smile was cer

tainly the kind that grew on you. Was it alluring enough for her

purpose? Quite, she thought.

“ It ’s beautiful for me because I know how to enjoy it and I ’ve

got a free hand. But it is n’t beautiful for—everybody,” she finished

lsmely.

He was silent. In his youthful pessimism he would have liked to -

tell her that Providence did n’t allow it to be beautiful for any one

for more than five minutes at a time, but be respected her youthful

illusions. She took off her hat and leaned against the gate-post A

faint breeze stirred the cherry blossom and powdered her fair hair

With her dark brows and dusky, sunburnt little face, she looked like

an old miniature of the powder days. He noticed that she had a

very firm and pretty mouth.

“I wish I knew,” she said suddenly, dropping to the ground and

loaning her elbows on- the wall with her back to him. “ Oh, if only

Iknewi” He rose and stood beside her.

“What do you wish you knew?”

“Whether I ought to speak to you like this. I ’m only seventeen

I’vo had so little experience. And I’m tremendously worried- In

fact, I—wBll, I know something ought to be done at once, and I don’t

know where to turn.”

He watched the pretty curve of her averted check with some appre

hension, and almost hoped she would n’t plunge any further into her

young troubles. He had to go on to Perrinfleet as s00n as he could

get away. What did the girl mean?

“But—where do you live?” he asked quickly. “ And what about

your mother? Would n’t she do? ”

He realized how priggish and uncalled-for his words were directly

he had spoken, but it was too late to recall them

. She shook her head and the flush on her cheek grew deep", but she

‘M n’t seem to mind. No doubt she was used to reproving elders) he

thought.

. “Hsven’t you any one then who can—n1ell—advise you in your

‘1{fii¢_lllty?” he asked desperately, yet almost reluctantll" He was b,e

gmmng to think he might like it, after all, and that perhaps he ‘l

better not give himself the chance.
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Diana’s voice broke a little as she answered him. “ No,” she said.

“ No. Relations are no good, and women-friends are worse than useless.

The only thing that can help me now ” she hesitated and spoke

huskily—“ is an attractive young man with engaging ways.”

 

II.

THE stranger looked shocked, horrified, amused, and finally inquir

ing. He felt that the object of her quest was not at all unusual in a

pretty schoolgirl of seventeen, but her frank disclosure of it certainly

was.

“It ought not to be a difficult task,” said he audaciously, “for

you P ” She looked round at him in surprise.

“ You think not? But I must be very careful, you know. I

assure you that any one won’t do.”

“ Well—I ’m glad to hear that,” he admitted with a smile.

But Diana did n’t seem to understand him.

“ He would have to be very susceptible,” she went on thoughtfully.

“ Now, there I hardly agree with you.” He was -watching her

charming agitated face with growing surprise.

“Because there is n’t much time,” she explained. “And yet he

must be constant too.”

“ The two things don’t generally go together,” said he gravely.

“ He would have to be quite indifferent to money.”

“A mercenary heart is occasionally swamped by—well, other

things,” he assured her.

She turned with pleased-eyes to study his face.

“ You think so? You think it ’s really possible?”

“ I think it distinctly probable,” said he warmly; but yet he knew

now that he had n’t the least idea of what she was driving at. His

first suspicions were obviously ahsurd—unless she was a perfect little

devil of cleverness.

“ Would you do it? ” she asked, and the question left him speech

less. She turned right round and looked up eagerly into his face.

“ Would you do it? ” she cried. “ I believe you ’ve been sent down

from heaven on purpose.”

He shook his head.

“ I ’m afraid you are making a fatal mistake,” he said, welcoming the

change of subject. “ I have n’t come from heaven, I assure you. On

the contrary——” He stopped and laughed again. He seemed a

cheerful youth.

But the excited child laid her little sunburnt hand confidingly on

his and went on, boldly meeting his dark eyes with her own clear ones,

and warming to her subject as she proceeded.

“ I want to find a young man. If I could only find a young man
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who would love a girl just because she is so charming and so dear!

Would it be very difficult, do you suppose?”

He was obliged to look away before he could answer her amazing

question.

“It ought to be easy enough,” he murmured.

“Some one,” she went on ardently, “ who despises money and

looks upon it as if it was dirt; the kind of man who would leave a girl

forever rather than risk being called a fortune-hunter.”

He started then and looked at her again, but she was too engrossed

in her subject to notice his face.

"Are there any of them?” she cried. “ You ’re a man. You must

have knocked about the world a great dea . Are there any? It is n’t

true, is it, that they live only in books and plays?”

“I think there are such unhappy creatures,” said he in such a low

and bitter voice that she was roused for the moment from her own

thoughts to wonder what it meant; “ but they ’re mostly fools.”

Her glowing face fell at his words and the hard look in his eyes.

A flood of anxious misgiving swept into her heart and reminded her

that he was a perfect stranger.

“ It must be a lottery,” she said in a half-whisper. The young man

pulled himself together.

“Look here,” he said, “ are n’t we rather playing at cross-purposes,

you and I? Suppose you tell me the whole thing before we go any

further. Tell me what you want the young man for and then I ’ll

see if I can find him.”

“I want him for a husband,” said Diana simply.

“By George! ” He murmured something further which was inau

dible and retreated a few paces to survey her with a fearful awe

“I Must find him within six months,” she went on hurriedly.

“°h,please am look so terrified and disgusted. If you only knew

how charming—and yet so inaccessible and unimpressionable and

cold\” She stopped and watched him anxiously.

“please go on,” he murmured in feeble tones. “You—you sul"

prise me. Please go on.”

“Could you—could you give me references or anything?” she

asked timidl.Y- “ I ought to be most careful, I know.” _

_ The poor young man replied in a breathless voice that she was qnlte

nghll You could n’t be too careful.

. “If you could get the clergyman of your parish to write a few

llnes,” Diana suggested earnestly. “ Or any well-known rate-payel-——

why, I don’t even know your name——”

“Oh, my name ’s Peter Travanger.” As he spoke, he felt that

my ‘me but a born fool would have given an alias at such a IIl(>IlM’-n'c

cf peril, and that his last refuge was now denied him.-
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“ It ’s a very nice name,” said Diana, with flattering emphasis.

“Travanger’s splendid, and I love Peter. My black pig was called

Peter, too.”

Travanger pulled himself together. He could not believe that this

nice, ingenuous child wanted to carry him off and marry him. She

was merely involving him in an experiment; in an interesting new

game; possibly even in a wager.

“ I ’m still hopelessly in the dark,” said he, coming nearer to her

and leaning his elbows on the wall as she had done before. “Do let

me into your secrets 2. little more fully, won’t you? Why do you want

a husband?”

Diana sighed deeply.

“ Because of Mother’s awful mistake,” said she.

He stared.

“But if your Mother made a mistake, ought n’t you to be very

careful not to do the same?” (“Poor child, Father was a ‘wrong

’un,’ no doub ,” said he to himself.)

“ Perhaps I ’d better tell you all about Mother,” said she reluctantly.

“ It might be as well,” he admitted with a perfectly composed air

of sympathy.

Diana swung herself onto the wall beside him.

“Well—she was awfully pretty and sweet and dear, you know—

my mother. Every one loved her——”

Looking at the daughter, Mi. Travanger could well believe it.

Diana pursued her tale.

“And she fell in love with a lieutenant in the navy, and he was

drowned. He—well, he just went down with his ship.”

Peter murmured something kind.

“And it very nearly killed Mother. She had had such a lovely

time, you see, up to that, and everything in the world she wanted, and

people loved her if she just looked at them. She ’d lived in a world

all rose-colored, and it nearly broke her heart when she found how gray

and dismal it had suddenly become. So she fretted and moped, and

then three or four years afterwards she met my father, and he fell in

love with her and made up his mind to make her forget the sailor who

had gone down with his ship, and little by little he won her over till

she depended on him for everything and grew tremendously fond of

him and at last married him. She was awfully happy. She was still

very young, you see, and she began to think it was rather a lovely sort

of world after all, and not a vale of tears for ever and ever, as it might

have seemed to her when the ship went down. And then—just before

I was born, my father was thrown from his horse—hunting—and

killed.”

Diana’s eyes were wet as she told the harrowing tale.

-{
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“Oh, poor mother! She was wild with grief. She said that the

world was nothing but misery and cruelty, and that her child—my

sister, you know—should never have the chance of suffering as she had

suffered. And so she made a will and left all her money to the Con

vent at Falling-fleet, and said that my sister was to be educated there

and take the veil—be a nun, you know—directly she was twenty-one.

She ’ll be twenty-one in six months, and I must—I mur;t—save her.”

Travanger was silent; waiting for her to go on.

“Mother thought she would spare her the heart-breaking life she

had had. She said she should never know anything of life as it really

and horribly happens. She thought the Convent meant peace. And

oh!—it does n’t-I ’m sure it does n’t. Rosamund loves her life. At

least, she used to. She enjoys every minute of the day—or did, until

last year. Something happened last year to make her miserable for a

time—but I am sure it was only for a time.”

“I see,” said Peter, with obvious relief. “ You want to find a hus

band for this sister of yours, then; not for ” He Htopped in

confusion.

Diana stared.

“ Why, who else could it be? ” she asked wonderingly.

“ Is she pretty?” he asked hurriedly. “ Is she like you? ”

“Well—I think she ’s lovely,” said the child wistfully. “But

my aunt says no. She says she ’s too thin and hungry-looking. Bnt

then Aunt ’s so stout that it naturally colors her view. And then she ’s

d&rk—very dark—and she sings so beautifully that she draws your very

soul out of you when she ’s singing. And Aunt’s prejudiced against

her, too, because of her destination. She ’s Catholic, you see—Roman—

and Aunt ’s Orange—of the very bitter kind. What are you?”

“ I*” He thought it over in some perplexity, not seeing fit to

mention that the question she put so lightly had already engaged some

years of reflection. “ Oh, I’m a of eVerything—uoth-ingparticular, but not bigoted ”

Diana sighed.

“Is n’t it possible,” Peter asked kindly as he studied her distressed

face, “that your sister’s own beauty and charm may find a simple way

out of the difiiculty? ”

Dims thought for a few minutes, then gave a deep sigh

“Ycu’d think so if you saw her,” said she doubtfully. “Yet I

dcn’tfsncy, somehow, that she meets the right kind of men. And then

~well‘she’s so nice to everybody. She ’s rather a flirt, I ’ln *1fi'ald.

funisays no man will want to marry a girl with so many strings to her

ow.

 

 

Peter Travanger smiled.

“I see.”

i_:_L4_‘§_n-fiimm-I—-_—_—h~‘
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“ Yet she ’s cold too. I can’t explain—I ’m not clever enough——”

“ Go on,” said he encouragingly. “ You ’re doing very well.”

“ She does n’t think much of men,” pursued the earnest child. “ In

fact, I ’m sure she has n’t met any who are really nice, because I had a

letter from her to-day saying that she does n’t know that Mother was n’t

right after all, and that when these six months are over, she has a

sort of idea that she ’ll be glad to find peace and rest in the dear old

convent. Is n’t it awful to want to leave such a delightful world? ”

She asked the question with a tremendous gravity he found very

touching. Then with her fresh and charming smile she turned and

laid her hand appealingly on his as she had done before and burst out:

“ I thought if she met some one who was young and jolly and kind

and handsome and attractive in a kind of a way that a girl could n’t

possibly resist; some one who made love to her so gallantly and honor

ably and so—well—alluringly that it took her breath away, and she

found herself saying ‘yes’ before she ’d had time to think it over and

say ‘no ’—I thought if I could find a man like that—nice in every

possible way—I’d boldly put it to him and ask him if she was n’t

worth the risk—when he’d seen her. I ’d ask him if he could -even

remember that all her money was to be taken away, when he ’d once

seen her.” -

“ But——” the overwhelmed youth interrupted modestly.

“I saw at once that you were the very man,” Diana finished

frankly.

I don’t think Mr. Peter Travanger had ever had to face such a

compliment as this. He did n’t in the least know how to meet such an

avalanche. He had the grace to blush a fiery crimson and murmur

“ Good Kitty l ” in an awed and modest undertone.

But, alas, a sound of jolting wheels broke upon their ears at that

embarrassed moment. Diana leaned forward and looked down the lane.

“Doctor Smythe in his dog-cart,” said she. “ He ’s brought the

petrol himself. I ’ll go now. But, oh ! ”—in agonized tones—“ you ’ve

not said anything. You ’ve not promised anything—I shan’t see you

again-—— Oh, you won’t go off for ever and ever and leave me in this

awful need, will you?”

Poor Travanger! What a terrible child! He met the alarmed

inquiry of her gray eyes manfully. “ I should like to help you,” said

he uncomfortably. “I need n’t tell you how much I should like to

help you. But I don’t know your name, even. I don’t know how

to see you again without—— You ’re so young, you see. I don’t

want to suggest that you ’re too young to make appointments with a

perfect stranger, yet Well, I wish I knew your people.”

Diana kept her fierce grip upon his arm.

“ My name is Diana Endellyon,” said she quickly. “ I ’ll be here
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to-morrow at the same time, if you can come. Why—what ’s the

matter?”

He had grown suddenly pale; then a light had flashed into his eyes

that had not been there before. He caught her hands as she released his.

“Diana what?” he asked. “ Diana what?”

“Endellyon—Diana Endellyon.” ,

“No—no!” He laughed huskily. “No! Then your sister is—

what did you say your sister’s name was?”

Diana drew her hands away, scared and disconcerted.

“Rosamund Endellyon, of course. But_”

Travanger laughed again, threw his hat up and caught it, then put

his hands on her shoulders and gave her a joyful little shake.

“ By George! ” said he. “By George! Oh, yes, I ’ll try to help

you, Miss Diana. You can lay your last penny that I’ll do every

blessed thing to help you that lies in my power.”

Diana stared at him. -

“Don*t! ” she said. “ Dr. Smythe ’s watching you. He ’ll tell

Aunt. I wonder if you ’re mad!” But Dr. Smythe arriving now

within hearing, an abrupt end was put tothe conversation.

III.

“ SHE still thinks the world ’s a nice place.” Rosamund folded the

persuasive letter of her earnest young sister into its envelope and sighed.

“How can she find anything in it at all, after living with Aunt James

all these years?”

Mrs. Merillian stretched out her slim hand for E cigarette.

“ She ’s very young,” said she. “ You never quite realize what a

Vale of tears it is till you ’ve had a really good time. You ’W had an

extraordinarily good time these last three years, my dear. You ’re

spoiled, you know. That ’s why your doll ’s full of sawdust. There ’s

nothing like bread and butter and daisy chains for giving a rosy hne

to the panorama.”

“ Read the absurd child’s letter.” Rosamund tossed it over.

“A love letter?” Mrs. Merillian laughed as she began it

MY OWN Mosr DEAR,

I am so wretched about you that I don’t know what to do, and

yet I feel that there is now a faint glimmer where all was dark

before, unless he really is mad and I’m afraid it ’s quite likely

Dearest, do you know that you’ve only got five months more

of freedom and the glorious world? Oh, do, I10, do make the “lost

cf any cppOTtunity to save yourself. You are much too beautiful

and Sweet to have to work for your living and I know that w!ll

never even occur to you as a second course, and you ’re sure to choose

the convent. and go into it when your money goes. I wish I had

°"c“8h money for both, but Aunt James says I cannot keep you
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in luxury on fifty pounds a year. I am afraid she is but too right.

Don't you ever feel yourself tempted to fall in love? It seems to me

it would be tremendously easy to do it if he was as nice as I imagine

him for you. -

Do you remember the wild cherries in the old lane on the way to

Greenroset They ’re in flower now and everything is most lovely.

It truly is a_ beautiful world, and you must really make a fight

before you lose it.

Good-bye, my dear.

Your anxious sister

and most loving

DI.

P. S. lf only I can have a chance to help you!

Mrs. Merillian did n’t smile as she put it back in the envelope.

“ She is a little mixed, is n’t she?” she asked. “ Or is it her usual

way of expressing herself? What does she mean?”

Rosamund sighed. “ She wants me to marry, you see, and provide

for my future that way. She sees nothing for it but the veil or the

altar. I see nothing for it but the veil, myself—or the tomb.”

She laughed without bitterness.

Mrs. Merillian rose and trailed across the pretty room to the win

dow, and leaned there, looking out.

“ Look at that bed of tulips,” said she irrelevantly. “ There—pale

pi.nk—Cottage Maid, I believe they ’re called. Sweet, don’t you think,

in the sun with all the blossom beyond? And there ’s Nurse. Baby

ought to have something on her head. The sun is quite strong already.”

She leaned over the iron rail of the balcony and called something

foolish and tender to the laughing, gurgling little creature reaching up

to her. Rosamund stood watching it all with dark, moody eyes. She

tucked her sister’s letter into her belt and turned away, but before

she could leave the room Mrs. Merillian called out over her shoulder.

“ What about Kentish Gray?”

Rosamund laughed shortly.

“ Well, he ’ll ask me to marry him this evening if I like.”

“Won’t you like?” Her hostess turned her shrewd, pretty face

to look at the girl’s discontented one.

“ I like him to be here—I like to have him about. That ’s why I

can’t tell him the truth. He ’d go like a shot if I enlarged upon the

family arrangements. You don’t want him to go, Irene, do you? I

don’t want to drive away all your nice men. We ’re a jolly little party

as we are. Better stave it off as long as possible.”

“ You ’re a hard little creature,” Irene Merillian said sharply.

“ They ’re both in love with you. Dick Hereford ”

“ Dick ’s my very good friend,” said Rosamund wearily. “I don’t

want him to go either. Oh, let it rest, Irene. Do you think I don’t

 

J
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know? Do you think I want to be left without a friend in the world?

I might as well have a good time these last few months. Diana says

it’s a beautiful world. Let me make the most of it, for goodness’ sake!

I’m so afraid of losing all I ’ve got. There ’ll be time enough for all

the revelations when I ’m once safely behind the grating.”

Irene came up and put her two hands on the girl’s shoulders.

“ My dear,” she said kindly, “I only want you to do what is best

for you. And, besides, I ’ve been thinking—would n’t it be nice if we

sent for this little sister of yours? I want to know her very much. She

can have the blue room opening out of yours. Would n’t you find it -

rather jolly to be together?”

Rosamund’s eyes lit up. She stooped and kissed her friend and mur

mured something vaguely affectionate, in doubtful tones.

“If Aunt could be won over. Could you write? I wonder——”

“ I ’ll motor over and carry the child off,” said Irene easily. “ These

things only want management, and there ’s nothing like taking people

by storm.”

“ But she ’ll be a little savage. She ’s only just left school. She ’s

gang to Newnham. She ’s only seventeen. She ’s never been to a

party or stayed in a house like this in her life.”

“Then I’m quite sure it ’s time she did,” Mrs. Merillian said

decidedly.

And the next day, without Rosamund, she took her little boy, the

spoiled dark-eyed Bonnie, and his pleasant young governess, and

whirled them over to fiiid Diana and help in the siege of that dull,

kmd, and opinionated lady her aunt, and set herself to win her approval

by every charming means. Diana presently found herself wrapped in

Rosamund’s big white coat, her head tied up in a silky blue veil, bowling

{’lcng in the beautiful car, speechless with surprise and excitement and

lcy- She forgot how deeply she disapproved of the motor-car as an

mstitution dire_ctly she realized how much she could enjoy it, and the

thought of being with Rosamund almost overwhelmed her. It was

not till she was dashing through the very gates of Moricecourt that she

Xslnembered her important appointment with Peter Travanger and

realized that now at that very moment he would be there waiting for her

What could she do? Nothing. She could not even telegraph or write,

for she did n’t know his address. What a faithless, pretending little

w_l.etch he would think her! Whirling down the avenue of budding

P_mk hwe-chestnuts to the pretty, long, low white house, she had just

tune to think these things and then the car pulled up at the porch;

*1 gay group of girls and men standing laughing there separated, melted

away, and she found herself suddenly in the darling arms of her

Rosamund; her adored Rosamund, whom she had not seen for a year;

who grew prettier—sweeter—dearer every time
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The dark, cool, square hall; the wide, shallow stairs and mossy

green carpet; the white panelled walls everywhere as she ran up with

her sister; the long, sunny corridors, so white and green and pretty,

and finally the sunny bedroom so bright and fresh and sweet, with the

open lattice windows looking over the lawns and the pink and white

orchard beyond ;—this bedroom with its dark, polished floor and forget

me-not blue and white draperies; this and everything, seemed a fitting

background for her Rosamund.

She sat down in the -window-seat and pulled off her gloves. Her

eyes were wet.

“Rosamund, you can’t give it all up! Think of the little bare

room with the hard bed. Think of the deadly monotony l ”

“ Think of the blessed peace,” Rosamund said briskly.

“But who wants peace. You want to live first. You don’t want

to rest till you ’re tired, and you ’ve got an awful lot to do before you

get tired enough for that,” Diana cried earnestly.

Rosamund was silent for a minute or two.

“ Not as much as you ’d think,” said she quietly—then laughing at

the girl’s concerned face.

“Is n’t it a pretty room? This door opens into mine. See, the

key ’s my side, and I ’ve unlocked it. What a time we ’ll have, Pussy,

won’t we? And don’t you want tea? I’m dying for it. We ’ll go

down to the hall when you ’ve taken your coat off. Pretty hair you ’ve

got; so light and bright and soft and fine.” She pulled little rings

loose on Diana’s forehead after the girl had earnestly brushed it into a

meek parting and pulled her white linen frock about with quick, deft

touches.

“ There! ” she said with a kiss. “ What a sweet little Miss Bread

and-butter you are! Come, Pussy. We must send for some new frocks

—lots of new frocks. I ’m going to spend my money like water these

last few months. Oh, what a time we ’ll have, you and I ! ”

Running down behind Rosamund, Diana found herself in a crowd

of gay young people, every one trying—or so it seemed—to be nice to

her, yet all talking a new language, about new things. She felt very

shy and stiff, and slipped into a high-backed oak chair in a dark corner

of the hall as soon as she dared. There were all sorts of delightful

cakes. She devoted herself with silent heartiness to making an extremely

good tea; Rosamund drifted up to her, laughed, and raised her eyebrows

at an empty plate which had held pink things chiefly made of cream and

sugar, and told her to be careful for goodness’ sake.

A pleasant boy came and sat beside Diana in her corner and talked

about cricket to her. This was an attention she appreciated, for she

had been top of the average at school and loved the game more than

most things. He promised to come and bowl for her after tea. They
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got on swimmingly together. Hisgname was Gray she found—Kentish

Gray. People stayed chatte1ing there or drifting in and out of the

garden till six o’clock.

Then a trap—the Green Dragon trap—drove up.

Irene Merillian came forward with a welcoming cry. She looked

very pretty standing there in her pale embroidered linen frock, grayish

green and quite charming with her golden hair. The new-comer stooped

and kissed her, and greeted the others with pleased, hearty friendliness.

He was evidently very popular here. .

“I should have come to lunch,” he said, “ only I had an appointment

for three o’clock. All for nothing, too! I might as well have come

- straight on. Can you put me up, Irene?”

Diana shrank into her big chair with an amazed cry and a surprised

face. Young Gray watched her with interest.

“ My goodness!” said she weakly, watching with a fascinated eye

the cool greeting her sister gave to the new-comer.

It was Mr. Peter Travanger who had just arrived.

IV.

“ WELL, why did n’t you keep your appointment?” Peter asked.

Diana was flushed and excited and a little conscious of her first-even

ing frock. Rosamund had calmly taken the lace yoke out of her very

best white silk before dinner and put two little bunches of violets in her

fair hair on either side of her head, geisha fashion, and she had liked

her looking-glass self extremely.

Mrs. Merillian had thoughtfully sent her down with the nice cricket

mall, and she had enjoyed it all tremendously, even the effort to avoid

Mr. Travanger’s wicked and suggestive eye over the primrose bank in

the middle of the table. He certainly played the game very well, she

thought, for he bore the introduction with a calm she envied. No one

could have guessed that they had met before. She herself would have

frankly acknowledged their acquaintance, but his evident intention of

Iglming it left her confused and unequal to anything else. She didn’t

know’ poor child, that he was waiting for her to give the cue. And

there it was-_they were meeting for the first time, and he made pleasant

remarks about the state of the roads and the eccentricities of motors.

“Talk games to her,” Irene had said as she brought him up.

“iheh a little athletic creature just out of school—on her way to

00 egg.”

13u1: when they had all drifted out to the terrace after dinner, and

down the steps to the garden, and Kentish Gray had suddenly left her

slde to melt into Rosamund’s surroundings, Diana found herself looking

‘mt at the moon-shadowed garden quite alone. Pete1'’s voice at her side

presently was almost as alarming as it ought to have been cheering.
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“Come down into the garden,” he said. “ We ’re all scattering

about the garden now. One does, these warm spring nights. Come

down to the fish-ponds and watch the trout leaping. Then you can

tell me why you didn’t keep your appointment. Do you always break

your troth in this shameless way?”

“ No,” said Diana, shyly hitching Rosamund’s soft lilac scarf over

her round bare shoulders. She had never worn one before, and did n’t

in the least know how to manage it. “I quite meant to come. I ’d

dusted my bicycle and pumped up the tires and put it ready by the door,

but directly after lunch—I don’t know how I could forget—but Mrs.

Merillian suddenly came like a whirlwind and carried me off in a

motor, and I found myself here and too late for everything before I

quite realized. . . .- I assure you I always keep appointments. And

especially this one.”

Peter laughed and picked up the trailing end of the lilac scarf.

“Irene is rather like a whirlwin ,” said he, carefully arranging

it round her neck. “ But she means well. I ’m very glad indeed that

she did pick you up and carry you off—I can quite imagine a person

wanting to do it. Besides, we shall have much better chance of arrang

ing our plans now, shan’t we? We shall be able to discuss all the details

of our great conspiracy at our leisure. There ’s nothing like time for

maturing these things, after all.”

“ It ’s a very queer thing that you should be here,” Diana said in

wondering tones. “ It looks almost like Fate, does n’t it? And you

do know Rosamund, after all ”

“I do know Rosamund after all,” he repeated, but in so changed

a voice that she looked at him sharply.

“ And you know Mrs. Merillian, too?”

“ A little. She ’s my only sister, you see.” He laughed, and Diana

laughed too, gaily, and with relief at his return to cheerfulness. Such

a pretty, ringing laugh the child had. There was something so gay

and young and unconscious of suffering and unhappiness about her that

one trembled for her. Peter Travanger trembled for her. Even her

anxiety about her sister was, he felt, only half an anxiety: she was so

sure of the kindness of Fate, so confident of being able to avert ill.

“Mr. Travanger,” she began with a nervous glance at his clear,

decided profile and keen eyes. “You know Rosamund—you’ve seen

her often?”

“Not very often,” he said gravely. “ Often enough to know her,

”

yes.

“ Then,” she faltered, not daring to look at him any longer, “ if—

if—oh, you must have seen how dear she is l ”

“ Very dear,” said Peter in a hard voice.

“ You must have felt her charm?” she pursued bravely.
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“I have felt the effects of her charm,” said Mr. Travanger grimly.

“ Yes, certainly.”

Diana looked up, puzzled, trying her best to understand him.

“ Was n’t it—well—was n’t it powerful enough? ”

. “Quite powerful enough,” he admitted.

“Then—then—oh, you must remember all the things I told you! ”

“ I hope I remember everything you said to me.”

Diana stopped and laid her impulsive hand on his black sleeve.

“Does—does it seem possible to you?” she asked breathlessly.

The young man, so arrested, met her anxious gaze kindly and

smiled reassuringly.

“It seems quite possible to me that I may be able to help you.”

“ Oh, thank you,” said Diana warmly. “ Thank you ever so.”

- I The large fish-pond—a big, dark pool full of stars, with a little

crescent moon drowning in it—lay before them, and Diana sat down on

the stone balustrade and dabbled her hand in the water.

Across at the other side, and even in the middle, fishes leaped be

tween the stars with a sudden splash, and Peter stood looking down at

her with a quietly amused face. He must n’t let her stay long, he told

himself, on this spring evening. Treacherous, no doubt, but she looked

such a dear little thing with the dark bunches of violets in her soft,

blight hair and her uplifted, excited, moonlit face and pretty parted

lips. Then he stooped suddenly and saved the lilac scarf from the fishes

by a dexterous grab, almost touching her hair with his cheek as he

raised himself.

“ It ’s an intoxicating evening,” said he, as be wrapped her up in it

for the second time.

“ It ’s all very exciting,” said Diana, smiling at him. “Yet nice

too. But—do you mind if I say something quite frankly?”

“ I would rather that you should be perfectly frank with me,”

Peter answered her.

“ Well—it did n’t seem to me that you and Rosamund were on very

friendly terms.”

‘ He was silent for some moments.

“We have n’t seen very much of each other, after all,” said he

iho_ughtf“ny- “ There ’s that, you know. You can’t rush into an

nlt1macy with an almost perfect stranger, especially if she ’s a toast

and a belle and sought after like your sister——”

“Then you ’ll begin at once to—to drift into something warmer,

won’t you? ”

Ester laughed and sat down beside her. .

You won't scold me if I don’t get on very quickly’), said he, “ w1ll

you? These things are n’t always so easy to manage “*5 you’ in your

"dent youth, might fancy. I shall have to lay a careful and deliberate

Von. LXXXlV.—2
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siege. You must give me time to mature my plans. And then, see how

inaccessible she is. She ’s always beset by a crowd of adoring young

men. They flutter round her like moths round a candle. I ’ve never

seen a young woman so sought after. I really think, Miss Diana, that

you might find a more suitable instrument ready to your hand than

the one you have chosen. I ’m a rusty old thing. I ’ve had no experi

ence of the kind—for years.”

“ Yet you look quite young,” said she thoughtfully. “ And I know

you ’re as true as steel by your eyes. I trusted you the very first moment

I saw you ”

“ Thank you.”

“ And not only because you ’re so good-looking,” she pursued

ardently, “but because you ’ve got such a sincere, convincing gift of

expression.”

“By Jove!” Peter murmured in abashed tones. “Look here

you know—you don’t say these things to every one, do you?”

Diana flushed indignantly.

“Of course not. I only say what I think. I always say what I

think. It ’s best.”

“ It ’s not always quite wise,” he demurred.

Once more the puzzled air enveloped her.

“ Do you really mean to help me,” she asked slowly, “ or are you

just laughing at me?”

“ I mean to help you,” he replied gravely. “ I ’m going to do my

best for you—and for Rosamund. I could n’t laugh at you. I enlist

myself in your service from this moment. I will do what I can. I

have a difficult part to play, and I can’t promise success, but I will

do my honest best.”

“You—you mean it?” She raised her bewildered, childish eyes.

She thought he was teasing her.

He held out his hand.

“ Shake hands on it.”

She laughed with quick relief and obeyed heartily.

“But you must n’t rush me,” Peter said gravely. “I’m a man

who must n’t be rushed. I must adopt purely Fabian tactics. I must

lie low and watch my opportunity and then act boldly and promptly.

But remember, my captain, I must not be rushed. First of all, I must

edge my way into the charmed circle. It ’s jealously guarded, you see.

What am I to do with all those enraptured young men?”

Diana sprang up suddenly.

 

“ Can’t you see! ” cried she. “ That ’s part of the horror of it all.

That ’s what makes her feel that when the time comes she ’ll be glad

to go. That ’s what makes life seem a hollow mockery to her.”

“ What do you mean?”
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“ They think she ’s rich.”

“ Well—is n’t she?” he asked quickly. “ She ’s very rich ”

“She ought to be,” said Diana bitterly; “but all the money goes

to the convent when she comes of age. Mother’s last wish was that

Rosamund should go with it. She said she knew there was no happi

ness for any one in this terrible world, and she meant at least to insure

peace for Rosamund. But whatever Rosamund does—whether we save

her or not—the money will go into the convent just the same. She

won’t have a penny.”

Mr. Travanger’s face had grown very pale.

“And what about you?” he asked.

“ Oh—I ’ve got fifty pounds a year of my own. Mother gave me to

Aunt James. Aunt James adopted me. She promised Mother

Mother died when I was born. Aunt Milly left me fifty pounds a year

But it ’s hardly enough to keep Rosamund in modest comfort when all

the rest is gone—is it?”

“ Hardly,” said Peter absently. He was evidently lost in thought.

Diana watched him narrowly, a bitter suspicion creeping into her

agitated young breast.

“I thought I explained all that to you before I asked you to help?’

she said slowly.

“I did n’t quite grasp the money item,” he confessed. “ I ’m afraid

Ihad rather a muddled idea of the whole affair yesterday. You see,

Inever realized that we were n’t two people talking in a novel or a play

until you told me your name. It seemed like a charming dream with

that sunshiny view and the white cherries and the infernal motor and

you sitting on the wall amazing me. You can’t expect a man to carry

off all the details quite accurately, can you? ”

“ It ’s hardly a detail,” said Diana sadly. “But I thought it so

noble of you to promise to do it without a thought of the money- I so

especially pointed out that she would have to be loved entirely for herself

alone And now it ’s all over ”

“What is?” he asked in surprise.

“The scheme,” said Diana sadly. “ I ‘;aI1’t keep you to your

Promise under a misunderstanding. You are at liberty to back out now

If you want to. Rosamund won’t have a penny in the world. I should

have thought a face like hers was enough for any one’s fortune, but

you never know.”

She turned away with mournful dignity and marched down the

path, hm- lilac scarf once more dragging a dejected tail.

Pater laughed and hurried after her. I

“ Goose!” he said, which was hardly respectful, but the warm

affection of his tone perhaps excused the epithet

“ Does the money make any difference?” she demanded fiercely
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“It does,” he admitted hastily. “ It certainly makes a difference.

It—it—in fact, it hastens the climax. It makes all the difference.”

“ Then I release you.”

“ You ca.n’t release me. I ’m bound hand and foo .”

She shook her head in despair.

“ I wish I understood you,” she murmured sorrowfully. “ I did like

you so tremendously———”

“ Oh l ”—he grasped her cold arm and looked into her face. “ My

dear little girl, do go on liking me tremendously. I won’t—I swear

I won’t fail you. I can’t explain. I ’m a brute to tease you, but I am

heart and soul on your side. Your startling news removes my chief

difliculty. But—do you really think those boys—Gray and Dick Here

ford—do you really think the thought of the money influences them?”

“ I should n’t have thought so,” Diana cried hotly. “ I should have

thought no one could have helped adoring her, even in rags. But she

says it ’s quite true. She says they ’ve nothing to live on. She says

they ’re both looking out for rich wives. Fortune-hunters—that ’s

what they are. Oh, it ’s hateful, hateful! And I did like Mr. Kentish

Gray. He bowls so straight. He bowled me four times before dinner

and caught me out twice. How can he be such a mercenary hound? "

Her violence made him laugh.

“ I don’t know,” he said doubtfully. “ It may be so. Indeed, how

can they afford to think of marriage on their present incomes? But

they ’re certainly both tremendously fond of your sister.”

" Fond I ” cried the child indignantly. “ She was made to be wor

shipped. Fond! And Rosamund is so clever. She knows.”

“ Why does n’t she tell them the truth?” Peter asked thoughtfully.

“ You see, there ’s another point of view. It ’s hardly fair to them, is

it, to keep them playing about on false pretenses?”

“ Ohl ” Diana hurled at him. “Do you think it wrong, then, to

let them waste their valuable time when they might be hunting some one

with a real fortune?”

Travauger was silent. She went on:

“ Besides, she likes them. She says they ’re her friends now, and

they do a great deal to make her life pleasant. She says she can’t

afford to lose them. She says she lost one good friend through his find

ing out the truth about her.”

“ Did she tell you that? ” Peter interrupted suddenly.

“Yes. She thought there was one person in the world who liked

her for herself, and she thought he knew she was to be poor. But it was

all a horrible mistake, and when he found out he went away without a

word and never came back. She says every one else is just the same.

She says any girl will do for a man if she’s nice-looking and able to

keep him in comfort.” -

1'!

‘,J.
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Peter Travanger stood in the middle of the path and stared at her

with his mouth open.

“By George! ” he said. “ What a nice world your sister does see! ”

Diana sighed.

“I find it so hard to believe in,” she murmured. “ I like the

world. I like most people—nearly everybody. I like young men—

tremendously. Everybody ’s so kind to me. Rosamund says everything

is cuuleur-de-rose with me because I ’m so very young and ignorant, but

I can’t quite agree with her. I wonder why the world is so gray and

cloudy for her, and nearly always so golden and sunshiny for me.

When I wake up in the morning I feel as if life was full of beautiful

things almost sure to happen. And I enjoy every minute—nearly every

minute. It ’s so—so damping when people talk about rose-colored spec

tacles, is n’t it? ”

Travanger was touched by her pleading eyes and voice.

“ Don’t listen to them,” he said gently. “ But don’t be angry with

them either. Pity them, Miss Diana. Believe me, it ’s very diffimflt

to find the world delightful when the rose-colored glasses are once

shattered.”

, V.

Now, the more Diana saw of that pleasant, manly young Kentish

Gray, the more convinced she was that Rosamund was wrong in her low

estimate of his character; He was so openly devoted to her sister, so

1olly and friendly with her. Rosamund did n’t play games or romp in

the garden as Diana did, but trailed about instead in lovely, straight

Directoire frocks and enormous Merry Widow hats, and morning, noon,

“Pd night, as Diana compelled Peter Travanger to admit, she was a

ilght for the gods; so dark and beautiful and full of grace.

Diana herself was having a splendid time.

_ “I never knew any one so persistently intoxicated with the Iioy of

liie,” Dick Hereford told Mrs. Merillian. “ It ’s almost exhausting to

a looker-on, but it seems to be her chronic condition. She likes every

bcdy and believes in everybody and enjoys everything, and tells me

every time she sees me to cheer up, because it ’s such a beautiful world.

I don’t wish to cheer up. And the world is nnspeakably vile.”

“ Give her time,” Mrs. Merillian said drily. “ We all enjoy our first

plunge, don’t we? ”

_ “ It ’s not only the plunge,” said he envionsly. “ She jumped

m to swim, and she is swimming—just listen to the way she is laughing

out there. It ’s demoralizing. It ’s not right. I ’ve got a sort of feel

lng that it ’s going to last, with that absurd child.”

Diana herself was sure it would last. Rosamund’s fate was the

my cloud upon her fair horizon, and she trusted Peter with that as con

fidently as she trusted the Immortals with her own. But she liked
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Kentish Gray and she liked that bright, dark-eyed little Mr. Hereford,

who was so depressed about life, and she could not believe that they

were either of them the vile and mercenary fortune-hunters Rosamund

declared them to be.

Kentish Gray with his jolly laugh and nice blue eyes; his broad

shoulders and good natured teasing ways—“I will not believe,” she told

herself doggedly when she had been at Moricecourt three weeks or so—

“I will not believe that a person who can be so exceedingly nice to

children and animals can be a humbugl ” The young man in question,

coming galloping across the lawn with Ronnie on his back, caught the

end of her sentence.

“ Don’t you believe it,” said he wisely. “ You never made a greater

mistake. All the celebrated criminals of the past have been adored by

the young; and if dogs take to you on first acquaintance. it ’s a sign of

utter depravity.”

Diana laughed.

“ Nonsense! ” But her eyes studied him attentively and she flushed

uncomfortably at her thoughts. Ronnie was taken off then by his nurse,

and Gray asked her where her sister was.

“I think she ’s on the river with Mr. Hereford,” she admitted re

luctantly. “I saw him crossing the lawn, with his arms full of red

cushions and Rosamund’s parasol. I ’m—I ’m awfully sorry,” she cried,

full of sympathy as soon as she saw his expression. “ Really, I ’m sorry.

Oh, why did n’t you go with them, if you wanted to so badly?”

Kentish Gray pulled himself together and said, was it likely? He

said he thought he saw himself doing it. He knew better than to go

where he was n’t wanted, he said.

“ The fact is, I rather fancied that she ’d promised to walk over to

the village with me this morning, to do an angel-of-mercy errand to

the deserving poor, for Mrs. Merillian. But ”—he looked approvingly

at the brown face and clear eyes under the Panama hat—“ would n’t

you like to come on the river? Do come. It ’s too warm for tennis

this morning.”

Diana accepted the invitation as she accepted most things, with open

joy, and they went off together at once. She wanted to pull, she said,

and insisted that he should be lazy and lounge among the cushions in

the stern. She turned back her white sleeves and looked complacently

at her round, muscular young arms and strong little hands. “ It ’s

heaven to be in a boat again,” said she happily. “ At school we used

to——” She drifted into a stream of intermittent reminiscences,

stopped again to pull, and continued them later, leaning forward and

resting upon her sculls. Kentish Gray did not listen to her after a

minute or two. The cheerful childish chatter soothed him perhaps,

but it did not distract his thoughts from something which seemed to
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be worrying him. She thought his jaw and chin were rather heavy

and dogged-locking when he was moody like this. Perhaps, after all,

he had not the charming disposition she had credited him with.

“ Rosamund ’s much cleverer than I at finding people out. I

always believe in everybody. Silly, I suppose. I suppose it is a mistake

to like everybody so tremendously. I wonder if it is! " she said aloud.

Gray looked up and shaded his eyes as he realized that she was asking

a question.

“I beg your pardon, Miss Di. What?”

“Do you think it ’s a mistake to like everybody and everything?

Is it dreadfully weak? I hate to think I ’m weak, don’t you?”

“ No ”—he smiled rather sadly. “ I find excuses through my weak

ness and shelter behind it. But it ’s not kind of you to rub it in.”

Diana flushed.

“I assure you I was only thinking of myself,” said she. “ I was

wrapped up in my own thoughts. I ’m afraid it is silly to be so pleased

with the world.”

“ It ’s not silly,” said he quickly. “ It ’s a gift from the Immortals.

You stick to it, Miss Di, and don’t let it go, for you ’ll never get any

thing to beat it.” -

“Why is it that I never see people’s faults—like—like other persons

do?” she asked humbly.

He laughed and looked at her earnest young face very kindly.

“I ’ll tell you a story,” said he. “ Once upon a time there were two

cottages siianding empty in the village, and one day a new tenant came

and settled there. .

‘“ And what sort of folks be they over to where you come from?’

said the man who was mending the gate.

“ ‘ Oh, horrid, nasty, mean, unneighborly folks,’ said the stranger.

“ ‘ Ah,’ said the carpenter. ‘ You ’ll find just the same sort here.’

“Presently another cart drove up, and a new tenant settled in the

second cottage.

MAR’ what sort of folks be they over to where you come from?’

man at the gate asked of the second stranger.

“ ‘ Oh, nice, kind, helpful, neighborly folks,’ said the new tenant.

“T13h! You ’ll find ’em just the same here,’ said the carpenter.”

Dlana thought it over and blushed at the implied compliment.

“ You mean_”

“ Yes,” said young Gray, relapsing into his cushions; “that ’s

exactly what I mean. You generally find what you bring to things.”

Diana’s heart warmed to him after that, and his moody eyes inspired

a deep desire in her breast to cheer him up, and also clear his character

€c‘l-dher own satisfaction. She thought deeply and then resolved to be

0 .

the
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“ Look here,” said she suddenly, drawing her sculls in and resting

upon them. “ You must have had a great deal of experience of the

world ”

“ A little,” he admitted with surprise.

“ And it ’s what I ’m most in need of,” she said regretfully.

'' So——_”

“ Not at all,” he hastily interrupted. “ It ’s the sort of thing you

are much better without. Believe me-—”

“ I don’t agree with you,” Diana warmly interposed. “ But I should

like to ask your opinion on a purely abstract case.”

Mr. Kentish Gray said politely that his large stock of worldly wis

dom was entirely at her disposal.

“ Do you think all men are mercenary toads?”

He started at her vehement tone.

“ I hope not,” said he. “ Why? ”

Diana pushed back her hat and gripped the handles of her sculls

with excitement.

“ If you loved a girl, would you even think about her fortune?”

He seemed to frown at the thought, and when he spoke after a long

pause it was in a low voice.

“Yes,” he said. Yet Diana was not satisfied. How could he be

so truthful if he was speaking the truth—in other words, if he was

so base?

“Oh!” she said, “you don't mean it. If you loved a girl and

thought she was rich, and then if you suddenly discovered she was

poor, you would n’t——”

“ I should go away,” said Kentish Gray calmly.

 

“Oh!” Her face flushed at the despicable words. Rosamund -

was right then, after all. And to own it so shamelessly. Hateful!

“ But it is n’t a possible case,” said the young man calmly. “ And

I ’m not competent to answer your question, because in the first place

I should never allow myself to fall in love with a girl who was poor.

You can always help it, you see, in the very beginning.”

“ What about love at first sight?” she asked hotly.

He smiled. -

“ That ’s the easiest kind to deal with, if you tackle it at once.”

Diana watched him in puzzled silence. So many things were puz

zling to her at Moricecourt.

“ You see ”—he leaned forward, clasping his knees—“ there ’s the

girl herself to consider. You forget that.”

“ What can you mean? I should have thought the girl was the last

thing you would consider.”

“ On the contrary,” said he, “ it ’s the first. A man thinks twice,

Miss Di, before he drags a goddess from her pedestal to plunge her into
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wretchedness. If a man loves a girl very much, it is naturally unpleas

aut for him to see her starve.”

“But you can work, I suppose?” Diana looked upon his excuse

as a paltry and trifling one, worse than none, in fact, in her youth and

ignorance. In novels you did n’t consider these sordid details.

“Certainly,” Kentish Gray admitted, “I can work. And I do,

though I frankly admit that I don’t much like it. But I make exactly

two hundred a year. By the time I am fifty I may make four hundred.

I am entitled to a small pension at the age of sixty-five. Is this the

kind of thing to offer to a girl who has been brought up in luxury?

And, unfortunately, the only girls I ever fall in love with have been

brought up in luxury. So there you are.”

“And supposing you really loved the girls enough to want to have

them with you forever ”

“ One at a time, please,” he laughed at her earnestness.

“Do you think you would have the strength of mind to go away

from her and never see her again when you found that she had lost her

money—when you knew that she wanted friends more than ever? ”

“ I hope so,” he said in a low voice.

“ Would n’t you even go on being friends?” she demanded fiercely—

furious at this further proof of Rosamund’s discernment.

“ It would be easier—in the end—to go away,” said young Gray.

Theu he laughed again and hunted for the tiller ropes which he had

dropped- “ What a gloomy field of conjecture you do hold out! ” cried

he gal_ly_

But Diana, more deeply interested in it than he could possibly

gues, suddenly splashed her sculls back and pulled vigorously, deep in

thought She was quite unconvinced. She did n’t believe him. She

hid seen his expression change when Rosamund came into the room.

She had watched his nervous hands as his eyes devoured her sister’s

face. She had seen how utterly he lost himself in her black eyes when

he_ spoke to her. What would he do if he knew? He must have com

mltted himself already in a thousand ways. He was on the verge of a

pl-op°ssl- She knew how diflicult Rosamund found it to stave it off, and

sufpected that her clever sister was even enjoying the dangerous game.

Dmm thmlgllt it a cruel game, but now—if this was what Mr. Gray

really thought, if men were like this, why, Rosamund was wise to find

her excitement when she could, and enjoy life in her own way as long

as lt was possible. Indeed, Diana felt as she had so often felt before,

that happiness was only Rosamund’s due and that she must have it as

her right, whoever paid—or how dearly. She longed and burned to find

out the truth about this one average manly heart now entirely at her

mew She wanted to find out this one thing for herself. Was it true?

Could it be true that men were so unheroic; so practical; so uJlbe
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comingly prudent? She would n’t believe it. Yet she hesitated, be

cause Rosamund had told her that she wanted to keep all her friends.

She did n’t want any one to go away, and if Diana should be the

means——

“Well, what ’s the good of his staying?” the flurried child asked

herself. “ If he does, he ’s only in the way of our scheme. It ’s one

more difliculty for Mr. Travanger. I don’t want any one to be constant

to her but him. What ’s the good? Even if he were true, Rosamund

must not marry a poor man. She ’s too sweet and lovely to be poor.

Why—oh, why should n’t I tell him and know the worst? I do not

believe he ’ll go away

“ Mr. Gray,” she said, hurriedly abandoning her oars, “if a man

liked Rosamund, do you—do you think he would go away?”

He glanced sharply at her. He was beginning to see that there

might be a meaning to all this nonsense.

“What are you trying to tell me?” he asked gravely. “I can

see that you have something on your mind, Miss Di. What are you

trying to tell me?”

She gasped and hurried on.

“Rosamund and her money too are to go into a convent in five

months,” said she breathlessly. “ Whether she goes or not, the money

goes. It was Mother’s last wish—and she made a will about it. Even

if we save Rosamund, we can't save the money. You see?”

He was staring at her with horrified eyes.

“Yes!” the girl cried fiercely. “Her beauty won’t go—not her

lovely hair and her maddening eyes—I heard you tell her how madden

ing they were last night on the terrace. Her eyes and hair and lips and

her lovely color and all of her that ’s so charming and so absolutely

different from any one else, she ’ll keep all that. But that ’s nothing,

I suppose.”

Her taunt awoke no answer from him. He had turned the little

Whisper round, and they were swiftly floating down with the stream

towards Moricecourt. Diana pulled hard and sprang out onto the

landing-stage when they reached the boathouse, ignoring his hand.

She ran across the lawn and up the steps to the terrace, and hurried to

her room, to be alone with her distracting thoughts for a quiet half-hour

before the gong sounded for lunch. She must realize exactly what she

had done before she went down and faced all those people.

 

VI.

DIANA gazed with alarm at the stout back of a tall, black-robed

gentleman striding up the drive. Mr. Hereford had been reading Omar

Khayyam to her on the lawn, and she had accidentally fallen asleep,

and only just succeeded in pacifying the disgusted young man. He had
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prided himself very much on this unselfish act of devotion. To dedicate

a whole June afternoon to the uninteresting task of amusing Rosa

mund’s young sister, and then find that she had slipped out of her chair,

and was lying curled up on the grass, fast asleep, with her pretty

mouth open!

The worldly hope men set their hearts upon

Turns ashes, or it prospers; and anon,

Like snow upon the desert’s dusty face,

Lighting a little hour or two—is gone.

“I never did care for poetry,” Diana suddenly woke up and inter

rupted him. “ It ’s so depressing.” Then she realized how rude she

had been. “I ’m so stupid. Do you mind reading something a little

lighter and cheerfuller? ”

He reminded himself sternly that Rosamund was fond of this child,

and turned the Shropshire Lad out of his pocket.

“‘Loveliest of trees_’ ” he began in injured tones, but Diana

listened with flattering attention now. And as he went on—

“Now, of my threescore years and ten,

Twenty will not come again,

And take from seventy springs a score

It only leaves me fifty more.

“ But that ’s ripping,” she admitted. “ It ’s not like poetry. It ’s

good sense.”

“And since to look at things in bloom

Fifty springs are little room,

About the woodlands I will go

To see the cherry hung with snow—”

“I wonder who that queer old gentleman is! Do look, Mr.

Hereford.”

l_1e shut the book with a bang and put it in his pocket, almost tired

cf hls patient effort to be amiable.

“The funny old gentleman,” said he severely, “is a priest—Father

Dcugherty—and a very delightful person. I expect he has come to call

Ml-? Merillian and your sister over the coals for the way they neglected

their Easter dutie9- They would n’t allow him to touch upon the

sublect the last time he came.”

Herefmd was a slight little man with good features and very bright

;}.7es-_ _Diana had heard with awe that he wrote. He actually earned

fm livmg by selling stories and verses to magazines. He did n’t go in

0? games like Kentish Gray, and Diana had found little in com.mon

wlth him’ yet she liked him. She could n’t help liking him, and she
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could not believe as she looked at him that he had a mercenary soul like

Mr. Gray. She sat up on the grass and clasped her knees, anxiously

watching his eyes stray to the terrace.

“Rosamund won’t come out if the priest is in there, will she?”

she said at last, rather sharply.

Of course he was looking for Rosamund. Every one was always

looking for Rosamund here, unless it was Mr. Peter Travanger—the

one man whose duty it was to seek and find her. And yet one little hint

of tlie truth drove them away.

Mr. Travanger had once more left the field of action, losing his

precious time. He had been driven in the dog-cart to the station at

eight o’clock, and would n’t be back till late. She had been bitterly

disappointed when she came down to breakfast and heard this; so dis

appointed, and showing it so plainly, that Mrs. Merillian had regarded

her with amazement, and had relapsed into a contemplative silence over

the coffee cups, to glance furtively now and then at this sudden deprea

sion in the happy child. But she would naturally wonder, for of course

she knew nothing of the true reason for this sudden overshadowing

of gloom.

It had not been a nice day. Just as Diana had cheered up and com

forted herself with the memory of Peter’s trustworthy looks and firm

mouth, she had gone off to the river and launched upon that unfortunate

interview with Kentish Gray. That young man had lunched inade

quately and departed directly afterwards for a long bicycle ride, quite

alone. “ He looks,” Irene had remarked confidentially to Diana, “ as

if he ’d gone off to have something out with himself, poor boy ! ”

Diana had listened in distressed silence, and made no comment.

Rosamund, too, had disappeared a little later. No one knew where

she was. Irene had letters to write, so Mr. Hereford had been driven

to the doubtful joy of amusing the beloved object’s young sister, with the

result I have described. And now Diana was studying his watchful

face with deep interest. She was not, of course, going to repeat the

unfortunate experience of the morning, yet she saw no harm in just

sounding him. She must be more careful. She really did want to

know, and it could n’t possibly hurt Rosamund.

“ Mr. Hereford,” she said cautiously—she told herself that this time

her language must be much more deeply veiled—“ supposing you wrote

a book ”

“Supposing I did—it’s not unlikely.” He spoke carelessly, his

eyes still on the big open door.

“And supposing your beautiful heroine was to suddenly become

bankrupt?”

“I should n’t have a heroine involved in money difficulties,” be

promptly replied,
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“But supposing—just for once—that all her money was stolen.

Do you think your noble young hero would love her all the more? Or

would he just——” She stopped. It was not for her to put the

infamous suggestion into his head.

Mr. Hereford brought his eyes and his thoughts well to heel.

“In a modern novel,” he said thoughtfully, “ one must have real

life. The man—if he was poor—-would of course go away at once.

That ’s to say, if he was n’t engaged. If he had n’t committed himself

in any way, he would just go quietly away and fade out of the girl’s

life.”

Diana choked down the hasty comments which rose to her lips, and

said in a low voice:

“ Why?”

“Well, a man who ’s in love is rather worshipping an ideal, as a

rule. He’d be obliged for the moment to be a bit of poet, you see,

and if he carried his dream into a stuffy little house and fed it on Irish

stew and dressed it in blue serge and home-made blouses it would soon

be shattered. The inevitable awakening would come almost at once,

instead of slowly and tactfully with years and wrinkles as the wedding

ring were thin.”

“I see,” said Diana.

“Miss Di ”—Dick Hereford earnestly turned upon her—“ you ’re

only a little girl, and I may tell you that you ’re going to be & Vel7

pretty one. When you ’ve done with Newnham and you ’re 0nce

launched upon the world, you ’ll have a jolly good time. You ’ll be

able to pick and choose just as your ” He was going to s96’, “as

Your iister does,” but changed to, “just as other girls do. When that

time comes, and I’m sure it will be a happy time, I hope you w1ll

remember to be kind. I hope you won’t keep half a dozen unhappy

P°ople hanging about in suspense while you make up your mind.”

He sighed and his eyes returned to the door and the terrace.

“You’ll forgive me if I presume to advise,” he finished

Dia-1l8 said she would. She also said that she could n’t understand

a man who was a man letting such a trifle as money influence him,

while his life’s happiness was at stake.

He shook his head.

“ You ’re very young,” said he mournfully. “You seem to have

read more novels than one would have imagined possible for a young

Person of your athletic tastes.”

“Oh, if I were a man!” she cried with wet eyes. “ If I were a

man\”

“What would you do if you were?” he asked politely.

“I should make her marry me, and then work my fingers to the

bone for her.”
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He laughed indulgently, and the irate child scrambled to her feet.

“ To give up a girl like Rosamund for fear of shattering a silly

dream! What ’s the good of dreams? .It’s time some one woke you

all up. Is n’t the day good enough—the sunshine and the whole lovely,

glorious world? Is n’t life good enough just as it is, without burying

your head in dreams like a silly ostrich!”

If an awakening was the end she had in view, she had certainly

accomplished it now. Dick Hereford stood up beside her, pale and

startled.

“ Rosamund?” he asked.

Diana could have sunk into the earth with self-abasement and dis

gust. She had been so determined to hold her tongue as to the real

issue this time.

“ What about Rosamund?” said the young man sharply.

“ I ’m sorry,” Diana said with a scarlet face. “ I ought not to have

told you.”

“ It is only fair to tell me the rest now.”

It was too late to draw back. She unfolded the whole pitiful story,

and it never occurred to her to pretend that she had only introduced

her sister’s name to frighten him. She did not easily pretend or dis

semble, being, in fact, a single-minded, honest, simple-hearted young

person of straightforward habits.

Mr. Hereford listened in silence, half incredulous that any one’s

mother could have been so short-sighted and unwise as the mother of

these girls. Poor lady—she must have been half demented. He

wondered as he listened if such a will could really hold in a court of

law. Then it occurred to him that he was hardly in a position to grace

fully suggest this. Then his thoughts drifted, drifted, and his heart

began to influence them.

Diana’s presence became suddenly unendurable, and he murmured

something unintelligible and left her.

She turned away, poor, agitated girl, into a rhododendron walk

that led down to the orchards, and walked slowly along with downcast

eyes and hanging hands. She looked extremely like a naughty child

who fears discovery.

If Rosamund knew! If they both went away, these two friends

of hers! Oh, they could n’t—they could n’t go in that openly mercen

ary way! Not now they knew that she knew.

So downcast and dejected and uneasy she was, that she nearly ran

into Father Dougherty’s arms at the turn in the path.

“ What ’s the matther, my choild? ”

What a jolly kind voice! She looked up and met his twinkling

eyes with a smile. He shook his head.

“Swate seventeen,” said he. “Ah! what a toime for dhrames!
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An’ this is the little sisther who has been allowed to sthray from the

true Church.”

“ Have you seen Rosamund?” Diana asked, looking rather confused

at her sudden contact with a person whom Aunt James had taught

her to regard as a hungry wolf.

“ No, not yet. Oi ’ve come out to look for her. Mrs. Merillian sent

me out to look for her. Is it hide-and-sake that we ’re playin’, d’ ye

know, your sisther and Oi?”

Diana liked his face more and more. She felt suddenly that his

advice would be worth having, whether what Aunt James had said about

his faith was true or not.

“ Do you think Rosamund ought to be a nun? ” she asked abruptly.

“ Honestly? ”

He looked surprised, but, noticing the girl’s agitation, answered

gently enough:

b “That is surely a matther for her to decoide. We must leave it to

er.”

“ Oh! ” cried Diana quickly. “ It is n’t. We must n’t. She feels

miserable now about something—I know she does, but I don’t know

what it is—und I don’t believe it will last. She wants to get away

and let herself go and get miserabler and miserabler. But you don’t

want nuns who are unhappy. Can’t you find out in confession what it

ls, and tell me, so that I can help her?”

The amused old man told her gravely that he was afraid not. Diana

went on.

“ She ’ll be happy -again. She ’s, so pretty and dear and every

<_J!le loves her—and the world ’s so jolly and there ’s such a lot of fun

"l It, and people are so nice and kind, and a year ago she hated the idea

as much as I do. She had quite made up her mind to refuse to go into

the convent when the time came, if she had to work ever so hard for her

l“'mg- I don’t want her to work hard. She does n’t know how, but

she does know how to be happy—and make other people happy——at leflfit,

she did a year ago. And she may marry. But there ’s so little time.”

Father Dougherty watched her pink, tremulous face and wet, honest

eye? with keen interest and obvious approval. And as they stood there

facuig each other, Diana half defiant, half apologetic, wholly pleading,

Schllh gurgling cry broke upon their ears close at hand. Diana sud

henly laughed and peeped through the rhododendrons. Then she put

er hand up for silence, tiptoed along the grass edging of the bed’

End beckoned to him to follow her. She led him down a little path

etween the rhododendrons, and he came up behind her and looked

Wer her shoulder.

At the bottom of a narrow flight of grassy steps which led down

the Mp bank to the enclosed lawn where the sun-dial stood, a striped
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red and white Austrian blanket was spread, and there was Rosamund,

sitting on it with Irene’s baby girl kicking and laughing on her lap,

and Ronnie hanging over her shoulder, his arms round her neck, his

sticky, grimy fingers stroking her cheeks. The nurse was reading

on the iron seat at the other side of the lawn. A thick rope of beautiful

dark hair had fallen over Bosamund’s shoulder, and she was teasing

the young Irene with it.

Diana had never seen her so untidy in her life, so flushed, so noisy,

and so gay. She had never seen her look so happy—well, not for a year,

anyhow.

“ Let ’s play horses-again,” Ronnie shouted. He knew no lower

tones.

Rosamund! Spoilt, idle, languid Rosamund going round the lawn

on her hands and knees in a scarlet harness with silver bells! Diana

stared; then she turned triumphantly to the priest—delighted with such

a crown to her argument.

“Do you think now that Rosamund ought to be a nun?” she

demanded in a fierce whisper as they retreated.

“ No,” said Father Dougherty quietly; “ Oi do not. But, my choild,

Oi ’ve already tould your sisther that fifty toimes meself.”

VII.

DIRECTLY Diana was dressed, she went to find her sister with a fresh

smiling face. Indeed, she felt wonderfully cheered by the kind old

priest’s unexpected support, and the gentleness with which he had met

her appeal. Her heart was full of new courageand new resolves.

She found Rosamund standing before the pier-glass, fastening the

clasp of her long emerald chain. She wore a shimmering, shining dress

of some thin white satin which gleamed greenly in the folds as she

moved, and the little Empire bodice was stiff with embroidery of green

and silver beads and little seed pearls. It was a lovely dress——much too

pretty for a quiet home dinner, yet she always wore lovely evening

gowns and meant, as she told Diana, to do it till the end. Her soft,

thick black hair was parted on one side, and she had done it in large

curls at the side, as the fashion demanded, and twisted a green velvet

ribbon through it. Her cheeks were pinker than usual, her eyes

shining.

“Oh, Rosamund,” Diana cried, “ you can’t leave off looking like

that and go into frowsy black. It isn’t fair to the rest of the world.

Why don’t you make a stand against it? Why don’t you make an

effort?”

“ What ’s the good?” Rosamund demanded sharply. “ The world ’s

a rotten show anyhow. I don’t think so much of the silly old world

as you do, Pussy. Wait till your eyes are opened and you see it as
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Ido. Mother was quite right. I am sure I shall be ready for it when

the time comes. I ’m not sure that I ’m not ready now.”

“But, Rosamund, you might be so happy if you married some one

nice. I’m sure there ’s really glorious happiness ”—her voice faltered

—“just ready and waiting, if you ’d only see it.”

“Marriage is a mistake,” her sister said sweepingly.

“ Oh, Rosamund!”

“You don’t know what men are, Pussy. False and mercenary and

cruel!”

“ Not all of them,” the child cried warmly. “ And you never know

what a day may bring forth. Suppose some one turned up—some one

with money, who did n’t care whether you were poor or not—suppose

you discovered that men were n’t all like that——”

“Well,” Rosamund said indifferently, “not being born with rose

colored spectacles, I can’t suppose any such thing. Marriage does not

appeal to me. Poverty—in the world—does n’t either.” -

“ But you ’ll be poor in the convent.” '

“ That ’s different. You don’t have to think of money. You don’t

have to dress and keep up appearances. You don’t have to play bridge

or tip servants."

“Rosamund ”—Diana nervously fingered a little silver tray on

the dressing-table—“don’t you ever think that if you were married,

you might have dear little children, like Irene. Surely that would be

worth while_"

‘Rosamund shut her jewel-box with a bang.

‘No, indeed! ” said she decidedly. “ Tiresome things! I hate

children!”

_ Poor Diana sank into distressed silence. She had come into her

mlarfs room half determined to tell her what she had done about

Kentish Gray and Mr. Hereford, but if Rosamund was snappy like this.

how could one make such a confession? It was impossible. Why was

Rosamund so changed? What had been done to her? She seemed to

welcome the idea of the veil more and more. It seemed to be growing

“pon her in the most alarming way.

_It cheered Diana a little as she walked slowly down the wide stairs

be]-1ln5 her sister, carefully avoiding her gleaming, snake-like train, to

ierzntilst Mr. Travanger was back again, standing in the hall, talking to

sheglene, always easily irritated, was evidently telling him exactly what

thin (Night of some news he had brought her, and Diana caught some

did g :1 out his “inconsiderate, thoughtless tactlessness.” If. the man

fihimme, Irene devoutly hoped he ’d get away early with his eternal

8 ng’ and try for once to be civil.

Y Diana did n’t know what it was all about, but Mr. Travanger seemed

0l.. LXXXlV.—3
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very serious about it, and evidently a little disappointed. He was em

phasizing the fact that somebody was nervous and out of sorts and badly

in need of a change and a little cheerful society.

Trevanger took Diana in to dinner. She was anxious to talk to him,

and so glad that he had come back that she almost forgot for the moment

the reason why, and only reflected when it was too late that she might

have suggested that he should take Rosamund in instead of her. Rosa

mund was between Grey and Hereford. Diana watched her little head,

top-heavy with its black curls, and the great, melting eyes shining out

of her pale face, and thought, as she had so often thought before, that

just to see her was to love her. Could anything be more lovable? Yet

Mr. Travanger was looking at his soup.

" Gould anything be more lovely? ” she asked childishly, and Trav

anger at once looked up, caught the direction of her glance, gazed at

Rosamund a minute reflectively, and then returned to his dinner. He

seemed hungry.

“ Hardly,” said he politely. “ What have you been doing all day? ”

Diana thought a moment, then sighed at the awful memories of her

day’s work. It had been a full one. -

“ Putting my foot in it,” said she frankly. “ Making people

miserable. Making mischief. Getting myself disliked. Being

indiscreet.”

“ Good heavens! ” Travanger gave her his full attention. Her

face was rather pale, he thought, and almost worried for one which was

usually so happy.

“ Anything you feel able to talk about?” he asked, delicately refrain

ing from further scrutiny.

She reflected. Was it?

“ I’m afraid not. But oh, Mr. Travanger, why do you waste so

much time? You can’t possibly realize the deadly importance of every

moment now, or you would n’t run such risks. You madly throw away

a thousand golden opportunities.”

“ Waste my time?” he asked, smiling quietly to himself. “ Do I?

I ’m sorry to hear it. Am I wasting my time, Miss Di? ”

“Terribly,” said she earnestly. “ There ’s another whole day gone

now, and you ’ve not wormed yourself any further into her difficult affec

tions. I ’m afraid you hardly grasp how difficult they are.”

He thought it over; then frowned slightly.

“I don’t quite like your way of putting the case,” he murmured.

“ One does n’t want to see oneself quite in that light. It conveys,

does n’t it—rather strongly, too-the snake in the grass?”

“ Well—you know what I mean,” Diana said, rather disconcerted.

“ It is n’t always easy to express yourself elegantly when so much is at

stake. I ’m afraid I ’m not very diplomatic.”
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“I have not wasted my time,” said Peter simply. “ I told you

that I must not be rushed, did n’t I? I assure you that my days off

will have an excellent effect.” - "

Diana considered this carefully.

“ You mean that absence makes the heart grow fender? You think

she ’ll miss you and make unfavorable oomparisons—unfavorable to the

other men who hang round her like moths round a candle, while you

are away? Perhaps you ’re right. I ’ve had so little experience, but—

are you quite sure that her feelings have got to that stage yet? ”

“Good Lord, no!” Peter gasped at the thought, then laughed.

“What a fatuous brute you must think me! I must beg you to

let me work in the dark a little longer, Miss Di. If any good ’s to come

of our plan, my movements must remain veiled in the blackest mystery.”

Diana burst into a heavy, resigned sigh, and proceeded earnestly with

her dinner.

“I wish I knew more of the ways of the world,” she said presently.

“If I ’d known a dozen similar eases—personally ”

“Well, I ’m glad you have n’t. Why? ” ,

“I can’t understand you. You never even look at her with the

gaze of love. You never even try to catch her eye. You never try to

make her smile at you, yet you must have noticed how adorable she

looks when she suddenly and unexpectedly smiles.”

Peter laughed.

“Give me time,” said he. “ I am not quite so unobservant as you

think. And now let ’s talk of something else.”

By the time Irene had swept them all upstairs again Diana was

convinced that she had fallen upon the one man in the world who could

fulfil this delicate task without an effort. Could there possibly be

fulY on8 in the world so charming as Mr. Peter Travanger? What was

It about him that made her so sure that in a venture such as this he was

bound to be invincible?

How could Rosamund, how could any girl, resist him? She was

glad of it, for it argued success; yet it made her vaguely unhappy 15oo

She did not attempt to analyze her strange complexity of emotions

she watched—!ater on—Rosamund go out to the veranda with Kentish

Gmy~who was very pink in the face and bright in the eye and excited

l(fo- She watched from a corner of the drawing-rooln, where she had

hldfien herself, ostensibly to listen to Gertrude Stevenage, who was ex

Wlmenting with a pianola; really to watch them all; to see what

happened.

It_w8-8 Gertrude Stevenage who wanted to see if she could manage

the -planola. The other one—Mildred—said she was awfully fond of

mu“, too, and asked if she might bring Ronnie’s gramophone down

from the nurser5’- While she was gone Mr. Hereford got up quietly
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and slipped away. He looked pale and worried and there was a

desperate gleam in his eye.

Miss Stevenage came back, and Gertrude began to sing the Venetian

Song. Tosti was of course her favorite composer.

The night wind sigh;

Our vessel flies

Across the dark lagoon.

The city sleeps,

And well she keeps

Her watch the gentle moon.

“ That used to be Bosamund’s favorite song,” Diana whispered to

Mrs. Stevenage. Gertrude heard, sang with renewed vigor. But when

the words came—

Then fly with me

Across the sea

And leave the world behind;

For here am I

To live or die

As you prove hard or kind

—Kentish Gray suddenly appeared at the window and asked her if she ’d

mind singing something comic, as Miss Endellyon had a particular

prejudice against that song—it had unpleasant associations for her.

She hoped Miss Stevenage did n’t mind. It was very silly of her to

object to it. She hoped Miss Stevenage would forgive her.

Miss Stevenage never minded anything, and at once started upon

something unexceptionable from “The Merry Widow.” Diana had

liked the sentiment of the Venetian Song intensely, and felt that she

hated the idea of being cheered up and amused. Presently her eyes lit

up, for Mr. Travanger took the other corner of her Chesterfield and

smiled at her in a frank and friendly fashion.

“ That ’s how he ought to go and smile at Rosamund,” said she to

herself. “ Why does n’t he?” She leaned forward reproachfully.

“ She ’s out there on the veranda. There ’s only Mr. Gray with

her.” He was silent. Oh, why did he hesitate?

“ Do go,” she implored. “ The moonlight—and with music in the

distance! It ’s so very suitable—a golden opportunity.”

Mr. Travanger slowly pulled himself out of his comfortable corner

and walked to the window. A glance to the right showed him all he

wished to know, and he turned sharply to the left, crossed the veranda

to the steps in the corner, and ran down to the garden, where he lit a

cigar and smoked it to the end in lonely meditation.

Presently one of the pair on the balcony—the man—rose, and came

down the same way, but he was too agitated, it seemed, to think of
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smoking. Travanger watched him stride across the lawn towards the

orchard. A curious effect of the lights from the house made the boy’s

eyes shine as if they had been wet.

“ Poor young devil,” said Peter Travanger.

The girl he had left behind, leaning back against the iron seat,

with her head on her arm, sat immovable and alone for a long time, but

the silent watcher did not attempt to cheer her solitude, and presently

she was joined by another dark figure, a shorter one, coming out of the

lamp-lit drawing-room.

Diana roused herself from her muddled thoughts to make a fourth

at bridge with Irene and her husband and Mrs. Stevenage. She was

learning to play, and Mr. Merillian told her she was a quick pupil,

but she was too young to play for money. They all decided that, and

arranged matters accordingly.

She found it very difiicult at first to concentrate her thoughts upon

the game, but presently lost herself in it as heartily as she did in most

things, and found it almost cheering. Indeed, at half past eleven she

ran upstairs singing, and when she heard Rosamund go into her room

80on afterwards, she tapped smartly on the door with her brush to the

time of the “ Merry Widow ” waltz. There was no answer. She went

in and found her sister lying on her bed, sobbing and crying as if her

heart would break.

“Rosamund!”

Di"-M dropped her brush and flew to the bedside. Rosamund’s dark

Curls were unpinned now, lying dishevelled over her shining dress. Her

white shoulders shook and heaved, her sobs were uncontrollable. She

could not answer Diana’s distracted questions. I don’t know that she

even tried.

Diana kissed her, murmured tender little words of consolation, tried

io take her sister into her arms, but at last, finding herself completely

Ignored’ she gave it up. She hunted about for eau-de-cologne, sal vola

me, any of the things Aunt James took for hysteria, without any

mccesi There was only a box of powder labelled “ Sulphonal.” Then

she crept out of the room, slipped on a white dressing-gown, and walked

izlviffly along the gallery to Irene’s room and knocked. Irene came to

e door.

“Diana? What ’s the matter?”

_ “ Please have you got any eau-de-cologne—or sal volatile? I want

it for Rosamund. She :s—Bhe ,s got a headache], .

be éigdache or heartache, the poor child felt that somethmg must

Irene,s face, ra1’-her worried before, grew fretfully sympathetic.

.“I knew ‘he oughtn’t to have been sitting out there so long. These

spnng nights‘ I ’ll come,” she said, “ of course.”
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“No, don’t come,” said Diana. “I think she ’d better be kept

quite quiet.- If only I ’d something cool to dab on her hea ”

Mrs. Merillian retreated and came back with a straw flask of

cologne and a bottle of sal volatile.

“If she ’s crying,” said she in a low voice, “let her have it out.

She has n’t cried enough. There ’s something on her mind—goodness

knows what! Let her cry. My goodness, what a day! I do hope

she ’ll try to cheer up! With Kentish Gray and Dick Hereford both

going off by the early train to-morrow, and not a man left in the house

except my brother, whom she almost ignores, and this Mr. Sullivan com

ing, whom I believe she hates! What has she done to those absurd

boys?”

Diana, pale and overwhelmed, feebly thanked her and rushed away.

“ She ’s—she ’s done nothing,” she murmured wretchedly. “ If

any one ’s done it, it ’s me. Oh, how could they, how could they, when

she ’s so lovely and so dear?”

 

VIII.

ROSAMUND was not the only person who cried herself to sleep at

Moricecourt that night, for poor Diana, furious with herself, furious

with the two deserters, puzzled by her sister’s grief over the departure

of those heartless ones for whom she had confessed that she had only

feelings of the purest friendliness—poor Diana wet her uneasy pillow

with angry, remorseful tears for an hour before she went to sleep. A

curious, inexplicable feeling that she had somehow sacrificed her own

evening fruitlessly augmented her distress. Mr. Travanger could n’t

have made himself very attractive, he could have made very little head

way, if bedtime found Rosamund plunged in such depths as these.

At last she gave it all up and went to sleep. These people with

their strange behavior were beyond her, and her own heart and feelings

seemed to be almost as difiicult to understand. For a rose-colored world,

things seemed to be assuming an uncomfortably gray hue.

At the nine o’clock breakfast Rosamund appeared with cheeks as

pale as her muslin dress. Mrs. Merillian frankly and openly deplored

the absence of the two young men, and apologized to Rosamund for the

unwelcome new-comer who was to be here at eleven.

“ A new man? ” Rosamund asked, playing with her toast. “ Who

is it, Irene?”

Irene was a coward. She obviously shirked a name.

_ “ Oh, a stupid man, a friend of Peter’s. It ’s Peter’s fault. He

said the man wanted a rest before he set off on his ridiculous

expedition ”

“ Expedition?” the girl asked indifferently. “What expedition?”

“ South Seas or somewhere,” Mrs. Merillian said cheerfully. “ One
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of those islands where they shoot strangers at sight, unless they save

them to eat. Ronnie, take your fingers out of the marmalade—will you

move it, Diana? One of those charming places where you ’re bitten by

a snake if you escape thenatives, and die of fever if you escape the

snakes. He sails in a fortnight, and why on earth he wants to come

into the country when he ’s got that long sea-voyage before him is more

than I can tell. Nerves, Peter says. I don’t like people with nerves.”

Rosamund was not listening very intently. “ Irene,” she said, “ do

you think we might have the motor to-day, Di and I? Of course if

you are going to use it yourself—but I wanted to take Pussy over to

the convent if you don’t mind. We should lunch there.”

“You would n’t like Peter to go, too?” Irene suggested kindly.

She felt sure that a party without a young man would be a failure.

Diana looked interested. What an opportunity for him to make hay,

she thought.

“No, thank you,” said Rosamund decidedly. “ It would be too

large l party. The nuns would be flustered. And then, lunching

there_ Besides, I want to have a long talk with Mother Mary

Gabriel.”

-Diana found the swift rush through the air exhilarating. Her

spuits rose at once, and she began to feel that Peter’s tactics might

possibly be wiser than she thought.

The convent, a long, gray, handsome building on the hill above

Fjlllingfleet, alarmed her from the outside, but, finding he1self in the

big, cheerful blue and white tiled hall, warmly kissed by a stout little

lmoded and white-banded person with twinkling eyes, she was reassured.

Rosamund seemed in high spirits. She went quickly through the

ro0llls: the big, sunny lecture-room ; the small, shabby class-rooms ; the

!cng: shining corridors, with here and there little flower-decked shrines

ln Inches of the wall, to a sweet, simpering, blue and white Madonna;

the llmg dormitories with their rows of pretty pink and white beds; the

deaf little chapel with its altar quite hidden by fresh flowers (no tawdry,

mlfieisl wreaths here, no immortelles) ; the noisy little girls in black

“pm pim1fores who ran into them in the passages ;—it all charmed

be?- All these things pleased and relieved Diana’s mind of its gloomy

pmon picture of barred windows and a portcullised door and donjons

deer below the castle moat.

B ‘_In a Very little time we shall have you back with us,” Mother

aptmta said- She was the thin, gentle-faced one with nervous hands

and: deep contralto voice,

D_I hope s9,” Rosamund answered quite gaily. _

as sh1ana_notl_eed that Mother Mary Gabriel looked keenly at her sister

ml e said this, and that her lips set a little. How queer of her not

ook more pleased that she was going to have Rosamund to keep!
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“ You ’ll have all your pretty hair hidden,” the child cried in dis

tress. “ Oh, you won’t have to shave it off, will you?”

The nuns laughed. Rosamund said, “Why not?” and then she

laughed, too, and the hard tone of it hurt Diana, and frightened her.

Why was Rosamund so changed, so strange?

She walked on through the rooms down to the gymnasium with

Mother Baptists, and tried to listen politely to her account of the

diflicult examinations the inspectors so rigorously insisted upon now,

and the high modern standard which was demanded by _the parents.

Two of the nuns had had to be sent up to Oxford to get their degrees.

Diana said politely, “How nice for them,” but they had stopped

at that moment, and with all her ears she was listening to Mother Mary

Gabriel’s low voice as she spoke to Rosamund:

“My dear child, are you sure that you are doing right?”

“ Quite sure,” Rosamund was saying doggedly.

The little stout nun was holding the girl’s slim hand between her

plump ones and patting it.

“ You can so soon make a terrible mistake,” she said. “ You don’t

know how soon you can make a fatal mistake.”

Rosamund turned sharply on her and replied in a voice which was

distinct and clear enough:

“Why do you say these things? I know how happy and peaceful

you all are here. I know how happy you made us when we were your

children and you mothered us. All good people and good books tell us

that the only true and lasting happiness lies in making others happy.

All I ask is peace. Surely I can find peace here.”

“ You would be sure to find peace,” said the Mother gravely, cross

ing herself as she spoke. “ Of course—in time—but it does not always

come very quickly, my child.”

Diana turned quickly round and confronted them.

“Oh,” she cried, “ you know—I know you know—that the world

is n’t all vile and wretched and miserable. You know there is—there

must be—happiness in it when it ’s all so lovely and people are so—so

lovable. Tell her how wrong she is! She thinks there ’s nothing but

misery in the world—but there is—there is! Tell her there is.”

Mother Mary Gabriel quietly smiled at the impetuous young sister.

“ I want her to be true to herself,” said she. “I don’t want her

to come to us because——”

“Because she wants the moon, and the moon won’t come,” Mother

Baptista—the thin one—joined in in her deep voice. “ She ought to

wait long enough to find out whether it is not possible to do one’s work

quite well and cheerfully by the light of the stars——”

“ Oh, you ’re a poet! ” said stout little Mother Mary Gabriel,

laughing and still comforting Rosamund’s hand. “ And you can’t get
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much out of that. But you wait, my dear little girl. Don’t decide

hastily, and be quite true to yourself.”

They lnnched alone, the two sisters, in a tiny sitting-room off the

hall; with boiled mutton and bread-and-butter pudding, and it was a

very silent meal, though Diana did her best to make things lively.

“Now I’ve got my dear all to myself,” she told herself, “I must

make the most of the shining hour.”

Rosamund was engrossed with the gray convent cat; a fair Persian

of unblemished ancestry and a doubtful temper. “ Spoilt,” Rosamund

said gently, as she enlisted his help with the disposal of the boiled mut

ton. “Spoilt, like the rest of us. They spoil all the children here,

Pussy.”

“ We shall just get home in time for tea,” Diana said as she tucked

the rug round her sister’s knees and the chauffeur shut them in. They

leaned back as the car grunted off down the avenue—smiling and kiss

ing their hands to the black figures at the big door.

The cherry blossom was all gone long ago—it was June now—and

the horse-chestnuts were in full bloom, very pink and sweet. They

were just in time for tea. Diana saw at once that the new man had

come, and was standing, cup in hand, regarding curiously a pair of

Japanese swords on the panelled well. His back was towards them.

lrene bent over to the low chair beside her and held a cushion against

Its back ready for Rosamund. The girl sank into it, and took her tea

With her eyes still on the long, thin stranger’s gray tweed back

“ Mr. Sullivan,” said Irene promptly.

He wheeled sharply round.

“RosaInund—you do know Mr. Sullivan?”

_ The man (Diana described him to herself as oldish and baldish and

tlredishl came forward and bowed.

“ Yes,” said Rosamund politely; “ I know Mr. Sullivan. I think

we met at\”

“ We have met more than once,” said Mr. Sullivan quietly. “I

I-BIl1eniber the last occasion very well indeed.”

“ They must have had a most tremendous row on that last occasion,”

Gertrude Stevenage remarked frankly to Diana. “ I never saw any one

lvhc.seemBd to have such disagreeable mutual memories as those two,

iudgmg by the way they snub each other.”

“I never heard Rosamund speak of him,” Diana murmured in

puzzled tonel “He must be very rude. He ’s rather clever, is n’t he,

or celebrated, or something?”

“H,e_,s a biolog'ist,5’ Mrs. Stevenage joined in. “ Scientific people

:;'i{Igl“leged- Rudeness is often the only form genius takes to the

9 eye.”

That night Diana did not go into her sister ’s room When she
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was dressed. She was beginning to feel afraid of Rosamund. The

clouds which surrounded her lovely sister seemed to be thickening.

All she could do to dispel them was to encourage the dilatory Peter in

his wooing, and even that was not easy, for he did n’t seem to like inter

ference. One protest she felt compelled to make. Somehow, she

always seemed to find herself sitting beside him at dinner. Irene

would not take her hint about putting her brother beside Rosamund.

She was very dense sometimes.

“And I can always look at her better from this side,” Peter sug

gested, when Diana frankly enlarged upon her view of the matter.

“ You don’t look at her in the right way,” the straightforward child

said, watching her sister intently.

Rosamund was talking in a low, almost angry voice to Mr. Sullivan.

Diana thought perhaps it was as well that Peter should n’t study her

sister too intently in that mood, while her eyes looked so hard, her lips

so sneering and bitter.

“ How ought I to look at her? ” Peter demanded cheerfully. “Show

me the correct way and I ’ll try.”

“ Well, like Mr. Grey and Mr. Hereford did,” she began in hesitating

tones. “ At least—I though ”

“ What did you think?”

“ What I really mean is that you don’t look at her as if you wanted

to eat her.”

He started and laughed a little.

“Don’t I? I ’m sorry. But ought I? I ’m not a cannibal.”

Diana joined in his laugh, but in spite of that went on earnestly.

“ You don’t look at her with your whole soul in your eyes.”

“ Good gracious! I hope not,” cried he heartily. “ I ’m glad of it.

You see, I ’m not much of a poet,” he explained obscurely.

“ You ’re not much of a lover either,” she said frankly.

He laughed softly and watched her flushed young face and steady

shining eyes with a puzzling expression—an expression which seemed

to be growing more permanent and perplexing every day to Diana.

Much more like the sort of way he ought

“ I don’t believe you can behave in the right way,” she said sharply.

“ Don’t you? ” said Peter Travanger. Her eyes met his; then fell;

bewildered, hurt. Pleased? Oh, not pleased at all. He was sorry for

her confusion and proceeded calmly with his dinner, talking pleasantly.

He had fallen back upon the old plea which she had always somehow

felt to be unconvincing.

“ Don’t be hard on me. You see, I ’ve had so yery little experience.”

Diana changed the subject.

“ Mr. Sullivan?” said she. “ Is he—do you——- I mean, of course

he ’s clever and all that, but is he nice?”
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“ He ’s my friend,” said Travanger simply. “ So I am naturally

prejudiced in his favor.”

“Oh—I see. But—I can’t understand quite why—is he a quarrel

some person?”

, “Not at all,” said Peter, helping himself to an ice. “ And now,

tell me, is it really your birthday to-morrow, Miss Di? ”

IX. .

WHEN Diana awoke on her birthday morning she found a tray full

of parcels and letters on the little table by her bed, and against the

tiny violet-sprigged morning tea-pot a thick typewritten envelope was

propped. That she decided was dullish and would keep. The

parcels first, of course. She had never had so many presents.

. Q There were the usual little gifts—books, photographs, blotters—

from her school friends; there was a five-pound note and a silver

thimble from Aunt James; there was a darling ring of turquoises

and diamonds from-Rosamund, shining in its little white satin bed;

there was one big red dewy rose from Ronnie, who had got up much

earlier than his nurse could have wished, on purpose to gather it; there

was a little blue and green enamel pendant from Irene, and even a

pretty bangle from the silent Mr. Merillian. This was very surprising

and delightful, because that serious gentleman had taken so little notice

of her so far that she had been afraid that he disapproved of her.

There were a great bunch of lilies of the valley—a touching gift from

the head gardener—and a handsome box of sweets from Kentish Gray.

How J-c]ly people were! She jumped up and drew the blind quite high,

that she might read her letters.

_ What a glorious day! The tall pear-tree on the lawn half covered

lt with a great, black, clearly defined shadow. The thrushes in the

mhsrd were singing like mad. What a day, for a person’s birthday!

gt She picked up the typewritten envelope and studied it curiously.

’ It looked so businesslike. How queer for an envelope like that to come

to her! Aunt James often got them, but they were generally 0nly

‘mlognes or prospectuses or bills. She did n’t owe any bills. She

had n’t even a dress allowance yet. Aunt James paid everything for her

she opened the mysterious document in gingerly fashion and

unfolded a large square paper.

Krveries,” she murmured in awe. “Verses. How very queer!”

\‘ COLOR OF ROSE

‘ 3 T0 DIANA. UPON HER EIGHTEENTH BIRTHDAY.

“They ’re to me,” she murmured. "Me. How extraordinary!

It must be a joke. Fancy any one taking the trouble to write verses for

me! If it had been Rosamund, now—but I ’m much too young.”
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It did seem strange, but she might as well read them. Perhaps they

were amusing. She hoped they might be amusing, though she would

prefer that the laugh was not at her expense.

Color of Rose is all your world to-day;

The Sun of Youth illumes and lights your way;

Rosy and golden, shine before your eyes

Untrodden fields; and in the friendly skies

Sadness is not, nor any hint of gray.

And yet your dreams, as mine, in disarray

Must pass and melt and vanish. You shall say,

“ I was a fool that held the gray world’s guise

Color of Rose."

Then, only then, shall she whom dreams betray,

Who saw her castles crumble and decay,

Little expecting, where the ruin lies,

Behold a spacious, sun-kissed palace rise,

And find the summer more, far more, than May

Color of Rose.

“ It ’s very sad,” said Diana, staring at this surprising token with

wondering eyes. “Who can have done it? I don’t know any poets,

except—no, it can’t be Mr. Hereford, because he never took any notice

of me at all, except when I insisted upon it—and after I went to sleep

in that insulting way, too, when he read Persian poetry to me! Unless

it ’s meant for coals of fire!” She read her other letters, and glanced

at the verses again and again between each “ This is to wish you very

many happy returns and a pleasant birthday.”

“I wonder if he copied them out of a book, or if he did it all

himself?” she murmured with awe. When she came down to breakfast,

fresh and smiling in her blue-spotted muslin, she found herself the

centre of a warm circle of kisses and congratulations, and Ronnie

climbed up behind her chair and gallantly crowned her with a birthday

wreath of moon-daisies which he had slipped out when Nurse was n’t

looking, and gathered on purpose. With a shout of joy he caught sight

of his red rose pinned carefully into the folds of her dress. He loved

Diana—chiefly, I think, for her happy face, and her youthful indiffer

ence to any noise he wanted to make. Here was a grown-up who had

never said, “Hush, darling, presently,” and therefore a friend to be

encouraged and publicly approved.

Diana was in a glow of excited happiness that morning. All the

shadows seemed to have crept into the background, and she felt more

than ever the delight of living, the niceness of people, and most of all

that pleasant, indefinable sense she always had in normal moments, of

looking forward to something vaguely splendid and more entrancing

than anything she could even guess.
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Even the Stevenage girls kissed her warmly and pressed their good

wishes upon her, though they had known her such a little while; and

then she discovered still more flowers on her plate—a bunch of briar

roses—the pale pink briar which grew over the pergola at the far end of

the garden, and which had not been out yesterday.

“Those are from Peter, I think ”—Irene smiled kindly at the

radiant child. “ He ’s obliged to go off to town this morning, but he ’ll

be back as soon as possible. Certainly he ’ll be here for the dance to

night. Did Rosamund tell you that you were going to have a birthday

dance to-night? No? Well, it ’s time the secret was betrayed, for

thc)"re turning the drawing-room out already, and the whole house

will be topsy-turvy in an hour.”

“A dance!” Diana grew pale with excitement. “ I ’ve never been

to a dance in my life,” she murmured in awed tones, “ except at school,

and then only girls, and the Head’s brother, and Doctor Crows, but he

could n’t waltz, and he ’d forgotten everything else. How—how very

dear of you and Mr. Merillian! ”

R0!mie was kneeling on a chair, staring disgustedly at the briar

roses.

“If You ’re going to wear my wed one, you can’t wear Uncle

Peter’s pink woses. Yon’ll have to choose atween him and me.”

_ Diana solved the difiiculty by saying that the pink ones would die

in her dress—she always killed fiowers—and that she should put them

ln water in her room at once,

It was a happy day. She spent the morning in the garden, helping

Irene with the flowers, because all the servants were so busy, and the

hou59 must be quite full—overfiowing with roses. Peter had asked that

(ml? T088s might be used.

Rosamund had disappeared early after breakfast, but Diana thought

she was almost sure to be with Ronnie and the young Irene. She

heard that Mr. Sullivan was alone in the library, looking up things

Imle had tried to get him out into the fresh air and utterly failed.

_ “ He ,s E queer, morose creature nowadays,” she told Diana confiden

i'“-ny- “ And as obstinate as a pig. He was much more cheerful when

‘Ye first knew him, two years ago.”

‘_‘He seems rather a gloomy old gentleman,” said Diana sympa

:ih::r1‘?1,ly- “Perhaps he ’s got something on his mind—or is it his

Irene laughed,

::He,e only just forty,” said she. “ Cruel child!” .

l He,s getting very thin on top,” Diana remarked with the mercl

essness of Youth- “ I should like him better if he was n’t so disagree

able to Rosamund.”

“It does seem a pity,” Irene agreed absently. “I hope those
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meringue cases will come in time. Cook is so lazy. And the extra

glasses——— Diana, dear child, will you run down to the town for me

in the motor? Half a dozen people there want waking up.”

Diana as usual was charmed to do anything to help, and in this

case virtue was its own reward, for she was able to pick up Mr. Peter

Travanger in the car as he walked home from the station in time for

lunch.
“ Thank you so much for the roses,” she said warmly, as he got in

beside her. “ They ’re my favorites, I think, but how did you guess? I

did n’t even know myself till I saw them this morning, and then I

suddenly realized that they were quite the sweetest flowers of all.

Don’t you think so? ”

" I chose them for their color,” said he. “It is the elusive shade

of happy yout .”

“ You ’re not so very old yourself,” Diana pointed out.

“ Past the rose-colored stage,” he said with a sigh. “Unless—but

what about this afternoon? What about a long afternoon on the

river?”
She flushed and glowed a shining welcome to the suggestion; then

on second thoughts

“ I suppose you mean with Rosamund, too?” she asked reprovingly.

He had handed her out, and was standing on the terrace looking at her

perplexedly.

A low murmur of voices came from the window behind him. He

caught it, and his perplexity deepened. He really did n’t quite know

what to do.

“ Rosamund does n’t care for the river,” he said hastily. “ At least,

I believe Irene particularly wants her help this afternoon. No, not for

anything that you could do instead. Irene does n’t want you to tire

yourself. She wants you to have a thoroughly happy evening, if we can

manage it. Do you think we shall be able to manage it between us?”

She met his glance in silence.

“ What is it? What is it?” she was nervously asking herself.

“ Why am I nervous to-day? I don’t like being quite so excited as this.

And about a dance, too! ”

And as she ran upstairs to brush her untidy hair before lunch, two

lines ran in her head.

Rosy and golden, lie before your eyes

Untrodden fields——

Of course they did. Why was it that for the first time she was begin

ning to be so terribly afraid of treading them.

They had their long afternoon on the river. Peter pulled and

rested; talked a litfle, very little; let the boat drift under the willows;
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pulled again. Diana leaned back upon her red cushions in a wan:

sunny dream, watching the purple willow-herb and the _closely carpete

banks of celandine, the painted dragon-flies and noisy ducks, with

absent eyes. Her mind was in such chaos that she abandoned any

attempt to think cleverly. She did not meet Peter’s eyes very often,

but she knew that he was watching her. She generally chattered so

much when she was with him, but that afternoon it was perhaps too

hot to talk—but not too hot to notice how nice he looked in his white

flannels with his brown face and jolly eyes;

Yet Peter’s eyes were grave—not twinkling, as she knew thern”best.

He was saying over and over to himself, “ Too young—too young.

Did he mean Diana? And why? At last the words reached her

ears, and she smiled at him.

“ Who is too young?” she said, rousing herself to speak g-uily‘

“And what for?”

But Peter was silent.

“Are you afraid to trust me because I am so young?” she asked

reproaehfully. “I assure you you may speak quite freely tn ln9;; I

may be young, but I hope I am honorable—and not without sel1se

“I won’t speak freely now,” said Travanger slowly. “ On an after

noon like this it is better to drift.” _

“ It ’s much easier,” Diana agreed. “One can’t be energetlo”or

sensible. There ’s a kind of rosy haze over everything, is n’t there?

“There is,” he agreed.

Diana went up to dress with her head in a whirl. She had already

tried the drawing-room floor with Mildred Stevenage, and eve? Mr-

Sullivan seemed to cheer up as he helped to tread in the spI—1llkl_ed

boracic by dancing a stately pas de soul at one end of the room whlle

Ronnie and his mother had races and slides on the other. The balcony

was hung with Chinese lanterns; so were the rose-walk and the pergola

The whole house looked gay and festive and full of promised Joy

Dians found Rosamund sitting by the open window when she went

into her own room, staring out at the garden with absent eyes. She

was my pB-1e, her lips trembling. Diana thought she had been crying

“E”-in, yet her eyes were more beautiful than ever. She rose and smiled

as her sister came in, took the child in her arms and kissed hei-, and

mid rel"o1i»chfully that she had seen nothing of the birthday girl all

ay, and what was the meaning of it? Diana explained. h

Well, as long as she was happy it was all right; and what was s 8

Ecing to wear on this important occasion?

“My white charmeuse,” said Diana cheerfully. “ The one you gave

PM You always wear white at your first dance, don’t you? Be-slde5,!;

It’! the nicest I ’ve got. There are only those two white silks besides

Rosamund eyed her over doubtfully.
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“ Di, I don’t want you to look a little dairy-maid. Your pretty

hair is so pale-almost primrose color. And the Stevenage girls are

to wear white. I want you to shine tonight. I ’m going to dress you

in purple, Pussy—like a Roman empress.”

“ Rosamund! ” Diana looked scared.

“I’m going to try it. You know the little satin Empire frock

that I ’ve never worn—the dark purple one? I want you to look like

a rose to-night; not like a demure little daisy. And your hair—take

it down. It ’s a golden fleece, but a very pale gold, thoug ”

Diana walked about anxiously and surveyed herself in the pier

glass with obvious doubt. But Rosamund was right. Against the dark

satin, her round alabaster neck and pink checks were charming, and in

the white frocks she usually wore her wonderful fairness was lost.

But Diana was obliged to admit that a long new dress was not an

unmixed joy until you had learned not to tread on it, and Directoire

side-curls with a velvet fillet and bunches of violets might be becoming,

but they were very difficult to keep up. She felt extremely anxious

about it all as she carefully followed her sister downstairs. Rosamund

wore a golden dress, with a wreath of tiny gold stars in her dark hair.

But every one admired the purple frock and said so, except Mrs.

Stevenage, who liked young girls in white. That was the best of

being so young. No one minded saying what they thought about your

appearance.
Mr. Sullivan did not dance, but perhaps Miss Diana would sit out

with him later on in the evening, when she was beginning to get tired,

he said. Afterwards he forgot all about his engagement; that was

because he was so clever, no doubt.

Diana, whose purple shoes were dancing already to some maddening

tune in her head, and perhaps also to the music of spring in her young

heart, did not believe that she should ever be tired.

How long and time-wasting dinner seemed. Mr. Travanger had

stolen her programme and was already making arrangements under the

edge of the table—to save time, he said. Diana was relieved to see his

initials at such frequent intervals down the card, because as she con

fessed to Gertrude Stevenage it would be so terrible to be a wall-flower

at your first dance. She thought it very kind of him.

Gertrude said it did n’t do to be too hasty in these things, and you

never knew how the evening would turn out.

Afterwards, standing in the drawing-room behind Rosamund and

Irene, she felt suddenly quite strange and shy. The room as if by

magic had suddenly filled with new people: strange, beautifully- dressed

girls—some very pretty; clean and smiling young men, who took her

programme as Irene introduced them and murmured stiff little

politenesses.
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Rosamund turned and watched her sister for a minute with interest,

then grasped the unconscious child’s round arm.

“Dil Don’t give up your programme in that absurd way—as if

you were saying, ‘ Take me—take everything.’ Arrange it to suit

yourself. You can tell at a glance the kind of man to waltz with and

the kind of man to sit out with. Those boys—you should give them the

two-step—always a success with an enthusiastic boy.”

Diana laughed, but she was full up to the ninth extra, and that was

all right.

The evening went like a dream—too quickly—oh, much too quickly!

How could it be twelve o’clock already? She found that the general

opinion was that she danced very well. On the occasion of her fourth

waltz with Mr. Travanger, they finished it to the last note of the music,

and he took her out to a seat in the garden under a swaying crimson

lantern and asked her if she was tired.

“ Tired!” Diana cried, with a husky little giggling laugh. “ No

indeed.”

He leaned back and clasped his hands behind his head, staring

straight before him.

“Too young,” that insistent voice in his brain was saying. “Too

?c‘lng, too young.”

There was a voice singing in Diana’s heart as persistently as the

warning voice in Mr. Travangcr’s brain. And it sang the same song

that it had been singing already:

Rosy and golden, shine before your eyes

Untrodden fields; untrodden fields
 

-3he was nervously playing with her fan; and presently, with a deep

sigh, she I0 hin].

“I don’t want to worry you, Mr. Travanger—you ’ve been so

awfully kind to me to-day, and I can’t bear to be a nu.isaI.lc(,Lbui’/—

Pve looked out, and I ’ve never seen you dancing with Rosamund once.”

Mr. Travanger started and said something she did not quite catch.

“Her programme was nearly full before I could get near her,” he

excused himself in a voice which was almost irritable. “ She gave me

the fifth extra. I assure you I am looking forward to that.”

“Well, I hope you ’ll make the most of it,” said Diana, turning

her 3"? eyes upon him in surprise at his changed tone. “Do please

make the most of it.”

Mr. Travanger was silent for a few minutes, then he turned round,

mtmg his arm along the back of the seat.

“Do 7cu want me to make love to your sister to-night? ” he asked

l“ such H queer voice that Diana stared at him in horror.

Von. LXXXIV.—4
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“ I don’t want you to do anything against your own better judgment,

Mr. Travanger,” she replied with dignity.

“ No? Would you like me to leave you now and look for your sis

ter? Suppose I could rearrange our programmes and induce her to give

me some of the dances I have arranged with you? Suppose I get her

partners to accept you as a substitute? Would that satisfy you?”

Diana sat up white and shocked by his tone.

Travanger rose and stood looking moodily down at her.

“ You have only to command me,” he said.

Diana choked down a sob. He saw that her eyes were wet, her

pretty lips trembling. She must have said something awful, she

thought, to make him speak to her like this, in this hard, unfeeling

voice.

He watched her for a minute, then sighed impatiently and held out

his arm.

“ My dear child,” he said in a tone of fatherly reproof, “we must

go in. The dance is beginning. There is a dew falling and a mist

rising. Not a rose-colored mist either,” he added lightly.

“ No,” said Diana sorrowfully. “ It certainly is n’t.”

X.

SHE tried to shake off the chilled, disappointed feeling which crept

into her heart, but perhaps she was, after all, a little tired. She tried

to cheer up and chatter with her partners as she had been doing all the

evening, and she looked forward eagerly to her next dance with Peter,

when everything should be put right. She would humbly apologize for

the tactless way she had worried him, and for her stupid want of faith

and insulting doubts. She would soon get him to make up their

quarrel.

Could it be called a quarrel? Oh, no! “ Misunderstanding” was

the word. She must have been very stupid to make his voice seem so

cold and changed. Number twenty was his. It was a waltz. Her

partner left her to find one of the Misses Stevenage, and she waited in the

alcove out of the drawing-room. They were playing the Waldteufel

waltz she was so fond of. Why did he waste half of it like this? Her

foot impatiently kept time to the music for a few rounds, then she got

up and went into the hall. Perhaps he could n’t find her. It was silly

to hide herself like that at the beginning of a dance. No, he was not

waiting at the foot of the stairs. She suddenly remembered his last

words. Had he really gone to try to arrange his programme with

Rosamund? Her sister was not dancing yet; but, then, neither was

Peter. Sitting out together. Ah, that ’s what they were doing. Mr.

Sullivan passed her with an ice in his hand and disappeared into the

garden.
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Irene called out to her in a laughing voice, teasing her for her ,

deserted appearance. She knew she looked absurdly forlorn, and sud

denly she felt that the situation was unbearable, and turned and fled

up to her own room.

She was going to enjoy those next Lancers with that little ofiicer boy

. who was so jolly and energetic, with all her might. This was an excel

lent opportunity to make those side curls feel safer before she let herself

be involved in anything violent.

When she came down three dances had passed, and her last disap

pointed partner was complaining to Irene of somebody’s nursery man

ners. Peter was not dancing, or to be seen; neither was Rosamund.

How well he must be making up for lost time, Diana told herself crossly.

“It’s time he did.” But she wondered why she was so annoyed with

him. He might have told her that he really meant to do what he said.

Rosamund, coming into her bedroom at three o’clock to say good

night to her sister, found her sitting by the window without attempting

tc undre5s,—c0ld and pale and dissolving at a kiss into tears and sobs.

“You’re overtired,” Rosamund said briskly, beginning to unfasten

her dIess- “ You ’ve looked so sweet all the evening, Pussy.”

“How do you know?” Diana asked with a sniff. “ You ’ve never

seen me.”

“ Have n’t I?” Rosamund smiled faintly. “ You don’t know.”

“Where have you been? I never saw you dancing once after

supper.”

Rosamund was silent. She unpinned the fair curls and took off the

"’l"<*tfinet; brushed her sister’s thick hair and plaited it in two long

brf1idsi then took the child in her arms and held her tightly for a few

Imnutes with her cheek pressed against the soft pale hair and wet face.

:‘ D0u’t scold me to-night, Pussy,” she said in a queer little voice

“Dl—my own dear—tell me that you want me to be happy! Tell me

that I must be happy! Tell me that I am sure to be happy! ”

Diana started, grew rigid, and suddenly felt an icy, invisible barrier

Wp in between her and her adored sister. What was it? What did

It mean? 0h, how Peter must have been making hay to-night!

“ “Of course I want you to be happy,” she said in a cross voice.

That ,s why~” She stopped.

Ros8-lnIlnd kissed her again and laughed. Diana saw that the black

eyes were full of tears when she turned to the light.

“Good night, Pussy, good-night.”

And then again as she stood in the doorway between the two rooms,

md“looked at her sister so strangely, so wistfully—

‘ Good-by, my own dear. Good-by.” _

‘Oh—good-night,” said Diana in her sleepy, unhappy voice, and
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Rosamund sighed and said no more, but went quietly into her own

room, and shut the door.

It was a very late breakfast the next morning, and the girls were

pale and heavy-eyed at eleven o’clock. Irene had quite a large house-

party now—so many people were staying on after the dance. She offfered

an absent cheek to Diana to kiss, and went on with a complaint she

was making to her husband.

“Both of them—by the seven train. It was simply boorish of

Peter to go off in such a way, and as for that man ”

“Is anything the matter?” Diana asked. She had n’t slept very

well and felt tired and irritable.

“ Oh—Peter ’s gone again,” said his sister sharply. “ And Mr.

Sullivan too. I don’t know whether Peter means to come back or not.

I never knew such manners. Mr. Sullivan left a polite note of farewell,

but I really think he might have had the decency to tell me last night.”

“ I believe his boat sails a week earlier than he expected,” her hus

band said. “ There was a letter for him by the last post, and I rather

fancy it upset him a bit. He was very queer altogether last night. I

expect he had letters to write and all his packing to do after he went

upstairs. He disappeared pretty early.”

Diana was quite indifferent to the goings and comings of Mr. Sulli

van, who had seemed a supercilious and preoccupied person—“ too clever

by half,” as Irene said—but she felt very choky and disinclined for

breakfast when she found that Peter Travanger had gone again—this

time perhaps for good. He might have made it up before he went.

Perhaps Rosamund had refused him. Well, it was all his own fault

if she had. What was the good of neglecting a girl for weeks, and then

trying violently to make up for lost time in one evening?

Chaos again in her young mind. What did she want? Breakfast

perhaps. She attacked it and found that she was hungry, after all.

How late Rosamund was! It was n’t like her. “ And it is n’t as if

she had danced much,” Mrs. Merillian said disapprovingly.

Unable to wait for her any longer, Diana went up and knocked at

her sister’s door at twelve o’clock. There was no answer, and she

went in.

“She is up, then,” she said in surprise, for the bed was empty.

There was her morning tray with tea and one thin piece of bread and

butter. A housemaid coming in to do the room, Diana asked her where

her sister was. The maid stared.

“ She got up early, miss. She rang for tea at half past six. There

was no one up but Janet, and she brought it just as Miss Endellyon was

going out. She went in the motor, I think, because Janet said she ’d

put her big white coat on and the white silk bonnet.”
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Diana flew down to Irene.

“Did you know that Rosamund was going off for the day?” she

cried. “Has she gone to the convent? Where else could she?”

Irene was thunderstruck and very cross. No, she knew nothing

about it, of course. Her guests never paid her the compliment of

notifying her of their eccentric movements.

“But it ’s so queer,” said Diana, in wondering tones. “Why go

so early if it ’s only to the convent?”

Irene went out to the motor, which was waiting at the door to take

her husband up to town, and spoke to the chauffeur.

The man, in rather injured tones, said that he had waited at the

gate with the car for Mr. Travanger and another gentleman and then

taken them to the station together.

“Not Miss Endellyon?” Irene asked in surprise.

“We picked Miss Endellyon up at the corner. She ’d come the

shortcut across the garden to the side gate.”

“I see” Irene went in, but did not tell Diana more than that

Rosamund had gone off for the day somewhere, and would probably be

back soon. This was a pity, because Diana began to get horribly

anxious. What could be the reason of this queer behavior? She went

back to her sister’s room and found that she had taken her little halld-

bag with her, and her silver toilet things. She vvasn’t coming back

that night, then? Where could she be going? She had been so

Imserable lately, and so quiet and queer all day yesterday. Diana

remembered how she had stood in the doorway and said “Good-by.”

She remembered the strange look in her eyes.

_ -Irene was not anxious at all, but she was puzzled and vaguely sus-

plclous. Rosamund had not confided in her and she felt slighted and

angl—Y- She did n’t attempt to comfort Diana, and indeed treated the

goor child almost as if she too had been in disgrace. It was an awful

av.

It was not until after dinner that Diana found the little note lying

‘m the table by Rosamund’s bedside. It had evidently been hidden by

the tray in the morning.

she fore it open clumsily and with a swiftly beating heart.

Mr owr Pnssr.

You must forgive me for leaving -vou like this, but I have been

Perslladed that it is best for both of us that I should say “good-by”

“fight, Ind that you should know nothing till all is over. I was

breaking my heart. It was killing me. Either the convent or the

g'"°—it was death before me whichever I chose, and I had to make

it quick cholce- Dou’t be angry with my choice. It is a miserable

World’ and I suppose one is best out of it. Good-by, my darling Di,

my cWn little sister.

Youa Rosaumvn.
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“Yes!” cried Diana sharply. “ Of course I know. And she was

quite right about them.”

“Yes?” He raised his eyebrows inc1-edulously—insultingly, she

thought. How disagreeable he was about Rosamund! How disagree

able about everything now!

“You can imagine,” he went on, “that to a sensitive, honorable

man like Sullivan, such a suspicion was simply a blow from a dagger

a poisoned dagger, for it began to rankle at once. Of course your sister

never said it about him—at any rate, not after she knew him—and

when he went away she seems to have broken her heart over it in the

same insane way that he did. And it was natural that she, with the

charming suspicion all ready, should think that he had gone away

because he had heard that she would lose her money when she went into

the convent. As a matter of fact, Sullivan is quite comfortably off,

and he neither knew nor cared twopence about your sister’s precious for—

tune, but he was frantically in love with her, and he seemed to go to

pieces altogether when the blow fell. I did n’t know the other side,

naturally, and I was furious with Miss Endellyon for the way she ’d

broken him up. I was very fond of him, you see, and I could do nothing

to help him. There they were, separated forever, it seemed, by their

cursed imaginations and their silly pride, fretting themselves to

shadows, and no one could do anything, because no one knew the rights

of it all. Then I met you ”—he smiled kindly at her—“ and you

asked me to help you. You remember how reluctant I was at first, and

how ready I was after I had heard your sister’s name? Even before

I knew about the money I saw a chance——”

“ Yes.” She remembered, Diana said in a low voice.

“Well,” said Peter, “we have helped them, and this is how we

did it. Here is the result. Your sister is saved. It ’s all your

doing. You asked me to save her from the convent, so I went off and

put the matter plainly to poor Sullivan. When I realized about that

wretched fortune of hers, the affair was easy enoug .”

“ But I never guessed,” she murmured, still bewildered. “ I thought

she hated him. They were always quarrelling.”

“ Only explaining things,” he assured her. “ I admit that at times

the explanations seemed a little heated. But they ’re all right now.”

“ Ohl ” Diana fiercely turned on him as her loss struck her. “ But

I did n’t mean in this way. I did n’t want her to marry a disagreeable,

conceited old thing who would carry her off to horrible savage lands to

be eaten by cannibals! ”

Peter smiled.

“I don’t think he will allow her to be eaten,” said he cheerfully.

“ Not yet. He ’ll probably change his destination a little, now that he

no longer wishes to die a violent death. Don’t you worry about those
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two, Miss Di. I rather think ”—he hesitated a little—“ I rather fancy

that it ’s the Happy Islands they are making for just now. In fac ”—

here he sighed and stopped, with a whimsical glance at her—“ one might
almost envy them ”  

But the tumult in Diana’s heart was not to be stilled by such

sophistry as this.

“I expect you are thinking of your wasted opportunities now?”

she said bitterly.

“I am,” he admitted with a rueful look and another sigh.

“When I think of the chance I gave her of being married and saved

by a man who was young and good-looking and even nice—some

times~”

“Thank you,” he murmured in a tone quite devoid of gratitude.

“Oh, thank you!”

“ And she ’s thrown it all away, entirely, I ’m afraid, through yo‘"

carelessness and utter want of interest, and she ’s gone and married

”

 

“DoM,” he said gravely. “ Sullivan ’s my friend, you know—and

your brother.”

“ Oh! ” She sank back appalled.

Travanger looked at her sadly. She was in a miserable mood to

night’ he thought, 8 diflicult, perplexing, disconcerting mood to deal

wlth- Where was the innocent, happy child of yesterday afternoon?

“And yet your dreams, as mine, in disarray

Must pass and melt and vanish—you shall say

I was a fool that held the gray world's guise

Color of Rose.”

He quoted the lines half mischievously, half sadly

Diana looked at him with wonder.

“ You know those verses?”

“ Yes,” said Peter modestly.

“_0h! Then he did copy them out of a book”—in acutely dis

appomted tones.

: He! Who?” Peter asked in surprise

. Ml1 Hereford. He sent them to me all neatly typed on my

bl1'lBday- Was n’t it sweet of him?”

every?’ Peter seemed disconcerted “ Oh, Vel7 sweet! ”

It was queer,” she said. “ He snubbed me when he was here,

iei gm, did a charming thing to make up for it. You never know, do

ou ’

“No,” said he sadly. “ You never know.”

h,,;}:°ople are nice, Mr. Travanger, even if they are mercenary at
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“Some people,” he admitted gloomily. “But they were n’t very

good verses.”

“They were lovely!” Diana cried warmly. “I never read any

thing so beautiful. He ’s sent heaps of verses to Rosamund—his

own original ones, too, but none of them so lovely as those. I expect

it was because he copied them out of a book, don’t you?”

“Very likely,” agreed Peter meekly.

“Sometimes,” the girl went on sorrowfully, “I wish I had n’t

put those two to the test. I would much rather not know the worst

of people. Do you know that I told them both—Mr. Gray and Mr.

Hereford—the awful truth about Rosamund’s money?”

“Yes, I knew. They came to me in great agitation to ask if it

was true.”

“Did you tell them?”

“Yes; I had to.” Q

“ And then when they knew they slunk off by the first train next

morning! Worms!”

“They had to,” said Peter calmly. “Even a worm turns when

there ’s no other way open for a rejected lover. What else could they

do, Miss Di, but slink off? ”

“ I—I beg your pardon ” she faltered, hardly able to believe

her ears. “ Rejected? I don’t understand.”

“Your sister refused them both. They went and asked her the

night before. They both proposed to her directly they found out that

she was not an heiress. They had never dared to do it before. Your

sister has somehow got the reputation of being an heiress. It ’s very

unfortunate.”

Poor Diana!

“ I ’m—I ’m afraid I was rather unjust to them,” she faltered.

He was silent for a minute; then:

“You aren’t always very just, are you? But one forgives the

intolerance of youth.”

“But they told me quite frankly what they should do if they sud

denly discovered the girl they loved to be poor,” she cried pettishly.

“ How could they be so insincere?”

Peter smiled. “ That was when the case was a purely abstract one,

was n’t it? When it became a personal one they acted as their young

hearts prompted them. They are very young.”

Diana rose shakily.

“ Oh! I—I think I ’ll go in,” she said miserably. “ I think some

times, Mr. Travanger, that it ’s rather dreadful to be very young.”

Peter rose too and sighed.

“ Wait a minute,” he said. “Don’t go for a minute. I want to

ask you—_ I ’m going away again to-momw. I should like to know
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if you are really—really angry with me for misleading you about your

sister?”

“I am very disappointed in you,” said poor Diana blankly. What

else could she say? .

“ You would really have liked—in your honest, inmost heart—look

at me before you answer—you would really have liked to see me making

love to your sister? ”

Scared again, and still more puzzled, Diana stupidly clung desper

ately to her one rock.

“I assure you that nothing would have given me greater pleasure,”

said she, moving away from him with a pitiful pretense of dignity.

“Thank you,” said Peter coldly. “ That ’s all I wanted to know,”

She crept upstairs to her room subdued and very wretched, but still

terribly puzzled. She did not know, poor child, that it was her own

heart she so utterly failed to understand, and, though the meaning of

Peter’s eyes and curious words stirred it, they quite failed to reach her

brain. He had said she was too young. It seemed that he was right.

But what a wretched thing it was to be so young, and so terribly in

the dark.

Irene found her crouching on the floor by her bed. She did not

want to be anything but angry just then. She did not intend to have

her feelings worked upon, so she said at once in an exasperated tone:

“Do get up, child! I don’t wonder you ’re upset. So am I.

Rosamund has behaved shockingly to both of us.”

“She might have told me,” Diana moaned. “She might have

told me. Oh, I do think she might have told me, Mrs. Merillian ! ”

“She might have told me," that lady said sharply. “It makes

cnelook such a fool! Before the Stevenages too ! Every one will know

now what she ’s done. I hate this hole and corner business! Well—

she’ll get no wedding present. But it makes one look such a fool.”

“I don’t think it matters what outsiders think,” Diana said, with

3 heartbroken sniff. “ What has it got to do with outsiders?” .

“ Everything has to do with outsiders,” Irene replied impatlentlyf

“People are so horrid. They always talk so abominably about thls

of -thing?

She wasn’t really hard-heal-ted, The girl’s rough fair hair and

tear-stained face troubled her, and she wondered whether it would

be best to take her in her arms and pet her, or just go on being firm.

She had a distrust of sentiment, and chose the latter course—alas, for

poor Di"-ml, who badly wanted a little mothering just then. .

“Get up from the floor,” said she gternly, “ and sit in that chin?

Iw"-nt to talk it all over calmly with you. Did Peter give you her

tnllgsage? He does n’t seem to have done. I don’t know what he did

Q you-),
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Diana rose wearily as she was bidden. “ I don’t think so. I don’t

remember any message.”

“ Rosamund sent word that she had wished to tell us both, but that

the Sullivan man would not allow her to. He was in such a state of

mind—so desperately afraid that some one would come between them

again—that she consented to anything to soothe and reassure him on

account of his shattered nerves. Fancy marrying a man with shat

tered nerves! She told Peter that she knew I disliked her husband,

and that that made it all the more necessary to keep it from me until

it was too late Ior me to be disagreeable. Nice for me, was n’t it? She

did n’t tell you, because she was afraid you would try to influence her,

or persuade her not to, and she was so fond of you that she couldn’t

bear it. She wants you to pack up all her things. She wants me to

send them on to her. She was afraid of a scene with you—or she

would have told you. So cheer up—do.”

“But I was always begging her to marry some one nice,” Diana

cried. “ I was always trying to persuade her not to go into the convent.

Oh, how cruel of Rosamund!”

“She was n’t cruel. We can’t judge her from a sane, every-day

standpoint! She was ma .” Irene clasped her hands round her knee

and looked out of the window with a queer little smile. “ Quite mad,

and he was mad too. We can’t judge them, child. We dare n’t. One is

mad sometimes. One gets over it, but while it lasts—well, you ’ll

understand some day! ”

“ I ’m sure I don’t want to understand! ” Diana said surlily.

Irene laughed at her, then she grew grave again and spoke sharply:

“What I want to know is, how you both came to make such an

absurd and childish mistake about the money.”

Diana stared at her.

“ The money, Mrs. Merillian?”

“ Rosamund has always told me,” Mrs. Merillian went on, “ that her

mother’s money was to go to the convent on her own twenty-first

birthday, whether she did or not.”

“ So it is,” Diana answered.

“Rubbish!” Irene seemed annoyed. “Nothing of the kind. If

Rosamund married instead of carrying out her mother's wish, her share

of the money was to go to you, and you were to have half in any case.

But why keep it a ecret? I don’t believe in secrets. I never knew

such a family as yours for making mysteries out of nothing.”

“ It ’s not true!” Diana cried. “ We were always told—Nurse

always said And Aunty too——”

“ Nurse! Auntyl " Mrs. Merillian laughed. “ So that ’s where

your information came from. Mine is more reliable. We might have

guessed it. The lawyer, your mother's old lawyer ”
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“ Mr. Prestyn—oh, yes—-—”

“Well, he gave Rosamund away this morning, and after she was

married he told her all about it. Your mother, it seemed, wanted her

to give up the world; but she evidently did n’t intend that either of

you should be married for your money. I never heard such a muddle.

No one was to know about the will until Rosamund took the fatal step,

the veil or marria ”

“I wish I understood! ” Poor Diana’s voice was very forlorn.

Once more she felt the deep disadvantage of her youth and ignorance.

She was certainly not overjoyed by her fortune, and I doubt if she even

realized it.

Irene almost sneered. She was so cross.

“ MY good child, you were playing charmingly into your own hands

when you persuaded your sister to marry. Did n’t you really know?”

“ Mrs. Merillian! ” The girl’s alarmed, indignant voice made

Irene ashamed of herself. She was in a very bad temper, but that was

no reason why she should tease this poor little distressed thing any

more. She stooped and kissed the girl and put back her damp strag

gling hair with quick kind fingers.

“Of course you did n’t. I ’m only teasing you. Little goose, you

knew I was only teasing you. As if I did n’t know that your one

thmlght was to make your precious sister happy. You loved her. Well,

8° did I. You wanted her to be happy. I wanted her to be happy too.

And now she is happy, and yet we are n’t pleased. I suppose the honest

truth is ”—she laughed—“ that we only wanted her to be h!‘,ppy in our

way or not at all. You can’t get over human nature. Well, g0od-night,

my dear. Poor little thing, do cheer up! By the way, you never

showed me the verses Peter wrote for your birthday.”

“ What?” Diana stared.

“ Petel-’s rondeau,” his sister said, smiling mischievously. “ 0h,

Ikmw you had it, because I sent it in by Janet. I suppose you prefer

“fmake *l mystery of it—it’s in the blood. Well, good-night—good-

mght Get to bed at once, there ’s a good child.”

Irene left a dese1t and called it peace when she closed the blue bed

Mm door. Diana had something new to think about, a new aspect

cf the We to study. Where were her rose-colored spectacles now?

she needed them badly.

XII.

YEs, Irene had indeed left poor Diana something to think about.

Mr- Tmvanger had written those verses. Mr. Travanger! Oh, how

much I,“ had liked her once, and how bitterly he despised her now!

gym-. am“ the night of the dance, when he had begun to behave to

or In this extmordinal—y manner, she had been trying to find out a
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possible cause for the distressing change. Why had he suddenly become

so cold; so queer; so cruel? What had she done? She really and

truly had not the slightest idea. And now his sister-’s thoughtless words

had brought a suggestion with them. It was incredible that he should

suppose her a mercenary, self-seeking little wretch, but, alas, in this new

gray world she had discovered, it was quite possible, quite possible.

She was beginning to see that all sorts of horrible things were possible

now; while only a few days ago she had believed in every one, and one’s

life appeared one long, happy adventure in countries as delightful

as they were strange. For three nights she had cried herself to sleep.

First because she had sent Rosamund’s friends away, and her faith in

human nature had been so rudely shaken by the conduct of the two

young men, Kentish Gray and Dick Hereford. How she had mis

judged them, poor boys! It only made her more miserable to think

how she had misjudged them. Last night she had cried because—why

had she cried last night? Was it because Peter had been cross, or

because he had been obedient? Had he been so obedient, after all?

Had he been with Rosamund? No; Rosamund must have been arrang

ing her dreadful, devastating plans with Mr. Sullivan all the evening.

Then where had Mr. Travanger gone instead of dancing with her?

He had preferred solitude in the garden to her company. Irene said

he had done all the law business for Mr. Sullivan and Rosamund.

He had found out about the money then, and when she—Diana—tried

to persuade him to marry her sister, he had supposed—oh, horror!

She thought and thought and worried and worried and then gave

up and cried. She tossed and turned and shook up her damp hot

pillow and got out of bed to tuck her bed-clothes in at the foot where

she had picked them out in her agony of mind, and then as soon as she

was comfortable in bed she began her worrying all over again. A

hundred thousand gray demons of remorse and despair came out to

taunt her with her ignorance, her folly, her youth. Oh, it was a cheer

ful kind of a night, I can tell you! “ The worst of it is,” she said, sit

ting up and addressing the gray, square window opposite, “he ’s going

by the seven train in the morning and never coming back. I know he ’s

not coming back. He will never know the truth. No one will ever tell

him that I did n’t try to persuade him to marry Rosamund because

I wanted the money all for myself. No one will ever tell him that I

only wanted her to be happy because life was so jolly. It is n’t jolly

now. He thinks I did it to be rich. What ’s the good of money?

Oh, what brutes men are! ” His verses were under her pillow, where

she had put them when she went to bed. She switched on the electric

light and read them with a miserable relish, the tears rolling down

hfir cheeks all the time. How utterly he had changed since he wrote

t em.
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Then—only then—shall she whom dreams betray,

Who saw her castles crumble and decay,

Little expecting, where the ruin lies,

Behold a spacious, sun-kissed palace rise,

And find the summer more, far more, than May

Color of Rose!

“I don’t believe it,” she cried bitterly. “ It ’s all a silly lie. Just

like poetry. Life ’s a hollow mockery. It ’s a vale of tears. It ’s dust

and ashes. It ’s a pitfall and a snare.” And it was while she was fling

ing these well-worn sentiments at the empty air that she finally fell

asleep.

When she awoke a maid was standing beside her with her tea. The

blind was up and a gmy veil of rain hung over everything. She looked

at her watch. It was eight o’clock. She hastily swallowed a scalding

cup of tea, and as her hateful memories rushed back to her she suddenly

resolved what to do. If only she was in time!

“ Did Mr. Travanger go by the seven train?”

“No, miss ; he ’s only just gone. He ’s going to catch the 8.45.”

“ Not in the motor?”

_ “ No, miss ,- in the dog-cart. Mr. Merillian wanted the motor to take

him to Perrinfieet. He ’s going too in ten minutes.”

“ He is, is he?” Diana flashed out of bed and plunged into a cold

bath in the bathroom next door. She brushed out her hair, tied it

hastily with a black ribbon, for there was no time now to put it up;

huddled herself into a serge frock which was easy to fasten; and tore

o_ut of the room, wriggling into her big coat as she went. Mr. Merril

lifm wl1s breakfasting alone with his morning paper when the agitated

gul rushed into the room.

“Oh!” she cried, “I want the motor. I must have the motor

Iwsnt to catch Mr. Travanger before he goes. It ’s most important

that I should see Mr. Travanger before he goes.”

:Upon my word!” Mr. Merillian eyed her with amused surprise.

Do let me have the motor! ” begged poor Diana wildly. “ I shall

8c Tad if I don’t do something at once to put an awful mistake right.”

My 8c05 child”—he rose and moved a chair for her—“ you can’t

go ou? in this rain without breakfast.”

Dlima distmctedly tied on her hat. “ Don’t speak to me of food,”

if cned- “It would choke me. I’ll take a piece of toast, if you

I li1isufl eat it on the way. The car ’s ready—I saw it at the door.

fa an Just be in time. Oh, you will let me, won’t you? No business

o X?“ ‘ml possibly be as important as mine is to me! ”

and y not write?” he asked, to tease her. But he liked the girl,

uileant to let her have her own way. “Why not write?”

Dlam1 shook her head. A slow tear stole down her cheek, and she
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gazed imploringly at him. Mr. Merillian was touched. His business

could wait an hour, he supposed, and it was a detestable morning any

how. What an excitable baby the girl was! But it was possible that

he, and Irene too, knew more of the mysteries of Diana’s heart than

she did herself.

“ Off you go, then!”

She needed no further permission to fly across the hall and down the

steps, and call, “ Station please,” to the chauffeur. This important per

son hesitated, demurred, but catching a smiling nod from his master

at the window, he tucked her in and set off at a good pace.

Diana sat with rigid hands and burning eyes, staring down the long,

wet white road. The piece of toast lay damp and unheeded on the seat

beside her. Her veil was on one side. She had no gloves, and over

everything lay that depressing mist of fine rain.

Mr. Travanger was stepping into his first-class compartment when

a frantic cry of “ Oh, do wait a minute!” reached his ears, and Diana

Endellyon ran up to him out of the gray mist. He came forward and

gravely shook her cold hand, but now that she had found him, the

poor child could hardly speak. His inquiring eyes sadly disconcerted

her. What had she come for? Words came to her at last with a rush.

“I did n’t know about the money,” she said breathlessly. “We

did n’t any of us know about the money. I did n’t do it to get the

money. I could n’t have done it, could I, when I did n’t know?”

" I don’t know anything,” said Peter quietly. She eyed him wist

fully, then went on:

“ I could see you were offended with me, but I had n’t the slightest

notion what it was all about until Irene told me——”

“ What did Irene tell you?” He turned aside to buy a damp paper

from a boy who was pestering him.

“ That—that Mr. Prestyn told you that I was to have all Mother’s

money if Rosamund married.”

“ Well, what of it? ” said Peter in surprise.

“ What of it? ”

“ I mean, what ’s it got to do with you and me.”

I Diana flushed.

“ I knew, directly she told me, what you must have been thinking

of me—I knew that directly you found out about the money you ’d

suspected me of wanting you to marry Rosamund on purpose that I

might have it a .”

“ My good child!” Peter stared at her, then smiled in spite of

himself. “ My good child, what a lurid imagination you must have!”

“Yes,” Diana pursued tearfully; “nothing else could have made

you so cold and cruel and—and you cut all your dances with me-”

Her voice broke, but Peter’s face began to change. He looked up and
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down the platform. Already the porters were banging the doors. He

was forced to a decision.

“I’ll go on by the next,” said he, pulling his bag out onto the

platform and smiling reassuringly at her. “We must thresh this im

portant question out thoroughly. How did you come?”

“In the car,” said Diana brokenly. “But I sent it back. I took

it away from Mr. Merillian. I commandeered it—almost—and I

thought I ought to send it back. I meant to walk home.”

“In the wet—with that heavy coat—and those kid slippers. Upon

my word l ” said Peter warmly. “ It ’s time you grew up. Bother the

old moneyl ”

“I had to tell you,” said Diana doggedly. “ If I had n’t, I should

have gone mad. And I have grown up.”

He seemed plunged into thought for some seconds.

“ well, we ’d better go into the Green Dragon and find a fire,” said

he at last, decidedly. “ Perhaps it ’s as well you came after all. H841

any breakfast? ”

“A piece of toast—at least——” She saw it in her mind’s eye, a

sodden brown mass on the drab cushions, for the chauffeur to find and

swear at “ But I did n’t exactly eat it,” she admitted truthfully.

The Green Dragon luckily had an empty coffee-room and a fire,

because it was cold and wet. Yes, they could have bacon and eggs,

ham and eggs, or a chop. A chop would do, and coffee for two please

Peier helped her out of her wet coat, shook it, and hung it Over

the back of a chair to dry. Then he untied her damp and sticky Veil

and shook that and put that to dry, too.

“It’ll all crinkle up~” Diana was obliged to laugh. She took

oE her hat herself, and shook out her fleece of wet fair hair

_“Don’i tie it up till it hi time to go,” Pater requested, then he

repented of his request and begged her to plait it rigidly On 11op- “ I

dcn’t want you to look so young,” he said. “ Will you please make an

eliort-to look as grown-up as possible?”

Dlana did as she was told, with a soft, giggling little laugh, and

began to cheer up- What a good thing that she had come! “ I should

have been suicidal by now,” she told herself. “And he’s not angry—

hm not ungry—he ’s not_”

“ NW tell me exactly why you came to the station,” he commanded,

as he Poured out her coffee.

ti Dwm did so at full length. She also gave him a detailed descrip

on of her agonjes of mind on that long white night. “I could n’t

bear “_lcther,” she finished. “ You must see, Mr. Travangeri that

somjthmg had to be done at once. I could n’t bear it.”

Co11ld n’t hear what?” "He did n’t spare her.

“That you should think me such a hateful little wretch——”

M LXXxlv.—5

L
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“ Did it matter what I thought?” he said, narrowly watching her

earnest face. “ I can hardly believe that it mattered.”

“ Mattered!” Diana cried. “ Why, you ’re my friend. You ’ve

been good to me. You wrote those lovely verses. I ’ve never thanked

you for those lovely verses. You did help Rosamund, in your own

way. I’ve only just realized that. It was n’t a very attractive way,

but I ’m sure you meant it all for the best.” She finished her little

speech with an air of magnanimity which amused him considerably.

“I could n’t help you in any other way,” he said in a low voice,

leaning his elbows on the table and staring at the cloth. Diana’s gray

eyes were full upon him as he spoke.

“ Why not in my way? ” she asked simply. He lifted his head and

looked at her. The look stirred, puzzled, even alarmed her, but still

she did n’t understand.

“ You are so young,” Peter said with an impatient sigh. “ Oh, why

are you so young?”

“I can’t help it ”—wistfully. “ I ’m not so very young. I’m

eighteen.” -
Peter rose and walked to the fire, to stand looking down at the ugly

tiled hearth.
“Eighteen,” he said gently. “And an enchanted princess living

in a magic tower with windows of rose-colored glass. Supposing a

weather-beaten, storm-bound wanderer were to come knocking at the

door—do you think ” He stopped and sighed impatiently. “ What

is the good?” he asked himself.

“ Go on please.” Diana had risen, too, but he did n’t look at her.

He was afraid to look at her. “ Do go on.”

“ Do you think you would hear his knocking? ”

Silence; then very quietly the girl answered him:

“ If a person had always lived behind rose-colored glass, Mr. Tra

vanger, do you suppose she ’d know all at once what the—the wanderer

wanted ”
Amazed at the quickness of the change, the marvellous awakening

which he had not dared to hope for, Peter raised his head again and

gazed intently at her flushed face. But his gaze disturbed her, and

she sat down to cover her eyes with her hands.

“Would she let him in?” Peter desperately went on with his

fairy-tale. “Diana, do you think she would let him in?”

Diana’s voice broke as she answered him.

“ Perhaps he could n’t come in. Perhaps the only thing she could

do would be to break the rose-colored glass and———” She stopped

suddenly.

Peter resisted an impulse; then he came up to the table and sat

down beside it. He didn’t want to shook her, or even surprise her,
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but he did want to know, and at last he confronted her with the naked

truth.

“I love you,” he said quietly. “I fell in love with you when I

first saw you sitting on the wall with your hair covered with white

cherry blossom. How could I make love to your sister when all the

time I wanted to make love to you, and dare n’t do it because you were

so young?” - _

If Diana had at first been slow of understanding she was makmg

up for it now.

“ Then, why were you so cross with me?” she asked, childishly

trying to gain time.

Peter almost laughed.

“Because you would n’t see. Because you were always thinking

about your sister. Because you would n’t understand. You would n’t

be happy yourself—at least, not in the way I wanted you to. You

wouldn’t let me be happy. At last,” he sighed, “ I thought it must be

because you were indifferent to me. I thought it was because you

looked upon me as a tiresome, middle-aged friend who might have

been useful to you and had failed.”

“ Dou’t!” Diana’s voice was hardly audible. He sat quite still,

with his elbows on the table, anxiously watching her. He did n’t

understand her. He did n’t know yet whether she thoroughly under

slood him. She was certainly a child—but she was a woman 110o, and

she ought to know her own heart. But he forbore to press her and

waited. Diana, with her head in ii whirl, wished he would go on aid

give her time to think. Yet everything was changed; for she dld

understand ; she did know.

“I think,” said she at last, staring at the table-cloth, “ that it is very

sid to be so young.” _

“ Sad?” He raised his eyebrows. “ Eighteen—an enchanted pnn

cess in a magic tower with rose-colored windows. Oh, Diana, when the

weary simmger comes knocking at the door, asking to be let in ”

_ “No,” Diana said, after a moment’s thought. “ She could n’t let

hlm in- You can never come in again when you ’ve once escaped from

your magic tower—and I’m glad of it, because it ’s better outside.”

He looked inquiringly at her. She had changed so suddenly from

understanding nothing, to understanding it all. _

“IVs “Ml to be so young,” she said, “ and it ’s sad to be shut up in

towers of ignorance. It ’s sad and bewildering too. Don’t you see?

To be told that one looks through rose-colored glass because one finds

the world 3 lolly place, because one finds people nice. And it ’s not

HI,“ broken the rose-colored windows, and I thought at first

that the world was all gray and horrible, and that the gray light was

worse than the rose-colored light and not so true. I was told that
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people were nearly always horrid—that they nearly always did horrid

things—but they don’t. Rosamund was wrong—utterly wrong.

Mrs. Merillian was wrong, too. Rosamund thought Mr. Grey

and Mr. Hereford wanted her for her money—yet directly they

knew she had n’t a penny in the world, they went like a shot

and asked her to marry them. She thought Mr. Sullivan was

mercenary, yet he ’d never even thought of the hateful money. It ’s

the same with everything. Aunt James is wrong, too. She said the

nuns and priests would try to persuade Rosamund to be a nun to'get

her money. Yet they did n’t. They wanted her to stay in the world

and be happy. If people are nice, they are nice, whatever their relig

ions may be. And people are n’t horrid. They ’re kind and good and

unselfish. Why, even you ” She stopped and studied his atten

tive face gravely. “I thought you were not keeping your word and

trying to help me—I thought you were thinking unkind things of rne—

and all the time——” Her steady voice faltered a little.

“ All the time I loved you, ” Peter said gently. She hid her face

in her hands, and he longed to take her in his arms and tell her again

how much he had loved her all the time; but he was afraid.

“ Answer me, Diana,” he said at last.

She drew a deep sigh, then pushed back her chair and smiled

confidingly across the table at him, so that he took fresh courage and

came quite near to her. Then she held out both her hands with a

charming childish abandon.

“Take me,” she said. “There is no more rose-colored glass. I

have come outside my tower. It ’s time I came outside.”

“ Into the dark?” he asked half sadly, half amused as he took her.

“ No,” said the child gravely, as she lifted her face to he kissed.

“ Into the sunshine and fresh air.”

 

  

BATTLE

BY THOMAS E. BURKE

AWN bares a silver sabre in the east;

A million blades fast follow to the quest.

But now the day is o’er, the din has ceased;

One crimson blade waves faintly in the west.
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THOSE NERVES

By George Lincoln Walton, M.D.

D

THE HUMAN SENSITIVE-PLANT

THE rmsr or THREE IMPORTANT PAPERS-—A POPULAR I>I-‘1CUS§‘I°N OF

NERVoUs msonnaas, REAL on IMAGINABY, BY rm: aurHoa or THAT

HELPFUL LITTLE BOOK, “ wHY wOBRY? ”

For many a grave and learned clerk

And many a gay unlettered spark

With curious touch examines me,

If I can feel as well as be;

And when I bend, retire and shrink,

Says, “ Well, -i; is more than one would think! ”

Thus life is spent (oh, fie upon’t!)

In being touched, and crying “Don’t! ”

—Cowra:a.

LADY with “nerves” chanced, on a railway journey not long

since, to occupy the coach immediately following the smoker.

After the shade had been drawn to protect her eyes from the

glare, "1l undiluted whiff of the not always fragrant weed was waited

through the door. The handkerchief was promptly applied to the nose,

and from this time no air was inhaled except through the cambric

filteli Arrival at her destination freeing her at last from this uncom

fomble situation, she hurried from the train, sank into her automobile,

and drew a long breath of content—from an atmosphere charged with

gasoline.

Ha8 this individual a natural antipathy for tobacco and a craving

to? gasoline? Probably not. It is rather her idea of the fitness of

things’ and her prior associations, that render the one obnoxious and

the other grateful.

We are not gifted from birth with susceptibility to definite sources

of annc-lance. Most of us are gifted, rather, with an insistent desire

t". have all things ordered to our liking—the direction of this liking

mu depend upon circumstances. A gentleman writes me that no one

kn?“ what he su3el8; a sudden noise pierces his intestines like a

kn_lfe- Another tells me that the criticism of a friend causes acute

pm in_the fihest and a sense of suffocation. Another cannot hear to

ice a pleture uskew, and to another the odor of peanuts in process of

as
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consumption is unendurable. The expressions “ agony ” and “ torture ”

seem too mild to convey the exact degree of this variety of suffering.

This hypersensitiveness, with other faulty mental habits of the

neurotic, even if falling short of causing breakdown, render the sufferer

uncomfortable to himself and a disturbing element in society, especially

if that society contain like elements of intolerance. The human sen

sitive-plant, I strongly suspect, would be in no more danger of nervous

prostration than her vegetable prototype if her reaction to promiscuous

touch were likewise purely physical.

A lifelike picture of the human sensitive-plant in olden times

appears in a description of the wife of the Emperor Hadrian, by Ebers:

“You men never do observe what hurts us women—there are five

and thirty doors in my rooms! I had them oounted—five and thirty!

If they were not old and made of valuable wood I should really believe

that they had been made as a practical joke on me! ”

“Some of them might be supplemented by curtains.”

“Oh! never mind; a few miseries more or less in my life do not

matter. Sit a little further off,” said Sabina, pressing her jewelled

right hand on her ear as if she were suffering pain in it.

It would seem that Hadrian avoided the society of his much-endur

ing spouse, but I have known a husband to sacrifice his life to a twen

tieth-century Sabina. If Hadrian were alive and reading Puck, he

would know how to sympathize with the young newly-wed whose wife

shed tears when the dinner was praised, because, she declared, she was

loved for her cooking instead of for herself!

It is worth while for every one who detects in his make-up the

elements of this sensitiveness to cultivate for his ideal the commonplace,

instead of the dainty. To do this he must train himself to overcome

all kinds of aversions, whether for things or for people. In this direc

tion the following words of Epictetus have helped me more than any

other bit of philosophy I can think of:

Cease to make yourself slaves first of things, and then, upon their

account, of men who have the power either to bestow or to take them

away. Is there any advantage, then, to be gained from this man?

From all; even a reviler. What advantage does a wrestler gain from

him with whom he exercises himself before the combat? The greatest.

And just in the same manner I exercise myself with this man—and

the heavier he is the better for me; and yet it is no advantage to me

when I am exercised in gentleness of temper. This is not to know how

to gain an advantage from men.

I feel also under the greatest obligation to Maudsley for the oppor

tumty to read, ponder, and apply the following passage:

Some turn all impressions into suspicion, take offense easily, brood

over slights, magnify trifles, feel acutely if opposition hurts their self

love, and, identifying their self-hood with truth and right, persuade

I themselves that they are suffering great wrong.
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To relieve conditions resulting from such faulty mental habits is

the aim of “Psycho-therapy,” as well as of the movement sometimes

called “New Thought,” though its analogue may be found in the sug

gestions of the oldest philosophers. In the early days of the Empire,

mental treatment was, in a way, given a prominent place by Petronius,

sstirist of Rome and Beau Brummel of Nero’s court, who wrote:

“Medicus nihil aliud est quam animi eonsolatio,”

which I shall venture to translate:

“ For the soul's comfort simply, serves the leech.”

The path by which the change of ideal is attained is not always a

direct one. A suggestive thought will sometimes reach, by chance, a

point to which it could not have been driven by the force either of

logic or of eloquence. Such a thought may cause the patient to institute

and carry on a line of reasoning for himself.

It is true that he who plants the suggestion may chance to need his

Wll philosophy, as did the physician who essayed to treat a certain

patient whose sensitiveness took the direction of inability to touch

anything which had been handled by another. So strong was her

aversion that he was in danger of abandoning work and play, except

in so far as they could be pursued in solitude. Many hours were spent

P)’ the physician in the attempt, by anecdote and maxim, to alter her

‘deals; she was gradually led to study how much, instead of how little.

she could stand. The desired frame of mind was finally achieved,

upon which she was able to pursue her vocation with no further trouble.

At this point a bill for services rendered by the physician was viewed

by the patient with disfavor because she had cured herself and the

physician had only told her stories! Fortunately the time has passed

when professional usefulness was measured by the drug

_ In the way of treatment, too much faith must not be pinned to

sln81e suggestions, whether made under hypnotism or otherwise; the

Yell’ readiness of relief strongly suggests impermanence of cure. Tem

Wary alleviation of symptoms does not always mean cure of disease.

faithful, long-continued efforts of the patient himself seem to me

a "me 9114 mm, and even at the best, cure is a strong word to apply to

such modification of inborn tendencies as can be brought about even

bY Pl'olollged suggestive methods.

_ ere is a universal negativism which stands in the way of the

dlrect apPeal if unsupported by the coiiperation of its recipient. The

ifiort to arouse the ambition of another too often produces indifference,

If not resentment.

It is sometimes possible to turn this negativism to advan'°&E°- I

once coninlted by an intense, self-centred, and high-strung young

‘"l who could not even sit in a chair except in the attitude of a

was

won]
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poise for flight. Many previous consultants had assured her that she

could learn to relax, but had exhausted all efforts to this end in vain.

Deciding that there was nothing to lose by the experiment, I surprised

her by announcing it was hardly worth her while to try, for she could

not do it. She left the office with a stern expression, to return some

months later completely relaxed, just to show me that I was mistaken!

A colleague tells me of an obstinate ease of nail-biting in which

the negative method of suggestion was used successfully. He made a

small wager with the boy that he could not stop the habit for a certain

period. At each -visit he urged him to recommence, since he was only

losing time. The boy won the wager and told the physician he had

wasted time, for the greater his urgency, the less he cared to bite the

nails. A teacher once told me of a boy who persistently doubled himself

over his book. The attempt forcibly to raise the book only increased the

trouble, but when it was pressed down the boy straightened until quite

erect. If you wish further to illustrate this negativism, and do not

mind an angry look, try forcibly correcting the attitude of your round

shouldered friend. But if you would really help him, place under his

eye the picture which appeared in a recent magazine, illustrating the

correct and the incorrect posture for pedestrianism. The chances are

that when he stands up he throws back his shoulders and swings his

feet before him instead of dragging them after him.

This brings us to a very important distinction between two methods

of “suggestion.” I refer to the difference between influencing the

conscious, and influencing the “subconscious” mind, or mind below

the level of distinct consciousness. Hypnotic suggestions are supposed

to affect the latter, which has its seat, according to one writer, in the

spinal cord. _

The object of hypnotic suggestion is to implant, upon this so-called

subconscious mind, seed which shall bear fruit in conscious action. To

me it appeals more strongly to place before the conscious and reasoning

mind a line of thought which may, by practice, sink at last to the sub

conscious level; in other words, become automatic. It is surely by way

of the reason, if at all, that the human sensitive-plant will be led to

alter her ideals—to mix with her porcelain a little common clay.

Among the most fixed of our aversious is the conviction that we

cannot stand certain noises at night, but the change of ideal is com

paratively easy for the most sensitive of us if we become truly interested.

We shall soon find ourselves anticipating the noises of the night with a

yiew to seeing how much, instead of how little, We can stand, and

mstead of becoming suffused with heat when a door is slammed or a

shoe, dropped overhead, shall find ourselves saying, “Never touched

me.

Some are abnormally sensitive to their own moods. “If I could
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only be as happy to-day as I was yesterday,” wailed a nervous patient

the other day. But no one has a good time all the time; if he did, he

L would not have a good time at all.

The study of ancient history is an excellent antidote for the tendency

of the oversensitive to dwell upon trifies. Emerson * says: “This

remedies the defect of our too great nearness to ourselves. This throws

our actions into perspective; and as crabs, goats, scorpions, the balance

and the water-pot lose all their meanness when hung as signs in the

zodiac, so I can see my own vices without heat in the persons of Solomon,

Alcibiades, and Cataline.”

The reading of Ebers’ romances, from the story of Joshua down to

\ that of the Emperor Hadrian, is of great assistance in adjusting into

L the mental perspective the petty annoyances of to-day.

- There sits drear Egypt ’mid beleaguering sands,

Half woman and half beast,

The burnt out torch within her mouldering hands

That once lit all the East.T

3

COMPANIONSHIP

BY SUE JAUSS BIEBER

WILIGHT— .

And the hush of unseen wingsBrooding, and, as the wind veers,

The chime of distant bells

Pulsing the air—softly

And more softly.

From some far field

The mournful, sleepy low of kinc,

As no lyric calls at noon,

Contents my ear.

Unnumbered stars peer down,

Full of new intimacies,

And solitude is solitude

No longer; for in the dusk

  

.-—‘_r

\ And quiet, there is born

Q The spirit of companionship

And peace

-Em? on Bisto .
Thwelt Ty

  



THAT LITTLE DINNER AT

LARRABEE’S

B} 70/z1: Kendrick Bangs

i

F course everybody who reads the newspapers has heard of that

0 little dinner at Larrabee’s, and some have thrown up their

hands in horror at the thought of it. Still, if they knew the

truth I hardly think they would do more than chuckle. Certainly I,

who know all about that riotous festival, have done nothing but grin

over it ever since the thing came off. In spite of the fact that my

name appeared nowhere in the published accounts, I was there, and

saw the whole thing from beginning to end. Why, I even appeared at

the table in my paj—but let us not anticipate. The time has come

when it is quite proper that everybody should be let into the secret of

that preposterous banquet, but we must proceed with due caution and

begin rather at the beginning of the story than in the middle. I have

Larrabee’s permission to expose the whole outfit, by the way, so in this

narration there is no breach either of the proprieties or of the sacred

bonds of friendship. '
It was early in May last that I received Larrahee’s note inviting me

to spend the week-end with Mrs. Larrabee and himself at their beautiful

home, Windymere, at Newport. The phrasing of the invitation was

so unusual that I reproduce it here:

S1xraan Baoan Srmr, New Youx, May third, l908.

Mr DEAR CARDINAL:
Mrs. Larrabee and I are giving a little dinner at Windymere next

Saturday night, and yours is always such a flattering appetite that

Mrs. Lurrabee says she will feel desolated if you are not one of us.

She says it is such a pleasure to see you eat that she is always sure

of the success of her dinners when you are present. So come up

Saturday A.M. if you can and we ’ll try to endure your presence about

the house until Monday anyhow, and maybe longer—it all depends

on how disagreeable you are. Don’t say no, and above all do not

forget to bring your pajamas with you! If you dou’t wear -em, buy-

a pan-.

As ever yours,

To Enoaa Baowna, Esq,

Hyperion Club,

New York City.

74
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Incidentally I would say that ever since I served a year as a vestry

man in a suburban church Larrabee has addressed me as “ Cardinal.”

I explain this merely because I do not wish to delude any of my readers

into believing that I am a person of more than ordinary piety, or at

any rate one who is professionally required to be good. Were it other

wise, I fear there would be something to explain as to why I did not

leave the Larrabee board long before the dinner reached its dramatic

conclusion.

Now, the Larrabees are such delightful hosts, especially when they

entertain at Windymere, that even if I had had six dozen other engage

ments for that night I should at once have cancelled them all for the

purpose of accepting their invitation. Indeed, I will go so far as to

say that I verily believe that if I am ever lying at the point of death

anywhere within travelling distance of Windymere, and a card comes

to me from Larrabee bidding me to sally forth and dine with him and

his fair lady, I will in some wise manage to put oil? the hour of dissolu

tion long enough to respond to the solicitations of my friends, or if I

can’t will stop off on my way to heaven to haunt their board. Where

fore the following Saturday afternoon found me bowling down that

select highway of social distinction Bellevue Avenue, Newport, in

Lsrrabee’s car, with my various boxes well supplied with all the sartorial

essentials of a successful Sunday outing. I even had fifty dollars in

my pocket to tip the servants with, and a few pennies extra as against

a possible rubber at Bridge. Nor did I forget my pajamas, though

wh)’ o!1 earth it had pleased Larrabee to remind me to bring so indis

pemable a portion of my wardrobe along with me I had been wondering

ever since I had received his invitation.

_ Under the expert manipulation of the chauffeur the car was not long

ln reaching the broad sweep of drive that leads up through that lovely

awsnue of trees to the hospitable entrance of Windymere, and the wel

come that I got from Bob and Mrs. Bob as I stepped whom was of the

solt that warms the cockles of one’s heart—whatever they may be- The

mdlant welcome I received was not at all clouded by the supercilious

manner of a tall, solemn Butler-gentleman, who was among those “ also

present” as I descended from the car, and who kindly condescended

M remc‘"’ my traps from the tonneau and disappear with them into

the spacious recesses of the great hall.

“ “_Wen, I’III here, Bob,” said I when the first greetings were over.

flt will relieve your mind at all to know it, I will add that my tooth

msh and a safety razor accompany me.”

Iranabee looked at me with a grin of inquiry dimpling his cheek.

‘I am relieved to hear it, Cardinal, and it is good of you to take me

out o_f the awful suspense,” he said. “ Though to tell the truth, it was

arnet here who was worrying on that score. Long experience with
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you has taught me that you generally do the correct thing, and in the

last edition of ‘ What’s What in the Smart Set,’ candidates for admis

sion are warned when making week-end visits not to overtax the

hospitality of their hosts by demanding teeth-brushes and razors.”

“ What does it say about not forgetting their pajamas?” I inquired.

“ Oh, I see,” laughed Larrabee. “I really did n’t know what you

were driving at with all that drivel about tooth-brushes at al, but now

I understand. Well, you brought ’em, did n’t you? If you did n’t, it ’s

the next train back to New York for yours.”

“ Of course I brought ’em,” I replied scornfully. “ I don’t know

what kind of a Marathon week-end you propose making of this affair,

but I presume that between this and Monday A.M. we ’ll go to bed for

a few minutes anyhow, and of late years I have n’t been able to sleep

in a dinner-coat with any real degree of comfort, except in taxicabs or

during the speeches at public banquets.”

“We are going to have a Pajama Dinner, Edgar,” put in the

demure little Mrs. Larrabee at this point, gracing her remark with one

of her most entrancing smiles.

I caught my breath for an instant. I could scarcely believe that I

had heard aright.

“ A what? ” I cried.

“ A Pajama Dinner, Cardinal,” said Larrabee, while Mrs. Larrabee

giggled.

“ That’s a new one on me,” said I. “ You don’t mean to say you

are going to make us eat ’em? ”

“Not quite,” said Larrabee. “Times are hard, but we are not

driven to that yet. The idea is that all the men shall come in their

regulation evening clothes of course, but they will wear their pajamas

over them and ”

“But the women!” I cried. “Surely they are not goin ”

“They are to appear in kimonos and curl-papers,” giggled Mrs.

Larrabee.

I looked at the pair with hopeless amazement written in every line

of my face. I knew of course that Mr. and Mrs. Larry, as they were

affectionately called by their fellow-members in the rapid set, were quite

able to hold up their end in almost any one of the fads and follies of

smartdom, but I had had no reason hitherto to suspect their sanity.

They had gone to all sorts of absurd entertainments, and had been men

tioned in the daily papers as among those present at certain affairs with

which as their friend I should have preferred not to see their names con

nected, but up to the present time, in so far as I knew, none of the re

sponsibility for the rather bizarre sort of entertainment most affected by

their set had rested on their shoulders. To hear now from their own lips

that they themselves were to give a dinner the chief characteristic of
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which appeared to be founded on insanity rendered me temporarily

speechless.

“You don’t seem to think much of the idea, Cardinal,” vouchsafed

Larrabee, handing me a cigar.

“Well, Bob,” said I, “ to tell the truth I can’t quite seem to get the

thing into my noddle that you are going in for that sort of thing. If

it was Tommy Hibbard or Mrs. Jack Van Tyle, I should n’t be in the

least surprised. They are what you might call headliners in New

York’s High Class Vaudeville Society, but you and Harriet—well, all

I have to say is that you ”

“ That we know best, eh?” chuckled La-rrabee.

“ We ’ve given the matter no end of thought,” put in Mrs. Larrabee.

“ Oh, I have n’t any doubt about that,” said I. “ I should think an

ordinarily good brain must have done a heap of drastic work before such

an idea as that came to the surface. But look here, Bob—have you

thought of what will happen if this thing gets into the papers? You

doift want to see Harriet printed in three colors, do you, as a part of a

Sunday Supplement devoted to doings in high life?”

“who ,s going to put it into the papers?” demanded Larrabee.

“Well, I might,” said I. “ You know as well as I do that a story

like that would be to the yellows what nuts are to a squirrel—should n’t

wonder if it would be worth a thousand, and I ’d hate -to tell you what

I would n’t do for that much money.”

“ I ’ll take the risk,” smiled Larrabee affectionately.

“But how about your servants, Larry?” said I. “ Can you trust

them to be equally discreet in the face of so profitable an opportunity

to tip off the reporters? That Butler-gentleman, for instance. He

looks to me as though he might be a retired leader of Society, but you

never can tell, my boy,”

Both my host and hostess looked at each other, winked gaily, and

burst into a roar of merriment, and I realized that nothing that I could

s5y could possibly deter them from the parlous function they had

undertaken. So I gave it up, looking forward to the evening with

anything but pleasure.

Eight o’clo0k, being to me a most unwelcome hour, came all too

quickly and the affair began. All through the afternoon I had filed

l_:o comfort myself with the thought that Larrabee either had no real

Intention of indulging in so brain-stormy an affair as a Pajama Dinner,

or if he had would flunk when it came to the scratch, but it was not so

to be- I appeared in the drawing-room properly arrayed at half past

seven, and was promptly sent back to my room with instructions not to

show my face again until I had donned what Larrabee chose facetiously

to rffer to W “ full evening dress.” _

‘No pajamas, no grub, Edgar,” he said, and when he s8-Id Edgar)
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and not Cardinal, I knew that he meant it. Calling me by my real

name had become Larrabee’s way of being severe with me. He play

fully pushed me out of the drawing-room, and gave me an initial boost

upstairs, where, retiring to my apartment, I donned the pajamas,

pulling the trousers on like overalls, and wearing the coat section of

the confounded things in lieu of a dinner-jacket. Then, feeling like a

consummate ass, I once more entered the drawing-room, where I found

the other guests already assembled. A jolly enough company they

were, too, to the number of sixteen, including Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie

Glastonberry, Tom Witherbee and his bride of three weeks, Billie

Wilberforce and his fiancée, Pauline Jackson, and several others, all

similarly arrayed—that is to say, the men all wore their pajamas, and,

even as Mrs. Larry had foretold, the ladies were fetchingly decked

out in kimonos and curl-papers. It occurred to me at the moment that

this was a pretty severe test for Miss Jackson, for curl-papers do not

really set off a woman’s beauty, and if Billie Wilberforce could love

her after seeing her without her coiffure, usually one of those massive

aggregations of puffs, pompadours, and capillary falals generally, she

could be sure of his devotion forever. I am quite sure that one glance

at her disillusioned me on the score of her beauty, but Billie did n’t

seem to mind a bit, and indeed gave further evidence to establish the

truth of the old saying that love is blind. Nor were the others much

better, and I doubt if anybody would ever have ventured to publish a

flashlight photograph of that group in a Beauty Book, except for reasons

based on blackmail. It would have been startling if published on the

front page of a sensational newspaper, but even then would have been

only mildly representative of the dinner itself, which went as furiously

as it since has gone famously all over the country, making Mr. and

Mrs. Larry fit candidates for tablets in a Social Hall of Fame.

It fell to my lot to take Mrs. Larry in to the table, and such a

sight as that dining-room presented! In place of the exquisite napery

for which the Larrabee dinners have always been distinguished, the table

was covered with nothing more nor less than a counterpane, and for

serviettes each guest was provided with a crash towel hanging over the

back of his or her chair. A plain tallow dip set in a tin candlestick

at the side of each cover formed the sole illumination of the room, and

a huge alarm-clock set in the centre of the table, with a clang to it that

was fit to raise the dead and give him nervous prostration into the

bargain, was used to announce to the Butler that the guests were ready

to begin.

“ Fine, is n’t it?” whispered Mrs. Larry as we took our seats in the

dim, flickering light.

“ Never saw anything to equal it before,” said I, resolved to speak

the truth at any cost.
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“James,” said Larrabee, turning to the Butler after the alarm-clock

had gone off with a deafening roar, “ you may serve the cocktails.”

“ Yes, sir,” replied James, a stern look on his face and a brow that

threatened. It was quite evident that he did not approve of such

goings on.

“He’s a little inclined to be rebellious, my dear,” said Larrabee,

calling across the table to his spouse after the Butler had left the room.

“ He does n’t seem to think that cocktails in a pail are strictly good

form—indeed, when I was mixing them, while he did n’t say anything

about it, his eyes spoke volumes of disapproval. I have been some time

trying to get him to believe that I mean to have my own way about it.”

“Well, you must admit that it is a little unusual, Larry,” I put in.

“Oh, I suppose so,” laughed Larry. “I suppose at your vestry

meetings you serve them in a bottle, eh, Cardinal? I always wondered

who drank those bottled cocktails—ughl Might as well eat canned

custard.”

There was no time for a retort even if I had been minded to make

one, for at this point the dignified James entered the room carrying an

ordiilary bucket with a dipper attached to it. His face was a study in

scar et.

“My friends,” said Larrabee, “fall to on the old oaken bucket.

Mrs. Larrabee and I trust that you will drain this farmer’s loving cup to

the dregs. These martinis are my own make, and no one will be con

sulered in the game who does not drink at least one whole dipperful.

Proceed, James.”

_“ Why, that dipper holds nearly a quart! ” I remonstmted in a

wlnsper to Mrs. Larry.

“Yes, I know,” she said, “ but Bob mixed several gallons, so don’t

worry,”

. Gallons! Of cocktails—ye gods and little fishes, I thought, how

wll1 this thing end!

The Butler, with an air of being ill at ease, started on his rounds,

and’ much to my dismay, I noticed as the Hebe of the occasion drew

clcserto me that the guests one and all were living up to the letter of

Lamibees instnletions and drinking their full share. Even Miss

Pauline’ a young woman so dainty as almost to require that she should

blur the sign “Fragile” hanging on her back, with a merry laugh

dlpped the dipper full, and swallowed its contents to the last drop

wltlfout so much as a tremor of an eye-lash. - _

‘Merciful Heavens! ” I muttered, “what heads we ’ll have in th

mommg ! well, here goes,” I added aloud when the pail was presented

ai my side- “I’d die for you, Mrs. Larry! ” And I too drained the

dlpper to the

A loud laugh from the whole company followed their first glimpse
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of my face as the idea dawned upon my mind that there was some joke

afoot, and I realized the peculiarity of those martinis, which turned out

to be nothing more than a combination of ice water colored with weak

tea, on the surface of which floated enough peels of a lemon to give it

an artistic appearance of wickedness.

“I hope I’m not unduly vain,” said Larrabee, “but I’ll back

those martinis of mine against the world. You may serve the pie,

James.”

. I could not help glancing at the presiding genius of the dining

room as Larrabee gave his instructions. Cocktails in a pail, followed by

pie, it seemed to me must tax the temper of a Butler who has devoted

a lifetime to the study of his art, and I was not disappointed by what

I read in his countenance. I have never seen such disgust depicted

on a human face as was there made manifest. It was there in all the

majesty of its fifty-seven varieties, from plain, every-day repugnance

up through queasiness to shuddering abhorrence. Nevertheless, he was

born to obey, and with much solemn dignity he stood at the side of each

of the guests and sepulchrally ran over the list of available pastry,

which was indeed generous enough for the most critical.

“Lemon meringue, mince, squash, cranberry, and pumpkin,” he

said. His wrath over having to do so unseemly a thing at a dinner in

high society showed itself in the precision of his enunciation. The

word “ squash” was fairly hissed into my ears and the middle p in

“ pumpkin,” usually as silent as the j in “ montmorenci,” was blurted

out with an almost Rooseveltian incisiveness of utterance.

“ Nobody can have more than four kinds,” put in Larrabee joyonsly.

“ I ’-ll have four pieces of the punkin,” said Jimmie Glastonberry.

“ Have n’t you any custard pie?” demanded Miss Jackson, with a

pretty pout.

“ Whoever heard of beginning a dinner with custard pie? ” retorted

Mrs. Larrabee. “ Where have you been brought up, Pauline?”

“ The Van Tyles always begin dinner with custard pie,” said

Pauline coldly. “ If they don’t know what ’s what, I ’m sure I don’t

know who does.”

“ Well, I don’t care what Sarah Van Tyle does,” said Mrs. Larrabee.

“ I for one am not going in for any of these wild ideas of crazy people

like Sarah Van Tyle. Custard pie to begin a dinner with is abnormal,

and it will never become de rigueur in polite society, Van Tyles or no

Van Tyles.”

“ Oh, very well, then,” sighed Pauline. “If you feel that way

about it, there ’s no more to be said. I ’ll have two pieces of mince, one

of pumperkin, and just a tiny, weeny wedge of cramberry.”

The Butler stood through this ordeal like a frozen statue, and when

he had gathered all the orders retired, a picture of offended dignity, to
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return in a few moments bringing with him a large malacca tray

covered with the pastry chosen by the assembled guests.

“What ’ll you have to drink with the pie, Cardinal?” Larrabee

called out to me. “ Burgundy or hard cider?”

“Well, if you don’t mind, Bob,” said I, “I ’d prefer a creme-de-

menthe with mine. I rather like the contrast in color between a green

mint and the yellow of the squash.”

“Certainly—we strive to please,” said Larrabee. “James, creme

de-menthe for Mr. Bmwer, and Chambertin for the rest of us.”

“ Can’t I have beer?” asked Mrs. Jimmie Glastonberry plaintively.

“ And beer for Mrs. Glastonberry,” Larrabee went on.

“I find a bottle of beer always counteracts the effects of a cocktail,”

explained Mrs. Gastonberry. “ And after that dipperful I feel a little

headachey.”

It was quite evident to my casual eye that the Butler was having

some difliculty in restraining an impulse to say that he was glad of it,

but he survived the temptation, and we were shortly served with the

things we had ordered.

The next course, served with equal disapproval by the weary Butler,

was a bottle of olives for each guest, with a very excellent concoction

of corned-beef hash and vanilla ice-cream in consommé cups.

“It’s a new combination Mrs. Larrabee has just invented,” said

La_l—rahee proudly, as the delicacies were served._ “I’m inclined to

tlllnlr when people get onto it it will rival the New England boiled

lllnner in popularity.”

“Should n’t wonder,” agreed Jimmie Glastonberry, “among those

who survive. I’ve eaten charlotte russe with corned-beef hash, but

never ice-cream before.”

“ What I like about it,” grinned Billie Wilberforce, “is that the ice

cream is so slippery the corned beef hash goes down like a bob on a

t’cbcgg'l-n-$li‘le. Fact is, this is the first time in all my life that I

have been able to eat corned-beef hash with any degree of—ah—0f—

ah~fiuellcy, so to speak.”

The Butler’s lip curled superciliously, but of course he said nothing.

He was a very English appearing person, and I fancied that the use of

the word “fluency” in connection with the process of eating corned

beef hash grated somewhat upon his sense of linguistic propriety. At

my me, he looked it.

What did you think of the hand at Ml8. HastingS—Le Duds last

FrldaY night, Pauline?” asked Mrs. Larrabee. -

_ “I did n’t care for it, my dear Harriet,” replied the young woman,

with a slight shudder. “ But then I am peculiar. I have eaten lettuce

wlth all sorts of odd dressings before, but I don’t think I shall ever

get used to maple syrup on tomatoes.”

Von. r.xxxrv.—o
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“ Well, I thought it was bully,” said Larrabee. “ The syrup seemed

to me to bring out the tang of the tomatoes until you could really feel

a thrill ’way back behind your ears.”

“I don’t think it can compare for delicacy to the Grape Fruit

Surprise we had at the Dawsons’ on Thursday,” said little Mrs. Wither

bee. “ Shredded grape-fruit breaded, and fried in olive oil, and served

with molasses. Talk about the tang—it was positively the tangiest

thing I ever tasted!”

“ But you must confess that it was abnormal,” said Mrs. Larrabee

disapprovingly.

“ Oh, nothing is abnormal nowadays in society,” said-Glastonberry.

“ I suppose there are idiots in the world who would think that corned

beef hash with ice-cream on the side was not strictly au natural.”

“ I should like to know who, for instance?” snapped Mrs.

Larrabee, and I wondered if from her place at the head of the table she

could see the expression in the Butler’s eyes which told all too plainly

that he was one of those persons. -

“Well, I hate normal things anyhow,” said little Mrs. Witherbee.

“ They ’re so awfully commonplace, don’t you know. Here ’s Tom

wants to buy me a five-thousand dollar touring-car, when all I want is a

nice little tandem-cart wi ”

“ And a pair of horses? Fie upon you, Maria! I am ashamed of

you,” interrupted Mrs. Larrabee. “Who that is really a true who

would drive a horse these days?”

“ I did n’t say I wanted a horse,” retorted Mrs. Witherbee. “ You

did n’t let me finish. I want a nice little tandem-cart and a pair of

high-stepping giraffes.”

“ And do you mean to say that that brute of a husband of yours

won't let you have them?” I cried indignantly.

“I’ll answer that aspersion upon my generosity,” retorted Tom

Witherbee. “ I won’t. They ’d bump their heads on the Elevated every

time she drove out.”

The Butler, who was now engaged in bringing in a steaming coffee

machine, with its retort filled with viciously boiling Java, nearly

dropped the affair on the floor at Tom’s explanation. He was expert

enough to save it, however, and in a moment it was placed before our

hostess.

“ Hold on, my dear,” Larrabee called out. “ The coffee was not to

come yet. I thought we were going to have the boiled eggs first?”

“ Yes, Bob dear,” said Mrs. Larrabee, smiling amiably, “ but times

are so hard I thought I ’d economize.”

“And cut out the eggs?” cried Bob.

“ They ’re sixty per cents a dozen, Larry,” said I.

“ Oh, it is n’t that, I assure you,” said Mrs. Larrabee hastily. “ We
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are not going to cut out the eggs, but I thought I ’d economize on the

hot-water by boiling them in the coffee.”

“ What a frugal little wife it is! ” cried Jimmie Glastonberry, look

ing at Mrs. Larrabee with undisguised admiration. “ If you ever con

template getting a divorce from Bob, Mrs. Larrabee, please put me on

the waiting-list of your would-be fiancés, will you? ”

“There are ten ahead of you already, Jimmie,” smiled Larrabee.

“The Cardinal is the tenth.”

“ Who are the other nine?” I demanded.

“ I. am,” said Larrabee. “ If we ever do get a divorce it will only

be because it is necessary to do so to hold our place in society.”

“ Not like poor old Horry Gaston, eh?” said Witherbee.

“Had n’t heard—Horry is n’t getting a divorce, is he? ” said Bob.

“ No, but Mrs. Horry is,” said Witherbee. “ She says she still loves

Horry devotedly, and considers him a model husband, but she ’s so tired

cf opel"1, and bridge, and motoring, and week-ending all over the social

(limp, that she is going in for a divorce just to relieve the tedium of the

fly-))

“ 0h, well,” said Mrs. Witherbee, “a woman ’s got to have some

occupation.” -

By this time the eggs had been boiled in the steaming coffee, and

after they had been eaten, Mrs. Larrabee turned to the Butler and said

very quietly:

“J=1meB,you may bring in the lamb.”

It was a simple enough order, and yet the man seemed to balk. He

hesitated a moment as if to speak, but Larrabee cut him off short.

“Do a8 you are told, James, and without any delay.”

- It was rather peremptory in tone, this order, and indicated to my

m_lIld that all was not harmonious in the Larrabee ménaga The man

still hesitated, but suddenly wheeled about and walked from the room.

H_e had hardly disappeared through the doorway when we heard a

scufllmg sound outside, when the man came back hauling a freshly

laundered but somewhat reluctant live lamb after him. The animal

w" c.h"mingly decorated with blue ribbons, and altogether was quite

as dfunty an oblect as ever was that creature that followed Mary, pre

sentlng 11n immaculate picture of bleating innocence.

- ‘This, my friends,” said Larrabee, rising, and patting the little

creature on the neck, “is our p1-.).ce de résistance. James, get the cleaver.

Mm- Witherbee, what will you have, a hindquarter or a chop?”

E118 Butler stood transfixed, holding the cleaver in his right hand

“ Just a small bit of a outlet, please,” replied the lady

_Gof>d ! ” said Larrabee. “ I judge from the general appearance of

our “chm that he will turn out to be a tender little duffer. Jam, you

may knock the lamb on the head, and cut Mrs. Witherbee off a chop.”
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“ Wha—what, me, sir?” roared the Butler, aghast.

“Yes, you,” returned Larrabee, looking at the man with affeeted

surprise. “ You don’t expect me to do my own butchering, do you? ”

“ But—;” protested the Butler.

“ You are employed to buttle, not to but, my man,” said Larrabee.

“ You seem to forget that. So proceed and do what you are told. Out

the lady off a chap.”

“ I ’ll be if I will!” roared the Butler, dropping the cleaver

on the floor, as he grew white and red by turns. “ And what ’s more,

I’ll have nothing further to do with your degenerate repast.”_

We all drew back from the table, and sat gazing at the participants

in this unexpected scene, and for the moment I had all I could do to

keep from taking sides with the Butler.

“ What are you, a butler or the head of this household?” demanded

Larrabee in a freezing tone of voice.

“ I ’m a butler, Mr. Larrabee, but you don’t need a butler,” retorted

the man. “ What you need, sir, is an alienist.”

And, turning on his heel, the offended servitor walked angrily from

the room, while Larrabee and his guests went off into a scarcely sup

pressed gale of hysterical laughter.

“ Better see him off, Bob,” said Mrs. Larrabee as the laughter sub

sided, and Larrabee too left the room. A few minutes later he returned.

“ He ’s gone,” he said. “ Would n’t speak to me until just before he

shook the dust of Windymere from his feet.”

“ Can’t say I blame him, Larry,” said I.

“ Same here,” laughed Larrabee. “But I was quite interested to

see what he would do when it came to slaughtering the sheep—he ought

to be an expert in that line.”

“ An expert?” I queried.

“ Certainly,” said Larrabee, with a broad grin. “ Don’t you know

who he was?”

“ No,” I replied. “ Why should I? My acquaintance with the

Jeemses is rather slight.”

“Why,” said Larrabee, “ he is Monckton Montelair, the author of

‘ The Thicket ’—you know, the chap who exposed the Mutton Trust.”

“What, he?” I cried. “ But what—what was he doing here as a

butler?”

“ Looking for material for his new novel on ‘ How the Smart Half

Live,’ ” laughed Larrabee. “ I got onto him the first night he arrived,

and Harriet and I thought we ’d help him to get some material that

would be worth while.”

“ Well, I guess you succeeded all right,” said I.

“ By the way, Bob dear,” said Mrs. Larry. “ You say he would n’t

speak to you until just when he left?”
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“No, not a word, but as he went out of the door,” said Larry, “ I

called after him to send me an autograph copy of his book.”

“What did he say?” said Mrs. Larrabee, amid the roars of laughter

that followed.

Larrabee hesitated a moment, and then he replied:

“Why, he invited me to go to—er——”

“I lmow,” said Mrs. Larrabee hastily. “ And now let us sit down

and have something real to eat. I am nearly starved to death.”

3'1

HELENE—A MIRAGE

BY WILLIAM J. LAMPTON

AR out upon a desert vast,

Sand-stained, wind-swept,

Where hope had died and fear had passed

And clouds had never wept,

Athirst I stood and gasped for breath,

Heart-sore and weary unto death.

Across the waste to cruel skies,

Sun-dried and lean,

I strained my hot and heavy eyes

To see the green,

When clearly in some strange, new light

A glorious rose blushed on my sight.

Like water to the crackling tongue,

Its fragrance fresh

Came to the spirit overstrung,

And to the flesh.

Ah, wonderful the power to bless,

Of rose-bloom in the wilderness!

I stretched my hands to take it there,

So good and bright,

The breath of life upon the air,

The morning light.

“Helene,” I cried; “ Helene, Heléne; ”

I laughed and ran across the plain

To fold it to my heart, and then

The desert was the same again.



THE OLD MAN REFLECTS

By La Salle Cortel! Pickett
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of our childhood,—dear to our pulsing, happy youth,—harbors a

deadly microbe. Where it was once cherished with affection, it

is now rooted out by vandal hands and the innocent feet of childhood

are warned away from its wash of sunshine.

I often sit in twilight and think of the golden carpet of butteroups

covering a southern slope I used to know. It stopped just at the edge

of a brooklet that rippled musically over white pebbles, and the butter

cups reached from the bank to look at the glittering white stones and

caught sight of their own beauty and blushed a brighter gold.

A little girl and I used to play on that shining carpet. We would

pluck the blossoms and by the unfailing test discover to our surprise

that we agreed on the subject of butter. Then I would find a wonderful

great bloom and hold it against a tress of her hair and it would melt

into the gold of the long, shining curl till I did not know which was

the sunshine of the curl and which the gold of the blossom.

By and by there came a change, and I walked on the hill alone and

dreamed half sadly of the little girl, who was gone now, I did not

know whither. There was a pretty maiden left who bore her name but

could never take her place. She used to go down the lane with a girl

I did not like, and when she met me would greet me in a way which

indicated that she faintly recalled me as a person she had met a long

time ago.

Some more years went by, and she was going away to school. In

view of the fact that she dimly recollected me, it was only civil to pay

her a farewell call. It was what might be considered a formal function.

She had pinned up her curls in a messy knot at the back of her head,

and here and there a riotous one escaped from the trammels and ven

tured out in a timid manner as if fearful of arrest. She had on a dress

the color of the harebells we used to find in the woods. It was made

with a frill and a lot of filmy white stuff at the top like the snowy clouds

that drifted across the sky over the buttercup hill. I told her good-by

and wished her success, and she hoped that good fortune might come

to me, and we were very nice and polite.

We did not meet in vacation. I was away in the city learning the

business that was to be my lifelong work and labor was hard and money

SCIENCE has recently announced that the buttercup, blossom loved

s6
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not plenty before the rise in cotton fabrics put me on Easy Street.

But one summer I had such a longing to see the old home and the old

friends that I 1ook a short leave and went back to breathe the fresh air

and see the flowers bloom.

My pathway led across the buttercup hill and I walked through

their gold thinking of play-days there and the curls that .mat<_:hed the

blossoms. Then a dream held me and I saw her coming—the little

maid—and yet not the little mBid—for she was tall and lissome and her

hair made a golden crown around her head, which held itself as it might

had it belonged to a princess, and her dress, that was like the harebells,

trailed softly over the shining gold carpet. A cluster of buttercups,

just gathered, gleamed in the soft white film at her neck, and she walked

with her head bent a little, like a lily on its slender stem. I called her

name and held out my hand, and she came forward and let hers slip

fiutteringly into them. A bluebird in the maple tree trilled a song that

was happy as the music of life.

I can see yet the azure sky bending above us, like the blue of her

harebell dress. I gave her a turquoise ring that she said was like a bit

of the sky with a buttercup for a rim.

“Jane, do you remember the buttercups that used to grow on the

hill at home? ”

A woman whose hair is yet golden when the light falls across it

comes from the dining-room and stops behind my library chair.

“To be sure I do. Did not we play among them when we were

children and walk among them when——? ”

-She pauses, and I know just how the tender flush of the old days is

dnfting over her face; I have seen it so often.

“Were there any microbes in them?”

_“ Microbes? Mercy, John, what do you mean? There were sun

shlne and love and hopes and dreams in them. Are they microbes?”

,“B“t, Jane, science says now that love is a disease.”

She draws my head back till she can look into my eyes and her

laugh is sweet as the trill of the bluebird on that day.

“I fear, John, that we are hopeless invalids,” she says.

3

CONFIDENCES OF CUPID UP-TO-DATE

PERFECT trust is found as seldom as it is justified.

A GREAT love comes only once in a man’s life—for the same woman.

THE salve of sympathy can heal a broken heart, but there is no

ointment which will soothe shattered vanity.

Nina A. Royall
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“ T looks like a palace—and leaks like a sieve.”

l Elizabeth Bartlett turned to her brother and repeated her as

sertion. The house she spoke of lay bathed in the fond glam

our -of a Southern sunset. It fronted a great sweep of valley, where a

town and river were spread in the hazy distance, with blue-veiled

mountains rising in remote majesty all around. In this flattering

light the tall-columned portico talked of Greece, the sloping lawn

denied the fact that it was covered with crab-grass, and the general

ruin and decay of the old Carter place was tenderly, mercifully,

obscured. .

“ I thought you were put out because Jack did n’t offer us house

room in it,” said Bartlett. -

A startled flush went over the fair, flower-like small face of the

New England girl.

“ It was n’t that I should care to live there,” she hurried to explain.

“ I thought if we moved in we could pay for some repairs. Goodness

knows the house needs them! It ’s going to rack for want of a few

dollars judiciously spent here and there.”

The concluding words had evidently been audible to a young man

who came slowly up the mountain path behind brother and sister, a

mail-bag over his shoulder.

“ A few dollars—my dear Miss Bartlett! ” he remonstrated. “ The

house has already gone to rack for the lack of many thousands. You ’ve

no idea how these decaying grandeurs eat money,” he went on plain

tively. “ I ’m consoling myself with the reflection that I ’m no worse

off than I should be in a hollow tree—you know that ’s what I’ll

come to when the old house falls down. I want to have you and Mr.

Bartlett over to dinner the first day we can certainly count on fine

weather—it looks odd to see a lady sitting at the dinner-table with an

umbrella over her.”

- Elizabeth Bartlett glanced at the new-comer. She studied him

with covert disfavor. He was tall and good to look at, straight-limbed,

with small hands and feet as his type always runs, fine, pictorially

curling dark hair, and the lazy dark eyes of the Southerner. The

as
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girl from New Hampshire resented his cheerfulness in the face of

decay and disaster. His well-bred calm appeared to her only indolence.

To her New England conscience, he was beginning to present a start

ling lack of convictions, and of self-accusation; she could not imagine

that anything so low-spoken, so suavely graceful, could be really strong

and resolute.

“I’m afraid Miss Elizabeth is going to be bored here,” young

Carter’s deep, musical voice went on as the three walked toward a

small new cottage occupied by the brother and sister. “I said so to

H.V. when he would write for you; but still it ’s on my mind ;” he

had turned fully to the girl, and her brother strolled ahead of them.

“ The ladies of our family did live here the year round after the

war, of course, but they found it very dull.”

“What did they do?” inquired Elizabeth abruptly.

“Before the war? Oh, there was plenty of money then; my father

had a town house in New Orleans. My mother’s people were cotton

planters, you know; they ’d got in the way of a New Orleans winter.

It’! mighty pleasant down there in the winter. With an occasional

trip abroad or a houseful of visitors, they managed very well.”

Elizabeth looked huffy. She had meant to inquire what employ

ment the ladies of the Carter household had—what labor they per

formed, what practical interests occupied them.

“I think I shall find enough to do to keep me from getting

lon9Eollle,” she said crisply. “ I have learned that the negroes require

3 great deal of overseeing at their work. Unless one looks after them

sharply, they ’re not at all thorough.”

“And are they thorough then?” asked Carter, with solicitude.

_ Again the delicate cheek flushed, and he added, “I asked because

If your cook is not a good one I can send you a woman who will do

what she is told.”

_“You can?” Elizabeth faced him in the narrow-path “Why,

Hlmm says~at least I thought—that your house was utterly neglected

I had some idea of asking you to let me oversee that, too.”

Carter winced a little at his partner’s Christian name. When his

§fi\?ction for his New England associate became strong enough for that

‘"tlmacy,the young Southerner had taken to using his initials, H-V-i

as a sort of bye-name. The brother ran up the steps now, and called

back something about lighting up. Miss Bartlett and Carter sat down

on the porch edge.

“ Indeed, I should not let you worry your head over me,” he began in

that tone of exquisite tenderness which Elizabeth Bartlett was coming to

W as We in which he addressed all women of his class. “ I shall

manage very well. If we can only keep you happy and willing to

stay here, your brother and I can get along. I’ve pitied H-V-; he

I
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is n’t used to the cooking nor anything else in this part of the world,

and I ’ve advised him more than once to go back home and leave me

to my fate. Our enterprise here is dubious anyhow. I ’m afraid he’s

wasting fine abilities on a poor proposition.” .

She looked at the man and wondered. Did he know that her

brother stood to make the fortune of the Carters? Did he under

stand that Hiram V. Bartlett was a mining engineer who could at

all times command a large salary—a very large salary—and who

chose to stay in this fag-end of the world trying to work out the coal

mines on the Carter tract because he loved St. John Devries Carter?

That name—it was an offense, because it set a gulf between the two

of them.

“What did your mother—-your brother and sisters-call you?”

she found herself asking with her usual bluntness.

“Johnny Dev,” returned the young man, with a lazy, amused

smile. “Why?”

“ Oh, I don’t know. It ’s just part of your ditferentness to have

a name like the hero of a story book. It is one of the things about

you that I ”

She halted for a word, and Carter supplied gently, “I hope you

were not going to add ‘dislike’? I have been so long out of the

society of ladies, Miss Bartlett,” the soft, slow tones went on, “that

no doubt I am a good deal of a savage. Sometimes I think I offend

you—and then I wonder why. I love women. I used to be with

them a great deal when I was growing up a boy in New Orleans. There

is a big tribe of my mother’s people there-—the Devries—and the girls

made me one of them. I can choose a dress, or tell when it fits well;

and I know as much about fabrics as most of them do, but—forgive

me—I have n’t succeeded with you, have I?”

The question was a hard one. Elizabeth was too honest to answer

no; but certainly not honest enough to tell him that he had succeeded

too well. How humiliating it would have been to state that, in her

ignorance of his type, she had mistaken his usual manner for the symp

toms of a grand passion! That she had decided within the first week

of her stay at Belmont that its proprietor was deeply in love with

her, remained a mortifying memory. It was when old Mrs. Vachell,

a friend of his mother’s, came over and spent a few days in the man

sion house, that she discovered how exactly the same was his hearing

toward this fusty, ancient lady with her wrist-bag, her spectacles, and

her rusty black gown, as that which had convinced her of his instant

infatuation for herself.

Elizabeth had her own generosity, and she was not a fool; but it

was a position at once painful and exacting. For the deferential

speeches, the fond looks of those dark eyes which so persistently fol
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lowed her, the wooing charm of manner, the air of ever-anxious, pro

tecting solicitude, still thrilled her and had their effect upon a heart

which was all too ready to love this man.

“I—I don’t think that counts,” she told him now. “ If I were

not deeply interested in your welfare, I should n’t be continually irri

tated at your neglect of such opportunities as I never had.”

“Opportunities,” echoed Carter, picking up her hand and looldng

at it contemplatively. “ That ’s a small hand to grapple with the

world. Women are made to be taken care of. The advantage in

being a beautiful woman—and sweet—is that there are plenty of

people who consider the chance to take care of you a boon. What do

you want of opportunities?”

To sit thus in the twilight, “holding hands and making eyes,”

as “Johnny Dev” would have phrased it, was so delicious, yet all so

hopelessly foreign to her views, that Elizabeth sprang up suddenly

and shook out her skirts with a little swish.

_ “Well, this does n’t settle the matter about the corn. Are you and

Hiram going to let me attend to it—or are you not?”

“Attend to it?” echoed Carter, instantly on his feet. “H.V.

hasn’t told me anything about it. What is it you want to do? I

don’t believe you can raise roasting ears here. Some of our folks

tried it once, but I believe they found the land was too thin. Maybe

thl1twasn’t all. I seem to recollect that there was nobody about

who wanted to work the crop after they got it put in. I reckon RV.

and I had better stick to the coal and the mines, and let the men with

the river-bottom farms raise the corn.” .

“Do sit down!” said Miss Bartlett irritably. It was one of her

complflints that this over-mannered young man would never sit while

she was standing; would rise if she entered the room; refused to

resnnle his chair till she either left or seated herself; and that he

watchsd—as she asserted, with eyes in the back of his head—to get

o3. his hat when she came within seeing distance. Now, after *l

‘lumk side-glance at her, Carter dropped resignedly to his former

pcsf:1re, and the girl stood looking down at him.

- We can’t get the railroad this year,” she stated. “HiraIu has

Just heard from the man who was to build it. He was a—an

mluaintance of mine.”

Qarter knew that Barnes, of Barnes & Macklin, contractors, was

a widower who had wished to marry Elizabeth Bartlett; but his

couf:1eous countenance showed no trace of that knowledge.

Dol-ft worry your head over such matters, Miss Lizzie,” he mur

linufed 8°’utly- “ It ’s shocking to me to sit here looking at you stand

ng, but ’—lifting a caressing gaze upon her—“ the light does certainly

come thmugh and turn your hair to the prettiest color I ever saw.”
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Elizabeth sat down suddenly, and smoothed the rebellious locks.

“ We ’ve got to have teams of our own,” she went on earnestly.

“ These country people around here cannot furnish sufiicient haulage

for the mines.”

Carter nodded indulgently. “ You ’re exactly right,” he agreed,

with grave politeness. “These mountaineers have mighty few and

sorry horses. But we can’t keep teams up here; it would take nearly

all their time to haul up sufficient feed for them—and nobody on the

mountain raises any feed to sell.”

“ And that brings me to the corn!” triumphed Elizabeth. “ Here

are hundreds of acres of cleared land belonging to the company; and

in those negro cabins nearly a hundred idle women who could tend a

crop. There is no reason on earth that we should n’t raise the corn

and forage for our own teams.”

Carter treated the matter with his usual air of detached interest.

“A very pretty theory,” he assured her. “But your brother and

I are too much occupied elsewhere to go into this; and—I ought to

have told you—the land is not corn land. I had some notion of

experimenting with tobacco, but gave it up when H.V. came along and

we went into the mine scheme together.”

“I thought I made it clear at the outset—I meant to—that I

want to take charge of the farming, if you and Hiram will let me,”

the girl repeated almost doggedly. “ I sent samples of the soil to the

State Experimental Farm and had them analyze it. I know just what

it lacks for certain crops; I know just what I want to put in; and

there is no doubt that it can be made a success.”

Young Bartlett had come out on the porch. “You’re going to

stay for supper, Jack, are n’t you?” Jack was his simple, practical

version of St. John.

“ Thank you, I ’d like to ever so much,” said the Southerner, get

ting slowly up to the full of his considerable height, and looking down

at the small woman; “ but I see Miss Lizzie is mad at me about

something. I reckon she thinks I don’t want her to play at farming.”

He turned with gentle deference to his aggressive, small hostess.

“I ’m sure I have n’t the slightest objection to your plan, if H.V.

has n’t,” he said propitiatingly. “ Sure enough, I ’m in favor of it.

It may keep you from getting lonesome and quitting us. Any time

you need my help or my influence or my advice, you can just let me

now. ’

Elizabeth looked the soft-voiced, slow-speaking man up and down.

“Well,” she said, rather unkindly, “most folks would n’t go to

you for advice on farming after looking at Belmont.”

Carter accepted her ill-natured stricture with unperturbed sweet

ness, and wore it like an honor.
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“I reckon you ’re right, Miss Lizzie,” he assented. “Belmont

never was anything but a summer home. My father sunk a lot of

money trying to make a stock farm of it. Still I maintain that myself

and all my disabilities and ignorance are at your service ;” and with

a graceful gesture of adieu he was gone.

Elizabeth stood and looked after him with a curious mingling of

expressions on her delicate, sensitive face. “ He did n’t actually get his

hat on his head till he was through the gate!” she snapped as she

wheeled and ran up the steps. “I do think he is the most entirely

aggravating creature it has ever been my fortune to meet.”

“And one of the most wholly lovable,” supplied Bartlett a moment

later, looking across the dainty supper table at his sister. “ If you

think there ’s nothing to Jaok, you ought to see him master a vicious

horse. He is the soul of generosity and honor in all the dealings we ’ve

had together; and that lazy way he has just keeps him rested up for

doing something really important.”

II.

“Aw—law—huh! Mistis, Bill s got to keep me. I is sorry, but

I ean’t he’p you-all out.”

Elizabeth, red and angry, stood in one of the small lanes between

the negro cabins. The miners were housed, largely, in the

“quarters” of the old Carter plantation. To the ruinous huts, which

the partners had been too poor to patch or replace, were added a few

shanties of new boards made by the portable saw-mill which came

up onto the mountain at the time the Bartlett cottage was built. In

the doorways of these dwellings the black women sat all day, small

black children running about in the yard; or they shouted from one

dwelling to another, visiting without the exertion of movement. The

New England girl was finding that it was not, as she had at first

s“p_posed, lack of employment which ailed the negresses, but the indis

pontion to be employed.

“I don’t see why your husband should be expected to keep you,

any more than you to keep him,” she objected warmly. “Your chil

dren are old enough to be out of the way. I see your little girl does

most of the housework.”

“ “Yassum,” agreed the comfortable woman on the doorstone;

Belmo she’s right smart about workin’—she takes after her paw

MFI comes of a sickly family. We’ all sickly—cain’t none of us

“'crk,look like. Bill a plumb ’bliged to keep me.”

“well, I work, whether I feel like it or not,” remonstrated

Elizabeth. -

The fat black woman raised to her small, salient, white adversary

a look of tolerant pity.
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“Yassum,” she conceded gently; “ but ye see you ain’t got no

man—dat’s mighty diff’eut—I’s a ma’icd lady, I is. Mebbe Miz’

Jackson’s gals might be willin’ to he’p you sometimes ’bout dat hoein’

or makin’ gyarden. I ’s a ma’ied lady.”

Up and down the squalid lanes, cluttered with tins that cut into

her New England soul with their hint of thriftlessness, Elizabeth Bart

lett fared under the unseasonable hot sun. It was the same tale every

where—none of the women would work, because the men did.

“ Lady,” remonstrated a yellow mother in Israel from the doorstep

of one of the further cabins, “ who you reckon gwine ’tend to de home

ef you was ter git all us women out dar in de field?”

Elizabeth was glad to be asked this. “It does n’t take all your

time to look after one room—that’s all there is in most of your

houses,” she replied. She raised her voice to command the attention

of several listeners. “I think that the children could be kept by one

or two of you women, and all the cooking and housework could be

done—for regular pay—by five of you, anyhow; then each of you

might earn a good day’s wages.”

“ What you payin’?” asked the yellow woman who had first spoken.

“Fifty cents a day,” replied Elizabeth firmly. It seemed to her

entirely too low, but Carter had warned her that the women would

not do more than fifty cents’ worth of work, and that paying them

more would simply demoralize them. “Fifty cents,” she repeated

inexorably, “ and the hours will be short.”

“ Huh—uh ! ” came the first speaker’s jeering negative. “My man

earns a dollah fifty in de mine—what I want to hire out for fifty

cents for?”

“But don’t you see you ’d have this in addition to what your

husbands make? You ’d be helping them; and then you ’d be at work

at something that is healthy. That labor down in the mine there is

very bad for the men—that is why they get paid more.”

“I reckon hit don’t hu’t ’em much,” grunted a small, brown old

woman at Elizabeth’s elbow. “I got fo’ sons in de mine, and dey

hain’t none of ’em daid yet—’ceptin’ Bob an’ Jim, what died up las’

year, and I reckon dey ’d ’a’ died anyhow.”

“ Lady,” began the more intelligent mulatto who had put woman

forward as the home-maker, “you comes from de Nawth. You don’

un’stand ’bout us and our ways. Jes’ you let things swing along

like Marse Johnny Dev lets ’em-—dat’s de onliest way. Yas‘m.”

“Much obliged, Henrietta.”

Elizabeth turned with a start, to find St. John Devries Carter,

hat in hand, regarding her occupation with amused eyes. “ I—I was

going,” she hastened to assure him, crimson from the low blouse-collar

to the rufile of fair hair.
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“Then I may walk with you,” he said sweetly. “ Can I carry any

thing? Give me that book, and I ’ll put it in my pocket.”

Elizabeth looked jealously as he stowed in the welcome receptacle

a notebook whose blank sheets should have borne the names of the

employees she had hoped to enroll. Then, as they walked down the

sunset path toward the little cottage, the story of it all came out. To

their left spread the brown acres all turned by the plowmen whom

Elizabeth had been able to hire among the country people about. She

had stood in the field and urged deeper plowing; she. had herself gone

over the ground and watched for slighted places, till there was not

a man within reach of the plantation who was not willing to vow

(privately) that he would never do a job of plowing for “that thar

Nawthen lady” again. And now, after all this effort, she seemed to

be wrecked in sight of land because the women were unwilling to

drop corn and hoe the crop.

“Don’t you bother about it, Miss Lizzie,” he urged as he parted

from her at the gate. “ If you really want those women, I ’ll see to

it myself that they do the work.”

“But you can’t,” mourned the girl. “Did n’t I tell you I’ve

been nearly all day going from one cabin to another, explaining to

them the advantage of my plan? And the more I said, the worse it

seemed to be.”

“I expect so,” agreed St. John amiably. “I reckon I won’t say

so much, and it will work better. I ’ll fix it for you—honey.”

He added the last word so low that Elizabeth demanded sharply

what he had said.

“Nothing,” he asserted shamelessly, looking down at her with

"my glowing eyes. “Do you know you look mighty pretty in that

blue linen dress?”

III.

"I amass you all understand exactly what I mean,” concluded

ymmg Carter’s voice with an edge of authority on it which Elizabeth

had never heard there before. “The Carters have always been good

R) their negroes.”

“Days right,” came Henriettgs rich, chuckling guttural in eager

confirmation.

“When my family had anything, they housed their negroes well

‘ind fed them well, and took the best care of them they could. Now

want to protect you from the consequences of this new law. You

understand that if the sheriff comes up here any time this week and

finds anybody not at work—for wages—well, it’; jail, and I can't

help you.”

“Lawd Gawd, mawsteI!—how ,bout me?» interrogated an old

crone as she hobbled forward
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Elizabeth had come on this scene unexpectedly. Having framed

some new and not very hopeful arguments overnight, she went down

to make a last effort with the women, and she found Carter address

ing this bunch of them near the upper edge of the quarters. She

looked now to hear him tell Aunt Clorinda that there was an age

limit to this law he had described. He did nothing of the sort. Bend

ing a stern brow upon the old woman, he addressed her sharply.

“I can’t help it, mammy. It’s the law—not me. You get busy,

and the sheriff will leave you alone. My mother used to set women of

your age to taking care of the babies while their mammies worked in

the field.”

“Dat’s so—dat’s what Ol’ Miss bin do,” chimed in Henrietta.

“Marse Johnny Dev he know how to set we-all to work. Ain’t no

sheriff gwine ketch a Cyarter nigger whilst he can give ’em warnin’.”

“Well, get your hoes and march yourselves over to that field,”

ordered the young master, “if you want to be safe. The sheriff or

one of his deputies is liable to be up here any minute. Black Sam will

give you hoes down at the tool-shed.”

There was a mighty scattering, and Elizabeth came on St. John

standing alone, leaning contemplatively against the fence, a lazy,

ruminative, restful-looking figure. “Well, what do you think of

yourself, I should like to ask?” she demanded.

He bit off the end of a grass blade with which he was playing

before he answered her. “ I should much rather tell you what I think

of you,” he replied coaxingly.

“ You lied to those ignorant women—lied,” she accused hotly. “ I

heard nearly every word of it—about the new law and all. Are n’t

you ashamed of yourself? Is that any way to uplift a down-trodden

race, and teach them habits of industry?”

St. John Carter squinted meditatively along the grass blade which

he was bending into curious shapes. “Well,” he began tolerantly, “it

seems to be one way. Look over there.”

The girl looked. Toward her roughly plowed fields streamed a

procession of stout negro-women, bearing new hoes over their shoulders,

wearing kerchiefs on their heads, jesting and smiling and appearing

to be in the best of spirits.

“ Got any field bosses?” Carter asked her pleasantly. “ There are

your field hands.”

“ How long will it last?” flung out the girl. “ The next man that

comes up from town will tell them the falsity of your story.”

“ Oh, no, he won’t,” said Carter quietly. “ It is n’t healthy around

here for people to intimate that I don’t speak the truth—oh, I mean

anybody but you, Miss Lizzie.”

All day Elizabeth was busy getting competent field bosses for her
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unexpected hands. That day and the next and the next and the next

the women worked with a will. They were happier in the open air, the

labor was familiar to them, and when Saturday night brought pay

ment in silver the habit was firmly established, and Elizabeth herself

began to realize that not within the boundaries of Belmont, or any

where about its environs, would its owner’s story be contradicted.

Monday morning saw a stranger riding up the bridle path, where

upon the whisper went from lip to lip that it was the sheriff himself,

come to inspect Belmont and find whether everybody was at work for

wages.

St. John Carter, apparently idling under an oak, saw the approach

ing figure without turning his head, and was aware that the horseman

was unknown to him. He whistled softly as the broad back of the

stranger disappeared over a little rise between him and the offices at

the mine’s mouth.

“Is he looking over the ground about that railroad—or after some

thing else?” he inquired of his partner.

“Something else,” returned H.V. succinctly. “We don’t ca1e for

his railroad—now. We can keep on hauling the stuff to the Edge on

our little wooden rails all summer and sending it down by gravity

The mules get plenty of grazing, and I believe Elizabeth’s corn farm

is going to save the ship when winter comes. We ’ll be able to build

our own railroad next year. But of course if Lizzie takes the man—

and I guess she will—you may care to admit him as a third partner.

Hc’s a fine fellow, interested in economic questions; he thinks he ’d

lit; to have a go at the new South—and we could use the capital all

I-lg ti”

Carter closed the office a little earlier than usual that evening, and

on his way up to the big house met a man and woman walking together,

the man leading his horse by the bridle-rein. They stopped that

Elizabeth Bartlett might present Mr. Barnes.

It seemed odd to the girl that one who could be so winning should

at times appear so entirely unattractive, so almost repellent. Cartel"5

manner, entirely courteous, was cold to frigidity. The conversation

was brief, and the three parted. But just as St. John was turning

mfit his own gate, he heard a light step behind him, and found that

Elizfbeth was coming back alone. .

‘Your visitor left,” he said perfunctoi—ily- He gazed wlth "

melancholy eye at his home, desolate and forbidding, for it was 5

day and old houses need the sunlight. “ Things must look

clmously Tun down and shabby around here to a Northern man—-or 3

1\cr‘thel—Il woman either, I reckon,” he added slowly.

‘They do, I suppose,” said Elizabeth quietly. She was desperately

afraid of showing feeling. Warned, on her guard, she reminded her

"cL- LXXXIV.—7
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self a dozen times in any conversation with St. John that exactly

-so would he address his grandmother or his grandmother’s best friend.

It was impossible that he should look otherwise than tenderly at a

woman, and when such eyes look tender they seem to speak love.

“I’m tired to-night,” the man said finally, when she seemed

unwilling to go on and unable to find the words she wished to say.

“You look a little faggcd yourself—honey.”

Again that trick of using the endearment in so low a tone that

it might have been anything. Elizabeth forbore to question him. She

was looking down.
“ I made a choice this afternoon,” she began, apparently with some

difficulty. “ Mr. Barnes wanted to come here and put in money, if

you and Hiram would have him ”

“And you would have him,” supplied Carter in a whisper so

low that she was able to pass it over and pretend it was unheard.

“ He said he thought that he could work out here many problems

which confront the new South, and, in a measure, the economic world

everywhere. I—I ’ve changed my mind about some things, Mr. Carter.

When you deceived those women into working for me, I thought you

were entirely in the wrong; but I see now that you Southern people

know how to handle the negroes better in some ways than we do.”

“ You ’re becoming quite a Jesuit,” smiled Carter. “ It is n’t that

I lied to them—that’s never commendable; I took any means I could

at that time. The whole point is that they are children—and I treated

them like children. So you don’t think your friend can quite come

into this kingdom at Belmont? Well, when he gets to experimenting

somewhere else, I suppose we will be losing you.”

“ No,” said Elizabeth, turned quite away. “ He—he——”

“Did he fail there, too? ”—with a touch of compassion.

She stood trembling a little, looking down and answering in a very

small, low voice: “Yes.”

A sudden spark leaped into the dark eyes watching her. The gate,

which had been closed between them, was jerked open, and Carter

stood beside her. Catching her two small hands in his, bending his

tall head to search her drooping face, he said eagerly:

“He—he did! I—may I—do you like our old slipshod ways best,

after all? Oh, Elizabeth—honey! ”

There was no doubt about the word now. It was breathed close

to the girl’s cheek, and with all the fire and tenderness of Carter’s

deep voice. It would have been properly followed up, too, but that

upon the instant a familiar step caused them both to look around.

Elizabeth crimsoned and was for instant retreat; but her lover turned

and called joyously over his shoulder:

“ H.V., she ’s going to stay here with us—with me! ”

 



THE JEALOUSY OF

ANNA KARENINA

By Lucy Copinger

o

UM O’REILLY was in love. Had Miss Lucy not been so

B absorbed in the sordid question as to whether the Primer Class

lmew its lessons she would have noted the signs of this devotion,

if only in the absence from her desk of the delicacies usually bestowed

upon her by this dirtiest yet most generous -and best loved of her

scholars. But the guiding of Class A in the paths of learning left her

little time for the finer things of life, and the first intimation she had

of Bum’s surrender to the tender passion was a letter from the father

of Marie Schaefer, the adored one. Marie was a fat little German

maiden whose face shone continually with soap and self-satisfaction and

who rejoiced in a clean dress every day.

KIND M1ssrs Loosnr, [the letter went] plese my little Marie's Seat

ch“§_°- The Boy who sets behind her Kisses her all the Time. It is

not mse. Respeetably M!srna Scnanssa.

Spurred by the outraged parental morality of the last line, Miss

Lucy instituted inqui1-ies_

“Miz’ it was him,” enlightened Sophie Bauerschmidt, pointing to

tile blushing, wriggling Bum. “He kisses her efery day when you

wit here, und he gif her his licorish und 8. gold ring wot was in a

gmb-bag, und he says he iss her beau, but Anna says it ain’t so. She

salihe -iss her beau und when she gits Marie outside she will beat her.”

Mu’ it is lies,” ss-id Anna Karenina calmly.

. Ignoring this complication of feminine jealousy, Miss Lucy looked

with l1ndersta-H - sadness at Bum. This, then, and not her own be

ing-D 1flfluencei was the cause of the regular attendance of the former

mcomgible truant. Sorrowfully she changed his seat, putting in his

place Frederick William Schneider, whom she knew to be susceptible

Gilly F0 the wiles of the toothsome ginger-snap or the lure of the fas

ematmg animal-cracker.

Thifhe next day the Primer Class had just come up from recess.

d _8H had not gone well that afternoon. In the Literature penod,

ruring the dramatization of the nursery rhyme, when Hennan Bu

eschy’ as Miss Muffet’s spider, was creeping up the aisle, he had

as
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bumped his nose against August Meyer’s foot and had to be carried out

to have the injured member bathed. Then, during Miss Lucy’s absence

from the room, Sophie had been slapped and had her bun stolen by

Anna. So it was with a sigh of weariness that Miss Lucy gave out the

papers for a writing lesson.

“I see” was the statement that fifty-nine little pencils were de

claring with varied success. Frederick William had not been able to

attain more than a queer, scrawly design, and had gotten a large grease

spot on his paper from a doughnut that he was surreptitiously eating;

Sophie had made a mistake and had then with moistened finger com

mitted the offense of rubbing a hole in her paper; while Bum O’Reilly

was not writing at all, all his powers being needed to keep him from

licking the chocolate off an all-day sucker destined for Marie. Miss

Lucy had just wrathfully discovered the hole and Sophie was on her

tearful way to the corner when she found herself returned to her seat

with gentle force. Then Miss Lucy moved forward to meet the visitor,

in whom with a sinking faintness she recognized the Supervisor of

Nature Work.

Of all Supervisors, this one was the most to be dreaded by young,

untried teachers. In her delight in acrimonious criticism she was un

rivalled. Therefore, Miss Lucy, having seated this ogress in her own

chair, confronted Class A with an expression so helpless in its appeal

that the class as one child gasped in sympathy.

The Nature lesson for that day was on Leaves. The type leaf was

the maple, and the object of the lesson was to select this leaf from

among the many varieties that the children had been collecting. After

this selection they were to be pinned up on the board, where Miss Lucy

had drawn a nicely shaded but botanically incorrect leaf. Now the leaves

were various and city-bred. Miss Lucy, owing to a deep-rooted fear

of toads and snakes, had never been one of Nature’s worshippers

Therefore, she held up the first leaf between trembling fingers. It was

a much indented one that she afterward found to be oak.

“ Children,” she began, “ we are going to look at our leaves and

find all the little maple-tree children that we know. How many can tell

me ifthis is one of our little friends? Anna?”

“ Miz, I wand a drink,” said Anna Karenina gloomily.

“ Very well, dear,” said Miss Lucy with dangerous sweetness.

“ Sophie?” she called again.

“ Miz,” said Sophie irrelevantly, “ I had a luflly mable leaf und she

swiped it off of me yistiddy ”—pointing at the disappearing Anna, who

at once stuck out her tongue.

“ Sophie,” said Miss Lucy, pretending temporarily not to see the

tongue, “ you are not answering me.”

“ Miz, I don’t know nothin’ about mable leafs,” said Sophie blandly.
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“Und, miz,” she continued irrepressibly, “ ;on..-

the street in the morning und he says he ain’t coming in the school

"cause his mutter she iss gitting a new baby.”

“James O’Reilly?” Miss Lucy spoke hastily.

Bum knew no more of maple leaves than Miss Lucy herself, but he

believed profoundly in the might of the bluff, and he responded so

decidedly in the aflirmative that Miss Lucy at once pinned the oak leaf

on the edge of the board. As she did so she stole a glance at the Nature

Supervisor and noted a disdainful curl to that lady’s lip. In the course

of that lesson Miss Lucy declared as maple leaves two poplars, an ash,

and an acacia. At last with the final pinning up of a geranium leaf

that she was too wretched to smell, the lesson concluded.

“ Now, little boys and girls,” she then appealed brightly, “ who will

say ‘Leaves at Play ’ for me? Frederick?” The Primer Class, though

backward in Nature, was unusually strong on literature and the drama.

However, in this case a similarity of méter was Frederick’s undoing.

In all the beauty of his clean blouse, his big white collar, and his blond

shininess, he stood up and recited.

“Oh little red leafsesl

Oh, nice little leafses!

How you dance und you scamper in play!

There come a black spider,

Und sit down beside her,

Und frighted Miss Muflet away.”

Then he sat down in happy satisfaction, while Miss Lucy giggled hysteri

cslly and looked at the Supervisor, whose grim face, however, only

grew grimmer. To hide her mirth, unseemly in one whose supervision

was so obviously to be marked unsatisfactory, Miss Lucy turned to

fasten the geranium leaf more securely. As she did so, she heard a

pecl1liar explosive noise, like the sudden turning off and on of a spigot

Thla was followed by a loud, breathless gasp and an ascending roar

“Why. Frederick William!” she exclaimed, turning suddenly to

find 8- wet and wailing little boy where had been the embodiment of

self-satisfaction but a short moment ago, “how in the world did you

get so dripping? ,1

“Mil,” cried Sophie eagerly, “she did n’t want no drink, und

she brunged it all in her mouth ’cause she wanted to blow it down

Manda neck, und she had it in her mouth when you was talking und

she Defer blowed far enough.”

“Anna Karenina,” said Miss Lucy sternly, “ stay in.” _

M Then, after speeding the disgusted exit of the Nature SIIpGIVIsor,

ss Lucy collapsed wearily into her chair.

After school Miss Lucy and Anna confronted each other, Miss Lucy
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th-a-t- even" sending to the Principal would not be too

severe a punishment, Anna her head dropping, one ragged clad leg

twisted around the other, a black curl pulled sullenly across her dark

little face.
“ Anna, I am going to take you to the Principal,” Miss Lucy began

sternly. Then with a helpless consciousness of her usual lack of

understanding of the queer, lawless little creature before her, her voice

softened. “Don’t you know it was unkind to—to—throw water in

Frederick’s face? ” she said, drawing Anna gently to her.

At this Anna burst into tears.

“ Miz,” she sobbed in one long cry, “ he was my beau, und now Marie

is come und he lufs her ’cause she has a clean dress, und he gifs her

all his gum, und when I git her I will beat her. He was my beau.”

Miss Lucy looked down at the dirty little figure before her, which in

all the days of its presence in her clam had never been clad in a really

clean dress, and she suddenly felt a feminine comprehension.

“ Anna,” she said, “ you may go.”

After Anna had gone, Miss Lucy sat down at her desk and, opening

a book, began industriously to study. On the title page was the sub

ject, “ Nature Work in the Elementary Schools.”

3

IN THE QUARTER

BY ROBERT GILBERT WELSH

HERE was a girl in Paris,—

She wore no Paris gown;

Coboes, I guess,

Turned out that dress,

All lines, straight up and down.

She lived there in an attic,—

Behind the bolted door

Where her name was carved

She painted and starved,

And then she painted more.

Her eyes grew big with hunger,

But how her pictures grewl

She worked by streaks

For weeks and weeks;

The big Salon took two.
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And when her first check reached her

From some grandee in Rome,

She fell dead best

In the Rue La Fitte,—

A danseuse drove her home.

They fed her milk like a baby,

And in a week, by gad,

She went with a rush

For colors and brush,

And was painting again like madI

Her luck ’s changed now,—she hobnobs

With folks whose hats are crowns;

She ’s painting kings

And similar things,—

She wears Parisian gowns.

But ’way back home in Cohoes

The man who did n’t speak

For fear he ’d queer

Her art career

Was buried there last week.

The little girl in Paris

Was told about it,—say,

She did n’t wince,

But ever since,

Her face looks sort of gray.

Poor little girl in Paris!

She ’s famous now, God knows!

But at night she lies

Awake and cries

For a dead love in Cohoes!

  

  



A CUP OF COLD WATER

A STORY OF WEST AUSTRALIA

By Edit/z Morgan Smit/z

5‘

HE man stopped walking and looked around. He had done

T this several times in the last few hours, and always his scrutiny

had produced the same impression of parched monotony; sky,

sand, and scrub, this last the gray-green, many-stemmed “Mallee”

that sprinkles the West Australian desert for miles.

As far as the man’s eyes could reach as they swept the horizon

there was no sign of life, not a creature moved. In all that wilderness

of silver-sand and “Mallee” scrub, for anght he knew, there lived

neither beast nor bird.

After taking his bearings by the sun, he went forward again—a

tall, darkly bearded man this, with a swarthy skin that showed copper

colored above his red-flannel shirt. He was out prospecting, and carried

his pick and pannikin slung over his shoulder, together with his canvas

water-sack.

Tramping steadily ahead, the sandy stretch before him gave gradu

ally on to a treeless expanse of dried grass; each stalk a withered re

minder that rain had not fallen for two years.

As he trod down that thirsty grass the man involuntarily moistened

his lips, and his fingers felt for the bulging sides of his water-sack.

Three quarts inside, and camp, with a well filled condensing tank, only

a few hours away. He fell to idly pondering what it would be like to

find oneself in this region with nothing to drink. Even a hardened

bushman like himself could hardly go waterless here with impunity for

more than thirty-six hours—forty-eight at the outside, and into his

mind came the recollection of certain white heaps he had passed,

testifying grimly to those who had tried the experiment and failed.

The man came back to the present with a start. Trudging on

mechanically, with his eyes on the horizon, he had been unconsciously

following an irregular line of foot-prints that stretched ahead of him—

a man’s tracks scored lightly in the hard sand.

Pulling himself up, he stared down at them and then intently

forward. Who had gone before him in this no-man’s land?

Similar tracks might have lain here for weeks, but as he studied

the clear-cut marks intuition told the man that these were fresh. Some

one had passed here ahead of him this very day.

lo4
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Lured by curiosity, he went on following the trail that stretched

beyond him in vague zigzags. From time to time the foot-prints

apparently stopped, turned backward, and then went on unevenly. The

man following them hastened his own steps, looking keenly ahead.

Before him the trail led directly towards a clump of eucalyptus,

billowy shapes touched with light in the distance, but looming up as

he approached into gigantic trees, their foliage descending in a succes

sion of gray-green cascades, each leaf hanging sidewise, with its edge

turned to the light.

Beneath the whole clump there was a rim of shadow scarce a foot’s

width, and in this paltry shade there squatted a huddled figure with its

back pressed tightly against a trunk that gleamed like copper in the

sunlight.

As the man approached, the figure under the eucalyptus moved

slightly, as if trying to rise. On nearer view he appeared to be a

young fellow in miner’s clothes, with a prospector’s kit slung over his

shoulder.

“Lwt your way? ” asked the man as he got within earshot; then,

coming close, he understood why there was no answer.

The boy—he seemed little else—had plainly lost the power of speech,

his swollen tongue protruding uselessly between his dry lips that moved

continually in a ceaseless, inaudible demand.

Half mechanically the man began to loosen the water-sack over his

shouldel “If you could have kept on twelve hours longer,” he said

as he drew it down, “ you ’d have got all the drink you wanted. Warme

loo River lies over that ridge yonder, twenty miles due West.”

Filling his tin “billy,” * he stooped with it over the boy, whose

eyes bulged out of their sockets with eagerness at the sight of the water

Eo ne8.r him. But the “billy” came no nearer; it remained poised

ln the air just out of reach while the man that held it stared down at

something he had caught sight of in the boy’s hands. What were the

finger! clutching so tightly? He bent closer, hardly believing what he

s"“ Was it possible that yellow lump was gold, gold the size of a

he“ egg and, from the look of it, full eight ounces in weight?

As he gazed, the fingers he was watching tightened convulsively,

Blld over the boy’s drawn face came a glare of suspicion. Glancing

“p, the man marked it with interest. Had he really found something?

Could there be more where that lump came from? His eyes fastened

on the gold again, and with the sight greed awoke in his heart, the

greed of the prospector who has looked long and found nothing. .

Il_laI-ticulate sounds broke up his musing. The boy was mouthmg

fmltlc entreaties and pointing at the “ billy.” .

with a sudden movement the man drew it farther away from hm‘

’Anstralian drinking cup.
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-“ I can’t give something for nothing,” he said roughly. The words

came hard, and he cleared his throat, looking down to avoid the boy’s

eyes. Again the sight of the gold filled him with keen desire, sharpen

ing his wits. He began to think, while the boy watched him with a

sort of horrified wonder.

All at once their eyes met.

“ You can have all the water you want,” said the man hoarsely, “ if

you will tell me where you got that lump, and give up your claim to the

digging.”
He had made the suggestion at a venture, but at the look that

overswept the boy’s face he knew that there was a claim, as surely as if

he had seen it staked. A big claim!

The trader’s instinct was alert in him now and he spoke smoothly,

holding the “ billy ” so close that the water clinked temptingly against

the tin sides.
“ Better give it up, my lad. What ’s the use of the gold to you

when you are dyin’ -of thirst? You know you can’t hold out much

longer.”
The boy knew it. There was the fear of death in his eyes, but he

shook his head fiercely.

“ Then I ’ll leave ye here,” said the man.

It was as he turned away that the boy sprang on him with a clutch

for the “billy”; then as that shot up beyond his grasp he closed

desperately on the man, and the three, men, boy, and “billy,” rolled

over on the ground together, a gush of water dabbling their feet and

expending itself uselessly on a root of the eucalyptus tree.

A minute more and the man was the only one of the three that

moved. Panting a little, he got to his feet and looked down.

The boy was breathing like a furnace, and with each gasp there

mingled a faint, ominous rattle. His eyes, fixed on the empty “ billy,”

had the scared, helpless look of a trapped animal.

“Will you give up now?” asked the man.

The boy’s face worked convulsively, but his eyes never left the

empty “billy.” After a moment’s struggle he nodded his head.

“ Then it ’s a bargain,” said the man.

Reaching over, he picked up the yellow lump that had fallen to the

ground and put it in his pocket. Then, without looking at the boy, he

filled the “ billy ” to the brim and put it to his lips.

“Now I’ll have my pay,” said the man when the “hilly” ws,s

quite dry, and ruthlessly he took it in gasping fragments of speech,

short, labored sentences, each word thick with the effort it cost, till the

contract was fulfilled to the last tittle, the price rendered. But as the

man went off with his bargain there followed him into the distance a8

far as eyes could reach, a boy’s look of scorn.
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The sun hung low over a salt pan, half a dozen miles to the west,

when a figdre knelt on the hard, briny crust, looking down into the

shallow hole beside him. In his hand was a pannikin full of the pay

dirt just exposed, and he turned it over and over gloatingly long after

his prospector’s test had proved that the stuff was thick with gold. At

last he stood up and looked about him. Sand hills to the East and

West, and to North and South the black, interminable salt pan. It

was just as the boy had told him. Scratched into the mud beside him

were the boys own marks, two initials and a rough cross. There was

a smile on the man’s face as he rubbed these out, substituting his own

signs of ownership. The claim was his now; a gold mine bought for a

cup of cold water. The cheapest deal in his hard bargaining life!

It was late when he set out for camp, but by the time darkness

came on the sparks of his own fires were in sight, gleaming straight

ahead over the low plain.

As the man drew near he was training his eyes for the tents that

should be thrown out by the red glow, and wondering over the unac

customed black objects he saw humped up against the firelighil

A hundred yards on and he stumbled over, one of them, his own

horse, lying stiff and dead, deep gaping holes in the chest and ribs telling

with horrible distinctness what had happened in his absence.

Beyond were further evidences: a camp-fire strewn with wreckage

and débrisi the tent in a crumpled mass on the ground. Propped up

against the pole was a, seated form the man recognized. It rolled

over at his touch, a pipe falling from the lifeless lips, set in a surprised

1Eh:!-irl':stthe natives must have seen when they waked him with a spear

The man felt for the tell-tale hole in the coat, remembering bitterly

how often he had warned his chum what would happen if he fell asleep

‘"l duty. The natives would never have attacked him awake.

As he closed the dead man’s eyes, he wondered blankly how he could

get on without his partner. There were not many fellows as decent.

tauklrl;ho would help him develop the claim and manage the condensing

And as this last thought struck him he began to look around

anxiously, a grim premonition at his heart which was only too fully

realized, for the natives had done their work well. The great tank lay

?“_the ground with nsvsi a drop inside, as dry as the lMn’s Ow“

‘bulY-” At the sight his nerves gave way, and he cursed, not th_e

natives who had ruined his camp, but the boy who had emptied_his

“billy,” with a chill, indefinable sense that he alone was responslble

for all the evil that had come to him and might come.

. The next instant, however, the man pulled himself together, cursing

hlmflelf for his fears.
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Warmaloo River, it is true, was two days off, but water could be

found nearer, only a few hours away. Old desert roamer that he was,

he knew the place, a cuplike, natural depression sunk in a granite out

cropping. There used to be water there—must be still, stored up out

of reach of the sun, and beyond the ken of any human being.

The man planned that as soon as daylight came he would go there

and get water enough to last him until the digging was worked. His

claim—that dawned on him with a new sense of elation. There was no

one to go halves with now.

The night wore on, and the man built up his fire and prepared to

watch. He dared not close his eyes, knowing too well what the result

would probably be if he slept, yet as the hours went by drowsiness

goaded him beyond resistance. Struggling against the desire, all un

consciously he yielded to it and dropped off.

-He awoke with a yell of horror and stared about him. No one

was to be seen; the camp, with its ghastly occupants, lay still and

deserted in the starlight. Yet something sharp and venomous had

attacked him.

Whatever the assailant was, spear or scorpion, the man was soon

beside himself with pain, his leg swollen to twice its size, the fever

mounting in his veins.

When morning dawned he pulled himself together and limped away,

dragging his leg after him painfully.

The sun rose higher, and he was still creeping on, more feebly now,

falling sometimes and then picking himself up again. Over the horizon

a low granite outcropping was faintly coming into view. The sun

reached its zenith, and the man was climbing great jagged boulders

inch by inch, stopping every moment to rest. Slowly, with infinite

care, his groans forcing their way through blistered lips, he pulled him

self to the edge of the cliff, overhanging a hole round and deep, as if

scooped out of the rock by a gigantic hand.

And the man looked down till his eyes bulged out of their sockets,

and into them came the scared, helpless look of a trapped animal;

for the rock cup was dry.

Two days later a boy walking beside the Warmaloo River came

upon a familiar figure sitting on the bank and gazing into the clear

current.

_ -As he approached the figure looked up at him with eager, unrecog

mzing eyes and held out something that glistened brightly, a yellow

lump about the size of a hen’s egg.

“Gold!” it croaked thickly. “Real gold! I’ll give it to you!

I'll give you all I have, every grain in the digging, for one cup of

cold water.”



THE BENDING OF THE

TWIG

By lVz-lmot Price

9

HE Reverend Hamilton Bradfield sat at his desk, twirling a

pen between listless fingers. The abstraction in his eyes told

that his thoughts were far from any immediate task, for his

gaze was concentrated on two young people, a man and a girl, who

were pacing the garden-path outside his study-window. As Mr.

Bmdfield regarded them, the emotions in his face grew more and more

complex and contradictory. Affection was there in fullest measure,

the light of pride and sympathy brightened his eyes with a transitory

gleam of youthfulness, but perplexity, doubt, and apprehension twisted

his lip awry and wrinkled his benevolent brow.

The young man who seemed at least partially responsible for this

strange mingling of love and distrust would have commanded attention

anywhere. His personality was peculiarly aggressive, typically mascu

lme and snggestive of power. He was very dark and tall, straight

and lithe as an Indian, with an untamed look in his eyes such as is seen

in the face of some animal intended by Nature to roam wild, and who

llltitead has been caged by cruel man. His face held curious indica

hons both of strength and weakness. When he smiled it was wholly

lovable, for his mouth was sensitive and responsive in its curves,

emotional in its quick mobility. Yet when his face was in repose, his

brow and cheeks were crossed with lines that told of inward bitterness

and strife unusual in one of his youth and position. But as Paul Eliot

look6d down at the girl beside him, there was the look in his face which

9o woman can meet unmoved in the face of any man, for his eyes and

!Ips told the same tale of passionate devotion and complete dependence.

Angela Bradfield might have stood for an example of the eternal

femm1-3'-1e, as truly as her companion typified the masculine. Warmth

and light seemed to radiate from her very presence. She was of

the -essence of youth, truth and sympathy—chosen by Nature both

to glve and to receive the best gifts of life and love.

_ As the clergyman watched the young people his heart throbbed

Ynth pain, and his brain fairly ached with uncertainty. Pangs of

1e3lou5’ shot through him, for he was very human, this devoted father,

who for eighteen years had concentrated on his motherless, only chlld

-lo9
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an affection comprehensive enough to have included many others in

its generous warmth. “ Oh, what shall I say to Paul? What ought

I to say?” he vainly questioned himself in an agony of uncertainty, for

he saw that the inevitable interview he had dreaded so long was

imminent. With a sinking at the heart which he knew to be cowardly,

Mr. Bradfield saw Paul leave Angela’s side and come striding towards

the house, after giving her a look which the clergyman reluctantly

confessed must act upon a feminine heart much as a magnet plays

upon the feelings of an impressionable needle.

The next minute a decisive rap was heard at his study door.

“ Come in, my boy, come in,” Mr. Bradfield said with a false air

of ease which could not have imposed upon a baby. “This is a

beautiful morning. You are out early.” The hands of the two men

met in a grasp of cordiality and affection. Before Paul withdrew

his hand he began to speak with the directness that was characteristic

of him. “I hardly need tell you what I want, Mr. Bradfield. I

want Angela, and I want her as I have never wanted anything else

and never shall again.”

Mr. Bradfield nodded, and pointed to a chair. “ I know,” he said

briefly. “ Sit down.”

“Of course I don’t have to tell you how I feel about Angela,”

the young man went on. “You must have seen what she has been

to me all my life. It was the same story all through my boyhood and

my youth, and during those years at college when I was away from

her. She was my one anchor, my one safeguard.” He frowned, and

his face took on the reckless look that always smote the clergyman’s

heart like a physical stab. “I can quite understand, Mr. Bradfield,

that you should hesitate to put in my keeping a—a treasure like yours,”

the young man went on. “I don’t wish to boast either of my sins

or my virtues. I have done bad things. I have done things which

no man who loves Angela should have done, but if it had n’t been

for her and for my mother, I should have gone to the devil before

this. I may go to him yet. It depends on you, Mr. Bradfield, on you

and Angela.”

“Is that a threat?” the clergyman asked, smiling rather sadly.

“ No, it is a confession,” Paul answered humbly. Then he suddenly

burst out: “Mr. Bradfield, you are the one person in the world of

whom I can beg an answer to all the questions that are torturing

me. I want you to tell me about my real inheritances. I must know

whether there is any blot on my name, any taint in my blood, to make

me unworthy of Angela.”

“Just what do you know, Paul?” asked Mr. Bradfield kindly.

“ Just what have you been told?”

“When I was twelve years old my mother told me that I was an
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adopted child and that you knew all about my birth,” Paul replied.

“Since I grew up I could n’t bear to question her—she has been

to me so much more than most mothers are to their own sons. She

has been so devoted, so unfailing in her goodness and her under

standing.” Paul’s voice trembled. “ She told me that my mother

died when I was born, and that I came of good, healthy, honest stock.

There are things in me that make this hard to believe, but I know

my mother would not deceive me. What she told me is all that I

know.” ‘

“Well, I cannot add a great deal to her simple statement,” Mr.

Bradfield began, but Paul interrupted him.

“Tell me all that you can. It means more to me than anything

else in the world but Angela. What are my real inheritances, Mr.

Bradfield? What is there to account for the twists of temperament in

me? Why have I more than my allowance of tendency towards evil?”

While he talked he paced nervously up and down the room. “ It

seems asif I ’d go crazy sometimes wondering about myself. I have n’t

dared even to speak of the matter to my adopted parents since I grew

up, because I knew it would make them unhappy. I have wanted a

thousand times to ask you about my inheritances, but I have been

afraid of what I might hear. Now it is different. I am twenty-five

years old——” Mr. Bradfield started, as if this information carried

some peculiar significance to his own mind,—bu1: he nodded his head

for the Jlcl1ng man to continue. “ Now, as you know,” Paul pursued,

“I am in a position to ask Angela to marry me. I have a fine opening

out West in that engineering scheme I told you of, and I feel the

power to make her happy, but I must know who I am, and what

am.”

“Sit down again, Paul, and let me talk to you quietly,” Mr

Bmd-field said gently. “ I cannot address a leopard pacing his cage.”

Paul dropped into a chair beside the clergyman. “I beg your

p"dcn, si1; the leopard is as mild as a lamb now. Go on.”

“I’ll make it all very brief,” Mr. Bradfield began. About

twenty-five years ago Mr. Eliot came to see me one evening, and in

the course of conversation he told me of the great grief it had been to

hm wife and himself that after eight years of marriage they had had

no children. She had brooded and worried over the matter, and to

him also their childlessness was a great disappointment. After much

thought and deliberation they had decided that if they could hear of

a_ child with good inheritances and healthy parentage they would

like-to adopt him, though they wished to do nothing hastily- Aft‘?

talkmg with Mr. Eliot I quite saw his point of view, and with his

consent, I wrote, a few days later, to a friend of mine, now dead, a

ML Elisha Pierce, who at that fime was living in a little hill-town
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of Western Massachusetts. Poor fellowl

years before he died. He was always something of a crank, but a

real idealist. He was what we should call nowadays a social worker,

and his great interest consisted in trying to get the people among

whom he lived placed in surroundings conducive to their best physical

and moral development. I wrote and asked him if he knew of any

young child open to adoption, whom my friends the Eliots would

care to bring up. After a six months’ silence he wrote—but stop,

-I have his letter here in my drawer, and that will tell you better

than I can just what you want to know.”

Mr. Bradfield rose, went to his desk, and, after rummaging among

yellowing papers, found the letter he sought. Another bulky envelope

in the same packet he laid face downward on his desk. He ran his

eye hastily over Elisha Pierce’s letter and handed it to the young man.

“ There. It is your right to see who you are. You will find nothing

very terrible,” he added with a reassuring smile. Paul took the letter

eagerly and read as follows: -

He went insane a few

I think that at last I have been lucky enough to find exactly the

child your friends would like to adopt. For thirty years I have known

Thomas McLeod and his wife. He is a Scotchman of excellent char

acter,—good sterling stock,—who came out to this country when he

was a boy with his father, whom I also knew well—a fine old man,

one of Nature's gentlemen. The boy, Thomas, grew up and married

the daughter of the Methodist parson in the next town. She was a

good, sweet girl, with God-fearing, if narrow, parents. She had been

presenting Thomas with a child a year for the last seven years, but

the seventh was one too many for poor Agnes, and she died a few weeks

ago in giving birth to a fine healthy boy. I went to see the poor child

ridden father the other day. He is heart-broken at the loss of his wife,

and seems to feel a certain resentment against the innocent cause of

her death. It was then that your friends popped into my mind. To

make a long story short, Thomas McLeod consents to give upthe child

entirely if he is sure of his going to a good home. The poor man's

hands are so full with his growing family that I feel the child will

have much more of a chance with Mr. and Mrs. Eliot, and, knowing

as I do all about the baby’s probable inheritances, I think your friends

will miss the chance of a lifetime if they lose this opportunity. Of

course, with my interest in environment versus heredity, I am sorry

that the child’s tendencies are not in greater need of the counteracting

influences they will receive, but of course that subject is my special

hobby. If your friends wish to clinch this matter I will see that

papers are signed and that the boy is taken to Gentrebridge by 8

competent person. The doctor pronounces the boy a perfect specimen,

large and well-made, and to my bachelor's eye he looked less like a

wrinkled monkey than any child of his age I have ever seen.

Paul drew a long breath, and as he looked up from reading the

letter his face seemed cleared of doubts and distress. “ Mr. Bradfield,
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I can’t tell you what a relief it has been to me to know all this,”

he said earnestly. “I only wish to Heaven I had dared to ask you

about it before, but I was afraid of what I might hear. I have had

a fatalistic feeling that possibly the evil streaks in me could be laid

at the door of my unknown parents or grandparents, but if it’s

only the old Adam cropping out, he is remote enough to be crushed.”

“ Then crush him! ” the minister charged him vehemently.

Paul shook his head. “I can’t do it without Angela,” he insisted.

“ With her to help me I can be anything; without her I shall be

worse than nothing. It is no mere figure of speech, Mr. Bradfield,

to say that in her hands and yours is a human soul to be saved or

damned.”

From what simple Scotch ancestor did the passionate youth get

the inward fire that consumed him? That was the question that

puzzled Mr. Bradfield.

“Does Angela know of your feeling?—does she care for you?”

his lips asked, but his own heart answered him. What young girl

could look at that handsome, virile creature, fired with love for

herself, and feel no answering glow?

“I know that she knows. I think that she cares,” was Paul’s

Himple answer. A sudden rush of loneliness and sorrow swept over

the older man’s heart and engulfed all other feelings. “ I must think,

-‘I must pray,” he said brokenly. “I don’t want to be guided by

any selfish wish, but by what is really best and happiest both for

Angela and for you. I have always loved you, my boy,”—he held

out the hand that for so long had given support and now sought it,—

“but I cannot entrust to your charge the best gift of God without

more thought than this. Paul, if I decide to give up my child to

you, will you promise me to be good to her, to make up to her for her

mothers lost love and for mine?” His heseeching voice had in it

8 note of fierceness. -

‘_‘I promise before God to be good to her always,” the young man

replied solemnly. “I know what I can do and what I can’t do,

and with her help I Can do anything. Without her I shall go down,

down into the depths. I don’t defend myself, Mr. Bradfield. It

my be ‘mnlsnly to say that, but it is the truth. My mother rescued

my ym1th,—not from scars and wounds, no one could do that,—

lmt. fmm actual wreck, Angela can save my future if you decide that

It ls worth saving.”

As he spoke he grasped the older man’s hand. “I can’t thank

you enough for what you have told me about my parents,” he sald

tremulcu5ly- “ It puts a different face on everything. Now I know

ycu want to be left alone to think this thing out, so I ,m not going

to bah" .7ou any more. I’ll come over to-morrow morning for

V0L-LX1lxrv._8
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your answer. I know you will be just to me, but oh, I do beg of you

to be merciful as well!”

Paul’s look was dark with apprehension as he turned away hastily

and left the clergyman alone.

For some time Mr. Bradiield sat motionless in his chair, his

forehead resting in his hand, trying to think clearly, to decide rightly,

and to silence the human cry of his heart, “I can’t let her go, I

can’t give up Angela!” As he sat there alone in the stillness, a

vision of Paul’s strange and stormy youth passed in a series of

moving pictures before his inward eyes. He saw the child subject

to violent and uncontrollable rages that seemed a veritable possession

of the devil,—the passionate fits of remorse which followed these

possessions, the slow self-mastery learned by the boy under the wise

and loving teaching of his mother. Then he saw Paul as a school

boy, passionate, eager, his character full of extremes and contradic

tions, his nature teeming with possibilities,—impressionable to in

fluences of affection, unmoved by the voice of authority,—an enigma

to his teachers, a puzzle to his friends. -

His college life had been much what one would expect of the

man into whom the boy had grown. The patches of sunshine and

shadow which inevitably checker the path of youth had alternated with

more than their usual contrasting brilliancy and sombreness across

the devious ways he had pursued. It was a story of bitter struggles,

of conflicts between fierce passions and a strong, undaunted will,—

of bloody defeats and of noble conquests. But always through the

dark strands of temperament and temptation of which Paul’s life

seemed woven, the clergyman saw a glistening golden thread,—the

wonderful regenerating influence of Angela, which gleamed and shone

through all the sombre meshes of Paul’s boyhood and youth. If that

golden thread were to be removed, would not the whole life disinteg

rate? Would it not crumble into dust, bringing a disheartening con

sciousness of failure to the loving hands that had tried so patiently

to shape it to a nobler end? If, on the other hand, the golden thread

should become a permanent part of that tangled, twisted life, if it

should be inextricably woven into the warp and woof of the material

from which that life was made, would it not brighten and strengthen

the very fibre itself, would it not, through intimate contact, brighten

allldtiiat was tarnished and turn all baser elements into triumphant

go

The clergyman’s mind, trained to look for the truth, saw the

answer that it almost broke his heart to read. “ To him this marriage

will mean salvation, to her also it will bring the truest happiness,

for her joy is in giving, not receiving—but oh, what will it mean

to me!” He tried to silence the human cry of selfishness that rose
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from his heart. “It is only the coward who dares run no risks,”

he told himself. “I have always preached the gospel of taking

chances,—of staking eve1ything, on the smallest possibility of the

triumph of truth, yet here I am hesitating! I am a selfish coward.”

He rose from his chair, and in restless agitation walked up and down

the room. His eye fell on the envelope he had laid on the desk for

perusal after Panl’s departure. “I was almost forgetting this!” he

continued, chiding himself. “ If Paul had not mentioned his age

I should never have remembered poor Elisha’s other letter.” The

note he held he had read once before, twenty-five years ago. It had been

written at the time when Paul was sent as a little baby to the Eliots.

With it was also enclosed a sealed envelope addressed to the Rev.

Hamilton Bradfield. The accompanying note ran as follows:

As I do not expect to be alive when Paul is a man (being now

sixt5"tw0) I am sending you a letter to keep till he is twenty-five,

and if you die before then you can leave instructions behind you. I

assume that Mr. and Mrs. Eliot will eventually tell the boy that he

is not their own child,—I think honesty on this subject is generally

wise. When the boy grows up he may be interested to read the few

facts I have jetted down about his parents; but please remember that

Yc‘l—0r his legal g-uardinns—are to read the letter first and then act

according to your best judgment. Let me know from time to time

how the boy develops. As I consider myself in a measure his guiding

Destiny I shall be interested in his career. Please remember always

that I myself thoroughly believe in the success of the experiment.

0n the enclosed envelope was written: “ To be given to Paul Eliot

when he is twenty-five years old, if, after reading it, you and his

parents approve.”

“I wonder what that poor erratic old fellow has written herebe read a quarter of a century later,” Mr. Bradfield wondered. HIs

curious fingers broke the crumbling seal and eagerly his eye scanned

the closely-written sheets.

DE“ Bmrmw [the letter no]:

I shall’ I hope, be dead when you read this. I trust, however,

that you will be alive, for you will be more merciful to me than

M‘ and Mrs. Eliot could possibly be. This letter is a confession,

-the ccn-fes!icn of E Scoundrel, you will think when you finish reading

‘t- and you may "86 your own judgment about showing it to the

yc““8 I!1B!1 whom it concerns, or to his adopted parents. The child

“'hcm Mr. and Mrs. Eliot have taken is Ml the McLeod boy about

whom I wrote. That little baby died a few weeks ago, very suddenly

of some Childish ailment. Of course my first instinct was to tell you

:19 facts and let the whole matter end, but a scheme entered my

Ieadfa scheme which I fear you will think either crazy or criminal.

l mahzed what an opportunity I had to try the experiment which I had

M an my life to see tried. I had been interested in the career

.4;
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of a man—an Italian—who came to this country two years ago. He

was said to be a fugitive from justice for having killed one of his

compatriots in Naples, and I can well believe it of him. He was a

fairly well educated man, with considerable native intelligencc;—

handsome, reckless, fascinating to women, but utterly lawless. He

married a factory girl from Milman’s Falls, whose reputation was

not unblemished, but whose beauty was sufficient excuse for vice in

herself or in other people.
To this man, however, she showed a dog's devotion and a dog’s

faithfulness. He used to drink occasionally, though drink could not

be reckoned one of his most conspicuous vices. He stole, if he

happened to want anything that belonged to any one else, and his

passionate temper made him a terror to the community. About a

month ago his wife had a little boy. Shortly after the child’s birth

a story reached the ma.n’s ears concerning his wife’s past life. He

accused her of trying to pass ofi’ on him another man's son. He got

a revolver, and shot her as she lay in bed with her baby beside her.

Then he gave himself up to justice and is now awaiting trial. He

will undoubtedly be found guilty of murder in the first degree. It is

the child of these parents that I am sending to Mr. and Mrs. Eliot.

Mr. Bradfield groaned aloud. His hand trembled so that he could

not hold the letter. “The accursed villain!” he muttered between

clinched teeth.
Then he passed his hand over his brow that was wet with per

spiration and forced himself to finish the letter.

Of course I know just how diabolical my conduct must seem to

you and the Eliots; but it is for a cause, and individuals must some

times sufier in order to promote truth. Even you must acknowledge

that here is a splendid test of the power of environment to counteract

hcredity. Feeling that they have good material to work upon, Mr.

and Mrs. Eliot will give every chance to the child; and I hope you

will all live to see the result, and that it will justify my act. I most

devoutly believe that it will. Of course many things that the boy

may develop will be understood by you now. If it has all been a

failure, this letter will explain why, and you will want to show it

to the boy’s adopted parents, perhaps even to the boy himself, so that

he may know why he is what he is. If the experiment turns out a

success—why, Bradfield, I ask you to forgive my crime, and to

remember that I have done some good in my life, and that I have

done this evil sincerely believing that good will come of it, for, I repeat

it again, it is my sincere conviction that a good bringing-up will

counteract a bad inheritance. Ask the boy to forgive me, if he cannot

thank me. As the twig is bent the tree inclines. It is for Mr. and

Mrs. Eliot to bend the twig.

Ems1m Pnrnos.

For an hour after reading this letter Mr. Bradfield sat staring

at the fire as if he were in a trance. His mind refused to act or

h1s bram to think. Only his heart ached and throbbed with the
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horror of the new knowledge that had come to him. What should

he do? What ought he to do? Should he see his daughter,—the angel

of his house,—go out into the world as the wife of a man whose father

was a murderer and whose mother was a harlot? Even if Paul himself

kept straight, as was possible, what terrible traits might not crop out

in his children—in his daughter’s children! Bradfield groaned in

agony. His lips prayed for guidance, but no guidance came.

“There is just one thing for me to do,” he finally determined.

“I must show Paul the letter and leave him to decide. If he ’s

the man I hope he is he will himself refuse to let Angela link her

fate with his, but if he insists—Angela will have to be told the

truth. It will almost kill her, but we have all got to suffer for

Pierce’s insane experiment. Poor Paul! Poor, poor boy! The sins

of the father are indeed visited on the children.”

This, then, he now understood, was the explanation of the goading

- pulse to sin which so disturbed and alarmed Paul’s better self.

It must be his cruel task to retract the comforting assurance of

virtuous inheritances, and tell Paul instead the brutal truth that

he was inevitably foreordained to vice and crime. What could follow

but a complete moral downfall? There was no escape. Heredity,

ilnd the knowledge of it, would hold the poor struggling victim in

its iron grip and crush out all the counteracting influences of twenty

fiva years. The recollection of poor Elisha Pierce’s subsequent in

samty was all that kept the clergyman from recoiling from the thought

of his old friend with a robust sentiment of genuine hatred.

he bemoanei “ Oh, why, why, did I ever appeal for help to that

unfortunate, misguided fanatic! Now there is nothing for me to do

hint to speak the truth, and knowledge of that truth will wreck every

life that I hold most dear!”

The clergyman was very quiet that evening, and his determination

to E‘hi!-lne the devil did not bring him any spiritual consolation. Angela

thought she understood the reason for her fathe1-’s abstraction, for

she had seen Paul’s face when he left Mr. Bradfield’s study, and her

heart ached with sympathy for his suspense.

The next morning, when Paul again knocked at the clergyman’s

door’ the young man’s face was pale and drawn, and revealed the

ravages of a mental conflict. His eyes showed that he had not slept,

but m them was the light of one who has conquered. Mr. Bradfield

stood with his back to the hearth. A letter. was in his hand. He

ale? looked grave and very tired. He held out his hand with a sad

_smlle- “How are you, my boy?” he said kindly. “You look as

fY0u had been fighting with something and were pretty well done

p.”

-.-.
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“I have been fighting, Mr. Bradfield, but I’ve won out.” For

a moment Paul’s emotions choked him, and when he continued it

was haltingly. “ I realize now—I realized last night—what a coward

I was to_ come here yesterday and threaten to go to the devil if you

did n’t give me your daughter. Since you told me what you did

yesterday about my parentage, I see things differently. I have no

one to blame for my sins. I have been making scapegoats of my

ancestors.”

While Paul was speaking, the stern sadness in the clergyman’s

eyes melted into tears of compassion, through which a gleam of

admiration shone clear, but he held his peace. Paul continued ner

vously: “ I have thought things over, and I want to say that whether

you give me Angela or not, I am going to try to make a good fight.

I am not going to let all that my parents have done for me count

for nothing. I shall not go to the devil, Mr. Bradfield. I give you

my promise. I think I see in your face what your answer about

Angela is going to be. You are probably right. Gods knows I don’t

deserve her—but I have so longed to get what I don’t deserve!”

His voice trembled and sank. He looked straight into the clergy

man’s face, his eye hopeless but brave.

Mr. Bradfield bit his lip. His hand tightened on the letter it

held and his eyes closed. Then for the first time since he had read

the terrible truth he prayed genuinely, and from his heart, that he

might do the right thing no matter what the consequences to himself

might be. Suddenly he seemed to understand by a quick divine

intuition that there is a larger and higher truth than that which can

be crowded into merely human codes of right and wrong. He saw

clearly as if by a ray of light from heaven that in acting quickly and

decisively he was obeying, not a sudden impulse of his own, but a

command from God himself.

He tore the letter he held in two and threw it into the heart of

the flame, then he turned quickly and took Paul’s hand in a tremulous

grasp. “You may have Angela,” he said, and could say no more.

Out of the fulness of his heart the young man tried to speak his

gratitude, but the clergyman laid a restraining hand on his shoulder.

“ No, don’t thank me,” he said softly; “thank God.”
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By George -W -

  

D

in the close atmosphere of the telephone-booth at the Hotel

Metropolitan, impatiently awaiting an answer to his call. He

was tall, heavy, and smooth of face, with a huge, brainy head topped

with a mass of iron-gray hair. Prosperity was written all over him.

From his diamond-pinned, broad, flat tie, open collar, and frock coat, to

his spatted and patent-leathered feet, he was typical of the shrewd, hard

headed West.

“Hello! hello! Central, do I get '74 Greenwich?” he irritably

inquired.

“ Some one is calling you now,” came back in the nonchalant tone

of the operator. “ Wait a minute.” Then he heard Central say: “ Go

ahead,” followed by a questioning, musical voice: “ Hello! hello! Is

that you, John?”

“No! ”—testily. “ This is not John. I want 74 Greenwich. Who

11lllI? I am Henry Gzldsby of the Excelsior Mine, Wardner, Idaho.

Whom do you want? Why should I——” Here he was interrupted.

“ Now, is n’t that just like John! He always will let business come

before Poor me. I suppose he guessed it was I, and sent you to answer

my call. It ’s mean of him, and just as our engagement is to be

announced too.” A long-drawn sigh, as if it were trying to be smoth

Bred, came over the ’phone. “Henry, when did you arrive? John

has n’t mentioned your name for weeks, and you his only brother, too!

I want to see John particularly this morning. Great things are to

happen for me. But, I suppose he can’t come, so I ’ll have to make

the best of it. You ‘ll come, won’t you?”

Gmisby, brotherless, attempted explanation, but was interrupted.

“I s]lan’t take no for an answer.” Then in a soft, winning tone:

“You ,u come, won’t you, Henry? The same old address, 891 Forrest

Avenue- It is n’t so far out of the world, and then—and then, you know,

Iliave n’t seen you for years. Yes, ten years, and I was only—never

mmd‘ I'm not going to tell you my age—over the telephone. Any

."5’, I want to make you guess_ I’m waiting in great expectation to

greet the grave, sedate Henry. Don’t disappoint me ; you know I

have n’t been well. Come, Henry, do be a good boy—for once! ”

Gadsby looked around the booth guiltily as he acquiesced and hung

no

I I ENRY GADSBY, successful mine operator and promoter, sat
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up the receiver. He left the booth whistling “ A Hot Time in the Old

Town To-night.”

Engaging one of several cabs awaiting fares at the curb, he glanced

at his watch, gave the address, and was in line for his adventure.

“ Nice enough street, this,” he mused as the cab turned into Forrest

Avenue and stopped before 891, an apartment house of inviting

appearance.

He paused some moments as he left the cab. He was in a quandary.

For whom should he ask? Well, he decided, he ’d trust to luck. “ Wait

for me,” was his injunction to the cabby as he entered the house.

“ Mr. Gadsby—Mr. Henry Gadsby,” he announced to the conse

quential door-man, who ofiiciously greeted him.

“ Yes, sir ; yes, sir ; suite 34, sir. Third floor, sir. Take the elevator,

sir.” And Gadsby was whirled up the elevator shaft, his bump of

anticipation working overtime.

He stopped before the door marked 34, and hesitatingly knocked.

“ Come! ” in the same low, musical voice he had heard over the

’phone, came from within. Closing the door behind him, he found

himself in a lobby-like little hallway.

“ This way, Henry. Here I am.”

He entered the salon. In a far corner, beside a large bay-window,

his hostess reclined on a couch. She arose as he approached.

He started in confusion and surprise. A dainty, pink-and-white

creature, in a tea-gown of clinging lingerie, extended her hand in

greeting.

It was not this, though, that startled and embarrassed Gadsby, and

then, later, put him at his case. About the eyes of his vis-a-vis was

bound a soft, narrow band, whose very whiteness appealed to him.

Was she blind?

“ Thank God!” he muttered. “ She can’t see me. I ’ll make my

excuses and get on .”

. The woman felt aimlessly for his hand until she grasped it.

“Did you say anything, Henry?” she questioned. “I could n’t

help but recognize that voice. Sit down now, and tell me about busy

John.” Her face lit up with such a smile that Gadsby, under other

circumstances, would have regretted the bandaged eyes.

“ Let me explain. I—I ”

“ No, no! ” she interrupted. “ John must do his own explaining.

I promise him a bad half-hour,” she said, with slight pressure of her

warm fingers on the hand she still held.

Gadsby, in his confusion of thought, all but asked the cause of her

bandaged eyes, later to bless himself that he did not.

She led him to a large leather-upholstered arm-chair in the bay

window. When she had found it, after pathetically groping for it, she
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gently pushed him into it, and gracefully perched herself on one of its

broad arms.

“ My poor eyes! John has no doubt told you. No, no!” she went

on, blindly feeling for his mouth with her disengaged hand, and gently

covering it. “I won’t, won’t talk of it. Don’t speak of it!” Her

voice thickened to a sob, and she turned her face from the light.

She slowly disengaged their hands, now mutually clasped, and eat

as though staring at him with her bandaged eyes. The very poise of

her head gave Gadsby an uncanny impression of those bandaged eyes

looking him through and through.

“Are your eyes still baby-blue, Henry?” she appealed, as her hands

caressingly traced his features. “Oh! you ’ve taken off your mus

tache!” she suddenly exclaimed. With a little laughing scream of

“John won’t care a cent!” she kissed him once, twice, on his lips,

partly opened in embarrassed amazement. “ You bashful old gray

haired thing!” she pouted, and kissed him again.

kn “ Old? Gray-haired?” he wonderingly thought. “ How could she

ow?”

He sat entranced while her hands wandered over his head. While

she kept up a running volley of small talk, she felt of his neck, his

cmvati his vest, and, when her hands reached the frock of his coat,

s?; merrily cried: “ Oh, Henry! you have become very dressy in your

0 ! ”

Gadsby, now thoroughly fascinated, entered body and soul into the

merry banter, time and again gasping at his own daring, and wondering

how it would all end. Try as his conscience ever suggested, he could

not bring himself to tell the confiding little woman of her mistake as

to his identity.

“ oh, my! how thoughtless I am! Poor John! it seems I ’ve for

gotten him. I wonder what time it is? No, no!” she cried, seizing his

hind as he was about to reach for his watch. “I want to show you

that Pm not altogether helpless. Lead me over to the fireplace, that ’s -

a good boy_”

She op8Iled the face of the faintly ticking clock on the mantel, and

fall of the hands. “ Half-past eleven,” she murmured, as the chimes of

the "lcck struck a resonant “ one.” “ Another half-hour, and John—

Johll must be here when the bandages are removed. I must ’phone

to hm The ’phone is in the hall—will you kindly take me there? I

must speak to John. He must be here when the bandages are removed.

S11ppose_sul)I’cE!@ I am blind?” She would have fallen had not

Gadsby quickly seized her and supported her to the couch, where she

sat’ her arms abandonedly thrown about his neck, and sobbed on his

shoulder. Gadsb,V was in the worst predicament he had ever faced.

He was cold with fright
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“ John,” he started to fabricate—“ John told me——”

“ He had no business to tell you anything. Why don’t you try to

help me?”—between her sobs. “ You ’re a brute. Yes, and—and a

fool! Take me to the ’phone this instant! ” She arose, and impatiently

stamped her foot in her excitement. “ Come! ” she commanded.

Thought of escape came to Gadsby as he led her into the hallway,

but his heart fell; the ’phone was directly beside the door leading into

the corridor.

When she reached the ’phone on the wall, she turned to him: “ Go

to the salon—as far, far away as you can go; and don’t—don’t listen! ”

He heard her call for a number; then followed a low conversation:

“ John dear, is that you? I ’m so glad. You know what twelve o’clock

to-day means to me. You are coming—-sure, now? All right, dear,

he shan’t remove the bandages until after your arrival. Oh, John, I

have company. Who? I shan’t tell you. Yes, an old beau—an elderly

beau. You ’ll see when you come. Good-by, old jealousy!”

Merrily laughing, she reentered the salon.

Gadsby made all haste to meet her. He must make some excuse to

leave her. The clock on the mantel said twenty minutes of twelve. In

twenty minutes—— He simply had to act—and act promptly.

She heard him advancing, and started in the direction of the rustle

of his quickly moving feet on the heavily-carpeted floor. A chair stood

between them—he rushed forward to remove it, but too late. She

tripped over it and fell. He again assisted her to the couch, this time

all but carrying her limp and yielding form.

“ My sa]ts—my maid, Henry! Call my maid. My salts are in my

boudoir—you cannot go there.- Go to the ’phone—ask for my maid

Anne. Please run, Henry! ”

He took down the receiver. “ Whose maid must I ask for?” flashed

through his mind. “ Hello!” came from the ofiice. “ Will you”—he

hesitated—“ will you send Anne, the maid, to 34, at once?”

He waited until a knock announced the arrival of the maid before

he reéntered the salon.

“ Henry! Henry, be sure you wait for John,” she called to him, as

the maid assisted her from the room. “ I won’t be long.”

Gadsby waited until she was out of the room, then stealthily moved

towards the hallway. Quietly opening and closing the door, he hurried

down the corridor, into the elevator, then to the street.

“ The Metropolitan,” he said to the waiting cabby; and sat trance

like in the moving cab until it drew up before his hotel.

He heaved a sigh as he alighted. “ Well, how long were we?” he

asked the eabby.

“ One hour, sir,” replied that individual, touching his hat.

Gadsby’s hand went to his watch-fob—then to his scarf. Then,
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instinctively and simultaneously, he patted the exterior of either breast

pocket of his coat.

“ Come to the hotel desk and I ’ll pay you,” he said. A grim smile

illuminated his face as he led the way up the marble-paved corridor.

3

I HAD FORGOT

BY LUCY LEFFINGWELL CABLE

ITHIN the city’s grim gray walls,

A poignant memory pierced my mind;

I would go back unto my own !—

I did not dream so soon to find

I had forgot!

I had forgot the hills could be

So blue, or that the elm-tree’s grace

Could move me ; that the sunlit stream -

Would greet me like a well-loved face,

I had forgot!

I had forgot the pines would sing,

When to the South the East Wind veers;

Or, at the West Wind’s buffeting,

Would sway and laugh like buccaneers.

I had forgot

How sunlight slants adown green aisles

Of woodland, while a lone thrush spells

The silences with liquid song;

I had forgot where music dwells!

I had forgot

That day-long, bird and tree and flower

And every blade within the sod

Send mingled melody of praise

Continually up to God.

I had forgot

What peace, what strength, what vision large

Are here for every one who seeks;

- Ah, you who fret within grim walls, 4

Come) ere you find, when rnemory speaks,

You have forgot!
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WAYS OF THE HOUR

A DEPARTMENT OF CURRENT COMMENT AND

CRlTICISM—sANE, STIMULATING, OPTIMISTIC

9

DAWN

HE most difiicult, exasperating, and rantankerous pessimist with

T which the smiling, festive, and irrepressible optimist has to

deal is the fellow who takes some stock in the old saying that

it is always darkest just before dawn. There is, of course, no argu

ment over the fact that dawn is a joyous occasion, even if it is more

pleasant to stay up for it, under proper conditions, than to get up

for it, but, says the pessimist, admitting the truth of the adage, on8

cannot tell when it is darkest, until he actually sees the dawn. He

is likely to say, furthermore, that if it ’s going to bring dawn any

sooner, let it get dark as—almost anything and the sooner and darker

the better.

One positively cannot argue against such logic, for, as aforesaid,

dawn is a joyous occasion except to the man who is asleep, and he

does n’t count. As for the man who is intoxicated, it is also a ques

tion whether many of the beauties of dawn are not lost, because he is

already so busy with his own responsibilities that he cannot take on

any new joy.

Then there is the man who would stay up all night in a brilliantly

lighted room, practising auto-suggestion by repeating the word “ good.”

Under the glare of artificiality, such a man would be prone to claim

that there was no darkness outside, but that it was all inside. But, if

after settling up, he went out at the first faint blush of dawn, it would

look to him like about thirty cents’ worth of adulterated tallow cal1

m
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dles, and it might require several subsequent sittings with the cards

running better to dispel the hallucination.

All these, of course, are exceptions which cannot be considered.

Normally, darkness and dawn have to be taken just as they come, and

they continue to come with regularity, pessimists ard optimists to

the contrary notwithstanding.

PHIL CoLLOM

OUTRAGES OF THE TELEPHONE

HE Drunken Sailor’s fate having been satisfactorily settled, what

shall be done with the Telephone Fiend? This distressing

problem is agitating more than one long-suffering soul. The

Fiend is petticoated, rarely trousered, who holds you up until you are

ready to hurl anathemas upon the very Inventor. Where is the spe

cialisli who will conquer this disease of the wire—disease that is working

such wholesale havoc, rifiing husbandly purselets, stealing Time bodily,

breaking the needed rest of invalids without a qualm, and robbing the

“party” at the other end of all surety of peace? For all else seem

we to have found a quietus, but for the “caller up ” at any old time

or place, no remedy seems forthcoming.

That the telephone has blessed many a man, saved many lives, and

heiped pile up fortunes, is true; but has it not cursed some women,

{'11-uled more lives, and hastened domestic misfortune? It has. Has

1t not become the favorite pastime of the woman with nothing to do?

It has- Does it not accelerate gossip? Aid the flirt and the wayward,

con8t‘mtly? It does. Self indulgent women waste their husband’s

money by ordering food “ over the too handy telephone, rather than

er to dress for the street,” thereby losing both their wholesome

mm-mg eXercise and their chance thriftily to secure the best there is

forthe price at market or at stores from which the family larder is

s1lpplied- The time wasted by women in foolish ’phoning can never be

ofiset by time gained by forehanded men in business, for what shall it

ggfifiyga man if he gain the whole world if his “ world ” is lost through

th Tclepho_uing from a habit finally becomes a vice, and a menace to

he couYl:esles. It has destroyed the fine art of social correspondence.

has crowned Haste with Courtesy’s laurel.

AI_lcther phase of the telephone madness, and one of its most

gudaclous, is the impertinences it makes possible against the psrty

Called “p.” Impulsive women say things to men and to each other

fiver the telephone that they would never say face to face. To be rude

0 3—“ l¢quai.ntance is at all times shocking to the gentle, therefore to
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have to answer the long-drawn-out “ call” of an idler, who wishes to

kill time at your expense, is outrageous. Nevertheless, seemingly it

must be done and very graciously, with “ thank you ” added, or—you

become a target for ire. Sometimes you pay the price of discomfort

to your entire family. If you protest verbally, forthwith you are a

“ crank,” disagreeable, unfeeling, and what not. Again if you fail to

“call up” in turn, you are “queer.” If you do, it is a signal for

renewed mortgages upon your time, patience, and quiet. Busy men

whose women-folk, friends, or sweethearts call them up inopportunely

are beginning- to lie diligently, in order to save their day.

A telephone in a residence should be for the convenience of the user,

for imperative needs, for exceptional social emergencies, where writing,

sending, or going is quite impossible—for sudden illness, for bad

weather, for unavoidable delays, for trains, or service of any sort.

For these things it is indispensable, but for the exchange of twaddle

between foolish women, communications between the prowling wolf

and the unsuspecting lamb, it has become an unmitigated domestic

curse.

The remedy lim with the Man of the House. In his wife’s good

taste and judgment one man may safely put his trust; he needs no

remedy.- The other man, whose wife’s stability of purpose, and

dignity, are of a dubious quality, does well to look to it that he affords

madam neither an unlimited service nor opportunity to decorate him

metaphorically with a Fool’s Cap and a (telephone) bell.

MINNA THoms ANTBIM

THE RlSE lN THE PRICE; OF SENTlMENT

HERE has been for some time past a great outcry on the part

T of every one over the enhanced cost both of necessities and of

luxuries; an increasingly irksome condition of affairs, by no

means desirable or pleasant. But no one, so far as we know, has been

complaining over the increase in the price of Sentiment.

Yet nothing has gone up more.

Sentiment at one time was more or less a common property. It was

regarded in the nature of a necessity. Now, strange to say, the poorer

people—with lamentable blindness maybe—seem to be able to afford it

even more than the rich. Indeed, it is not too much to say that for

the rich its price is practically prohibitive.

Probably one reason for the rise in the price of Sentiment is due to

the fact that it has to be manufactured in homes, by hand. No process

of machinery, no labor-saving device, has yet succeeded in producing it

Neither can it be adulterated with any foreign article and retain its
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properties, although of course many attempts have been made to do so.

It does not amalgamate successfully with other elements. It is in

soluble, and is alike unaffected by fire or water. Many precious gems

rubies, emeralds, even diamonds—have been made by artificial process,

but not Sentiment.

Once it seemed as if our stock of Sentiment was enough to last for

all time. No attempt was made, therefore, to conserve it. We drew

upon it as we needed it, not realizing how very perishable it is.

Science has devastated whole regions of it. Cities have suffocated

it. Money has mowed it down. No wonder it is higher.

Another reason for this is the fact that those who worked at pro

ducing it have found other things more profitable. This seems strange,

for the demand has alike fallen off. Even those who seek it have

dwindled, so that, while they have to pay more for it than ever before,

their number is so few that it is scarcely worth while to cater to them.

The case of Sentiment is one, indeed, that seems to defy all the

laws of political economy. It is the one article which drops in price

the moment there is an increased demand for it, and rises correspond

ingly when the demand lessens.

The President has appointed various commissions to husband our

resources: our forests, our game, and even our farmers’ wives. Would

It be possible to create an effective commission to keep alive and protect

our national stock of Sentiment? .

We fear not. What is really needed is a commission that sl18-ll

create a demand for Sentiment.

At Present, however, we are too busy manufacturing articles of

mmmerce, included in the tariff schedule of protected industries

Trronss L. Masses

FAME

0 be famous is not necessarily to be great, and to be great is not

necessarily to be famous. In the vernacular, to be famous l6

I‘0 “make a hit.” The next question to be decided by the

authorities, self-appointed or otherwise, is whether the fame is deserved

“ in‘"1riably starts an argument. No fame was ever unanimous

Fame, therefore, can be taken only at its face value. Just as soon

",“'e attempt to subject it to the critical analysis of different view

pclnlS, we are embarked on the stormy sea of disputation without com

pm or quadrant, without destination or starting-point, doomed forever,

like the Wandering Jew, to float on and on to nowhere.

Bufieted thus aimlessly is the shade of Poe. In the ordinary

aceeptation of the term, he was and is famous, and the effort of his
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detractors to make out otherwise only serves to increase his fame.

Whether he is justly or deservedly famous or not, is quite another

question, a question which is both irrelevant and indeterminate. It is

irrelevant because fame is objective rather than subjective. If it is to

be qualified, it takes its quality from the contemplating public and not

from the man under consideration, bringing us to social introspection

and there we stick until some arbitrator plenipotentiary leads us out

Hence the question is also indeterminate, since arbitrators plenipo

tentiary disappeared with the “ divine-right ” bubble.

The matter of Poe’s going into the Hall of Fame depends and should

depend upon those having the Hall of Fame in charge, whether they

be Anthony Comstocks, Battery Dans, John L. Sullivans, or other

gentlemen who may have happened to become famous in their chosen

sphere. Others should keep hands off.

Whatever the outcome, the Hall of Fame merely reflects the opinion

of those who have it in charge. No matter how much public discussion

there may be, no matter how much outsiders may engage in controversies

in which they have none but a bellioose interest, the governors will still

use their own judgment, and we will be supposed to infer that their

selections were deservedly famous. There is no danger of any one’s

deliberately starting a Hall of Unjust Fame.

The only other way would be to decide it by referendum. If we

should vote him in and his fame was still undeserved, then, of course,

it would prove that we were a bad lot.

ELLIS O. Jonus

f

A WISH

BY CLINTON SCOLLARD

HEN that my course is run

Beneath the sun,

I pray

No man may say,

“ He marred the day

By casting shades of lo al n the way!”Instead, g Om o g

I ’d have it said

Above my head,

“ He shed

The radiant light of mirth

On all the earth! ”
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THE cum AND THE CATAMOUNT

BY

DOROTHY CANFlELD

I.

PON a bench in Central Park, clad in a well-cut suit of evening

clothes, topped by a rain-coat, sat Mr. Munson Newcome. In

his heart was despair, and in his stomach an acute consciousness

that he had not breakfasted. He was a serious-minded young man,

my little given to romantic irnaginings ; a circumstance which added

9-‘l fxtra touch of bitterness to his present situation.

‘Here am L” he told himself, “in exactly the same penniless,

desllerlftely expectant condition of one of those fool heroes at the

beglnnlng of one of those fool adventure stories; and does the capricious

pl'lncess come along and take a fancy to my beam; yeuz, or does the

ulyiterious old chamberlain select me for a tool in a court intrigue

from which I come out laden with gold and glory? Does anything like

that ever happen in real life?”

T}_le pmsaic emptiness of the path before him gave back a sardonic

nigatlon- He smiled ruefully, and, tipping his hat down over his eyes,

med to make llp a little of the sleep which the excitement of the night

before had Dot allowed him; but he had hardly begun to doze when he

was mused again by a rustling among the dry leaves close beside him.

He M “p quickly and found himself gazing into the dark, liquid eyes

of a “fry much startled young lady. It was evident that she had not

Helm inm until his movement had interrupted her early morning con

iltllttliltlonal in the fine October weather. For an instant their eyes met

e unpl"?Tne‘1itated intimacy of extreme surprise. The next mstant

V Copyright, l9o9, by J. B. Ln>P!Nco-.r-r Company. An rlflhtl reserved.
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there had leaped up in her eyes a quick flash of some strong emotion.

She took a hurried step towards him, stopped short, and then as rapidly

she turned and with agitated haste walked down the path. Newcome

stared after her, watching the rapid swish of her broadcloth skirt beat

up the leaves into little whispering eddies, until she reached a bend in

the path and vanished around it.

Then he sat up straight and shook himself to see if he were awake,

so fleeting had been the whole episode, so improbable in spite of its

remarkable vividness. The movement brought back to him the realiza

tion of his hunger. “ It seems,” he remarked, “ that there is a princess,

but it is evident that she does n’t think much of my team: year! Per

haps,” he added meditatively, “ she never saw anybody before with a

pair like mine. My little peculiarity seemed to affect her, but not,” he

ended sadly, “to the extent of a hand-out. If she had passed me a

roast-beef sandwich, now, or ”

At this point a puff of wind whirled down the path, assailing him

with all the fierceness of a preconcerted attack, and making him the

centre of a miniature cyclone. When it subsided, as suddenly as it

had arisen, Newcome was too weary and dispirited even to swear.

Sneezing and coughing with the dust, he began to brush off the rub

bish with which he was covered, when a smarting and watering of

one of his eyes made him concentrate all his attention on it. “ That

confounded blue one! ” he said, weeping and wiping and trying to pull

the upper lid over the lower.

“ Perhaps I can help you at that. I have a steady hand and a clear

eye, for all my white hairs.”

Through his tears Newcome was conscious of a large, respectable

looking man of rather more than middle age, who had come up beside

him. He submitted to the small operation of removing the bit of

straw which gave him such misery, and when it was finished, “ Thank

you very much,” he said, still holding his handkerchief to his face

“ One of my eyes is unlucky—the blue one. I ought to wear a patch

over it.”

“ What ’s that?” asked the elderly gentleman sharply.

“Oh, just nonsense of mine.” He took down the handkerchief.

“I am the somewhat rare, but by no means unique, possessor of a

pair of eyes that don’t match, as you can see for yourself.”

As he spoke, he wondered if the old gentleman had been as pale

as that when he first came up; it gave him a very unhealthy look,

which apparently did not belie his condition, for at this point he col

lapsed upon the bench, signing Newcome to sit beside him. “I—I

am subject to heart-trouble,” he faltered. “ Will you do me the great

favor of sitting here for a moment or so, until I recover?”

“Certainly,” said the young man, his thoughts returning to his
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lack of prospects. “I have nothing else to do but to sit here until I

dry up and blow away.”

The elder looked at him keenly. “You must have breakfasted

early.”

“I have not breakfasted at all,” returned Newcome. “ Nor shall I.”

“One of these new health ideas?”

Newcome pulled his empty pockets inside out with a dramatic

gesture, and said nothing. A flicker of hope revived in him. Per

haps this chance acquaintance might be good for the price of a dairy

lunch.

“Why, bless my soul! You don’t mean it!” cried the old gentle

man, getting to his feet. “ Come right along to the Casino with me.

I’m on my way to breakfast there myself, and we ’ll have a sociable

meal together.”

“Hallelujah!” thought Newcome. “ Maybe a beefsteak! ”

As they took their places at the table he noticed that a very florid,

hearty color had come back to his benefactor’s face, which, with his

white hair, made him look the picture of ripe and mellow kindliness.

His inner qualities proved to be in exact accord with this benevolent

exterior, and it was not long before, with the friendliest tact, he had

extracted from his young acquaintance the history which lay back of

his breskfastless vigil on the benth outside the Casino. _

“So it was to Buenos Ayres you wanted to go? ” he asked, pa3sln8

his guest a third cup of ambrosia.

“Yes, but understand, it was n’t any wild-cat gold mine or rubber

gamble Just a plain business proposition of stock-raising, sure to

bring a fair interest on the investment if we work hard enoug .”

“And you had to have twelve hundred dollars to join the crowd?”

Newcome nodded.

“And to make up the full sum, you risked all you had at cards

last night and lost! Tut! Tut! I must say your venture is based on

so!ln€l8r economic principles than the means you took to make it

possible.”

“But my ship sails this afternoon; it was my last chance.”

“Why in the world,” asked the old gentleman reasonably, “ dOH’t

¥cutry for a regular position in an office here in your own city?”

Newcome looked uncomfortable. -“ New York is n’t the pleasanliest

place for me. To tell the truth, I ’ve- quarrelled with the head of my

famll)’- He thinks I ’ve picked up too many socialistic ideas at college,

and I’Ve been virtually turned out of house and home.” _

.This anWer seemed to give his inquisitor the liveliest satisfaction.

Hls beaming aspect was so utterly at variance with the perfunctory

(mldoience of his words that Newcome wondered at it, until the other

went on: “D0 you know—I ’ve taken a great fancy to you! I’ve
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an absurd weakness for young men anyhow, and I ’d like to do some

thing for you. Suppose I advance the money needed for your South

American scheme.”
Newcome clutched the edge of the table and looked around him

apprehensively for help.
“ I mean it! I mean it! ” laughed the old gentleman kindly. “ Of

course I won’t ask you to accept a gift from a total stranger. Suppose

we call it a loan, without interest. Your frank young face will be all

the security I ask. It ’s just a whim of mine. Come along with me

now, and you ’ll see that I am not cracked.”

Still talking briskly of his great joy in helping the worthy young,

he led the stupefied Newcome across the park and into an up-town

bank on a near-by side-street. He seemed to be known here, for when

he drew a check for thirteen hundred and fifty (“ You ’ll need some

for your outfit after you land,” he explained,) and asked for half of

it in gold, it was handed to him without a question. “ We are lucky,”

he remarked to the teller, as he drew the bills and the little yellow

pile of coin towards him—“we are lucky that your opening hour is

so early. I was afraid you might wish us to wait until ten o’clock, like

so many of the banks do.”
“We are making an exception for you, sir,” said the teller

respectfully.“ And now,” cried the philanthropist cheerfully, addressing New

come, “ suppose we set a year from to-day for repayment. You won’t

find me obdurate if you need an extension. No, not a word of thanks

We won’t part here. Wait for me a very few minutes and I will

rejoin you and give myself the pleasure of seeing you safely installed

in your stateroom on the good ship What’s-her-name.”

If he himself had been raised from destitution to opulence in the

twinkling of an eye, he could not have seemed in better spirits. When

he returned, some ten minutes later, he was even more lively, and

during the long trip on the subway down to the shipping district he

gave Newcome no chance to express his gratitude, so incessant was his

brisk chatter. The young man felt so keenly this last delicate touch

of generosity that he was quite conscience-stricken over a strong feel

ing of distaste for the stout gentleman’s company, which increased

with every jolting mile of their common journey. What possible

object could he have for his preposterousljr exaggerated philanthropy?

Who could he be? At last Newcome gave up trying to think about the

matter; accepting it, as he put it vaguely to himself, as an incom

prehensible actuality. A collegiate affectation of speech still lingered

with him at times.
The puzzling stranger seemed as well-known along the dockB as

among the bankers. A group of ’longshoremen, lounging on the street
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co1ner opposite the wharf where Newcome’s ship lay, nodded and

touched their caps to him.

“So that is your galley, is it?” the old gentleman cried hastily,

as he saw Newcome about to comment on his rough-looking friends.

“I hope she ’s staunch and true!” With which somewhat flowery

speech, he hurried his companion across the street, and into instant

negotiations with the captain. After these were completed, Newcome’s

stateroom inspected, the gold and bills transferred from the elder

man’s pockets to those of the young adventurer, and the two were

again on the ship’s deck, he still lingered, although there was palpably

nothing more to be said or done on either side, and his flowing eon

versation had begun to run in forced spurts. Newcome was still trying

feebly to express something of his gratitude, while the other kept

constantly interrupting him to point out the sights and sounds of the

busy shipping life around them.

“Ah, an Italian tramp, I perceive.” He pointed across the wharf

to a small, low-laden bark which was being laboriously warped out into

the river. His words caught the attention of the captain of their

own steamer, who crossed the deck and leaned over the rail beside them.

“Yes, she’s a Dago,” he assented. “ You can tell that by the untidy

look of her, the lazy Guinnies l ” He waved a contemptuous hand at

11 knot of gesticulating sailors who were pulling a seaman’s chest from

the wha1f down into the low-lying mid-ship deck. “ Finishing loading

PY hand!” He pointed again to a squad of the crew lowering bales

Into an open hatchway with a block and tackle. “When they haul

themselves out by the donkey, now, would n’t you think they ’d get

ready to sail before they startedi ”

The old gentleman did not answer. He was looking past them,

almlg the wharf to the street, and Newcome was startled almost into a

Shout of dismay, so sinister was the change in his face. Following the

direction of his eyes, the young man saw an automobile-cab standing

lust across the street from the entrance to the pier. A man was lean

ln3 out of the door and seemed to be talking to a crowd of four or five

navvies who had gathered around it. As Newcome took this in, the burly

laborers hnned and began running across the street to the wharf. In

a flash the old gentleman whipped a silver dog-whistle out of his

lmket and blew a shrill call, which was instantly answered by a larger

We of longshoremen who sprang up out of a huge pile of casks and

bales in the street outside. This latter force reached the shilJ before

the cthm, and while a few stopped to bar the entrance, most of them

kept‘: ‘"l dcwn the dock. The old gentleman ran down to meet them

‘:What’s this? What ’s this?” cried the captaiJ1- _ -

I don’t know,” said Newcome uneasily; “ but I think it is all a

,'
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From among the ’longshoremen clustered about his elderly acquaint

ance, he caught sight of that individual evidently snapping out the

swiftest of vehement commands, and the aspect of that erstwhile

benevolent face gave the young man a sick feeling at the pit of his

stomach. A moment later the toughs came straight on for the com

panionway. Newcome did not wait for them, but took to his heels

and ran forward along the deck. He kept on till the curve of the side

began to draw away from the dock, then he sprang on the rail and

leaped for the wharf. He landed in a heap, scrambled to his feet,

and found himself face to face with the old gentleman.

“ What in the deuce have you got against me! ” Newcome shouted.

He had meant to dash by and make a run for the street, but the corn

placent smile with which the old hypocrite waved on his gang of

rufiians made him burst out in a fury of anger. He made a savage

swing for the rosy old face, but missed, and the two men clinched.

“ Help! Help l ” called the old gentleman, with all the appearance

of amazed innocence. Newcome was surprised to find that he was

wrestling with a man of great physical strength, and that in spite of

all he could do they kept whirling and stumbling towards the end of

the wharf. He would have given anything now to break away and

rush out of this impromptu nightmare into the blessedly prosaic life

of the city, whose whistles and clanging street-cars still rang in his

ears, but the grip which held him was too strong. He heard his

pursuers pounding up behind him. He saw the startled brown faces

of the sailors clustered at the rail on the tramp steamer as they glided

close by. Suddenly he felt a blow on the back of his head which

almost stunned him. He felt himself being lifted bodily by many

hands, he felt the old gentleman’s clutch relax, and in desperation

he stopped trying to break loose and instead wound his arms and legs

with all his young strength about that portly body. c

“ You ’ll go with me, any way! ” he cried aloud. They were both

half-lifted, half-dragged along, he clutching his unwilling companion

still tighter. There was a violent push, a drop, a shock, and they

were rolling over and over, bumping from one soft object to another

Finally they brought up somewhere in the dark, with a strong smell of

bilge-water around them. For a moment he did not dare stir, but

then as all was quiet he loosed his hold on the old gentleman and sprang

up ready to run.

No means of exit appearing, he looked around him more carefully,

and saw first that his companion was quite without pretense uncon

scious, and next that the light by which he noticed this came from 8

small square opening some distance above them. Looking up at this,

he called at the top of his voice for some one to come. After a time

a man’s head darkened the opening, a thin, aquiline face which surveyed
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him impassively. “Hey, there!” shouted Newcome. “Let us out!

Some drunken fellows threw us down here by mistake. Put down a

ladder. We must get back before you ’ve gone too far down the

harbor.”

The owner of the head made no answer to this reasonable request

other than by rising and slamming down the hatch.

“Well, may I be everlastingly ” began Newcome, and saw in

the dim twilight that the old gentleman had recovered his senses and

was sitting up, looking at him. His expression was so exactly the

same as that he had worn during the mad mélée on the dock that

Newcomc recoiled to a distance among the bales with a rapidity which

had its comic aspect. The old gentleman did not smile, however. He

got slowly up, felt of his head and his knees, shook himself, straight

ened his tie, pulled down his waistcoat, and shot his cuffs. Then,

turning to Newcome, who had watched these proceedings, fascinated,

“Well,” he said, returning to his genial tone, “however in the world

did all this happen? Why did n’t you warn me that you were the

centre of wharf riots?”

Newcome found no words to express the violence of his feelings,

and remained silent.

“I say nothing myself about your unprovoked assault upon me,

who had only intended in my humble way to benefit you ; but if you

have my explanation to offer for it, I should be pleased to hear it.”

Newcome’s dander rose. “I feared, sir,” he said smoothly, “lest

your well-meaning but rough friends of the wharves might injure you

In their playful gambols, and I tried to protect you as Pocahontafl did

Captain Smith, using my own body as a shield.”

In the obscurity of their prison, the two stared hard at each other

for a moment. Then the elder thrust his hands into his pockets.

‘Well, well,” he said in a business-like manner, “the thing for us

to do is to waste no words, but to get out of here as soon as possible.

Icertainly have no desire to visit the Azores.”

“I agree with yoU,” said Newcome dryly; “but the only man of

the ship Whom I have seen appears to be deaf and blind.”

“Yes, I observed your monologue. We must therefore enter into

negotiations with some other member of the crew.”

. “Perhaps if you blew your whistle-——?” suggested Newcome

u-onically.

n The other seemed to attach no offensive meaning to this suggestion.

I bl_ew it before 17o call the police to your aid,” he said with a self

;:§?;ned reproach, “and now, unfortunately, there are no police at

Newcolne made no answer. It was being borne in on him that

old gentleman was a nut requiring a larger cracker than he.

 

the l
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“ Have you still about you, Mr.—er—Newcome, the sum of money

which ”Newcome clapped hand to side and nodded. “ It ’s safe all right.

I put it in my tobacco pouch.”
“ Ah, then, if we can get hold of one of the sailors, we can buy

him up and———”He stopped, a finger uplifted. In the gloom at the other end of

the great cave they saw a spark of light, which presently resolved itself

into a lantern swinging in the hand of a young Sicilian sailor. He

approached them, smiling. Newcome wished that everybody in this

adventure was not so persistently smiling.

" Buona scra, signori,” he said ingratiatingly.

“ Good heavens, suppose he does n’t speak English!” cried the old

gentleman.“ Maybe I can manage. I used to knock around Europe with the

governor in vacations. I can talk a sort of Italian,” said Newcome

hopefully. He was vastly pleased that the negotiations should be in his

hands, and his companion was evidently cast down by the same thought.

After a talk with the sailor, helped out by sign-language, he turned

to the impatient listener beside him, and translated: “ He says that

one of the gang that threw us down here—quite a gentleman, he says;

not like the others—made a deal with the captain, and promised him

a lot of money if he would keep us shut up here—oh, yes, we were

to be fed—until the ship gets to the Azores.”
The other gave at this so ferocious a gesture of exasperation that

Newcome smiled. thinking of one item in the sailor’s account which

he had suppressed, namely, that the fat old gentleman was to be

hoisted out and sent back with the pilot. “ The sailors were promised

a rake-otf if they kept still, but this chap is after the bird in the hand,

especially as he proposes to make it a pretty big bird. He says that

for four hundred dollars he will smuggle us out and row us back to

our wharf. We ’re not past the Statue of Liberty yet.”

“ Why, there ’s no need of rowing all that distance up the river.

If he lands us at the Battery, we can take the subway up.”

“ If it ’s just the same to you,” said Newcome, “ I don’t think I ’ll

run any more chances. I want to sail on that ship this afternoon, and

I guess the sooner I get back to my cabin and hide under the berth,

the more likely I am to do it. I’m getting too popular to walk

around loose in the streets of ”
“ Well, well, don’t waste any more time. Have it your own ws-y-”

“ But see here, how about my four hundred dollars?”

The old gentleman looked at Newcome and swallowed hard. “ I '11

make it up to you,” he said.
They followed eagerly after their guide, stumbling among the
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boxes and bales, until they reached another hatchway, from the side

of which hung a rope ladder. Here the Sicilian stopped and held out

his hand.

“Two hundred now, and two hundred at the wharf!” cautioned

the elder adventurer.

Newcome smiled and took his advice. Then, signing his companion

to wait, he started up the ladder after their guide. “Excuse the

apparent suspicion,” he whispered over his shoulder as he climbed,

“but I really must take my steamer this afternoon.”

“The Lord knows I don’t want anything in the world more than

that you should!” answered the other fervently, mounting close behind

him.

Once on deck, blinking in the light of the October sunshine, the

sailor pulled up the rope ladder and led them, crouching behind the

heaps of loose freight, to the stern of the boat. There he lowered the

ladder over the rail, snatched up a pair of oars from the -rack in which

they lay, and began climbing down towards a little rowboat, towing

“tern, motioning them by a jerk of his chin to follow quickly. Once

more Newcome insisted on being first, and as he clung to the frail,

shaking thread, and saw the little egg-shell of a boat tossing beneath

him, he wondered at the mysterious motive which should lead a man

of his companion’s age to risk his neck in such a performance.

The Sicilian brought the boat up as close to the ship as possible, and

Newmme, Waiting his chance, made a successful jump for the middle

When the other reached the last mug of the ladder, his apprehension

w88 pitiful, but something within him stronger than fear drove him

to 8- heavy, h1rching spring which landed him in the bottom of the boat.

Instantly the Italian cut the rope, climbed to the middle seat, and

began to row. Newcome sat down in the bow, breathing hard

He remembered dimly, as in another existence, a time when he had

sat in breakfastless, penniless bliss upon a park bench. If onlyhe

could get back to that condition, and out of this absurd but alarmmg

tangle into which his unlucky blue eye had entrapped him! However,

as he settled down in the bow seat, listening to the rhythmic creaking

of the Mrs, feeling the warm sun, watching the sparkling water of the

hsrbor with its ferry-boats, its big lighters of freight-cars, and the

lnnumerable little scooting tugs, going about their noisy, cheerful busil

ness‘ his youth reasserted itself. It all seemed homely and reassurmg.

Any way, he told himself, he had n’t the faintest idea what it was all

about, but twelve hundred dollars was cheap at the price of a little

mystifying discomfort, even danger, and in a few hours he would be

cfi to South America and out of it all.

-Just at this point in his reflections, he glanced down towards the

onginatm- of his mystification and felt a qualm to note the emmently
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respectable and paterfamilian air of interest with which that individual

was looking about at the craft which passed them, and at the cliff-like

ofiice-buildings of the city, which seemed from their low position

actually to tower into the clouds.

“A very fine, picturesque skyline, Mr.—er—a—Newcome,” he

remarked, catching the other’s eye on him and waving a plump hand

shoreward.

Newcome nodded. He yearned ardently for the moment when he

could say a final farewell to that pseudo-philanthropic countenance,

on which it seemed to him that any other expression was preferable to

that pleasant, kindly smile. That moment postponed itself with the

most exasperating procrastination. Their boatman had to be disposed

of, the captain of Newcome’s ship had to be smoothed down with pro

testations of utter ignorance of the meaning of the incident, and it

added to Newcome’s resentment that the extreme genuineness of his

own ignorance could not make his denials any more fervent than those

of his companion. In the end he fancied that the captain regarded

him, on the whole, with more suspicion than his patriarchal and respect

able friend.

All this they hurried through as quickly as possible. Actuated by

a common dread of ridicule, they hastened to get below-decks, blessing

their stars that the noon-hour had emptied the wharf and the little

stretch of pavement that lay before its entrance. When they finally

stood alone in the cabin, the elder man said with a little friendly

severity, “Now, I don’t want to pry into a young man’s personal

affairs, but it is evident that you have enemies, and my advice to you

is to stay right here until the ship sails~a matter of a few hours, so

the captain tells me.”

“I agree with you,” said Newcome, not venturing any of the

satiric remarks about those “enemies” which burned the tip of his

tongue. “I can’t make head or tail of it, but I’m sure that no one

can get at me here.”

“I’m delighted to hear you express yourself so prudently,” said

the other. “ So wise and discreet a young man will certainly go far

and fast in this world. And now,” he ended, putting out his hand and

shaking Newcome’s reluctant fingers cordially, “good-by, my young

friend, and all good luck to you. I will return your four hundred

dollars in the course of an hour or so. In the mean time do you

remain under cover. Whatever you ’ve done, it is evidently not safe

for you to be seen abroad. Ah, young men, young men!” He went

away, shaking his white head with a jocose suggestiveness which almost

drove his wholly innocent listener into a fit of apoplexy. Left by

himself for the first time since early morning, he found that he was

quite worn out with excitement and lack of sleep; and, putting o5
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until his mind should be better able to cope with it any consideration

of the extraordinary events which had befallen him, he sank weanly

upon his bunk and instantly fell asleep.

II.

Anour one o’clock the captain sent down word that he would be

pleased to have his passenger lunch with him, adding that his “ uncle,”

before leaving the ship, had expressed a wish that he do so. Glad of

a chance to tell all that he knew of the history of the past few hours,

Newcome went up to the dining-room; but he found that the rotund

magician had successfully forestalled him with the undiscriminating

sailor; no words were strong enough in praise of his kindness and

generosity, and when a messenger appeared bringing the young ma!l-a

draft on the Bank of Argentina for four hundred dollars, the captain

became fairly eloquent.

As for Neweome, it was plain that he was considered at best a very

irregular character. The injustice rankled. He ate his lunch in

silence, resolved to keep his conundrum to himself. Since his guest

proved taciturn, the captain’s heavy repartee took the form of an

illlp‘3rsoual exposition to the mate of all the possible reasons why a

young man should set out for a foreign port without baggage, and

clad in a dress suit. Newcome foresaw that there would be no end to

this, so when the meal was over he stpod up and announced that he

was going across the street to buy some suitable clothes. The captain

looked grave at once. “ Your uncle left word especially you were not

to quit the ship,” he said hesitatingly.

F0o5, sleep, and a smoke had put a barrier between the young

man and the impossible events of the morning. “ He ’s not lny -uncle,

any more than you ’re my jailer,” he said crisply, gathering his ramcoat

about him with a fine gesture of self-sufficiency. He pulled over hm

eyes the second mate’s cap, which he had borrowed to take the place

o1' his opera hat, missing since the scufile, and with his teeth set firmly

in his second cigar, he stepped boldly to the shore end of the wharf

and made for the nearest sailors’ outfitting shop.

He was half-inclined to believe the whole thing some sort of-an

elaborate hoax, though what pleasure anybody could find in playmg

sc expensive a joke on so very insignificant a person as he—— S111)

consciously, he noticed that a big electric cab was hearing down on hlm,

and with a city-dweller’s indifference to that sort of danger, stepped ollt

of its path. He heard it come to a sudden stop behind him, but dld

not turn his head. “ Now. if there was the slightest reason for any

one‘s wanting to get me out of the country,” he thought! :01- for

wanting me to do anything more than anything else but-——
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A strong arm encircled his neck, other arms grasped his legs, he

felt himself lifted and hoisted, a door slammed, and there he was sitting

in the middle of a wide leather seat, a vigorous man on each side of

him, one pinioning his arms to his sides, the other pressing a large

hand against his lips. Facing him sat an oldish man of distinguished

appearance, and even in the first amazed disarray of his ideas, Newcome

was conscious of a devout thankfulness that the face was not that of

his too genial and smoothly smiling friend of the morning.

Indeed, this man was not smiling at all. He looked very stern and

disapproving, and as he began to speak, raising his voice above the

roar of the trafiic through which the car was now rapidly passing,

there was nothing ingratiating either in his words or manner.

“ I do not apologize to you,” he said without any preamble, “for

the roughness of this means of getting at you, since I consider the

desperately critical state of your family affairs, and your own callous

indifference to the welfare of one who should be dear to you, a suffi

cient warrant for hesitating at no expedient for bringing you to your

senses.”

Through the giddy confusion of Newcome’s brain there flashed a

horrible suspicion that he had gone insane. That would explain every

thing. Maybe he was having hallucinations. He had heard of people

who asked for police protection against utterly imaginary persecution.

Certainly there was nothing the matter with his family. He knew

that, since the only other member of it besides himself—his grand

father—had shown him the door in a fine, healthy rage no longer

ago than eight o’clock the night before. He must be crazy, he

decided as the man opposite continued: “In spite of your cruel

avoidance of any of us, I have not lost faith in the hope that if some

one could only make you listen long enough to realize the terrible

wrong you are doing your sister by indulging your self-centred ideas,

you would, even if you refused to give up your manner of life, at least

be willing to compromise.”

Had he been able, Newcome would have shouted for joy. He had

waked up from his nightmare of mystery; it was clear as daylight—

simply the old story of mistaken identity. All this pother was about

somebody else for whom they mistook him. He twisted his head about

under the heavy hand of his guard; he wanted to speak—he could not

wait to hear his own voice clearing the matter up.

“ I see that you wish to answer me,” said the stern elderly gentle

man. “ Will you give me your word of honor not to try to escape or

raise an alarm?”

Newcome blinked his eyes rapidly to indicate a promise, and when

he found his voice free, all in a rush, “ It ’s a mistake!” he cried-

“ I don’t know who you’re after, but I ’m Munson Newcome, of West
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Sixty-third Street, and I have n’t any sister, and never had, and I

have n’t the least idea what you ’re talking about.”

“ Give me your left hand,” said the stranger breathlessly, and when

he had looked at the young man’s fingers he flung them away with a

groan of such heart-felt disappointment that the good-natured New

come, flushed though he was with relief, could not keep from saying,

“I’m awfully sorry that I ’m not your man, but it ’s not my fault.”

The other turned on him with a trace of revived suspicion. “But

what were you doing with that old scoundrel this morning, then, and

why was he so anxious to pack you off out of our way?”

“If you could only tell me the answer to that question,” began

Newcome, “,I ’d be your debtor ” He broke into a triumphant

crow. “Ohl Why, he was taken in, too. He must have thought I

was the other fellow!”

For the first time the older man’s face softened from its anxious

gmVit)'- He chuckled a little as Newcome joyously exclaimed, “Well,

what won’t he say when he finds he ’s wasted seventeen hundred and

fifty on a total stranger! I say, who is the man you ’re after, anyhow?

What ’s the row, and who is the old bunco-steerer who got hold of

me?”

The thin-faced gentleman turned serious again. “I suppose you

deserve some explanation, and as I know your grandfather—1'!e is Old

Mr. Nelson Newcome no doubt?—I know who you are, and I infer

you can keep a secret which has, alas, after all, no great need for being

kept. Did you ever hear of Mr. Samuel Derwent? ”

“ The Wall Street Derwent? Old ‘ Slippery Sam ’ ? ”

“ He is so called at times, I believe. Well, he had no family of his

own except an orphan nephew and niece, whom he had brought up in

great luxum chiefly abroad, and in whose company he had hoped to

pass his old age, intending to retire from business as soon as they

became of age and settle down with them in England. Unfortunately,

during his nephew’s studies in Germany and elsewhere, young l\:Ir.

Dennison (his name is Ellery-Dennison) has become infected with

socialistic, radical ideas. He has heard many scandalous stories, most

of them false, about his uncle’s methods in amassing his great wealth,

fmd on a visit to New York last winter he and the old man had a fall

mg out, and he left the house vowing he would never touch a penny of

Derwent’s money.”

“I beg your pardon for interrupting,” said Newcome, f‘but I s01*

“’re getting ’wsy uptown and I don’t want to miss my ship after all

the trouble I ’ve had about it. Would you mind telling the chauffeur

to take 1ls back? That is, if you can spare the time.”

“Certainly, certainly; I owe you every reparation for the gener_o“s

way in which-you have pardoned my blunder.” Then after the vehicle
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had turned and was again spinning down-town he went on with his

narrative.

“Miss Eleanor Dennison, Ellery’s sister, is devoted both to her

brother and to her uncle, and has tried very hard to bring them together.

She once supposed she had considerable influence with the young man,

for she received several letters from him recounting his various eccen

tric methods of earning a living—‘ following Tolstoi, and getting close

to the heart of the people,’ the misguided young fellow put it—but

since last June she has had no word from him. June also marks the

beginning of two other misfortunes—my friend Derwent’s failing

health and the gradual ascendency inin power over the poor old gentle

man of a sect of self-seeking, hypocritical, blood-sucking, mealy

mouthed ” the gentlemanly self-control of the speaker broke. His

pale, distinguished face became swollen in an angry purplc flush.

“Pah!” he said with a scowl. “It makes a decent man sick to live

in the same world with such boot-licking criminals.”

“ You are using very strong language, sir,”, suggested Newcome

respectfully, “but as I have n’t any idea of what——”

“ True, true; I allowed my indignation to overcome me. Why, my

young friend, I don’t suppose you have ever heard the name of the

organization. Did you ever hear of the Zolantophites? ”

“ Not that I ever remember. Heavens! What a name! ”

“And yet, although not very numerous as yet, they form already

a powerful sect. Their religion—they call it so—is a sort of hodge

podge of misunderstood Swedenborgianism, Buddhism, and Mormon

ism. The rank and file of their members are so ignorant that they let

themselves be completely dominated by a few long-headed, shystering

rascals, chief of whom is the same affable elderly person with whom

you appeared to be on such good terms this morning.”

Newcome considered. “But there was the money he gave me.

Why should he have wished to do Dennison a good turn?”

“ A good turn! He wanted to get him off at all costs. He wanted

him out of the way. Old Mr. Derwent has been sinkingfast through

the summer, and the doctor says he may not live till spring. The

Zolantophites are using every sort of influence to get him to make a

will in their favor, urging first that his nephew cares nothing for him,

and again that he would not touch the money if it were given him.

But they have n’t won yet. Old Derwent insists that until he is sure

 

that his nephew has lost all natural affection for him, he won’t disin- .

hcrit him. The old man seems to have been really fond of the boy,

for I have never seen him more eager for anything than he has been

over the projects to get the young ingrate back. Appeal after appeal

has appeared in every paper in the country, but as yet without effect.

You can imagine how earnestly we, Derwent’s old friends and advisers,
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have been scouring the city on the chance that the young man might

be here. I was just leaving my home this morning when I met Eleanor

coming back from a walk in a great state of excitement. She had seen

a man in the park whom she had taken for her brother, and to whom

she had almost spoken before she had recognized her mistake.”

“That was me she saw! ” broke in Newcome, in excited disregard

of grammar. _ “ Is n’t she tall and wears a red hat? ”

‘I Yes.”

“And is n’t she very, very, very—oh, the prettiest girl you ever

saw?”

“ She is a beautiful young woman and as good and clever as she is

beautiful. It is she I am troubled about. She is likely to be disin

herited if her brother will not return to his home. But to finish my

story. She urged me to go back to the park, to a bench which she

described, it I wished to know how her brother looks, and I followed

her suggestion. You can imagine my excitement when, as I rounded

a turn in the path, I saw you walking off arm-in-arm with our arch

enemy. I am ashamed of myself now that I did not realize that he

had been deceived by the resemblance, but I did not think of that.

Perhaps it is some excuse that I have never before caught that old fox

in a false move, and ”—his face saddened—“I have hoped so long to

find Ellery that my wish convinced me.”

But Newcome had heard none of this last. “ See here,” he broke

cut, “why does n’t Slippery Sam give his money to her? Even if her

brother is a fool, she has n’t done anything.”

“ He has a crotchet that she will give it to her brother, no matter how

tightly he lies it up, and, besides, he seems to have turned against l1er

now. Probably that is also due to the influence of the Zolantophites.

He “ys be will leave nothing to her, so everything depends on her

brother’s return.” -

“It’s a dirty shame!” cried the young man. “He ought to be

horse—whjpped!” A new thought struck him. “But do I look so

exactly like him? I did n’t suppose those exact reselnblfinflfis ever

happened in real life.”

“I really don’t know how he does look, although I am his uncle’s

lawyer. You see, the young people have been brought up abroad, and

the quarrel last winter came almost as soon as they landed. I have

seen photcgraphs of him, which you resemble, but, as I now see, not

extraordinarily. You have, however, one striking feature in common

You each have one gray eye and one blue one. Undoubtedly that ls

what made our old enemy mistake you in the morning, but he must

lie ignorant of the other mark of identification, which, had he known

It, he must have seen did not fit you. Ellery Dennison has lost the

last joint of his middle left-hand finger. I should have noticed that

---,---u--_--.--‘---..--
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yours is entire, if I had not been so sure that that old reprobate could

not be mistaken.” He pulled down the window of the carriage, and

called to the chaufieur to stop. “ And now here we are at the very

corner from which we so unceremoniously abducted you. I owe you

my thanks for your generous interest in the affairs of a young man

who seems not unlike yourself.”

“ Oh, I’ve more sense than that! ” protested Newcome, alighting.

“ If that was my sister, do you suppose for a moment I ’d ”

The grave, elderly gentleman allowed himself a discreet smile.

“Perhaps if she were your sister !” he suggested and with a

pleasant nod had rolled away.

Newcome looked at a clock in a pawn-shop window. It was two

in the afternoon. He had about three hours before the sailing of the

ship. “ I wonder,” he said to himself ironically, “if I dare enter a

sailor’s slop-shop to buy some clothes, or will a green dragon with a

pink tail rush out and eat me up?”

The scene about him seemed peace and tranquillity itself. Some

children were playing on the sidewalk, a cat sat in the sun, a scissors

grinder’s wagon stood idly by the curb while the driver read out of a

tattered, yellow-covered book, and the passers-by were obviously entirely

bent on their own affairs. Nobody noticed the rather pale young

man who stood on a street-corner, a gold-trimmed cap incongruously

completing a costume consisting of a raincoat with one sleeve half

ripped out, over a very apparent, much rumpled suit of evening clothes.

“ I may be watched by a million of those cussed Zenopholites, or

whatever their names may be,” he mused, “ but I don’t see what more

they can ask of me than to go ahead making preparations for

departure.”

With that he walked into a cutlery shop in front of which he had

been standing and bought the biggest sheath-knife he could find.

“ It ’ll come iii handy skinning hides,” he apologized to himself, for

he realized that the purchase was unduly warlike for the bucolic busi

ness he was planning. Wishing to appear knowing, he tried its edge

on his thumb. It was dull.

“Oh, they never come sharp from the factory,” said the clerk,

restraining a smile. “ You ’ll have to hone it up yourself.”

Newcome blushed at the revelation of his ignorance. “ I suppose

the scissors-grinder out there could do it for me? ” he asked.

The shopkeeper glanced with some surprise toward the street.

“ Why, yes, there is one out there. He must have come up quieter than

most. They usually make such a hullabaloo.”

Newcome left the shop and proceeded towards the idle scissors

grinder. He perceived him to be a slight, dark young man, with an

untrimmed beard, dressed in canvas overalls and jacket. On the side
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of the cart was printed the legend, “Knives and Scissors Ground.”

Below it was some smaller print, which, on coming closer, Newcome

saw to be a detachable separate sign which read, “ For Nothing.”

"WhctI” he exclaimed, staring at the words.

The scissors-grinder laid down his book and turned to him.

“What does that mean? ” asked Newcome, pointing to the sign.

“Just what it says,” answered the other simply.

“Don’t you charge anything for doing your business?”

“Yes,” explained the wo1kingman. His voice was pleasant, half

foreign in accent, and he spoke with the slow patience of a teacher

who has made the same explanation many times; “but when I’ve

earned enough in one day to keep myself and my horse, and -to lay up a

little against bad luck, I don’t consider that I have a right to extract

any more from the public. My time then belongs to my fellow-man.”

“ Well, that ’s an odd way of doing business,” commented Newcome,

handing his knife to the grinder, who had climbed down from the

drirer’s seat. As the man set to work his customer picked up the

book he had been reading and glanced at the title. It was called “ Das

Capital” and was by one Karl Marx.

Newcome whirled about, crying out, “ Look at me! Look at me! ”

and after one glance into the astonished workman’s face, snatched up

his roughened left hand. The last joint was missing from the middle

fingerl

III.

“Loon here, what do you mean by deserting your sister in a tight

Place snd - - g more of your confounded socialistic ideas than of

l duty that's as plain as the nose on your face?” These were the

hcllful and conciliatory words hurled at once by young Mr. Newcome

at the scissors-grinder, Who stared at him with a face almost stupid

with amazemen _

“What under the sun are you talking about?” he exclaimed,

adding with 8 politeness as great as Newcome’s own, “ You must be

as drunk as you look.”

“Have you the face to deny you ’1e Ellery Dennison?”

“Thh-t’s certainly my name, and there ’s no earthly reason why .I

silhhld deny it to you or any other stranger who comes sticking hls

11o86 my business.”

In the quiet side-street their voices were so loud and their attitudes

5c belligerent that the cutlery shop-keeper ran to the door, his saUow

we lit “p with a pleasant anticipation of a street fight

Newcome had no wish to be the centre of another popular demon

stration. “ See here, Dennison, we ’re both gentlemen. Let ’s get up

on your seat and talk it over quietly.”

V0L. Lxxxrv.—lo
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Dennison dropped his warlike tone. “ I don’t know what there is

to talk over,” he said, “ but I’ve no objection to listening. Who are

you anyhow?”

Newcome plunged at once into a lively but brief account of his

adventures since that morning, ending with “ So the second old gentle

man dropped me at this corner, actually within touching distance of

the man they ’re all hunting for, and what do you know about that! ”

“That must have been my uncle’s attorney, Mr. Atwater,” sur

mised Dennison. “ A fine old fellow, I ’ve heard, if he is a corporation

lawyer.”

“I say, Dennison,” pleaded his young acquaintance, “now you

know all about it, you are not going to let any theories about govern

ment and such nonsense beggar your sister and break your uncle’s heart,

are you? ”

The scissors-grinder cast one indignant look at him, gathering up

the reins and starting the old horse forward at a brisk trot. “ I don’t

think,” he said with emphasis, “ that I need anybody to teach me my

duty towards my sister or my poor old uncle. Why,” he went on with

much feeling, “I had n’t the slightest idea that anything was the

matter with them. I wrote Eleanor last July, giving her an address

which would always reach me, and asked her to let me know as soon

as she thought the time propitious for me to go back. I was a half

baked young cub, to quarrel with Uncle Samuel as I did. He ’s the

product of circumstances as much as any other ignorant sinner, and—

I ’ve thought it all out these solitary months—my duty to him is to

help the poor old chap make some amends to society by persuading

him to use his money for the advancement of sound economic ideas.”

“Your sister never got that letter,” Newcome harked back to the

beginning of this speech. “Do you suppose the Zolantophites inter

cepted it? ”

“Who?” queried Dennison. “ Oh, yes, you mean that religious

crowd you told me about. Somehow I can’t seem to take them as

seriously as you do. They sound a little theatric, don’t you know.”

“ You just wait till you ’ve had a run-in with their high-priest, or

whatever he calls himself! And, by the same token, they are onto the

game now, I bet you. They ’re sure to have watched me to see if I

really did sail.”

“Well, supposing that they are as watchful as you think, they ’ll

have to do some tall guessing before they figure out what you ’re 11l"

to, driving off with a scissors-grinder. If they think you ’re I, they ’ll

put it down to socialistic notions; but, by the way, why do you go along

with me? You ’re welcome to, of course, but have n’t you finished

your part? I should think you would be sick of the whole trouble

some lot of us! ”
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“Where does your uncle live?” asked Newcome, in Yankee answer.

“ On Fifty-fifth Street, just around the corner from Fifth Avenue.”

“Oh, I ca1l get up there and back in time to catch my boat. I

can_” he hesitated, casting about for an excuse, and ended lamely—

“I can hold your horse while you go in. Hold on! ”—he pointed to

a man on the sidewalk, who was waving his hand to attract their

attention. “There must be something wrong with the wagon.”

“Hi, there! ” called the man. “ Hello, you scissors-man! Stop a

minute!”

Dennison steered the dilapidated rig out of the procession of Eighth

Avenue traffic and brought it to a stop by the curb. “Well, what ’s -

wrong?” he asked.

The man, a respectably dressed person, who looked as though he

might be a bank clerk or some one’s private secretary, came up to the

cm without answering. “ Why, wait a minute,” he said at last, feeling

in his pockel/5, but looking up all the while keenly at the extraordinary

pair of young men, who both in turn were looking down expectantly at

him. He seemed so taken aback by their aspect that for another space

he was speechless, his jaw hanging, his eyes wavering from one to the

other young face.

_ “Did you want to speak to me, or did n’t you? ” asked Dennison

lmpatiently.

“ Y—yes, I want my knife sharpened,” brought out the stranger

finally, pulling himself together.

“ Oh, is that all? ” said Dennison. “ I ’m sorry, but I ’m in a hurry.

Ycu’ll have to get somebody else.” He whipped up his horse and

drove on, remarking with a smile, “We are a preposterous-looking

°cuple, to be sure, but I did n’t suppose we were bad enough to strike

people dumb.”

“I’ll bet you anything you like,” said Newcome, “that that was a

Zolantophite spy.”

.“0h’ nonsense! ” said his new friend. “ You ’ve got ’em on the

Pmm Len! talk about something sensible. Look here—you were

Interested in economics at college—has it ever occurred to you that

perhaps the Hapitalistic appropriation of social production is something

at can be attacked from the top of the social scale as well as from

below, and perhaps more efi-icaciously?,,

“ at do you mean? ” asked Newcome, his eyes lighting up with

the “am of a true lover of discussions. “ Do you think that Fourier’s

piet:?’ic crises could be averted if the surplus were distributed, instead

o en]g\n

“.Exact]y!” cried the scissors-grinder eagerly, letting his horse

iake its own way as he leaned towards his companion, expoundmg his

ideas with oneiroughened, brown hand thumping the other.
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At Fourteenth Street they had become quite breathless with vehe

rnence, at Twenty-third they were like old friends, at Forty-second

they were discussing like brothers the more intimate and personal aspect

of their problem. “ I ’m not born a scissors-grinder, that ’s the

trouble,” Dennison was saying. “ It’s an artificial effort.”

“ Yes,” agreed the other; “ it has often occurred to me that perhaps

Tolstoi and his ilk were altogether on the wrong track.”

“ How so? ” asked Dennison, his earnest young face glowing with

attention.“ Why, just as you suggest about yourself. He wasted energy by

 trying to make himself over into a different class from the one into

which he had been born. It seems to me sometimes that he ’s just

really trying desperately to save his own soul, whereas if he ’d kept the

resources that chance had given him he might have made things better

for thousands of people, and advanced the good cause a hundred years

or more.”“Ah, that ’s the question! I’ve thought of that. I never had

anybody but Eleanor to talk it over with before, but that view has

occurred to me. Only, I suspected it was because it seemed more self

gratifying than the other way.”
“But,” urged his companion, “ are n’t you yielding there to the

temptation to value self-abnegation for its own sake? Is n’t useless

self-negation the last, most poisonous luxury the soul can give itself?”

Thus reasoning together in deep and heart-felt converse, the

scissors-grinder and the young man in the torn raincoat and gold

trimmed sailor’s cap turned off Eighth Avenue and made their way

across quiet Fifty-fifth Street.
“ I say,” exclaimed Dennison, after a pause in which the two had

been meditating each other’s words—“ I say, I wish I had gotten hold

of you before l ”

“ Same here,” answered Newcome fervently.

“ We ’re so much in the same boat, don’t you know,” Dennison went

on in his pleasant half-English, half-Continental accent, “that we

ought to be able to help each other out.”
Newcome was about to answer when he caught sight over the

other’s shoulder of the towering bulk of an electric moving-van, swing

ing out of Sixth Avenue and bearing straight down on them. The

dnver of it was looking back into the inside of his vehicle.

“ Hey, there! Look where you ’re going! Look out!” yened

Newcorne, while Dennison laid on the whip in a desperate endeavor to

get the ramshackle wagon out of the line of danger. The old home

answered gamely. Newcome was just going to exclaim that they

were safe, when the driver of the van, still without looking around’

turned his steering-wheel and shot straight towards them.
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“Jump!” shouted Newcome, suiting the action to the word. The

two vigorous young men leaped high and wide. Almost before he

landed Newcome heard the splintering crash of the collision, and, rising

above it, a hail from the other side of the Juggernaut: “ All right

here! ” He dashed around the back of the van, seized Dennison by the

arm, and towed him along at a run. “Zolantophites!” he gasped.

“Van full of them! ”

For a while Dennison kept up, but as the van did not pursue, he

soon dragged back and brought his companion to a walk. “ See here,”

he said, “this is New York, you know. I ’m not to be scared by any

dime novel methods. Let ’s walk sensibly.”

“All right, if you insist, but I ’ve had some experience with them,

and I know what I’m talldng about. I’d rather escort a stick of

dynamite through a boiler factory than try to take you safely through

an ordinary side street in New York.”

Dennison seemed struck with this speech. “It sounds absurd to

“*Y it, but you know it was odd he did n’t look around with all your

yelling; and you do seem to have had some queer experiences. Per

hf!“ you are practically risking your life, coming along with me.

. l0u’ve no call to do that. Here, I can’t allow it! You ’re too good

a fellow. Besides, you’ve got me through the danger 1on9, for that’s

my uncle’s house across the street.”

They paused for an instant on the street-corner, and Newcome

looked at the other frowningly. “ I thought you agreed we were meant

to come together,” he said in a hurt tone. “I thought we were t° go

on being friends. I’ve done enough for you, I think, to be allowed.

to go along with you to the end. Besides, your sister—I ’ve seen her’

you know—I’dlike_I’d like to tell her that I hope I did n’t frighten

her this morning. I’d like to be of any help to—”

“ Now’ come, my men, go gentleman, won’t you, and

don’t make a row?”

They started back at a voice close beside them, and saw that an

BIn_bulance had come silently up on its rubber tires. Four husky

Mustants with Red Cross badges on their sleeves stepped out of it at

ls moment, and with silent precision ranged themselves beside the

mwoth-spoken gentleman who had first accosted them

:What do you want? ” asked the two friends, falling back a step-

Now, now!” went on the first speaker soothi!lgly- “ of course

we know you’;-e as sane as anybody, and that it ’s a burning shame to

shut 3c“ “p, but we’re only ofiicers of the law, you know, and we,Ve

got to obey orders, so don’t make any trouble, Just a coup!O of

tdscapes’ from the asylum,” he remarked in an audible undertone

ll A pas?"-by, who had halted to watch the grove “ I ’m afraid we ’ll

‘“'°<ll1lte a time getting them. They ’re sometimes violent-”
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The passer-by gave a startled glance at the grotesquely-clad couple,

backed up against the area railing, and hastened to remove himself

from the scene.

The gentlemanly oflicial turned to his victims, with a smile like

that of a eat before a saucer of cream. “ There, there,” he purred, as

the cordon began gradually to advance. Newcome was keyed for a

desperate spring, with a forlorn hope that he might possibly make a

gap for his friend’s escape, when the attention of the whole group was

distracted by a terrifying scream.

Involuntarily their eyes all turned in the direction of the sound,

and they saw, leaning from the second story of the brownstone house

opposite, a very handsome, dark young lady.

“Eleanor!” shouted Dennison, and Newcome, grasping in a flash

the intention of the interruption, yelled to his partner, “ Go on, it ’s

you they want!” and simultaneously dived low in a ball against the

legs of the man in front of him. The accustomed motions of the foot

ball field came back to him instinctively. In a fraction of a second he

had locked both elbow and knee around the nearest leg, rolled his

victim under him, and taken from his prostrate body a flying start

after the fleeing Dennison.

In a breath he was across the street, but there was now no sign of -

the young lady. The door of the house to which they were hurrying

was shut, and their pursuers were almost on top of them. “ Bound to

the back!” called Dennison, and, turning to one side, led the way

with a stiff, scrambling vault over an iron gate, along a cement-paved

alley, and into a small back garden. Their pursuers were slower in

passing the gate. In the moment’s breathing space, as they hesitated

which door to try, they heard above them a cautious signal, “Pat!

pst! ” A butler was leaning over the last landing of the fire-escape,

and with anxious haste was lowering a light iron ladder to them.

“ This way, Mr. Dennison. Miss Eleanor sent me, sir.”

“Why not open the back door?” began Newcome, but the ladder

was already on the pavement. “ Up with you ! ” said Newcome.

“No,” cried Dennison; “you go. I can’t leave you to those

ruflians.”

“ Hurry, hurry, gentlemen!” urged the butler.

“I ’ll come after you,” shouted Newcome, and in that order they

clambered up to the landing. “ Help me, please,” said the servant, and

the three together whisked up the ladder, and hung it on its accustomed

hooks.

“ Now up a couple of flights on the fire-escape. These windows are

locked,” explained their guide, and led the way, running nimbly “P

the iron steps, with the others close at his heels. On the third-floor

balcony he stopped, threw open a window, and stepped between the
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heavy curtains, calling back over his shoulder in a cheerful, congratu

latory tone, “And here you are, gentlemen, safely in the house.”

Newcome pushed aside the curtains and started to jump down

after the servant into the room, when he was startled by something

moving in the obscurity before him. He hesitated, irresolute, on the

window-sill. A moment later, as his eyes grew used to the dusk, he

recognized that it was only his own reflection in a large mirror on

the opposite wall. A laughing exclamation about the tense state of

his nerves rose to his lips—and froze there, as he made out something

else in the glass and tumbled rather than stepped back out on the

landing again. In that hurried glimpse he had seen the reflection of

a man waiting in silence, standing close beside the window he had been

about to enter, a man with a powerful, bulky body, a florid, elderly

face crowned with white hair, a man whom he had already seen that

day more often than he desired.

with 3 yell of dismay, he fairly pushed Dennison up the next

flight of iron ladder,-shouting as he scrambled after, “ It ’s a trap!

Up to the roof!”

IV.

As they leaped over the low parapet at the top of the last flight,

they gave 3 cry of relief to see stretching before them a practically

hmitless expanse of flat roof, the rest of the row being of the same

height as the Derwent house. They ran on with an aimless swiftness,

altering their direction to dodge behind chimneys and the narrow,

litfle brick sentry-boxes which gave access to the houses below. Before

one of these, Dennison, who was leading, suddenly halted and threw

up his arm. Newcome joined him, and saw that the door to the entry

stood al", a circumstance explained by a many-legged wash flapping

near-by. Newcome nodded an assent to the other’s unspoken plan, and

they slipped inside, closed the door behind them, and sat down with

their backs braced against it, at the head of the stairs leading down

to the top floor.

After they had pnffed and panted a while, their breath began to

Cl1lnc back.

:Where do you suppose we are? ” whispered Dennison.

At the top of the house of one of your uncle’s neighbors. Do you

k“c"’ any of them? ”

. Dennison shook his head. “ We ’d been here only a few days before

Uncl-,6 Samuel and I fell out. What do you think we ’d better do

now. )1

t Newcome considered their position. A turn in the stairs concealed

hem from any one in the hall below. “ I think we ’d better stay here
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for a while, until they get tired of looking for us on the roof, if they

followed us. We ’re safe enough here unless some one comes up, and

that ’s not likely.”

As if in intentional refutation of this remark, a heavy, deliberate

step was heard on the stairs below them. Dennison had only time to

whisper, “ If it ’s a servant, you do the talking; she ’ll think you ’re a

gentleman ;” and Newcome to smile at the ambiguous compliment,

when a thick-set, middle-aged Irishwoman carrying a large clothes

basket turned the corner below them and began ploddingly to ascend.

“If she screams now,” thought Newcome, “ it ’s all off! ”

But she did not scream, proving, on the contrary, to belong to the

belligerent brand of Hibernian. “ What the divil are you two scala

wags-——” she began loudly, but as Newoome produced a gold-piece

and held it up to her, laying one finger on his lips, she put down her

basket and went on quietly: “Is it burglars ye are, or are ye sky

larkin’? If it ’s anything wrong ye want, y’ can put up your money,

for I ’ll call th’ cop; but if it ’s jist some boys’ nonsinse———”

Newcome tiptoed down to the step above her and parleyed over the

basket. “ We only want to sit right here without touching a thing,

while you take a note to a young lady in this block and bring back an

answer.”

The laundress winked ponderously. “I’m past the age meself,

but I ’ve not forgotten. What ’s it worth to me? ”

He handed her the coin. “ This now, and another when you come

back.”

“ Easy money. Gimme the letter.”

“ You ’ll have to wait a minute.” Dennison had already begun to

write furiously on a blank page of a note-book.

“ Sure, take your time. I ’ll just be after gettin’ in me wash.”

When the note was finished, Dennison produced a book of postage

stamps and stuck a couple of them across the fold as a seal. “ But as

for its reaching Eleanor, I ’m afraid it ’s a slim chance,” he added.

“ I ’ll swear the washerwoman by her hope of salvation not to give

the letter to any one else, and I ’ll warn her not to expect another cent

if the answer is n’t in the right handwriting.”

When she reappeared, the oath and warning were solemnly admin

istered. “ As for yez two, I ’ll make ye swear no swear-words, but I ’ll

send a couple of th’ maids to sweep th’ top flure, and if ye stir from

there, they ’ll raise th’ whole block wid screechin’.”

There followed an eternity of waiting, enlivened but not appre

ciably cheered by the sound of brooms and loud talk from the sweepers

below.

_ At last Dennison consulted a rusty, gun-metal watch. “ Time ’s

slippmg along. We would better say good-by. You won’t have any
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time to waste when we get out of here. I wish I could only find

words to——”

Newcome stopped him with a gesture and whispered back: “I

don’t know that I want to take the ship after all. I was only going

because I did n’t know what else to do with myself, and now that I ’ve

met you and your sister, I ’d a whole lot rather stay and do whatever

I can to see you through this trouble you ’re in.”

Dennison was much moved. “ You ’re the only real friend I ever

had, except my sister,” he said, and the two shook hands on a sealed

compact. “I’m awfully glad you ’re going to stay by us! I can’t

say how glad,” went on Dennison. “If there was no other reason,

Pd be glad to have you for the practical help you can be to me.

You ’re ever so much more capable than I. I don’t know yet how you

managed to get that clever jitsu hold on the ambulance man.”

Newcome looked surprised. “ Why, I don’t know any jitsu. That

was lust/—— Oh, I remember; you did n’t go to college in this country.

That was just football. What I did is the one way of boxing a tackle,

and I did n’t do it well. Bummy Allen would have had a knee into

my face before I got near him, but that dub was easy. Football ’s not

my game really, you know. I never made more than the scrub, but

lcu ought to see me throw a baseball from ”

Dennison’s anrdously attentive but quite puzzled face brought

home to Newcome that he had passed out of the world where

intimate knowledge of college athletic games can be presupposed in

“y one- “ You see, I ’m not long out of it all,” he apologized, “ and

Iforget that there are people who—-” He stopped. On the floor

below, the loud voice of their messenger arose, bidding the sweeperfi,

In the name of the housekeeper, begone before she pushed their lazy

brooms down their chattering throats. After a brisk interchange of

similar Celtic amenities there was silence, and then they heard her ‘

ponderous foot again ascending the stair. She rounded the turn, red

Of face and tousled as to hair, but to them a veritable Iris, for in her ‘

hand she brandished a large white envelope. _ '

_ Dennison snatched it, while Newcome paid the stipulated pnce

" Here, Newcome, read it,” said the brother. The fine, foreign-taught

hand raced over the paper; the note had evidently been writtegreatest haste.

 

  

00ln9 back no more] ” iii. 9

0n the roofs again, they found themselves in a dilemma.

Q’
which way they had come, but a look over the cornice-edge at _q _. F
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quaintly distant and reduced street below gave them direction, and they

set out cautiously retracing their steps. Newcome suggested suddenly

that perhaps the note was a forgery and another device of their enemies,

and although Dennison swore that he could not be mistaken in his

sister’s signature, the experiences of the past few hours had left a

mark on them. When at last they came to a skylight with a pane

unmistakably broken, they hung back, circled around and sniffed at it

like nervous horses, till Dennison, peering through the opening, gave a

suppressed shout of delight and ran forward. Newcome followed him,

and saw through the fracture a mass of dark hair and a pair of liquid

brown eyes. “ Hurry, hurry!” she called. “ Some one may see you.”

With a noiseless celerity which already began to seem like the

natural manner of action, they lifted the skylight, slipped through

to the trunk on which she had been standing, lowered the skylight,

hooked it in place, and adjusted the red curtain inside it so that no

one could look in on them. Not till then did Dennison allow himself

the luxury of taking his sister in his arms, so completely had his

adventures accustomed him to the atmosphere of conspiracy. After a

long embrace, as he released his sister, “ Are we in time?” he asked.

“ Is poor old uncle still alive? ”

“ Yes, yes. Hush ! ” she cautioned. “ It ’s all very different from

what you think. Who—who is this?”—she motioned toward the

dishevelled Newcome.

“This,” said Dennison warmly, “is my dear old friend Munson

Newcome, who ’s done everything for me that one man can clo for

another.”

It did not seem incongruous to either of the men to speak of each

other as old friends. They were both very young, and the day behind

them seemed as long as all the rest of their lives put together. “ He ’s

come to help us out,” continued Dennison. “Now, what is it all

about?”

She made a sweeping gesture. “ Oh, I can’t begin to tell you now.

You’ll have to wait till you see uncle, and you can’t do that until

they ’re all gone for the night.”

'‘ Y)

“ The Zolantophites, praying and carrying on over him.”

“ It ’s true, then, that/_? ”

"Nothing ’s true that you know anything about,” she interjected.

“ Now, I don’t dare stay a minute longer, or I ’ll be missed. There ’s

some food over there on a tray—the best I could get. I could n’t stop

to cook any. You ’re to stay right here till I come back for you.”

She had turned to go, but now came running back to throw her arms

around her brother’s neck. “ Oh, Ellery, it ’s like waking up out of a

nightmare to have you again.”
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- “I never would have been here, if it had n’t been for Manson,”

said her brother.

She put out her hand to him, saying with a soft energy, “ I don’t

know what you ’ve done for Ellery, but my brother’s friend is mine

too,” and was gone.

“Good Lord!” gasped Newcome.

“She has grown rather good-looking, for a fact,” said the other

with a brother’s careless approval, as he investigated the napkin-eov

ered tray. It proved to contain the ingredients for a bountiful, if

inelegant, meal: a big lump of cold roast beef balancing a loaf of

brown bread and a couple of bottles of beer.

Some time later, when the period of voraeiousness had given way

to reflective mastication, Dennison remarked softly, “ Some girls would

have brought up wine jelly and cake. Eleanor has as much brains as

good looks.”

“ And that is saying all that the language will hold,” answered

Newcome fervently. “ To think of that girl being in danger of being

diiiinherited in favor of that infamous old rascallion! I ’m with you

to the last drop of blood to prevent it.” _

Dennison meditated drowsily. “Well, you know, she ’d find it

exactly as uncomfortable to be disinherited if she had n’t an idea in

her head and had a red nose.”

Ghlncing around to see if Newcome were crushed by this exposure

of his lack of logic, he observed that his friend had taken down a

quilt from a shelf of bedding (they were evidently in a storeroom)

and was stretched on it sound asleep, an example which he was qulc_k

to follow. They were both sleeping like children when their fair

fellow-conspirator returned and shook them lightly. “ Wake up,”

she said- “ It ’s half-past eleven, and uncle ’s ready to see you.”

They stumbled to their feet, blinking and unsteady.

“Pve brought up some cold water for you to wash your ffl-c8$

It ’ll wake you up_”

They both looked at her as she stood before them, her face lit by

the soft light of the candle she held. _

“Don’t you wish you had a sister like that?” said Dennison

“Here, Petite WM, give me the water. That ’s an inspiratlon of

yours.”

After they had both liberally doused their heads and cleared then-

“its with the cold water, she led them down-stairs, calling gully and

quit without the restraint she had used in the daytime, “ Come along

qulc ‘ U!lcle’s sim l d - to see on.”
“ Poor old fellogg’ nyl1ill-gn1u1-ed gennison, conscious that he had

been rather forgetting the sick man.

She looked at him, smiling. “ Just you wait! ” she said.
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The two men walked down the thickly carpeted corridor with an

exaggerated caution. .

“ Oh, you need n’t be so careful,” she assured them. " They ’re

all gone, at last, and the doctor and nurse are on our side.”

She passed through a portiere. Dennison followed her, and, after

a decent pause to allow for the natural emotion of a touching family

reunion, Newcome lifted the curtain. He had prepared himself for

an affecting scene, the tearful family around the death-bed of the head

of the house, and was dumfounded to come upon a keen-faced, elderly

man, his tall, spare form wrapped in a dressing-gown, standing beside

a paper-littered desk and vigorously shaking Dennison by the hand.

There was a hearty absence of weakness in his attitude or voice as he

said, “ There, there, say no more about it. It was just as much my

fault as yours, and l don’t know but more. I ought to know how to

keep my temper—I ’ve lived long enough.” He looked sharply toward

Newcome as he came in. “ Who in Oh, yes, yes; Eleanor told

me. I know your grandfather, young man. I take it, you are Nelson

Newcome’s grandson. But I would like to know how the dickens you

get into the game?”

Dennison put his hand to his forehead and sat down. “I really

think I must be going mad,” he said. “ What is the game, anyhow?”

“ Yes, there ’s a lot to tell you; but you ’ve something to tell me,

and I asked first. You explain why you did n’t come sooner if you

were coming at all, and how you picked up Nelse Newcome’s grandson,

and why you dropped into the house through a hole in the roof. Then

when you ’ve finished I ’ll take the shine off your wildest adventures

with a simple little account of what ’s been happening to me. And,

Eleanor ”—he turned to his niece—“ could n’t you fix up something

extremely indigestible and good to eat for a broken old cripple who

sickens at the thought of chicken-broth and milk-toast? ”

An expression of rapturous expectation spread over his face as his

niece produced from a cupboard in the wall a large piece of cheese,

salt, pepper, knives, forks, and other culinary paraphernalia. He

watched her till she lighted the burners of two chafing-dishes on a

table which served as an improvised sideboard for the sick-room, then

looked back to the young men. “ Well,” he said, “ now for your story.”

Dennison waved his hand toward his friend. “He tells the first

of it. It all began with him.”

Newcome accordingly began the narrative, and in his best manner

presented a brief but lively summary of the astounding day which

lay back of him.

In the first scene, Eleanor exclaimed, “ Oh, so it was you I

saw ” but broke off abruptly, blushing, and said no more.

Later Mr. Derwent had to be several times assured that the florid
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stranger had actually given Newcome the thirteen hundred and fifty

dollars, and when he was finally convinced and learned that the young

man had the bulk of it still with him, he jumped up and paced the

floor, rubbing his hands with delight and exclaiming disjointedly,

“The old fox! Buffaloed himself, by Jupiter! We ’ll pull through

yet. Oh, don’t let me stop the story. It ’s the best news I ’ve had for

months. Do go ahead. What next?”

Newcome felt his heart warmed by the implication that he had been

admitted without reservation into the little group, and hastened to

continue. Finally, after the conclusion, which the two young men

recited together in an excited duet, “ Heavens, what escapes! ” cried

Eleanor; and the old financier slapped his leg, crying with apprecia

tion, “ I never gave the old faker credit for half the executive ability.

He ’s simply wasted running a quack religious organization. He ought

to be on the Street!”

“Now, Uncle Samuel,” begged Dennison, “tell us what all this

means.”

“ N0, first have some of Eleanor’s mess. It ’s one of the few things

that can’t wait.”

Eleanor began to ladle out the steaming rarebit, while Newcome,

quick to obey a smiling, unspoken request, served the company with

bottled ale from a portable refrigerator. The financier pushed the

papers back from one corner of his desk, and ate voraciously, with

extreme gratification, for several moments. Then, leaning back, he

balanced the plate on his knees, took a deep drink of the ale, and

swlmg the chair around until he faced his impatient nephew‘

“ All right, Ellery! M’m, m’m. Let me see-—where shall I begin?

well, s0 you ’ve heard I was on the point of death, and in danger of

leaving l1ll my immense, ill-gotten, capitalistic fortune to endow

Zolmtophite missions, did you? Well, to make a long story short,

there ’s not a word of truth in any of it! I hate the Zolantophites a

lot worse than I hate the chap who thought of the interstate commerce

clause, I’m as well as I ever was, and as for my fortune, I have n’t

l red cent!” Thereupon Mr. Samuel Derwent tilted his chair still

further back, drew his dressing-gown closer about him, and regarded

his dumfounded hearers with bland amusement.

“ Why—bnt—good heavens! what——? ” began Dennison.

“Fact, I assure you,” said his uncle. “Yes, I used to find it

somewhat of a jolt myself. I ’ve got used to it now, that ’s all.” Then,

"s Dennison was about to question him more coherently, “ No, let me

go on- I’ve been meditating all the afternoon on the clearest, shortest

“y to put it. It all goes back to about the time you and I parted

compa!ly- That was in March, was n’t it? It must have been about

the middle of April, when I was spending a week-end with old Vander
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huysen up at his place near Mattapoisett, that I got a wire from the

ofiice saying that Anderson (he was my partner, Mr. Newcome, and

was supposed to be attending to business while I was away) had n’t

showed up for several days and could n’t be located by ’phone. I

hustled back to find out what was wrong, and—well, I found out!

Anderson is now supposed to be in the Riviera, recuperating from

overwork, but, as a matter of fact, he ’s dodging, imaginary Pinkertons

in Cochabamba. Lord! What he had n’t done to the firm! It was

my fault—I’d been letting things slide and looking after my private

affairs; but I would n’t have believed that any man could have sunk

such a lot in such a short time!

“ It was gone! He did n’t take it with him, but dropped it trying

to boost the copper market, so I did n’t see that I ’d gain anything by

squealing. The chances were I ’d pull the whole thing around my ears

if I let people know what a soft thing I’d been. So I did n’t even

grunt, but settled down in the ofiice and dug into the books till I

found out just where we stood. Stood’s not the word! We were

floating in the air, and why we did n’t hit the ground was a wonder to

me, because what Anderson did n’t do, the hard times finished up!

I ’ve hustled—I don’t think any one else could have stuck it out half

as long—but if a tenth of the claims against me were presented, or if

any one got a hunch how we really stand, J. S. Derwent & Co. would go

under so far you could n’t find them with a sounding line. The Street

does n’t know yet, and that ’s why. But you want to find out what

the Zolantophites have to do with it. That goes back to the middle of

things. It began along in June ”—he consulted a paper. “ The fourth

of June it was. That morning a young man, an employee of mine,

walked into my ofiice as crazy as a bug! Rankin was his name, and

he was an expert mineralogist. . I remembered him well. I ’d sent him

up to Canada three months before to look over the cobalt workings

that the Stevens crowd were making such a lot of money out of. It ’s

not the copper stock, you understand, but cobalt that you dig out of

the ground and use in electricity, or, rather, it ’s a mixture, just the

right one of nickel and cobalt that they ’ve been mining up near that

new town of Cobalt in Canada. I don’t know anything about it except

that there ’s money in it, since some new invention of Edjson’s makes

it tremendously valuable. I ’m no mineralogist, so I did n’t go myself

I sent Rankin, who was an expert. After looking the ground over, he

had reported about the middle of May, just when I was in the thickest

of my discoveries of Anderson’s goings-on, that there was n’t half an

inch of foot-hold for an outsider to butt in. The Stevenses had bought

up all the ground where there was any likelihood of the ore’s existing

So I put the whole matter out of my head and never thought of him

till he came in that morning.
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“Crazy, did I say he was? Well, that ’s putting it mild! He

could hardly talk straight, he was that full of bigness, and the first

words he said sent me offf pretty near as bad. He ’d given it up as a

bad job in Canada, he said, and was coming back to report in person,

but stopped off in New England to visit an old friend in a town called

Washington. His friend happened to take him for a two or three days’

camping trip in the mountains back of the village, and there, if you ’ll

believe it, he found a cobalt country a hundred times richer than

anything he ’d seen in Canada. The cost of mining would be virtually

nothing. We could cut prices on anybody in the world. You see,

nobody had happened through there (it ’s a wild back region) since

the discovery of cobalt in Canada had taught people what the stuff is

like. He ’d surveyed it roughly, and estimated the area at about fifteen

or sixteen acres. The land was owned by a big paper-pulp company,

who had bought all that side of the county for the lumber, and he was

sure they ’d be glad to sell for little or nothing, because on the piece

we wanted the lumber was n’t worth much to them. We were just

getting to details when the ’phone rang, and I was called away to a

conference. I did n’t want to go to it and leave him, but I was n’t

taking chances of making enemies of men whose friendship might make

all the difference before long. So I went to my financial conference,

but I left Rankin in the private ofiiee with my own stenographer”—

here Mr. Derwent visibly prayed for patience with an intolerable

memoY)’—“ and told him to dictate to her the lines, distances, and

angles of his survey. When I got back, half an hour later, it was all

finished. Miss Bacon ”—he clenched his fist at the name—“ showed

me her completed copy, and Rankin stowed the original away in his

pocket, and we started out to lunch together. You may have happened

to read in the newspapers a narrow escape from death I had on the

fourth of last June?”

“I never read papers controlled by capital,” said his nephew

Derwent made a grimace and went on:

“Well, I had. A motorman had a fainting-spell, his car ran away,

and Rankin and I were in the track of it. I managed to jump clear,

bllt p0or Rankin was almost cut in two and died before we could get

hlm to a hospital. How ’s that for luck? He ’d lived three months in

a backwoods mining-camp without a scratch, and the first day he struck

town to get killed on Broadway!” He frowned andshook his head

‘ Oh, it was horrible! A man in the prime of his strength! Luckily

he did n’_t have any family nearer than a step-brother, who came and

took charge of the funeral.”

“How about the survey notes he had in his pockets?” asked

Newcome.

Mr. Derwent flashed a sharp look at him. “ You ’re all there, my
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young friend; I see that. Exactly. I will do myself the justice to say

that I had been too much shocked by Rankin’s fate to think of them at

once. The next day, which happened to be a Sunday, I did remember

them, and for a minute I turned cold at the idea that they might be

destroyed. But then I remembered the copy Miss Bacon, the stenog

rapher ” Here he restrained himself with evident difiiculty from

an explosion of some sort. “Miss Bacon, I say, had shown me the

completed copy, so I thanked my lucky stars and thought no more about

it. The next day, when I went down to my ofiice-—”

At this point he was interrupted by his niece, who said with a tact

ful mixture of appeal and command, “Now, uncle, don’t get off any

fireworks about it. You ’ll make yourself sick, or burst a blood-vessel

or something. Just tell what happened. We can all guess how you

felt about i .”

At this exhortation, Mr. Derwent swallowed his Adam’s apple

several times before he went on with a dry brevity: “When I went

down to my ofiice Monday morning, I found that the first sheet of the

notes was missing—the one that contained the general directions about

how to get to the first corner of the ground we wanted. After about

three hours of agonizing search the stenographer remarked with a

little giggle that ‘oh, she guessed she must have made a mistake. It

was written on paper just like that memorandum to go to Dr. Higgin

botham, and as she found the Higginbotham memorandum still on her

desk, it seemed likely she had sent Mr. Rankin’s dictation to the

Zolantophite office and never noticed. She was so absent-minded! ’ ”

In spite of Mr. Derwent’s suppressed fury, both young men laughed

outright at the malignant exactness of the imitation of the unfortunate

stenographer. The financier breathed hard. “ I could,” he added

quietly—“ I could have boiled her in oil with delight! ”

“ Is Higginbotham my old assassin of this morning?” and “What

under the sun had you to do with the Zolantophites in the first place?”

came from both young men at once.

“ The most natural thing in the world! It seems, the heads of that

confounded institution take it away from their subordinates at such a

rate that they have more than they know what to do with. They ’d

written to me for advice on gilt-edged securities, that ’s all. I ’d never

heard of Higginbotham before, and I thought that ‘Zolantophite’ was

some new mineral or other; but you can take my word for it, I jammed

my hat on my head and made the dust fly between my ofiice and theirs.

I was n’t going to let an employee bungle important business again!”

He fell back in his chair and drew a long, tragic breath. “And

that was my undoing. I found Higginbotham at his desk, and of

course he was paralyzed to see me come hot-foot in person, about 8

matter apparently of so little account. At first, when he was off his
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guard, he said, ‘ Yes, they ’d had a letter from me with an inexplicable

enclosure,’ but before he walked out into the outer ofiice to look it up

I could fairly hear the wheels going around inside his head. When he

came back he said that the paper had been so obviously sent by mistake

that the clerk who received it had already mailed it back to our ofiice.

No doubt I would find it there when I returned. And then he smiled

at me!” The dignified financier hammered his fists on the chair-arm

at the recollection.

“ Oh, I know how he smiled l ” cried Newcome. “ But the letter?”

“Never came, of course. I knew it would n’t, as he looked at me.

Ineeded to get time to think, so I hurried up to the flat of B/ankin’s

step-brother. I reached it just as they were beginning the funeral

exercises, and, though I felt like a ghoul, I got the step-brother off to

one side and asked if he had kept the papers in Rankin’s pockets. He

said, no, he ’d burned them, all but one rough memorandum with queer

figures on it, that looked as though it might refer to business. He

had thought it one of poor Rankin’s land-surveys. While he went

away to get it I sat down and held my head in my hands to keep it from

coming ofi. The cold chills were chasing themselves up and down my

back-bone, but when he showed me the paper they stopped. It was a

record of the moves in a chess tournament.”

From the two expectant hearers burst a simultaneous groan.

“Thank you! Thank you l ” cried Mr. Derwent. “ And that,” he

went on after a pause, “is about all. There we are. Higginbotham

has the paper—he admits that now—and he ’s willing to sell it to me;

but, as you can imagine, I ’m not in a position to buy it.”

“ It ‘s worth lots of money, I suppose,” suggested Dennison.

“ Millions l ” .

“Then why don’t you explain how the case really stands. Neither

of you can do a thing without the other. Why don’t you submit to his

hold-up and go into it with him on shares?”

The financier permitted himself a weary smile. “Ellery, Ellery,

yo“ ought to put a little time into learning about the economics you ’re

so anxious to turn upside down. If I let him guess my real position,

he would n’t have to worry about a little picayune venture like this

mming proposition. With news like that, he could hammer the market

down to the centre of the earth, and with the capital he has loose on

his hands at this minute, with no interests of his own to cover, he could

plle “p out of the temporary stampede one of the biggest fortunes in

the OoIIIIW After he got through with that, even if he gave me the

paper for nothing, I don’t believe it would do me much good. That ’s

why I don’t dare tell the truth to a soul. I ’m pretty low now, but

I," a chance. If my financial condition were known it would be all

c"er- That ’s why I needed you. Any one else I could have got to

Von. LXXXlV.—ll
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help me would have sold me out if I’d told him the truth. That ’s

why I am faking sick.”

Dennison looked bewildered. “ I don’t follow that! ”

“ It ’s simple enough. There I was with the tough proposition of

getting that paper ahead of me, and no money to live on. I had to

shut down on everything, and the only way I could think of to do that

without exciting suspicion was to contract a lingering illness. It gives

a plausible explanation of why there’s nothing but routine going on

at the office, and why we ’re living so plainly. We sold the horses and

the motors, and we ’ve been living on the proceeds for months, but it

does cost so like the dickens just to draw the breath of life in this

great barracks that Eleanor ’s had to pawn secretly some of the plate

and all of her own jewelry. Oh, Nellie and I have stood shoulder to

shoulder, like a couple of soldiers, but we ’re pretty low on ammunition

now and——” He questioned his nephew with a look which was quite

openly anxious.

Eleanor broke in before the men could answer: “ Now, Ellery, you

know how it stands. If you want to be self-righteous and say that

capitalistic debts don’t count, you can! But I shan’t think much of

you if you do. I ’m as much a socialist as you; that is, I think things

are all wrong. But when it comes right down to our own uncle that ’s

always done everything for us———” she stopped, her lips quivering.

To Newcome she seemed like an angry goddess, but her brother

found her less imposing. He went over to her, smiling a little, and

patted her on the head. “There, there, Sis, don’t take things so

melodramatically! ” He extended his hand to the older man and said

gravely, “Uncle Samuel, I’m awfully sorry to hear this, and Heaven

knows there ’s nothing I would n’t do to help you. Apparently neither

you nor Eleanor thought of a side of the situation which appeals to me

strongly. Think of the sufferings of small investors when big concerns

go to pieces! The mothers who have deposited their savings, the

widows dependent on their little incomes—why, nothing that could have

happened could so have roused the sympathy of a lover of his kind.

Something of course must be done, but I don’t see how a scissors

grinder’s earnings can pay many millionaire’s debts.”

As Dennison ended this somewhat youthfully ponderous speech,

Eleanor caught up his hand and held it close, looking at her uncle,

relieved, triumphant.

Mr. Derwent accepted his nephew’s qualified and roundabout express

sion of sympathy with a humorous twitch of his straight lips. “ Don’t

you see,” he went on, “the whole matter turns about that accumed

lost sheet of paper? I won’t need any help from scissors-grinders or

anybody else, thank you, to pay my debts and save innocent investors

from disaster if I can only find out about the first ofthat survey.”
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Said Newcome quietly from the other side of the room, “Well,

Ellery, it looks to me as though it was up to us to squeeze that paper

out of old Higginbotham somehow, if it takes a burglar’s jimmy to do

the trick.”

The financier ran over to the young man and gripped his hand.

“You a soc1-al1Ist! ” he cried incredulously. Eleanor clapped her hands

till Newcome’s head swam with pleasure.

“ Of course I ’ll agree to any plan that ’s possible,” began Dennison;

“but——”

“ See here,” broke in Newcome ; “ before we go any further let me

ask a couple of questions about parts of this that I don’t understand.

What was that story of Mr. Atwater’s about your having become a

convert to the Zol*intophites and thinking of leaving them money?”

“It was a bit unkind to leave old Atwater in the dark,” admitted

Mr. Derwent. “But I did n’t dare let another soul into the secret.

It ’s simple enough. Of course as soon as I found that Rankin’s notes

were destroyed I went back and began to parley with Higginbotham;

and, for that matter, we’re still parleying. It ’s been a complicated

game of bluff, in which I must say that the honors are about even,

though I don’t know what I should have done if I had n’t had Nellie.

She’s done wonders, and if ever I pull through this scrspe——” he

looked eloquently at his niece, .

“Why, uncle, I won’t have you talking nonsense! It ’s been fun!

I’ve fairly pitied ordinary young ladies without a conspiracy in their

existence! But,” she added, “I’ve had about all of it I want alone.

I’ln glad of reinforcements.” Her glance now included her brother’s

friend as well as Dennison himself.

“But about the Zolantophites—confound them ! ” went on the old

man- “ They ’re quite a side issue, and I ’m sure that Higginbotham

didn’t want them messing around any more than I did. I suppose he

was pnt to it to explain to them why he was with me so much. After

I took to my bed it was quite noticeable. Anyhow, before long he had

lb introduce some of the elders. They did their best to convert me to

their cussed Voodooism!” He made a gesture of exasperation as he

_conl7iml9d: “Well, if I’m not sick, it ’s not their fault! You c*1n

‘magma what a pleasant occupation it must be for a well man to lie

flat 0n his back all day and be prayed over! It ’s their suggestion

that I make a will in their favor. I keep putting them off with half

promiset I ’m not exactly sure that as soon as such a will was signed

mY coffee would n’t have arsenic in it! ”—he grinned nervously. “ It ’s

not the cheerfulest of games I ’m in. But it was a good move on my

pa.m being converted, for in the first place I turned the tables on

Hlgginbotham and had him guessing why I did it. Besides, it gave

me the practical advantage that I am able to find out in a perfectly
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natural way a good deal about the Zolantophites and Higginbotham.

It was from one of the more zealous of the brethren that I pumped

enough information about Higginbotham’s habits to make up my mind

that he kept the paper in his private ofiice. It was only a clue, but to

test it I called up Higginbotham at his oflice one day and asked him

what proof he could give me that he had the paper I wished and not

some other of no value to me. He let me understand that he was n’t

to be fooled into giving away the information on it, but when I

insisted that all I asked was proof that we were bargaining about the

thing I wanted, he said he would satisfy me. Inside a minute he had

described the water-mark on the paper (my private stationery is different

from the otlice paper) and told me that the dictation initials were

I. B. / J. W. R. (lda Bacon from John W. Rankin). Of course that ’s

not absolutely conclusive proof, but I ’m morally certain that the paper

is there.”

“ Good!” cried Newcome. “ I was afraid it was in a safe deposit.

But see here, how do you know he has n’t located the tract from the

general directions on the sheet he has? Maybe he ’s bought it already

and is just trying to do you by offering to sell the paper.”

Mr. Derwent shook his head. “ I can’t be dead sure, of course, but

I don’t believe there was anything on that first sheet but how to reach

the first corner; and without buying up the whole township on a

venture, I don’t see how he could act on that.”

“I suppose you can’t make anything out of the last two pages?”

suggested Dennison.

“ As clear as mud! Lines, angles, distances, corners noted as being

marked by a big white birch staddle or a blasted oak tree, but not a

syllable to tell where the thing is! ”

“ Did n’t you say he told you it was in Washington?”

“Washington!” cried the financier, raising his clenched hands to

heaven. “ There ’s a Washington in every state in New England, and

in none of them, so far as I can find out, does anybody remember

Rankin’s visit. Besides, there ’s no telling how far from town this

camp was. It might have been twenty miles back in the mountains.”

“But see here,” said Newcome doubtfully. “I don’t want to be

always suggesting gloomy views, but from our experience of to-day—

yesterday I suppose it is now—it’s not going to be very healthy for

your nephew and me to walk the streets, and we can’t accomplish very

much without going about freely. Why in the world do you suppose

he was so anxious to keep Ellery from seeing you, any way?”

Mr. Derwent considered. “Well, it ’s possible that I’ve really

taken him in with my conversion. In that case he would be afraid that

a reconciliation with Ellery would make me refuse to leave my money—

save the mark l—to the Zolantophites. That ’s possible. I think h8,s
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taken in by my fake sickness, though there are times when I doubt if

he does n’t see through the whole game. He ’s the deepest old sink

hole of iniquity! But what is most likely is that he was playing his

hand safe. He knew I wanted to see Ellery the worst way, and maybe

he figured out that I hoped to get the information I was after from

him. On that theory he ’ll have no object in view trying to kidnap

you, now that you ’ve seen me and l am still as keen after that paper as

before. But supposing that he has any illusions about making the

Zolantophites my heirs, and your interfering, I guess we can quiet him.

Eleanor and I thought it out.” He laughed at the mental picture.

“Listen. To-morrow morning when Higginbotham comes for his daily

call on the invalid he ’ll happen in on a violent family quarrel. Can’t

you see it from here? Undutiful nephew and desperate confederate

have forced their way to old relative’s dying bed. Righteous indigna

tion of uncle on learning that the young scapegrace has had no change

of heart. Sudden outbreak of traditional temper. Nephew and un

scrupulous hanger-on (the words 1 shall use to-marrow, Mr. Newcome)

banished from his sight, turned out of the house for good—and all this

in the very hearing of the invalid’s portly friend, who has been let into

the house and stands discreetly waiting until the rumpus is over, but

within ear-shot, you understand. Are you on? ”

Newcome laughed delightedly. “ Fine! Fine! And I’ll bet he

wastes no more time on either of us!” Then turning serious, “ And

now,” he said, going up to the desk, “tell us where the Zolantophites

hold forth, and what the paper we want looks like. Then we ’ll pro-

ceed to lay our plans.”

V.

ELLERY DENNIsON was a slightly built young man with a rough,

dark beard and shaggy black hair. lt was a stout, blond, smooth-shaven

individual who, about halt--past four in the afternoon, three days later,

walked through the ornate marble entrance to the Landor Building

Arcade, stopped to consult the directory of ofiices, and made his way

to the row of elevator-gratings. After a fruitless wait for other pas-

sengers the starter gave the signal, and the car shot upward

“Thirdl” called the blond gentleman. The elevator man jerked

over his handle to bring the car to a stop with a suddenness that fairly

hfted his passenger off his feet.

_ Once outside, he hesitated, looking alternately along the two white-

med corridors which st1etched to apparently incalculable distances

Ezfrgri lgim- “ Which way is the Michigan Boat-Building Company? ',

s e .

The elevator man looked blank. “ Never heard of them. Don’t you

know the number? 1,
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“ Three hundred and forty-seven.”

“Down there! ”—he jerked his head to the right. “ Must be the

folks that have just moved into the office the New Imperial Dental

Supply used to have.”

The stout, blond, spectacled gentleman nodded and moved away

down the corridor. As he advanced his eyes fastened on a glass door

- - ed:
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- g ed meditatively in front of this and then passed on to a

similar door, marked “Michigan Boat-Building Company.” Without

knocking, he stepped into the small, bare ofiice and closed the door

behind him. The only occupant of the room, a tall, broad-shouldered

man with close-cut, grizzled beard and lightly smoked glasses astride

his nose, looked up quickly, studied the other, and remarked, “ Good

enough! I ’d never lcnow you.”

“But you did!” returned the blond gentleman, plucking off his

glasses impatiently.

“Oh, that ’s only because I was expecting to see you. You look

as though you weighed thirty pounds more.”

The other sat down. “I’ll do, I dare say. Nobody saw me,

anyhow.”

“Don’t you be too sure that nobody saw you. My respect for

Higginbotham grows. I ’ve made friends, more or less, with everybody

in his nfiice, and there ’s not one of them I dare offer a bribe to, and

any man who can get stenographers who can’t be fixed ” He

wagged his head appreciatively.

“ We ’ll have to use force, then? What have you decided on,

anyhow?”

“ Yes, it means force and all the skill we can command. I tell you,

this is how things stand. The Zolantophite office is empty at five or a

little later, but the building does n’t quiet down till about six. Some

where between half-past six and seven the watchman goes through here

on his first trip. He comes around again at half after eleven or there

abouts, takes notice of everybody who ’s still working, and reports them

to the door-keeper down-stairs. Nobody ’s allowed to be here after

twelve o’clock, and they check off the ones who leave after the watch

man’s last round, so as to be sure that nobody is left locked up in the

building. The thing for us to do is to break in just after his first

trip, and be out of the building before the second. I’m sure your
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uncle is right, and that the paper ’s in their ofiice. What ’s more, I

know where it is kept—in a locked letter-file in the private ofl-ice. It

ought to be easy enough when once we ’re in, and for that-——” He

turned to his desk, which, except for a couple of chairs, was the only

furniture in the room, and pulled open a drawer. Dennison inspected

the various articles inside and nodded.

“Yes, all good but one thing. When we ’re inside, how can we be

sure that some one won’t walk past, see the hole in the glass of the

door, and raise_an alarm?”

Newcome pointed to the door between the room where they sat and

his own inner ofiice. There was no glass in the upper half.

“I see,” said Dennison. “ What then?”

“ All these doors are turned out alike at the mill. A glass that

would fit that door would fit any of them. The first day I was in here

I thought of that, and managed to put my shoulder through that glass

and smash it to bits. Then, so I told the night-watchman, I kept for

getting to have the repair-man in the basement send up another. I

got around to it, in fact, only this afternoon. As soon as he put it

in I took it out again. The watchman won’t notice anything, since the

glass has been out for three days already.”

He stepped into the inner office and came out- with a sheet of opaque

glass. After he had laid it carefully on the desk, he produced from

another desk-drawer several bottles of gold paint, a lettering brush,

and a piece of architect’s paper. “ Last night I stayed here late, and

managed to take a copy of the lettering on his door,” he explained.

“ But that reads ‘The Zolantophite Society in America.’ I know,

for I read it only just as I came in.”

“ 0h, that’s the entrance to the general ofiice, but the door next

to it in the corridor leads to his own private office. He goes in and

out with a pass-key. It ’s that door I ’m after, for it takes us where

we want to go, and, besides, there is less lettering to do.”

“Here, don’t you do it,” said Dennison. “I’ve got everything

fitraight in my head now, I think, and you ’d better let me do the letter

lng- I’ve slung lots of paint in my time. My hand will be Stefi-dier

than yours.”

Newcome handed him the brush. “ Fire away! ” he said. “ I want

t‘>}_)rac1:ise with the diamond on some pieces of broken glass I saved.

Wet a shake! I ’ll turn on the electric light for you.”

For more than half an hour the room bummed with industry, the

two busl- young men exchanging quiet comments on each other’s work,

“fa on their plans for the evening. Occasionally they even laughed.

Fu1anY there reached them the sound of doors regularly opened and

shut along the corridor. Newcome swept his tools and the fragments

of Elass into a drawer. “ Stand that glass behind the desk, and put
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away the gold paint,” he said. “ It ’s the watchman on the first round.

Now put on your overcoat and go out and stand by the elevator.

Remember that you ’ve a perfect right to be here, and don’t look guilty

if any one stares at you. When you hear the watchman slamming

doors close to you, slip around by the other corridor and back here.

I ’ll leave the door unlocked for you.”

Dennison stepped cheerfully out into the ball, but a few minutes

later, when he came back, his expression had entirely changed.

“ What ’s up?” asked Newcome, startled.

“ When did you say the Zolantophite office closes?” -

“ About five.”

“ Well, it ’s half-past six now, and the lights are on in there now.

Somebody must be staying there this evening. Suppose he stays till

closing-time? ”

Newcome whistled and looked sober. “ That looks like one on us! ”

he said, and stood silent, hands in pockets, gazing down thoughtfully

at his toes. “ What are we going to do about this? ” he asked Dennison,

after a pause.

“Wait till to-morrow?”

“ I hate to do that. Every day we wait means more chance that

somebody ’s going to see through our disguise. And yet, blessed if I

see any other way.” He had a sudden inspiration. “ I tell you! I ’ll

put on my coat and hat as if I were going out, take a cigar between my

teeth, and just drop into their office to borrow a match and have a

little casual chat. I know several of the clerks there now, and maybe

I can find out how late they ’re planning to stay. Perhaps it ’s just E

hard-piece of account-keeping that ’s keeping somebody an hour or so

late.”

His spirits and Dennison’s rose at this reasonable suggestion, and

he stepped briskly and hopefully down the corridor.

After a few minutes he returned with a black look. “ We ’re done

for! ” he told Dennison briefly. “ Higginbotham must have smelled a

rat somehow. The clerk—he’s one of the fellows I’ve met—says

there ’s a new order to-day from the boss, that he ’s to come afternoons

and evenings instead of mornings and afternoons. He ’s to stay till

closing hours every evening.”

“ Well, what do you know about that! ” exclaimed Dennison.

“ Checkmated l ”

“ It certainly looks that way,” admitted Newcome despondently.

They faced each other in gloomy silence. Newcome by his absent

and pondering eye was going over new possibilities, but it was Dennison

who finally had an idea. He had wandered over to the window and

stood looking out, his hands in his pockets, presenting a drooping and

spiritless outline against the street lights. Suddenly he exclaimed
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loudly, and pointed down, “Look a’ here, Munson, we ’re only three

stories up, and this back street the windows open on is all whole

sale houses. There is n’t a person there after business hours!”

“ What of that?” asked Newcome.

“ Why, when you go out to get the supper you were going to bring

in, you hurry up to that place on Fourth Avenue—don’t you remem

ber ?—where they were advertising those patent fire-escapes—the rope

ones, don’t you know, with the compound pulley! Then you go out

with the watchman at twelve, and I ’ll hide here under the desk maybe,

and then you go around to the street under the——”

Newcome caught fire at once. “Not another word!” he cried.

“If only that store is open at night! ” He clapped his hat on his head,

and with his arms still waving, struggling madly to get into the sleeves

of his overcoat, he was running down the hall, calling at a venture to

a potential elevator-boy, “ Down three! Down! ”

It was half-past seven when he made this hurried and noisy exit;

it was nearly ten o’clock before his fellow conspirator’s painful and

increasingly hungry suspense was over. At that hour he came very

slowly back up the corridor, walking with a slow deliberateness quite

foreign to his usual quick step.

“ Did you get it? Did you bring anything to eat? ” were the ques

tions that greeted him.

For answer, as soon as the door was closed, he pulled from his

pockets a loaf of crusty bread, a pat of butter wrapped in parafiine

paper, a paper bag of frankfurters, and a red apple. These he laid on

the desk. Then, slipping out of his overcoat, he showed himself wound

from arm-pit to mid-thigh with row upon row of Manila rope. “ The

fire-escape store was closed—shuts at six o’clock—but I kept on looking

till I found a hardware store on Third Avenue that was still open, and

there I got this.”

“But you can’!i-——” began the other, between mouthfuls of bread

and sausage.

“ You bet I can! ” He paused a moment in his task of unwinding

his hemp cocoon. “See here, Ellery, I don’t want to be eternally

rubbing it in about the superiority of an American education; but,

barring the foot-ball team, there ’s nothing in athletics I did n’t make,

and I have n’t been graduated so long I ’ve forgotten it all. Can you

get down it? That ’s the point!”

“ Oh, down, yes! ” nodded Dennison. “ Anybody could do that! ”

“lven, then, I guess we ’re all fixed, with an hour to wait. Eat

“way! I had my supper while I was out. Hold on, though! What

are we going to fasten the rope to? ” _

By the time this was settled and the plans for the expedition revised,

pdished‘ and memorized so that each could repeat every detail without
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halting, the distant warning sound of opening and shutting doors began

agam.

Newcome pulled the waste-paper basket from under the desk, and

Dennison crawled in and with his knees under his chin stowed himself

in the small recess. The basket was pushed back as far as it would go,

the electric light so disposed that it cast the hiding place into deep

shadow. Newcome took a hurried, searching look at the spot and sat

down. “ All right, I guess,” he whispered. “ But if you wiggle!”

The watchman found the Michigan Boat-Builder buried in a mass

of papers and much surprised at the lateness of the hour. “Gee!

Time I was in bed, work or no work,” he told the watchman, switching

off the light and following him through the bare inner ofiice out into

the hall.

As Newcome walked through to the elevator, he fell in with a clerk

who let himself out of the Zolantophite ofifice. They nodded to each

other, and walked in an amicable silence, side by side. Descending in

the same car, they passed the door-keeper together and went through

the great door into the street. The clerk headed for the subway,

and Newcome turned the corner into a deserted side-street. There

was not a soul in view. He turned another corner, and, walking more

slowly, looked up at the towering bulk of the Landor building. Out of

a third-story window there dropped little by little what looked like a

thread. As it came within reach, the man in the street gave the end

a light jerk. The paying out ceased. Then, slipping out of his coat

and overcoat, he tied the end of the rope around them, jammed his

hat on firmly, and began to climb hand over hand, helping himself by

gripping the rope with his feet and lower legs.

When he reached the window he was out of breath, but not ex

hausted. He clambered in, pulled the rope after him, put on the coat,

and laid the overcoat across a chair. Then, bestowing their implements

in their various pockets, they stepped out into the corridor, Dennison

carrying the sheet of glass and Newcome lighting the way with an

electric hand-lamp. There was not a sound to be heard but the quick

ened beating of their own hearts as they set their burdens down, and

each with his glazier’s diamond attacked the glass of the private door.

For several minutes the little grating noise, like a squirrel eating a

nut, continued, and then Newcome produced a lump of putty, embedded

a string in it and pressed it on the centre of the space they were cir

cumscribing. The work with the diamonds continued for a little longer.

Then, holding the string in his left hand, Newcome began to tap with

a chisel handle along the line of the out. There was a louder grating

noise, a faint shiver of broken glass, and the putty-ball and the several

pieces of the window to which it was attached swung out at the end

of the string. Dennison immediately thrust his hand into the opening,
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fumbled for the catch, there was a click, and the door swung inward.

The trick was done!

Involuntarily the amateur burglars shrank back, as if half expect

ing Higginbotham to spring at them from his desk, but the small,

expensively furnished room was quite empty. The weird bluish light

that came from the street lamps showed them the mahogany writing

table, the thick, dark carpet, the strange, cabalistic mottoes framed in

gold, hanging on the walls. They stepped in noiselessly, shut the door,

and, working together, had the moulding off and the broken pane out in

a jifffy. The glass they had prepared fitted perfectly—Newcome

blessed the mill that had turned out all the doors exactly alike! The

moulding, with the nails still in it, was pushed back into place, and

Dennison whispered enthusiastically that the door looked as though

it had not been touched since the beginning of the world! Newcome

held his watch before the light of the lamp. “Good enough!” he

said. “ Only eighteen minutes since we started. I thought it took an

hour at least. Now, hold the light for me and I ’ll get to work.”

The wood of the letter-file was hard, the look was strong, and in

spite of Newcome’s tools and vigor the process was slow; and it seemed

to his anxious, passive companion that the noise could hardly have

been greater had he smashed the thing open with a sledge. It resisted

stoutly, till Newcome was forced to cut into the wood to get a place

to use his big chisel as a lever. There was a hideously loud splintering

crash, the lock wrenched loose, and the drawer yielded. “Whew!”

ejaculated the worker, wiping the perspiration from his face. “ Made

a mess of it, did n’t I? Well, it ’s done anyhow. Set the light down

on that chair and let ’s pitch in.”

It was an hour after midnight, they saw, by the clock on the

Higginbotham desk. Only an hour had passed since they had left

their own ofl‘ice. It seemed incredible. But it meant that they had

almost four hours before them. “ Shall we begin at A and go right

through?” asked Dennison, pulling out another of the deep drawers,

and looking, somewhat daunted, at the great mass of papers within

“It looks as though it would take a week to examine them all.”

“ Let ’s try W first, for Washington, and D for Derwent—the places

where it would naturally be filed. Maybe we ’ll strike it that way.”

They sat down on the floor, each with a big portfolio on his lap,

and for some time there was no sound but the rustling of the innumer

able papers they drew out one by one from these receptacles and laid

aside after careful examination in the small, bright circle of light

cast by the little electric lamp.

“ Nothing doing here,” said Newcome, who finished first.

Dennison shook his head. “ Nor here. I fancy we ’d better start

it A and go right through.”
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They glanced at the clock and were startled to find that it was

past one. “ My eye!” whispered Dennison. “ We ’ve got to work

faster than that!”

They sprang up and seized a new portfolio apiece from the top

drawer, beginning work in haste, wetting their thumbs, turning over

the papers swiftly, and straining their eyes to an instantaneous grasp

of the contents of each page. But though they put all their souls in

their work, by the time they had reached M again the clock had struck

a quarter of three.

“ I don-t dare go faster,” murmured Dennison. “ I_’m afraid I’ll

miss it ! ”

Newcome nodded, steaming along through N with a flushed face and

quivering hands. When S was completed it was twenty minutes past

three. “I begin to fear it ’s not here at all,” conjectured Dennison

despairingly. Newcome did not contradict him. They made faster

work of the little-used letters towards the end of the alphabet. To

their surprise, by twenty-five minutes of four every paper in the file

had been examined and they had not found the one they sought!

“What made you think it was there?” asked Dennison, with the

sharpness of extreme disappointment, as they stood up unsteadily on

their cramped and stiffened legs.

“Why, I started a luncheon acquaintance with one of the stenog

raphers. and she told me that it was a joke in the outer office that the

‘old man’ kept something compromising in his private letter file, for

he would n’t let even his private secretary touch the papers any more.

When I asked her how long that had lasted, she said he ’d begun it in

June, just about the date your uncle lost the memorandum.”

“ rl'hat sounds all right,” admitted Dennison, “but—bu ”

“I know! I know! Well, let ’s try the drawers of the desks.”

They turned to Higginbotham’s first, but that carved and polished

piece of furniture proved to have none. It was only a writing-table,

 

- with a flat top, elaborately outfitted with silver writing apparatus—

ink-well, blotter, penwiper, pen-tray, paper-weight—and showed no

signs of being very extensively used.

They whirled about into the outer ol’fice—they were fighting against

time now—and fell upon the locked roll-top desks of the clerks. The

chisel pried up the tops with one jerk, and the drawers unlocked auto

matically. Through these they searched breathlessly, finding nothing

but business memoranda, stationery, candy, and in two cases powder

boxes and puffs. -

The clock struck four as they paused, at the end of their resources,

and surveyed the oflice. A hurricane sweeping through it could hardly

have left it in more helter-skelter confusion. “ I suppose we ’re done,”

breathed Dennison, sitting down heavily.
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“No, by Jove! we ’re not! ” Newcome took a deep breath. “ It ’s

here somewhere! We ’ve an hour left. I won't give up ! ”

He went back to the inner office, followed by Dennison, who again

sat down listlessly before the writing-table and watched his companion

prying into the cracks of the letter-file, ripping off the ornamental

moulding, and holding the lamp to the crevice between the mahogany

shell and the thin board lining. -

He was down on his knees, half-way into the dismantled cabinet,

when a singularly intense, though stifled, exclamation from Dennison

made him start back, his nerves tingling. “ What ’s the matter?” he

cried in a loud whisper, seeing the other very pale.

“Well, may I be——l ” cried Dennison slowly, pointing to some

papers impaled on the silver needle of the old-fashioned bill-file on

the desk.

“ Good Lord! You don’t mean ?” said Newcome, tearing them

loose and holding the lamp to them. After an instant’s survey he

looked up. “ You ’re rightl ” he said breathlessly.

Dennison fell back in his chair. “ Now, what do you know about

that?” he said. “Right here in plain sight, where we could have

picked them up and skipped out without so much as disturbing the

ust.”

“ It '6 what we ’re looking for all right,” said Newcome.

Dennison jumped up and, looking over his shoulder, read aloud in a

hurried mumble: “ About three miles to the southeast of the village

of Washington, Vermont . . . to the end of the road known as

the Mosher road . . . up a ravine in the Green Mountains called

Catamount Glen. Trail plainly marked by blazes up to a large white

oak tree with four_”

“But what ’s this? What ’s this?” broke in Newcome, forgetting

in his excitement to lower his voice. He turned over the first sheet

and came upon two others. “I thought your uncle said hehad the

cnly Copies of the other two sheets with the angles, distances, and-”

“ He did! Those can’t be ! ” .

“They are!” insisted Newcome, holding them out to Dennison,

who glanced at them and looked up at his companion with a face

stupid with bewilderment. “How under the sun did those get here?

What~” he began.

Newcome allowed himself no more time for speculation. “Well,

whatever it means, we must get out of here double quick. Here, you

take the papers.”

Dennison pinned them inside a coat-pocket, they gathered their

tools together hastily, gave a final look around the ofiice, and, silently

op_enin8 the door, looked out. There was no sound. Their little lamp

famtly lit up the glistening white walls and empty mosaic floor. With
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infinite caution they closed the door behind them and tiptoed back to

their own office.

“Oofl ” sighed Dennison, when they were safely inside. “I’m

relieved. I had a premonition that we were going to get nabbed in

the hall, or that something was going to happen.”

“ We ’re not down yet,” said Newcome gravely. “And I wish I

knew how those extra papers came into that ofiice. However, let ’s get

out of this.” -

They made the same arrangements as before, one end of the rope

knotted about an elbow of the steam-pipe, the other lowered out of the

window.

“You first,” Newcome ordered. “You have the papers. They ’re

the important things. Remember, if anything happens—if we ’re

seen—don’t wait for me. Put out for shelter.”

Dennison wrapped his hands in handkerchiefs, drew a long breath,

and started down. He made painful work of it. To Newcome, hang

ing out above him and watching the empty street with agonized expec

tation of a passer-by, he seemed barely to move. Yet he did get

further and further down. He was almost to the pavement when sud

denly Newcome felt the rope move between his body and the sill. For

the space of a breath he was frozen with horror. Then he saw the

end of the rope racing out of the window—snatched at it—clutched it—

only to have it pulled through his fingers. He heard Dennison fall

with a thud on the pavement, saw him get at once to his feet, and turn

a white, scared face to the window.

Newcome looked back at the steam-pipe. No, it had n’t broken.

The knot in the new, stifff rope must have slipped. He remembered

now that he had not examined it after Dennison tied it. He wrote

hastily on a leaf from his note-book:

There is nothing you can do to help. I ’ll manage somehow. Take

the rope along, so it won’t be right under our window.

Weighting this with a coin, he dropped it down to Dennison, who,

after a gesture of protest, looked up, nodded, and disappeared around

the corner.

Newcome looked at his watch. It was a quarter of five. It might

be an hour, he thought, before the watchman again made his rounds

through the ofiices. For an instant of blank, utter hopelessness, it

seemed to him that even if he had a year to work in it would be impos

sible to escape. It was a huge cage, the twenty-story office building,

but a tight one, with no opening large enough for a eat, much less

for a man.

Then his elasticity of spirit asserted itself, and he began testing in

his mind inch by inch every window, wall, and door. The first was
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out of the question. Even if he could reach the first floor undetected,

it would be insanity to break into one of the tops of the arcade, whose

big plate-glass windows fronted on the street; for they were brightly

lighted all night, and even if the crash should not betray him to

watchmen within the building, anybody on the street could see him

and give the alarm.

There was the roof. That refuge had done him good service once

since the beginning of his adventures. It might again. Perhaps the

doors to it were fastened on the inside with a simple hook, like the one

into which he and Dennison had dashed. If he could get up there and

hide until the uproar over the evidences of robbery in the Zolantophite

office was over, and then slip down and pass out with the usual daily

crowd—— His heart began to beat fast. He saw his problem solved.

Slipping on his coat and taking his hat in his hand, he stepped quietly

out atiain into thecorridor. Walking on tiptoe, he made his way

around the corner to the elevator, behind which stood the little-used

stairs. He drew a long breath—there were seventeen flights before

hiln—and began his cautious, endless ascent.

At each landing he paused to rest and to make sure that he had

not been discovered. Once he heard the footsteps of I watchman

pacing slowly down a corridor, and on another landing some one came

to the flight just below where he stood shivering in excitement, and

called down, “That you, Pete?” But after a moment’s agony of

. listening Newcome heard him turn, and a moment later the welcome

sound of his regular steps died away in the distance

At first he kept track of the flights, but later he lost count among

the endless steps, and plodded up, putting one foot before the other

dc€gedly, without the least notion of where he was. However, when

at last he found before him not the usual ample staircase, but a flight

of narrow, winding iron steps, his animation returned Tired as he

was, he ran upwards and fairly threw himself upon the door at the

top- It seemed to be of sheet steel. He felt hurriedly for the knob and

turned it. The door did not budge. He ran his hands over -the steel

below the knob and had an instantfs delighted relief to find no keyhole

It could not be locked, therefore. But the next moment his fillgers

encountered a couple of big steel staples, and an unmistakable padlock

making them fast to each other. It was a large padlock, and there

could be no doubt about its efficacy.

Newcome suppressed a groan and sat down on the top step- After

a rest he rose and began the weary descent of those interminable stairs.

Piofiting by his close shave with the watchman on the way up) he

slirped dd his shoes, and, finding that his stockinged feet made no Rd“

on the solid steps, he ran down quite briskly, pausing only to make sure

that there was no watchman on the floor below. He had no time to
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lose. It grew lighter as he approached the ground door, and when he

turned the last corner the flood of electric light quite blinded him.

He had forgotten that the first floor was kept brilliantly lighted all

night.

He was very tired, and, sitting down to consider, be consulted his

watch. lt was a quarter past five, too late for any delay. He stole

down the last flight and looked along the great Arcade, with every

inch of its glass and marble bright with implacable electric light. At

either end the massive doors stood, locked and barred. Close to one

of them was a chair, used by the watchman earlier in the evening. He

must be out on his rounds now, but he might come back at any minute.

Newcome gave a despairing look about him and paused irresolute.

Was there after all a chance of escape by breaking through the heavy

plate-glass show-windows of the shops that lay between him and the

street? Captu1e seemed certain that way, and yet what other

A sudden loud noise beside him, stridently breaking the silence,

made him leap into the air, and set ofi in a panic-stricken run, before

his reason could assert itself and tell him that it was only the crackling

of the steam-radiator. He gave a great sigh of relief as he recognized

this, and leaned weak against the wall. The excitement and suspense

had pretty well done for his nerves, he thought. Of course steam

must be got up early in the morning, for when he came at nine o’clock

his otlice was always as hot as—— A thrill like an electric shock ran

through him. He straightened up again. lf the steam was up now,

there must be workmen—stokers—in the boiler-room. How did they

get in and out of the building? Not through the imposing marble

entrances, he was sure. There must be a basement entrance some

whe1e, probably unlocked at this hour.

lt was his last chance. Visitors got to the engine-room by a door

somewhere near the middle of the Arcade—he remembered reading

the placard on it only the other morning. In less than a minute he

had found the entrance and slipped through it into a narrow passage.

Here he stopped to put on his shoes, straighten his tie, and smooth

his hair. Then, with more courage than he had been able to summon

at any time since his disappointment at the roof, he walked down 8

short flight of steps and along the cement-paved corridor. From an

open door a little ahead of him came a blast of hot air, and the sound

otvoices and of rattling coal. He turned into this, and found himself

on an iron gallery, high up on the side of a large engine-room. He

swept the room below with hurried eyes, passing over the huge boilers

and engines and the half-dozen stokers bent on their labor. Where

could the door be? At any moment they might detect him.

_ He walked gingerly along the balcony, craning his neck, and felt

his heart leap up as he made out an opening close to the boiler on
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the other side of the room. He had only somehow to get across the

room, and then—— Buttoning his coat, he started briskly down the

iron steps to the boiler-room floor. Half-way down, the workman

nearest him looked up quickly and fell back with an exclamation of

utter surprise, the whites of his dilated eyes glistening in his blackened

face. Newcome held up his hand with a gesture of cool self-possession

and motioned the man towards him, at the same time quickening his

pace. The stoker approached with a dubious look.

“Which one of you is Patrick O’Hern?” asked Newcome calmly.

“ His wife is very much worse, and he must come home at once.”

As he spoke, he was aware that the other stokers had caught sight

of him, and were staring, still holding the various chance attitudes into

which they were frozen by their amazement.

“ There ain’t no Patrick O’Hern works here,” said the stoker, evi

dently very suspicious, but hesitating about stopping such a gentle

manly-looking intruder. Newcome kept on edging out across the floor,

resolutely holding himself in from hurrying.

“ Why, there must be! ” he said in a perplexed tone. “ She told me

’specially that he was always on duty in the Atlantic Life Building at

this hour.”

The other stokers were beginning to gather around them, and he

was only half-way to his goal, from which he could not force himself

to look away. He was aware that the stoker was saying something to

him, and answered at random, “ Oh, is n’t this the Atlantic Life Build

mg? Why, I must have made a mistake. If you ’ll just show me——”

He felt himself growing very pale. The workman’s slow mind had at

last unravelled the situation.

“How’d yoll git in here, anyhow?” he said.

Newcome felt that the time for subtleties was over, and leaped

frantically forward. -

“Hey, there!” shouted the stoker. “Head him off. Shut the

door! He ’s a crook!”

Newcome was fast and they were slow. He easily dodged the only

man in front of him. He gained on them at every stride. There was

no one between him and the door now. He reached it, darted through

snd stopped short. It was not the door to the street, but the entrance

tea vault. Before him rose a mountain of coal, sloping up to the very

celli1lg- He was in the coal-cellar!

He spun around and faced his pursuers. There were more than

he had first seen—a surging mass of brawny, half-naked laborers,

snned with formidable iron bars and shovels. It flashed upon him

that there might very well be real danger in the affailfi If one of

those bars should drop on his head in the excitement! The idea of

physical risk brought the blood to his face and a fighting fury to his

Von LXXXIV.—l2
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heart. He took a step towards them as they hung, unsettled by his

sudden change of front.

“ Look out! ” some one yelled. “ I bet he ’s crazy! ”

And with these words in his ears and a last wild hope in his heart,

Newcome turned again and dashed straight at the mountain of coal,

yelling at the top of his voice.

“ Now we ’ve got him!” he heard a triumphant shout behind, as

he dug his flying feet into the shifting, slipping quicksand of the coal.

It was running on a tread-mill! His legs ached as he wrenched his

feet out of the clattering mass, but he did make progress. Every step

was taking him nearer the ceiling, which shut him off from the side

walk on which he so yearned to set his feet. One furious burst and he

was at the top of the pile, and—he let out a yell of victory as he saw

that he was within easy reach of what he most desired.

“ What ’d I tell ye? He ’s nutty!” came from below. Newcome

looked down. The stokers were standing guard at the bottom, but none

of them had climbed after him. As he reached up he could hear them

all talking at once: “ Crazy as a loon.” “ When I saw the whites of

his eyes shine like that, I ” “ If one of them bites you, it smells

like——” “Hey, there, he ’s tryin’ to git out o’ the coal-hole. Stop

himl ”

Newcome pulled loose the hook which held down the lid to the man

hole. Then, taking a step downward, he met the advancing cohort

with a fusillade of anthracite. The arm of a ’Varsity catcher was still

with him, and never had he shot the ball to second with half the speed

and accuracy he was using now. “ Hey, zip! Zip! Put it on him!

How ’s that?” he yelled, doubling up his most agile enemy with a big

lump amidships. _

Bang! Bifff! Bang! went other lumps against other bare bodies.

"Arma mlrumque c¢_mo!” he shouted, waving his arms and twisting

his features into the most horrible contortions, and cutting down with

unfailing accuracy any one who took the first step upward.

“ Run, Larry, and call a cop!” cried one of the besiegers.

“ Gallic est omnia. divisa! ” responded Newcome with a final shot

of terrific speed which took the messenger between his shoulders and

sent him howling.

Then, wasting no more time in flourishes, he clambered to the top

of the pile and gave the cover to the manhole such a heave that it fell

clattering on the sidewalk. A shower of coal, thrown with extreme

maccuracy, came up from the rallied forces below, but he paid no

attention to that, for down the open hole, into the stifling, breathless

vault, there came a gust of pure, cold air, and far above him he saw

the stars shining.

He gave a broken exclamation of thanksgiving, and with one spring
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was up and out into the street—the ugly, deserted, commonplace, down

town street, which for the first moment his eyes rested on it seemed to

him a fairyland of delight.

“Hey, there! Where ’d you come from?”

Looking over his shoulder, he saw, half a block away, a big police

man running towards him. Only one policeman, and that one fat!

With all New York to run away in! It was child's play! Beneath

his feet he heard a tumult as of a volcano about to break out. He

laughed and took to his heels with the long, easy stride of a trained

runner. In a very few blocks of running and doubling he had lost his

pursuer, and, coming out to a cross street just as a trolley pounded by,

he sprinted and caught it, explaining his heated and breathless condi

tion by beseeching the conductor to assure him that the car would

reach the ferry in time for the five-fifty train.

The conductor, very little interested, guessed they would, maybe,

and nobody else paid any attention to the red-faced, panting young

man. He lit a cigarette and put his blackened hands into his pockets,

balancing himself on the back platform, dizzy with fatigue and triumph.

The last touch of satisfaction came when, far back, he saw a fat police

man run hurriedly out into the middle of the street and stand look

lug up and down the empty thoroughfare, a picture of irresolute

bewilderment.

At half-past six o’clock of a cold October dawn he walked a little

unstcadily and very wearily up to the door of the brownstone house on

Fifty-fifth Street. He hesitated, looking up at the blank, darkened

windows, and wondered what was going on behind them. His acute

feeling that he and Dennison, for all their cleverness, were but specks on

the fl)"wheel of Higginbotham’s activities revived in the reaction of

fatlgus He half-expected to see the portly, well-dressed figure appear

suddenly at one of the windows, and so shaken were his nerves by the

thought, that when the front door opened silently and let out a man

who dashed down the steps towards him, the young adventurer gave one

bound into the middle of the street and put half a block between himself

and the house before he paused to investigate further

It was with a lively chagrin that he then saw that the man was

Dennison himself, and that his sister was with him. Probably, he

reflected bitterly, as he limped back to them, she was laughing at his

panic and thinking him a coward. But when the hall door had closed

behind the three of them, he saw with amazement that her soft, dark

eyes were bright with tears, and that she was gazing at him in a sweet

flush cf admiration. She caught up his hand impulsively in hers

‘Mn Newcome, you ’re wonderful! Ellery has been telling me all

ab0l;t how you ’ve managed everything so. Oh, how can we ever thank

you D
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At the end of this little speech, the ardent, foreign-taught girl

raised his hand, blackened with coal-dust as it was, to her lips, and

Newcome felt on his palm what he was never to forget, the soft pressure

of her lips.

The young American was so entirely taken aback at this climax of

the night’s excitement that he did not make a move. The next moment

she had darted up the stairs, looking in her red house-gown like a

bright-colored bird. Dennison had turned discreetly away during this

little scene, occupying himself with the fastening of the street-door.

He now came back and slipped his arm under his friend’s.

“ You look about all in, old man,” he said affectionately. “ Here,

upstairs with you, to lie down.”

Newcome protested that the presence of the unsuspected two sheets

of figures called for immediate consultation with Mr. Derwent; but

Dennison shook his head, dragging him along up the stairs. “ It ’s

no use,” he explained. “ We can’t get at him. The Zolantophites have

chosen this time for an all-night demonstration and prayer-meeting

over him.” Then he added, opening a door and pushing his friend

into the room, “ There, what you need most is sleep. I suppose we ’d

be wise to hide up in the trunk-room again—they’re sure to suspect

us—but I don’t see what evidence they can have against us. Any way,

you need a square night ’s rest.”

Newcome was beginning drowsily to insist that he be called at the

first opportunity of conferring with the head of their party, when he

became conscious that Ellery had left him, and that before him, only

the width of the room away, was a luxurious bed. Switching out the

light, he reeled across, dropped upon it, and fell at once into a sleep,

exhausted, but not entirely untroubled. Hour after hour, in his dreams,

he struggled up a sliding mountain of coal which reached endlessly

up to the very stars; and always before his outstretched hands there

fluttered a brilliant red bird, almost but not quite in reach.

VI.

HE had just finished shaving when there came a knock at the door

and Dennison’s voice called him to come out as soon as possible. A

few minutes later he joined his friend in the hall, and showed himself

an entirely different person from the weary fugitive of a few hours

before. Sleep and cold water had wrought a transformation at which

Dennison stared in astonishment.

“Well, you look as fresh as a daisy!” he ejaculated. “What are

you made of, any way? Come along, it ’s time you had breakfast.”

. Thereupon he led the way into a bright, sunny room, motioning

hm gufist towards an improvised breakfast-table. “Sit down. I’ve

had mine. Nellie and I ’ll wait on you.” Then, seeing that Newcome
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was staring at the clock, thunderstruck at the lateness of the hour,

“Yes, ! know, but I thought you might as well have your sleep out.

They ’re still making voodoo over uncle. Have n’t let up a minute

since yesterday at five! Poor old chap! He must be sick in earnest

by now.”

Newcome sat down, exerting his utmost will-power to keep himself

from staring at the ministering angel, still in her red house-gown, who

brought him grape-fruit, chocolate, and toast. He allowed himself to

look as much as he pleased only when her back was turned, and felt

that be was most unfairly rewarded for his self-control when, after

seeing that his material needs were satisfied, she left the room, saying

that she would try to hurry the departure of her uncle’s religious

watchmen.

Dennison sat down opposite and rolled a cigarette. “Nellie ’s a

wonderl” he said. (Newcome colored at this apparent reading of

his thoughts, but the other did not notice.) “ What do you supPose

8he’s gone and done now? She ’s come around that poor old flinty

hearted, granite-fisted Corporation Juggernaut of an uncle of mine.

I don’t know how she did it—affectionate blackmail, I suppose. At

any rate, she ’s done it, and it cuts our work out for us, let me tell

you! We ’ll have a chance to see what our theories are worth.”

“What has she done? You have n’t told me yet,” put in Newcome.

“Why, to be sure, so I have n’t. Listen. It ’s hard to believe!

She suggested it the day after we turned up, but he only agreed to it

last night, after he knew we had succeeded in our burglary.”

“ But I thought nobody could get to him for the Zolantophites

around him.”

“ They had a code fixed up, he and Eleanor, and when I got in with

the papers she called one of the Elders and sent uncle in an innocent

sounding sort of message and he sent back an equally harmless reply.

But hers meant that we had done the trick, and his that he was ready

to consent to her proposition.”

Newcome leaned back and said a little impatiently, “I’m still

wcndering what that wonderful proposition 11:, you know.”

“dust this. As soon as the mines have made enough to put uncle

on his feet again, and that ’ll be in two or three years if they ’re as

“ch as they seem, then the whole business is to be turned over to you

and me- We’re to run it just as we please, cotiperation, short hours,

prcfit-sh‘"fing—sny socialistie ideas we want. And till then we ’re to

travel around and prepare ourselves, study mining, and learn what

others are doing along the same lines. How ’s that for a proposition

to wake “p to at twenty-three and four?”

_Newcome’s grave young face turned a degree more serious. “ It ’s

a big responsibility,” he said solemnly, “but, by Heaven! it ’s a big
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opportunity! How like your sister to think of such a plan! Jove!

It was a lucky day for me when I met you l ”

Dennison reached across the table and grasped his hand. “ It ’s all

the other way! ” he cried. “ Our good luck begins when you came into

the story! You ’ll go in with me, then?”

" Will I? And your sister—will she——? ”

Dennison laughed so that Newcome colored again, and then, recov

ering his gravity, he said dryly, “ Oh, I think we can’t leave Nellie

out of the partnership. It ’s her scheme, you know.”

Just then the lady under discussion appeared in the doorway.

“Come down, quick!” she called. “ They ’ve gone at last! They

wanted to wait until the next batch got here, but the nurse and I swept

them out. Hurry!”

It was Newcome’s first encounter with the financier in the role of

invalid, and it was quite a shock to him to find him in bed, the sheets

drawn up under his chin, his long, thin body outlined, corpse-like, under

the covers. At the sight of his two young lieutenants, however, he sat

up, stretching out eager hands of grateful congratulation. “ My dear

young people,” he began, his face relaxed into a geniality which sat

oddly on its grim, forceful lines, “ as burglars you are the most un

qualified suc——”

He stopped short, his mouth still open, looking past them, aghast.

Newcome fancied that he could see his gray hairs begin to rise like a

frightened dogs, and the young man knew without turning around

what had happened.

“Good-morning, gentlemen,” came in a cheerful tone from the

doorway. “Excuse my intruding on so touching a scene of family

reconciliation. I only stopped in a moment on my way back from my

morning in the office, to ask how our invalid is. But I see that he has

a medicine better than any the doctors can give him—a reunited

family! I ’m delighted to see it—delighted! Such a pleasure to you,

too, Miss Eleanor.”

The two young men had fallen back from the bedside and were

facing helplessly the smooth fluency of their enemy. Nobody made

any answer to his pleasant little speech, but he filled in the silence

with a friendly farewell, nodding to them all brightly and assuring

Mr. Derwent kindly that he would return for a longer call that after

noon. With that he took himself offf, tripping down the stairs light

spiritedly, and whistling as he went a tune from an old Italian opera.

In the sick-room nobody stirred until the front-door slammed, and

then, “ What the devil do you make out of that? ” cried Derwent, fall

mg back on his pillow. “ He ’s been to his office, he must know ”

“Where do you keep the last two sheets of your survey?” asked

Newcome hurriedly. “ There is a lot to this I don’t understand.”
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“Here, under my pillow, never out of my sight night or day.” He

pulled out a big sealed envelope, tore it open, and extracted two large,

folded sheets of foolscap. These he handed triumphantly to Newcome.

That young man unfolded them, glanced at them, turned them over,

and nodded.

“Just what I feared,” he said quietly, holding them up to view.

There was not a mark on either side of the sheets.

“ Good heavens!” cried the old financier, his eyes starting out.

Newcome held up his hand. “ It ’s not as bad as that. They ’re not

lost. Give him the extra two sheets, Ellery.”

The old man pored over the mass of figures. “These are the

same!” he cried. “I’m sure of it. These are the papers I thought

I had under my pillow. Where did you-——? ”

“ On Higginbotham’s desk.”

“ With the third?”

Dennison produced it. The conspirators stared blankly at each

other. “Must have stolen them while I was asleep,” groaned Derwent,

“through some hound of a servant!” He sat bolt upright in bed.

“See here, I don’t understand, but for Heaven’s sake don’t let’s lose

another minute. You two make tracks to the American Paper Pulp

Company, 48 Nassau, and get an iron-clad option on that land. Here,

talge the survey! Promise anything! I ’ll fix up your credit over the

’p one.”

They found the name of Derwent was still an “ Open Sesame” in

the financial district. The mere mention of it in the outer ofiice passed

them through into the sanctum of the president of the American Paper

Pulp Company, and they found that gentleman affability itself.

“Certainly, we are only too glad to oblige any relative of Mr.

Derwent’s, though, for that matter, it is a service to us as well, for

we find the lumber in that section much below what was represented

to us. Mr. Derwent was just speaking to me on the ’phone. You ’ve

a survey with you, of the tract you ’d like? Good! Miss Cham

berlainl”

A severe, responsible-looking, middle-aged woman got up from a

typewriter table at the other end of the room, and approached the

president’s desk. -

“Will you see, please, Miss Chamberlain, that this gets to Mr

Allen and ask him to set a value on the tract?”

He turned back to his visitors. “ So Mr. Derwent ’s getting better?

Thath good. We have missed him on the Street. You want to make

*1 deel"paI-lI? Well, I should say that the land up there was better for

th*1tpm—l>°3e than for lumbering. We were quite glad to sell quite a

tract up there the other day to a gentleman who wanted it for a game

preserve.”
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Newcome felt an icy chill at the roots of his hair. “ What was his

name?” he asked, controlling his voice with difliculty.

“ Can’t say. I ’ve forgotten. Somebody I never heard of.”

“ Was it Higginbotham? ” suggested Neweome, his knees beginning

to shake.

“ Oh, no. A short name like Stokes, or Tripp, or Oh, Miss

Chamberlain.” (The important lady had returned to her desk.)

“ What was the name of the purchaser of that piece of the Catamount

Glen woodland, a day or so ago?”

The important lady raised her head and delivered herself of a

monosyllable: “ Potts.”

“ Yes, yes, James Potts, to be sure,” said the president, and

Newcome sank back in his chair, breathing again. “ Of course, gentle

men,” the president went on, “ you can have an option if you like, but

since Mr. Derwent vouehes for you I think we might pass the title on

payment of the dollar down, and let the other wait till Ah, what

is it, Miss Chamberlain?”

The severe secretary had advanced and laid a memorandum on the

desk. The president adjusted his pince-nez. Everything was going too

well to be true. Newcome was not surprised when the president looked

back to them and coughed apologetically. “ I suppose you ’ll be willing

to take a quit-claim deed? The fact is,” he answered the question on

their surprised faces—“ the fact is that titles are the very devil. Buy

ing out-of-the-way back tracts of land as we do, we ’re always having

trouble. People sell us in perfectly good faith what they ’ve really no

more title to than to Governor’s Island. We could n’t guarantee any

part of the Catamount Glen tract, for, though our lawyers are looking

it up now, they ’ve reported on only a part of it, and that is n’t ours.

I ’m sorry to say that I see it includes the piece I sold to Mr. Potts.

He ’ll be greatly put out. All those details are so outside my usual

business that——”

At this point a young clerk entered the ofiice and laid the sheets of

the survey on the president’s desk. “ It ’s very odd, Mr. Brinkerhofi,”

he said, “ but this survey calls for the identical tract we sold to a Mr.

Potts a few days——”

Newcome sprang to his feet. “ But you said your title to that was

defective.”

The President grunted and frowned. “That country seems to go

on hearsay instead of recording its deeds. I ’m afraid Mr. Potts will

be very much put out, and I can’t——”

“ But how,” cried Newcome, “ can we find out who does own it?”

So commanding was his tone that the secretary, without waiting

for further orders, ran a well-manicured finger down a list and

answered, “A farmer by the name of Mosher, initials P. E.”
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The young men reached for their coats with a simultaneous gesture.

“ Does Potts know about this defective title?” cried Newcome.

“Look here,” broke in Mr. Brinkerhofff, “why all this excitement

about a piece of swamp-land on a mountain-top? I believe there ’s

been some valuable mineral found. Hang it all! I might have known

it, with Derwent after it. I ’ll just take a hand in this myself! ” He

snatched up a telephone book.

The severe secretary, unmoved by their excitement, now answered

Newcome’s question. “Certainly, Mr._ Potts was notified as soon as

the lawyer’s report was received.”

“ Here! ” cried the president. “ There are a million Pottses in this

’phone book. What ’s his address?”

The secretary consulted her papers again. “ The Landor Building,

care of—it’s a very queer name—must be some new kind of breakfast

food. The Z-O-L-A-N-T-O=phites.”

Newcome and Dennison looked at each other tragically, while

Brinkerhoff bent over the ’phone.

“Is this 4, 327? . . . Is Mr. Potts in?”

There was a silence and the receiver clicked back on the hook. Mr.

Brinkerhoff turned to his zealous and able helper with a black look

which her admirably competent services scarcely seemed to deserve.

“Miss Chamberlain, if anybody asks for me the next two or three days,

you tell them what Mr. Potts’s clerk has just told me—that I was very

suddenly called away to New England.”

He started for the door, but Newcome was already out in the hall.

“Down seventh!” his voice came back to the ofiice. The president

and Dennison bounded forward and reached the elevator just before

the door closed.

Neck-and-neck they rushed into the Grand Central. The big clock

slmwed half-past three. In a dead heat they halted at the information

bureslh “ What ’s the -first train to Washington, Vermont?” they

spoke as one man.

The clerk shoved a time-table towards an impatient suburbanite,

and answered the frantic interrogation with unmoved calm: “ Seven

thirty r.M.”

Mr. Brinkerhofi- spoke first: “ Can’t I get a train that will get me

there before that one?”

“ You can get to Troy before that, but there ’s no train from Troy

to Washington till the one the seven-thirty makes connections with.”

“ How far is Troy from Washington? ”

“ About fifty-five miles.”

“Can’t I get any closer than that?”

_The oflicial allowed a shade of curtness to color his impersonal

politeness. “ No, you can not,” he said emphatically.
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“ But New England ’s covered with trolleys.”

“ None in that section.”

Mr. Brinkerhoff began to lose his patience. “ Look here, this is a

matter of importance to me. I am a shipper on your road whom it ’s

worth doing something for, and I don’t propose to rely on your unaided

memory. You take out your schedules and look the matter up for me,

or I ’ll make a complaint.”

The man tilted his cap back with a gesture of extreme irritation.

“ I ’m tellin’ you all there is to tell! I ’ve just been over the whole

business inside an hour with another party that was crazy to get to

Washington, Vermont, in five minutes, and insisted on my making up

a train for him out of my head. The schedules have n’t changed since.

Now, if you want to, complain!" He turned away to elucidate the

stop-over privileges on round-trip tickets to the Pacific Coast, and the

three melted away in the shifting crowds.

When they passed through the wicket at half-past seven that night,

Mr. Brinkerhoff had with him an alert and vigorous young man, and

his two rivals had between them an alert and bright-eyed young lady.

“Reinforcements on both sides, I notice,” said the older man as

he passed them to take a seat in a forward car. “ I hope we ’re not all

of us on a wild-goose chase.”

" Who do you suppose is the Higginbotham agent?” whispered

Eleanor, looking around her at the other passengers.

It was a question they did not settle during the trip up the Hudson,

nor even after they had left Troy, for, to their surprise, the only persons

who accompanied them from the New York train to the shabby, dingy

old car bound for the north were Mr. Brinkerhoff and his companion.

Newcome’s face grew dark and he fell into a brooding reverie.

After a time, “ Confound it ! ” he cried. “ We ought to have taken a

train up to the Berkshires somewhere and motored from there.”

“We have n’t the money to waste,” said Dennison, “and anyhow,

where are you going to pick up a motor for rent in a quiet little New

England village?”

Newcome did not answer this question, but later he broke his silence

with another abrupt regret. “ We ’re losing some points in the game,

do you know it? We ought to have managed somehow to bring more

money with us. The bargain may turn on who has the most cash.”

“ How much have you left?” asked Eleanor.

“ Oh, nothing to make any showing with what the others will be

able to offer. A little over seven hundred dollars.”

There was a depressed silence for a time, until the conductor came

to take the ticket. Eleanor roused herself and smiled at him dazzlingb‘

“ I E“TpposG Wu are 3- VeI-moI1ter,” she said, “and know all about this

beautiful country?”
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The conductor was a serious-faced, gray-headed man, but he fell

before this overture with a helpless pleasure. “Yes’m,” he said; “I

was born and raised in Albemarle.”

Dennison was looking at his sister in amazed disapproval, but she

went on, raising her soft, dark eyes to her victim, “What a pretty

name! Where is it? ”

“ It ’s the first station this side of Washington,” returned the

native.

His three passengers sat up suddenly.

“Why, we are going to Washington!” cried Eleanor, suggesting

adroitly by her tone and accent that in some way that made them long

lost cousins, “and we 're so anxious to learn something about what

the country ’s like. My brothers and I are thinking of buying some land

and settling there. When you ’ve done with taking the tickets, can’t

you come back and sit down here and tell us about the climate and

all?”

When he came back it was evident that all his oflicial stiffness had

melted before the warm interest of his new acquaintances in their

prospective home.

“’T ain’t much on climate,” he told them, “’cept for them that

wants to slide down-hill for a livin’ ; but it ’s a sightly country, and

there ’s quite a bit of timber-land.”

"Just the thing! ” said Eleanor. “ We want to lumber more than

to farm anyhow. Have n’t I heard of a big tract of timber land near

the head of—let me see—Catamount? ”

“ Yep, old Pete Mosher, he owns a let up in there.”

“ Oh, do you know the owner? What kind of a man is he? Would

he sell, do you suppose?”

The conductor laughed. “Well, Pete’s gettin’ on in years, quite

some, in fact, but if he ’s anything like what he used to be he ’d sell

the shirt off’n his back for cash. Why, when I used to go down to

Waverly as a boy, every time I passed his house I ”

“ Waverly! ” broke in Eleanor, bewildered. “ I thought Catamount

Glen was in Washington.”

“S0 ’t is!” aflirmed the conductor, surprised by her vehemence-.

“ Who said ’t wa’n’t? ”

“ But you said just now whenever you went to Waverly. Where ’s

that?”

“That’s the station below Albermarle—two below Washington

T11317s where old Pete Mosher ’s always lived.”

Eleanor still looking confused, Newcome said,’ “ There ’s really no

reason why a man should n’t own property in another town from the

one he lives in, after all, But the point is, does Mr. Mosher still live

In Waverly?”
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The conductor nodded. “ Sure! Not in the Centre any more.

He ’s got so old now—he must be goin’ on ninety, I declare—that he ’s

livin’ round with his children, and he stays a good deal of the time

with a married daughter down to West Waverly.”

At this point a new round of ticket-collecting called him away.

He left the three to a hurried change of plans which caused them

later, when the brakeman put his head into the door and yelled,

" Way-ver-lee! Way-ver-lee! " to gather their wraps hastily together

and try to slip silently out of the car, without attracting the attention

of Mr. Brinkerhofl, nodding and dozing obliviously at the other end

of the car. They would have succeeded in this had it not been for the

conductor, who, seeing them about to make a mistake in stations, in

sisted on setting them right, at the top of his voice.

“ Good gracious, yes, we know it ’s not Washington ! ” said Dennison

irritably, trying to shake off their too-zealous friend. “ We ’ve changed

our minds.”

The conductor released his grasp. “ Oh, all right, if you want to! ”

“ Here—quickl My coat!” said the now aroused Brinkerhoff to

his companion, himself snatching up his satchel and starting down the

aisle. -

“ Now, look here! ” remonstrated the conductor, grieved by so much

folly, “ Waverly ’s a little one-horse place, and the hotel don’t send

to meet this train, less’n there is word sent ahead. There won’t anybody

be up. It ’s two o’clock in the morningl ”

Even as he spoke his various misguided passengers all disappeared

into the blackness outside. As he pulled the bell-rope for the train

to proceed, he called out into the night, “ The hotel ’s down the hill

and turn to the left.”

The engine snorted, cast out a shower of sparks, and the train

vanished away around a curve, leaving, under a brilliant star-lit sky,

five silent travellers. The path down the hill lay white before them,

and together they trudged along it into a darkly quiet village street.

When the path turned they also turned and soon stopped in front of a

gaunt wooden building with a sign swinging before it. At the door

-of this edifice a great deal of knocking and kicking finally produced

a tousle-headed, sleepy-eyed boy, who stared at them in the most No

found amazement as they filed into the hall. He collected himself

enough to say that yes, he guessed they could have rooms, and yes,

he guessed they could have breakfast early if they wanted it.

Silently they signed the register, and, each taking a glass kerosene

lamp, silently they dispersed to their allotted rooms. The hotel was

]ust settling to the peaceful silence from which they had disturbed

it when from the distance there sounded the unmistakable “ chug-chug ”

of an automobile.
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Newcome jumped out of bed, ran to his window, and threw it open.

Four other heads were already protruding from near-by windows. In

the north, the direction of Washington, a bright light flashed into

view, and was borne along rapidly into the village street. Before the

hotel the motor stopped. The chauffeur sprang out and, running up

to the door, began an assault on it with fists and toes.

After a time there was a sound of bolts being withdrawn, and a

watery yellow gleam from an oil-lamp wavered out upon the darkness.

The five silent eavesdroppers bent their heads eagerly. The sleepy

voice of the aggrieved, tousle-headed boy answered a murmured ques

tion: “Yes, this is the Waverly Hotel. Yes, I guess you can have

room. Yes, I guess you can have breakfast early if you——”

The chauffeur turned. “ All right, sir,” he called respectfully.

The solitary passenger in the tonneau threw off a heavy wrapping

and stepped to the ground. The _five at the windows strained their

eyes to make him out, but it was not until he stood for an instant in

the light coming from the open door that they could see that he was

a portly, prosperous, middle-aged man, with white hair and a florid

countenance.

VII.

Newcome turned away from the window and stood for a moment,

silent. Then he dressed himself, all but his shoes, and tiptoed out of

the room as silently as a shadow. When he returned, at the end of a

few minutes, he found Dennison sitting on his bed, and was met at

cnce by an eager suggestion from him: “Look here, Manson, why

call’t we fix that machine so it won’t go to-morrow.”

“Because,” answered Newcome, “the chauffeur is sleeping in it to

prevent just that thing. I went out to do it myself.”

Dennison had another suggestion. “ But don’t you suppose there ’s

one in town we can hire? This is going to give old Higginbotham

all kinds of an advantage!”

Newcome shook his head. “ I met the frowsy boy coming upstairs,

and he says the only one in town is owned by the plumber and that is

out of order, and if you ask me what I think best to do next, I will

tell you frankly I have n’t the slightest idea.” He sat down heavily, but

rose instantly, startled by a low knock at the door. -

“ Is Ellery there?” came through the key-hole in a whisper. “ Wlll

one of you please wake somebody and have one of the maids sent to my

room? I feel terribly ill with a headache and want somebody to sit

llp with me.” -

Ellery sprang from the bed and rushed to the door. “ Why, Nellie

dear!” he said, alarmed, opening into the dark hall. “What can

the matter be? I never knew you to have a headache!”
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From the pitch-black corridor floated a ghost of a little laugh and

a door closed with a click. -

“What do you suppose she ’s up to?” asked Ellery.

“ Never mind! Hurry and get somebody.”

Once more the much-suffering hotel was roused from its usual

tranquillity. Lights flitted up and down the stairs, foot-steps passed

down the hallways, and then the silence was broken only by a low

murmur of steady talk from the sick lady’s room. Any one listening at

the door would have thought that she and the little country girl were

getting on famously, for once in a while a light laugh broke into their

chatter. Apparently the lady from the city had wanted a companion

more than a nurse, although towards morning she sent down to the

kitchen for a cup of tea. While the maid was thus employed there

was a rustle at the door of Dennison’s room, and a scrap of paper slid

under it. As soon as he had read the message on it he took it into

Newcome’s room. He found that individual fully dressed, lying on

his bed with his eyes open. He read the message, “let the others

start out before us,” with no surprise.

“ I thought likely she ’d find out something in a long talk with a

native. Sh! Listen! Brinkerhoff ’s beginning to get up.” _

They heard through the thin partition a faint stirring and looked

at their watches. It was a quarter of six and still as black as midnight.

The aroma of coffee came from below-stairs.

“ I ’ll get dressed in a jiffy,” whispered Dennison, disappearing.

When he stepped out of his room again he saw his friend and his

sister, both ready for the day, going down the stairs. He overtook

them at the foot of the steps, just as they in turn overtook Mr. Brinker

hoff- and his assistant.

They were a wan-eyed set of adventurers who sat down to a hastily

prepared breakfast, and preoccupied to the last degree. Everybody

ate with one eye on the door and one ear cocked for sounds from the

second floor. A loaded tray carried upstairs was one event which made

them look uneasily at one another, but the report from the stable that

f‘ them rigs they ’d ordered was ready ” restored them to a momentary

calm. This was broken the next instant by the pounding of machinery

outside. They all ran for the windows, just in time to see by the

first light over the mountains a much-muflied passenger take his place

in the tonnean and disappear at once around a corner of the road

headed west.

Mr. Brinkerhofff looked with the liveliest interrogation at the two

young men, who in their turn searched Eleanor’s face for a hint as to

what to do next. The others remaining impassive, Brinkerhoff took

action. Calling his young ally to him, he murmured some instructions

in his ear, which ended by the clerk’s disappearance behind a fast
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horse in the wake of the motor-car. After this the president of the

American Paper Pulp Company turned from the window to an open

and vigilant watch on the other division of the party of seven who had

so unexpectedly settled down on the astonished little village.

“Come up-stairs with me, Ellery, won’t you?” said Miss Dennison,

pushing away from the table. “I feel faint again, and I think I’ll

have to lie down.”

Mr. Brinkerhoff at once went outdoors and took up a position across

the street, where he could command all the doors to the hotel.

A few moments later, Dennison alone came downstairs. “ All

right, Munson,” he called. Thereupon the two young men climbed into

a Concord buggy, while their elderly watchman hurried back to the

hotel and into another.

In a moment the two teams rattled off at a brisk pace, and dis

appeared down the long village street, headed for the south.

They were no sooner out of sight than the young lady they had

left behind ran out, her hat tied down firmly by a long veil, framing a

pretty, resolute face, her coat and furs reefed closely for action. “ Is n’t

that wagon ready for me?” she called impatiently in the direction of

the stable. Upon the appearance of a buckboard and the fourth lean,

active, mountain-bred horse which had left that livery in a half-hour,

she sprang up into the seat, took the reins in practised hands, and

drove off at top speed, turning the first corner to the left, which led

her straight east. The hostler looked at the hotel-keeper and said

solemnly, “They must ha’ forgot somethin’, that crowd.”

“How so?” asked the other.

t 1;‘ There ’s a road to the north left yet, that they ain’t none of ’em

oo .”

-The hotel-keeper laughed. “They every last one of ’em asked

where old Peter Mosher lives, but the feller in the automobile was the

cnly one that went that way. Now, what dew you s’pose——-9 ”

“Oh, city folks!” said the hostler all-explainingly, as he turned

awn)" “ The girl knew more about horses than the men, a1lyhow- She

picked out Black Jack for her rig.”

At that moment Black Jack was stretching his long legs over a

rc‘lgh, hilly country road which presently turned and led straight up

to a high wall of black, pine-clad mountain. His driver‘s heart mis

gave her at the sight of this steep ascent. She turned back to the last

house she had passed and called to a grizzle-headed man standing in

the doorway, “I ’m afraid I ’ve made a mistake. This is n’t the way

to young Mr. Tommy Mosher’s, is it? ”

The man contradicted her with relish: “Yes, ’t is, too! ’Bout a

F9; and l h83f up th’ hill, around three turns and just “most a

1-1 ge_”
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She backed the wagon around and set off again at a breakneck

speed. He called a warning after her which she stopped impatiently

to catch. “You better be carefuller than that crossin’ th’ bridge!

The planks on ’t is as loose as my teeth!” he shouted.

She nodded, laughing in spite of herself, and drove furiously

forward.

The “ turns ” of which he spoke proved to be sharp zigzags, carry

ing the road from one side to the other of the deeply cut ravine up

which it crept. The sun was just rising high enough to send a first

dazzling beam down into the dark glen when Black Jack, dripping and

breathless, bounded across the rattling planks of the ramshackle old

lumberman’s bridge. It was hung high over a tumbling mountain

stream which cast up an unbroken, tumultuous roar, frothing itself

into swirling foam among the great boulders. The bridge was innocent

of hand-rails and none too wide, all of which combined to make the

passage anything but monotonous. But on the other side she found a

compensating reward. Close to the edge of the precipitous rocky bank

there sat placidly sunning itself in the fresh light a little, well-kept

white farm-house, with a row of great maples before it.

EleanoYjumped from the wagon and fastened the horse to the

hitching-post, watched during the process by several dimly-seen heads

behind the windows in the wing. Then she walked up the front path,

one red lip caught between her teeth. She was breathing almost as

convulsively as Black Jack, panting with heaving flanks behind her.

“ I am looking,” she said to the bent, elderly man of about seventy

who opened the door to her—“ I am looking for young Mr. Tommy

Mosher.”

The farmer nodded. “You ’ve found him,” he said briefly

“ That ’s me.”

Eleanor wrinkled her forehead, looking at a name written on a

card in her hand. “ But it was young Mr. Tommy ”

A faint alteration of the deep wrinkles in the other’s face seemed

to indicate that he intended a smile. “I'm him,” he said again.

“ Come in, won’t ye, and set down? I was named for my uncle, and

sence he’s livin’ yit I never get called anything but——”

Eleanor stepped into a cold, fireless “best room” and sat down.

Her eyes were very bright with excitement and her cheeks flamed, but

she sat still, her gloved hands clasping each other tightly. The only

thing she could not control was her voice, which at intervals failed

her suddenly in the middle of a sentence, so that she had to stop and

draw a long breath before she could go on. She said, “ Mr. Mosher, I

want to buy a piece of land of you, about fifteen acres, up at the head

of Catamount Glen in Washington; and I want to tell you honestly

that a new mineral has been discovered on it which makes it extremely
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valuable. I would n’t think it right not to let you know that, and I

mean to offer you as part payment stock in the mining-company to be

founded. That will be worth more than any amount of cash, of course.”

She drew out a paper and unfolded it. “ I ’m in a great hurry to get

back to the city, so I had a deed made out the afternoon before I left,

specifying the area I want, and it ’s all ready to sign. And here is a

statement witnessed before a New York notary public which guarantees

the mining-stock to you. My brother with some money in gold will

be along after me in a few minutes, an ”

At this point the farmer interrupted her and delivered himself

with dry curtness of a shrewd and succinct declaration of his prin

ciples. “I ain’t sayin’ that a lady is part of a swindlin’ game—cspe

cially not to her face—you don’t look it—so I ’ll just say it to somebody

back of you. But whoever he is, he don’t know me! I’m a Green

Mountain Yankee, and I ’ve known of mining-stock sold to farmers by

city folks before nowl I don’t want any mixin’ up with ’em. When

I sell anything, from a pig to a pine-tree, I want cash, and folks don’t

get a dollal’s worth of a thing out’n me without they come a-askin’

with the dollar in their hands. There ’s been enough folks in this

Willey that ’s gone crazy over marble quarries and such, that never

amounted to anything but a hole in the middle of their best meadow

land.” He looked at the deed she had laid on the table and said firmly,

SQlflVhen you bring me the money I ’ll sign your deed, m’am, and not

ore.”

Eleanor had turned very pale. Now she said faintly, “Must you

have the whole amount cash? Would n’t you take a mortgage on the

land for part of it?”

Young Tommy gave his grizzled, unshaven chin a rasping wipe.

“No, III’am; I don’t truck with mortgages.”

His visitor drew a long, gasping breath and brought out desperately,

“well, how much do you want for it in cash?”

- He eyed her sharply. Then he stepped out of the room, returning

with a map of his own, which be compared carefully with the map on

Eleanor’s deed.- Finally, after an obvious calculation as to how far

he ‘hired impose on her eagerness, he cleared his throat and said

defiantly, “ It ain’t such a big piece, but it cuts the very heart out of

my woodland. I won’t take a penny less than six hundred and fifty

for it.” ‘

He stopl>ad, blinking rapidly at his own teruerity, and turned his

back on his guest, staring out of the window. _

The young lady’s tense erectness snapped. She fell together In

her chair, mid, hiding her face in her hands, shook softly for a moment

cr two in uncontrollable emotion. When she looked up the pallor had

3on‘! from her cheeks and the agitation from her voice. Her eyes

VOL. LXXXXV.—l8
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sparkled softly. “I’ll talk it over with my brother when he comes.

We ’ll see if we can afford that much. May I wait here for him?”

Young Tommy nodded. “You better go into the settin’-room,”

he said. “ They got a fire in there.” He opened a door into a sunny

room, sweet with the fragrance of geraniums. “ Mother!” he called.

“ There ’s young lady wants to set here a while and wait for her brother.

Come and clear th’ cats off’n the chairs.” With which sole effort at

hospitality he turned away.

“ Oh, Mr. Mosher,” Eleanor called after him, “ does n’t the deed

have to be witnessed by a notary public or something?”

“ It has to be witnessed before a notary,” he said uncornpromisingly.

Eleanor looked around wildly. “ But how can we manage? When

my brother comes I wanted to have everything ready so we could go

right on.”

“ The last house you passed before you began coming up hill—the

man that lives there is notary for this town.”

Eleanor rose. “ Oh, then, I ’d better go right back and fetch him,

so that he ’ll be here when my brother comes.”

“I ain’t got no objections,” said Young Tommy amiably, again

raising his voice in a call of “Mother! Mother! She a.in’t agoin’ to

stay. Never mind about the cats.”

He opened the door and stepped out on the path. Eleanor was about

to follow him when she was startled by the jingling of a little bell

back of her. “ Why, that sounds like a telephone bell!” she said.

Young Tommy looked back at her quizzically from under his bushy

gray eyebrows. “ We ain’t Eskimos, nor Digger Injuns,” he said.

“ It is a telephone. Lemme git past and I ’ll answer it.”

The bell rang again, loudly and long. It seemed to shake some

thing awake in the girl’s head, for, “ Oh, let me answer it! ” she cried,

hurriedly stepping back to the instrument. “ It ’s probably my brother,

who ’s found out you have a ’phone and wants——”

She snatched up the receiver before Tommy could reach the door.

“ Hello! Hello!” she breathed into the mouthpiece.

A thin, reedy voice, which was nevertheless so familiar that it

sent a cold chill up her backbone, said, “ Is this Mr. Thomas Mosher’s

house ? ”

“Yes,” said Eleanor, looking away for a moment to her host, wh"

stood watching her inquiringly from the doorway.

“Is it for you?” he asked.

Eleanor murmured something unintelligible and listened paralyzed

while the voice in her ear ran on, “ Get Mr. Mosher to the ’phone at

once. This is Mr. Higginbotham of New York. I am in West Waverly,

and -I am coming as soon as I can to you to——” Eleanor hung the

rece1ver up softly and turned to Young Tommy, waiting outside the
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door. “It ’s all right. He ’s coming as soon as he can,” she said disin

genuously. “And now, Mr. Mosher, would you mind untying my

horse and turning him around for me? You know a woman never

knows how to turn around in a buggy.”

The farmer nodded and stepped heavily down the path. Eleanor

turned back to the instrument just as the clapper began to vibrate

again. She slipped her hand between it and the bell, letting it strike

noiselessly against her finger while she looked desperately around the

room for inspiration. Then, after a moment’s inspection of the nature

of the mechanism, she seized the little metal knob and bent the clapper

back as far as she could. When she released it she had the satisfac

tion to see it vibrating with furious impotence in the air a good inch

away from the little gong.

“ All ready!” called Young Tommy, from outside.

She ran out and climbed into the buckboard. “How far is West

Waverly from here?”

“’Bout fifteen miles.”

She smiled brilliantly and leaned towards him. “ It does n’t make

any difference whether you believe in it or not,” she said. “ I ’ll see

that you get a good big block of our mining stock as soon as there ’s

any to get, and you ’ll be as rich as rich! ”

You-Hg Tommy looked at her impassively and made no other comment

on this offer than a monosyllabic sound in his throat, to which he

skilfully contrived to impart an insulting quality of incredulity.

Eleanor laughed outright, and drove offl

As Black Jack trotted back across the shambling old bridge she

looked at her watch. It was eight o’clock, an hour and a half since

they had all left the hotel. She gave an exclamation of impatience and

strained her eyes down the road, but she saw nobody either then or half

an hour later, when she stood outside the house of the notary. He

proved to be the man who had given her the good advice about reckless

driving, and while he was less rock-ribbed in taciturnity and lack of

efiusiveness than Young Tommy, he was scarcely more pliable

His objection to starting back with her at once was extreme and

uncon(lu81-able. He had n’t, he said with the aggrieved air of a priest

asked to neglect his altar—he had n’t fed the pigs yet! And although

his impetnons young visitor fairly hopped up and down in her impa

tlence, nothing could move him. When he came back from this chore

he could not find his glasses. “ An’ I can’t see to write my name—not

‘1 stroke of it—without ’em,” he said, ascending the stairs with rheu

mtic slowness to search for them.

_ Left alone in the darkly shuttered parlor, Eleanor held her watch

In her hand, her heart racing along faster than its ticks. It was

after nine o’clock. Suddenly into this hurried double throbbing there
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broke a third pulsation, labored, rapid. Eleanor looked out of the

window and suppressed a scream. It was all over! Up from the curve

below toiled an automobile, the chauffeur bending over his steering

wheel, the passenger behind standing up and urging him forward.

The girl behind the shutters sank into a chair, her hands and feet like

ice, and watched the relentless monster advance. But it did not pass.

Opposite her window it stopped, the chauffeur jumped out and ran

toward the house.

The catch on the gate delayed him a moment, and that moment was

enough. When he knocked on the door it was opened to him by a

woman whose head and shoulders were heavily wrapped in a shawl,

and who answered his inquiry in the hoarse whisper of one suffering

from a hard cold, “ No, ye come too far on this road. Y’outer a-turned

ofl? the first cross-road below to your left.”

The chauffeur had bounded back half-way to the gate by the last

of these directions, and the notary public, coming down the stairs

with his spectacles clasped triumphantly in his horny old hand, was

just in time to see a red motor-car whisking out of sight around the

curve of the read below the house.

Black Jack, tired out, absolutely refused to trot back up the steep

ascent, and the wagon crawled slowly along, stopping at every water

bar. The notary proved to be as loquacious as Young Tommy was

silent, and his rustic interest being much aroused by the little transfer

of land, he wished to know all the details of the affair.

“ Funny how you come to know Young Tommy owned that wood

lot now, instid of his father. I only witnessed the deed day before

yesterday. I s’pose you went down to old Pete first?”

“ No,” said Eleanor; “ I had some talk with one of the waitresses

at the hotel and she told me.”

“ Which one? Light-complected and kind of smallish?”

Eleanor nodded, looking back down the road apprehensively.

“ That was Susie Peabody. She ’s the daughter of my sister’s first

husband—kind of a relation to me,” he said with a vague, vicarious

pride. “And th’ only one of them Peabody children that ’s got any

kind of notions of how to behave proper in ’em. The boys are the worst

cut-ups in this town.”

Eleanor listened indifferently to a history of the Peabody family

and to a great deal of other local information until they crossed the

bndge, when the old chatterer, for the first time, made a remark which

roused her from her apathy: “ You would n’ believe it if I did n’t tell

yef would Ie ?—that in the spring of the year, snow-meltin’ time, all

thls gorge gits so filled up with water and brush and logs and truck

that floats down, that the water ’s up over the floor of the bridge

Yes’m—washes the planks clear away.”
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Here his thin old voice was lost in the booming of the rapids over

which they were passing. Eleanor waited until they were on the other

side before she tried to reply. Even then she had to scream to make

herself heard above the roar of the waters. “Do you mean that it

pulls the planks off in spite of the nails?”

He grinned widely at the question. “ You don’t spike down bridge

flooring, never. It wears better with a bit of play. And for a bridge

where the freshets come up—well, I guess the whole thing would wash

away if we did. As ’t is we find the planks in the eddies. ’T ain’t

more ’n a day’s work to fix it up, and it don’t happen every spring.

We don’t hev as much snow as when I was a boy.”

“I see,” said the girl thoughtfully.

They found Young Tommy a very different person from the silent

individual whom Eleanor had left. As the notary climbed down from

the buckboard, he was met by a stream of abuse as fluent as it was

vigorous. “ Dew yew know what last night was?” asked Young

Tommy fiercely, answering himself instantly: “ No, ye don’t, of course.

Well, I ’ll tell ye! ’T was Hollowe’en night, and the tricks them Peabody

boys played on me would take th’ Old Boy himself to think of.

They ’re your sister’s first husband’s children! Ain’t you got any con

trol over your own family? Can’t you keep ’em from making public

nuisances of themselves? O'an’t ye?”

At this point Eleanor turned around and discreetly made off back

down the road, smiling in spite of her tense excitement at the last

shout of Young Tommy’s which she caught just before driving on the

bridge: “ An’ you don’t know where my lumber-wagon is, do you?

Well, I ’ll tell ye! It ’s up in the top of the biggest slum tree on the

place, and how I ’m agoin’ to——”

She dl-opp<*d again quickly in fatigue and suspense as Black Jack,

his heart quite broken at being turned again into that killing mountain

road, stumbled along wearily. His driver did not hurry him until far

below, 11hrough a clearing in the pines, she caught sight of a wagon like

her Wu mounting up towards her. Her glimpse was too brief to allow

her to see its occupants, but in a few moments it came in sight again

She stood up in the wagon and strained her eyes. It held two young

men.

Then Black Jack lifted his tired feet in one more mad flight down

the hill- “ Munson, get in with me! ” she cried when they met

“Ellery, you have the money, go ahead. Run your horse! It ’s about

a mile “p the road! The notary ’s there—they have the deed we made

out-! The price is six hundred and fifty dollars. We ’ll defend the

rear )1

b She last words were called out after her brother’s rapidly vanishing

ac
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“ Where ’s Brinkerhoff?” she asked of Newcome, beside her.

“We lost him about six miles to the South, but he may be along

any minute. The road was too level to really throw him off. Any

news from Higginbotham? ”

She gave him a brief résumé of the events of the morning, an

account which was interrupted by a familiar sound far below thorn.

They stopped the horse and listened. There was no mistaking itr—

the hurried chug-chug-chug, rising faintly but clearly through the

breathless silence of the forest. They looked up the notch to where an

opening in the pines showed them a little patch of the road some dis

tance on. As they looked, Ellery’s wagon came into sight, crawling

along up the steep climb, the horse’s head bent to its knees as he plodded

forward. Below them the automobile had evidently turned a curve,

for the sound of its progress rose suddenly much louder. Newcome

slapped the reins and clucked -to the horse, but Black Jack was too

weary to respond. He flickered his eyes, but stood motionless.

“I think,” said Eleanor, climbing down to the ground, “that we

can get up the hill faster on our own feet than we can force this dog

tired horse.”

“ What good will it do us if we do get up? ” said Newcome despair

ingly, turning in his seat to listen to the advancing enemy.

“ There ’s one more chance,” called Eleanor gallantly, over her

shoulder as she ran. “Leave the horse and wagon in the road. It

may delay them a moment or so.”

As he ran up beside her, she told him in broken gasps her last

expedient, and he bounded forward with fresh courage. A moment later

he halted and reached back a hand to her. “ Take hold,” he called,

“ and lift yourself by it every step.”

This method of progress, though slower than he could run, was much

faster than Eleanor could manage unaided, faster than the horses

could climb, and apparently, so they judged from the sound, as fast

as the motor advanced, coughing its way up the stiff grade on its lowest

speed. Newcome buckled down earnestly to his work at a fast jog, look

ing back only ocxzasionally at Eleanor, who trotted steadily along behind

him. She grew very red and perspiring and breathless, but she shook

her head gamely when he suggested a rest, and, setting her teeth hard,

struggled forward.

At this last appeal to his American passion for grit and endurance,

Newcome could contain his adoring admiration no longer. Still pulling

her along, short of breath as he was, he broke out, “ I—I—never (puff !)

dreamed anybody could (puff!) be so (puff!)—oh, you know—h0w

I (puffl)—is there (puff!) a ohance—for me?”

They had let nothing check their lurching advance, but now Eleanor

stopped and began helplessly and hysterically to laugh. Her hand
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remained in Newcome’s, however, and something about the quality

of her expression sent him back to her with a jump. She did not

shrink away as he put his arms about her; she leaned against him and,

shaking convulsively, gasped out, “ Oh, ha! ha! Absurd! Here! Now!

Oh, ha! ha! ha!”

The sudden immensity of Newcome’s relief was too much for his

nerves. He too began to shout with laughter, holding her close, and

it was through this mist of light-hearted, mirthful tears that they

kissed each other, there in the middle of the high-road, like two laugh

ing children.

Eleanor was the first to return to herself. “ Quick! Quick! ” she

motioned forward, and they took up their wavering, onward progress.

They were close to the bridge now, and as they came in sight of it

they saw Ellery’s wagon racing across it. At the same moment they

heard, close behind them, the stertorous breathing of an automobile,

putting its mind seriously to hill-climbing.

Ellery turned and, waving his hand at them, pushed his panting

horse over the rattling planks and down the little incline to the farm

house. The silent, elderly men standing by the door nodded to him

impassively as he drove up. “Is this the Mr. Mosher who owns

some_?”

b1 “Hitch your horse and come in,” said the elder of the two. “ I ’m

'm.”

When he followed them into the house he found them warming

their gnarled old hands at the wood-stove. “If we ’ve got to sign

Wmething, we’ve got to limber up our rheumatics.”

“ My sister said ” began Ellery, taking up the deed which still

lay on the table where Eleanor had left it.

“I told her,” said the owner of the house with a shamefaced defi

!tlllllice'—“I told her six hundred and fifty, and I tell you the same

ng.”

His neighbor’s jaw dropped. “’T ain’t more ’n fifteen acres, is M’

An’ scursely more ’n brush at that l ”

Young Tommy turned on him ferociously. “ I ain't a-askin’ any

body to buy it, be I? ”

_ During this passage between the ancients, Dennison had unloosened

E” money-belt and he was now counting out rapidly the yellow coins

_ There you are,” he said, looking anxiously over his shoulder. “ Now

Just sign the deed, won’t you? ”

“ We need another witness,” remarked the notary as Young Tommy

lldjuéted his glasses and, chewing hard on his tongue, squared himself

m h“ chair, preparatory to signing his name. Just as that arduous

task was completed, the sound of feet pounding up the path made

Dennison spring to the door with a wild notion of looking it in the

.
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new-c0mer’s face. It flew open and admitted Newcome, flushed, perspir

ing, and very dusty.

“I thought perhaps you ’d need another witness,” he said; “ so I

hurried.”

The notary, being used to writing in the line of business, required

less of a heroic effort to affix his name than his neighbor, and in a

moment handed the pen to Newcome.

“ There,” he said, pointing out the place like a schoolmaster. “ On

that line.”

Newcome drew a long breath and, trying in vain to steady his hand,

scrawled perhaps the most atrocious signature he had ever written since

he learned to form letters. As he laid the pen down, the door opened

again, revealing Eleanor, still purple-faced and short of breath.

“I stopped to put up my hair,” she gasped. “ Is everything all

right?”

The young men nodded, each taking one of her hands and solemnly

shaking it. For a moment Eleanor’s mobile face looked as though she

might cry, but just then the voice of the invisible “ Mother ” raised from

the back regions furnished a diversion.

“ Father! Father! I believe there ’s somethin’ the matter with th’

bridge. I just happened to look out’n the pantry window, and there ’s

a mess of folks straminadin’ up and down the other bank.”

“Why, it was all right when I drove over it a few minutes ago,”

exclaimed Dennison in the most honest surprise.

“ And we found it all righ ,” quibbled Newcome, looking at Eleanor.

“Maybe a rig ’s gone over it too fast and shook out one of the

planks,” said the notary. “ Some of ’em looked kind o’ outta place

when we come over it this morning.”

As soon as they reached the entrance to the bridge they stood

speechless, dumfounded beyond conjecture. There ran the road on

both sides as before, the same torrent foamed between, but where the

old bridge had been there was now nothing but its skeleton: four long,

unhewn logs, separated by five feet of nothingness. Every one was

silent—every one but Young Tommy. Shaking his fist in the air, he

shouted furiously through the roar of the water to the world in general,

“ Them planks did n’t fall off of ’emselves, you need nft tell me! 117,s

them ’tarnation cussed Peabody boys, windin’ up their Hollowe’en!

I’ll have them sent to Reform School for this, now, you see! ”

Even close beside him they could scarcely catch what he said, above

the boom of the river. They could not hear the faintest sound from

the little group across the way. To three of them, however, no text

was necessary for that picture. Close to the edge of the sheer, rocky

bank of the river was halted a big, red touring-car. Behind it, hitched

to two Concord buggies stood a couple of horses, originally brown, but
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now white with foam. By the front wheel of the motor-car a leather

clad chauffeur stared moodily down at the foam. Closer still a gray

haired gentleman in a business-suit seemed urging forward a younger

companion to attempt to cross the gap on the tight-rope passage of

the rounded surface of the logs, a feat which the other showed no

intentions whatever of essaying.

But the centre of the stage was held by a short, florid, elderly man

stamping his feet and running madly up and down. Both his hands

‘were full of tightly clutched bills. Sometimes he waved them in the

air, sometimes he shook them at the heavens in a frenzy of exasperation,

sometimes he extended them in agonized but quite unintelligible dumb

show to the two farmers. He appeared to be yelling at the top of his

voice, but this they could gather only by the amazing contortions of

his face.

While the rest of his party withdrew a little to where they could

make themselves heard, Newcome remained to stare in fascinated

reverie. Reluctantly at last he turned, observing gravely to himself,

“I was aware of some tragic need in my life, but I never guessed its

nature until now that it is satisfied. -It was to see that face with that

expression on it.” He walked a few steps, then added with apparent

irrelevancy, “ I wish they ‘d planed their beastly floor planks!” There

npon he put his right forefinger into his mouth and with his teeth

extracted a large splinter,

When he caught up with the others, Young Tommy was still deliv

ering himself on the iniquity of the Peabody boys. “ If families that

have boys would only get as much backbone as a dish-rag! ” he was

mying‘ “Just see how mad them city folks is about it. An’ I don’t

blame ’em any. By the looks of their horses, they was in a hurry to

get somewheres.”

Eleanor nodded. “ It does look that way.”

The three young people climbed mechanically into their buckboard.

“ But see here,” said Dennison. “ What are we going to do? Is there

any other road?”

The notary reflected. “Waal, if ye want to get back to Waverly,

ye best stop here till Tommy and I get the road-gang and fish out

those planks; but if ye ’re going back to the city, there ’s a branch of

the D- & M. goes to West Milford ’bout eight miles along this road

There’a a train ’bout two you can catch—makes connections. It may

take as all day to fix the bi-idge—the water ’s so high them planks

may n’t lodge till they get tew Zadoc Andrews’s mill-pond. Yes, you ’d

best head for New Milford, and not go back to Waverly at all.” _

‘ Eleanor gathered up the reins. The threé nodded in umson.

‘Thank you,” said Newcome. “Under the circumstances, perhaps

that would be the wisest thing for us to do.”
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To do two things at once is to do neither.

-—Or..n LATIN MAXIM.

ing, caught himself abandoning one step in the toilet to commence

upon another, sometimes even upon a third. This desultory

method of procedure in simple matters offers a clue to another of the

faulty mental habits that tend to handicap our efforts in conducting

larger business, and to add each its mite to the wear and tear of the

“ nerves.”

This habit of mind, which I shall venture, by way of adding some

thing to the nomenclature of psychology, to call “sidetractibility,” is

particularly common among the “ nervous.” Nor is it limited to the

badly-educated and the obtuse. On the contrary, like the other faulty

mental habits we have discussed, it is prone to appear as well in the

intelligent, the educated, and the mentally alert.

A woman patient of this type, plunged in regretful retrospection and

bewailment of past shortcomings, interviews her medical adviser. He

reminds her that when she fills her mind with such thoughts it is like

filling her mind with last year’s almanac. He may expect some such

reply as, “I abominate calendars!” or, “I don’t do that; I remove

even every unrestful color! ”

This variety of distractibility means nothing more alarming than

intense preoccupation, combined with a keen realization of the demands

of conversation. It implies, however, indifference to the “ goal-idea,”

and such indifference is sure to hinder effective work.

Figurative language and elaborate comparisons are wasted on

individuals of this class. If such a patient is told that faulty mental

habits require as much attention as the habit of drink, in nine cases

I SUPPOSE I am not the only one in the world who has, while dress
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out of ten the answer will be something like this: “ Oh, I don’t drink.

Thank the Lord, that is one thing I don’t do!”

Given a desk full of affairs requiring attention, what doubt can

there be that such a woman will fritter away much of her energy, and

that the sum total of the morning’s work will consist in numerous half

finished tasks, when one completed would be far better.

This seems to me a faulty tendency well worth a little attention and

a great deal of training. Just as it is better for the chronic doubter

to pounce upon some task, better the wrong one than not to pounce

at all, so it is better for the sidetractible to complete the task once

started, even though wrongly started, than to allow himself to drift

into this desultory, hipless, and inconsequential habit of thought and

action. .

It is not too trivial, perhaps, to commence this training in simple

matters. The desultory male dresser, for example, when about to

lapse, if not sufficiently inventive to manufacture for himself a better

maxim, may recall his wandering attention thus: “Either tie the

necktie or the shoestring,” and force himself to complete each step in

the toilet before starting upon another. Indeed, some such silly saying

may serve as well as a more pretentious effort to reestablish the waver

ing attention when more important matters than the toilet are in

question.

The sidetraotibility of the preoccupied is not to be confounded with

the heedlessness of the inattentive or the thoughtlessness of the indiffer

ent.

Amusing examples of the latter were furnished by a certain stenog

rapher with a “business ” training, to whom I was obliged, in time of

stress, to resort. One morning I dictated to her a letter stating, among

other things, that the patient should eat an egg every morning, and

that she should take a cold bath followed by a brisk rub with two

Turkish towels. This harmless counsel was transformed into the fol

lowing! “ She should take an egg every morning, followed by two

Turkish towels.” At another time, in the medical report of a claimant

for damages was included the statement that she should be allowed a

few months for recovery. The finished product stated that a few years

were to be allowed for recovery.

“ Did I say years?” I asked.

“ Oh, no,” she replied, “ but I did n’t think a patient with all those

symptoms would get well in any few months!” _

The mental -trait illustrated by these vagaries has nothing?omm0n Witluthe “ New England ” conscience. It may lead, as it did

m this 0338, to the dissolution of partnerships, but it implies a far too

Comfortable state of mind to tolerate a nervous breakdown. As soon

l0o1‘ for nel1rasthenia in the old lady of whom the lawyer tells that
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she asked him to sign her name and let her make her mark because

she had lost her eyesight.

“ How do you spell it?” he inquired.

“Why, to tell the truth,” she replied, “I have n’t been able to

spell since I lost my teeth!”

3

ARE WQMEN HUMAN?

By Ellis 0. _’70ne.r

?

“ HANK God, my mother was n’t a Woman,” fervently exclaimed

the Paradoxical Person.

“Well, of all things, what was she?” queried the Old

Fashioned Person.

“ She was just a human being, of course,” paradoxically replied

the Paradoxical Person. “ A Woman is something which cannot

forget that she is a Woman, and which, therefore, is somehow the

irreconcilable enemy of something else, called a Man. A Woman is

a super-cooled super-human, constituting a separate class to be legis

lated for in a particular way, and with a strong sense of superiority

arising from the mere fact that she is a Woman. Women were never

heard of in history until the latter part of the nineteenth century.”

“ Your viewpoint is at least startling,” remarked the Old-Fash

ioned Person. “ To what do you attribute the rise of this

phenomenon ? ”

“ To Man, of course. If Man had not set her in a different class

by aI11eln,yillg her the vote, there would be no need for the modern Woman

at .’

“Then I take it you are opposed to Woman-suffrage.”

“ Not at all,” said the Paradoxical Person. “ That is the only way

to get rid of Women.”

“Then why do you offer such fervent thanks that your mother

was not a Woman?”

“Because she was happy without the vote.”

“ Why was that?”

_ “ Because she had other things to think about, such as children and

pies,” explained the Paradoxical Person.

“ Oh!” said the Old-Fashioned Person, as if the matter were

perfectly clear,



THE MAN WHO WANTED

TO KNQW

By Owen Oliver .

D

URIOSITY is the legacy of Mother Eve to her daughters.

Occasionally it descends to her sons. If I had been Adam,

no frail female partner would have been needed to whisper,

“Apples!” The Serpent would have come straight to me, if he

knew his business. I have always understood that he does.

As a masculine baby, I was femininely inquisitive. Before I could

toddle I dissected my drum to find the sound. As a small boy I 1:ook

out the works of every toy that worked. As a youth my elders accused

me of wanting to know too much. When I grew to man’s estate, my

uncle, who stood in loco parentis, said plainly that I was “ an over

informed young prig!” My aunt—good woman !—pleaded with me

not to “take people to pieces.” “If you accept them as what they

profess to be,” she asserted, “ they will try to live up to your belief.

And anyhow it will be easier to like them.”

She might as well have argued with a calculating machine and

told it to love and hate. I realized my one-sidedness, and even admitted

that it was possibly a defect; for I made a point of knowing myself

But I was what I was: a cold-blooded young man who looked upon life

as an intellectual puzzle. I had to be always taking it to pieces and

putting it together again. I was made so.

When I was about twenty-five I decided that marriage was a puzzle

in be solved by man. As a preliminary, I became engaged to Ophelia

Dmce, some time a fellow student, and then a fellow lecturer upon

Science. I pointed out that marriage would facilitate our work l_n

common. She assented. We took advantage of the companionship

allowed to “lovers ” to write in partnership a text-book on chemistry

The book still brings in an income which we share

People shrugged their shoulders at us. Some pitied her. Some

pitied me. Some pitied both. My uncle growled that we had both

Sct ol11- deserts. My aunt used to put one hand on a shoulder of each

and wipe her eyes—after removing her hands, of course. Ophelis and

I thought them all fools. Love lasted a year or two, we heldT—in favor

able ca§4es- Congenial companionship cemented by community of pur
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suit—we were fond of phrases like that—lasted a lifetime. I think

I was more positive about our opinions than Ophelia. She could never

quite get rid of an uneasy feeling that our views were “unusual.”

Womanlike, she stood in awe of Mrs. Grundy. It was the one weakness

in a strong and sterling character. She was cleverer than I, and I

admired her greatly. This point is not very material, but she would

probably like me to mention that she was—and is—a very handsome

woman.

We finished the text-book one evening in June. Ophelia watched

me put down the last sentence—I was the readier with the pen—and

when I wrote the final word, she touched me on the shoulder.

“ It has been a pleasant task,” she said with some emotion.

I turned in my chair and shook hands.

“A very pleasant task, Ophelia,” I acknowledged, “and a good

augury for our future work together. I should like to own that the

best things in the book are yours.” This was true. My knowledge

was more extensive and accurate than hers; but she had greater

originality and brightness of illustration. “ Shall we begin our—our

long partnership soon? Say, in August?”

She raised a little objection to so early a date—possibly thinking

some hesitation due to her sex—b-ut ultimately consented. And then

she made an unexpected proposal.

“ You are doing nothing next rnont ,” she suggested, “ and you have

always wanted to take a sea cruise. I am neither brave enough to face

the sea with you, nor Mrs. Grundy without you, in the early period

of our—our partnership. Now ’s your chance to enjoy your freedom.”

“Possibly,” I said, “you feel that you would like a last month of

freedom, too?” It seemed a very natural feeling.

“ Possibly,” she admitted. “ I don’t quite know how I feel. It is a

littlkalarming.”

“A little alarming,” I agreed; “ but we can rely upon mutual

forbearance; and even kindness.”

She nodded slowly; but her lips moved curiously. She was de

pressed by her heavy work over the book, I thought.

“_ Let us pledge our mutual regard, Ophelia,” I proposed. I rose

to kiss her, but she started back.

“Don’t do that,” she said quite sharply.

I -did not; but it seemed to me that the experiment would have

been interesting. There are some things that one would like to kl1ow

and never can. I have often wondered what would have happened if

I had kissed Ophelia, and she had kissed me. There are, of course,

many things better not known; but I was always an easy victim to

cunosity.
-O

I started early in July. There were a lot of people on board the
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ship, and I found many types that were new to me. I was particularly

interested in the members of a theatrical company who joined us at

Cairo for the voyage home. Eva Masters was the leading lady. She

was young and refined, most certainly a lady, and quite unlike my

notions of an actress. I decided to study her. She seemed to regard

me as a novel type. She used to laugh at my arguments and tease me

about them. It was a new experience entirely.

“ You think that you have learned such a lot about life,” she told

me; “and you have only learned what life is n’t! You are like a man

who is color blind, and thinks the world nothing but lines and perspec

tives. Wait till a woman puts in the color! ”

“I suppose you got that out of a play?” I suggested. I never

quite knew when she was herself, and when she was acting. She told

me once that she could n’t decide whether it was her nature to act, or

whether her acting was nature.

“The words are in a play,” she agreed; “ but words are your own

when you feel them; and never till you do. That is what you don’t

unde1stand.”

“ I shall never understand that feeling should influence knowledge,”

I stated.

“Oh, yes, you willl ” she contradicted. “ Wait till you—till you

get engaged.”

I was about to tell her of my engagement, but two considerations

stopped me. I felt that Ophelia, with her awe of Mrs. Grundy, would

dislike me to own the platonic nature of our regard. I also knew that

many women are interested in men only as a possible conquest, and I

feared that the admission might result in a diminution of our intimacy.

So I merely said that I failed to see why one’s fiancée need distort

one’s mental vision. I pointed out that Eva’s profession was likely to

lend a fictitious importance to emotion. I further remarked that the

passionate scenes of her plays would not occur among persons who

governed their lives by reason.

“There are no such persons,” shc retorted. “ You think so only

because your time of unreason has n’t come. You are like the child

who laughs at grown-ups for falling in love. You ‘want to know,’

you always tell me. Why don’t you find out what love is, before you

argue about it? There is a lady of experience over there.” She nodded

toward a flirting little widow. " She ’ll teach you ! ”

_MY tormenting curiosity assailed me as usual. It would be inter

eating to obtain some elementary knowledge of unreasoning feeling, I

thouléht. I told her so.

“But I don’t think I could fall in love with Mrs. Brown,” I

stated. “ In fact, I should imagine that, if I were so foolish as to fail

Inlo", I should have little choice as to the person.”
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She laughed as if I had said something funny. She often did.

She had a keen sense of humor; and I have none, I am aware. She

laughed so much that Graham came up, to see what she was laughing

at. He was their leading man and manager; Eva’s second cousin and

a sort of elder brother to her; the kind of man with whom you felt

that she was very safe.

“ Well, Evie,” he asked, “ what ’s the joke?”

“Mr. Strange ‘wants to know,’ as usual,” she told him, with her

eyes sparkling. She had big dark eyes. “ He ’s never been in love and

he wishes to try. I ’ve suggested Mrs. Brown, but he wants some one

easier. Can you find any one suitable to a beginner?” She smiled

that bright smile of hers. I could never think that it was just acting.

“ If he wants some one really easy to fall in love with, I think he

might try you, pussy cat,” Graham said, patting her head.

He meant it as a jest of coursFiZh£!alZrlc'll people jest a great deal—

but I felt that he was right. Eva seemed rather easy to fall in love

with. I thought that a little experience would do me no harm, and

I ’d try. I tried.

I had already a strong intellectual appreciation of her prettiness

and charm. I encouraged myself to dwell upon them, thinking that

they would stimulate the emotion called love. On the second day I

perceived a constant wish for her company. On the third day I

observed a tendency to think of her when she was not present, and an

admiration of little feminine airs and graces which would scarcely be

extolled by reason. On the fourth day I felt annoyed when other men

tried to appropriate her, and a marked pleasure in doing trifling services

for her. When she recited at the entertainment that evening, I felt

a strange concern that people should appreciate her. We took a stroll

on deck afterwards. It was rather chilly, and I fetched a wrap and

put it round her; and then I felt—well, there ’s no describing feeling

If there had been a great fiery furnace, and she ’d said, “ Go in for me,”

I ’d have gone. That was all.

We said good-night at the top of the saloon stairs, and it seemed

as if I could n’t let her hand go. When she ran downstairs she looked

back at me over her shoulder and smiled that smile of hers. It was

no acting, I ’ll swear, but an honest smile. The little girl was honest

from the pretty hair of her pretty head to her pretty little buckled shoes

I remembered what she ’d said about a woman putting color into life;

and I had a feeling as if I ’d like to make the stairs wider for her, and

the carpet softer, and to hold her arm for fear she might fall. . . - -

What a fool love makes of a man!

I called myself names enough when I got down to my cabin, and

took tnyself sharply in hand. The experiment had gone far enough,

I decided, and now it must cease. It would n’t be fair to Ophelia to
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go any further. She did n’t expect me to be “in love” with her, of

course; but she certainly would n’t expect me to be in love with any one

else; and anything of that kind was liable to have a disturbing effect

upon the friendly regard that we contemplated. It really was n’t fair

to Ophelia, I reasoned; and, of course, I was n’t actually “in love”

with Eva—bewitching little Eva l—but merely attracted by those pretty

graces that were part of her actress’s stock in trade. I did not mean

that she assumed them. They were born in her; just as it was born in

her to be sweet and good. She really was a dear girl. Every one said so.

She had n’t a detractor on board. Graham had talked to me about her

the night before. “ People say things about actresses,” he cried hotly.

“Well, look at my little Evie. There is n’t a more innocent-minded

girl in the world. She would n’t take a nasty part—and, by Heaven,

she shan’t!—if it would make her fortune. Her playing is n’t acting,

my boy. It ’s her little self! ” Honest, friendly, smiling, pretty Evie!

Still, a man need n’t be an ass because a girl had a pretty face and big

eyes—adorable eyes l—ancl a way of smiling. Oh, heavens! What a

way of smiling! If I wasn’t engaged to Ophelia. . . . . Well, I

was; and Ophelia was a grand woman. . . . . And I was the most

consummate donkey and prig that “ wanted to know.” That was

my final decision. I think it was a sound one.

I kept away from Eva all the next morning, and occupied myself

by playing ridiculous deck games—throwing l-ope rings into buckets,

or chalked circles, and such idiocy. I meant to go on with them after

lunch} but Eva glanced up for a second from the book that she was

reading, as I passed. It was just as if she said, “What have I done

tc make you so unkind? ” I stopped, and sat down beside her. When

I spoke she just looked up and smiled, and then went on with her

‘Ming, till I asked her to talk.

“I feel quiet,” she said; not crossly but a little sadly. “ I don’t

think I want to talk.”

“ And I don’t want you to read,” I said.

She shut up the book and leaned back in her chair. She looked

at the sea, and I looked at her. We sat like that all the afternoon. I

felt as if I had been away for years, and just come home.

We were friends like that right up to the end. I realized exactly

how foolish it was. I don’t know if what you can’t help is wrong. If

It was, I considered that I was only wronging myself. It would n’t

hurt Ophelia, because she would n’t know. It would n’t hurt Eva,

because she must be used to people falling in love with her, and would

Pike it as a matter of course. It would hurt me most infernally; but

lt was worth it; to sit near that dear little figure; to hear that dear

mice; to hold that dear hand a second too long, before she went below

at night. The last night but one I held it thirty seconds too long

Von. Lxxxrv.—l4
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She began to take it away several times, but always faltered—and left

it in mine a little longer. She trembled, and did n’t look back till

she was at the bottom of the stairs, and then . . . . ! Oh, Evie

dear! I never meant to hurt you!

The last day she was very quiet. So was I. She rallied when

others joined us, and laughed and talked. I could not. When all the

rest were exchanging cards and planning to meet again, her face was

pale and wistful. When she looked up I avoided her eyes. I avoided

them all day, till we were sitting by ourselves on the promenade after

dinner. It was a chilly evening, and I was putting her cloak round

her. Then our eyes met at last; and speech seemed less painful than

the silence.

“ You ’re not so sorry as I am,” I said huskily: “ not so sorry as I,

Evie. . . . . I—I shall always remember. . . . . I don’t suppose

that it matters to you ; and I ’ll not be such a cad as to ask; but you ’d

better know. . . . . I am engaged to some one. There was no—

no love about it—only friendship. We ’re to be married next month.

. . . . You talked about my falling in love with some one. I

could n’t do it with any one but you ; and I wanted to know. Evie! ”

Eva never stirred or made a sound. I might have thought she

didn’t care. . . . . Why should I suppose she did? Many men

must have loved her. She may even be engaged for all I know. . . . -

Engaged! And let me think that she was n’t! Not my honest little

Eval . . . . The veins stood out on her little white hands as they

gripped the arms of her chair.

“ And now,” she said at last, “ you know.” There was no bitter

ness in her voice. It only sounded weary; so weary.

We sat there silently, looking out on the sea and the moonlight

upon it. Presently Graham came along. He glanced at Evie and he

glanced at me. She lifted her eyes to him suddenly. I saw the pain

in her face reflected in his. -

“Dear,” he said very, very gently, “ shall I take you down?”

She held out her hands to him and he raised her. His eyes turned

to m.e for an instant. I heard his teeth grit. He had been almost a

father to Evie, I knew. She put her hand on his arm softly, and

turned to me.

“ You will excuse me,” she said, with piteous bravery-; “I am so

very tired. Good-night—and—and God bless you! ”

She held out her hand. I took it and kissed it. . . . . Well, I

wanted to know what love is. Now I know.

If I rewrote my contemptible story now, I should take out many a

catchy phrase and many a cheap sneer. I leave it untouched as B

remmder to myself of what I was; what, but for two good women, I
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might still have b-een. Eve lost Adam Paradise; but she has been

leading him back ever since. Let my dear love and my dean' friend

speak for themselves:

Dam Eva:

George would n’t tell me what was hurting. I knew his habit of

writing things down. So I made free with his papers and found out.

Dear, we all want to know what he wanted to know. I did too.

While he was away I began to learn. So I lose the merit of sacrifice

in giving him up. I should, of course, have done so anyhow.

He is a much better man than he thinks. I, his old friend and

colleague, say so. Love will make him better than he is. Perhaps

you and me too, clear.

He considers that he is unworthy of you, and that if you could

learn to care for some one else he would have done you a service in

standing aside. He proposes to go away for a year to see if you will

forget him. As usual, he “ wants to know.”

Shall I send him to you?

Yours—and ready to be your friend—

Ornnnm Dnncn.

Dun O!'mums:

I have written to him. I think he will come without sending. If

he does n’t, send him.

I shall love you very much when I know you.

Your friend,

En.

Dam Gnomes:

Ophelia has written to me. I shall never care for any one else.

Eva.

P.S. Please come.

3

BALLOONACY

Tnsnn ’s always room at the top—f0r a balloon.

A BALLooN in the air is worth two in the sea.

THE difierence between a balloon and an automobile is that a balloon

may pass over a million people at full speed and not hurt one of them.

A CHAUPFEUB may be naughty, but a balloon-driver is aeronauty.

IT is “ all up ” with a balloon when it comes down, BANG!

b 0:13 may have high times in a balloon, but everybody in sight knows

a on it

HowEVER much one may be displeased with a balloon, he does n’t

want to “take a fall out of it.”

ONE kind of airships are all Wright.

AN aeroplane ought to be on the level, but sometimes it is not

WHEN an airship gets the drop on you, it ’s time to land

W. J. Lampton



  

O’REILLY COLLECTS

By Lucy Copinger

Q‘

incorrigible, employing his recess in bisecting an unfortunate cater

pillar. Horrified at this unthinking boy-cruelty in one in whose

Irish tenderness of heart she had always believed, she spent the next

few days inculcating the lesson of kindness to the lesser creation. Sp

thoroughly did she teach this lesson that she found Class A was in

danger of becoming morbid on the subject. Lizzie Bureschy started a

vigorous crusade for afflicted and persecuted cats, appearing daily with

some sore-eyed, starved feline in her arms, that she had rescued from

the gutter and that she insisted on depositing temporarily, with a sooth

ing saucer of milk beside it, in Miss Lucy’s waste-basket. Even Anna

Karenina grew enthusiastic and appeared one day with a discolored eye

and a mangy, ill-treated little dog that she had captured after gory

combat with its rightful owners. Then Bum O’Reilly got himself

arrested for attacking a man who was beating a horse. Finally Sophle

Bauerschmidt arrived one afternoon with a mouse-trap against the wires

of which nosed a frightened mouse. Miss Lucy was not at all heroic—

she was afraid of many things, but her special terror was mice, so she

shudderingly ordered Sophie to take it out. Whereupon Sophie burst

into violent tears.

“ It ’s a poor dumb animal like wot you said,” she wailed, “U-nd

mine mutter she drowns them in a bucket.”

But the inconsistent Miss Lucy was inflexible, and Sophie retired,

only to be led back a few minutes later in still more violent tears. She

had been caught in the hall by the Principal in the act of releasmg

the small gray captive. _

“Try to impress upon her that incautious rodents deserve their

fate,” the Principal remarked gravely to Miss Lucy. Then as Sophie

wailed again a plea for the “ poor dumb animal” he smiled cynically

“ You ’ve overdone it again,” he said severely. _

After this incident the crusade against cruelty relapsed a little unt1l

one day Bum O’Reilly arrived with a horrible tale.

“ Miss, I seen a man,” he reported, “ and he had a lot of bugs in H

b°X, wid pins sticking in their stummicks.”

Miss Lucy explained. “ It was a collection, James,” she said

I 'l‘ began when Miss Lucy found Bum O’Reilly, her most endearing

2l2
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“ Sometimes, too, people collect even live insects and animals to observe

and learn their ways and habits.”

“Any kind of animals?” Bum asked with the first strong interest

he had shown.

“Yes, any kind,” said Miss Lucy.

Miss Lucy thought no more of this conversation until several days

later when in the midst of a reading lesson she caught Bum in the

surreptitious inspection of something beneath his desk. Relentless

authority demanding the forfeit, he produced a large tobacco-box with

odd perforations.

“ You know I always keep anything like this a week before I return

it,” she said with a severity heightened by an exasperating grin on

Bum’s freckled face. Then she put the box in her desk.

However, the reading lesson that morning seemed destined to many

interruptions, for hardly had it started again when Lizzie Bureschy

appeared, an hour late and with a wet, bedraggled cat in her arms,

which she held out tenderly to Miss Lucy.

“ I bringed it for you, Teacher,” she explained pleadingly, “ und it

its got awful nice watery eyes and it iss all mit bones.”

Miss Lucy revolted.

“No, Lizzie,” she said sternly; “you can’t put it in the waste-

basket, and you know I told you not to bring any more cats to school.

Take it out.”

At this Lizzie’s lip quivered wofully and her eyes filled. Miss Lucy,

who especially loved this gentle little girl, gfl1dgingly offered again the

shelter of the half-filled waste-basket. She was sorry for this relenting

when, a moment later, the Principal appeared with his unctuous com

pauy smile and a visitor.

This visitor was the School Commissioner of Miss Lucy’s district,

and as yet known to her only through hearsay. However, as she ad

vanced to meet him she recalled with misgivings that, a practical and

successful man of business, he was known to be altogether opp‘)sed

to the “fads and fancies ” of that “ Newest Education” of which sh8

wa8 8. most ardent follower. Also she remembered regretfully the lean

End blear-eyed occupant of the basket. She looked at the good-looking

Commissioner and noted with apprehension the keen humor in hls

“Yei Would he be able to rise seriously to the demands of the Newest

Education, or would he just laugh? .

In spite of these misgivings, she started to put the class through its

various accomplishmentg As Class A tripped lightly along the. road

to learning, made royal by the Newest Education, the Commissioner,

seated at her desk, one gray-clad leg crossed over the other, leaned

back and smiled a little after the manner of those unenlightened w13o

still believe in the solidity of the three R’s. Miss Lucy, though afrmd
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of mice, had the courage of her convictions, yet even she herself felt a

little foolish when in the course of the nature lesson she was obliged to

assist in imitating the habits, movements, and calls of the crow, the

type bird of the grade. It was hard to caw with dignity while a pair of

humorous gray eyes watched her and laughed; doubly hard when

through all the chorus of caws she could hear from the waste-basket the

ominous rustle of paper. Finally, the Nature Work over, she turned

to write the reading page. As she did so she looked cautiously beneath

the desk just in time to see an investigating head rise over the top of

the basket. Then one lean paw reached tentatively out, and as Miss

Lucy watched, fascinated, it fastened itself in the gray-clad limb of

the Commissioner. The next moment, with a startling meow, the dere

lict had scrambled up the gray leg and with a succession of wails

balanced itself upon the Commissioner’s knee, while it looked at him

blindly and in wet reproach. Overwhelmed in her embarrassment, Miss

Lucy stood helpless while the Commissioner gingerly lifted the cat off

his immaculate knee. As he did so Sophie Bauerschmidt spoke up.

“ Ain’t it nice?” she said. “ Efery day we git a poor dumb animal

wot we iss being kind to und sometimes they iss kit .”

“ I see,” said the Commissioner gravely. Then he looked smilingly

at Miss Lucy, who, although she had restored the cat to the basket, had

not finished blushing.

“ Don’t mind it,” he said soothingly. “ It might have been kittens

as well.”

Miss Lucy did not respond to the smile, but she managed somehow

to recover a little, and the reading began. Books were taken out, the

page found, and the class smoothly started upon the first sentence,

when Miss Lucy, finding her own book was still in her desk, raised its

lid and, still smiling encouragement over the top, groped for her book.

The next moment a shriek rent the air, the desk lid dropped with a

bang, and the amazed Commissioner, standing beside her, found himself

seized and held in the hysterical clasp of a terrified young woman,

while on the floor, shaken frantically from her arm, something soft and

pinkish squirmed and twisted.

- “It wiggled, it wiggled, it was wet and it went up my sleeve and

“flggled,” she fairly sobbed as she clung appealingly to the Commis

sloner’s lapel.

_ “ There, there, my child, it ’s all righ ,” soothed the Commissioner

kmdly, and Miss Lucy was forever after grateful to him that he did

not laugh.

“_Why, it ’s only a good-sized worm,” he continued, looking down at

the floor. -

Miss Lucy, in sudden understanding, let go his lapel and looked

down at Bum O’Reilly.
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“ Miss, it ’s jest my e’lection like ye was telling about,” Bum spoke

in answer to the reproach of that look, “ and some of it ’s alive and

some of it ’s dead. I used to keep ’em loose and free, but they ’re great

on gittin’ stepped on, so I put ’em in a box. I wash ’em off every day,

and I’m going to try and train ’em.”

Then he came forward and, picking up the worm, held it lovingly,

while Miss Lucy shnddered.

“ He ’s me best one,” he said proudly to the Commissioner. “ I ’.m

taking notice of his habits, and he ’s that smart! Each of ’em ’s got a

name.”

The Commissioner leaned forward, looking at Bu1n’s delightful

Irish face with an interest that even the Newest Education had not

called up.

“ What ’s this one’s? ” he asked.

Bum looked a little apologetieally at Miss Lucy. He hoped she

would not feel slighted.

“I’m a-believing he ’s the father,” he said, “ and I ’m calling him

the Principal.”

At this the Commissioner threw back his head and laughed so long

and heartily that at last Miss Lucy, leaning weakly against the black

board, laughed too.

A little later the Commissioner left. As he shook hands with Miss

Lucy he looked at her quizzically and then he turned to Class A.

“I’m coming to see you again,” he assured them; then, with a

glance at Miss Lucy, “and the next time I come I expect a fine per-

formance of the only trained earthworms in captivity.”

Miss Lucy smiled, but when he had gone she too spoke to Class A,

and from that day the cause of the “ poor dumb animals ” was no more.

3

THE TEMPLE

BY ROBY C. MCCOMBS

“ ET all the earth keep silence”

L In this temple of greens and g1-ays,

Where God on His own 8-!tar

Has lighted the dog-wood sprays;

With its choir of sweet bird-voices,

Its incense of violet breath,

Its emblems of Life Eternal,

And its victory over Death!
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HE bonfire snapped, sending up a long tongue of flame and a

T shower of sparks that were reflected from the myriad bright

surfaces of the row of automobiles ranged along the embank

ment.

“ Oh, the coffee, Allan!” cried a girl’s voice from the nearest tour

ing-car. “ The fire, dear ”

The man feeding the flames with bits of twig nodded placidly.

Down the dark line a group of singers were sending a popular song out

over the empty Long Island fields; waking would-be sleepers in other

machines, adding one more sound to the constant pant of arriving

automobiles and the hum of many voices, one more burden to the

gasoline-scented, acetylene-freighted atmosphere.

“ Fearless, Fearless,” rose the monotonous chant of the guides who

piloted their charges to a reserved meadow beyond the white line of

the race-course.

“ Dartford, Dartford,” summoned those of the next space allotted.

“ Dearie, Dearie,” sang the chorus blatantly.

“ That ’ll do; good-night,” called a derisive auditor.

The chorus broke for an instant.

“ Grafters! Dead ones! ” loudly retorted a singer.

“ You ’ve sung enough; thanks.”

“ We ’ve got a right. Come over, grafters.”

Silence temporarily. The girl in the red car laughed again, and

stepped out on the running-board, showing a fair, mirthful face in

the firelight.

“ Why do they call the people over there that, Allan?”

“ Because they are out in the fields and have not paid for a plate, as

have we who are inside the fence.”

The explanation was given with the leisurely care that characterized

all Allan Phillipse said or did. The girl nodded amusedly and sur

veyed the scene with wide brown eyes.

“At dawn the race,” she mused aloud. “The flying cars, the

crowding people, flags fluttering; and then—what? What is it to the

racers, I wonder? A perilous rush, a blaze of color; then victory oI

defeat, and silence?”
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“I dare say,” assented Allan serenely.

“Very well expressed,” approved a voice from the car on the other

side of the fire; a gleaming French limousine with a sleeping chauffeur

in the front seat.

The girl looked that way, startled, but smiled immediate recog

nition of the speaker’s privilege.

“ Thank you,” she acknowledged.

The birdlike, white-haired old gentleman with the bright black

eyes nodded further approval.

“Very right; when one is sixty, one can say what one thinks. I

am very tired of sitting alone and trying to sleep; I have been watching

you two for an hour. You see, this is my first automobile race.”

“Mine, too,” she laughed. “ Mama declared that it was absurd

for me to contemplate sitting up all night on the course. But I wanted

to go so much that I ran away with Allan, and left a note of explana

tion on my pincushion. Allan wanted to take me ; he has attended

every race for four years.”

The old gentleman glanced doubtfully at the third member, who

still idly fed the fire.

“ Your husband——”

“ Oh, pardon; I am not married.”

“You_”

She dimpled into a rosy deprecation of his surprise. -

“I am Flavia Phillipse; this is my brother Allan. And—and will

you not come sit by our fire and share our coffee?”

He descended from his car in an instant, saluting her charmingly.

“I am enchanted. My name is Carew, Geoffry Carew. YoU are

kind to relieve the distressed, Miss Phillipse. It is ridiculous, of course,

but I really was extremely lonely.”

She stepped down, a slim figure in her long coat, and gave him her

hand. Her brother languidly dragged himself erect and also shook

hands with the guest

“Have a blanket, sir,” he drawled. “At least, I don’t mean to

wear, but to sit upon. Ground ’s damp; it has been raining. They wl11

have a wet track to-day.”

“That is good—lays the dust?”

Allan looked twice to see if a jest was intended, then shrugged a

shoulder.

“ The drivers will be jolly likely to break their necks.” ”

“ How extraordinary! I know nothing of these things. The _—

he waved a hand toward the limousine—“ that is my first automobile.

I~er—liever fancied it would be so interesting.”

Allln’s eyes went in that direction.

“ Nineteen-nine machine,” he remarked laconically.
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“ Yes. I bought it yesterday.”

“ Coffee,” invited Flavia, carefully passing the cup. “ Allan dear,

what time is it?”

“Quarter to four. If you don’t mind, I think-I ’ll roll up and

have a nap.”

“Roll,” directed his sister, setting down the coffee-pot. “Oh, I

wish it was morning, and I wish the course was not wet.”

Mr. Carew regarded her meditatively. Allan wound himself in

his blanket and reclined by the fire like an Indian, propping his head

on his arm.

“ You mean you do not wish to see an accident?” the old gentle

man inquired.

“ Yes. It is too appalling to know that the drivers may be killed

to amuse us. Did you ever see one of them; how young they are?”

“ Never.”

“ I did,” said Flavia, and lapsed into silence.

A damp wind came sighing across the meadows, bringing its alien

freshness among the thousand lights and sounds of the strange car

nival. Down the line a party of professional car-demonstrators were

loudly holding forth on the tricks of their trade. Up and down the

course travelled the automobiles seeking their places or choosing points

of view; ancient one-cylinder types suggesting donkey-engines, taxicabs

and huge glittering touring-cars, lithe roadsters; their license cards

showing visitors from far and near.

“There is really an element of romance in all this,” observed Mr.

Carew, after a time. “It is absurd, but I wish I had understood

sooner the fascination in these machines. I see now that to drive them

must bth-er—bewildering.”

Flavia moved a trifle nearer on her blanket.

“Yes,” she assented warmly. “When we came in this evening,

one of the racers passed us in his car. He is younger than Allan, I

am sure. Just for a moment I saw his grave, dark profile against the

pale gray sky. I wondered why he looked so serious; every other time

he was laughing.”

“ Every other time? You know him, then?”

She hesitated, glanced at the dozing Allan, then smiled into the

twinkling black eyes opposite.

“I have seen him,” she confided. "Last spring, while I was visiting

Aunt Julia up on the Hudson, the racers were practising near Briar

cliff. Several times when I was out riding I met this driven and

remed aside to let him pass. He always bowed acknowledgment and

he was always laughing. He seemed to laugh as he breathed, so

naturally; all his face sparkled and gleamed and was young. But last

night he looked different, although he smiled when he saw me.”

.I:i
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“ He saw you?”

She nodded, half mischievously, half triumphantly.

“Yes; and I hope he wins.”

“These chauffeurs are not—er—exactly of our class,” suggested

Mr. Carew delicately. “Mine uses bad grammar, my dear. Your

description reminds me of some one very different. Really, it was

very good of you to rescue me from that lonely car.”

“I am so glad you spoke to me. See how Allan sleeps. How

lonely I should have been!”

“ Half past four!” called a voice down the embankment.

“ Put out your lights!” vociferated the whole row, as a car swung

into place opposite, bringing its glaring white searchlights into focus

upon those across. “Put out your lights! We want to sleep over

here. Lights! Lights!”

Bursts of ironic applause greeted the compliance with the command.

“ To go to a Cup race once is an experience; to go twice is—foolish

ness,” drawled Allan, aroused to bitter epigram. “ And it ’s com

mencing to shower again.”

Flavia tilted an empty coffee pot and shook her head.

“ Poor boy,” she began, then stopped.

Far down the course a burst of cheering had started, passing from

group to group and rapidly nearing. A vibrant, explosive roar, a suc

cession of snapping reports. Flavia sprang to her feet as the first of

the arriving racers sped up the dim track, wrapped in scintillating

violet flame.

“Ah, Allan! Allan!” she cried excitedly.

The man in the car turned his head toward the three so clearly

visible in the ruddy light of the fire: Flavia, erect and vivid, and the

two “hers, who had half risen. In the darkness the driver himself

was only a blurred shape, past as soon as seen. The wave of cheermg

followed him, leaving murmuring silence behind. _

“ An American car; Bertie driving,” shouted one of the profess10nB-l

demonstrators near-by.

“Bertie nothing! That was Dorian,” contradicted a comrades

a Bert-lQ_,,

“Dorian—_”

_ “ Who is right?” questioned Mr. Carew interestedly- “ To 8-ppre-

“late the me, I suppose I should know something of such thmgs? j’

_ “It isn’t necessary,” Allan reassured, without a quiver of visible

n-cny- “ You will have a programme. It ’s so dark yet that I could not

tell who this was, or what car. But it ’s drizzling rain agsln; wont

yo; stroll over to the tent at the grand-stand, and we ’ll hunt up some

00 ”

The old gentleman actually colored, a faint gratified pink- Flavia
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divined that something in the sans facon invitation had pleased him

very much, as she watched.

“ Could we both leave your sister?” he doubted.

“ Please do,” she urged. “ Indeed, I am quite safe here. See all the

people around, and your chauffeur over there. I will get in our car ”—

illustrating the words. “ No one can see me or that I am alone.

Please go I will take a nap, perhaps.”

“ Of course,” said Allan placidly. “ She is all right. Come on,

Mr. Carew.”

Flavia waved gay dismissal and nestled back among the soft rugs

and cushions. As the two men vanished in the mist, she took off her

cap and shook back her bright curls with a sigh of content. The first

train from the city was in and a motley stream of people poured down

the course; laughing, chattering, commenting freely upon the automo

biles ranged along the embankment in a solid row. Leaning back in

her shadowed seclusion, the young girl gazed out at the shifting pano

rama. By and by another racing-car shot through the dividing crowds.

“ It is a carnival night, a night of the permitted unusual,” said a

pleasantly serious voice. “ I wonder, since it is for once and only for

a moment—I wonder if you would listen to me.”

Flavia turned to encounter the brilliant dark eyes of a man in a

long coat, who stood bareheaded beside the car.

“ You are the man who races!” she recognized amazedly.

He smiled frankly and delightfully; he indeed looked decidedly

younger than Allan, at close range.

“ Yes. And because I race in a very brief hour, I wish you would let

me speak. Because I really have a purpose and not an impertinence

in approaching you; because when I saw the lady of Briarcliff here in

the firelight with a certain old gentleman, I just had to come.”

It was all part of the unreal night, as he said. Quite naturally and

simply Flavia rested her arm on the back of the other seat in order to

face him as she replied:

“ Why should I not listen, since you are in earnest? You know

Mr. Carew? ”

“ I ought to,” he returned composedly. “ He is my father.”

She had known the answer before it was given; she knew now why

she had liked the old gentleman and invited him to coffee; it had been

because his black eyes were so familiar.

“ But you—you drive——” she exclaimed.

“ One has to live, mademoiselle. Besides, I love it.”

“ A quarrel?” she hazarded uncertainly.

“ N’no; a challenge, rather. We both have too strong a sense of

humor to quarrel very badly. But once he told me to take we of

myself for six months; and I have been doing it ever since.”
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“He lets you do this?”

“He does n’t know anything about it. You see, chance threw me

into this life—I used to drive my own cars—and after I started I

could not bear to stop. Every Christmas I send him a box of his pet

cigars with a card of good wishes inside. It is just a joke, all this; he

loves a joke.”

“Every Christmas! Why, how long ”

He paused to consider.

“ How long? I was twenty-two when I started out; now I am nearly

twenty-five.”

“ Three years.”

“But I have been busy—too busy to think. And I knew if I went

back, he would laugh. He laughs at everything. If you understood

him, you would not look at me so reproachfully ; he never had a senti

mental hour in his life. He almost laughed all sentiment out of me.

Not quite, or I should not be here.”

He regarded her tentatively. Flavia, returning the gaze, read

something beneath his changing animation of expression; something of

the gravity she had surprised in him the evening before as they entered

the speedway.

“You laughed at Briarcliff, but to-night you do not,” she said.

“If I can help you, please let me.” -

His lashes fell.

“Thank you. It is nonsense, what I meant to say.”

She waited in a silence full of sympathy, and presently he lifted

his eyes with a boyish directness of appeal. _

“ It is all most familiar to me, this scene and race. I am no novice

at this, here or abroad. Yet to-night there is a difference; all night

there has been with me a sense of finality, a feeling of doing each

accustomed act for the last time. Absurd, unreasoning; yet it seems

tt<r>ame that I never again will find dawn summoning me to the white

ck"!

“ You mean——”

“Do you remember the old tradition among the English highway

men: that never one of their number passed his seventh year at the game

without death or capture?”

“I remember.”

He turned his head to gaze absently at the passing stream. ‘

“I have been a fairly successful driver for several years, wlth the

c“lions record of not one accident. My comrades have laughed, mar

velled, envied, and finally warned. ‘It will come all at once,’ they

deelm“Pi ‘Better to have it our way; a little at a time.’ I laughed

at the fact and them, until tonight. I am not superstitious, but I

8.lmost believe my ‘ seventh year ’ is to-morrow.”
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She gave a stified exclamation.

“ And we others come to watch you risk that! To be amused! ”

He smiled, but his dark eyes welcomed the earnestness.

“ Of course you do; what would we do without our audience? I

only meant to say that I am serious enough to wish I had used my

days more thoughtfully. My father sent me out as a jest, as a jest I

accepted the challenge; but I am afraid there was a good deal of

obstinacy about my part, too. Now, if anything goes wrong this

morning, what will he think of me?”

“ He will come back with my brother; you can see him.”

“ And tell him I am going to race? Impossible.”

“ If I could take a message——”

“ I came to ask that; you see, I took it for granted that you would

help me. If you will say ” he hesitated, framing the thoughts.

Flavia watched him, waiting, herself quite pale with agitation and

interest. The bonfire was dying to embers; a faint gray crept through

the atmosphere with a promise of future light. The rain had ceased,

but a few shining drops still glinted on his bent head among the boyish

waves of dark hair, and sparkled on his coat; the coat beneath which

she caught a glimpse of the close-fitting driving costume.

“ I must go; I suppose there is a panic of searching for me, by this

time,” he mused. “ We are going to have a wet track.”

Allan’s earlier remark rushed back to her memory.

“ Oh, why do you drive? How can you when you doubt the safety?”

she exclaimed vehemently. “ Why should you? Go home with him

do not race to-day l ”

He turned a surprised, vivid face to her, shaking oft the darker

mood like a cloak.

“ Not race! Flinch from my ‘ seventh year,’ desert my car and its

owners? You are playing, or laughing at my late superstition. Why,

I would not miss this race, the contest and struggle and danger, for

all three fates with their thumbs down or a thousand premonitions

crying cave! I love all this. Ah ! ”

Another lithe racer shot by, interrupting him. Tramping feet,

shouts, throbbing motors, the sea of sound surged back and forth

around them.

“ The message?” she reminded. “ If you will go, what shall I say

to him?”

He brought his shining eyes back to her.

“ That was my closest rival—a French car. I must go. The

message? If you will be so very good, say nothing while all goes well;

after the run I will go to him myself. And all will go well, of course;

what nonsense I have been talking. But if anything should go wrong,

please tell him that it has taken me three years to outgrow an over
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developed sense of humor, and that when I did I meant to go back and

fix my part of the trouble.” ,

“ Only that?”

“I am afraid he will laugh at even so much sentiment. It is

growing lighter; would you shake hands for good-by? And—I am

Leslie Carew——”

She gave him her hand willingly; a firm, frank little hand, like a

nice boy’s.

“I am Flavia Phillipse ; I am here with my brother Allen. I hope

you win, indeed, indeed. Your father—I am sure he will not laug .”

“ Thank you for everything. I ’m coming to find you after this is

over. I’ve been hunting for you ever since Briarcliff, you know.”

His gay, ardent face questioning her, his warm clasp—and the space

by the car was empty.

“ For I really hate to leave you, Honey-boy! ” chanted the chorus.

It was not long befo!e Allan and Mr. Carew came pushing through

the throngs.

“ Such a crowd,” panted the old gentleman gleefully. “ Man over

turned a cup of coffee upon my coat—a most ridiculous affair. Imagine

all these people coming to see an auto race, Miss Phillipse, when they

never can hope to own so much as a wheelbarrow.”

He was leaning on Allan’s arm, happy and somewhat dishevelled.

As Flavia met his eyes, he added a confidence:

“ It is very pleasant to go out with a young man again. I have been

alone a good deal of late.”

“ I ’In all used up, getting through the mob,” observed Allan. “ The

sun is going to come out; I think I ’ll sit out here and smoke.”

“Come in with me, Mr. Carew,” Flavia urged. “Please let us

chat a little while. I—I believe I once met your son.”

“My son?” The black eyes widened, startled, then he smiled

whimsically. “Is it possible? A charming fellow, my son.”

She drew aside the rugs and he climbed in beside her.

It was not difiicult to lead him to the subject. In the brightening

sunrise, amidst the joyous and noisy preparations for the race, Flavia

heard the rest of the comedy.

_ “Leslie? He had so much energy that he finished college by the

t1l1le he was twenty-two, just to get it out of the way. He lived to

drive an automobile. It is absurd, but I had a prejudice against these

lIlachincs—then. They—er—cost a good deal of trouble. Leslie was

frefluently ill trouble; I enjoyed watching very much. But after a

while he began to get arrested for overspeeding. First I pa1d fines

“fl laughed; then I paid fines without laughing. I paid for dogS,

chlckens) a pig. He only smiled and kept on. He said it was a loke

‘Jn ln0; we both liked a joke. I am afraid I trained him to that.”
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“He said—something of it.”

“Yes? Well, on the final occasion I was guilty of losing my

temper. He had been arrested in New Jersey, and it cost me a tidy

sum to keep him out of jail. When I got him home, ‘ Leslie,’ I said,

‘this is quite enough. I—er—I am tired. The next time you are

arrested, you may go to prison. I shall not interfere, really.’

“‘Really, sir?’ he echoed sweetly, dangling his goggles by the

ribbon and smiling at me; he had a pretty manner.

“ ‘ Yes,’ I answered. I meant it then, and he saw that I did.

“He was irreproachable for three months—all summer. Then

one September evening he called me up on the telephone.

“ ‘ I am under arrest in Connecticut, sir. Were you really serious

last spring?’

“ Of course I was not angry by that time, but the joke was too

excellent to miss.

“‘Really, yes,’ I replied. ‘ Moreover, after you get out, why do

you not try earning your own living for six months, just to learn the

value of money?’

“ ‘ All right, sir. Good-by.’ I heard him laugh and he rang off.”

“ You did not let them keep him in prison!” Flavia cried.

Mr. Carew nodded sagely.

“He was driving a six thousand dollar car; I fancied he could

gather up his fine. Next day I took a trip out there, and found he was

gone. He had coaxed the local authorities into a good humor, pawned

his speedometer to pay a twenty-five dollar fine, and departed. I

expected him home that day; when he failed to appear I saw that he

was going to try the six months. That was three years ago, s-rld he

has never come home since. Oh, I hear from him once a year; it is

only a jest. He was never sentimental. But I miss him, do you

know?”

Wordless lest she should say too much, Flavia sat gazing at him

Presently he looked up again, with a droll smile that was half a wince

“ And after all he had not been arrested for speeding. The cords

had broken and he had lost his license number off the rear of the

car. It was not his fault at all.”

“He did not tell you?”

- “ No. It was his part in the farce to let me find out. The house

is very quiet. I actually bought this automobile and came here because

I fancied I might meet him.”

“ I ’m getting hungry,” announced Allan, from the ground. “ Come

on out, Flavia.”

They had breakfast; a weird, pienic meal drawn from the hamper!

of the two cars. With the end came the uproar that saluted the opening

of the race, bringing all three to their feet.
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Not until Allan had put a pink programme into the excited

Flavia’s hands, not until she vainly searched the list of cars and drivers

for a sign of Leslie Carew, did she remember that she had not asked

his racing name. And as the first car sprang roaring from its place,

she saw that the drivers were utterly unrecognizable under their masks.

“Allan, how does one tell who is who? Allan, do listen.”

“Number on the car, number on the bulletin,” he explained suc

cinctly. “Georgia got off at eight one, Strong at eight two—there

goes Dorian. Keep your score, child.”

But Flavia was beyond the keeping of scores. Standing on the seat,

clutching Allan’s- sleeve for support, she saw the scarlet flag flutter on

the distant white hill, saw the first car leap over the summit, flash

around the curves, and shoot roaring past on the narrow track.

“Georgia! Georgia!” shouted the demonstrators nearby. “Keep

off the course,” as the crowd pressed out over the road to watch for

the next car.

“ He will look this way, surely he will look,” thought Flavia.

But before long she realized that the drivers had no attention to

give. The eager, swarming people left barely room to pass, the scanty

lane gave no place for a careless turn. The sun was shining brilliantly

across a scene all color and animation.

“ It ’s a twenty-mile course,” Allan was explaining to the interested

Mr. Carew. “ That is why there is some time between the cars.

Strong has n’t come around yet; must be having trouble.”

Flavia clenched her small hands in quivering nervousness and

unwilling exhilaration. The cheering people, the shouting venders, the

rushing passage of the cars, were all bewildering.

_ “Car coming, car coming,” ran the warning down the line each

tune the flag rose. “ Get off the course; car coming.”

Odd fragments of news or rumor floated to her ears. The French

car had killed a boy on the Turnpike; number thirteen had tire trouble;

VauXhlll’s car had caught fire and singed its owner’s mustache and

eyebrows. Some of the cars failed to come around. One burst into

flame before their eyes—only to be hurried to the compound, extin

guished, and sent plunging on.

But gradually three names became heard on all lips; Flavia learned

that the race lay among them. Bertie, Dorian, Small—these were the

favorites. Remembering the dispute when the first car arrived in the

night, she watched the two first named. The excitement around was

at fever point, a8 men stood watches, in hand. It was the last lap for

those three, Allan said.

- Flavia stood up to watch for the winning car. Her eyes were blaz-

mg, her cheeks scarlet.

I‘ - .

M LIx1}:‘;1;:.y—‘>l1;wm, I hope you she thought.
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The wait seemed very long; people murmured and stirred restlessly.

“He twice made the round in nineteen minutes; now he ’s had

twenty-four.”

“ Tire trouble——”

“ A smash up——”

Flavia touched Allan’s shoulder.

“ Who is it?” she asked.

He looked up at her. "

“ Dorian’s Lozelle. You ’re getting too much excited, girlie.”

“ Car coming!” rang the cry.

“ It ’s him! ”

“ It’s not! ”

“ It ’s sixteen! ”

Down the line swept the news: sixteen, sixteen. The crowd broke

into a great roar: —

“ Bertie! Bertie! Bertie boy!”

Singing, cheering, waving handkerchiefs and flags, the welcoming

tumult rose to delirium as the winning car flashed past.

“ Allan, take me to the grand-stand—I must see who,” implored

Flavia desperately.

“ Car coming,” came the cry again.

The people halted, drew back, and the second car went through.

“ Small! Small!” was the gay welcome.

“ Dorian ’s had his smash,” one of the demonstrators asserted.

“ It ’ll be his first, too. I bet it ’s a good one.”

Flavia sank down upon the seat.

“ Allan, help me find him. Hush—Mr. Carew will hear. Do not

look so; Dorian is Leslie Carew. He was here this dawn.”

“ Flavia! ” .

“ It is true. Leslie Carew raced as Dorian. What shall we do?”

“ Dorian!” he echoed, stupefied.

A man passing caught the name and volunteered information.

“ Dorian ditched his car on the other turn to avoid killing a man

on the track. It ’s a blame shame the bunch won’t keep off the course.

I guess he ’s all in.”

Allan straightened up, looked from his sister to the old gentleman

who enthusiastically waved a red flag, then assumed his task.

“ Mr. Carew, get in my car and let the chauffeur take yours home,”

he directed. “ We will back through the fence to that road and get

out. Flavia has something to tell you. And I dare say there has been

a lot of exaggeration.”

It was noon when their search ended and Flavia waited by a hosPitill

bed to meet the unclosing dark eyes.
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“I gave your message,” she said quiveringly.

There was a long strip of courtplaster over his temple, his right arm

was in splints, and there were other things not visible, but Leslie’s

smile flashed out irresistibly.

“ You are awfully good. But it is rather a joke, for I am decidedly

alive yet. That premonition did n’t count, either; nothing would have

happened if I had not chosen to do it myself.”

She silenced him with an appealing gesture.

“ He did not laugh,” she whispered, and looked past him.

Leslie slowly turned his head and saw who stood on the other side.

“You are coming home,” said the old gentleman grimly. “ It was

a magnificent race, Leslie; but when you are strong enough I shall

take you home in my car.”

" Your car! Oh! ”—again his eyes danced as he laid a bandaged

left hand in the one extended—“ I am very willing to go holne, sir, if

you can forgive me three years of over-speeding. It—it has been a

farce.”

“ Please do not laugh,” Flavia begged. “ You might have died ”

Leslie turned to look at her, his gaze steadfast and warmly bright.

“I’m not going to die; I’m going to try and get married,” he

explained sweetly. “ May I? ”
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TO EACH HIS OWN

BY MARGARET ROOT GARVIN

ACH hath his drug for Sorrow

E (Or else the pain would slay!)

For one, it is “ To-morI-ow ”;

For one, ’t is “Yesterday.”

“And hast- thou lost, my Brother?”

“Yea, but in dreams I find.”

“And I” (so saith another)

“Leave buried dead behind!”

For each, when gyves are fretting,

A different balm must be.

Some find it in forgetting,

And some in memory.



A MQTHER OF THE WORLD

By C. Cunningham

F

The first is really good fun. We certainly thought so when

Jack came. He just’ refused to indulge in colic and general

unpleasantness, in which all right-minded babies are expected to revel.

In fact, he was a “ Sunny Jack ” from birth. Perhaps that is why we

looked upon him as a treat. But sometimes a mother-in-law is pretty

awful—and having a serious, lectury, over-religious kind is quite too

dreadful!

Fred and I united in pronouncing Jack a duck. It was our first

experience in the baby line and we certainly did approach it gingerly.

But it turned out wonderfully well. He is n’t a bit like other wonderfnl

babies. He has n’t a double chin and a vapid stare. His little body

is a retreat for all sorts of delightful dimples and cunning curves ; his

little face is rounded, but it ’s every bit a boy’s. No doll-faced girl-look

about him! His smile—it is n’t a smile at all, but a cunning, silent

laugh or a chuckle that exhibits two wee, lower teeth. The sideways,

mischievous slant of his long-lashed eyes is captivating. He is jnst

ten months old.

I suppose if I had been more than twenty, I ’d have seen in Jack a

Responsibility! But I ’m still young and happy—and pretty, Fred, the

male parent, compels me to add—and so to me, Mr. Jackie-boy is only

O WNING a baby is so different from possessing a mother-in-law.

_ a ducky baby to be cuddled and loved. The big, thick books that tell

you how to rear your offspring—hideous word, applied to a blossom

warn you not to kiss, tickle, rock, or provoke to laughter. In fact, if

one pays attention to the hygienic instructions handed to young mothers,

baby-rearing is no fun at all! All the delight of burrowing deep into

the small man’s tummy and seeing his face wrinkle into ecstatic happi

ness is forbidden. Well, thank goodness, I ’m not a bit hygienicl I ,lu

just that object of derision that the funny papers allude to as “ Proud

Young Mother.” I have often thought that the dejected Bl’.ork who

drops a little pinky baby-lamb at the door of a hygienic household must

turn away weeping. Think of the little morsel being deposited at night

in a stiff white bed with no rocking, no mother, no Bug-a-boo-sto!'ie3-

about-a-Bear, no crazy, cuddly, rock-a-bye, sandman songs! I believe

it quite discourages the stork. Baby-rearing is getting to be ‘luile a

serious business instead of a jolly, happy-all-the-time privilege.

zza
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But I don’t tell these things to Fred’s mother. Mercy me, I rather

think not. She ’s mighty serious-minded; she looks upon life as a

series of visitations. She lays the responsibility of every shocking

occurrence upon God, but I notice that she gives credit to people's

management when matters turn out well.

Often when I ’m thinking over the mother-in-law proposition I am

minded of my own mother. She died when I was ten. I have decided

that she was n’t a real mother-in-law. My big sisters’ husbands loved to

dance with her; they admired her immensely. She was very pretty and

her party dresses were dreams of loveliness. Fred’s mother, my mother

in-law, wears black dresses with scant skirts, darts up the front of the

waist, and hideous tight sleeves. She says vanity is the curse of the

present generation. And she gazes at me when she says it!

She looks upon the baby as a Responsibility! She came to visit us

when he was four months old, and disapproved in the most methodical

manner of all the things I did. I am sure that I almost acquired a

wrinkle while she was with us.

“Ellen,” she said one day (my name is Eleanor, but she calls me

Ellen because it is so much uglier)—“ Ellen, I think you should con

sider that you are now a mother and that the future of a little child

for this world and eternity is laid upon your shoulders. I trust it

weighs heavily upon you.”

“ Oh, it does,” I murmured fervently. I meant it. Then to head

off any more of that I wandered on: “ D’ ye know, Mother, I think a

great deal about how carefully I shall rear Jack. When he goes to

college, I think Fred and I shall move to the same town and then I ’ll

take a course in something—hieroglyphics or something Greeky. It

does make one’s headache to think of it, but it would keep Jack and

me closer together. I never will flirt with his chums. I have decided

to do most of my tennis playing with his girl friends. We would have

snch fun boating and swimming, and Jack and Fred and I——”

“ Ellen,” Mother broke in severely, “ are n’t you very nearly twenty

years old?”

“ Yes ’m,” I admitted.

_ “Have you figured at what age you will have arrived when John

Is old enough to enter college?”

_ Now, what do you think of that! There I ’d been planning all the

tune that when Jack was collegeable I’d still be twenty. I wilted

Then I sort of lost my wits and began a spirited conversation to cover

my confusion.

“Well, Mother, I must admit that my increasing age had never

efltered into the plan at all. I was thinking that I ’d still be young and

sll]}: when the Booster entered college.”

‘The who?” ejaculated Mother awfully.
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And I ’d been watching myself so carefully that it would n’t slip

out! I knew she ’d be so shocked. I almost cried right there.

“ You know, Mother,” I quavered, “ that is quite a joke. We asked

Dad Welch to come up to see the baby——”

“ And who, pray, is he? ”

“ Why, he ’s the old fellow who rents his boat to us in the summer

when we go fishing. He is awfully nice, only he smells some of fish

and he ’s not always perfectly sober. He was delighted with the baby,

but the dear little fellow did n’t like his breath very much. He un

doubtedly smelled of fish. He always asks after Baby and me when

he sees Fred. ‘How ’s Mrs. Falmer and the Booster?’ he asks. So

we, once in a great while, call the baby that—only once in a great

while,” I ended elaborately.

“ Ellen,” boomed Mother majestically, “ I ’m afraid your child is

compassed about with evil influences. A fisherman who smells of rum!

I am surprised! ”

“Not rum, only beer,” I murmured weakly. “And he ’s really

an honest fellow and has such a dandy boat.”

Mother frowned.

“ Another thing I feel called upon to remonstrate about. I found

John playing this morning with a corkscrew. Have you no thought of

the insidious danger?”

“ But I had thrust the sharp end into a spool so that he could not

possibly stick his dear little hands! ” I cried.

Mother rose. “Ellen, I am thinking of the moral influence of

that corkscrew. Who is to blame if that child lives to fill a drunkard’s

grave? Let your own conscience reply. As for me, I publicly wsflh

my hands. I feel so very nervous, I think I shall retire to my roonl

Your frivolous attitude, Ellen, to put it mildly, is a source of deep

grief to me. Take your Bible and seek for light in The Word.”

If you had no conception of Mother before, that ought to enlighten

you. Any one can form a mental picture of a person who insists on

calling the Holy Book “ The Word ”—in capital letters, always. Under

that title it is so forbidding. But I dug mine out from under a pile

of magazines and read all the baby stories in it. I cried a little over

the first born in Egypt and poor Rachel; and was glad when I read that

“He took them up in His arms and laid His hands upon them and

blessed them.” I remembered that when He did so He was accompallied

by fishermen. It sort of helped me to feel better about Dad Welclh

Then I ran upstairs and put in an hour rolling on the bed with the

Booster, mouthing his dimpled knees in a decidedly unhygienic way,

which sent him into ecstatic giggles.

It was during Mother’s second visit to us that the Booster fell sick

I heard as in a dream the Doctor’s words: “ lungs—braiIl-—congestion.”
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They seemed to float in the air and to elude my tortured senses. I

seemed only to know that my baby was suddenly very ill, that there was

danger. Great waters surged over me and buffeted me upon the rocks

of fear and anguish until my heart felt lacerated and torn. A dread I

dared not put into words clutched hold of me, and a certainty I would

not admitweighed me down like a black burden I had no hope or faith

to cast aside.

Mother at once established herself beside him as he lay in his little

bed and intimated to me that it were better for me to leave the room.

I went. But I meant to ask the Doctor to give me my rightful place.

I was crouched against the door when the physician paid his visit.

I heard him ask sternly, “ Where is Mrs. Falmer? ”

“I am taking her place,” Mother replied coolly. “ She is a child,

Doctor, and has had no experience. I have buried four children in

infancy, and I know I am qualified to act.”

I could hear little Jack’s peevish means, and it seemed to me that I

must burst in the door.

“Hu-u-um,” blustered the Doctor. “Well, my dear madam, we

don’t want to bury this one in infancy, ye know.”

Then I opened the door. I don’t know what my eyes said, but my

heart must have been pleading in my face.

“My dear child,” the wonderful man said, with such kindness,

“your baby needs you. Worlds of experience and good nursing cannot

Bccomplish for a sick baby what the mother’s comforting arms can.

Mrs. Falmer”—tln-s to Mother—“ your son’s wife and the nurse can

do all that is needful. It will not be necessary to deprive you of your

reiii; ” and firmly and deferentially he led her from the room. Then

I took my little, white, worn lambkin in my arms.

What a fight! The long, long nights; the horrible creeping days!

And at last the black hour when the Doctor said, as gently and tenderly

as a woman, “ While there is life, there is hope; but, beyond that, my

poor child, I can offer you no further encouragement.”

I put Fred’s encircling arms from about me and, waving him away,

Imggertii into the hall. Just outside the door I met Mothea Her

face told me she already knew.

“And yet, Ellen,” she cried, “ in this very hour, when the penalty

of worldliness and frivolity is about to be visited upon you by a lust

God, you still flaunt your love for finery in our faces.”

She caught hold of my pretty rose-colored house-gown with the

graceful sleeves and the rich la/ce.- I looked at it in wonder. I had

forgol;iien dress. I had put aside time, sleep, nourishment; I had for-

8clJten all save that an hour might leave me like Rachel, weeping for

my ewe-lamb and finding naught to comfort me. I did not reply by so

much as a look, but groped my way to my room. I fell upon my
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knees. Few words came, little thought lay behind them; only a

great agony. Over and over my stiff lips pleaded, “God of Mercy,

please—please ! ”

Suddenly I remembered that he still needed me; even then his

nerveless arms might be feebly trying to rise, the dear head turning

that the closed eyes might try to search my face. Mechanically, I went

to the mirror to pin up a tress of hair. There, looking vaguely at the

reflection, a thought came to me forcibly. I recollected Mother’s words

to me in the hall. I went to the closet and found the dress I had worn

in the last playlet our club had presented. It was a hideous, old

fashioned gown, cruelly black, with tight sleeves, and a tight waist that

strained over the bust and made every ugly line in the figure more

apparent. I put it on. Then I drew my hair—my one vanity, my

pretty, fluffy, silly puffs of hair—into a hard, tight knot.

I got down on my knees again, but I could n’t pray. My dress was

changed, but my foolish, beauty-loving heart was just the same, and

surely God could see past my clothes! How could I plead with a parent

who could punish vanity with a blow so agonizing? I felt suddenly

old and hard and bitter. I rebelled against my punishment and felt

no wish to bow to the lash in submission. Back I went into the hall

and there I ran plump into Aunt Aura. She is my mother’s dear,

beautiful, youngest sister, and oh, the sound of her welcome voice!

“You blessed baby, come here!”

In a moment we were hugged together, both crying. She let me

sob, only controlling her own soft weeping to pat me on the head in the

sweetest mothery way. When I had ceased to clutch her so wildly, she

pushed me from her and gave me a long look. It took me in from head

to foot.

“ My dear Nell, tell me——! ” she cried.

So I told her everything, and she listened in silence until I was quite

through.

Then she advised me gently.

“ Nell, go back to your room and put on your prettiest dress—the

one the Booster best liked. God made the violets, the butterflies, all

in beauty—everything joyous-and lovely is His handiwork. He gave

you your beauty-loving soul, your happy, childlike disposition. He

gave you your baby, who loves all these attributes in you, and if that

blossom is to be taken away, He alone can give you that peace that

passeth understanding. Let us, darling, ask Him now, not for Jack“

life, but for that spirit of resignation that will help you willingly to

leave the end with Him.”

With our arms entwined we knelt, and Aunt Aura pleaded for me

Her calm, even cheerful utterance came comfortingly to me, and her

reverent words brought healing to my bruised soul like to Balm in
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Gilead. When we rose she kissed me and said briskly, “ Now, darling,

go to your room and put on your prettiest dress.”

She herself was a picture. Her animated face was crowned with

soft pufls of gray hair. Her lavender dress, with just enough touches

of black to make it smart, was fashioned in the mode, and her neat ties

were trim and shiny. She looked lovely and she rejoiced in knowing it.

“How beautiful you are!” I cried fondly, and turned to obey her.

The door opened before me and the Doctor entered. He looked at

my garb in amaze.

“Ah, here you are, Mrs. Falmer; Fred and I have been looking

everywhere for you. You might come to Baby’s room. There may

be a change—no, no, little girl, I can’t assure you of anything. We

may hope.”

I turned to fly, but Aunt Aura’s hands held me.

“ Not in those clothes,” she objected firmly.

“Please,” I faltered.

“ Your prettiest dress,” she insisted, and the wonderful man, under

standing not at all, nodded confirmation.

I ran to my room and flashed intothe pretty pink crépe that my

baby loved. I even thrust into my hair, which I had pulled into the

accustomed puffs and rolls, the long pin with the nid-nodding butterfly

that the little Booster’s hands had so often essayed to catch.

Beside his bed despair again settled over me. I could see only the

Shadow, black, black. We watched and waited. The slow sun set in the

west, and the nurse slipped in with a shaded lamp. The Doctor sat

like a mummy. I crouched beside the little bed with my eyes strained

“pon the baby face. Fred sat near me and from time to time touched

me gently on the hair.

The child lay still and spent, seeming doubly dear because love

could not hold the weakness back. Silence enveloped the room. All at

once the eyelids quivered painfully, and, with an effort, lifted a little.

The wonderful man touched the baby wrist, brushed his forehead with

light fingers, and turned to me.

“I think,” he murmured, “ you poor little child, you1-self—I

think—I am pretty sure—that your baby will live.”

Fred’s arms enfolded me just as dear Aunt Aura reached for me

and some one else found my hand. It was Fred’s mother, and I heard

her mumed sobbing.

I drew away from them all and leaned over my baby. His blue

eyes fluttered open again and dwelt upon my face. With all my soul

I asked Him for a sign. A sweet, weak, three-cornered smile dawned

on the baby’s lips, and as his little hand sought feebly to rise his

KW wandered and fastened themselves on the dancing butterfly in my

an..
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By Richard Kirk

i

‘ A I HO makes of gold or wood (a wise man said)

A thing of beauty or of ugliness

A ring, a picture, or a shelf for books—

Using his brain and hand and all his skill

And all his patience in the chosen task,

Makes of the stuff a dwelling for his soul

And gives it form and color.

Nor is he,

The humblest toiler, of that company

The least; for none of them is least or best;

And all are woodsmen felling forest trees

To build them houses; all discoverers,

Explorers of a savage wilderness.

The king who makes a stable government,

The priest who dreams a heaven for his soul,

The artist with his palette or his pen,

The merchant, or the laborer whose plow

Turns backward furrows down the fallow field,

Lays bare his soul’s desire for dwelling-place,

And shows himself a brother, each to all.

Not what is done (the wise man said at length)

But what we seek to do makes men of men;

And many a soul sits shivering in the gloom

Of plush magnificence and craves a home,

And many another happy in a hut;

For some choose blindly reckless of the soul,

While others live to serve it.

Honor him

(The wise man said) who seeks to do that thing

He best may do, unswerving to the end.

His soul shall thank him as a woman thanks

Her husband for her palace or her hut,

With all her heart triumphant in her eyes.

234



THE CONTAMINATING OF

AUGUSTUS

By Grace MacGowan Cooke

and Caroline Wood Morrz-ron*

F

“ 0 you think Augustus would mind sleeping with Don? ” in

D quired Don’s mother a little anxiously.

Mrs. Arnold, who had arrived like a bolt out of the blue,

and expected to stay with her brother’s family till she could get settled

in a home of her own, hesitated dubiously. The tall, slim, blue-eyed

boy of twelve pressed closer to her side and looked eagerly in her face.

“I—I hardly know about that,” she temporized. “ Could n’t you

just; put a cot in my room, Hattie? Augustus has never been where

he could not call on me at any time in the night if he were nervous

or timid.”

A strange, choked sound came from the corner where Don had

plunged head first in a roller towel. Augustus blushed until his eyes

watered.

“Maybe Aunt Harriet has n’t got any cot to put in your room,

mother,” he suggested timidly. “Let me sleep with Don one night,

anyhow.”

The widow looked fondly at her sole offspring. She had a trick of

drawing her gray eyes to a mere line back of their glasses, a timid,

peering gaze that bespoke the near-sighted soul behind those eyes.

“You would n’t fail to manicure your nails properly, even if I

were not there, Augustus?” she said with exaggerated urgency. “ Take

your two grains of quinine in a little hot water—hot water, dear—

thls is grippy weather. And read two portions of C*esar. You know

we missed one because we were on the train last night.”

“I will, mother, I will,” the boy assured her hastily and earnestly.

“Fold your clothes tidily,” pursued Mrs. Arnold with unabated

Zeal- “ Don’t put them on Donald’s chair—have one of your own, 9o

 

. ,Mrs. Gum MacGowan Cooke is the author of the complete novel “ The Royal

Lme." in Lm,mCo,m,,s for ,]‘me_ She has a number of successful books to her

gredm Mm- Caroline Wood Mom-son will be pleasantly remembered for her

Quee.n Mary of Memory Lane," a very delightful novelette Published in this

lnagazme (December, l906).
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as to leave his things untouched. Try to remember exactly what I

have told you, dear. Be sure you go to sleep on your right side, with

your—er—legs extended straight. And if you wake up and feel ner

vous or anything in the night, come right to mother.”

Again that rich, gurgling sound from Donald, his back turned and

edging out into the hall now. Augustus could- not have told you why,

but he felt afraid of his cousin, who was nearly a half head shorter

than he, though broader in the shoulder. He also experienced an

unformulated indignation when Don remarked as the two boys clattered

up the stairs together:

“ If you get your clothes on any chair that mine are used to being

put on, I ’ll eat it.”

Below in the quiet sitting-room Mrs. Arnold stooped and picked

up the evening paper. “ I always like to examine the literature in any

house where my son is,” she said in a slightly apologetic tone as she

turned the sheet and glanced at the headings.

Mrs. Harvey, busy over a tear in Don’s coat, nodded her head with

her mouth full of pins.

“ You ’ve been awfully particular with Augustus, have n’t you?”

she hazarded.

“ Since his father was taken from him, I have given up my life

to guarding and guiding my boy,” Mrs. Arnold said solemnly. “He

has not participated in the rude sports of other boys. He has never

read a line that had not first passed under my supervision. Of course ”

—hastily—“ when I speak of rude boys, I do not mean Don, though

he did use that strange expression. But I—now, you must n’t mind

this, Hattie—I do wish that I could be with the two of them while the

acquaintance is still so new.”

Mrs. Harvey bent her head over her work so that her face was

hidden. The fancy of her prim sister-in-law superintending Don’s

social amenities with a boy of his own age appealed to her well developed

sense of humor. “ I think I’d better caution Don myself,” she said

finally.

“ What ’s that?” cried the visitor, springing to her feet, and drop

ping the eye-glasses without which she was almost blind, as a bumping

sound came from above-stairs. “ Good gracious, Hattie, help me find

my glasses!” she entreated. “I dare n’t step for fear of breaking

them. What on earth is that? ”—as the bumping sounded louder.

Mm Harvey, on her knees, at that moment proffered the lost

glasses.

“I guess it ’s just a pillow fight,” she murmured, turning her

darning to look at it from the right side. “ Don generally entertains

his company with a good-night pillow scrimmage. It ’s hard on the

slips, but the boys enjoy it.”
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“ Pillow fight!” remonstrated the other. “ Don’t they break things

when they do that way? ”

“I guess they do ; I guess they do. Pretty much everything in

Don’s room is broken—except the spirit of my boy.” And she looked

with sudden meaning at her husband’s sister.

Then the house trembled to its foundations. Something above

stairs fell and rattled across the floor. A grunting and shrieking which

had been making itself heard for some little time was now resolved

into words.

“I got a half Nelson on you! That ’s a half Nelson!”

“Ouch!” This in the voim of Augustus.

Then they heard Don laugh. After that all was silent.

Mrs. Arnold tottered up the stairs.

“Gussie, Gussie, are you hurt? Why don’t you answer me? Oh,

my haby—my baby!” -

She was weeping hysterically as she opened the door on two lads in

pajamas. One of them, with a whoop of outraged modesty, plunged

frantically beneath the sheet that lay heaped on the floor, and glared

from under it, turtle-fashion, at this unwelcome intruder. Augustus,

very breathless and apologetic, stood by the foot of the bed and stared

at his mother.

“Did—did a pillow hit you?” murmured the frightened woman,

coming close to lay a shaking hand upon his shoulder.

Augustus went suddenly scarlet as he listened, but he did not fail

to put up his hand and cover that of his mother.

“Don’t cry,” he entreated. “Don was just trying to teach me

to wrestle. I told him I’d had some work at the Y. M. G. A. gymna

sium, but that we did n’t wrestle or anything of that sort, and he

showed me what a half Nelson is. I’m awfully sorry if we Scared

you so. I ’ll go right now and sleep on a pallet in your room if you "d

rather—really I will, mother.”

Nobody reflected that it took a plucky lad to say this to an

accompaniment of Don’s only half-strangled chuckles; Augustus least

cf all appreciated that he had shown fair courage. But his lno111lel‘

permitted him to remain with Don under the promise that llo more

half Nelsons-—or whole ones—should be indulged in.

Next morning the boys were shy of each other. Their first contact

had apparently flung them wider apart. Doll had something to offer,

but he doubted if his relative were ready to receive it; Augustus

longed, with a longing Past anything that his expurgated existence had

so far brought him, to be made free of what his cousin knew'—to

be ellfl-ll-nchised a citizen of that boy world—to have a glimpse at

the coming man’s world. Don was driving a gro06I"$ delivery to earn

money during vacation; visitors were not permitted by him to interfere
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with business, and now he departed for the store to get his wagon

loaded.

Mrs. Arnold seated herself in the kitchen while her hostess got

breakfast on the table, and they mutually planned the day’s activities.

As they yet talked together, Don, hot, dusty, heavy-footed, crossed the

back porch audibly, threw open the screen door with a slam that set

pots and pans a-jingle, and demanded:

“Breakfast ready, ma? I’m as hungry as a hound dog that ’s

run for its life. Hello, Aunt Mary, where ’s St. Augustine?”

“ Augustus ”—his mother made the correction rnecha.nically—“ is

in the parlor. I told him he would have to read the portions of Caesar

this morning that he missed last night.”

Don glanced through the hall to where the other boy sat, head

propped on hand, lips moving, as he studied industriously.

“I’ll give you your breakfast right here, son,” his own mother

put in understandingly. “ Had n’t you better wash?”

“I say washl ” retorted Don testily. “ Who do you think I am

Vanderbilt or Rockefeller? I ain’t got no time to primp. My wagon ’s

waitin’, and I expect half the women on Brenner’s Hill are ringin’

up the boss right now to know why I don’t get a move on me.”

Dropping his cap in a corner and pulling a chair noisily to the

table, he seated himself and continued his comments on the grocery

business as he ate:

“ There ’s a woman on West Kemper Street that ’s been keeping

us on the jump with five-cent orders,” he remarked, filling his mouth

generously. “ I took up soda yesterday, and she said she ’d forgot to

order salt, and I must come right back with it because she needed it

to get her dinner. When she got that, she wanted a five-cent loaf of

bread. Customers like that are n’t any account to a. business. When

I run a store I ’m going to out out the nickel-plate ones.”

Mrs. Harvey was aware of Augustus’s wistful glance raised from

the Caesar. Did she surmise that his mother had already begun a timid

campaign at keeping the boys apart? “Won’t you go in and speak

to your cousin?” she suggested in a low tone.

“ Ain’t got the time,” Don objected, his mouth full and filling with

battercakes, steak, and potatoes. Then he allowed, less ungraciously,

“ He can come with me on this morning’s rounds, if he wants to. It -s

the grocer’s pienic to-day, and I only have one delivery to make. We

can have some fun afterwards.”

. If he wanted to! Mrs. Harvey caught her breath a little, look--

ln8 in at the boy’s eager face and noting how the hand that held his

place in the Caesar shook.

.“ Is the horse that you drive perfectly safe?” inquired Mrs. Arnold

plaintivelyi peering earnestly at Don. “ You would be very careful of
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your cousin, I know,” she added pacifically. “Do you ever have to

drive through any objectionable neighborhoods, Donny? I hate to

have my boy go near a saloon. You won’t be where he would hear

any bad language?”

During these remarks, Augustus appeared in the doorway. His

large blue eyes glowed as they rested fondly on brown, muscular Don.

The boys nodded to each other.

“ If I ’m up in a wagon I could n’t be very near a saloon,” Augustus

argued speciously. “Besides, you always say driving is healthful

exercise, mother, and I feel so tired.”

“I have n’t got the table set yet,” Mrs. Harvey interrupted

anxiously, “and Augustus’s breakfast——-”

“ Aw, give him a snack in his hand,” bawled Don, reaching for

his cap as he pushed back his chair. “I could n’t wait for him to

eat now, anyhow.”

“Well,” hesitated the careful mother, “ maybe fresh air—and you

do look tired, dear. Yes, I think you may go, Augustus. Be very

careful.”

Don plunged a mass of heterogeneous eatables into a newspaper,

and stuffed it down hard in the other boy’s pocket, then led the way.

The grocer’s old horse jerked up his head at the sound of Don’s

step, and set off in a canter before the boys were safely seated in the

shackling wagon.

“He knows he better get a -move on him if he travels with my

chariot,” Don announced with severity. “Have an apple?” he in

quired sociably as he reached back into the body of the wagon and

picked up a couple from a basket.

“ Are they—are they yours?” ventured Augustus timidly.

“Aw, fade away!” Don bit into the one he had selected for

himself, and tossed the other into his cousin’s hesitating hand. There

was a period devoted entirely to rapid transit and mastication. Then

they drew up with a flourish at a back gate. The visiting youth was

3ln of respect as his cousin leaped over the wheel, admonishing the

orse:

“ You start before I give you the word, and I ’ll jerk the liver out

of ye! ” ,

Augustus repeated that phrase over and over, not to lose it, while

Don let down the wagon-back with a bang, hauled out a sack of flour,

the basket from which they had had their apples, and a crate of

vegetables, and, thus armed, assaulted the unimpeachable front door

of an immaculate house. An indignant lady met him at the portal

“ You Don! You go round to the back, now. You shall not drug

that sack of flour through my front hall. No, you shall not! Justlook

at the trail you’re leaving, and I ’ve barely finished cleaning up!
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But Don had already reached the rear, whence he could be heard

shouting:

“ Where ’ll I empty the crate, Aunt Lottie?”

“ Not on the floor! Now, you heard me well enough—I said not

on the floor. Oh, you Don!”

“ Aw, I ain’t got no time to waste on foolishness!” grumbled the

overworked merchant as he shot out of the back door and dodged

around the corner.

With fascinated eyes Augustus watched him jump to the high seat,

yank the horse, and send him forward at a pace that set the crazy

wheels rattling from side to side as they sped down the street.

“ Won’t that lady complain of you? ” he asked softly. He felt that

he was living life in condensed asons.

“Nope. That ’s ma’s sister. A feller don’t have to put on dog

with his own relations, thank the Lord!”

“ Oh!” Augustus considered this, while he held to the seat to

keep from being bounced out. “But won’t it be mentioned to your

mother when she goes to consult with her about your best interests?”

he queried. “Does n’t your mother consult all her relations about

your moral welfare?”

“ Gee !—nawl ”

“ Does n’t she even talk it over with your father?”

“ She ’d be scared to,” returned Don with conviction.

Augustus’s mouth fell open. He studied the driver long.

“Do you mean that you would do something to her if she did?”

he asked finally, scarce above a whisper.

“ Me? No, of course not. But ma would be scared to tell pa on

me—I suppose that ’s what you mean by consulting about moral wel

fare—because sometimes she ’d get me an awful licking, and she

could n’t stand for that. Ma an’ me is full pardners.”

“But she must need some one to advise her about your best in

terests,” urged Augustus almost feverishly. One could guess where his

Waterloo had been.

“My best interests? I reckon ma ’ll ’tend to ’em. Never mind

Whoal I’ve got one more delivery to make, and then I’m done for

to-day. We ’ll have some fun.”

Augustus trembled through all his slim, eager young body. His

soul was sick of monotony, moral welfare, Caesar, quinine in season,

the manicuring of his nails; the round of life that suited his mother

had begun to pall desperately. His pale cheeks had a tinge of color

when he and Don, having turned the old horse in at the stable, were

free for some hours.

“Come on, St. Augustine,” chirruped Don. “ We ’ll hunt Hp

something more lively.”
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The boys emerged upon the hot sunny street, with almost the whole

of a summer’s day before them. Don stepped buoyantly, Augustus

slunk after him. It would be worthy a philosopher’s notice to retlect

upon the difference in the worlds upon which these two looked forth.

Donald saw the entire town a region of adventure and delight open

to him ; all time was his in that he had no more work to do that day.

To Augustus the sidewalk that ran past him represented the straight

way by which he might walk home and detail to his mother his recent

activities, soliciting perhaps permission for further movements which

should square with her ideas of what would be best for him.

“ I ’ve got it—the very thing! ” ejaculated Don, stopping suddenly,

diving into his pocket, and fingering some articles which he found

there. Then he frowned heavily and turned to Augustus. “I told

Aunt Lottie ’bout a thousand times not to bother me when I’m at

work. Women don’t know anything about business. Now, look at

that—she ’s gone and chased me off before I had time to leave her old

candles!” He drew out and exhibited two broken red wax candles.

“ No account to her now,” he commented darkly. Then abruptly laid

aside his frown, and inquired with much animation, “ Say, Gus, are

you game to explore a cave? There ’s one out in the mountain that

l’ve been laying off to get to the end of for nearly a year.”

“ I——” began Augustu.s—“I think perhaps mother would let

me go. She considers cav instructive, I know. We went to a

lecture once about Mammoth Cave.”

He sighed and fell silent as he remembered the list of questions to

which he had memorized suitable answers after that lecture.

“All right,” agreed Don negligently. “We can take the street

car from here, and it ’ll carry us within a mile of the mouth.”

Augustus hurried along beside his cousin, ashamed to suggest that

he had expected to go home and ask his mother’s consent. Anyhow,

her opinion of caves was as valuable after their excursion as before it.

He would secure for her a stalactite. He would bring her home a

stalagmite. There might be Indian relics. He would memorize any

number of answers, and read any amount in the encyclopaedia that

she might see fit to prescribe. Why was not this the same as the

lecture, only better? Thus he salved his conscience.

It was a steep tramp and steadily up, after they left the street-car,

but Don,s songs and jests enlivened the way- “ So lon8, Mary,” and

“ Hit the Pike Lightly,” shouted in snatches and echoed back from

the frowning bluffs above them, sublime and hoary, had a fhythm and

carrying swell that drowned fatigue. One air in pamculari that

proudly published the words,

The girl had a hole in the heel of her stocking,

And her slipper it kept a-rocking and a-rocking’

Von. LXXXIV.—IG _
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seemed to walk for them, to put wings on their feet; and rocking—

rocking—rocking, they kept moving forward as unconsciously as the

girl’s slipper.

The cave turned out to be only a sort of grubby hole in the ground,

where Augustus found neither stalactites nor stalagmites for his mother.

But alone in the dark with Don, called upon by the exigencies of the

occasion for instant judgment and swift courage, he kept discovering,

moment by moment, a little more of himself; so that, though neither

boy as yet recognized the fact, it was quite a new Augustus who crept

blinking out into the sunlight at the cave’s mouth. It was nearly noon.

“ I ’m hungry—ain’t you?” grunted Don. “ The pit of my stomach

feels like a house had fell out.” He solemnly presented Augustus with

a hard-boiled egg, and Augustus as solemnly received and ate it.

“ Ma stuck ’em in my pocket,” Mrs. Harvey’s son explained. “ She

knew mighty well I was n’t going to be home before night. That cave

was n’t much, was it? But you done first rate. Say, Gus, let ’s mosey

along down to Glen Cove. I know a feller there. He ’ll feed us fine,

and we can go back to town on the train.” Augustus hesitated; but

that allusion to Don’s mother seemed to put the signature of authority

upon the proposed excursion. Besides, Augustus had tasted the new

wine of his cousin’s commendation—a boy’s praise to a boy; there is

nothing more heady. There was scarcely any enterprise so diliicult

that the visitor would not have undertaken it now at his host’s sug

gestion. Laughing, whistling, their moment of comparative sobriety

vanished, they took up the trail. It was a hot day. Perspiratiou

trickled from Augustus’s white brow. His nose and cheek-bones tingled

where they would afterward blister and peel. The boys descended the

mountain upon the further side. They came upon other elevations.

Hills lifted and sank, to be scrambled up and half rolled down with

shouts and racing. And Don’s fair, slender cousin got the muscle from

somewhere to keep going, as the hours and the miles were put by.

Glen Cove played hide-and-seek with them, and they were hungry

They found a little hoard store sitting by the dusty road, and bought

sardines and soda-crackers and striped candy, gorging themselves bliss

fully in the shade of a wayside bush, and lying down to rest there

after for a brief and happy season. Suddenly Augustus looked up at

the sky, wide-eyed.

“Why—what’s the matter with the sun?” he asked.

“ It ’s going down,” allowed Don easily, speaking as one familiar

with the firmament and not readily surprised by its doings. Augustus

sat up with an air of alertness which plainly covered much anxiety.

“Are—are we-almost there?”

_ A man was ploughing far off in a field. Dispassionately Don flung

himself at the fence and bellowed, “ Say! how far is it to Glen Cove?"
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The man stopped his team in a furrow, pushed back his hat, and

scratched his head. “ Which one?” he yelled. Augustus’s ankle

throbbed and ached; he had twisted it severely back there in the cave.

“I don’t know,” Don shouted. “ I did n’t know there was more ’u

one Glen Cove. We want to get the train for town there.”

“ They ’s Upper Glen Cove an’ Lower Glen Cove,” droned the man

at the plough monotonously. “You’re five miles from Upper, and

seven miles from Lower. You ’ll never get to neither of ’em to-night,”

he declared, bringing his team closer to the fence to inspect Augustus,

as he turned the furrow. Then he paused to call over a drooping

shoulder, “ Wildwood’s ’bout three miles east. Ef you hurry you can

ketch the seven o’clock for town.”

Augustus got to his feet. Don silently slipped a big shoulder under

his cousin’s arm, and the two made the best time left in their tired

muscles until the taller boy sank to the ground, pale, suffering, done up.

“Hello!” said Don cheerfully. “ Is that the way you feel? Say,

“Aunt Mary had a little lamb;

Its fleece was white as snow;

It followed Don around one day,

And look at the blamed thing now!”

Augustus joined weakly in the laugh against himself, and got

strength from it to resume the journey. “ I would n’t care so much

if it was n’t for my mother,” he said in a low tone. “ She ’ll worry

awfully—won’t yours?”

“Nixie,” returned Don with finality. “Pa’ll raise a row when

he gets home, and I’ll bet he sends old Jake out to the cave after

us- Ma knew I was goin’ there. Won’t Jake be mad when he hunts

allover that cave and can’t find us? ” and the irrepressible Don bubbled

with the joy of it. Sobering suddenly, he added, “I’m soITy about

Aunt Mary. Honest, I expected to get to Glen Cove early enough

to telephone.”

on again they moved; and just as Augustus was contemplating the

sweetness of the rest which may be found in an early grave, they

t‘_)pped a rise and saw the little station of Wildwood twinkling with

light in the valley below and the twin line of rails stretching away

from it toward home.

“_Look there!” Don shouted as he pelted down the slope, dragging

Augustus after him. Suddenly, at the edge of the lighted area, he

pnlleid up. “Holy smoke!” he whispered. “You got any mon, St.

Aug-' I spent all mine for that grub.” _

Augustus grolmed. “Mother does n’t believe in a boy carrymg

money around with him unless he ’s to buy something,” he explained

sornewhat. laboriously. -
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“Never mind, I can fix it,” was Don’s hopeful response, and he

promptly tackled a group of loungers about the place with, “My

father ’s J. C. Harvey—drug-store on Sidney Street—any of you know

him? We want money enough for tickets home. My folks would n’t

worry so much about me,” he expounded to the assembled multitude,

which seemed passively disposed toward any diversion, “ but this boy’s

mother will just about have hysterics. You can call at my father’s

store and get the money, or I ’ll send it to you by mail.”

A lank citizen who had been leaning against the wall enjoying

Don’s harangue extracted a horny hand from a cavernous pocket. “I

know your dad,” he said agreeably. “ I ’ll stand for you chaps.”

“And a telegram too?” cried Augustus—the long-distance tele

phone was out of order.

“ Forty cents apiece for the railroad fare is all I can cough up,”

objected their new friend.

A sallow man with chin-whiskers now made a drawling entrance

into the conference. “ You boys ’pears to have less sense than any

I’ve seen for a right long spell ”—he offered the opinion lifelessly

and without special bias. “Accordin’ to yo’ tale you been walkin’

about thirty-six mile jest for fun. But your mothers may be foolish

about you all the same, and feel pestered for fear you won’t come

home—women folks is that way. I’ll put up the quarter for you.”

Augustus’s eyes were wet while he thanked the man. It was de

cided to wire Mrs. Harvey as the one most inured to shocks of this

kind. Don wrote the message and it ran:

Delayed Wildwood. Tell Aunt Mary. Home to-night. Have

plenty supper.—DoN.

And here might have ended the Odyssey of their wanderings, had

not the motion of the train lulled the boys to sleep so that Don waked

as a giant refreshed, to a city which had itself awakened electrically

brilliant and offering renewed amusement. It was half past eight

when they pulled into the station, and the blood in Don’s veins began

to leap to the old tune.

“Say, Gus,” he opened genially—it was always “Gus” now in

stead of “ St. Augustine ”—“I reckon some folks ’d think we ought

to go right home; but they ’ve got that telegram, and I ain’t sleepy,

are you?”

“No,” agreed Augustus doubtfully. Never in his life had he

measured his actions by his emotions or preferences.

“well—say,” wheedled Don, “ we ’ll go in the direction of home,

but it ’ll take us past where they ’re building the new post-ofiice.

They ’ve got her up five stories. Gee! Would n’t it be fine to go “p

on the top of the frame and look down at all the lights and things! ”
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“ Sure! ” agreed Augustus, with a labored imitation of his eousin’s

manner.

Donald’s intentions were of the best—it was surprising to reflect

how good his intentions always were in the actions for which he was

most signally reproved; yet when they came to the gaunt black

skeleton standing like an ebony tracery against the night sky, he com

pletely forgot his cousin’s limitations.

“Would you like to go up there, honest?” he demanded with

sudden animation.

Augustus repeated, “ Sure.” To be called “ Gus,” to be addressed

as an equal, to be consulted and have daring plans proposed to him

without any hindering allusions to authority—for these things Mary

Amold’s son would have attempted more than the climb of a half

finished building. -

Don picked up a couple of bricks and handed one to his companion.

He captured a sheet of blowing newspaper, rent it in two, and prof

fered the half for wrapping. “ If they see us going up without any

thing in our hands they ’ll think we ’re crazy in the head. Come on,”

he whispered and started up a long ladder.

Augustus, wide-eyed and a little weak in the knees for many reasons)

climbed close at his heels.

“ Hello, thCr(FwhalJ are you boys doing? Come back here!”

shouted the watchman.

“Aw, fade away,” Don flung over a steady shoulder. “The boss

sent us with these things. We gotter go.”

.The tone was confident. Each boy carried a parcel. They had

no other rational reason for going up, and all this was convincing to

8, stupid man. They were allowed to proceed, though followed by a

quavering question from the watchman:

“Boys, is the boss up there?”

“ You wait till you find out,” pronounced Don ominously.

He came to a landing at the fourth story, where the concrete floor

was being laid. Augustus attempted to swing around the ladder as

his cousin had done. He could have accomplished the feat, for he

was keyed to lofty resolve, but he struck the injured ankle, and at

the same time his arm came in contact with a steel-framed wheel

ban-o“’- The ladder swerved; the barrow tipped: Augustus plunged

downward.

Don, clutching a pillar, stared after him for what seemed cen

i“ries- Deadly nausea overcame the Harvey boy. In that swlft

Instant he felt the enormity of his own course.

But Augustus was not Don’s cousin for nothing; nor had he spent

a strenuous day with that enterprising youth in vain. -He had the

courage, his gymnasium training had given him the skill, and thls
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sudden plunge into the realities of life added the exigencies. After

ward he could remember no terror of the fall itself, but only a great

fear lest he should hear once more that mocking laugh of Don’s, and

drop out of his cousin’s good graces with his fall. Swift as thought he

snatched at a projection, caught it, and brought up with a jerk that

nearly pulled his strong young arms from their sockets, hanging from

the cornice of the second story. As he swung there he felt the wind

of the heavy barrow go past him, the thing itself graze his shoulder,

and heard it crash to the basement, where it lay crushed to scrap-iron.

Clinging in his desperate position, Augustus looked up. He met

Don’s eyes, big with terror for him, glowing with admiration.

“Hang on!” panted Donald. “Swing to her, Gus. Help ’s on

the way. Somebody ’s shinnin’ up from below now.”

“ All right!” cried Augustus. “ I ’m all right,” he asserted with

out shake or tremor in his tone. “ Watch me—I can get down.”

Using a trick familiar to him in the gymnasium, he swung his

body pendulum-fashion till his feet struck against a steel pillar near

at hand, caught about it, slipped down it, and brought up on the floor,

standing erect and a little breathless, but immeasurably happy. Don

ran down the ladder to him like a monkey in much haste. Augustus

heard his cousin’s voice vibrant with pride in him, as Don himself

flung an arm across the slighter boy’s shoulder and cried out to the

gathered group hurrying to the scene of the accident:

“Aw—what’s the matter with you folks, anyhow? This is my

cousin, and he always goes down-stairs that way! He ain’t hurt. He

was n’t even scared. Pooh, that was nothin’ to do! ”

“ Naw! ” It was Augustus who chimed in now with a very much

improved imitation of Don’s manner. “ I ain’t hurt. What are you

all eating—I mean, what ’s eating you?” he demanded. “Come on,

Don, let’S hunt us up a real high building to slide down;” and he

walked steadily to the ladder and descended.

The pink color burned permanently beneath his blue eyes as he

went home beside Don, copying as best he could the half belligerent

roll of the shorter boy’s gait. Neither spoke of the new tie forged

between them by the events of the day, as they stepped, arms over

shoulders, exchanging monosyllables; yet each felt it to the core of

his heart.

Mrs. Arnold met them in the gate. Some neighbor had arrived

at the house, just as she was fairly recovering from the telegram,

with a garbled version of the accident at the post-office. Stories of

the sort were too frequent in Mrs. Ha:-vey’s experience to bring her

to the front door. She remained in the rear, heaping a table with

much provender.

“Oh, Augustus!” cried that youth’s mother. “Are you hurt?
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Did you really go up that awful sky—scraper with Don? Why, your

face looks blistered—and your shoes are all skinned up.”

She pounced upon her offspring and clutched him. Augustus, his

shoes well-nigh soleless, his clothing mud-marked, brier-scratched,

splotched and rent, his face indeed coming cheerfully to the blistering

point, one ear bleeding, an ankle so lame he could no longer bear his

weight upon it, a tatterdemalion scarecrow with soil-coated fists, stepped

into the full light of the open door. He dropped an arm affectionately,

even patronizingly, about her waist, and laughed out free and heartily

as Don might have laughed.

“Yes, mother,” he proclaimed proudly, brilliantly boastful, “we

both went up on the new post-ofiEiee—but I came down alone.” Then

he looked at Don, and laughed again.

Something—it might have been the love that would never fail her

in her boy’s eyes and in his voice—withheld Mrs. Arnold from all

reproof. Yet something else overawed her, that she questioned him

timidly, almost humbly:

“Did you—was it true about your hanging there, and swinging

around and dropping down? It might have killed you! Oh, my

little boy!”

She said that last only because she knew in her heart he was her

little boy no longer. With trembling hands, half admiring, half fearful,

she drew him in.

She stared at him, adoring, fearful. Beneath his strangely matured,

virile regard she began to weep softly. It had come. He was con

taminated. She knew not as yet how to name that contamination,

but she felt that its synonym was—man.
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‘ I \HROUGH fields of flow’rs, o’er hills and dalea

  

Our way in peace we wended;

But now, with frost and winter gales,

Behold, our joy is ended!

Indeed, in very truth we meant

The vows that there were spoken,

But Cupid’s bow, alas, was bent

Too tense, and so was broken!



BETWEEN YESTERDAY AND

TO-MORROW

By George lVetfieri// Earl, 71’.

i

woven bamboo window-drops of a forlorn nipa shack, fell upon

a rude cot where lay a white man—pale, haggard, and worn.

He had thrown himself there, fully dressed, at dawn, and now tossed

and turned in restless slumber. By his side, in alert posture, knelt

the native woman who, to his published shame, was the source of his

support. In face of this damning fact, a woman of his own race

and color came into his life—for a fleeting moment—to double the

curse of his shame.

Once sergeant-major of a crack infantry outfit, then lieuterlant of

volunteers, he had sunk into the black, fathomless, hopeless depths that

in the Far East lie between Yesterday and To-morrow in the lives of

some men.

One of Uncle Sam’s comely school-teachers had been assigned to the

town of Indang, whose only other white inhabitants were a lieutenant,

who commanded the garrison—a platoon of the native constabulary—

and this man. Of him even the natives talked under their breath. She

had seen him upon several occasions in a besotted condition, or raving

through the narrow streets in drunken frenzy. Once, and once only,

he met her when he was himself, to pass her with shame-hung head.

Out of the corner of his eye he had seen a flush of horrified disgust

mount to her face, and he shivered as she hastily clutched her white

duck skirt, to draw it closer, that it might not be defiled by con

taminating contact.

After that day he avoided the streets through which she passed to

and from her little school-house, and soon confined to the night his

walks abroad, lest he meet this woman and her shrinking scorn. Thus

pride, in the momentfs fleeting between Yesterday and To-morrow, wa5

shaping a soul in the mould of destiny.

The sleeper continued to pitch and toss on his bamboo cot. Occa

sionally he would murmur incoherently, when the woman would bend

forward eagerly for some word that might satisfy her jealous longing

In her primitive mind she attributed the coldness and indifference of

us

' I ‘HE slanting rays of the setting sun, sifting through the loosely
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her idol to the coming of the white woman. He had even ceased to be

brutal to her now, and took her fawning attentions as a matter of

course, without either caress or blow in return.

With tear-filled eyes, the native woman stooped to press her lips

to the pale, careworn face. That moment a shot detonated close to the

shack.

The sleeping man awoke, and arose to a sitting posture. The

woman, in her fright, threw her arms about him as though to shield him

from harm, as another and another shot, then a volley, crashed through

the stillness of the falling night. The man released himself from the

clasp of the fear-stricken woman, grasped his revolver from under the

cot, and bolted out of the shack. Her shrill cry followed him.

The reek of burning things filled his nostrils. Low-hanging clouds

of incandescent smoke hovered overhead, starred with lurid, heat-tossed

brands. The popping of air-chambered bamboo, and the wind-like

rustle of burning nipa, crackling and curling, rose above the excited

gutturals of the attacking ladrones and the cries of the scared

inhabitants.

The barracks on the skirt of the plaza, a burst of flame, drew him

as a magnet.

It was with a torturing sob that he dropped to his knees to close

the staring eyes of the constabulary lieutenant, and reverently cover

the white face with a campaign hat he found beside the still form.

“ God ! ” he cried, and the red blood coursed through his veins like

acid. There was the fiag—his flag—closely held in the death-embrace

of an alien clad in the khaki of the Great Republic. Pathetically small

and boyish, the little brown man lay where he had fallen, true to his

trust! Stooping, the outcast drew the fiag from the protecting arms

and covered its dead defender with its folds. Then he stood for several

moments, mixed emotions of obeisance and regret rending his mind.

Straightening his soldierly figure, he crossed the plaza and fearlessly

pressed his way through the thronging outlaws and their sympathizerfl,

with whom fraternized many of the uniformed men of the constabulary.

Then he saw, standing erect and dauntless, the fair-haired school

teacher, her face seared with the tears that had ceased to flow- when

he reached the small group which surrounded her, he found that She

was the subject of a heated discussion. This white woman ws1s part

and parcel of the spoils of war. To whom did she belong?

. He nodded familiarly to several participants in the arg1lmen_t’ and

listened’ apparently uninterested, until one, as if to end the dispute,

drew his bolo and approached the woman.

“ Wait! ”—in the tone of one Who commanded aH=e1-’ltion- It was the

c1Il1<!lst who spoke.

After a heated colloquy he brusquely thrust the crowd aside and
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advanced towards the woman. A wailing cry, and she sank fainting to

the ground.

“ Halt! Who ’s there?” challenged a sentinel thrown out from a

column bivouacked for the night midway between Indang and Naic.

“Friend! Don’t shoot!” came the reply, which closely followed

the ominous click of the safety-lock of a rifle.

Too late! The sentinel’s rifle cracked simultaneously with the

answer to his challenge. A piercing cry followed.

“ Who fired that shot?” demanded the ofiicer commanding the

guard. “ That was a white man’s voice.”

“ Would n’t halt, sir,” replied the sentinel uncertainly.

“ Here! Give me your rifle! Go out and bring that man in—dead

or alive! Go! He ’ll not harm you. I imagine you’ve killed him!

Don’t hesitate! Go ! ”

A few moments later the sentinel staggered back, panting under

his heavy burden. “ He ’s an American, and hit, sir,” he told the

officer.

“ Sergeant,” the commander said, addressing a non-commissioned

officer of the guard, who had come up, “ put a relief on this post. AI!

other man, here!” And they carried the inanimate body towards the

ambulance, parked with the wagon-train at the rear of the column.

“ Good God! it ’s Jimmy Butler! ” exclaimed the surgeon, when he

saw the wounded man.

“ You know him, Agnew?” said the other.

The doctor hesitated. “ Ye-es, I do. He was a lieutenant in my old

volunteer outfit—good soldier, too, till drink got hold of him. They

say a native woman turned his head.”

“ Who ’s talking?” faintly asked the wounded man. “ Why, hnl1o,

Agnew!” he said, staring confusedly around. “ I ’ve got it this time,

have n’t I? Where am I? Where ’s the captain? Oh, God! I

remember now ! ”

“ Steady, man, don’t talk, or we ’ll have trouble in making repairs.”

“ Making repairs? Oh, yes; I see!” The bright smile which

momentarily illuminated his face quickly faded away, and Jimmy

Butler was again the outcast.

“ Agnew—Doctor ”

“ Don’t talk, man, or we can’t save you,” sternly went on the sur

geon, as the memory of Butler’s past actions forced itself to the fore

and wiped out the feeling of ban camaraderie of other days.

“ Please, doctor—please_”

“ Please what?”

~ “ Let me die! I will die! But wait! Noriel—listen—Noriel and

his ladrones sm-pIised Indang this evening—to-night—you know. The
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constabulary turned traitors—surrendered—all but Lieutenant Scott

and a few men. They died fighting. They ’re going to burn the town

at daybreak. They left before I did—towards Alfonso. Only a small

detachment remains to carry out Noriel’s order. They knew you were

coming ” His mind seemed to wander for the moment.

A white woman, accompanied by a sergeant, approached the ofiicers

grouped about the wounded man. When she heard his voice, she buried

her face in her hands and fell on her knees beside him, weeping

bitterly.

With half-closed eyes, the wounded man went on: “ She ’s lying be

yond the outpost—I carried her that far. She fainted when Noriel

said I might have her. She came to once or twice, only to go off again.

She did n’t trust me—would n’t listen to me at all. I suppose she had

cause to doubt me. She might have known a white man—but I fear

my reputation ”

The blood welling from his mouth made further utterance impos

sible for a moment.

“What—what? ” he mumbled, raising himself on his elbow to look

in the direction of the sobbing woman. “ God! not that!” he cried,

struggling to his feet. “ Men, I am”—here he momentarily hung his

heBd—“I was a gentleman! I never wilfully wronged a woman in

my life! ll/[other—Mother, pray for me! Mother—I—I ” The

blood came through his anguished lips; he staggered; his drooping head

fell heavily forward. He again tried to speak, but the life-stream ebb

mg from his mouth increased in volume, and he sank wearily into the

friendly arms held out to him.

“ He ’s gone!” softly said the surgeon. As he withdrew his hand

from the stilled heart and gently closed the eyes, the rising sun, a huge

ball of fire in the east, swept away the shadowy To-morrow.
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SWINBURNE

BY KATHARINE LEE BATES

The harmonic surges toll thy passing-bell,

For thou, hushed Poet, wert akin to them;

Thy Songs alone their music parallel.

SEA-WIND and wave should chant thy requiem,



  

WAYS OF THE HOUR

A DEPARTMENT OF CURRENT COMMENT AND

CRITICIsM—sANB, STIMULATING, OPTIMIsTIC

§

ASTRALI

CELEBRATED Harvard astronomer has recently offered a

A suggestion which ought to appeal to some one of our anxious

millionaires who are in the market for the purchase of an

immortal name. This astronomer has calculated that it would be

possible to construct a reflector of such size and mechanical adjustment

as to enable us to communicate with Mars by flashes of light. The

chief requisite for the building of this apparatus is ten million dollars.

Measured by soda crackers, this is a large amount of wealth, but

valued by the glory of an imperishable name it shrinks to the likeness

of a punched nickel. Indeed, the fame that lurks in this opportunity

outblazes that of the greatest of all the great men that have illumined

this world, for here lies the way to a sparkling notoriety in two worlds.

It is just possible, however, that those individuals who have the

necessary millions may not at the same time have the necessary

boldness to assume so tremendous an honor. Nor can we hold them

blameworthy, for one must indeed feel himself of more than common

clay ‘5o stamp upon celestial space the name of Jones or Sniffelbowen

But, discouraging as such modesty might be, it need not necessarily

prevent the consummation of this glorious prospect of talking to our

Martian cousins; for if Science is willing to hobnob with Business it

shfmld have no trouble in securing the needed financial support for

thi_s-lJndertaking. There are a hundred or more wealthy and enter

pnsmg concerns in this country, any one of which would be more

than may to pay ten millions for the privilege of being the pioneer

2&2
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advertiser in Mars. It is indeed diflicult to say what it would not be

worth to break the silence of the heavens for the first time in all

eternity, with the copyrighted admonition: “ Eat Brady’s Beans!”

But let none of us be so scrubby as to inquire what would be other

wise gained by establishing communication with Mars. We must not

forget that there is science for science’s sake, precisely as there is art

for arts sake. Science is its own end, and if it can raise ten million

dollars and build an interplanetary telegraph by means of which it can

inform the beings of another world that we are here and all is well, it

is not for us to object. And, moreover, we should bear in mind that

after we and the Martians have agreed upon a code of taps and flashes

by which each planet can have an approximate idea of what the other

is talking about, it may be that our celestial neighbor will have much

intelligence to impart to us. It may tell us that we are going to l06e

our mountains and our oceans and our atmosphere and our heat, and

that, if we feel like living after that, we shall be obliged to follow the

example of its own withered people by tapping the North Pole for

moisture and the centre of the earth for heat and getting along as

best we can on bottled oxygen. And it may tell us what its real

name is, what its scientists have discovered, what its great persons

have accomplished, and what its philosophers have taught; and

altogether we may get our money’s worth of information and a deal of

wisdom along with it

But, after all, ’t is going a long way off for knowledge and under

sta-nding- Old mother earth has much yet to tell us regarding herself

and ourselves; and with Solomon and Plato and Paul still strangers

to a vast congregation, wherein shall we be profited by importing truth

from another planet?

Cmrroan Howanu

 

BREAKlNG RECORDS

CONCERNING a shortage in the Treasury of Time, multitudes

are crying aloud. That there is a shortage, all agree.

. The man of affairs complains that he can meet the pressing

Flam upon him only by drawing upon night at a ruinous rate of

mterest The professional or business man, lacking time, pursues

S.u.cceas with starting eyes and brain at snapping tension, for Compe

tlf“cn yelps day and night. The workingman crowds into his eight or

me hours work that will mark him the quickest man “ on the job ” ;

for the best man no longer finds surest favor in the eyes of the time

gmdging “boss.”

who Wye that the woman of importance works harder and

longer than the hardest worked servant in her ménage? In order
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to acquit herself, the social leader can afford but a few hours’ sleep

ere she rushes back to head the procession en route to the Court of

the Yellow King. “Time! Oh, for a few more hours!” is the cry

of the pell-mell world.

And Youth—what wists youth of the economy of “slow haste” ?

After text-books have done their best (or worst—according to the

Censors) comes Ambition, urging to an immediate itinerary to athletic

feats, or goals vainglorious. Youth listens and goes, forthwith, tell

ing itself gaily that it must “ break a record or—die.” “ The faster

the pace, the greater the place,” it argues; hence the human power

house is rifled to the verge of bankruptcy.

Playing too hard has been as disastrous to young America as

has working too hard to- the elders. The normal life is the life of

the open, but the excesses committed to the genial name of “ spoit ”

are chronicled chiefly in marble and upon the charts of specialists.

The importance of becoming more important has become an

American obswsion. “ Enough” is no longer a feast. Less than the

maximum is a dolorful famine. To “break a record” is the blood

kindling, heart-pounding, nerve-racking ambition of to-day.

The lust of speed grows hourly. In order to arrive a few moments

before the others, we climb the steps to “take” the “elevated”; or

delve beneath the earth to “ take” the subway, the while forevisioning

a future in which upon some monster of the air we will circle magnifi

cent distances as do birds, and phantoms, cloud-born.

To materialize a fraction of a moment before a contesting motor

maniac, a millionaire autoist would risk two lives. Compared to

such a victory, what were the honors of love or war? Our forebears

rode leisurely for enjoyment. Goggled like fiends, we motor, 0.-clamor

for SPEED. No longer we ask if a steamer is “safe,” but for her

“ time record.”

The excessive rise in the death rate from heart disease and Brigh’6’s

horror is almost invariably traceable to a pace whose incentive was a

dramatic arrival.

Not only in locomotion do we evince maniacal tendencies. The

maximum alone appeals. No building is important unless it pierces

the clouds. No light appeals save the blinding glare that simulates

day. No hotel is “ possible ” unless it contains every device conceived

by man (or demon) to waylay time or to accelerate cffort.

Never in the world has the clip been so terrific. Haste has been

appointed overseer of Merit, and the stop-watch and press-agent are

chief arbiters. Feet must be winged to achieve standing room.

Pleasure lives, but joy has passed. We are gay but no longer merry

We laugh more, and smile less. Chivalry is in a trance, and the

courtesies are wrapped in the napkin of oblivion.
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The modern craze for priority is beyond the skill of specialists. It

waxes to " the limit,” and then—we pay. The price is—life. To

wrangle is futile; neither many prayers nor much treasure will pur

chase one more spangle of existence for any one. To the last fragment

we will soon have used up the time allotted to—/us. A fool deserves

a fool’s death. Who wears the cap and bells (after being trained) is

mad. The rest must be—silence. The score is tragic, but who plays—

pays.

MINNA Trromas ANTRIM

THE GENTLE ART OF MAKlNG FRlENDS

ECAUSE of our modern system of luxury, there are those who

B claim that Friendship can no longer exist, for the reason that

it entails no sacrifices. Our friends, or those who go by the

name, are all mightily independent of us. Should they, by any happy

or unhappy accident of Fate, be lacking in any one thing, we may not

supply it to them, for if we do we run the risk of offending their pride.

If one of them is caught in the market, or is unexpectedly pinched

for money, the opportunity to be of service is usually denied us, for

the reason that we ourselves are pretty likely to be in the same case.

The reason for this is that our modern society is so closely interwoven,

that of necessity we must all stand or fall together. This masses indi

viduals more, and makes them, as individuals, less than they were

formerly; while at the same time, although as a whole they are more

homogeneous, they touch each other only on the surface.

Even under these deterrent conditions, however, the making of

friends is good sport, if for nothing else than the danger it involves;

not necessarily because your friend will borrow money from you, or put

you to any material discomfort or embarrassment, but because you are

likely 13o come to know him too well. You are so used to your own

peculiarities, your little, fatal weaknesses, that you come to accept them

as a matter of course, and usually brush them aside when you are

otherwise engaged. But with your friend it is different. His faults,

like the flaws in a painting that is right under your nose, are the only

things that you see.

It is always safer and better, therefore, to be friends with some one

who lives at a distance, and whom you can see only occasionally- Thus

your feeling of friendship for him is always fresh

The best friend is the man who, no matter how intimate you are

with him, never becomes confidential. We would not impose our confi

dences upon a comparative stranger. Why should we do so with our

best friend? ,
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This is the real reason why friendships are so hard to achieve. The

moment we come to know our friend, we insist on imposing upon him.

On the contrary, we should always be on our best behavior with him.

When he comes to realize that no amount of intimacy can break this

down, he will permanently respect us.

THoms L. Msssou
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THE LURE OF THE DESERT LAND

BY MADGE MORRIS

AVE you slept in a tent alone—a tent

H Out under the desert sky—

Where a thousand thousand desert miles '

All silent ’round you lie?—

The dust of the aeons of ages dead,

And the peoples that trampled by!

Have you looked in the desert’s painted cup,

Have you smelled at dawn the wild sage musk,

Have you seen the lightning flashing up

From the ground, in the desert dusk?

Have you heard the song in the desert rain

(Like the undertone of a wordless rhyme),

Have you watched the glory of colors flame

In its marvel of blossom time?

Have you lain with your face in your hands, afraid,

Face down—flat down on your face—and prayed,

While the terrible sand-storm whirled and swirled

In its soundless fury, and hid the world

And quenched the sun in its yellow glare,—

Just you, and your soul, and nothing, there?

If you have, then you know, for you ’ve felt its spe“,

The lure of the desert land. - -

And if you have not, then I could not tell,

For you could not understand.
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A BRIDE FOR CASEY

BY

ELLA MlDDLETON TYBOUT

Author of “T/it Srnuggler," “Poketvum Profile," ctr.

I.

HEN Casey told us he was going to be married we remained

a moment in expressive silence, then Randy Ferguesson

spoke. Randy often spoke first and apol‘3‘gized afterwards.

“ Who is the blithering idiot?”

Casey sat upright and replied with dignity in spite of the lint and

feathers ornamenting his hair, which was also upright

“I’ll trouble you to remember, Ferguesson, that yo‘l’re speaking

of a lady. And of my wife.”_

“ Prospective,” murmured Starr, who was very literal

Casey continued to glare unappeased, and I hastily interposed

“ But you have n’t told us her name. We want to go and see her,

but we ’ve got to know where she lives.” .

. “ Now, that ’s awfully jolly in you, old chap ”—Casey quite glowed

wlth gratitude. “ Of course I want you all to know her, for I expect

you to be at my house most of the time.”

He spoke with confidence, and we endeavored not to exchange

glances. We all owed Casey money, and he owed each of Hs a little

more than we owed him, so the easv familiarity with which he referred

to an establishment was rather staiggering. Meanwhile he continued,

already sadly retrospective, after the manner of prospective Ben,edlct.s-

“It will be a wrench to break away from yo‘l chaps, for It wiu

make a difference, of course. It always does.”

C ' 1 ht rved.Von LXxc§lyIly€:"i7l9o9' by J. B. L!P-P!NC2O5,1;r Company. An I- g s rese
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We nodded and smoked gloomily. After all, old Casey was a good

fellow and we hated to hand him over to a girl. Presently he spoke

again, quite husky with emotion:

“ Jolly old dirty rooms! We ’ve had some bully times here.”

Again we nodded, and Starr removed his pipe long enough to utter

a platitude:

“Money is not everything.”

“Perhaps not,” said Ferguesson, who hankered for the flesh-pots,

“but it comes close enough for a fellow not to take any chances when

it ’s in sight.”

“ Yes,” said Casey simply; “ that ’s what I think.”

We exchanged glances openly this time, and our mental vision of

the establishment began to take brownstone form. Involuntarily I

straightened my tie and wondered how we should all manage frock

coats for a noon wedding. 5

“ I suppose,” I hazarded, “ we ’ll be ushers, or something?”

“ Two of you ushers and the third best man. Cut for best man—

ace low and low gets it.”

He held out a pack of cards and we cut solemnly. Ferguesson got

the ace of spades, so Starr and I were relie"ed, though slightly jealous

Casey had greatly increased in importance during the last few minutes.

“Well, Randy,” he said, “ it ’s up to you. But in view of what

you said a while 'ago I don’t know that you ’ll care to accept.”

Ferguesson became quite incoherent in his protestations, and after

they had shaken hands several times the incident was considered closed.

“ Shall we call together or one at a time?” inquired St-arr. “ And

beginning when?”

“ We have only two tuxedos in the bunch,” I remarked, “ and one

frock coat that is n’t shiny. We had better hunt in couples at night-—

you and Randy, Starr. I will go alone this afternoon, plus top hat

and frock coat, eh? ” -

“No, you don’t,” objected Ferguesson; “the best man gets first

innings. I go this afternoon, frock coat, top hat, and white

chrysanthemum.”

“ It ’s up to you, Casey,” said Starr. “ Which of us calls first on

Miss-—by the way, what ’s her name?”

“I don’t know,” said Casey.

This was a facer, but we took it calmly, and Starr inquired where

she lived.

“ I don’t know that either.”

“ See here, Casey,” I began, “ if you ’ve been kidding ns—’—"’

“ I never was more serious in my life. I ’m going to be married.”

“ Feel his pulse,” suggested Randy. “ He seems rather feverish.”
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But Casey pushed him to one side and began to explain, now and

then running his fingers through his already rampant hair as he talked.

“You see,” he said earnestly, “ something has got to be done. We

have arrived at a crisis that must be met. The money market is uncom

monly tight, Mrs. Stubbs is importunate, and a panic is imminent.

When do you expect another remittance, Starr?”

“ Nothing doing. Overdrawn to the limit.”

Starr was studying anatomy as taught in musical comedy as well

as at the medical school, and had already become an authority in the

former branch of his chosen profession. Meanwhile his father remitted

regularly, although not so generously as we could have wished.

Casey turned to Ferguesson.

“How about your last batch of manuscript, Randy? Are they

all in?” Z _ _ _-.

“ Well, yes,” admitted Ferguesson, “but one of them had a letter

instead of the printed slip, so that is a distinct advance. And I ’m

working on a corker now—the most unusual situation l ”

Casey’s eyes questioned me.

“ Any luck, Billy?”

“Nothing doing. The fiction market must be overstocked. But

the hook is out and in January there ’ll be royalties.”

“HopE springs eternal in the human breast,” quoted Starr, but

Casey merely resumed the development of his plan.

He said it was necessary that one of us at least should live on Easy

Street, in order to provide a haven of retreat in times of emergency.

He had decided that this was best accomplished by marriage, for, as

he truly remarked, most Johnnies hitched up to somebody some time,

and it was just as easy to love a rich girl as a poor one. The father

of the Fair Unknown was to endow them with the establishment as a

ivedding gift and provide Casey with a lucrative berth down-town,

In order to preserve his independence.

“Now, you all know,” he said impressively, “I’m not much on

girls. In fact, I’m always acutely miserable when one corners me

BlltI’m willing to make the sacrifice because I have no budding gemus

to be watched and nourished. Of course it would be fatal to you liter

My fellows to have your careers interfered with just now. And a girl

always interferes.” _

We could not deny it—she did. Experience had demonstrated it

many times.

“And so,” remarked Casey, “ I ’m willing to be married, although

I5o“ deny it is a bitter pill. And since I am the lamb that is to be

kidlllleating piteously l--0 the altar, it only remains for you to find the

gir.
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“ Find the girl! ” we echoed blankly.

“ That ’s what I said. You can’t expect me to hunt her up as well

as marry her. There are limits even to my endurance.”

In spite of ridicule and protest Casey remained firm, and, much to

our surprise, we found ourselves following his instructions and institut

ing still hunts to discover and secure a suitable victim.

We industriously attended teas, receptions, and dances. We did

even more, for we sought abjectly for invitations to houses we once

haughtily ignored, where the air was heavy with luxury and the clink

of coin always in evidence.

It was a strenuous life we led, for the finding of a bride for Casey

had become an obsession. Not a pink and white débutante was intro

duced, but we scanned her carefully to see if she would be satisfactory.

Then we would go home and report to Casey—luxuriously sprawled on

the couch and revelling in his pipe and his oldest clothes. But he

developed a critical faculty that proved most inconvenient.

“ What ’s that?” he exclaimed, interrupting a panegyric of Fergues

son’s. “Little, and blonde, and plump? Not much! These small,

fair women get enormously fat and have three chins. Now, I’d do a

good deal for you, but I simply won’t spend my declining years sitting

opposite three chins three times a day. You can’t expect it.”

So the time slipped away, and we began to have a goaded and

harassed feeling. Ferguesson abandoned fiction and took a job oI1

a newspaper, to keep an adequate supply-of cash on hand, while I sat

up nights trying to evolve captivating plots and also grind out verses to

keep the pot boiling.

Finally Starr announced that, quite by accident, he had discovered

her. He had been to the Graysons’ to have a look at the twins, and

had found that one squinted and the other had a bad complexion. So

he came away feeling discouraged, but somehow found himself under

an awning and mingling with a stream of arriving guests. Starr said

he did not know why he went into a perfectly strange house, unless it

was because his feet had grown so accustomed to climbing steps covered

with red carpet that they carried him straight up without his volition

He was inclined to think, however, that he was personally conducted

by the hand of Providence when he saw a white-robed vision smiling

at him over an armful of pink roses. She stood beside a corpul("nt

matron in sleek black satin, who somehow suggested a well fed crow,

and Starr shook in his shoes at the thought of confronting her. He

felt a little dizzy as he heard himself announced -and wondered how

she would receive him.

“ So glad to see you, Mr. Starr,” she murmured. "So nice you

could come after all. Yes,—this is Mildred. You would n’t have

known her, would you? ”
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Starr truthfully admitted that he could have passed Mildred in the

street any time without recognizing her, and the Well Fed Crow

continued blandly:

“Long dresses and foreign travel make such a difference. Mildred

was educated abroad, you know.”

Starr murmured something inarticulate and the W.F.C. resumed

the thread of discourse.

“How is your Aunt Harriet? I am really very angry with you for

not letting us know sooner that you were in the city, and if you did not

look so much like your father I don’t think I could forgive you. Is

be well? And your dear mother? And how is your Aunt Harriet?”

Starr has no Aunt Harriet, so far as he knows, but he said every

one was much as usual and waited to see what next.

“Mildred dear,” remarked the Crow, “ I will leave you to entertain

Mr. Starr, for I’m sure you both want to recall old times. We used

to call him Bertie then, did n’t we? Oh, dear! How you children do

g1-ow upl Introduce Mr. Starr to some of the girls, dear, and see

that he enjoys himself.”

Starr did not tell us much about what followed, but we gathered

that Mildred was an obedient child and had made a point of having

him enjoy himself. We in turn made a point of calling him Bertie,

which annoyed him very much, as his name is Stanford de Coursey

Starr and he always signs all of it.

We decided that Starr’s judgment alone could not be trusted, so

Fergnesson went with him to call, and both were invited to dinner.

Randy was rather silent after his return, but when we pressed him

for an opinion he said that he hardly thought Mildred was all Starr

represented her, but as there was no accounting for tastes she might

snit Casey. He would have to see her and judge for himself.

It was not long after this that I found Ferguesson busy writing

Verses. I was surprised, for while Randy is great on battle, murder,

and sudden death in literature, he usually does n’t attempt to interfere

with Byron or any of those sentimental chaps. However, he said he

did not intend it for publication, but for Casey, which of course w3s a

different matter.

“ How ’s this?” he inquired.

"Poised on footsteps light and airy,

She floats, my dainty little fairy!’

, “Hol6 on,” I interrupted. “She can’t float while she ’s poised;

In a physical impossibility. Make it ‘stands’ or ‘waits.’ ‘She

waits’, Etc.”

“I don’t want her merelv waiting,” he obJ-ected- “Any wash.“

wcman @an do that. I want something delicately expressive, something
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ethereal—like the slight harebell raising its head elastic from her airy

tread, you know.”

I brought the Master Hand to his assistance.

“Her eyes like stars of twilight fair,

Like twilight too her dusky hair."

“ Exactly,” he agreed; “ only, it ’s not dusky.”

“ What is it? ” I inquired with interest.

“ Red,” quoth Bandy. “ Go to the devil.”

I went to Starr and found him dressing to dine out. Sitting down

on the bed, I watched him tie his cravat and considerately waited until

the crucial moment was over before I spoke.

“ Bertie,” I began, “ what color is Mildred’s hair?”

“ What ’s that to you? ” he snapped.

“Did you tell Casey it was red? It might make a difference.”

“Who said it was red? It ’s golden, if you must know, and when

the sun shines on it——”

He took a carnation from the water pitcher and carefully fastened it

in his buttonhole.

“ Well,” I said, “ what happens when the sun shines on it? Does

it fade or come off? ”

Starr brushed his hat and took up his coat.

“ You think you ’re clever,” he remarked, “ but, really, you know,

you ’re only asinine.”

Casey and I went to the theatre that night and sat inconspicuously

in the gallery. From that secluded retreat we saw Starr afar off in a

box, in close conjunction with a yellow head, a white gown, and a

_ bunch of violets. I handed Casey the glasses.

“ There ’s your bride,” I remarked. “ Have a look.”

Casey foeussed the glasses without special interest.

“I forked up the money for the violets, but I did n’t know you

bought them by the ton,” was his only comment.

We saw Starr carelessly stepping into a brougham after the show,

and I remarked to Casey as we turned up our coat collars (it was rain

ing) that such luxuries looked good to me.

“ I shall have a Mercedes,” he replied. “ Horses are out of date-”

“ But suppose Mrs. Casey prefers them?”

This remark was merely tentative, and Casey ignored it as we

watched the wheels of Mildred’s carriage disappear around the corner

“ April is a good month,” I suggested.

“ Yes,” he acquiesced. “ It is a beastly night, is n’t it? ”

The last remark sounded irrelevant and was not.

On returning to our rooms we found Ferguesson exhausted but tri
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umphant, the completed verses in one hand and a ham sandwich in

the other. Between bites he read it to us:

"My lady bath a charming face,

My lady’s form is full of grace,

My lady's eyes are bright;

At every note of her sweet voice

The feathered songstcrs all rejoice

And carol with delight.

“Shc’s kind to everything but me

Thc little birds on every tree,

The bees that hum above her;

To me she ’s fair and cold, like snow;

I wonder if she treats me so

Because she knows I love her.”

“ I don’t blame her,” Casey spoke warmly. “ Bees humming around

her head and a whole aviary of birds piping up whenever she opens her

mouth. You ’d better drop it, Randy. Things like that are cruelty

to animals.” _

“ What ’s the matter with it?” inquired Randy. “I ’m sure it is

Very complimentary, and it rhymes perfectly. Perhaps you don’t catch

the idea. Now listen.”

At the fourth line I interrupted.

“ To tell the truth, Randy,” I said, “ we saw Mildred to-nighi,

_ and she does n’t look like a girl who could appreciate poetry.”

“Who said she could? I saw at a glance she was not -the one

for Casey. All she wants is candy and flowers and some one to fill)‘

with. I don’t care for the type.”

“Then who?”—I indicated the sonnet. “If not Mildred, who?”

“Her cousin Julie, of course. I met her the other night. Now, -

there,8 a girl for you Dignified, calm, intellectual, with repose of

manner and lots of savoir fairs. No little simpering idiot of a doll

to dress up and play with.”

“Well, Casey,” I said, “what of Lady Clara Vere dc Vere? Does

she describe well?” -

“I will have a look and consider her,” he replied.

Whereat Randy glared fiercely and we all went to bed-

II.

IT was decided in solemn conclave that the best way to -introducde

Casey and make a good impression was for Starr to give a dinner an

invite Mildred and Cousin Julie, with the Well Fed Crow as chase?u

Incidentally, we had learned that the Crow was known to society as %\ r:

J- Schuyler-Smythe, but as the other title seemed appropnate we c unc
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to it when alone. The dinner was to be at Sherry’s, for, as Casey said,

if the thing was done at all it must be done right.

We all contributed, but as one of us was plainly superfluous I sug

gested that Ferguesson and I draw lots to settle who should stay at

home. Randy said he had no objection whatever to drawing lots,

but he proposed going to the dinner under any circumstances. And

go he did.
This explains why I found myself walking the streets at midnight

with a girl I had never seen before. It happened this way: I had tried

to write and could not, so decided to take a walk, hoping to gather

some material for the next chapter of my serial that would perhaps

lend a little much needed spice to the story. At least, I could fill in

the time until the others returned and described the success of the

entertainment.
I passed Sherry’s and thought ruefully of the good cheer within and

my consequently impecunious condition. Getting Casey married had

proved to be expensive business, but he made notes of everything (to

be repaid with interest), so we looked upon it in the light of an invest

ment—as he sensibly advised us to do.

I stopped in at a few haunts of Bohemia, but there seemed to be

nothing doing anywhere that could be of the least use to the literary

aspirant. Therefore, much disgusted and somewhat depressed, I started

for hoine.
Before I realized what had happened I found myself in the midst of

an excited crowd, with two or three fire engines in the centre and

others tearing around all visible corners. An alarm of fire had been

sounded in one of the theatres, I was told, and a panic had ensued;

only some scenery had burned, but there had been much smoke and

some people injured, therefore ambulances were in evidence and police

men waved their billies irnpressively but without apparent result.

I was just getting interested and preparing to enjoy myself when

I was conscious of a little tug at my arm; I also noticed a faint perfume

that I was sure did not emanate from the Bowery ladies who helped

form the crowd. I investigated, and noticed that two little white

gloved hands were clasped around my arm as though they never meant

to release it, and a voice, tremulous, frightened, but wholly delightful,

addressed me confidentially.

“ Oh, dear! Is n’t it dreadful?”
I agreed, since it seemed to be expected of me, but I doubt if she

heard me, for she only clung more closely and spoke again.

“ What are we waiting for? I ’m so tired I don’t know what to do

Where is Aunt Josephine? Please take me home.”

I did not know what we were waiting for, so I said nothing

“I think you ’re very unkind,” the voice shook suspioiously- “I
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want to go home. Please come, Harold; how could you let me get

lost this way?”

I thought myself that Harold might have been something of a

champ, but that he would probably have troubles of his own when he

attempted to explain.

“ Well, are you going to take me home, or are n’t you?”

There was a decidedly peremptory note in the voice, and I knew

it was up to me to say something, especially as the engines were going

away and the crowd thinning out a bit.

“I shall be very glad to take you home,” I said, “ if you ’ll kindly

tell me where to go.”

My arm was released suddenly and I heard a horrified ejaculation.

“I beg your pardon. I thought you were my cousin. I don’t

know what you must think of me. You see, I ’m lost. I got separated

from my party in the theatre. It was dreadful ”—she shuddered in

voluntarily. “They called ‘Fire!’ and women screamed and there

was smoke and an awful crush. I thought I was killed. The next

thing I knew, I was out here and I thought I saw Harold, my cousin,

so I caught hold of him. But I was n’t catching hold of him after all;

I was catching hold of you, a strange man! ”

“ Poor but honest,” I murmured, as she paused.

“ Oh,” she reassured me kindly, “ I know you ’re honest. Besides,

I have nothing to take. My aunt does not approve of girls wearmg

jewelry, and of course I have no money.”

Neither had I, but I did not think it necessary to say so.

“It will give me great pleasure to see that you get safely home,”

I said, adopting Starr’s best society manner. “ What is the number?”

“Why,” she said slowly, “ I ’]Il afraid I don’t know.”

“ You don’t know?"

“I came only last night, and I ’m sure I wish I had never 60nle

at all. I hate New York. I suppose Aunt Josephine has a number;

I’m sure she has if she ought to have one. She always has things

she ought to have.”

I remarked that numbers were customary and sometimes useful,

and suggested that Aunt Josephine’s surname might help some- _

“Oh, Of course,” she said. “How stupid in me! Her name 1s

Robiuson—Mrs. Joseph Robinson.” -

I thought with dismay of the columns of Joseph Robmsons prob

ably in the directory, and suggested the telephone

“My aunt has a private wire,” she returned. “I heard her-say

t‘H1ight she could n-t be bothered with being called up alljhe “me,

8o very few people know what it is. I ’m not one of them. _ !

The situation was becoming interesting, and I pondered anxious y

as to what could be done.
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“Well,” said my unsought charge, “ am I to stand here all night

in thin slippers?”

“ Certainly not,” I replied. “We will—er—stroll around and de

cide what can be done.”

So we strolled aimlessly, my companion shivering in her white opera

cloak and casting wistful glances at passing cabs, which, as circum

stances prevented my paying for them, I could not with dignity notice.

Conversation languished, and I occupied myself with wondering why

Aunt Josephine and Harold had not returned to the theatre to look

up their missing relative. I also wondered what the girl at my side

was thinking, when she suddenly spoke and thereby enlightened me.

“ Well,” she said, “ are n’t you ever going to do anything? I should

think a man ”

She left the sentence unfinished, but at that moment I silently

anathematized Casey and all the dinner party and consigned them to

a retreat much warmer than the streets of New York at midnight.

“ Could n’t you take me home to your wife? Or your mother?”

There was now a hint of tears in the voice, and I felt very guilty at not

being able to produce a wife or a mother at an instant’s notice.

I suddenly remembered that I had fifty cents left after the last

call for funds to finance the dinner; at least, that would give us a right

to light and warmth for a while, and some hot chocolate; so we went

into a little restaurant. much frequented by the impecunious genius

who finds it impossible to live on fame alone. ,It was there I discovered

that I had been unappreciatively and stolidly walking about with the

very prettiest girl I had ever seen in my life, and I was not without

experience.

I’m not going to describe her. I will say only that against the

 

general dinginess of the café and the men and women scattered about

it, this girl in her dainty, spotless toilet and radiant youth made a pic

ture long to be remembered, and I noticed with resentment that I

was not the only one who knew it. She had cast aside her cloak 2m<l-

was plainly enjoying herself.

“ It ’s an adventure,” she said gaily, “and I’ve always been 8o

well chaperoned! Suppose we tell our names; we can forget them

later if necessary. I’m Nancy Welles, with an e. I’m from Phila

delphia, on a visit, and enjoying myself for the first time. And you? ”

I told her my name was William Leigh, and she knit her brows

thoughtfully.

“ It sounds familiar.”

“ You may have seen it,” I tried to speak with due modesty- “I

write for the magazines.”

“ Ah, yes,” said Miss Nancy Welles; “little stories.”
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Alas, for fame!

The chocolate came, and she sipped it appreciatively, glancing at

me now and then through her long lashes in a manner that made me

thoroughly uncomfortable. I resented her evident summing up of my

character, yet was constantly afraid she would stop looking at me

before I determined whether her eyes were blue or gray. I found out

later that they were hazel and changed with her moods. But this is

a digression.

The chocolate finished, Miss Welles rested her elbows on the table

and stared thoughtfully at me, her chin in her hands.

“I’m wondering,” she said, “whether the cold gray dawn of the

morning after will find us wandering about the streets together. Per

haps Aunt Josephine will advertise in the morning papers; or I might

put in a ‘personal’ myself. She could say, ‘ Come home; all is

forgiven ’ ; I might say—but what could I say?”

But I had arrived at a conclusion. I should take her home with

me and cast myself upon the mercy of Mrs. Stubbs. I shuddered to

think of my interview with that eminently respectable matron roused

from her virtuous slumhers and confronted with the world, the flesh,

and the devil as typified by Miss Welles, myself, and our predicament.

Nevertheless, I should do it, because there was obviously nothing else

to be done.

I explained my plan and she at once agreed, remarking that she

had thought of suggesting a hotel, but she doubted if she would be

received anywhere. As I had not the price of admission, I encouraged

the doubt, and we again sallied forth.

Just as we turned the corner I noticed a brougham moving slowly

dawn the street, and as the full strength of the are lamp fell upon

it Miss Nancy Welles gave a hurried exclamation and pushed me

forward.

“Hurry!” she exclaimed. “ Run! Catch it. It ’s William and

the carriage. Don’t let it get away. W-i-l-l-i-a-a.-m! Oh, please

um!”

I did run, and collided violently with a female rushing in the

opposite direction.

“Miss Nancy!” she gasped_ “Oh, Miss Nancy! What a turn

you ’ve give us, miss! Thank Heaving you ’re safe! ”

“Of course I ’m safe, Perkins. Don’t be ridiculous. And I must

“I I think you have been a very long time coming to look for me. I

don’tlln(lersstand it at all. What did vou mean by leaving me alone all

this time-’ I might have been killed if it had n’t been for this gentle

man. I certainly think I ’m entitled to some consideration; here I ve

been waiting and simply freezing to death.” _.

Thus did Miss Welles carry war into the enemy’s Country and “old
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inconvenient questions. She paid scant attention to the maid’s pro

tests that she and William had been patrolling the streets in one direc

tion while Mr. Robinson went in another, including the station house,

the hospitals, and the morgue, and that they had returned often and

without avail to the theatre; also that Mrs. Robinson was at home in

hysterics.

“ Well, all I know is that you must have been very careless not to

see me,” she said severely. “ I had to scream myself hoarse to attract

your attention at last. And so I shall tell Mrs. Robinson. You might

as well get on the box with William, Perkins; this gentleman will come

inside with me. He takes much better care of me than you do.”

And Perkins, disapproving but helpless, obeyed.

Our drive was very silent, but as we drew up before a large stone

house Miss Welles spoke suddenly.

“I ’m not the kind of girl that likes to talk to strange men, you

know.”

“I understand,” I said. “To-night shall be forgotten as far as

I am concerned. I will not presume.”

" Don’t,” she spoke quickly; “ don’t spoil it. It has been so nice

I mean the last part. And I ’m going to know you quite properly. I

will tell Aunt Josephine that you rescued me most heroically from the

flames, and she will send you a card to her at-home. She ’ll love to do

it, because you ’re literary, and literature is her latest fad. Mostly

the women are frumps and the men have queer-looking hair, so I escape

when I can. But next week I ’ll be on hand, and—you ’ll come, won’t

you? ”

I said I would. Perkins had opened the carriage door and now

stood beside it in an attitude of long suffering, but still Nancy lingered

Suddenly the corners of her mouth curved mutinously, and she dimpled

adorably.

“I knew it was all right from the first,” she said; “but slipperE

are not comfortable for walking, and cabs are not really improper

When you ordered chocolate I realized how safe you were to cliampivn

luckless damsels; but when you did not tip the waiter I understood the

whole thing. Poor fellow! He looked so surprised. We must go back

some day and make it up to him. Only you ought to have told me at

first, and we could have talked it over comfortably. Men are Eo

foolis .”

Sheer surprise kept me silent, and as she pushed back the lap-robe

I got out and stood at the door of the brougham, trying to think of

something effective to say that would not convey too much to the listen

ing Perkins. As I stood there, the door of the next house opened and

the steps were flooded with light. Three men emerged, with the com

placently prosperous air of those who have dined slowly and well, and
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I felt as though I were dreaming as I recognized Starr and Ferguesson,

with Casey bringing up the rear. Also, I was unhappily conscious that

they saw and knew me, although they passed us without a pause or

glance.

“ Do you live next to Mrs. Schuyler-Smythe,” I managed to inquire,

“and do you know Miss Mildred Schuyler-Smythe and her cousin

l\Iiss——”

I paused, for Miss Nancy Welles’s nose was pointed skyward and

she stepped haughtily from her brougham as she replied:

“ Oh, those impossible people! I believe I ’ve heard my aunt men

tion them, but of course we don’t know them.”

They were all waiting for me around the corner, as I knew they

would be, and I met the fire of questions as well as I could. Starr and

Randy were in high spirits, but I thought Casey looked depressed, and

once or twice he smothered a yawn.

“Well,” said Randy, as we reached our rooms, “ it ’s been a great

night for all of us, eh, Casey?”

“Speak for yourself,” he returned. “Maybe you enjoyed it; I

did n’t. I know what Mr. Schuyler-Smythe died of and how long he

was sick; I know he never could take green turtle soup without indiges

tion, and always would order it, and that he never liked caviare. I

know that Mildred had chicken-pox when she was five and measles

when she was six, and that she inherits her father’s delicate digestion.

Sometimes she has trouble with her liver ”

“Shut up!” interrupted Starr, but Ferguesson took up the thread

of discourse.

“Old Casey was great,” he said. “ You should have seen him

making himself solid with mother. Honestly, I did n’t think he had

it in him to be so diplomatic.”

Casey grinned in rather a sickly manner.

“ Good Lord!” he said. “ Somebody had to talk to the old lady.

You fellows had n’t time.” “ -

“ She ’s invited him to dinner Thursday,” said Star‘ I thmk

 

- myself the thing is as good as settled already.”

I felt much relieved to hear it, but as I was going to bed. Casi”

came into my room and lingered there, talking about nothing ln

particular.

“Billy,” he said finally, “I got a look at your friend of the fin

as we passed the carriage to-night. She looked all right. Take me _

around to call, will you? You ’ve done nothing for me so far, and you

are in honor bound to help, you know.” _ '

I said nothing. At that moment I disliked Casey lnfensel¥-

“ You know?” he repeated sharply, with a rising lnfleot‘on

“Yes? I said; “ I know. It ’s silly business.”
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“ Not at all,” said Casey; “ simply business.”

I said something about wishing to be left in peace to sleep when

I was sleepy.

“I expect you to do your part,” said Casey. “I’m willing to

make the sacrifice, but it ’s up to you to help when you can. Remember

your career.”

“ Confound my career! ”

“ Certainly,” said Casey. “ Good-night.”

III.

I 601- a card to Mrs. Joseph Robinson’s “At Home,” and said

nothing about it. One minute I decided to go, and the next I bitterly

reflected that it would be better for me to keep out of the way of

temptation. I had not yet, however, discovered the color of Miss

Nancy Welles’s eyes and felt I could not be satisfied until I had done

so. This point settled, I should consider the incident closed.

So I went and it was indeed the beginning of the end.

Just about that time Casey developed an insistent personality that

proved most annoying. He became curious as to my engagements and

demanded detailed accounts of my movements every day. Then, too,

he suddenly conceived an interest in my career and a desire for my

society which might be flattering but were very inconvenient. Casey

bought new clothes, and whenever I purchased a cravat he borrowed it

before I had a chance to wear it. He wore a carnation in his button

hole and the smile-that-won’t-come-off upon his lips. I had weakly

consented to take him to call, and after that he went to Mrs. Joseph

Robinson’s whenever I did, as well as sometimes when I did n’t.

And Nancy liked him. She said she found him charrningly original

and awfully quaint and attractive, with his old-school gallantry. He

was so different from the present-day young man that Aunt Josephine

delighted in him and had urged him to drop in informally whenever

he felt inclined. In fact, Aunt Josephine quite yearned to mother the

dear boy. I quote verbatim from Nancy.

I had never noticed any gallantry about Casey, old-school or other

wise, nor should I have described him as quaint. Moreover, my Own

status with Mrs. Robinson was so formal as to be almost frosty, and

she showed no desire to enter into any relationship with me, however

remote. In fact, Aunt Josephine’s manner was distinctly inimicab

, and I raged hotly but impotently.

I mentioned the case to Starr one day.

“ You ’re talking perfect rot,” he said. “ Casey is forever tagging

after me; I can’t lose him.”

Ferguesson corroborated this statement with certain amendments,

and added:
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“ He is tame cat about the house at Mrs. Schuyler-Smythe’s. She ’s

perfectly daffy about him. I wonder——”

Starr and I wondered also, and we all became thoughtful.

“I consider,” remarked Randy, at last, “that Casey is as good as

engaged.”

“ So do I,” agreed Starr.

I felt immensely relieved, and thought I must have misjudged him.

It is so easy to imagine things.

Starr walked down-town with me that afternoon, and it was evident

that he was uneasy in his mind. When he told me he had read and

admired my last magazine article I suspected he wanted me to do

something for him, but when he added that I had not been paid enough

I was sure of it. -

I made a few tentative remarks regarding the political situation

and other topics of general interest, but they were not well received and

conversation languished.

“Billy,” he began at last, “ you ’re a good old sort, after all.”

I thanked him and waited further developments.

“The fact is,” he continued, “ I ’m in no end of a mess.”

I immediately became apologetic.

“ I ’m awfully sorry, Starr, but I have not a pieayune just now.”

“ Oh, it is n’t money; it ’s Aunt Harriet.” -

“ Who?”

“ Aunt Harriet. I wish she had never been born, together with all

my other numerous relations. In fact, I’m not at all sure they ever

were born, and that ’s the trouble. I ’m simply badgered to death

about them.”

I began to have a glimmering of light, and laughed unkindly.

“Well, Bertie, what about Aunt Harriet?”

“ She is coming on for a visit; that ’s all.”

“When?”

“ Next week. I’m to dine with them the night she arrives, as a

snrprise. She ’ll be surprised all right, won’t she?”

“ Oh, what a tangled web we weave

When first we practise to deceive,”

I quoted maliciously, and then suggested to owning up to a case of

mistaken identity. - ”

“Mm Schuyle1-_Smythe would never receive an impostor, 2b.

lected Starr, “ and she ’s got to keep on receiving me. She thinks I.‘?

somebody else, so I ave got to be somebody else. Goodll€ss knows I wIS 1

I were somebody else. Besides, you forget Casey.” .

I had forgotten momentarily, but I realized at once the ditferen-<;e

it might make in his future. It seemed a pity that so emmently sul -
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able a girl as Mildred should be withdrawn from Casey’s radius of

action. It narrowed competition, and that often produces disastrous

results. Therefore I felt a budding interest in Aunt Harriet and a

sympathy for Starr.

“ You ’ll do what you can to help me out, Billy?”

I rashly pledged myself to do anything under the sun, and then

hazarded a question:

“You really think Casey will win out?”

“ Not a doubt of it.”

It was delightful to hear the sincere conviction in Starr’s voice, and

I quite glowed with satisfaction.

“ Well,” I remarked, “ old Casey is all right. Miss Mildred

Schuyler-Smythe might live longer and do worse. And I hope they ’ll

both be happy.”

“Look here,” said Starr, “you don’t know what you ’re talking

about. A girl like Mildred would n’t look at Casey.”

“ Would n’t she? ”

“ Certainly not. Sometimes you seem positively lacking in intelli

gence.”

“ Then ”—I was slightly bewildered—“ then whom is Casey going

to marry?”

“ Her cousin Julie, of course,” said Starr, “and it is a most suit

able thing. But Aunt Harriet may interfere, and it ’s up to us to do

what we can. You want Casey safely married, don’t you?”

I said I did, provided he got the right girl.

“ Yes,” said Starr; “ that ’s it. So do I, and Julie is very suitable.

But we ’ve got to get busy before Aunt Harriet comes. Somehow I ’ve

taken a dislike to her.”

“It is your guilty conscience,” I suggested, but Starr was lost

in thought and did not respond at once. Finally he spoke, as though

simply following out his own train of thought and not with an)-

reference to me.

“I’ve thought of garroting, and of kidnapping, and of all those

things, but somehow I can’t seem to dispose of her. You see, she is

Mildred’s aunt, too.”

“Then, Bertie, are you and Mildred cousins?”

“ No. You see, it is a rather complicated business. Mildred’s

mother married twice; and the first one was named Schuyler. When

she married Mr. Smythe she clung to the Schuyler also, as being nlo"

aristocratic, and joined them with a hyphen after No. 2 died—many

years ago.”

“Then Aunt Harriet——? ”

“ Is the sister of Mrs. Schuyler-Smythe’s first husband and no real

relation to Mildred, but she is ‘Bertie’s’ mother’s sister. See?”

\§I 
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“Don’t,” I begged. “It is altogether too complicated for me.

Who is ‘Julie’?”

“ Why, she is Julie Schuyler—niece of No. 1 and also niece of Aunt

Harriet. She lives with the Schuyler-Smythes, and I wish she ’d marry

Casey.”

Just then we both looked at our watches and simultaneously remem

bered important engagements. So we parted, but a little later, as I

brenthlessly ascended Mrs. Joseph Robinson’s brownstone steps, I

sighted Starr coming around the corner. Even as I entered one house

he touched the electric button next door, a curtain moved slightly,

and I saw a glint of golden hair at Mrs. Schuyler-Smythe’s window.

I found Nancy at the tea table, as I had expected, with Casey beside

her, which I had not expected. I had left him luxuriously sprawled

on the couch in our living-room.

Casey was fluently agreeable, and Nancy was responsive. I in

tended to be dignified and distantly disapproving, but fear I was merely

sullen. I know I sat and glowered like an angry boy, and the little

imps of mischief that laughed at me through Nancy’s eyes mocked

unmercifully.

I shall always feel grateful to Aunt Josephine, although I am

quite sure nothing was further from her thoughts than obliging lne-

Nevertheless, when she sailed impressively into the room, greeting Casey

cordially and bestowing a slight nod on me, she did me an inestimable

service. For Casey was obliged to go forward and respond politely,

and while he was doing it Nancy turned and looked at me. As she

looked the laughter faded from her eyes, and I saw the dawning of

another light. It was something greatly longed for, yet not really

°xP°oted, and I watched it incredulous, tremulous, excited, and douhtmg

if it could indeed be true.

“Nancy,” I whispered. “ Nancy?”

She said nothing and I bent closer, oblivious to everything

“ I thought you did n’t care.”

Red lips curved suddenly and dimples were in evidence.

“ Men are so foolish,” said Nancy Welles.

I will not dwell upon the days that followed—days when, I ll”

entirely “O self engrossed to remember Casey and his matrlmonlal

prospects, or anything else. The world contained two people, and I

was one of them—that was quite enough for me. _ _ _

There were stolen interviews, long walks in the wlnter.twlllght,

anxious consultations as to ways and means, and finally a_declslon- We

spoke of it in whispers even to each other. It was a p1_t.Y’ fol Nancy

had always wanted twelve bridesmaids and a white satm tram three

yards long, but there seemed no other way to circumvent Aunt Joseph

in&- It was to be the Little Church Around the Corner

\’o1.. Lxxxiv.-la
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I admit to a creepy sensation about my spine when I allowed myself

to think calmly. I had heard that love alone was not enough for the

average woman, and how else was I to support a wife? But then I

was not going to marry the average woman; I was going to marry

Nancy, and that made all the difference in the world.

“At dusk,” said Nancy, “because Aunt Josephine always takes a

nap before dinner. It will be easiest then.”

“ At dusk,” I said. “ Ah, Nancy!”

I surreptitiously packed a few things, feeling horribly guilty and as

though I were not playing fair in the game of matrimony. I should

have preferred my own suit-case, but it was not to be found, so I

appropriated Casey’s and sat down to watch the hands of the clock.

I wondered whether Nancy also had packed and was waiting for dusk;

whether, after all, her heart would not fail her at the last moment, and

whether—well, I suppose every one who has had the same experience has

watched the clock and wondered what the book of life will have in

store for him when he turns the leaf.

After a while Ferguesson came in. He tried several chairs, and

finally subsided on my hat.

“ Look what you ’re doing,” I remonstrated, but he paid no

attention.

A red spot burned on either check, which I credited to a round of

tens, or rather punch-bowls, but when he rose and paced the room I

noticed an air of repressed excitement for which I was at a loss to

account. At the window he paused.

“ Beastly night. Cold, sleeting, slippery, and dark as Egypt in an

hour. Beastly night.”

I watched my opportunity, and when Randy in his restless pacing

passed into the next room I seized hat, coat, and suit-case and fled.

Our rooms were on the fourth floor, because the rent decreased in

proportion to the altitude. At the top of the third flight I collided

with a stout lady laboring heavily upwards and wheezing audibly. I

apologized, and before she could acquire breath to reply was gone

It was a beastly night. I shivered as I pulled my hat over my eyes

and turned up my coat-collar. In my haste I had forgotten an mn

brella, and the sleet stung unpleasantly. I hoped Nancy would have

more foresight and not depend upon me. She was to meet me around

the corner from Aunt J0sephine’s, even as a cab was to meet me around

the corner from our rooms.

The cab lamps were a welcome sight as I made the turn. To my

excited imagination, the street was alive with red eyes that glared in

disapproval of my errand.

“ Number 29,180?” I inquired, with my hand on the door.

“ No, sir; number 26,175.”
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But I was inside now and had given an address.

“ Cab No. 26,175,” repeated the automaton on the box.

“All right; go on.” -

I was glad I got there first, for I did not want her to wait for me.

As I waited, I suddenly realized all I was asking of Nancy. I re

membered what she was leaving and what I could give her in return, and

the thought was overwhelming. Suppose she should ever regret it?

Suppose—and then I saw her coming and forgot everything else.

According to agreement, she wore a long, dark cloak and was closely

veiled, and I opened the cab door and hurried her inside without

giving her an opportunity to speak.

Now, if Nancy has a fault, it is being too reserved, and therefore

I was surprised when she precipitated herself into my arms as we

drove away and pillowed her head upon my shoulder.

“Oh, Randolph,” she gasped, “I ’m so frightened!”

Randolph! And the voice was not Nancy’s. Moreover, I could

see the back of her head where the veil parted. Nancy’s hair was

brown, with a distracting little curl at the nape of her neck, but the

thick coil that shone in the uncertain glimmer of the cab-lamp had a

distinctly ruddy glow, and I gazed at it with fascinated horror. Mean

while the voice from my shoulder resumed huskily:

“ Oh, dear! I ’m so nervous. Why don’t you say something, Ran

dolph? I do believe I ’m going to cry.”

This was alarming and indicated a crisis.

“Please don’t,” I implored. “I ’m quite willing to say anything,

only don’t do that.”

I felt myself suddenly released and heard a stifled scream. _

“I’m sorry,” I found myself apologizing abjectly; “I’m afrsld

you were expecting some one else.”

I will not repeat what she said, for perhaps she was excited and

did not mean it, but when I offfered to stop the cab and let her out

she merely made good her previous threat of tears.

“ I distrusted you,” she sobbed ; “ when you did n’t say it I distrusted

you.”

“Say what?” I spoke absently, for I was thinking of Nancy and

the street corner.

“ You—you should have said:

Light of my life, are you waiting there,

With the glint of the sunset in your h8-lI-?

And I was g-going to answer.

In sunset or sunrise, on hill, glade, or tree,

Soul of my soul, I am waiting for thee

What are you doing?”
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For with my first glimmer of common sense I was trying to attract

the attention of the gentleman on the box and return to the corner and

Nancy.

When we turned I was surprised to see we were followed, for an

other cab stopped also, wheeling sharply when we did, and keeping

close behind us.

It was welcome to follow if it liked. I was only concerned in

retracing my steps as quickly as possible and effecting an exchange of

girls. Moreover, I knew I should have explanations to make, for Nancy

has an inquiring mind, and therefore I was silent and absorbed as we

jolted uncomfortably onward. My companion afterward described me

as “ cold and neglectful,” and certainly I was not as solicitous for her

comfort as I might have been under other circumstances.

When the cab stopped I looked out eagerly. The corner was empty.

Had Nancy, hurt and angry at my non-appearance, returned to Aunt

Josephine? Perish the thought. Surely she would have waited for

me a few minutes.

I jumped out and looked up the street. The pavement shone wet

and slippery in the gaslight, but no one was in sight. I turned to my

cab again, meaning to ask the girl inside to name some place where she

might be driven and deposited. As I opened the door I felt a hand

upon my shoulder. I turned angrily, but the man at my side opened

his coat, and I saw the metal badge of the secret service.

“ I arrest you,” he said, “ and I advise you to come quietly. You

won’t gain anything by kicking up a row.”

IV.

I HAD not come quietly. I had resisted, argued, protested, but

without avail. I was there, and I was not alone, for cabby and tile

red-haired girl accompanied me. The former was reproachfulb’ v.ll"

tuous, the latter hotly indignant, and we glared at one another With

mutual distrust and suspicion.

“ What name?” inquired the officer of the Fifth Precinct presiding

at the blotter.

I told him, and he was about to record it when cabby interfered.

“ That ’s a whopper, that is. His name ’s Casey; I seen it on the

valise when he shoved it into my shins—H. D. Casey, large as life.”

“An old dodge,” remarked the officer, and H. D. Casey was duly

recorded.

The girl gave her name as Julia Smith, but no one believed it, and

cabby was Daniel McGovern, of which there was no reasonable doubt

“ What charge?” was the next question.

“ Robbery. The woman is an accomplice.”
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Julia Smith and I sprang simultaneously to our feet, but we were

contemptuously waved aside.

“ I will hear the man’s story,” announced the ofiicer.

Daniel McGovern deposed as follows:

He had answered a call and driven a fat old lady to a certain

address, and been told to wait. She had left a hand-bag in the cab,

but as she was coming back he had not thought anything about it, and

had simply prepared to wait as directed.

“And,” said Mr. McGovern, “ fust thing I knowed, down come this

young chap like lions was after him and in he gets, and shoves his

valise agin my shins. ‘ Keb No. 26,175, sir,’ says I. ‘ All right,’ says

he, ‘go ahead,’ and gives an address. And, being as it was the same

street from which I had drove the fat old party, I thought it was all

right, sir.”

“ I believe the man to be honest in his statement,” interrupted the

detective.

“ So he stops the keb, sir, and along comes this here woman.”

Julia Smith gave an indignant gasp, but Mr. McGovern calmly

continued. "

“In she gets and he gives the address of a church, sir, and away

we goes. But this here gentleman, sir, he was onto the young chap’s

little game and he followed close. My fare is a sharp feller and he

seen he was follered. ‘ Go back where we come from,’ says he, ‘ quick

as you can.’ And that ’s all I know, sir.”

The detective here took up the story. He had been called up over

the telephone by a woman evidently greatly agitated, and been told

that a valuable package had been left in a hand-bag in cab No. 26,175.

The cab had been told to wait at a certain street corner, but had disap

peared. He had hurried to the spot and by great good fortune discov

ered another cab also waiting, whose driver had heard the address given

cab No. 1 and could follow. So he had made the arrest, and here was

the hand-bag.

It was an ordinary black silk bag of a type much affected bl’ Old

ladies, but we all stared at it as though we had never seen one before.

and the officer opened it as though he expected it to explode. I watched

with a strange fascination the silk move as his hand explored the bag,

and saw him grasp something and draw it to the top with much_th° snfne

sensation that as a child I waited for a juggler to draw gninea p1gs

from glass tubes or roses from cabbages. _

At this psychological moment another ofiicer entered hashly and

spoke to the desk sergeant in a low voice; the latter beckoned the

detective, and the three conversecl for a moment in whispers, then left

the room, taking with them the unopened bag. _

As the door closed behind them the girl hlma impulsively to me-
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“ Now see what you ’ve done,” she said.

The trouble was, I had not seen, since the contents of the bag re

mained a mystery, but I said nothing, believing this to be the safest

course. We were alone, with the exception of Daniel McGovern, who

considerately looked out of the window, and a blue-coated figure seated

near the door.

“ Just think of the trouble you ’ve brought on me,” she continued.

“ Never in my life have I been in a police station before.”

“ Neither have I.”

She chose to disregard the interruption.

“ Of course I don’t know—you may be innocent, or you may be a

murderer—I should n’t be at all surprised if you were. But you have

no right at all to mix me up with your crimes.”

At that moment I felt steeped in villany, but made an effort to

vindicate myself.

“ Listen, Miss Smith,” I said. “By the way, I don’t suppose that

is your name.”

“ It will do for the present,” she returned.

“ Well, then, Miss Smith, I am sincerely sorry to have involved you

in this—this complication. Believe me, I know no more than you do

what it is all about.”

Stony and uncomprising silence from Miss Smith.

“But if you will tell me who you are, or, better still, your father’s

name, it will be very easy to telephone to your house and everything

can be quickly and quietly arranged so far as you are concerned.”

“I will never do that,” she replied. “No matter what they do

to me, I shall never go home. I—I have left there forever.”

I thought of Nancy, who had also left home that night, and felt

more sympathetic toward Julia Smith, whose errand was probably

similar.

“ Tell me,” I said gently; “ were you running away? You expected

some one, you know—and—well, your manner in the cab at first——”

She flushed a lively and painful scarlet. Red-haired girls should

never blush.

“ I was going to be married,” she said.

“Yes,” I rejoined; “ so was I.”

For a moment we remained in silence, submerged in gloomy

reflections.

“Oh, dear! ” she cried, in genuine distress. “What shall I do?

He ’ll think I did n’t come. And I left a note saying I was going

to be married, and now I ’m not going to be married, but I ’m going to

prison. And it ’s all your fault.”

“Well,” I said, “ I was going to be married, too, and apparently

I also am going to prison, although I don’t know what I ’ve done. And
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Imight say that it is all your fault, too, for if you had not come along

just then everything would have been all right.”

I am usually very polite indeed to women, and take the burden

of their mistakes on my own shoulders with a pleasant smile, but there

are times when one is goaded to the point of desperation and is obliged

to speak his mind. When there is but one girl in the world for a

fellow, it is certainly hard lines to be stranded in a police station with

another.

A diversion was here created by the summons of cabby to the next

room, and we watched him depart enviously. Mr. McGovern walked

with a haughty manner that I found it hard to tolerate. It implied

so distinctly that being detained as a witness was something very differ

ent from detention as a principal.

Again gloomy silence enveloped us. I was pondering the question

of bail and making up my mind to request the use of the telephone. I

wondered if my crime would prove heinous enough to prohibit it, and,

if not, to whom I could appeal. It was unlikely any one would be at

our rooms, even should Mrs. Stubbs condeseeud to take the message

upstairs. We did not maintain a private wire ourselves, because we

always forgot to pay for it, and therefore the company selfishly

removed it.

I thought of the black bag and became absorbed in speculating upon

what was in it. Why did not the desk sergeant return, and why had

Mr. McGovern been called away?

I also thought of the morning papers and Mrs. Joseph Robinson

reading them at breakfast. Even at that moment I found consolation

in the recollection that Casey’s name, not mine, would adorn the pages

of the dailies.

Nancy, I reasoned, had of course returned to Aunt Josephine, and

I could only hope that estimable lady had not awakened from her -nap

in time to discover her niece’s departure. I felt that I had lost my lifejs

happiness through sheer stupidity and was conscious of a desire to hlt

savagely at any one who chanced to be convenient. Therefore I turned

again to the girl.

“Yes,” I said; “ but for you ”

I paused suddenly. She had bent forward until her forehead rested

 

ml the back of a chair and her shoulders shook suggestively. I had -

an uncomfortable idea that Julia Smith was crying and I was respon-

sible- So I believed apologies incumbent and reluctantl}I approa‘3hed,;

“I ’m sorry,” I began. “ I hope I have not offended you, but-—

She turned and raised her veil. Julia Smith was really very pretty,

and the eyes that looked at me so reproachfully were like wet violets,

but it was not for this reason I paused so abruptly- _0n the thud

finger of her left hand I had seen a signet ring I knew intimately.
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In fact, it was my own, and she wore it with a calmness that was

staggering. I was quite sure, for in addition to my crest there was

the little bit chipped off the corner where Randy had accidentally hit

it with the poker on one memorable occasion.

“ Well,” she prompted, “you were saying——”

But the ofiicer returned, and I said no more. His preoccupied man

ner led me to think that something more serious than our unfortunate

complication had been reported, and the hasty conclusion of our exam

ination confirmed this belief.

“Do I understand, madam,” he said, “that you claim you were

merely on your way to church to marry this man? ”

Then did Julia Smith amply revenge herself for any lack of chivalry

on my part.

“ I marry that? f’ she said, and made no further comment.

Well, we were finally disposed of after fruitless telephoning on my

part—not even Mrs. Stubbs responding. My companion was entrusted

to the matron, and we were promised we might see each other again

in the morning, in the presence of a witness. For my own part, I hoped

we might never meet again, and I have no doubt Julia Smith entertained

the same sentiments. At any rate, she looked them.

I passed a restless night, and as soon as possible in the morning

demanded the papers. Startling black head-lines confronted me, and

I read them twice without comprehending them.

STRANGE DISAPPEARANCE OF MISS HARRIET SCHUYLER

Foul Play Suspected

SUPPOSED MURDERER, STANFORD DE COURSEY STARR

Starr is Missing

I rubbed my eyes and read again, only to discover that though Stan-

himself was missing, one H. D. Casey, presumably his accomplice, was

already in custody. Shorn of padding the facts were simply these;

Miss Harriet Schuyler, a maiden lady of uncertain years, had left

the house of a relative about four o’clock, in the best of health and

intending to return to dinner. She had gone to the rooms of a nephew

she had not seen for some years, intending to surprise him, and had

taken with her a very considerable sum of money which she carried in

a black bag. Said bag also contained another parcel which she appeared

to value greatly, but her friends did not know what was in it.

When she failed to return they became anxious, and, finding the

telephone of no avail, had sent to the address she had given. She was

not there.

She had been seen by Mrs. Stubbs, the wife of the janitor, ascending

the stairs that led to Starr’s room, but Mrs. Stubbs had not seen her
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come out again. All that day, however, Mrs. Stubbs had _noticed signs

of agitation among the young men who rented the top floor and had

suspected that something was wrong. She had never entirely approved

of them, but up to the present time they had done nothing actually

reprehensible (so far- as she knew), beyond being very uncertain with

the rent and frivolous of manner. She did not think they ever went

to church.

I laid down the paper with my brain whirling. After a while a

picture slowly separated itself from the chaos of my mind. It was the

old lady I had collided with when I ran down-stairs that memorable

night. I seemed to hear her labored breathing as she climbed heavily

upward and to feel the soft velvet of her cloak as my hand brushed

against it. Again I read the article, and noted the number of the

house from which she had come.

“ It is not possible,” I ejaculated.

But in my heart I knew Aunt Harriet had gone to see “Bertie,”

hoping to surprise him.

And Starr was missing.

V.

Cassy told me about it when he came to see me that morning. 0r

at least he told me all he knew, embellished with many unn%ess“_'>'

comments. As he was decidedly out of temper at the time, ,I.wlu

repeatonly what actually happened and ignore his private opmlons,

which don’t matter anyhow. .

It seems that Ferguesson went out immediately after I did, aPpal"

ently in great haste, and Casey was left in solitary l)osse‘“lon of our

living room. He was just preparing to light his pipe when sonic one

knocked; this knock was twice repeated before he troubled him_sel,f,-

to answer, then, expecting Mrs. Stubbs, he simply growled’ “ Come ln-

He was naturally surprised, therefore, when a strangq wonian

opened the door and walked in. Casey said she was a very lmposing

personage indeed, with several chins, and dressed in purple Velvet-

She asked for Starr, then before he had time to answer gave a sort

of screech and said:

“ Oh, I ’ve left my bag in the cab.” _

With that she turned and lumbered down-stairs Ham, and he fol-

lowed, reaching the first landing just as she went out the front door

There he paused and waited to see if she would come back, not knowmg

lust what was expected of him. Sure enough, she {ha come back, ant

he heard her interviewing Mrs. Stubbs, evidently m a shite of grea

excitement; he also heard Mrs. Stubbs proffering the public telephone

in the lower hall, and instructing her as to which door on the upper

landing led to Starr’s room.
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Casey said that at this point he retreated, stepping softly that the

stairs might not creak. He heard them creaking loudly, however, a

little later, and a knock at Starr’s door; he also heard the door open

and shut and a murmur of voices. Being, as he said, a person who

always attended strictly to his own business, thank God, he had heard

no more. He had gone alone to the vaudeville and had come home,

expecting we should all drop in as usual, but instead found the house

in an uproar and our rooms swarming with police.

“And,” he continued, “when I read the’ morning paper and saw

that ‘H. D. Casey ’ had been arrested as an accomplice, I knew right

away it was one of you and came to see which.”

“Where is Starr?” I asked.

“I don’t know; I wish I did. I’m troubled, Billy, and I think

you ’ve all lost your wits. The old lady went into his room, that ’s

certain. I might hope I was mistaken, but one glove was on the table

and a feather on the floor.”

“ A feather?”

“ Yes, a white one. From her bonnet, they said.”

“ It ’s preposterous,” I said. “ Why, the very idea ”

“ Yes,” agreed Casey; “ of course. But why does n’t he show up?

He must have seen the papers. I know it ’s preposterous—but it ’s

queer.”

It was; I could not deny it. We sat in silence a moment, then

my own unpleasant predicament became uppermost in my mind, and I

broached the subject of bail.

“ No go,” said Casey.

“ Why not ? ”

“ rl‘hey won’t accept it. You see, you ’re mixed up with this thing

also, on account of the cab and the black bag. And I must say, Billy,

according to your own story, you ’ve been a precious fool, to say the

least. What do you want to go cavorting around in cabs and eloping

with strange women for?”

I answered this question by another, as the least embarrassing mode

of reply.

“What does Randy think about it all? You have n’t mentioned

him.”

“ I don’t know,” returned Casey. “ He ’s missing too.”

" What? ”

Casey threw up his hands with a gesture of despair.

“ Oh, yes,” he said; “ you ’re all missing, and you ’ve all gone clean

crazy, as far as I can see. You and Starr mixed up in a police row,

and Randy gone—vanished and left no sign. I ’m not sure that I am

not about ready for a lunatic asylum myself.”

The opening of the door prevented my replying, and a rustle of
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skirts caused us both to rise involuntarily. My heart went down into

my boots, and I felt the blood mounting uncomfortably to my face,

as Mrs. Joseph Robinson confronted us with majestic scorn. Aunt

Josephine had no need for mere words to tell us what she thought, for

it was written large all over her. Nevertheless, she spoke, and, to my

astonishment, she ignored lnc completely and addressed Casey.

“ So here you are,” she said.

He could not contradict so obvious a fact, so he merely bowed.

Casey was not graceful; apparently he simply undid a hinge in his back

and let himself down, then closed it up again. Mrs. Robinson

continued. -

“I shall not at present tell you my opinion of your conduct, nor

what I think of your shameless abuse of my hospitality. For shameless

it is.” -

Again Casey undid the hinge. He has since told me that it was the

only thing he could think of at the time, so he did it at intervals during

the conversation and felt like a jointed doll.

“No,” said Mrs. Robinson; “this is no place for me to linger,

although, under the circumstances, it seems to be most suitable for you.

I have come to demand my niece.”

My knees suddenly gave way, and I collapsed upon the nearest

chair, quite unnoticed, for Casey bowed again and Mrs. Robinson glared

fiercely.

“ I have come,” she repeated, “ to demand my niece.”

“I have n’t got her,” returned Casey, goaded to retort.

“Falsehood and equivocation are useless, Mr. Casey. My niece,

my own niece, is incarcerated in this place under the name of Julia

Smith. Foolishly romantic she may be, but I know she is not an

accomplice in your crime, for a Welles was never yet a criminal. So

I have come to take her home.”

“Very kind in you, I’m sure,” remarked Casey. “There is no

place like home, is there?”

This fiippancy was so displeasiug to Aunt Josephine that for the

first time she deigned to acknowledge my presence.

“Mr. Leigh,” she said, “I cannot congratulate you upon your

choice of associates, but I am sure you did not realize what you were

doing when you brought this man to my house.”

I murmured something unintelligible and waited for more. .

“Is it not sad,” remarked Mrs. Robinson, indicating C3sey wlth an

accusing finger, “to see one so callous?”

“ Sad indeed,” I agreed.

_ I was beginning to realize that Casey’s name,

ln the papers, when she turned to the door.

“I am informed,” she said, “that this misguided young man

not mine, had figured

will
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be taken to prison this morning—there to languish and, I hope, repent

We will leave him to his reflections, and I, at least, will pray for him,

for at some time in his career he must have had a mother.”

Casey did not attempt to deny this, and I said nothing, being occu

pied with an idea that had suddenly occurred to me. It was a desperate

chance, but for Nancy’s sake I would risk anything, and the knowledge

that she had not returned to the house filled me with forebodings.

“ Will you allow me to see you to your carriage?” I airily inquired.

“ And perhaps I may be of some further service to you.”

“ Hold on, there ! ” ejaculated Casey, but we both ignored him

superbly.

“ Thank you, Mr. Leigh; you are most kind.”

She knocked on the door as she spoke, and it was opened from

without. I could see that the officer on duty was not one I had

encountered the night before, and was therefore enormously relieved

Mrs. Robinson passed out and I followed, Casey’s overcoat on my arm

and his hat in my hand.

“ Good-by, Casey,” I said aloud. “Think it over and try to take

my advice about making the best of a bad matter. Good-by.”

I caught a glimpse of Casey standing with his mouth open, but

speechless, then the door swung to and I was free—free to come and

go as I pleased, for a while at least, and to do what I could toward

unravelling the snarl that seemed to enmesh us all; free to lo0k for

Nancy, and when I found her

But Mrs. Robinson was speaking.

“ As soon as I see my niece I am ready, Mr. Leigh.”

I came back to earth with a dull thud.

“Mrs. Robinson,” I began impressively, for I did not wish to be

confronted by Julia Smith, “ I assure you that your niece is not hers.

I—I happened to see the young woman, and I am quite certain about it.

She has red hair and does not in the least resemble Miss Welles.”

Aunt Josephine wavered.

“ If you are quite sure ”

“ I am absolutely certain,” I asseverated, edging toward the 61oor,

for the open air looked good to me.

Somehow it was done. Unchallenged, I went from the police station

in the wake of Mrs. Robinson, passing respectful officers, one of whom

kindly held the door open for us, and out to the street, where a carriage

waited at the curb. Never before had cobblestones and trolley-cars

appealed to my sense of the beautiful, but to-day they seemed the open

sesame to all that made life worth living.

I held the carriage door open, impatient to get away from a neigh

borhood where danger certainly lurked for me.

“ Please get in,” said Mrs. Robinson. “ I want to talk to you.”
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I obeyed, wondering what next.

“ Mr. Leigh,” she began at once, “ I am in great trouble. My niece

has eloped.” .

I could think of no appropriate reply, so I remained silent.

“ She went last night, leaving a note for me. I supposed, of course,

that the man was Mr. Casey. When I read the papers this morning I

was horrified and went at once to get her. Now I am more troubled

than ever, for not only am I ignorant of where she is, but I do not

lmow with whom she went.”

Neither did I, and I also was very troubled. I hazarded a question.

“Did she—Miss Welles—say it was Casey?”

Mrs. Robinson drew a crumpled bit of paper from her muff.

“ Read it,” she said, “ and judge for yourself.”

Dm Aunrm:

Sit right down on the nearest chair before you read this, and pre

pare to be shocked. I am going to be married to-night at the Little

Church Around the Corner. We had to do it this way because you

would not have consented, for you never appreciated him.

I know he has n’t any money; I know he has no prospect of ever

hlving Very much; I know he is nothing remarkable in any way and

probably never will be. But I know, too, that none of these things

matter, for I love him.

I ’m not ungrateful for all your care of me, and I ’m very, very

s0fl-y if I hurt you by doing this. But, oh, dearest Auntie, some time

you will understand why I could n’t help it. Of course you know who

it il- Invingly,

NANCY.

P. S. Don’t bother about sending word to Philadelphia. I’ve

written to Dad myself.

As I folded the letter her favorite remark occurred to me. Ah,

Nanci’ Welles, sometimes girls as well as men were foolish!

Aunt Josephine was wiping her eyes with her handkerchief, and to

this day I remember the pattern of the lace edge.

“I thought it was Mr. Casey,” she quavered. “ He came so often,

and she liked him.”

“ Perhaps,” I suggested, “she has gone home—to Philadelphia.”

Mrs. Robinson shook her head.

“ I telegraphed my brother last night, and worded it diplomatically.

I said, 'A most objectionable character loves Nancy. What shall I

do?’ I received his answer this morning.”

“ What did he say?”

“ He said, Mr. Leigh, ‘ Let the man go to the devil and send Nancy

home-’ So I knew she was n’t there already, and also that she has

not written.”

My prospective father-in-law appeared to be a man of action, and
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I determined to avoid him for a while if possible. Aunt Josephine was

now snifiiing audibly.

“ Where is she? Where is she? And if she would go off and get

married, why did n’t she say whom she was going to marry? Although,”

she finished reflectively, “if I had him here this moment I think I

should kill him myself without waiting for my brother.”

The latter clause prevented me from putting into effect a half

formed resolution to make a clean breast of the whole matter and cast

myself upon Aunt Josephine’s sympathy.

When we reached the brownstone front that had hitherto been so

irresistible to me, I steadily declined many invitations to enter, for in

spite of her former belligerent attitude Aunt Josephine now showed a

disposition to cling to me that was flattering but inconvenient.

But I wanted to be alone. I wanted to overcome the strange appre

hension that overwhelmcd me and set my nerves jumping like a

woman’s—to think calmly and, if possible, to act quickly. It was im<

perative that something should be done, and there seemed to be no one

else to do it, since Casey was at present incapacitated. Anyhow, I was

sure my methods would be more efficacious than his, and that he would -

some day acknowledge I was quite justified in changing places with

him.

As I heard the door close I glanced at the next house. The shades

were closely drawn and the silence that enveloped it seemed ominous

I thought of Miss Harriet Schuyler going confidingly forth to find her

nephew and not returning. And of Starr—a good fellow, as we all

knew, but quick-tempered and prone to act upon impulse; Starr, who

was my friend, and was missing. -

I wondered if our rooms were watched and thought it very probable

that they were, yet felt irresistibly impelled to return to them. Then

I remembered that Casey was known to be there. I was about his size,

and the dark raincoat and soft gray hat I wore had gone out of there

that morning; why should they not return with safety?

So I went home, trying to walk with the careless freedom of one

who has a right to be abroad, but much inclined to slink around corners

and evade the public eye. I had committed no crime, but to be under

suspicion and “wanted ” at headquarters certainly gives one a very

weird and unnatural feeling.

When I reached my own familiar door I fumbled at the lock, drop

ping the key and starting guilt-ily as it fell upon the hall floor. Once

inside I breathed more freely and looked around eagerly. Each dingy,

defaced article of furniture seemed like a personal friend waiting to

welcome me, and even the cracked mirror on the dresser appeared home

like and cozy.

I ‘hopped limply on the bed. How could I ever have reviled that
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mattress as hard and lumpy? It was surely made of down, and I

would rest there while I considered what to do.

Soon a strange lassitude overcame me. I could see through the

window the vista of chimneys and small bit of sky with which I was so

familiar; I could hear the steady drip, drip, drip, of the melting snow

as it fell from the root‘, and could even count the drops as they passed

the window. But I could not move, could not think, could not even

remember why I was there, nor what had happened.

I knew in a hazy, indistinct manner that something very valuable

to me was lost, and determined to get up and find-it in a moment. I

wondered why the place was so strangely quiet, and listened for Starr’s

whistle, or the laugh that usually punctuated Bandy’s conversation.

The melting snow dripped on and I counted the drops—one, two,

three, four, five, six, seven. I hesitated and began again—one, two,

three, four—one, two, thrce——- I lost count entirely here, for nature

demanded relief and the sleep of utter exhaustion overcame me.

I slept heavily but not restfully, for out of an abyss of darkness I

heard Nancy calling, but could not go to her. I saw her hand stretched

toward me, but could not reach it; she beckoned and I could not follow.

Then, quite suddenly, the beckoning, appealing hand was raised in

denunciation. It was no longer Nancy whom I loved, but Julia Smith,

from whom I had escaped, whose voice I heard; and on the threatening

hand of Julia Smith I saw my signet ring.

VI.

I sLEPJ.‘ on through the afternoon and far into the night, waking

finallY to find myself sitting upright, listening with strained attention

and every nerve on the alert. -

How still it was, and how dark! I groped for matches, but, not

finding them, fell back upon the pillows, gazing into the blackness with

wide-cpen eyes, but with no desire for dawn. For although I had

slept pmfoundly I had not rested, and the sudden return to conscious

ness found me unprepared to meet the light of day and be 0nCe more

“p and doing.

I heard the ticking of my watch and the gnawing of a mouse in the

wainscot. My room was at the back, so the noises of the street reached

me but faintly at the best of times, and to-night they seemed to have

ceased entirely. Surely none of these things had waked Tne

Then I sat upright again and listened, for I distinctly heard a

scund- I knew the next room was empty, for it belonged to Starr,

and he was missing. Could it be, I wondered, that he too had come

home unchallenged, as I had done, though “-wanted ” even more than I?

Where were the matches? I searched my pockets, altho“gh I knew

they were empty, then carefully felt along the wall until my fingers
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touched the door between the rooms, moving cautiously that I might

make no noise. The door, usually sociably open, was closed, but as my

fingers touched it I hesitated. I knew it was not locked, for Starr had

lost the key and never replaced it; nevertheless as my hand closed upon

the latch I paused. For I heard again the sound in the next room and

this time I recognized it: it was the swish of silk caused by a woman’s

skirts. -

I did not open the door. I could not, for something restrained me.

Try as I would, I could not force myself to turn the knob. I could only

listen with strained attention and wait breathless for developments.

But nothing developed.

There was silence in Starr’s room now—the deep silence that suc

ceeds unwary movement. And so I lost my opportunity.

At last the gray light of morning broke. Little by little objects

became discernible, and the rattling of many milk-carts announced the

arrival of another day. Then, and not till then, I opened Starr’s door

and went in. Call it cowardice if you will. I only know that with the

rustle of that silken skirt came a peculiar lethargy. I could not act,

could not move, could not even think clearly. As Casey impressed

upon me afterwards, I could do nothing but be an unmitigated chumlb

who might have saved us all a lot of trouble but fiunked because of a

woman’s skirts. It was no use explaining to him the psychology of

Unseen Presences. That was and is Casey’s opinion, and it will proba

bly remain unchanged in spite of arguments.

Just inside Starr’s door I paused. The room was exactly as usual.

Over the back of a chair a coat was carelessly flung, and the customary

row of neckties hung from the gas fixture. Starr’s slippers were beside

the bed, and his brushes were in their accustomed place upon the dress

ing table. Mechanically I advanced and touched one of them. Every

thing was so unreal of late that I almost expected it to vanish into thin

air, but the silver and bristles remained intact. Something else re

mained also—sornething I had not seen when I first lifted the brush.

Caught in the bristles was a small comb that I knew Starr had

never used, and to it clung two long, brown, curling hairs. The comb

was what Nancy had once referred to as a “ side-comb.” It lay con

fidingly nestling in Starr’s brush, almost as though it had a right to do

so. Nevertheless, I sternly removed it. Gold-mounted side-combs had

no place on Starr’s dresser, so far as I knew.

Holding it in my hand, I stared stupidly, trying to extract some

information from its mere presence. Did Aunt Harriet, I wondered,

use Starr’s brush before she vanished so strangely? But no, those

curling brown tendrils were young hairs—something about them pro—

claimed this fact almost boastfully.
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Meanwhile the morning wore on. The house on the floors below

me awoke and went about its customary avocations, and a faintness

within me recalled the forgotten fact that I had had no dinner the

night before and that breakfast was necessary. I looked anxiously

in Starr’s mirror. Would the police, I speculated, realize I was not

the same man they met in those rooms yesterday? I was about Casey’s

build; we both had brown hair, smooth faces, and our features were

not distinctive. For the first time I was glad he had bought clothes

much like mine (although at the time I had resented his doing so),

because Nancy had said she liked them. There was also Mrs. Stubbs

to be faced and reckoned with, and I had no doubt Casey himself would

in some manner communicate with me. It was probable he was uncom

fortable both mentally and physically, even as I had been the preceding

morning. And I was not yet ready to communicate with him.

I plunged my face and head into cold water, and felt better.

“One thing at a time,” I told myself, and determined to brave

Mrs. Stubbs boldly in her own apartments in the basement.

I did not have to do so, however, for even as I opened the door to

descend the stairs, I heard the worthy woman lumbering up, pumng

like an exhausted porpoise long before she reached the top. I tried

to assume my usual manner, but felt an overwhelming inclination to be

suave and flattering to Mrs. Stubbs and accord her every deference.

Much lay within her power if she chose to exert it, and I felt weak

kneed and servile before her.

She entered, arms akimbo.

“Now, Mr. Casey,” she began.

I turned desperately and faced her. Better get the worst over at

once. Mrs. Stubbs lifted both hands with a gesture of consternation.

“Am I myself,” she gasped, “ or am I dreamin’? ”

"‘ Mrs. Stubbs,” I entreated, “ be calm.”

Mrs. Stubbs emitted a sound between a gasp and a gurgle.

“Yesterday,” she said, “ you was Mr. Casey, as I ’m a livin’ woman

Tc-day .You’re yerself and no other.”

Then I plunged desperately.

“ Mrs. Stubbs,” I said, with assurance, “ pray be calm. I am

exactly the same person I was yesterday. Am I not always myself?”

She had no appropriate answer, and I continued fluently:

“Yesterday, during the unfortunate excitement that prevailed here,

you were too much excited to realize what you said or to really recogmzs

any one. I have always been myself and never at any time Mr.- Casey.

l16r lower jaw settled into a dogged expression that boded lll

“ You was Mr. Casey yesterday, that I ’ll swear.”

“ womB-n,” I said, determined to bully her into subjection’ “be

Von. r.xxxrv._le
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silent. Don’t you know that Mr. Casey is in prison? How dare you

charge me with his crime? I ’ll sue you for libel.”

Mrs. Stubbs had made no charge, but merely stated facts as she

knew them. Nevertheless, she dropped cowering into a chair and threw

her apron over her face.

“I’m a decent woman,” she wailed. “I’m honest, I am, and

never have I had to deal with policemen before. And I do say, and

will say, that the goings on of you young gentlemen is something

scandalous. And I hereby give you notice. And I’d like my rent,

which it has n’t been paid this long time.”

Mrs. Stubbs paused for breath, then renewed the attack.

“Poor dear! With her purple velvet and white feather, as con

fidin’ as could be. ‘It’s my nephew,’ says she, ‘what I ain’t seen

this many a year,’ says she. ‘ I ’ll go right up,’ says she. And go she

did—me p’intin’ out the way and her walkin’ to her doom. Oh, dear! ”

I advanced to Mrs. Stubbs and took her hand in mine. It was a

horny hand, much roughened by honest toil, but never have I more

tenderly pressed the softest dimpled hand of my experience. I had

suddenly determined to try her with moral suasion. ,

“Mrs. Stubbs,” I said, with gently modulated voice, “believe me,

I feel deeply for you. I can well understand what this must be to one

of your sensitive nature.” -

By the swift indrawing of her breath I knew she was listening.

“I regret deeply,” I continued, “that you should have been so

annoyed. But surely you do not believe the charges made.”

“Where are they? ” whispered Mrs. Stubbs, looking fearfully about

as though she expected them to come through the ceiling.

“ Mr. Casey, Mrs. Stubbs, is languishing in a prison cell and ha8

been since yesterday. I do not know Why you confused me with him.

Surely you read the papers and what they said. I don’t know where

Ferguesson and Starr are—I wish I did.”

I spoke truly enough there; I very much wanted to know their

whereabouts.

Mrs. Stubbs suddenly seized my unoccupied hand.

“ I allus liked you best,” she affirmed. “ You was allus polite and

civil, so you was. And if you say you was here yesterday, why, I reckon

you was. I ’ln that flustered I would n’t know my own brother. The

house is watched, so it is, and I’ve got to appear in court, they say,

worse luck. For never did I tell a thing alike twice—so how al11 I

goin’ to tell ’em over again jest what I told ’em yesterday?”

I absently squeezed her hands again because I did not know what

else to do.

“ If I could have some breakfast~” I began, but she at once inter
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rupted me. Evidently Mrs. Stuhbs had experienced a change of heart

since she ascended the stairs with belligerent intent.

“Breakfast, is it? ” she said. “ Why, to be sure. I ’ll fix you some

thing in a jiffy and bring it up. It ’s‘worn out with watehin’, you are,

like meself, and a bit of something bot will put life into you.”

“I’d rather come down to your room,” I suggested. “I could n’t

think of allowing you to climb all these stairs for me.”

She rapidly expostulated that it was a pleasure rather than a trouble

for her to climb stairs on my account. So urgent did she become that

I suddenly grew suspicious.

“ Is there any reason I should not go to your rooms?” I demanded.

Mrs. Stubbs quailed. I distinctly saw her- color change, and a fur

tive look appeared in her eyes.

. “Surely not,” she hastened to assure me. “ Come when you like

and welcome. It ’s glad to see you, I am, as well you know. I ’ll go

down now and get the coffee boilin’, and in ten minutes or so, if you ’ll

come down, I ’ll be ready for you.”

But this arrangement did not please me at all.

“ I ’ll go now,” I said, “ with you, and wait down there.”

We descended the stairs together and in silence, Mrs. Stubbs leading

the way. When we reached the door of her little parlor in the base

ment she opened it part way, and, turning, faced me.

“Come in,” she said, speaking very distinctly; “ come in and rest

you. Your breakfast will be ready soon.”

She paused, her head on one side, like an animal that listens.

“Come in, sir,” she said to me; “ come right in.”

I entered and looked about. I had been in the room before—we

took it in turns to visit Mrs. Stuhbs and placate her when the rent was

behind and our luck against us. It was the same, yet somehow differ

ent. A chair pushed close to the window suggested recent occupancy,

yet why should Mrs. Stubbs not have occupied it before coming upstairs?

Also, there was a faint, lingering perfume, and I sniffed it thought

fulll " In some way it was familiar. Instantly the woman beside me

leaned over and flung open the window.

.“ The room does get that close,” she remarked. “ Air it as often a5

I may, it don’t make no difference. A bit of freshness will be good

for us both.”

A latch clicked and a door shut softly. The strained eXpress_ion

faded from my companion’s eyes, and she assumed a manner of bustling

lmpitality.

“ Make yourself at home,” she urged. “ Go where you please and

do as you please. And I ’ll have breakfast jest as soon as I can get it

ready.”
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VII.

WHILE I waited for breakfast I opened the morning paper eagerly,

yet fearing to find some new and startling disclosure.

Mrs. Stubbs subscribed to the most lurid of yellow journals. Two

pictures confronted me on the first page. On the right a desperate

looking man with the fierce black mustache and heavy, overhangmg eye

brows conceded to melodramatic villains glowered darkly at me: on the

left an old lady with meekly parted hair and folded kerchief looked

trustfully into space. Between the pictures, in inch-long red letters,

was the searching query, “Did He Kill Her?" Beneath them were

the respective names of Stanford de Coursey Starr and Miss Harnet

Schuyler.

I read the article and learned from it that Starr had long and

secretly made a practice of extorting money from wealthy women on one

pretext or another, and that with the unravelling of this mystery other

crimes would probably be discovered for which he was also responsible

I also learned that H. D. Casey, the suspected accomplice, had passed

a restless night and was now supposed to be feigning insanity, as hf

insisted he was detained by mistake and had never been arrested. Thls

latter, the reporter added, was an old dodge and would receive no

notice from the authorities.

I ate my breakfast, the food tasting to me like ashes and the coffee

containing dregs of bitterness.

“ I ’m going out,” I announced to Mrs. Stubbs, evidently much 11o

her relief; and sallied forth to look for Nancy.

I went first to Mrs. Joseph Robinson’s, hoping against hope that

Nancy might have returned. Aunt Josephine received me with digni

fied resignation. She was more angry and less agitated than on the

previous afternoon, and was, so she informed me, having Na-YIcyJs

belongings packed for shipment to her father.

“You see, Mr. Leigh,” she remarked, “calm reflection has con-

vinced me that there is really nothing to worry about. My niece has

eloped, as she herself informed me. The deed is done, and I am power-

less to prevent it. It is not unnatural that she did not tell me where

she was going—I believe that is customary in honeymoons.” -

Aunt Josephine pronounced the last word as though it represented

an abyss of degradation.

“ But,” I hazarded, “ would you not like to know where she is and

with whom she went?”

“I no longer have any interest in her rnovements. She deceived

me and forfeited my love. As to her accomplice—well, she deceived

me there also, for I thought certainly it was Mr. Casey. Of course .l'o“

were out of the question.”
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I felt a burning desire to convince Aunt Josephine of her mistake;

but restrained myself, for I saw she had more to say.

“ My brother,” she remarked, “ arrived last night. He has a clear

and logical mind and looks at the matter from a common-sense view

point, although in my opinion it hardly bears calm discussion. He

says that when Nancy needs money we will certainly hear from her, and

expects therefore to meet his new son-in-law at no distant date. When

he does_”

“Well?” I inquired, as she paused significantly. This was a sub

ject in which I was indeed interested.

“When he does, Mr. Leigh, I should not care to be hi that young

man’s shoes.”

With this succinct statement Mrs. Robinson rose, and looked at

me in so pointed a manner that I had no choice but to rise also and

bring the interview to a close.

While I was hunting for an appropriate speech of farewell, and not

finding it, footsteps were audible in the hall, accompanied by a murmur

of voices. It seemed as though the butler were exp0stulating with solne

one, but finally capitulated, for he flung open the door and cast an

apologetic glance at his mistress as he announced:

“ Mrs. Schuyler-Smythe.”

Instantly Mrs. Robinson stiffened. Her nostrils dilated, and she

threw back her head with the manner of one who accepts a challenge.

Mrs. Schuyler-Smythe swept forward, and although I had never

met her I had no difficulty in recognizing the Well Fed Crow from

Starr’s description. The interview promised to be interesting, and

perhaps enlightening also, for it was easy to judge from the manner of

both ladies that they were olrl and sworn enemies. Nevertheless, it was

not for this reason I stood rooted to the spot and gazed at them with

fascinated horror. Following Mrs. Schuyler-Smythe was a graceful,

girlish figure, with a coil of ruddy hair that turned to gold where the

Elm from the window touched it. A figure that looked at me with

disapproving violet eyes~I might more properly say “looked throuyh

me,” if I wished to be literal. A figure that I had reason to recognize

and remember, yet it was some minutes before I could believe it was

indeed Julia Smith who stood before me. Julia Smith—at liberty

and about the last person I desired to meet. I was not sure whether

0r not she recognized me, and moved further into the shadow

Mrs. Schuyler-Smythe was speaking.

“ Madam, I beg to apologize for this intrusion.”

"Dou’t mention it,” returned Mrs. Robinson. “You must have

had some good reason for coming.”

- “I understand,” said Mrs. Smythe, “that we are companions in

misfortune.”
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“ I am not aware,” said Mrs. Robinson, “ of any misfortune having

occurred to me.”

The Well Fed Crow paused uncertainly. .

“ Why, I thought,” she said—“ I thought—at least, I was informed

—your niece, you know. Servants will gossip.”

“I do not talk to my servants,” said Mrs. Robinson, and scored

one. ,
Julia Smith was looking at me now—calmly considering me with her

violet eyes—and the very marrow of my bones dreaded her first remark.

It was not, however, addressed to me.

. “Aunt Caroline,” she said, “you have not yet told Mrs. Robinson

why we came.”

“ Pray be seated,” said Mrs. Robinson, with the manner of one per

forming an obnoxious duty.

Mrs. Schuyler-Smythe crossed two plump hands in her lap and

heaved a profound sigh.

“ You are aware,” she said, “ that we are plunged into deep distress

owing _to the disappearance of my sister-in-law, Miss Harriet Schuyler

No doubt you read of it in the papers.”

“ I saw the headlines,” returned Mrs. Robinson. “I do not read

sensational news, but you have my sympathy. Such notoriety must be

most unpleasan .” -

“ We are not without strong hopes of yet locating my sister-in-law.

I do not accept the theory of her murder, for reasons of my own. The

reason of my visit to-day was to give you some information concerning

your niece, who, as I happen to know, is also missing.”

I gave an involuntary start, but Julia Smith turned toward me

with a calmly inquiring expression, and I endeavored to assume an in

different manner. Aunt Josephine was interested also, although sh8

sought to veil it by chilling politeness.

“ Indeed!” she said. " Most kind in you, I am sure.”

“ On the night in question my daughter and my niece both went

out also. They had—important engagements.”

Did I imagine it, or did Julia Smith turn ever so slightly in my

direction, and did the corners of her mouth quiver a little?

“ They ”—Mrs. Smythe hesitated and then resumed fluently-—

“they went separately and in cabs. Yes, in separate cabs, expecting ‘

to take some one else with them. When my niece entered her cab she

found it occupied, but the door was shut and she was hurried away

before she could expostulate. She had a very unpleasant experience-”

" Most unpleasant,” corroborated Julia Smith.

“ The man in the cab,” continued Mrs. Schuyler-Smythe, “ was rude

and without consideration. Evidently not a gentleman. I think you

said, -my dear, that this fact impressed you strongly.”
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” Very strongly,” said Julia Smith.

“ To make a long story short, Mrs. Robinson, this man was waiting

for your niece—of this we have circumstantial evidence.” -

“ I should like,” remarked Mrs. Robinson, “to see this evidence.”

“Julie,” said Mrs. Smythe triumphantly, “show your letter.”

Julia Smith produced it, and Aunt Josephine moved closer to-the

light, that she might read comfortably. I shamelessly looked over her

shoulder and read also, for on the small white envelope addressed to

“Miss Julie Schuyler” I recognized Nancy’s handwriting. This is

what I read:

Dana Miss SoHurmn:

We seem to have made some sort of a mistake, and no doubt you

are as disgusted as I am. I returned your property to you at once

C. O. D., but what did you do with mine! I’m quite sure you don’t

want it, for you would then have an embarrassment of riches, but

would you mind telling me what you did with it? I am quite com

fortable and well where I am, but a trifle lonely, and should be glad

to hear from you. My address is 

Aunt Josephine folded the letter and returned it to its envelope before

I could read the address. I saw she was very angry. -

“ It is useless,” she said, “ for me to attempt to deny thatthis letter

came from my niece, or to pretend that I- am informed as to her -where

abouts.”

“Quite useless,” affirmed Mrs. Schuyler-Smythe, “but pray believe

you have my sympathy. Every one will soon know of her disappear

ance, and, as you say, such notoriety is very unpleasant.”

She pulsed, having scored in her turn, and waited for Mrs. Robinson

to speak.

To my surprise, Aunt Josephine turned to nie in quite an appealing

manner, for the first time including me in the conversation.

 “ Mr. Leig ”

“Ah!” interrupted Julia Smith.

It was an involuntary exclamation, apparently 0oo8,sioned b.y

surprise.

“What did you say? ” inquired Mrs. Robinson

“Nothing,” returned Julia Smith, meekly enough

“ Mr. Leig f’ resumed Mrs. Robinson, “the excitement of the last

twc days has exhausted me. I am fast becoming a nervous wreck- Mlly

-I request you to entertain these ladies as long as they desire to remam

ln my house? Personally, I am incapable of further exertion and must

ask to be excused.”

She inclined her head majestically toward Mrs. Schuylel"s’mythe’

but the Well Fed Crow had risen and was stalking towsrdthe door-
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“ I came to do a neighborly act,” she said, “ but if you really do not

care to know where your niece is stopping——”

“ Not in the least,” interrupted Aunt Josephine, in what Nancy

called her Empress Dowager manner, but nevertheless keeping the latter

clasped in her hand.

Julia Smith, following in the wake of her aunt, paused suddenly and

extended her hand.

“ My letter, please,” she said, with calm assurance.

Mrs. Robinson handed it to her with a look that should have crushed

her utterly. Julia Smith, however, calmly received both look and letter

and departed with a final glance at me so full of recognition that it

caused my pulse to quicken unpleasantly. I felt that, whatever might

come of it, I must speak to her and find out the course she intended

to pursue.

Therefore I made hasty adieux to Mrs. Robinson and boldly ascended

the brownstone steps next door. Judging from the address of Nancfs

letter, Julia Smith was in private life Miss Julie Schuyler. It was

Miss Schuyler, therefore, to whom I dispatched my card and who came

to me in the ornate drawing-room I had so often heard Starr describe.

There was a large portrait of a young girl over the mantel. I supposed

it was Mildred, and was gazing at it with interest when she came.

“Do you think it good?” she inquired.

“ As I do not know the original, I cannot say. Have I the pleasure

of addressing Miss Schuyler or Miss Smith?”

Julia Smith laughed, thus displaying a hitherto unsuspected dimple

“ But for you,” she said, “I should have been Mrs. Ferguesson.”

I collapsed upon the nearest chair. This was indeed news and of

a startling nature. I suddenly remembered Ferguesson’s agitation two

nights previous, his interest. in the weather, and his restless pacing to

and fro while I watched the clock and waited. So I sat in open-

mouthed astonishment, revolving these things in my mind while Juli!;

Smith sat and watched me.

“Well?” she said.

“Randy?” I gasped.

“I prefer Randolph, it is so much more dignified. Yes, but for

you_”

“ And but for you,” I interrupted, “ I too——”

She nodded.

“I know. It was a strange coincidence. I think ”—she smiled

meaningly—“ that you were very wise to come and talk things over with

me. Let us be comfortable.”

She settled herself in a low chair and waited for me to begin I

found it difficult to do so, but finally plunged desperately.
“How did you get out? ”- i

\
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“How thoughtful in you to inquire! I suppose you were dread

fully worried about me. By the way, how did you get out?”

“ Don’t you know?”

“No, but I have my suspicions. I saw Mr. Casey this morning—

in the presence of witnesses.”

The dimple was again in evidence, and I felt most uncomfortable.

“How was he? ” -

I tried to speak indiffferently, but failed abjectly.

“He seemed well in body but perturbed in spirit.”

Julia Smith laughed at some recollection, then became suddenly

serious.

“ Mr. Leigh,” she said, “ where is Randolph?”

I said most truly that I did not know.

“ Don’t you? ” I inquired, for really it seemed fitting that she should

be informed as to his movements.

“ No, I don’t—truly. You see what happened, of course. I

thonght you were he, and he thought Miss Welles was me. They must

have arrived at the corner shortly after we left it, and got all mixed

up, just as we did. You can see from Miss Welles’s note (I saw you

read it over Mrs. Robinson’s shoulder) that when they found their mis

take he left her and started back for me. What became of him?”

But I was more interested in Nancy than in Ferguesson.

" Where did he leave her?” I asked eagerly.

“Don’t you know?”—there was astonishment and doubt in her

voice.

“ No, I don’t.”

Julia Smith stared incredulously, and finally lmn0unced her opin-

ion with startling frankness.

“ I don’t believe you.”

Nor did my most eloquent appeals move her in the slightest

The story I finally cxtorted from Julia Smith was something of

this nature:

She and Randy had been secretly engaged for some weeks, and had

planned to elope, as being more romantic than the usual co..r.-,e of events,

as well as more convenient under the circumstances. At first, when

everything went wrong, she had determined that she could never return

to her aunt’s house, no matter what happened, but after a night in

the police station she had changed her mind, and telephoned them at

home. Her aunt had come to the rescue and taken her away at once.

“I’m not exactly free,” she confessed, in a frightened whisper,

“because of Aunt Harriet. You see, she disappeared the night I dl_d.

Thcy~the police—seem to think I know more about her than I wlll

ten, sc I ’m what they call out on bail. It ’s a horrid feeling.”
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She shuddered, and I felt a creepy sensation about my own spine.

Bail had been refused for me, and that also was a “ horrid feeling.”

“ Do you think,” I said, “ that she—Miss Schuyler—Starr, you

know.”

“ No, I don’t. Neither does Aunt Caroline, because—well, I ’m not

at liberty to say. But where is she, and why does n’t she come home?”

I shook my head ruefully. Why did not everybody come home?

“ Tell me about Casey,” l said.

“ I saw him this morning, and I did not know until then that you

had changed places. I don’t know how you managed it, but I can

guess. Mr. Casey was evidently very angry and appealed to me to

say that he was not the man who came in the cab with me.’§

“ And you said?”

“ I said that I had never looked carefully at the man into whose cab

I got by mistake, but I could positively identify the prisoner as Mr.

Casey—he having often visited at our house. This was true, you know

—he had, but I never liked him very much. He used to look at Mildred

and me in such a calculating manner, as though he was comparing our

merits. Randolph told me about hunting for a wife for him, and I

thought it was outrageous.”

“But why did n’t you give away my little game?”

“Because,” she said, “ I had recognized you. - You know I often

saw you going next door. And I thought—well, Mr. Leigh, I thought

perhaps you would help me. I was sure you were waiting for Nancy

Welles, just as I was waiting for Randolph. When Aunt C-aroline came

to me early this morning, before I saw Mr. Casey, and told me about

the excitement next door, I knew you would look for her, and I thought

Randolph might be with her. Oh, dear !—I wish I knew where he was."

There was more than a hint of tears in her voice, and as she reached

for her handkerchief I again saw my ring upon the third finger of her

left hand.

“ May I ask,” I said, “ where you got that ring?”

f‘ It is my engagement ring.”

“ It does not look like a new ring.”
 “No, it is n’t. Randolph is going to replace it just as soon as he

can find something good enough for me. Why are you so interested

in it, may I ask?”

Even now I would be loyal to Randy. Had I not often borrowed his

property in an emergency when I had nothing of my own, suitable?

“Oh, nothing,” I said, “ it is unusual looking, that is all. You

don’t find that pattern everywhere, you know.”

I began to think of my own affairs again.

“ Then,” I hazarded, “ I may trust you not to betray me? I wolft

keep Casey there long. Just at present I must have my liberty.”
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“No,” she said; “I won’t say a word. That is, if you promise to

help find Randolph and Aunt Harriet. Find him first, please.”

“ First of all,” I remarked, “ I must find Nancy Welles.”

Julia Smith gave me a peculiar look.

“ If I were you,” she said, “ and you really don’t know where she

is, I should not waste time running around the city. Just go home and

think the matter over quietly. Perhaps I shall think better of it in an

hour and call you up on the telephone to give you her address. You

know I have it here. You had better wait to hear from me.”

VIII.

I wENT home, not because Julia Smith (as I always thought of her)

had advised it, but because I did not know what else to do.

Unmolested, I entered the basement hall and sought Mrs. Stubbs.

That worthy woman appeared hot and uncomfortable looking and very

evidently out of temper. She had no news to impart. Yes, the police

had been there and searched the rooms again. Yes, they had asked

questions about me, but had not seemed much interested as to my where~

abouts. No, nothing had been heard of Miss Harriet Schuyler, or of

Starr either. For her part she believed them both dead. Might she

consider us responsible for the rent of his room if she kept it as it was?

Otherwise she would rent it if she had an opportunity, as she was a poor
widow and must live. i

I pledged myself for a month’s rent and ruefully climbed the stairs.

Never before had they seemed so long to me, nor had I been so reluctant

to reach the top. For, once in our rooms, I would be alone for a time,

and again a thousand doubts and fears would assail me. Solitude was

obnoxious to me just now, and the dingy old rooms were filled with

Hl6!TI,l0ries—unwelcome ghosts of a long ago that already seemed far

away and a part of another existence.

I went to my own room and sank into the chair by_the window;

resting my head against the shabby, uncomfortable back and giving wf1y

to profound melancholy. It was really a luxury to revel in it undis

turbed, so I gave my fancy full play and allowed the little devlls of

doubt and distrust to enter my heart and hold high carnival there

Where were Starr and Ferguesson? If Randy had really wanted to

many Julie Schuyler, why did he not appear and say so-? If St?"

were alive, surely be read the papers. If he knew nothmg of Mls5

Harriet Schuyler, why did he not appear and prove an allbl-9 Above

all, where was Nancy?

I turned my head restlessly. A faint perfume seemed to emanate

from the old chair, usually saturated with tobacco. I suli_¥e‘_1 wonder-

ingly, decidedit was imagination,- and returned to- my unprofitable
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musings. By her own showing Nancy had met Ferguesson. In my

opinion mortal man could not be within her spell and not succumb.

Had Randy, by any chance, deserted his own affianced and returned to

Nancy? He was very good-looking—the only one of us who could

really lay an honest claim to being considered handsome, and he could

be very agreeable if he chose. Could it be possible that Nancy——

I sat suddenly upright; for from Starr’s room came again the rustle

I had heard the previous night—faint but unmistakable. This time

I did not hesitate, but sprang to the door and flung it open.

“ Who ’s there? ” I demanded.

Midway of the floor was a woman’s figure. She stood, skirts gath

ered in her hands, as though poised for flight. I stared, incredulous,

then rubbed my eyes and stared again. The figure hesitated, looked

uncertainly at me, then advanced with both hands extended.

“ Billy—o-oh, Billy.’ ”

Then I too looked uncertainly a moment, doubting my own eyes,

for it was Nancy’s voice that spoke my name, and Nancy’s face that

looked at me across the threshold of Starr’s room.

Only a moment I hesitated, then my arms were round her, holding

her close, as my eyes looked down into hers and through them to her

heart. Ah, Nancy Welles! How small and trivial appeared my doubts

of a moment past, and how could I ever have permitted them to exist?

Being a woman, she spoke first.

“Oh, my dear, my dear,” she began, holding on to the lapel of

my coat with her little white hands, “ where have you been? How could

you leave me? Oh, Billy! And I thought you were dead, or married

to another girl ”
“ No, you did n’t,” I interrupted. “ You knew there was only one

girl for me—you knew it."

“ Yes, I did know it in my heart, but then you did n’t come, and“

oh, Billy! ”
I drew her gently toward the old arm-chair. It was quite big

enough for two, and seemed to welcome us cordially.

“ Tell me all about it, Nancy.”

So Nancy told me, but I will not attempt to give her words, for her

story was often interrupted by irrelevant remarks on my part

She said that she had gone out that stormy night, according to agree-

ment, and had found, as she had expected, a man and a cab waiting oll

the street corner. The man had hastened toward her and said some

thing beginning “ Light of my life, are you waiting there?” She did

not remember the rest, but had wondered at the time that I should be

so silly. She was so preoccupied and fr-ightened at what she was doing

that she did not notice the voice was not mine. The cabman was told to
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drive to the Little Church Around the Corner and the cab door

slammed.

“ And,” said Nancy Welles, “ when I heard that door slam I realized

how awful it would be to find out after we were married that I did not

really love you.”

This cheerful idea having occurred to her, she had become so

absorbed that she forgot her companion entirely until she heard him

entreating her not to be frightened. He had called her “ Julie dearest,”

which surprised her so that she had raised her veil and looked at him.

Just at that interesting point the cab had stopped before the church.

I will omit Nancy’s account of ensuing explanations, although it was

well worth recording. Enough to say that they returned with all

possible speed to the starting point, only to find the corner empty.

“ But how did you come here?” I inquired.

“Well,” said Nancy, “I could n’t and would n’t go back to Aunt

Josephine, and I said so. Then Mr. Ferguesson, who was in an awful

hurry to get rid of me, suggested my coming here. He said you would

be sure to drift in here finally, and meanwhile I could stay with Mrs.

Stubbs.” -

“And Randy—what became of him?”

“ Why ”—Nancy’s voice was troubled—“ I don’t know. As soon as

we got here Mr. Starr—I don’t know him, but that ’s who it 10l1&—

rushed downstairs and caught Mr. Ferguesson by the arm- He was

very excited and seemed to be urging Mr. Ferguesson to do something

he did n’t want to.”

“Could you hear what he said?”

“No. You see, it took some time to win Mrs. Stubbs over to our

side, and I was busy trying to convince her I was respectable, so I gflid n-t

hear. Bu ”—Nancy’s voice dropped to a frightened whisper—‘after

Mrs. Stubbs let me into her parlor, I sat by the window, and I saw

Mr- FerEuesson and Mr. Starr leave this house with a fat old lady

between them And, oh, Billy, I ’m afraid it was Miss Harriet

Schuyler.”

Nancy paused, and I knew she was waiting for me to reassure he1-

I could not do so, however, for I too feared it might be Miss Schuyler.

So after a moment she resumed her own story:

“Mrs. Stubbs was very kind. Even after all the excitement and

the Police coming here, she let me stay with her. She had seen and

talked to Miss Schuyler about losing her bag before we get he"? you

kno\"-, and said her diamond earrings were so big she Irfight easlly be

murdered for them. Oh, Billy, you don’t think ”

“No, I don’t,” I assured her. “ Go on, Nanci’.” .

“ She—Mrs. Stnbbs went up to your rooms several times durmg the

evening, and said Mr. Casey was the only one of Wu who came home-

 

- ade
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After the police left (they watched the house from the outside, I be

lieve), she suggested I should try and get some sleep on her little sofa

in her parlor. I stayed there the first night, but I did n’t sleep any,

for it was too short for me. So last night she told me to go up into

Mr. Starr’s room and try and get some rest, as it was certain he would

not dare come back there. I went, but in the middle of the night I got

frightened and crept very softly down to Mrs. Stubbs for protection.

It seemed to me that it was more than I could stand to be there alone.”

So it was the rustle of Nancy’s skirt that had waked me the previous

night, and Nancy’s comb I found upon Starr’s dresser. Why had I not

had the courage to go in and thereby save myself many anxious hours?

“I slipped up here when you came down this morning,” resumed

Nancy, “ for I thought it was Mr. Casey with Mrs. Stubbs, and I did

not want to meet him here of course. I ’ve been here ever since in your

room, sitting in your dear old chair, Billy, and wishing for you.”

“ Did Mrs. Stubbs tell you I was here and not Casey?”

“ No,” said Nancy; “ she came up here and seemed to be rather

uneasy about something. Finally she said that if I would take her

advice I would go home to Aunt Josephine, and have nothing more to

do with you. She believed you were one and all had lots and was

actually afraid of any of you. The first thing we knew both she and

I would be disappearing like Miss Harriet Schuyler, and how would I

like that? For her part she was going to put on her bonnet and go

home to her mother’s house: I was welcome to stay here if I liked, but

she felt it her duty to warn me what to expect.”

“And yet you stayed?”

“ Of course I stayed. I wrote a note to Julia Schuyler and got-Mrs.

Stubbs to mail it, for I did feel a little nervous about staying here

alone after the queer things that have happened. Something told me

you would be sure to come to me, and so I waited for you. But where

were you, and why did you take so long? - It ’s your turn to give 8-ll

account of yourself, sir.”

So I told Nancy all I knew. Sitting there in my old arm-chair,

with my arms around her, it did not seem half so dreadful as when I

considered matters alone. I touched very lightly upon the incarcera-

tion of Casey and what we might expect when he was released.

“ Of course,” said Nancy, “it was too bad to leave him there, but

you had to get out and come to -me, did n’t you, dear?”

After a while the twilight stole upon us, and with the gathering

darkness I became very thoughtful.

“Nancy,” I said, at last, “ I ’m going down to telephone to Miss

Julie Schuyler that she need not send me your address. And then we

must go to the Little Church Around the Corner—you and I.”

"‘ To-morrow,” suggested Nancy. “ I ’m so tired to-night.”
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But I thought of Aunt Josephine, and of Mrs. Grundy as typified

by Mrs. Schuyler-Smythe and other irreproachable matrons.

“No, dearest,” I insisted; “not to-morrow, but to-night.”

“Men are so foolish,” said Nancy Welles.

IX.

I oor a note from Casey the next morning. It said briefly,

Come immediately and without delay upon receipt of this.

I read it twice and tore it up.

“Are you going?” asked Nancy.

We had breakfasted together, my wife and I, at the very restaurant

we had patronized for chocolate on the eventful night of our first meet

ing, and Nancy had insisted upon my tipping the waiter with reckless

prodigality, to make up for the gratuity lacking on the previous occa

sicn, she explained. When we returned to my rooms she wrote to Aunt

Josephine, requesting to be furnished with what she lucidly described

to me as her “things.” It was with the greatest pleasure I mailed

the letter, since it would prove to that austere matron that I was not

“out of the question ” after all. Then the postman had come, bringing

Cssey’s note.

“ Are you going?” repeated Nancy.

Before I had time to answer, there was a knock at the door and a

diminutive boy thrust a telegram into my hands. I tore off the yellow

envelope impatiently; with a premonition of something important 0r

ullpleasant. It read simply,

Come immediately to Fremont House, Boston, or telegraph me

live hundred dollars without delay. ,

R, Fnaoonsson.

I handed the telegram to Nancy and hastened to open the 1loo1’

in response to another knock. This time it was a messenger boy, and

he thrust a white envelope into my unwilling hands, requested a receipt"

and departed. Its contents were merely,

Come to me immediately and without delay upon receipt 0‘

this. I must see you at once. Importa11t.

JULIE Scnmna.

I passed this also over to Nancy, and waited for comment._ She

picked up the telegram and considered it, her white brow wrmkled

anxiously.

“If Iou go,” she said, “I shall never see you again- Send the

money.” -

“ Dearest,” I said apologetieally, “ I have n’t got it”.

“Oh,” said Nancy, “but that does n’t matter. I have.”
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I took her hand in mine and looked at the new plain gold ring that

glistened on her finger. I felt that right now I must explain to my

wife that Mrs. William Leigh must look with more respect at five hun

dred dollars than Nancy Welles had done. It was evident she did not

realize that her base of supplies was cut off, and I hated to tell her.

“Don’t you understand, Nancy,” I began, “that your father may

not forgive you for running away with me? At any rate, he won’t for

a long time. And so, dear, you must be content with what I can give

you. I ’m sorry it is so little—but we have each other.”

“You mean,” said Nancy, “that Daddy would disinherit me be

cause I married you? ” -

“ He might. Your Aunt Josephine, you know.”

“ Bosh!” interrupted Nancy. “ Aunt Josephine, indeed! Why,

Daddy could n’t stay angry with me—he just could n’t. I give him two

weeks, and not a minute more.”

I was silent. Try as I might, I could not bring myself to disillu

sion her. Nancy too became suddenly serious.

“Billy,” she said, “ you don’t understand about Daddy and me

I ’m all he has and he loves me.”

Very simply she spoke, and at that minute I felt a sympathy for my

father-in-law, for I too loved Nancy.

“ And don’t you know, you dear old silly,” she continued, “that I

have my own income from my mother? It is—oh, quite a lot—I don’t

know how much; but I ’m twenty-one now, and it is mine to do with a8

I will. So there is nothing to worry about after all.”

“ Nancy,” I said, and spoke truly, “ while for your sake I am glad——

for myself, I am sorry. It was you I wanted, not your money. And

I expect to work for my wife.”

“ Don’t talk any more about it,” she returned. “ We have other

and more important things to discuss. First, there ’s Mr. Casey. Shall

you go to him?”

“ Liberty is sweet,” I said, with meaning.

“ Then I will go.”

It was useless to argue the point. Nancy had but one reply, and it

was an undeniable fact.

“ If you go, they might keep you. They don’t want me.”

I picked up the telegram and pondered over it.

“ I wonder what Randy is doing in Boston,” I speculated, “ and why

he wants five hundred dollars. I don’t like the look of it.”

“ Five hundred dollars, by all means,” said Nancy, “ but not 3/01A”

I turned to the third summons.

“ Miss Julie Schuyler, alias Julia Smith———” I began.

I got no further, for there were hurried footsteps in the hall, a

hasty tap at the door, quickly followed by another, louder and more
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imperative. Before I could cross the room in response, the door opened,

and the girl whose name was on my lips entered and closed it with

purposeful manner.

“ You did not come to me,” she said, “ and so I came to you.”

“ I had not time,” I tried to justify myself; “ I only just received

your note.”

Then Nancy came forward, and I introduced the two girls, adding:

“ As you were such near neighbors, it is strange that you have not

met before.”

Miss Schuyler took Nancy’s hand and held it tentatively.

“ Shall we be friends,” she queried, “ in spite of our aunts?”

“ By all means,” agreed Nancy. “ What was the trouble anyhow?”

“My Aunt Caroline’s fox terrier,” said Julie Schuyler solemnly,

“many years ago killed your Aunt Josephine’s blue-eyed Persian cat,

which had trespassed into our back yard. Hence the feud—war to the

knife and no quarter.”

We all laughed, then Miss Schuyler turned suddenly to me.

“ I’m going to Boston,” she announced.

“ Randy? ” I hazarded.

She produced a telegram, and I read it aloud:

“ Circumstances over which I have no control detain me in Boston.

Write Fremont House.

“ RANDoLPH.”

“ I ’m not going to waste any time writing,” she remarked. “ I ’In

just going. I want you to go with me.”

Having stated her wishes, she glanced at her watch. _

“ We have plenty of time to catch the through express,” she sald-

Nancy and I looked at each other in horrified silence. Then I

mustered courage to protest. .

“ I really don’t think it necessary——” I began, but she interrupted

ruthlessly.

“ I ’ve got to go. Can’t you understand how I feel about -it? But

I’ve never been to Boston, and I ’ve never travelled alone. Either you

or Mr. Casey must go with me~I don’t care which.”

“ Casey!” I ejaculated. .
“ If you won’t go, he will. I can get him out any tune, you know-

It would delay me a few hours, that ’s all. I ’m sure Randolph would

be quite satisfied if either of his best friends came with me.’

“ It ’s simply outrageous,” I said. “I won’t 8o ‘me sheP- Take

Casey if you choose.”

Nancy said afterwards that I spoke in a villain-d

I1er, and that my whole attitude was melodramatu-3.-

perate feeling that matters were approaching a crlsis

Von. LXXXIV.—2O

o-your-worst man

As I had a des

and that soon I
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should know my fate, I suppose I looked as tragic as I felt. So we

stared at one another in eloquent silence, until finally Nancy spoke:

“ We ’ll all go to Boston.”

Two energetic girls and one disapproving man! What could he do?

In an hour we were on the train for Boston, and while the girls laughed

and chatted gaily I was filled with anxiety as to ways and means.

For while Nancy might have a comfortable balance at the bank, our

supply of ready cash was limited, and cash you must have when travel

ling. As we pulled out of New York I managed to say to Nancy,

sotto race:

“ How about Casey and his message to eome at once?”

“ Oh,” she airily replied, “ he can wait. He ’s quite safe and

harmless where he is.”

Now, I felt by no means so sure of this, for the wrath of Casey hung

over me like a cloud, and I amused myself working out different schemes

of revenge that I should practise were I in his place, until the girls

would have no more of it, and commanded a different topic of

conversation.

X.

IT was in the lobby of the Fremont House that I thought I caught

a fleeting glimpse of Randy. I was not sure, however, and by the time

I steered my way toward him he was gone. I questioned the clerk at

the desk. Yes, Mr. Ferguesson had been stopping there for a day or so,

but was out just now. Would I leave a message? No, he did n’t know

when Mr. Ferguesson would be back, nor where he went; he supposed,

however, it was the theatre, since the lady had insisted upon a carri8»ge,

as it was raining.

Lady! Ye gods and little fishes! I thought of Julie Schuyler,

with her auburn hair and imperious temperament, and felt thankful

she was safe in her room.

The clerk volunteered the information that they would probably

be home before midnight, and considered the incident closed. I wrote

a note to Randy, requesting him to let me come at once to his room and

talk things over. Then I waited with what patience I could muster,

since there did not seem to be anything else to do.

And Julie Schuyler waited also, with set face and a sparkle in her

eyes that made me thankful I was not in Ferguesson’s shoes. I had not

meant to tell her about the lady, nor indeed had I done so. I had

whispered it to Nancy, however, and she with a burst of virtuous indig-

nation had thought best to, as she said, “ undeceive the poor dear,” and

suggest immediate return to New York. But Miss Schuyler cleclinefil

to return. She would wait, she said, and see Randolph. So we all

waited, and the moments passed leaden-footed perhaps to her, but with
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surprising swiftness to me, for I was busy revolving plans for the

assistance of Ferguesson. We always helped each other out of trouble,

and though no doubt he was much in fault I could not resist a feeling

of sympathy for him and a desire to do what I could to smooth matters

over, as I should have wished him to do for me had the cases been

reversed. Moreover, I had a great curiosity to see the lady. So we

all sat in the lobby, and I pretended to read the papers, while the girls

talked in whispers, which I judged were in the main uncomplimentary

to my sex in general and to Ferguesson in particular.

All at once I heard a sharp exclamation. Julie Schuyler had risen

and was staring at the door leading into the street as though she had

seen a ghost.

“ Mr. Starr! ” she exclaimed. “ I saw him quite distinctly.”

Nor would anything convince her to the contrary.

“ He was in evening dress,” she said, “and carried his overcoat

on his arm. He came in from the street and looked all around. I

think he saw and recognized you, Mr. Leigh, for he went out in a great

hurry. No, I am not mistaken. It was Mr. Starr, and he had a white

carnation in his buttonhole.”

This white carnation was as much a part of Starr’s evening toilet

as the coat itself, and was to me a convincing proof of his identity. I

- again sought the desk and questioned the clerk. That young man had

apparently begun to look suspiciously upon me, for his answers were

brief and rather snappy. No, there was no one stopping in the house

by the name of Starr. No, of course he had not noticed the gentleman

come in. Many people came and went, and it was not his business to

spy upon them. Boston was quite a city, and there were a number of

people in it he had not the pleasure of knowing, "-ls0 some he did not

care to know. I registered a mental resolve to complain to the manage

ment of the Fremont House about the manners of the clerk, and was

ready to admit myself baffled again, when I noticed Julie Schuyler

close behind me, apparently engaged in selecting a picture post-card

from some displayed for sale. ,

“Don’t look,” she whispered; “ don’t even turn your head. He s

still there—just outside. And he ’s watching you through the crack

of the door whenever it opens.”

“Are you sure?”

“ Quite sure. on, Mr. Leigh, awe let him get away- Reeembeg

Aunt Harriet. I don’t believe be murdered her, but where H she-

Remember Mr. Casey, in prison for something -he did n’t $1o at 81l.

Why don’t you have Mr. Starr arrested and force him i1o-exl3’lmn?_ You

cim do it, for of course he is being looked for in every c_lty- ‘

I would not with my own hand set in motion machmery to sallzturg

and perhaps crush my friend, and I- said so. Then the glrl wit 1'“
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hair and corresponding temperament showed me that she knew she had

the whip-hand and meant to keep it.

“Don’t forget,” she said very pointedly, “that your own liberty

is entirely in my hands. I should hate to interfere with your honey

moon, of course, but there are times when one must do one’s duty, how

ever unpleasant it may be. I have never felt exactly comfortable about

Mr. Casey anyhow. I am quite sure he is perfectly innocent, but I

cannot help having doubts about you, and who knows when my eon

scienee may get the better of my naturally kind heart? Now will you

notify the police about Mr. Starr? ”

At that moment I disliked Julie Schuyler intensely. She had in

terfered with my every plan since she first cast herself into my arms in

the cab and buried her head on my shoulder, and I vindictively hoped

Ferguesson might get off entirely free, and that the lady was young

and pretty.

“ Well?” said Miss Schuyler.

I glanced over my shoulder toward Nancy. She was looking at me

with the light in her eyes that was so dear to me, and I could not bring

myself to darken it.

“ Oh, very well,” I answered; “ as you will. I should like nothing

better than to find Starr and get to the bottom of this muddle.”

I got my hat and coat, then turned defiantly to the girl.

“Will you come with me?” I inquired.

Julie Schuyler hesitated. She was plainly divided in her mind

between suspicion of me, and fear of missing the return of Randy and

his friend. In the end love, or perhaps jealousy, triumphed.

“ I will wait here,” she said, “ with Nancy.”

The latter clause showed me that Nancy was to be retained as a

hostage to insure my safe return, and I felt a grudging admiration for

her generalship.

Once safely outside the hotel, I paused to consider. Not for a

moment did I intend to inform about Starr, yet I was quite as anxious

as any one to discover his whereabouts. A motor stood at the curb,

and inside I caught a glimpse of a large hat with a white feather. A

man stood with his back toward me, talking to the chauffeur, his hand

upon the door of the machine. As he turned his profile toward me

I started, incredulous, for it was Starr himself.

I shouted his name, and hurried forward, but with one hasty glance

in my direction he sprang into the motor, and it glided swiftly away’‘

I looked about for means of pursuit, and discovered a taxicab about

to depart, having deposited fresh arriW1ls.

“ Follow the motor,” I called, and jumped inside.

_ It was an exciting chase that ensued, dodging street-cars and swing-

mg round corners, but always keeping within half a block of the big red
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car ahead—the car that contained Starr and the hat with a white

feather. - _

Suddenly we stopped.

“ Trouble ahead,” announced my chauffeur.

And trouble there was, sure enough.- An old gentleman, stout and

apoplectie, was shaking his stick and gesticulating wildly. A police

man was busy taking names and addresses, while a hansom minus a

wheel told its own story.

“The fat old party,” commented my chauffeur, “was in the han

som. His hat got smashed, but he ’s lucky it was n’t his head.”

I got out and tried to force my way through the crowd toward the

red car. Now was my opportunity to force Starr to explain.

“ Fare!” called my driver, evidently fearing to lose sight of me.

I tossed him a bill, whether more or less than the allotted toll I did

not stop to inquire, and plunged ahead desperately, for the red car now

showed symptoms of motion. As my hand touched the door the wheels

began to turn, and as I wrenched it open and sprang inside the machine

was running swiftly and easily. Nevertheless, I landed on my knees,

with hardly enough presence of mind remaining to close the door

after me.

I expected to hear exclamations, and perhaps a stifled scream from

the white feather. Judge, then, of my surprise when, the silence re

maining unbroken, I scrambled to my feet and found myself alone in

the tonneau.

Where I was going I did not, of course, know, and my first incli

nation was to call to the chauffeur to stop and let me out. Second

thoughts, however, convinced me that this would he an unwise proceed

in}! for many reasons, so I made myself comfortable and tried to plan

a plausible excuse in case I was discovered when the car stopped.

Something white on the leather seat caught my eye, and I lifted

it curiously. It proved to be a handkerchief, fine of texture, ‘"l5

delicatel! scented. One comer was knotted and seemed to contain

something hard. I untied the knot, and the light of an arc lamp in

the street showed me that I held in my hand a plain gold ring, new

snd shining, and much like the circlet I had so proudly placed on

Nancfs finger the previous night.

But with a difference. The ring I held was bent and almost shape-

lessi "8 thonilh crushed intentionally rather than the result of accident.

Iexamined the handkerchief, but itflhad no mark except the letter “ M ’

embroidered in the corner.

_When I had seen this much the motor stopped. There was a

deliberation about this pause that seemed to indicate we had reached

our destination, and it appeared to me advisable to make, a silent and
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speedy exit, as explanations were inevitable. if I should be discovered,

and discovery was more than probable under any circumstances.

The chauffeur, however, did not even turn his head as I alighted,

and had apparently received full instructions beforehand as to what

was expected of him, for he simply went away without looking to the

right or the left, or being any the wiser regarding his change of

passengers.

I looked about and tried to get my bearings. It was surprising to

discover that I had been deposited at a railway station, and I will

confess that I felt a decided inclination to board the first train for

New York; but the thought of Nancy restrained me. I went, how

ever, into the general waiting-room and sat down to collect my thoughts

and decide what next.

The usual throng of travellers streamed through the station and I

watched them idly, wishing in a vague kind of way that Nancy and I

were among them, starting on a perfectly orthodox honeymoon, with no

complications to annoy us, and no one to be interested in our move

ments except ourselves. Was it possible, I wondered, that only three

days had elapsed since I went out into the night to meet Nancy

on the street corner? I felt that in that space of time I had lived

tremendously, and I also felt that perhaps elopements were unwise

when a little patient waiting might have straightened things out for us

matrimonially after all.

But in an instant I forgot to moral1ze,—forgot everything, in fact,

save that at the other end of the room I saw a face I knew. Not Starr

indeed, of whom I was in search, but Ferguesson, whom I had thought

to be at the theatre with the unknown lady.

XI.

IT was Ferguesson—yes, even though he had a harassed look quite

unnatural to that happy-go-lucky person, and carried in his hand a

huge bandbox. It was the latter that caused me to doubt if it could

indeed be true, for Randy absolutely declined to carry anything, unless

it might be golf clubs or the most correct of suit-cases. Experience had

made me wary. I did not hasten to my friend with outstretched hand,

as I should once have done. He should have no opportunity to escape

as Starr had done, so I determined to stalk my prey and approached

cautiously from the rear. Perhaps if I returned Randy unharmed to

Julie Schuyler, that red-haired damsel would allow me to depart with

Nancy, untrammelled by her companionship.

So I drew near the unconscious Ferguesson with care, and when I

was within a stone’s throw paused for another look. Randy seemed to

have shrunken surprisingly; his coat humped up in the middle of his
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back and he had a most unfamiliar narrow look across the shoulders.

Also he clutched the bandbox with almost feverish care, guarding it

anxiously from any danger of crushing, and never for an instant allow

ing it to rest upon the floor. Altogether, he had the appearance of

the head of a family who is subject to his better half and sorely

afflicted by continual nagging.

Approaching quietly, still from the rear, I touched him on the

shoulder.

“ All right,” he said, without even looking round; “ I ’m still here.

I have n’t even moved.”

. “ Randy,” I said, “ what under the sun ”

If I had ever doubted Ferguesson’s affection for me, all doubts

would have vanished then and there. His face lit up surprisingly,

and he gripped my hand until the bones fairly cracked.

“ Billy,” he exclaimed, “ you are a good old sort after all.”

“ Oh, yes, very likely,” I returned. “ But what do you mean by all

this? And how are you going to explain things to Miss Julie Schuyler?

She ’s waiting at the Fremont House this minute, and——”

Randy looked hurriedly over his shoulder.

“Here,” he said, “ just hold on to this blasted box one minute, will

you? I ’ve got something to show you.”

Very foolishly I complied. Having known Randy long and inti

mately, I should have known better than to agree to anything he sug

gested. Nevertheless I took the box—in fact, he fairly forced it into

my hands and stepped back hastily. It was then, and then only, that

I realized we stood beside the elevator. I had a glimpse of Ferguso

son next the wire grating as it went down, and he seemed to be shouting

something to me and pointing toward the staircase. I thought he

meant me to join him below and started in that direction, when I felt

my shoulder gripped from the rear, and saw the fingers of a white kld

glove against the black of my coat. _

“No, you don’ ,” said a woman’s voice, metallic and convincmg.

“Trying to run away from me again, were you? oh, yes, you were,

don’t deny it—don’t dare to deny it.” - _

I did not deny anything. In fact, I did not speak at all, for it

seemed to me I was up against it again, and that this was the last. straw.

I Set-the box upon the ground, with a feeling that without it I could be

more manly and assertive.

Instantly there was a sharp exclamation.

“ Pick it up,” she commanded, “ Have n’t I told you never to drop

it for a minute? Don’t argue with me. Can’t I have you anested-

Did n’t you abduct me—an unprotected female in a cab alone and at

night? Did n’t——” ,

 

“Madam,” I interrupted, turning desperately and facmg her.
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She collapsed into the nearest seat, speechless with mingled surprise

and indignation. I saw a stout woman, past middle age, with an

astonishingly youthful bonnet (now rakishly over one eye) and a

velvet cloak badly in need of brushing. She was slowly turning purple

in the face, and I believed was getting ready to scream, which was

alarming indeed. I did not wish the attention of the police again drawn

toward me, so I sat down beside her with my best and most persuasive

manner.

“ Believe me, madam,” I said, “ it is all right. Mr. Ferguesson will

soon return, and in the meantime he has entrusted you to my care.”

“ Entrusted!” she ejaculated. “Entrusted! ” .

I set the bandbox on the seat beside me and was about to speak

when she broke in excitedly:

“ Don’t let it touch the floor. Hold it on your lap. On your lap,

I tell you!”

I began to understand why Randy wore such a worried expression,

as I obediently lifted the box and put it on my knees. It was surpris

ingly heavy, and I thought I felt something move.

“ Would you mind,” I ventured, “telling me where you and Mr

Fergucsson were going? Since I represent him, perhaps I can be of

use to you. My name is Leigh—Ferguesson and I live together in New

York.”

“Birds of a feather,” murmured she of the velvet cloak, and the

inference was not complimentary.

“I should be glad to be of use,” I continued. “ We always feel

perfectly free to ask each other to do little things. So when he found

he had to leave suddenly he asked me——”

I paused uncomfortably, for she was looking at me with distinct

unbelief in her eyes.

“ Tarred with the same stick,” she remarked.

Then she rose and shook out her skirts.

“ Come,” she remarked, “ the gates are not open yet, but we might

as well be in time.”

I rose also, bandbox in hand.

“ Where are we going?” I inquired.

“ We are going back to New York. Once I get there safely, I shall

consult the proper authorities how best to deal with this thing. It

does n’t matter to me whom I go with so long as I get there, and since

your friend brought me here without volition of my own I have felt it

but right he should pay all expenses and take me home. I have no

money, nor have I sent home for any. And I expect every comfort when

travelling that should be given a lady of my age.”

Having thus stated her wishes, she looked at the clock.

“ We have still twenty minutes before the gate opens,” she remarked.
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“ Very well,” I agreed; “ but I should like to telegraph to my wife,

who will expect me back at the hotel.”

“Poor deluded young woman,” said my companion. “Telegraph

by all means, but I shall go with you.”

“Would you mind telling me your name?” I hazarded. “Since

we are to travel together, perhaps it would be more satisfactory.”

“I am Miss Schuyler,” she replied. “ Miss Harriet Schuyler.”

I dropped the bandbox and stared incredulous.

“Miss Harriet Schuyler?” I ejaculated. “ Aunt Harriet?”

“ I don’t know why you should call me ‘ Aunt,’ young man,”

she returned, “ but I am Miss Harriet Schuyler. Pick up my box.”

Instead, I grasped her hands and squeezed them fervently. Never

in my life had I been so glad to see any one, and I said so.

“Tell me about it,” I begged. “ Tell me all about it.”

Aunt Harriet’s story was briefly thus:

She had gone that stormy night to see her nephew, because she

wanted to surprise him. I was quite familiar with all details of the

expedition up to the time she disappeared into Starr’s room, but from

that point I listened with breathless attention.

“ And when I went into that room,” she solemnly stated, “ I found

it was not Bertie at all, but-a vile impostor who had wormed his way

into the affections of the family by false pretenses. I told him what

I thought of him, and what I proposed to do about it.”

I gathered that the interview had been unpleasant for Starr, but

was careful to express no sympathy for him. Nor, indeed, did I feel

any. We had all suffered from his escapade, and just retribution was

but his due. Aunt Harriet said Starr had blustered at first and tried

to insist that he was the missing Bertie, but she “soon brought him

to his senses.” He then became very meek and humble, and proposed

that he should go home with her and confess to Mrs. Schuyler-Smythe

what he had done. Had she but known that when Starr is apparently

most amenable to reason he is always to be distrusted, perhaps she

would not have followed him so confidingly downstairs.

“He brought up his friend, Mr. Ferguesson,” she said, “and they

both seemed to be such polite young fellows that I felt downright sorry

I must expose him to Mildred, but of course I could not let her marry

8-Il impostor.”

“ Of course not,” I conceded. . .

“ We got in a cab,” she continued; “Mr. Ferguesson came ms1de

with me, and Mr. Starr went on the box. After a while we stopped and

I saw we were on the dock. They told me there was congestlon of

trafilc owing to a fire, and it would be better for us to go round by ferry

The next thing I knew, we were off. I sat and waited for aiwhlle, but

nobody came near me. We seemed to be a long time getting round,
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but I had heard ferries were slow boats, although I did not know very

much about them. It seemed to me ages passed, then Mr. Ferguesson

came in, looking perfectly distracted and using language that was a

disgrace. He said we were aboard the steamer bound for Bostori.”

Aunt Harriet here swallowed several times audibly.- It seemed as

though her feelings were getting the better of her. Indeed, she was

so absorbed in her recital that she did not notice the New York train

was called, and I did not bring it to her attention.

“ We had a most unpleasant trip,” she resumed, “ for I was very ill,

and your friend was entirely without sympathy. Strange to say, there

was a good stateroom reserved for me, but Mr. Ferguesson had to get

what sleep he could in the cabin. We arrived in Boston and went to

the Fremont House. I had no money, my black bag having been stolen,

and he said he had but very little. I did not believe him, of course.

and insisted upon the best hotel. I demanded that he should take

me back to New York, and threatened to call in the police. In short,

I have made it as disagreeable for him as I possibly could.”

I remembered Randy’s harassed expression, and thought it probable

that the trip had been anything but agreeable for him.

“ And this?” I inquired, lifting the bandbox.

" Oh, that ’s Adolphus, my Manx cat.- I had him under my cloak,

you know. He always goes everywhere with me. The stewardess on

the boat gave me the box for him. Poor dear, he does dislike to travel,

and so do I.”

Finally I prevailed upon Miss Schuyler to return to the Fremont

House, and on the way back I told her my own story. Also Randy’s—

or as_much of it as I could imagine. I also prepared her mind to

meet Julie Schuyler, and thought it probable that the meeting might

be somewhat like Greek encountering Greek. To my surprise, Aunt

Harriet simply chuckled when I reached the point in my story where

her niece had forced us to come to Boston.

“Going to look up her lover, was she?” she said. “Red-haired

little minx—a chip of the old block, Mr. Leigh, and bound to gain her

own ends by some means or other.”

They were all gathered in the lobby when we reached the house—

Nancy, Julie Schuyler, and Ferguesson, plainly expecting us. Randy

rushed forward and relieved me of the bandbox.

“Allow me,” he cried. “I feel lots more at home with it than

without it.” -

“Julie Schuyler,” remarked Aunt Harriet, “come right upstairs

and tell me all about it.”

Ferguesson told us his story as soon as they disappeared. He said

Starr had insisted upon getting into the cab which he (Randy) had

brought Nancy back in, and which was to convey his lady Mid himself
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to church. Neither Starr nor Ferguesson would give up the cab, and

finally they agreed to take Aunt Harriet in also, and decide what to do

with her en route.

“ You see,” remarked Randy, “I felt sorry for Starr. He and

Mildred were going to -be married that night also, and here was Aunt

Harriet butting in and spoiling everything. Starr had engaged passage

for Boston, and we thought it would be a master stroke of genius to

put the old lady aboard in his place and simply ship her off. She

could n’t get back under three days, and by that time everything

would be all right. Of course it was not usual for the steamer to sail

in the evening, but for some reason or other it went at that time and

everything seemed propitious.”

“Yes,” said Nancy; “ but why did you go with her?”

Ferguesson said he had not had the least idea of going, but that

Starr_ requested him to explain that the stateroom reserved for Mr.

and Mrs. Starr would be transferred to Miss Schuyler, for they wished

things to be as comfortable as possible. While he was arranging it

Starr quietly got off and the steamer started. The rest we knew.

“ We arranged to leaveBoston last night,” he concluded, “ but I

had n’t mentioned it to the clerk, because I had not very much money

with me and he had already refused my check. I was going to send it

when I got home. That was why I wanted five hundred dollars, be

cause Aunt Harriet was a very expensive companion, and I never knew

what was going to turn up.”

He sat silent for a time, apparently lost in retrospection.

“I’ve had a parrot-and-monkey time,” remarked Randy briefly.

“ That blanked cat ! ”

XII.

We all went home the next morning, and Randy and I took tnflls

in carrying the bandbox.- Aunt Harriet had subsided into a rather

genial old lady, with a keen appreciation of a joke. Although she

insisted she had many things to settle with Starr, we felt that she

might in time be propitiated, and all united in making much of her.

It was agreed that we should go to our old rooms and there procure

3 minister, in order that Randy might be married without further

elay.

“ Fol3” said Aunt Harriet, with a twinkle in her eye, “he ought

t“ have some reward. I made his life pretty miserable, I can tell you.

At a public telephone booth in Jersey City Station Aunt Harnet

paused.

“I might just as well telephone to police headquarters. thalf Pm

all right,” she remarked. “What idiots you were to 1magmei I
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could n’t take care of myself anyhow! I suppose that unfortunate Mr.

Casey will be glad to get out and tell you all his opinion of you.”

We laughed rather faintly. I, for one, had no curiosity to hear

Casey’s opinion, although I did not doubt he would be glad to express it.

We went gaily enough up the long flights of stairs, but at the top

Nancy paused, her hand on the door of our living-room.

“I hear voices,” she said.

We all listened,—Aunt Harriet most intently.

“ Yes, and I know them, too,” she said grimly, and, flinging open

the door, marched in, while we trailed along after her in single file.

somewhat suggesting the tail to a comet.

I don’t really think I was surprised when Starr rose and greeted me.

My capacity for surprises had been taxed to the utmost, so I merely

looked inquiringly at a hat with a long white feather that lay on the

table.

“Oh, yes,” said Starr; “that belongs to Mrs. Starr. I’ll present

you. Mildred! ”

But Mildred did not answer, for she was being pressed to Aunt

Harriet’s velvet bosom and speech was impossible. I looked again at

Starr and was surprised to see that he was in evening dress, slightly

the worse for wear and with a wilted carnation in his buttonhole. I

determined that explanations were in order.

“ Starr,” I said severely, “last night you were in Boston.”

“ So were you,” he retorted. Starr was seldom at a loss for an

appropriate answer, but I did not think this remark worth noticing

Mildred here broke into the conversation, her arms around Aunt Har

riet and their cheeks pressed together.

“Oh dear!” she said, “can you ever forgive us? We had to do

it, Aunty, indeed we did, for Stanford and I just could n’t wait any

longer to be married, and you would have interfered. He told me all

about it, and I knew he was n’t the Bertie Starr you thought him. 5o

I did n’t marry any impostor after all. And, dearest Aunty, we went

to Boston right away by train to meet you; we were at the dock in a

hack when the boat came in, but Stanford said Mr. Ferguesson was tak

ing such good care of you that we were not needed. Thank you 8o

much, Mr. Ferguesson, for all your trouble.”

She smiled graciously, and Randy smiled also; he never could resist

the hlandishments of a pretty woman, and Mildred was ce1tainly Very

lovely as she tried to explain the outrageous performance of her newly

acquired husband.

“ l ’m so sorry about everything,” she continued, including us all

in her apologetic glance. “You see, we were so happy together, we

never thought about anybody else. And of course we did n’t read the

newspapers on our honeymoon—who does? At the hotel we rel?‘-atered
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as Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Smith, for Stanford said he thought it would

be sweet to be lost to the world for just a few days, and I thought so

too. But we never for a minute forgot you, dear Aunt Harriet, did we,

Stanford?”

“ Not for an instant,” he corroborated solemnly.

“ And last night, Aunty, for the first time, Stanford read a news

paper and he saw there was a warrant out for his arrest for killing you

just think how horrid! So we consulted about it and I said we ought

to go right away to the Fremont House and get you in the flesh. We

_ went there instead of going to the theatre as we had expected, and

Stanford got out and looked through the crack of the door, watching

foryou and Mr. Ferguesson.”

“ I saw him,” remarked Julie Schuyler, “ and oh! how I wanted to

get hold of him!”

“We had hired a red touring-car for a week,” resumed Mildred,

“and I sat in it and waited while he watched. Suddenly he rushed

out and said he was being followed.”

“ It was you, Billy,” interpolated Starr, “and there was blood in

your eye. I did n’t trust you. So I shouted to the chauffeur to take

lls to the station and leave us there, but we got caught in that crush.

I jumped out and Mildred came too, and we went the rest of the way

on foot. Just as we got to the station the New York train was called

and we decided to come home. That ’s all.”

“Not quite all,” said Mildred. “A dreadful thing happened to

me. I lost my wedding ring.”

“I’ll get you another,” promised Starr. But his bride shook her

head sadly.

“ It won’t be the same at all. No other could ever take its place.

You see,” she explained, turning to Nancy for sympathy, “it was too

large and I dropped it. Stanford stepped on it and mashed it out of

shape, so we tied it in the corner of my handkerchief until we could go

to a jeweller and get it straightened out. Now I ’ve l0s1: handkerchief

and all. I ’m sure it ’s a bad omen, and I ’m very unhappy about it.”

I fumbled in my pocket and produced the handkerchief I had found

in the motor the previous night, with its little crushed ring in the

corner.

“ Cheer up,” I said; “ you won’t be troubled by any omens at all,”

and handed it to her with a flourish.

While we were all talking at once, each going over different ex-

periences and much inclined to view everything in the light of a huge

loke, now it was safely over, a shadow darkened the doorway, “Pd

Nanci’ looked up. She gave a little shriek and stopped abruptly, whlle

Julie Schuyler laughed outright. _ _ _

It was Casey in the door-—Casey, grim and f0rblddl.ng of aspect’ hls
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hair even more rampant than usual, and bearing in his hands the black

bag Aunt Harriet had left in her cab, and which had been the root of

all evil as far as I was concerned.

“ I ’m afraid I intrude,” said Casey, with austere sarcasm.

He got no further, for as though moved by a simultaneous impulse

Starr and Ferguesson rushed to him and seized his hands.

“ You ’ll make your home with us, old fellow,” cried Starr; “we

have it all settled.”

Randy moved Casey’s unresponsive left arm up and down as though

vigorously pumping.

“ No, indeed,” he said; “ old Casey belongs to us—eh, Julie?”

I woke to the plan of campaign and approved it.

“Where do we come in?” I interrupted, taking possession of his

thumb, which was the only spot available just then. “One of the

first things we decided was that Casey belonged to us.”

“It ’s all very well——” began Casey, unappeased, but got no

further, for the girls pushed us one side and bore him resisting but

helpless to the couch. They relieved him of his hat and coat (or rather

my hat and coat that I had bequeathed him), and whenever he tried

to speak they all laughed and talked together; They fluttered round

him like so many gaily plumaged birds, and after a struggle to main

tain his dignity Casey capitulated and laughed.

“ Tell me all about it,” he said.

We told him in sections, sometimes all talking at once, and some

times allowing Aunt Harriet or Ferguesson to have the fioor undis

turbed, for it was generally conceded that their experience had been

the most interesting.

“And to-night,” said Ferguesson, “we are going to have a real

wedding here, Casey, and you shall be best man.”

Casey rose and brought out a dusty bottle or so from his pantry

under the table.

“Randy,” he said, “ go out and get some lemons. I’ll make the

punch.”

Mildred returned the black bag to Aunt Harriet, and the girls pro

fessed mueh curiosity to see inside.

“ For,” said Julie Schuyler, “because of that bag, Aunty, I spent

a night in the police station. What in the world did you carry in it

beside money?” .

Aunt Harriet drew forth a package and opened it. Some wilted

green sprigs fell to the floor, and she regarded them ruefully.

“ It was catnip for Adolphus,” she said, “but he never even got a

smell of it, poor dear, and now it ’s withered up to nothing.”

Well, we had what Nancy called a real proper wedding, and Casey
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was best man and made the punch. Everybody kissed the bride, and

when it came to my turn she laughed a little shyly. -

“I was a horrid little cat to you,” she said. “ Please forget it.”

“Very well, Julia Smith,” I returned, “provided you never allow

your husband to write verses.”

We sent for Mrs. Stubbs, and when she appeared in our midst we

cheered her and drank her health, which embarrassed her so much she

forgot to ask inconvenient questions. No one was more merry or more

thoroughly enjoyed herself than Aunt Harriet.

“I never heard of such a thing,” she kept repeating. “Find a

wife for Mr. Casey indeed, and just look here at the six of you! ”

Mildred approached her and I heard an anxious whisper.

“Never you mind, dear,” was the answer; “I’ll attend to your

mother. Welcome at home again? Well, I should think so—you and

Julie too. Don’t you worry.”

We did n’t any of us worry over anything, and Randy apologized

very handsomely for borrowing my ring. He would return it next day,

he said, and actually did so.

Then Casey made a speech. He said that as a matter of fact we

all owed our present state of bliss to- him alone, for if he had not

decided to get married we should have remained unhappy bachelors.

He ventured the suggestion that when next we prepared to slope it would

be advisable to confide in one another, but of course we must do as

we thought best about such matters. He had not presumed to inquire

what our plans for the future were, nor had we mentioned them. He

much appreciated our keen desire to have him form part of our house

holds, but as said households seemed to him rather sketchy and unsub

stantial he believed he would continue to patronize Mrs. Stubbs’s lop

floor, where, he begged to assure us, we should always be welcome. And

now, as we were all otherwise engaged, he wanted to say that it would

give him great pleasure to return Miss Harriet Schuyler to her slster’s

house, and hoped he would be allowed to carry the bandbox and thus

make the acquaintance of Adolphus. He declined, however, to enter a

cab.

Nancy and I went down to the hall door with them and watched

Casey and Aunt Harriet disappear around the corner. Her little hands

were clasped around my arm, and we lingered there alone a few moments

before rejoining the merry party upstairs. _

“Is n’t it wonderful?” she said softly. “Just think, Billy, you

and I are married. I have n’t had time to realize it before.” _

“ All the time for years to come just to be happy in,” I said, but

Nancy shook her head. _

“ No, dear,” she said, “ there will be clouds as well as sunshine

if we find the silver lining we shan’t mind, shall we? ”

But
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“ We ’ll always remember it is there, Nancy.”

We stood silently a moment, then Nancy spoke very gently.

“ To-morrow we will go to Philadelphia and see Daddy. I ’ve tele

graphed, for I know he wants me. He ’ll like to have us live with him.”

“Dear,” I said, “we’ll go and see him by all means, but we ’ll

come back here where my work is. I want my wife all to myself,

Nancy."

“ Men are so foolish,” said Nancy Leigh.

3

WHEN TC) TELL THE PARENTS

By T/wma: L. Manon

tentous importance. We may not shirk it. It lies at the

basis of all home life.

Many children, under a mistaken sense of their own obligations,

go on year after year, keeping from their parents certain facts which

if the parents were frankly told would save them from incalculable

consequences.

Parents are already suffering immeasurably from this ignorance.

They go on heedlessly, without regard for the fatal consequences, until

some day they wake up to find that it is too late.

Children should be made aware of this. They should draw their

Q GREAT question confronts us; a question solemn with p0I

parents frankly to their side, and tell them all.

Children, do not hesitate! Remember that it is your sacred duty,

a duty which you may not hope to evade. More parents suffer from

this criminal hesitancy on the part of children than from any other

cause. They go on year after year assuming that the children are in

ignorance, until some day they are undeceived.

We urge all modern children, therefore, not to wait. Just as soon

as you can get your parents alone, tell them the old. old story. Tell them

that although you are somewhat younger than they are, you already

know it all. Tell them not to make any attempt to make things pl8in

to you, as the first thing you did when you were old enough to talk,

was to find out all about it for yourself.

It will be a great shock to them at first of course, to discover that

you know so much. But they will get over it. And when they want to

learn anything really new, you will discover that they will get into

the habit of coming to you for it.



A PATCHWORK QUILT

OF HUMANITY

By Dqy A//en WY//ey

i

ARIEGATED as a patchwork quilt is the humanity of the

V State which has added the latest star to the flag. It is a

patchwork which could be put together only in such a country

as ours, with its jumble of white nationalities; but with the white

are associated the black and red, while the tints where white and red

and black and red have blended are to be seen on the streets and along

the rural ways of Oklahoma. When its representatives in Congress took

their seats in the big building on Capitol Hill, among them were

“boomers,” “sooners,” and their descendants. The squaw man has

had “Hon.” prefixed to his name, and his wife and daughters indeed

give local color to those pan-American social events, the White House

receptions.

The rest of the world knows more about Oklahoma’s past than its

present, because we have read of it in the days when the town marshal

sometimes kept the peace by dropping a man at each shot; the days

when they started a town on the prairie and finished it between break

fast and supper, even to the smith-shop, school, and faro-bank. But

the world changes rapidly out here--—possibly faster than anywhere

else, even in this high pressure country of ours. Oklahoma has taken

on a new life. Even five years ago the territory after which it is named

was far more of a waste place—a happy hunting ground—than to-day.

3

It is not strange that Oklahoma has grown with a rush, for so it

was created. Scattered here and there on its farms, behind the colmtilrs

of its stores, in the ofiices of its banks, is many a man whose eyes,gImt

a8 he tells of that April day in 1889 when the prize was to the swlfte.st’

the day when fifty thousand human beings were massed on the frontier

awaiting the gunshot which was to start them like so many hounds In

their race for the land. Some had put their last dollar into the fleetwt

horse they could buy, well knowing the value of getting there first

Bnt there were the hack, the pony, even the humble mule, each with its

Von. LXXXIV.-—2l 82l
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eager rider. Boomers who had been living in their canvas wagons for

months on the edge of the promised land grasped the reins, ready at

the signal to bring into it their entire outfit, from the teakettle to the

last baby. And down in the “draws” and gulches, concealed amid

the timber, were hundreds of others who had stolen over the border

by night and had skulked under cover like animals in their efforts to

elude the vigilant soldiery.

Before the smoke of the gunshot cleared away, the leaders in the

“ Oklahoma Run,” as it is known to this day, had disappeared from

sight. Straggling out over mile after mile of prairie and valley, the

multitude of home-seekers followed, gradually spreading over more and

more area as each individual or family sought some particular goal.

They knew the choicer sites, where pure water was abundant, the soil

more fertile, and the woodland afforded shade and fuel. As fast as

the lucky adventurer reached one of these spots, quickly did he drive a

stake into the earth and nail his claim board, if he did not plant a

flag or pitch a tent. Often that day and the next and the next was

heard the crack of the rifle. Many a rider about to claim his prize

fell in his tracks, and the man with the gun stepped in. All this was

nearly twenty years ago, yet to-day there are families living within a

stone’s throw of each other who neither speak nor look as they meet.

They have land feuds in Oklahoma dating back to the Run of ’89, when

two claim boards were put up on the same home-site, and the holders

built their houses side by side, each refusing to give down.

3

As this human tidal wave swept over plain and hill and through

valley, eddies from it gathered at two points. Before sundown of

the first day they had been dubbed cities, and with good reason. Each

had its hundreds of tents. The sounds of the saw and hammer were

heard where the wooden shacks were rising from the ground. Thus in

the same day were born Guthrie and Oklahoma City, now two of the

largest communities in the new State. This is not all the story of the Run

by any means, but enough for a conception of the pioneers who carried

their rough and ready civilization into Oklahoma. Among the fifty

thousand was plenty of human flotsam and jetsam which had drifted

eastward as well as westward—men with a price on their heads,

gamblers, luckless prospectors, outlaws. It was well that the town

marshals shot first and talked afterwards. But along came farmers

from as far east as Illinois. Kansas, then in the throes of crop failure,

was deserted by thousands of its settlers, who turned their faces to the

south. Since then the movement of home-seekers has been from 5o

many parts of the West and South that Oklahoma is to-day the home

__-I
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of men and women who have come here from twenty other States

and Territories in the hope of winning fortune’s smile.

When the Oklahomans asked to beycounted as citizens of a State,

and it was suggested that they “double up” with their neighbor,

protests poured into Washington from every part of the Territory.

Vigorous were the speeches of their representatives. The rest of the

country was surprised. Why this feeling against the people to the

eastward? Senators and Congressmen heard some stories in explana

tion that resembled chapters in a yellow-backed novel. In the earlier

days the Indian Territory had been a refuge for the thief, murderer.

and stage robber. Criminals hunted by the Oklahoma marshals invari

ably headed for it. If they crossed the Canadian river they usually

found a safe asylum either alone in the wilderness or with other

outlaws from justice. But the territory to-day belies the reputation

it was so unfortunate as to get from being situated where it became

a human dumping-ground. It contains a civilization which has no

parallel elsewhere.

3

When the Five Nations were persuaded to cross the Mississippi, the

“Great Father” at Washington signed a paper by which this region

wa8 given them as long as “grass grows and water runs” upon its

surface. It was theirs for all time, said the white people. So the

Cherokees, Creeks, Chickasaws, Choctaws, Seminoles, and the remnants

of a few other tribes entered its borders. Here they lived the old life.

Bufialo and other game were plentiful. There were fish in the streams

While the men hunted, fished, and idled the rest of the time, the squaws

p18-nted a little corn and did the usual drudgery of the Indian woman

Game became scarce, but the lands remained untilled, and the coal lay

in the hills awaiting the miner’s pick. The food supply grew scantier,

but still the only harvest was from the little corn patches. Then the

Indians realized that there was no law which prevented the white man

from doing their work. He had already cast longing eyes on the fertile

plain and valley and knew the riches hidden in the hill-side. The

tribal councils removed the barriers, and he came in first by the

hundreds, then by the thousands. All had to have some pretext to

remain, so they bought permits to trade in the Indian towns and to

peddle clothing and trinkets about the country. As these llc91ls65

meant so much money to the Indians, the councils issued them for all

sorts of purposes, provided the applicant paid enough The best lands

ln the territory were soon dotted with the dugout and sod house of.the

white tenant, later to be replaced with modern dwellings- He “used

mm, wheat, oats, cotton. Fat cattle grazed in his pasture5- At the

end of the year he paid his red landlord money or in shares of the
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harvest, taking care to keep a generous portion for himself. The

expert had discovered the great coal-beds in the country of the Ghoctaws

and Chickasaws, and finally these were opened, the miners paying the

Indian owners so much money for every ton. The drill brought oil to

the surface, and the white man secured this also on a royalty.

The lords of the territory were content to let the white man work

on its farms, in its mines and forests, provided they had nothing to

do but take their share of his product. Absolutely in control, they

could tell him to stay or go as they pleased—but he had come to stay.

Many of the tenant farmers were young men pleasing to the eye of the

Indian women. Among the teachers in the schools provided by the

government were others, graduates of Eastern colleges and academies.

We must remember that the Five Nations include much of the Indian

aristocracy of the country, ranking with the Sioux and the Yakimas

in physique and intelligence. The tribal councils, with the exception

of the Seminoles, gave permission to blend the white and the red by

marriage. Such was the origin of the real squaw man. We are apt to

regard him as a bit of the white scum in the border town, who has

sunk too low to consort with his own color and has taken up with some

Indian or half-breed, deserting her when the fancy seizes him. True

it is that the outlaws driven across the Canadian border found negresses

among the former slaves of the Five Nations, female pariahs like them

selves, and dissolute Indian women. With these they lived, occasionally

making a foray from their haunts for the purposes of robbery, perhaps

murder. Few of them can be classed as squaw men, however, for the

reason that so few were ever married, and only by such a contract with

an Indian had they the right to this title. The two thousand squaw

men who to-day live in the part of Oklahoma formerly known as

Indian Territory are not only among its wealthy inhabitants, but are

among its best known politicians. They have really governed the

country in recent years far more than the natives themselves, and it

must be said that it owes much of its progress to their efforts.

3

They have a vocabulary of their own in Oklahoma, for enough of

the native words are heard to make it both rhythmic and musical

The name of the State falls pleasantly upon the ear. Translated into

English, it is truly appropriate, for it means “ The Beautiful L8-lld-”

Those who have taken possession of it have had the good taste to retain

many of the tribal titles, and as the tourist is whirled through the

country the sign-boards on the ornate depots catch his eye with such

words as Vinita, Tulsa, Ponca, Washita, Watonga, Toncawa, TB-h-lequah’

Nowata. Here is where Oklahoma differs from other parts of the

_-4
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West: the invasion of the white man has not destroyed the Indian

nomenclature, although he has altered the landscape from the pict

uresqueness of the wild to a panorama of agriculture.

Some of the scenes which attract the eye are peculiar to Oklahoma.

The prairie schooner creaks along pulled by its two or three horses.

No wonder they plod slowly with heads low. Their fodder comes

mostly from what they crop by the way-side during the halts, and you

can count every rib in their bodies. Inside the wagon with the gaunt,

hollow-eyed woman are a half-dozen children of all years, from the

babe in her arms to the youngster of ten or so—but every one bearing

the stamp which hunger and poverty put on little humanity especially.

The wagon may carry two or three pieces of battered furniture besides

a mattress and a few dishes—all that is left of the family belongings,

or if the “ Nester,” as they term him, has recently reached the country,

he may have another wagon behind to carry his outfit. When not on

the road, these travellers are usually huddled in some handy clump of

trees, where wood and water can be had for nothing and there is a bit

of grass for the horses. The Nester is the Wandering Jew of Okla

homa. Ever looking for a home-site, he never finds it, and after a

time the mmderluat gets such a hold on him that he could not settle

down in any spot. He lives on wheels, getting his food by begging

and stealing. Under the canvas of the wagon children are born and

here death comes. His burial place is by the way-side.

3

The “schooner” has long been given up by the true settlers.

They have no time to waste, and move their things to the new place

by the earload. Even the famous Santa Fé trail has been abandoned,

and the railroad named after it now brings the tide of civilization

into the country adjacent to it; but so rapidly has the way of steel

been laid that the whistle of the locomotive is heard in all but a few

counties in the new State, for there are six thousand miles of railway

ln its borders. But along the highway goes the big wagon heaped

with its wheat or corn, or perhaps “garden truck” to be sold in the

market town for cash. It does not come back empty. Open the lwxes

0r the covers of the bundles and you may be surprised at the luxuries

as well as the necessities they contain—not only the tea, sugar, cofEee,

and flour, but a clock for the mantel, a silk dress-pattern that mother

or “the girls” ordered from St. Louis or Kansas city, packages of

flower-seeds for the door-yard, perhaps a parlor carpet. -

If you should be in the grain-belt you realize what farmmg means

(“It here. The man from the older land, who tills his hundred acres

or to and has his corn lot of ten or twenty acres, is Vel? properly
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amazed when he sees the grain waving on a field of a thousand acres.

And when the harvest days are at hand and the huge mowers and

reapers sweep majestically over the field, cutting and gathering up

the stalks, and the busy threshers are separating the kernels with

. .their agile mechanical fingers, the farmer does not stop to bind or bale

the straw, but leaves it on the field in little mountains. Often he

does not take the stalk from the ground, but cuts off the top with his

“header,” which “slices” thirty and forty acres a day as its string

of a dozen or a score of sturdy horses pulls it through this sea of

yellow. On some of the larger ranches, as the Oklahomans prefer

to call their farms, they have put the great traction engine at work to

draw the cultivators and the harvesters. This giant with muscles of

steam and bone of steel will do as much as fifty or a hundred horses.

Like Georgia, Oklahoma is a “ Land of Cotton.” You can tell the

dividing line between the “plantation” of the Southerner who has

drifted up here in the uttermost corner of Dixie, and the “ranch”

of his neighbor from Iowa or Kansas. The man who turns his r’s

into h’s as he drawls out his words with the soft Southern accent, has

the same kind of soil seeded to cotton which the Westerner has planted

in corn. At first he did it out of sentiment. The sight of the open

bolls with their snowy fleece brought to memory a picture of his home

land. When he found that here the cotton-plant grew luxuriantly, he

raised it from motives of business as well. But our panorama is not

only of the grain-shoots and the corn-stalks and the cotton-shrub.

There are the peach-trees bending with their fruit, the big red apple,

and watermelons that would tempt the most virtuous colored deacon

to break the eighth commandment.

3

The traveller on the Pacific Coast and through the Oregon Country

expects to find the cities and towns of Oklahoma up to the times in

buildings and civic improvements. The Eastern man may be surprised

to find a porcelain tub, lace curtains, and electric bells in his room at

the hostelry, the streets paved with asphalt and brilliantly lighted, but

the larger communities have these conveniences. The trolley-oar is a

familiar sight. As it whizzes by the homes, big and little, their resem

blance to the architecture of the Middle West is striking—the peaked

roof, the broad veranda with its lattice-work half hidden by the vine and ‘

shrub, the numerous bay windows—for most of the houses are frame

and can be varied in design at small expense.

In the equipment and decoration of the home the Indian Territory

is ahead of its sister for the reason that here, despite its name, the

white man has longer resided, and his influence is noted everywhere

.4
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In Tahlequah, the old-time capital, or the newer and larger towns of

Muskogee and Ardmore, you may think yourself in Ohio, Indiana, or

Illinois. The men or women who pass along the street may have

Choctaw or Chickasaw blood in their veins, but the only sign of the

Indian is the darker tint of the features and possibly the hair. Their

dress and bearing are of civilization. Not a trace of the guttural is

heard when they speak. The “ blanket Indian ” is unknown, and each

community has its social set as sharply defined as if it were Washington

or Boston. And it needs more than money to “break into” society.

Education counts for something, but personality counts for more. On

the visiting list of the doctor’s wife will be the consorts of the profes

sional men, of course, but sometimes the list may include the wife of

the undertaker and the better half of some wealthy merchant—if she

is cultured, can talk well, and plays a good band at “ bridge.” To this

society blood is no bar except that of the negro, but as none of the

Five Nations, except the few Seminoles, have mingled with the black,

the mixed race is almost entirely of the red and white. As the chiefs

and governors of each nation have always been Indians or squaw men

and are landlords of the old territory, it is only natural that they and

their descendants should be classed amid this unique aristocracy.

3

Before the Civil War the Five Nations had a school system which

included seminaries for “finishing” girls and boys. As they inter

married with the whites, the desire of the Indian mothers to educate

their children like those of the pale-faces increased and more schools

were established, until to-day the Indian Territory itself has over si!

hundred governrnent and other institutions, including a score of

boarding-schools. Many of the prairie maidens have had the final

polish put on outside of their home-land, a polish which embraced such

accomplishments as music, drawing, and the polite languages- Out of

the hundred thousand tribesmen and their descendants in the new

State, nearly one-half have the blend of red and white in their blood

They include many a girl and young matron who is at ease whether a

guest in the drawing-room or playing the pMt of hostess, and may in

as entertaining and as cultured as the average white woman met m

the social circles of the East. Where they have gone illto the Wld’

forced to earn a livelihood, their education has enabled these blended

Americans to become teachers in the schools and semiJ1arl88.- Thlay

have their classes in vocal and instrumental nluBic‘ They design m.ll

linery, make dresses, are stenographers and bookkeeper?- 0.“ mm

just in her twenties edited a magazine for several years whlch circulated

in the West—a periodical to which literature, both poetry and prose,
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was contributed by writers of mixed blood. The Twin Territories only

suspended publication when its editor was sought in marriage. Her

father was a Swede and her mother a Cherokee.

Amid the crowd awaiting the gunshot on that day in ’89 was a

smooth-faced young fellow mounted on a horse whose clean limbs and

short ears betokened racing blood. He was a thoroughbred from the

Blue Grass country, and when the Run was on, put his rider into the

front line of the speeding fortune-hunters. Joe Miller had a goal, and

he headed straight for it, but the course was forty miles long. The

Kentucky steed brought him first to the Arkansas River valley, but

dropped dead from exhaustion. On the spot where his horse had

fallen, Miller located his claim, and as soon-as his father and brothers

joined him, land was broken. To-day around the monument placed

where the horse dropped dead is a ranch which covers nearly one hun

dred and forty square miles. Within its borders are three thriving

towns of white people. It costs a hundred thousand dollars a year

to run “ Ranch 101,” for it needs from three hundred to five hundred

hands continually, and seventy-five thousand of its acres are leased

from a thousand Indian landlords, but the chances of the harvest make

the game worth while.

The achievement of the “Miller boys” is perhaps the “biggest

thing ” in Oklahoma, but we have merely cited it to show what energy

and determination will accomplish when stimulated by necessity.

Like the majority of others who have made the new State what it is

to-day, they forced fortune’s favor by their own efforts. The soil, the

mine, the forest, will not yield their wealth without labor, and Okla

homa is not more favored in natural resources than many other sections

of the country. As we have stated, the original owners secured little

of these resources. Had the white man not put his all within its

borders, he might also have failed, but to the majority of them failure

meant ruin. Thus they were nerved to do their utmost. And so they

have created life of the sort that is real, earnest, optimistic, where the

red man has merely existed.
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T seems queer we never suspected anything. When we told Uncle

I James about it, he said that father had been working too hard at

his History of the Ptolemies, and that financial anxiety drove

plenty of men out of their heads. (He went through father’s desk

that afternoon and found the quarterly bills.)

We never missed him until an hour before the wedding. We had

been in a frantic flurry for two weeks, and then at the last minute

Fred and Mortimer (Fred was the bride) decided to go to Palm Beach

by automobile, and mother—and father—bought them a car. It was

rather a jump from the case of silver they had ordered, but mother

said it was imperative, and so father sold some stock. He was away a

good bit the week that followed. Then, one evening, he came home in

great excitement and called me into the study.

“ Tommy,” he began nervously (my name is Thomasina and Fred’s

is Fredericka, named for the grandfathers)—“ Tommy, what is this

about Carlton Bayne? ”

“Nothing new,” I replied, “if you mean his wanting to marry

me. I hope he has n’t been fussing you about it, dad.”

“ Oh, no—quite the contrary,” father protested. “ I—he is 5 man

of considerable personality, Tommy.” - _

“ Yes, and all of it unpleasant.” Father was watching me with l!l$

near-sighted eyes, and—I’m a goose about father anyhow. All at

once it occurred to me that he was in deadly earnest.

“ He is a man of affairs ” _

“Other people’s,” I assented, -still trying to be flippant- “Splt

it out, father. Do you want me to marry Carlton Balme? ” _

“Not against your will, Tommy,” he said gently. But he did, and

I knew it. Anyhow, I was tired of bills, and Carlton’s colossal concel13

was balanced by his income, and everybody knew that Dawson Hale

would never have a penny.

That was the last talk I had with father. The night of the rehearsal

we gave a dinner to the wedding party, and mother announced my
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engagement. Father went to bed about midnight, and when mother

went up at two he was still awake. She recalled afterwards that he

had said he could n’t sleep because Tommy had looked unhappy, and he

wondered if the stories about Carlton Bayne were true.

Nobody missed him the next day until an hour before the ceremony.

William, the second man, who looks after father—William said he had

laid his clothes out at nine o’clock. But he was n’t in his dressing

room, or anywhere in the house, and the clothes were untouched.

Some of the bridesmaids had already arrived, and in a half-hour we

would have to start for the church. Fred was having her veil pinned

when mother told her. Fred has all kinds of poise, and she was dic

tating thank-you-mams to the visiting social secretary up to the last

minute.

“Buried up to his nose in Egyptian literature somewhere,” she

said scornfully. “ Uncle James will do. He ’s taller anyhow. Pin the

veil a little higher on this side, please.”

So I flew downstairs and found Uncle James, and he said he was n’t

at all nervous. And then he got wobbly and had to have a glass of

sherry. Just outside the library I ran into Dawson Hale. He was

staring into the drawing-room very soberly, and he looked exceedingly

nice. There is something about Dawson’s chin that fascinates me.

Eminently bad match that it would be, I had always felt that some

day I should marry that chin. It gave me a queer start to realize

that now I never should, and that I was going to go through life in

imported gowns and special cars, with somebody else. I tried to pass

Dawson, but he saw me at once.

“Looks—bridey and nice, does n’t it?” I said valiantly, glancing

at the drawing-room, all crash and roses.

“Very,” he assented, staring at me. “I am speechless over you,

Tommy,—which is the effect all that tulle is to produce, I suppose.”

Then, suddenly: “ Where ’s your ring? You are n’t wearing it,

Tommy.”

“ I can’t, under my glove,” I explained. “ It ’s too large.”

But Dawson caught me by the arm and pushed me into the drawing

room and closed the door. “ I don’t believe you,” he said. “ If you ’ll

tell me who or what is making you do this, I ’ll—— Tommy, do you

want to marry that bounder? ”

“I don’t want to marry anybody,” I replied wearily. “But I’m

tired to death of bills, and I ’ve got to pay my milliner and my dress

maker, and Fred’s trousseau ’s been fabulous——”

“ Of course,” he muttered between his teeth. “ And so you ”

“ And so I ’m going to be exceedingly prosperous,” I said flippantly,

and stooped to tie my slipper.

“You don’t fool me, Tommy,” Dawson said gloomily. “ There ’e
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nothing the matter with your slipper. If you want a handkerchief,

here ’s mine.”

“If it gets too bad,” I said from the handkerchief, “ I can get a

divorce. It has been done.”

“ It won’t be any use trying to come it over me, then,” he retorted

savagely. “ I won’t have you.” The florist’s men came in then, and

Dawson looked at the canopy of orchids where Fred—and Mortimer,

of course—were to stand.

“ The day you stand under a roof like that, Tommy,” he threatened

in an undertone, “they can tie a bunch of them to my door-bell.

Where ’s your mother?”

By that time the bridesmaids were coming downstairs to the car

riages. Fred followed, with two maids holding up her gown, and

mother came last. She had told about father’s sprained ankle so cir

cumstantially and often that she believed it herself. Dawson waited

for her in the hall, and when he asked if father was there, she told it

all over to him. It struck me that he looked surprised.

“I’m glad it is only a sprained ankle,” he said, when she had

finished. “ I don’t mind saying I was afraid he ’d never get back at

all. Then I’m late with the note.” He was fishing in his pocket.

“ I’m awfully sorry, but the truth is, I forgot it. If there is anything

Mortimer did n’t leave for me at the last minute, I don’t know it.”

Mother had got her voice by that time. “ He has not come back,

D*“"son,” she said, in a bust of self-pity. “ I never believed that Mr.

Bradberry would treat the sacred occasion of his daughter’s marriage

with such lightness.” Just then Dawson found the note.

Mother tore it open, and for all her dignity her hands were shaking.

She glanced at it, and then she passed it to Uncle James. “ Read it,

Jlmlesr” she said, looking very queer. “ It must be because I have n’t

my glasses.”

Uncle James read it out in his solemnest manner. This was father's

note:

A cancels a and B cancels b

C cancels c and D cancels d

Marriage, love, frendship, hate.

Milly loves Billy, and Billy loves Kate.

Uncle James turned it over and looked at the back, but there was

nothing more. It was father’s writing, without a doubt, and there was

the envelope addressed to mother. And, of course, father’s name is

William, although I never heard him called Billy. But the queer part

was that mother’s name is Eliza! _

“Give it to me! ” mother demanded fiercely, and crushed It up

in her hand. “ The man ’s crazy—or”—with awful calmness—“ per

haps this is your idea of a jest, Dawson.”
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“ God forbid! ” Dawson said with fervor. “ He gave it to me two

hours ago himself. Said he forgot to leave it. I wanted him to let me

get a chauffeur, but when I had backed him off the pavement, be said

he had the hang of the thing now, and went off alone. There was an

awful crowd, of course. He had just missed a lamp-post.”

Mother went right over to him and gave him a little shake.

“Will you tell us what you are talking about?” she asked fran

tically. “ Do you mean that Mr. Bradberry, who does n’t know a steer

ing-wheel from an automobile, was driving a car—this morning?”

Dawson nodded. “ Fred’s car,” he said. “ Paper hearts, white

ribbon, old shoes, everything. Crowd after it like the tail of a comet! "

Mother groaned.

“But then—if he ’s back, with only a sprained ankle——” Dawson

went on cheerfully. But our faces told him the truth. “ Oh, I see,”

he finished awkwardly, and looked at the note in Uncle James’s hand.

Well, we got Fred and Mortimer married somehow, although Uncle

James had n’t been rehearsed and would n’t step back and nearly got

married himself. Then we all went back to the house for the wedding

breakfast. It one o’clock by that time, and not a word from father.

We had n’t dared tell Fred about the car, with her travelling trunk in

it and the ivory and gold dressing-case that Anne Cartwright sent her.

We knew it would be awful, with all her other clothes shipped to Palm

Beach.

People came and ate the wedding breakfast and looked at the

presents and sent all kinds of messages to father. That was what made

it so terrible afterwards, when the papers came out with the story

They got hold of it, you know, and there was a picture of father dash

ing along in the automobile trimmed with paper hearts, wedding favors,

and old shoes, while a dozen cupids tried to shoe him back to where

Fred and Mortimer were saying, “ Everybody works but father—and he

rides around all day.”

At two o’clock the crush was thinning out somewhat, and I was

getting up courage to tell Fred about the car and her clothes, when I

saw Dawson motioning to me from the door.

“ Where ’s Bayne?” he demanded.

“ Not here yet. I don’t think he ’s coming,” I answered. “He

sent mother a note by special messenger saying he would have to miss

the ceremony, but would be here later. Why?”

“ Because I ’m not going to butt in if he ’s around,” Dawson said

gYimly- “ If he ’s not—why, somebody ’s got to take this thing in hand.

We can’t let the dear old boy go careening around the country in 9

runaway automobile.”

“I have been thinking of that,” I said despairingly “ Suppose

he could n’t stop it, and just kept on going and going! ”
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“ Oh, he would n’t do that,” Dawson reassured me. “ He ’d be sure

to bring up against something—a post or a—a barn, you know.”

We stared at each other solemnly.

“ I’ll tell you what,” Dawson said after a minute. “ Let’s get the

detective who ’s watching the presents upstairs. Those chaps are pretty

shrewd. Got a lock of your father’s hair?”

But underneath all his levity Dawson was just as alarmed as I was.

Anybody who knew father can understand the way we felt about it:

he was so gentle and self-effacing, so anxious always to please mother,

so—well, so utterly inadequate to be the father of extravagant wretches

like Fred and myself, so hot-headed and apologetic and generally

lovable. There was a story in the family that when I was a baby I

called him Willie.

And all the time the music was going on, and people were eating

and talking, and mother had sent upstairs for a comfortable pair of

slippers, since nobody could see them anyhow. And still—no father.

So Dawson and I went up and called the detective aside. He listened

until we told him what we knew, which was little enough. Luckily we

- had the queer note he had sent to mother, and the detective read it

over, aloud. Then he turned it upside down and stared at it.

“ Looks like a cryptogi-am,” he said, squinting up one eye. “ ‘ Milly

loves Billy and Billy loves Kate.’ May I ask—is the gentleman’s name

William?”
“ Yes,” I said shortly. It was easy to see what was in his mind.

“And we don’t know—anybody named Milly or Kate——” And then

I stopped, for of course there was a Kate—father’s second cousin, who

was father’s first love, and was a widow now and did n’t like mother.

But of course that was ridiculous. _
“ I think I met him on the stairs when I came in this morning,” said

the detective, whose appropriate name was Crooks. “ Small man,

short gTay mustache, carried a yellow bag.”
“ His travelling bag!” I said feebly. “ Don’t dare to comfort me,

Dawson. Don’t I know how he has been neglected for the last two

weeks? And now the noise and confusion have gone to his head, and

he—he has run away like a—like a had little boy.” -

“ He won’t be hard to trace, Miss Bradberry,” the detective assured

me, with something like a grin. “ He ’s been delayed somehow, that s

all. He ’s been well, has he? Not nervous or anxious, or anything like

that I suppose?” _
“ He has been worried somewhat,” I quavered. “ But he never did

anything that was n’t perfectly rational—until to-day.” _

Well, we got the house empty finally, and everybody gathered in

father’s study. Fred was still in her wedding--gown, Wlth her V9ll

oE, and two red spots in her cheeks. She was fu1-lous
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“Did anybody ever hear of such a thing?” she snapped. “The

car gone, our clothes gone—do be still, mother. I sh¢m’t put on any

thing of Tom.my’s. It is exactly the thing one expects from father.

What sort of a honeymoon do you call this?”

Mortimer was sitting on the radiator, swinging his feet and smok

ing a cigarette. Uncle James and mother were fitting keys to father’s

desk, and Dawson stood by the window, staring out. The detective

came in just as mother got the desk open.

“ Good gracious!” mother said suddenly. “He has taken all the

money in the house. You remember, Thomasina—the five hundred

dollars you got from the bank yesterday ! ” She sat staring at what we

called the cash-drawer.

It was really an extraordinary picture, the contrast between our

wedding finery and the way we must have looked. I had had some tea

sent up, for we had n’t been able to eat any of the breakfast, and

Collins had brought up Scotch and soda for the men.

“ All the money in the house,” mother repeated. “ James, I wish

you would fee the caterer’s men. Give it all to Paul, the head waiter,

and let him divide it.”

Uncle James hesitated and muttered something. Then he got

up and went unwillingly out. Collins was about to follow him, but

Dawson turned suddenly and called him.

“I ’ve been looking for you, Collins,” he said sharply. “I want

you to repeat to us what you were saying to Jenkins in the garage an

hour ago.”

Collins turned yellow.

“ I beg your pardon, sir,” he stammered. “ I don’t know

exactly——”

“ Yes, you do. Out with it,” Dawson insisted, and, going over, he

closed the door in the hall.

“I merely said,” Collins began, with his best manner, which is very

haughty indeed, “that—er—that Mr. Bradberry had been—not quite

himself, sir, for—some time. The family will uphold me in that, sir.”

He looked around, but our faces were stony.

“ That ’s not all,” Dawson persisted. “ You showed him a picture—

a photograph that you had picked up somewhere in the house, and you

made a few comments. The photograph, Collins.”

If Collins had been yellow before, he was green now. He hesitated,

put down his tray, coughed, and drew a photograph from his inner

pocket. He was very solemn when he passed it over, not to Dawson, but

to Mortimer. “ It is a family matter, sir,” he said to Mortimer in an

undertone, and went out with his head up.

The picture was in the paper afterwards. I need not describe it.

It showed a very good-looking young woman in a shirt waist and panama
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hat and underneath was scrawled, “ To my dear Mr. Bradberry.” Mor

timer raised his eyebrows. “ Corking good-looking girl,” he said.

“What ’s this on the back? ‘ For Milly loves Billy and Billy loves

Kate!’ By Jove!”

He stuffed it in his pocket just as Uncle James came in, and then

the detective got down to work. In ten minutes he had elicited the

shameful fact that we knew very little about father in the daytime,

except that for two or three weeks he had been away every afternoon;

that the proof sheets of The Ptolemies were waiting untouched, to be

read; that at least four times in the last week strange noises had been

heard from the study, like an abortive and agonized attempt at singing;

that father had not been eating at all, and had had his square beard

trimmed to a point, and that he had had the cellarette moved from the

billiard-room to the study, although he never drank. Lastly, he had

gone away, wearing Mortimer’s leather coat, in an automobile he knew

nothing about, taking with him five hundred dollars in money and a

travelling bag, missing his daughter’s wedding and sending back by

way of explanation a nonsensical verse that stuck in one’s mind and

kept repeating itself over and over.

“ It sounds like aphasia,” Dawson said. Dawson lives in a hospital

and is going to be a doctor. “ The verse business, and all that. Some

thing Ko96 Wong with the speech area, and a man calls a cobblestone a

toothache.”

Uncle James had come back by that time, and he insisted on opening

the cellarette. None of the keys fitted, and finally they opened it with

what Mr. Crooks called a jimmy. I don’t know what we expected to

find, but Uncle James waved us back solemnly and began to lay out the

contents on the floor. When he was through, Uncle James picked up

some of the articles and looked at them gingerly. .

“If there was anything needed to show the true state of affairs,”

he said, in his vestry tone, “ I think we have it here. This cellarette,

locked with such scrupulous care, contains three absurdly dressed dolls,

one set of chessmen lettered alphabetically, one colored Sunday supple-

ment, with its outrageous comics, and this tin horn. Eliza, for the

sake of your children you must keep up.” _

“ Don’t be silly, James,” mother snapped. “ There ’s nothmg the

matter with me. Let me look at those dolls.” _

“ There was no child in whomr—er——Mr. Bradbel-l—.‘/ “"1s mterested’

I suppose? ” asked the detective. “ There are no grandchildren?”

“ None,” Mortimer replied gravely. - _ _
The detective was picking up the ehessmen and exammmg them

criticBJ1y- They were all labelled in father’s small hand, and apparently;

without method. There was a pawn with a capital A, and a queen_h

‘1 capital A with a small a following. Altogether it was most mystenous.
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Just then the detective stooped and picked up a torn bit of paper from

the floor.

“ Was this in the cellarette? ” he demanded. Nobody knew, and he

read it aloud. Only part of it was there.

“Six little tadpoles swimming in a hog

One lost his tail then a frog

hopping

Never, never stopping.”

“ Was Mr. Bradberry given to writing poetry?” he asked.

“ That is his writing—if you call that poetry,” Dawson said, exam

ining the paper.

It was after five o’clock then, and father had been gone since early

morning. Mortimer finally coaxed Fred to take off her wedding dress,

and he sent around and got some of his old clothes that he had n’t given

his man. Fred was sunk in gloom: she had to resurrect an old gown,

and she sat in the library all evening reading Gibbon’s Rome. The

telephone kept going all the time, and the servants were instructed to

say that father was resting comfortably. Finally Mortimer gave up

trying to cheer Fred, and played the pianola forlornly for two hours.

Dawson had been gone since dinner, and I missed him. He came

in at nine, stopped long enough to see the mournful tableau in the

library, and then came upstairs to where I sat alone in father’s study.

“ Where ’s your mother?” he asked, dropping into a chair beside

me.

“ Being massaged. She ’s frightfully nervous,” I replied wearily.

I had been having a had two hours with myself, there alone in the

study, with that awful stack of unpaid accounts Uncle James had

resurrected on the desk. I had made up my mind, if we found father,

to marry Carlton Bayne immediately, and I had even put on my engage-

ment ring again, as a matter of conscience. Dawson saw it at once.

“ I wonder if you know how transparent you are, Tommy,” he asked,

and, reaching over, he slid the ring off my finger and dropped it into a

drawer of the desk. “ Two wrongs don’t make a right, and you are not

going to sell yourself to pay for Fredericka’s trousseau.”

We both saw Collins then. He was standing majestically in the

doorway, and he had Jenkins, the chauffeur, by the shoulder. Dawson

got up.

“Come in, Collins,” he said. “Bring in your—er—friend.”

Collins dragged Jenkins forward and leaned him up against the

door-post.

“ He -would n’t come, sir,” he explained. “I found him chewin’

the—talkin’ below-stairs, and—now, since you ’re so anxious to

talk!” This in an undertone to Jenkins.
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Jenkins was garrulous enough when he got started. The previous

day he had taken father in the new machine to the park. Here they

had met and taken on Mr. Carlton Bayne, who was evidently waiting

for them. The two men talked for some time, while Jenkins took the

car through the park. No, he heard nothing that was said except once,

but that was significant. He had slowed up to let a child get out of

the way, when he heard father say (“ his voice was shaky, miss,—-thin

and strained like ”), “ Bayne, it is murder, simple murder, that you

propose.”

I gave a little cry, and Dawson leaned over and patted my hand.

“Don’t be silly,” he said. “ Jenkins, I suppose you found a revolver

or a bowie-knife in the car when you took it in? ”

Jenkins put his hand to his pocket.

“No, sir,” he replied. “ But they dropped me in the park, Mr.

Bayne driving, and were gone about an hour. Then they picked me

up, and I brought the machine in. I—I found this in the tonneau.”

He reached out a small tin box, rather fiat, and perhaps ten inches

long.

“ It had been wrapped in white paper, but the paper was loose,” he

explained.

Dawson opened the thing curiously, while I bent forward. I had

never seen anything like it before. There were crayon pencils of differ

ent kinds, two small pots of rouge, one paste and one powder; a flat

jar of cold cream, and down in one end, in tissue paper, three little

artificial curls, pale yellow!

“Thank you, Jenkins,” Dawson said, hardly glancing at the boX

“The box here belongs to Miss Bradberry. I ’m afraid it won’t help

much. And—er—if you learn anything else, Jenkins, give Hs the

preference over the kitchen.”

“ But it does n’t belong to me! My hair is black!” I asserted

indignantly, when the door had closed. “ I never saw it before! Why,

that was rouge!”

“Really!” Dawson said, calmly lifting the curls.

there ’s the rest of the paper from the cellarette! ”

It was. The two pieces fitted perfectly. The completed verse was

idiotic enough:

“ By Jove!

Si! little tadpoles swimming in a bog.

One lost his tail and then it was a frog. _

All the summer day it went a hopping—hoppmg;

Never, never, never, never stopping.

Dawson closed the lid and put the box over with the other exhibit:}:—

the lettered chessmen, the tin horn, the three dolls, the Verse; t-he| E ii‘

tograph, and the Sunday comic paper, “ It ’s a mess, lsnt lt. c

said, and fell to thinking, tapping the desk with his fingers.

VOL. Lxxxiv.—22
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“Bayne here at all to-day?” he asked presently. I replied in the

negative.

At half past nine Mr. Crooks called up, and Mortimer got the

message. He came forlornly up to the study with it.

“ Car’s been found,” he announced. “ Police found it near Grove

town, jammed into a tree beside the road. Nobody near it; bonnet

crushed and lamps broken. Wind shield gone to smash. Lady’s hand

kerchief under a seat, but Fred’s trunk gone. You ’ll have to tell her

that, Tommy; I don’t dare to.”

At ten Dawson got up to go. He opened the drawer again and took

out the ring. “ Here,” he said almost roughly. “ Put it on, or you ’ll

be having more jabs of conscience. But I’ll tell you this, Tommy:

you are not going to marry Carlton Bayne. I’m going back to the

hospital to do a dressing, and then I ’m going out to find father. And

when I bring him home I am going to put him in that chair there

and say, ‘ I love Tommy, and she loves me, and she does n’t mind being

a poor man’s wife——’ ”

“ But I do! ” I cried, getting my breath. Dawson leaned over and

covered the ring with his hand. Then he stooped suddenly and kissed

me.

“ You don’t care a rap whether I have money or not,” he exulted.

“ You only care for me, Thomasina.” And then he went out.

At eleven o’clock he called up and there was a note of subdued

excitement in his voice.

“ I know where he is, Tommy,” he said. “ I can’t explain, but he

he was used up a little when the car struck the tree and he ’s—he is——”

“ Oh, he ’s badly hurt! ” I cried. “ And he ’s at your hospital. I

am coming immediately.”

“ You ’ll do nothing of the sort.” He was quite stern. It is queer

I did n’t suspect anything from his tone. “You are going right to

bed and to sleep. He ’ll be home to-morrow, right as a trivet.”

I could hardly believe him at first, but he said father was only

suffering from nervous shock, and that visitors were not allowed anyhow

at the hospital after nine at night, and that father was asleep, and

that if he had a good rest he could come home to-morrow and clear it

all up. So at last I agreed to tell the family and get them settled and

to go to bed myself. But I reckoned without mother.

Nobody ever imagined mother could take on so. She had always

gone along by herself, managing everybody, and treating father either

as a bad child or as an irresponsible dreamer. She always selected his

clothes for him, and it was mother who insisted on the picture of

Shepheard’s Hotel on the binding of the Ptolemies, although father said

it was an anachronism.

So, when I told her what Dawson said, and that father was at
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St. Luke’s, nobody was prepared to have mother get up at once and

insist on going to him.

“ I have been a wicked and neglectful woman,” she said. “ Send for

a carriage at once, Thomasina. Where have I put my switch?”

It was half past twelve when Mortimer helped us out of the carriage

at the iron gates of St. Luke’s, and rang the bell. Mother’s knees

would hardly hold her, and she kept repeating that she knew he was

dead, and if he had only told her he was worried we would have had

a smaller wedding. A night watchman in felt slippers let us in, but

surprise number one came when, after looking at the books, he said

there was no Mr. Bradberry in the house.

“ Fiddlesticks ! ” mother said with something of her old spirit.

“We know positively that he is here, and I am not going to move until

I see him.” She sat down on a bench, and the watchman looked

bewildered. The place was getting on my nerves: it was full of queer

smells and awful, suggestive noises. And then—somebody came out of

a door nearby and stood still and stared at us in silence. It was

Dawson.

Looking back, I feel sure he was unable to speak. He came for

ward slowly, and it was easy to see he was n’t crazy about seeing us.

He was dressed in a white linen hospital suit, and he smelled awfully

of dog soap.

“ I thought I told you not to come,” he said sternly, addressing me.

Mother laid her hand on his arm.

“ You need not try to deceive me, Dawson. He is dying,” she

choked “ You can’t be so cruel as to send us back! Anyhow, I shall

not go.”

Dawson looked bewildered.

“He ’s—he ’s perfectly well—that is-—comfortable,” he managed at

last “ He ’s not dying at all. But—you can’t see him, you know- He

was awfully—er-upset, and, besides, it ’s staff orders. I’d lose my

head if I ’d let you in the rooml.”

“I don’t even ask that,” mother said, in dumfounding humility

“If you would let me have a chair, outside the door, so I can be near

if hHf he should grow worse, I would be contented. He has alwa3's

had me around, and—he might ask for me.” _ _

So you can see how it happened. Dawson called Mortnner aside,

and they talked for a minute. Then Dawson went flying alon5 E 00l"

ridor, and Mortimer came back. .

“It’s as much as Hale’s life is worth,” he said, “but if you will

give your word not to enter the room, or even open the door, he _w1ll

have chairs put in the hall outside, and you may wait there. He advises,

however, that you leave early in the morning It is a dangerous thm,g

to break a hospital rule.” Mortimer looked s- little quw= I cwldnt
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understand it, and certainly it was a grudging reception. After ten

minutes we were taken upstairs and given two stiff chairs outside a

closed door, while Dawson and Mortimer talked together in a sort of

parlor nearby and smoked. It was dismal. Nurses came and went

quietly past us, trying not to look curious, and mother took off her

hat and had a pillow put back of her. She dozed now and then, after

the strain of the preceding hours, and somebody far off kept up a sort of

grunting groan with every breath. But in father’s room it was per

fectly still. Through the opaque glass of the door I could see that the

light was low and the silhouette of a nurse moved around noiselessly.

Just at dawn the nurse came out and the door did not latch! Mother

was asleep, and when the nurse had disappeared I gave the door a

little push. It crept back inch by inch until I could see the bed. I

had a lump in my throat, but I craned forward, and—it was n’t father

at all!

It is n’t any use trying to tell how I felt. I did n’t rouse mother,

but I went at once to find Mortimer and Dawson, and between rage

and disappointment I could hardly breathe. And the tableau that

met my eyes was the second greatest shock of my life—the man who

was n’t father being the first. For Dawson was doing a silent but

joyous clog dance on the table in the sun parlor, and Mortimer was

waving a newspaper over his head and singing. When they saw me

they quieted down somewhat and Dawson crawled off the table.

“ It was a great lark, was n’t it?” I said scathingly. “I ’m going

to tell mother, so she can come in and sing and dance too.” Bu1;

Mortimer caught me and pulled me back into the room, still doing *l

sort of jig step.

“ Wealth l” he said. “ Money to throw away! Horses, a yacht——

Tommy, take off your hat. A frog he would a-wooing go: heigh-ho,

says Rowley! ” Then Dawson and he did a few more steps.

I was dazed. Finally Dawson took the newspaper from Mortimer

and pointed to the hall. “ Go out to mother,” he said, “while I tell

Tommy enough of the truth to ease her poor muddled little brain.”

He closed the door and, coming over, proceeded to settle himself on

the arm of my chair, facing me.

“ It’s quite a little story,” he said, “ and we ’ll take the ring off

first. There—that’s better. Now—what do I get if I tell you a

glorious bit of news, that will make this early shaft of smoky dawn

pure gold? What do I get, eh? ”

“I never pay in advance,” I objected, carried away in spite of

myself.

“A little down, rest on delivery,” Dawson insisted, and kissed ms

“ Well, it seems that people who write about Egypt are not all mummifi

Did you ever hear the classic, ‘ A frog he would mwooing go’—and
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so on? Well, father—you.r father—decided to dramatize it. Scene

of action, a pond; characters, frogs, tadpoles, goggle-eyed minnows,

whirligi ”

“Father!” I gasped. “Then—the cellarette——-”

“Sure. I only learned about it last night. He figured out his

situations with the chessmen. The horn, the dolls—they explain them

selves. The comic supplement—greatest hit of the piece. Look what

the paper says: ‘ The Sunday Supplement chorus——’ ”

“ I don’t care anything about it,” I said rudely. “ I want to know

where he is.” _

Dawson grew suddenly serious. “ We ’ll get him out this morning

all right,” he said, “ but the fact is, Tommy, Bayne backed the show in

exchange for your father’s influence with you. The dear old boy

thought it a good thing for you. We traced the car to Grovetown, but

that was all until Bayne walked in here late last night, with a cut in the

back of his head. It seems he wanted to—er—to put into the leading

push a—a young person who would have queered the play eternally.

They sent for your father early yesterday, and he went—you know

how—to Grovetown, where they were to open. There—he and Bayne

had a disagreement and—it seems father cut him from his list of

acquaintances and incidentally knocked him down.”

“Where is he?” I insisted. “ You ’re afraid to tell me, Dawson

Hale Why did n’t he come back for the wedding?”

“Oliicially,” Dawson said, “father is over there in bed in room

fort)"four, having been thrown from his car on his way to dress

rehearsal. Actually, he is in the Grovetown lockup!”

We never told mother. I got her home early, and in the afternoon

Dawson brought father home in a carriage, half smothered in news

papers that said “The Frog” was the hit of the year. While every

one was making a fuss over him, and asking him how his poor head

felt, and getting hot-water bottles, Dawson called me aside. ,

“ You ’re to come to the library and sign for a package, Tommy, ’

he said in an undertone. “ I believe there was something paid down

The rest was to be on delivery.”

 

  



A QUESTION OF HONOR

By Hornor Gate:

5‘

forward and resting the tips of his fingers on the edge of the

long table around which his directors were assembled. Welby,

whose mind is usually caught, and held, by little things, looked curi

ously at the president’s hands, the fingers bent backward with the

pressure put on them, the nails red and the skin above them whiter

than natural. He lifted his eyes and noted the whiteness of the presi

dent’s face and its drawn look as he spoke, nervously striving to sup

press a tremor which made his voice sound a trifle husky.

“ Gentlemen,” the president said, trying to speak with formal

precision, “now that you have all given a solemn pledge of secrecy, l

want to say that—that this company will have to suspend payment in

three days! ” He began to say something more, then stopped abruptly

and sat down, a faint tinge of color beginning to relieve the unnatural

pallor of his cheeks.

For an instant there was absolute stillness in the board-room; then

Vanderdecken Braithwaite, a large operator on the Exchange, s8-t up

stifily and a sharp explosion of abusive profanity broke harshly across

the table. “Do you mean to say we ’re busted?” he added loudly

The president flushed; Braithwaite was his closest business friend

and the dominating member of the board. His lips quivered, but hi?

pulled himself together.

“ The company is solvent, but we have, as you know, borrowed two

millions from the Consolidated, which failed day before yesterday. The

receiver has called that loan, and in the present state of things I can’t

get the money anywhere else. We ’ve got three days to raise it and then

it ’s got to be paid.”

At this Watson, the oldest and most conservative director of the

Gibraltar, found his tongue. “ Can’t you get him to withdraw his call

and extend the loan?”

“ I ’ve tried, and the more I urge the stiffer he gets; it only does

harm. He ’s never been friendly to some of us here ”—glaneing signif-

icantly at Braithwaite.

“ But two millions surely is n’t so very hard to get! We ’ve got half

of it in the vaults now, besides our balances at bank.”

THE president of the Gibraltar Trust Company stood up, leaning

242
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“ We had—this morning. We ’ve got less than eight hundred thou

sand now. Some suspicion of our standing has got out on the street,

there are signs of a run on us already; the withdrawals to-day were

much heavier than usual, especially in the last hour. I expect it ’ll be

worse to-morrow.”

“ You ’ll have to go to the Clearing House! You say we ’re sol

vent; they ’ll have to see us through,” said another director querulously.

“I’ve been. I met the committee this morning and gave ’em :1

full statement. I asked for a loan of five millions and offered unques

tioned collateral. They promised an answer day after to-morrow—and

just before three o’clock a check for a large amount was run in, which

I ’m sure would n’t have been presented except on a hint from Norton

of the Equitable National, who ’s on the committee. That ’s the kind

of fellow he is.” The president stopped short with the hint of a

quaver in his voice. Some wandering ray of the declining sun, finding

its way through a gap in the tall buildings across the street, fell on

the polished top of the table and its reflection glinted in the president’s

eyes, across which he put his hand with a sudden gesture. Perhaps it

was the dazzle which brought moisture to them. He leaned forward

with elbow on table and head in hand. The old director stared at him

and looked frightened; astonishment began to give place to dismay.

“ What ’s five millions to the Clearing House? That won’t hurt

’H!l—they’ll have to see us through,” he said weakly.

“ It is n’t the five that ’s going to stop them, Mr. Watson,” answered

the president, looking up. “ It ’s our seventy million deposits; if

there ’s a serious run, they ’re afraid it may have to be twenty or thirty

millions.”
“. How ’d you manage to get into such a mess?” Braithwsite said

explosively, staring with bulging eyes; and Welby noticed curiously

that his plethoric body was pressed hard against the table edge, whlch

cut deeply into his red-brown waistcoat. ,

The president’s usual tone of cool, even composure came back as

he looked hard at his friend. “ It is our connection with some enter

prises undertaken on your special recommendation, Mr- Bralthwalte,

which causes the street to distrust us,” he said

Braithwaite pushed back his chair roughly, got Hp, and started to

leave the room. As if glad of an excuse to go, the rest Of the board

rose simultaneously.
“ Wait a moment,” the president said sharply- “ Some of you Eiwe

considerable balances,” and he looked meaningly at flu? brok_er- If

any one of you draws a check, or if any check comes in whlcll there

is reason to suppose was drawn on information given by my 0ne -of

Ycl1—even a hint—that check will not be paid, and the company wiu

shut its doors then and there!”
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Braithwaite, who was struggling into his overcoat, forgot himself;

his face purpled furiously as he said in a quiet voice but with savage

intensity, “ I ’ll need that money!”

“I’m sorry, but you won’t get it, Vanderdecken,” the president

replied sweetly. Welby, who had lighted a cigarette, laughed out.

“ That ’s right, Mr. President,” he said, flicking the ash into the

fireplace, where several billets were smouldering on the highly polished

andirons. “ We ’re all in the same boat. I drew a hundred this morn

ing, which will last me a day or two, I guess. After that I ’ll have to

borrow. Will you lend me some money, Mr. Braithwaite? ”

The broker snorted, but said nothing and left the room, followed

by the rest of the board, most of whom went hastily, anxious to get

away. The president smiled with some bitterness, wondering whether

he would have a quorum at the regular meeting next day.

Carothers, junior counsel of the Gibraltar, representing his senior,

who was ill, was left in the room with the president, who stood with

his back to the fireplace, looking alert and almost confident. The little

brush with Braithwaite had done him good. He had reasons of his

own for the very unusual presence of counsel at a board meeting, and

now called Carothers over to him. “ I asked you here to-day,” he said,

“ thinking some of those fellows might have something to propose and

we might need legal advice, and—well, I wanted to scare them a bit,

and your being here helped. Come to the meeting to-morrow; we

may want you.”

Carothers was silent a moment. “ Mr. Mackenzie,” he then said,

“ do you think you ’re going to pull through?”

“ Frankly, I ’m afraid not; though I ’ve not given up hope.”

“ Well, last evening one of your depositors, who has been disturbed

by some rumors, asked me about them. I spoke very positively and

quite reassured him. He has been collecting funds to meet some notes

and has arranged to make a heavy deposit to-morrow. As it is owing

to my representations that he does this, l think I ought to correct

those representations.”

“By making use of information which you as a lawyer have re-

ceived as a professional secret? You can’t do that, Carothers.”

The lawyer winced. “ It places me in a false position, and I ought

to be allowed to give a hint.”

“ Not a hint! If that once begins the jig is up. Our only chance

is to restore confidence at once and prevent a run; if we can do that

the Clearing House will make the loan and we shall be all right. I

called the meeting this afternoon mainly to stop Braithwaite—he was

getting nervous about the street rumors. See here, Carothers, my Own

sister has sold her house and deposited the money here to-day ; I let her

do it, because if she took it anywhere else it might make talk. It ’s
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all she has, and if we go down I ’m ruined and can’t help her. I ’m

sorry, but I can’t do anything else.”

The young lawyer grew angry; he made no allowance for the pres

sure the president was putting on himself, and the words and tone

sounded unnaturally cold-blooded to Carothers.

“ Mr. Mackenzie,” he broke out hotly, “it is illegal for any banking

olficer to receive deposits when he knows his concern is insolvent! It

is a criminal offense, and I won’t be a party to it ! ”

“ Hold on, Carothersl Keep cool now! ” The president spoke

sharply, and the younger man instantly felt the force of his dominating

personality. “ Nobody ’s going to commit any crime, and you ’re not

going to be a party to anything illegal. The Gibraltar is perfectly

solvent to-day and will be to-morrow—that I know. Whether in the

middle of this panic we shall be solvent day after to-morrow I can’t

foresee. I may have my fears, lots of others have them too just now,

but they don’t go to refusing deposits. If they did, every bank in town

would break to-morrow. You may rely on this: that the moment I

know this company is insolvent, the doors close. While they are open,

deposits will be received as usual; but I know the law and am not going

to break it.”

Carothers was shaken. “It is perhaps rather a fine point,” he

said, heHitating- “ You may keep within the law that way, but there

seems a moral obligation—I feel it so myself.”

“ You are here, Mr. Carothers, as the paid counsel of this company.

Your duty, and mine, is to be guided by the law. Our first duty—moral

and legal—is to this corporation; and if you or I, on confidential in

formation, injure the company that pays us, to warn a personal friend

of possible danger, we are neglecting our plain duty to run after an

imaginary one.”

Carothers pulled himself together. “ What you say, Mr. Mackenzie,”

he answered, “ has forcFI ’m not denying that; but it ’s specious and

one-sided. I have other duties than those merely professional.”

“ Not here!” broke in the president.

“ Yes, here! Now let me match your reasoning with a plain fact.

Last night my personal friend—to whom I am bound by the strongest

obligations—last night he tells me he intends to withdraw his account.

In ignorance of the truth I misrepresent to him the condition of the

ooIllp=my, practically persuade him to let his money stay and to put

more in to-morrow. He relies on me on account of my connection with

this company, and if he loses his money he is ruined and I ’m respon

sible for it!”

“ He won’t lose it. Every depositor will be paid ultimately.”

“Ultimately! Yes, in a year or two; but the locking up of that

money will break him now ! ”
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The president hesitated, then the lines of his face hardened again.

“ Oh, well,” he said with some impatience, “ everybody in business has

got to take risks; he ’s got to take this risk with the rest of us! You’re

arguing about something which may never happen at all! Now let

me match your ‘ plain fact ’ with some more. It ’s a fact that he has

no right to expect, nor to receive, any confidential information to the

injury of this company from one of its legal advisers, as you are!

It ’s a fact that you gave him your honest opinion! It ’s a fact that

neither you nor any other lawyer has a right to use confidential informa

tion about the affairs of a client to his injury and for the benefit of

a personal friend! ”
“I’ll throw up my position here and free myself! I won’t be

bound hand and foot in this way,” said Carothers hotly.

“How is that going to help you? You ’re bound in any event;

you ’re not free to make use of your client’s information, given to

you only because you ’re his lawyer, even if you do throw up his case!

Now, see here, my dear boy,” and the president’s tone changed. “Don’t

worry about what’s entirely in the future, if it ever does come to have

any existence at all. Other people are going to make deposits to

morrow besides—well, I guess I know whom you mean. You and I

have duties to all those who have money on our books. It does n’t

relieve us if I go to my sister and you go to your friend and tell them

not to let their money stay here. We have no right to consider personal

relations at all in this present business. The only thing you could

honestly do—if you won’t keep silence—I submit, is to go out on the

street and warn everybody; don’t let ’s have any favoritism about it

go to the newspapers to-night and tell them to publish a warning that

any one who deposits here runs the risk of losing his money and ask

them to give your name, the legal adviser of the corporation, as au

thority for that statement! Can you, as a lawyer, do that? If you do,

you break faith with us—your clients; the company does n’t open it!‘

doors to-morrow, and you have by your act tied up positively seventy

millions of deposits, including what your friend already has here, and

have ruined a lot of other people! And for what? To save your

friend the mere risk of further loss! You can’t do it. Now, see here:

I ’ve really got more hope than I told the directors just now. I pimhea

it pretty hot to make them stir themselves. Braithwaits’s got to in

crease his deposit and he knows it by this time. There are other very

rich men on the board; there ’s Watson—he ’s got to turn in and help

If they’ll all stand by me, we ’ll pull through yet and your friend

and my sister—will never know they ran a moment’s risk. Norton 's

got to make his friend put back the money he drew out to-day or I ’ll

mtfke it warm for the Clearing House Committee,” the president said

snmly. Then he sat down suddenly; a log on the andirons broke in
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two with a quick spurt of flame, in the shine of which his face showed

tired, worn, and old. Carothers stood irresolute on the other side of

the hea1th.

Presently Mr. Mackenzie said in an undertone, as if unconscious

that any one else was in the room, “ My God! I don’t dare to think

what may happen if the Gibraltar stops! I ’ve got to save those de

positors!” The room had darkened with the oncoming shades of

evening; the president rose nervously and switched on the electric

lamps, which flooded the room with light, glistening on the shiny

mahogany furniture and the rich gilding upon the foliated cornice

and ceiling of the Gibraltar’s sumptuous, if over-ornate, board-room.

He walked quickly up and down the room once or twice, and then sat

down. He put his hand into a pocket and draw out a cigar. Clipping

the end, he struck a match, leaned back, crossed one leg over the other,

and looked up at the young lawyer, again the cool, alert, resolute man

of business.

“I need every ounce of nerve I’ve got, Carothers,” he said, “to

meet this situation and master it. There ’s infinitely more at stake

than the interests of your friend and mine; there are all those other

depositors, whom we can’t possibly pay off now and whose only protec

tion is to go on—we can’t stop! And then there are other financial

institutions—if we close our doors in the midst of a panic, nobody can

tell what may not happen! It would be a crime, I tell you, to lie

down while there is a single chance left! And we ’ve got a dozen

chances yet if we keep our nerve. You ’ll ruin us if you say a word,”

he ended irritably.

“Well, Mr. Mackenzie,” Carothers answered slowly, “I suppose

I ’ve no choice.”

“ You promise?”

“Oh, yea, I’ll keep quiet!” The younger man could not keep

irritation out of his own voice.

“Thank you, Carothers. I knew I could depend on you! ”

_ “Don’t thank me,” the lawyer answered shortly. “I would n’t do

It if I could help myself!” He turned abruptly and left the room.

The president threw his cigar into the fire and sank back huddled up

in the cushions of the arm-chair. He had had a hard day.

As Carothers left the building he turned up the collar of his coat

and folded the lapels across his throat with a shiver. The east wind

ccming from the bay was chill with the damp of declining day, but

the coldness which gripped his heart was the spiritual shrinking from

the cruel responsibility forced upon him. Until he had met and loved

Ellen West the lawyer’s dominant passion had been an exalted devotion

to the highest professional ideals; and to him yet the “ practice of the

Law” was something infinitely greater than a means of livelihood or
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of attaining distinction among men. .“ The Law,” apart from any

mere code of statutes, was greater even than a science of nature; it

stood as the embodiment of Justice and Equity and of all the good

that exists, the sum and substance of the principles of Truth. His

friends often told him that he made a fetich of “ The Law ” ; just now

it seemed sternly to stretch out a forbidding hand. He was bound to

silence; he could not say a word or give a hint to save Ellen West's

father. He could not lift a finger to interfere with doom. And he

felt sure in his heart that the Gibraltar would go down.

Two days later the failure of Vanderdecken Braithwaite was an

nounced; he had been heavily involved, much more seriously than his

friends had known. The inability to use the money deposited with

the Trust Company, and his honest effort to uphold its tottering for

tunes, had strained his credit to the breaking point; a sudden further

drop in the stock market gave the finishing stroke. The same day the

Gibraltar closed its doors and the next morning went into the hands

of receivers.

Carothers was retained as a legal adviser of the receivers, and he

knew that when the Gibraltar’s affairs came before the court a liberal

allowance in fees would much more than recoup any personal losses

of his own. His senior was still ill, and his own connection with the

affair seemed destined to make his professional reputation and to insure

his business fortunes. His hand was on the wheel now and he felt

strong to steer the ship skilfully through troubled legal waters. But Ellen

West? ‘The certainty of his own prosperity made even more difiicult

the letter which he sent to her at once to explain his course and the

predicament in which he had come to be involved by no fault of his own.

Foolishly, he wrote instead of going to see her at once ; but he was

urgently required at the bank. Perhaps more foolishly still, he tried

to explain in detail and to justify himself, and that of course made

the letter, written in a half-hour snatched from press of work, sound

cold even to himself.

A little after three o’clock on the day the Gibraltar suspended

payment some one called Carothers on the telephone. Until the name

was spoken he did not recognize in the hesitating tones the voice of

Ellen West’s father.

“Why did n’t you tell me?” and there was a break in the voice

as the question was asked.

“I could not, Mr. West. It was a professional secret which I

could not betray.” Carothers knew he was speaking weakly, a trifle

pompously. He struggled hard to put into his tones the sympathy he

felt, but the very intensity of emotion stifled it.

“ But you told me the Gibraltar was perfectly sound—if it had n‘t

been for that I should have been all right now!”
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“I honestly thought so when I said it. Afterwards I learned

differently, but I was bound as counsel for the company not to say

anything. I’m so sorry—we hoped to pull through,” he concluded

lamely enough.

“ Oh, well, I suppose you did what you thought was right. I sup

pose I can’t blame you.”

“Is it going to seriously—to incommode you, Mr. West?”

“I’m broken, that ’s all. Good-by!” And the transmitter was

hung up before Carothers could say another word. In the morning

papers he read the announcement that the firm of West, Opdyke &

Company had made an assignment for the benefit of creditors. He then

went to see Ellen West, but was told she was ill and could not see him.

At breakfast a letter from her was brought to Carothers.

I have read your letter [she wrotel. I realize that your sense

of professional duty bound you to do what you did. I don’t under

stand very well, but I know how much your profession is to you and

how high a sense of honor you have in everything. I don’t under

stand, but that is because 1 am not a man, I suppose. Even papa

says he supposes you were right, though it has ruined his life. The

injustice of what has happened puzzles me, and the hardness of a

man’s honor frightens me. It seems to trample under f00t love and

loyalty, and I am afraid—afraid of you and of myself. Try to forghe

me if I do not write clearly. You say you love me and yet you allowed

this dreadful humiliation and distress to be brought on my dear father,

when a word would have saved him. I cannot understand it, but I do

not mean to reproach you. It breaks my heart.

I know now why you did not come near me for days. Do not

write again and do not try to see me. It is useless.

E. W.

The writing showed the emotion under which the girl labored;

letters were ill-formed and blotted, words were erased and others added.

The words “ it has ruined his life” burned themselves into his con

sciousness. She had written “ you have ” and scratched it out.

He crushed the paper in his hand. “Was I right after all,” he

thmlghti “and was it worth it?” Then he arose and went to his

ofiice. -

3

COGITATIONS

A rHarrrr father often makes a spendthrifty son.

DURING life one shakes many hands—and many persons. .

I1- is the pertinent question that usually is the most impertment.

SPEAKING of gossip, even the auto runs you down behind your back.

NATURE study is ever fashionable. We are forever looking up

somebodfs family tree. - Walter Puhtzer



THE SHADOW OF

MOLLY KINSHELA

By josep/zine Van Tassel Bruorton

i

up to the Castle, on the other side of the little Bay of Bally

bogue, with her bundle of fine laundering. The sands lay

smooth there, and Molly gazed lovingly down at the dark, shapely

shadow that followed her so closely, ever and always keeping her

company.

Molly was vain—and why would n’t she be with the hair of her as

black as the sloe; the cheeks of her as red as the red, red rose; the eyes

as blue as Killarney’s bosom in the dawning; and the full, luscious

lips of her as scarlet as the wild briar haws. And oh! the shape

of her! ’T would have brought water to the mouth of Saint Anthony

himself; so tall and slender and deep-bosomed was it—and as straight

as a young sapling.

And it was that same ravishing shape as it was reflected in the

shadow that danced along at her side, that Molly admired so much.

The deep bosom, the slender neck, the sloping shoulders, the stately

little head, were all there; and the short, full skirt showed a pair of

the neatest feet and the trimmest ankle and a good bit of shapely leg,

besides.

“ Sure,” she murmured admiringly, “ ’t is me private opinion

them ’s the foinest pair of legs betwixt here an’ Ballynasloei 81l’ av

they were but in breechaloons—faith! ’t is not Molly Kinshela wud be

walkin’ here by her lonesome. ’T is kaping company wid the owner

of them legs I ’d be—an’ marryin’ him too, for the matter of that.”

Again she looked down at her shadow, and again she said, with a

toss of her proud little head:

“ Indade an’ I wud, thin! If ever I saw thim legs in breechaloons,

my word I ’d marry thim that very minnut, in spite of Philly D0ol8"l

or me father either, even if he was the owld Divvle himself.”

’T was no new thing for Molly to talk of all manner of foolishness

with her shadow; and so far, as there had been no one to hear,

there had been no harm done. But to-night she had gone a bit farther

"l “OP wild promising, and, a wee bit frightened at her own daring,

THE sun was low in the west when Molly Kinshela went away

350
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she started nervously and looked round sharply, even fancying for a

bit that she heard a low laugh. She saw nothing, however, and turned

again to go on her way. But even as she turned, a hot breath swept

her cheek and a passionate voice whispered soft and low:

“ Pulse of my heart, I hold you to your vow l ”

Oh, but Molly was the scared girll With a screech you could have

heard a mile, she sprang away and ran like a roe-deer every step of

the way to the Castle. But what with the laughing and joking with

the servants there, she soon forgot it all and started back again as

brisk as a bird; and never once did she think of it till she came in

sight of the sands.

For a full minute Molly felt then as if she would have welcomed

for company even little, bow-legged Philly Doolan, the man her father

had picked out for her husband; but in a minute her courage came

back, and she stepped bravely out. Then it came to her that it was

All Souls’ Night, and the legs of her trembled as she remembered the

laugh and the hot breath on her cheek.

Then she laughed at herself for a cracked witling, and went on

ilgain; even glancing daringly down, at long last, at the sands to make

sure her shadow was still there. And awl but she was the scared girl

when she could see naught of it. She stopped short and looked fearfully

over her shoulder. There, just a bit behind her and as close to her as

might be, was the shadow she had sought for; but not as she had been

used to see it, black and flat on the sands with her short petticoat to

the knee. Now it was in coat and breechaloons of cloth as red as the

hot blushes on poor Molly’s scared face. With a low cry,of mortal

terror, with an agonized prayer on her trembling lips, she ran like a

scared deer.

But, run as she might, the shadow kept pace with her; and all the

time she heard the passionate voice whispering, whispering, close to

her car. As yet he could not touch her, for the spirits of All Souls’

Night have power over you only because of your spoken consent or

your heart-willingness, and poor Molly’s repentant prayers kept

the clutching hands away. But the passionate voice tempted and

pmmised, persuaded and coaxed, setting the girl a-thrill with longing.

The prayer died on the scarlet lips, the rosary dropped from her limp

fingem Slower she ran and slower yet, the supple forIn yielding

little by little to the hand that crept nearer and yet more near to the

lithe waist.

Then of a sudden, when Mol1y’s heart was at its weakest, when

she could no longer resist the tempting voice because of the eager

throbbing of that traitor heart, she felt herself caught close—close—l-1l

eager arms. A hot breath scorched her bosom, her cheeks; and

passionate lips clung close to here,
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With a terrible scream Molly came back to her own sane, sweet

self. With one frantic wrench she freed herself from the clasping

arms, and, springing wide, she cried on the man who loved her more

than life—the man who, in spite of the mocking and shame she had

cast at him all her days, she knew now, in her hour of need, that she

had trusted and loved ever and always.

“Philly! Oh, Philly! Oh, Philly Doolan! ”

And then she felt herself caught again in somebody’s arms. But

these arms were thin and slender and trembled about her and held

her as tender and reverent as they would have held Mary Mother her

selfin this emergency. And a dear voice-—how dear Molly had never

once owned to herself before—cried on her in sore anxiety:

“ Molly! Molly machree! Whatever is ailin’ ye, darlint? ”

For a breath longer Molly heard the pleading, tempting whisper—

felt the hot breath, the nearness of the terrible clutching arms. Then

she caught up her rosary and turned her lips to Philly and kissed him,

and the Thing melted away and was gone.

As Molly turned again toward home, she looked fearfully down at

the sands; but only the shadows of early night, cool and dark and

indistinguishable, lay there, and Molly went on with Philly, happy and

unafraid, and strangely content, even though she had to stoop her

foolish head a bit to lay it on his shoulder when she bade him

good-night.

But spite of it all—the love, the longing, the warning—her pride

put it into her silly heart to look askanee at the bow legs of her Philly

as he walked down the path of light that shone from the living-room

of the cabin, and she muttered to herself:

“ Aw! If he had but the legs of my shadow!”

Then again the hot breath scorched her, the strong arms clutched

her, the passionate lips caressed her; and it was a scared Molly who

pushed the rosary between her and the nameless Thing and fled into

the house with the mocking laugh ringing behind her; and it was a

Molly who shuddered woefully over the knowing that never again

might she let her thoughts stray where they pleased as in the old

innocent days.

Never again, though she walked the sands often and often on her

way to the Castle, did she dare to look down where the shadow had

danced beside her in the old days. And the gossips said that it was

all as well she did not, for, look as sharp as they might, though the

sun shone ever so bright, no one ever again saw a shadow follow Molly

Kinshela.

5!



AUNT D I ANTHY

By George A//an England

9

“Aus der Jugendzeit, aus der Jugendeit

Klingt ein Lied mir immerdar;

O wie liegt so weit, 0 wie liegt so weit

Was mir einst war! .”

I.

HENEVER any broken scraps of food were left at Grandsir’s

table, the word was: “ Give ’em to Aunt Dianthy ! ” Some

body was sure to say it—Grandsir himself, maybe, blind old,

hook-nosed Grandsir, or sharp-faced Grammy with the square specs, or

else big Uncle David. No matter who, the formula never varied: “ Give

’em to Aunt Dianthy! ”

When the Boy first came to visit Grandsir that summer, he thought

it strange, and disgraced himself with scandalous questions.

“Aunt Dianthy, huhl She saves lots o’ bother with th’ leavin’s,

don’t she?” he piped reedily. “But say, I guess th’ pigs wisht there

Wa’n’t no Aunt Dianthy, don’t you, Gram?”

Then he wondered why Grammy/s face grew so red; why Uncle

David banged the table and guffawed; why Grandsir’s long eyebrows

(for all the world like a cat’s whiskers) twitched up and down so

funnjly; why he, the Boy, got sent away in disgrace, his ears tingling

with wise saws and modern instances about little pitchers.

After a while, though, the Boy accustomed himself to the formula

and thought no more about it—came to accept it just as they all

accepted everything that pertained to Aunt Dianthy, that silent old

woman—“ that old maid,” he had heard sneered of her—who lived

alone in a mean little room up the back-stairs. _

In such acceptance there lay nothing very singular. Aunt Dls.nt:hy

was far too unobtrusive for anything but just this one passive quality

of being accepted like a gnarled, useless old apple-tree in the hill-side

orchard, a broken chair in the corn-house chamber, or any other worn

ol1lJ-domestic thing. Her only fitness seemed in pottering round the

lfltchen now and then, washing dishes, mopping the floor, cleaning lamps

In exchange for a few “planting” potatoes, a crust of mouldy cake, a,

cup of milk. " Skim milk will do, Sister Angie,” the Boy remembered

Von. LXXXIV.—23 353
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having heard her say to Grammy. Once when they had given her

a half-spoiled banana, she had cried. And yet—singular, was it not?—

through it all lurked and glowed a flicker of pride, of far-off conde

scension on her part, as though to say:

“ I have lived, too! I have lived! . . .”

The Boy did not see this, but the others saw; and who shall know

what subtle vengeance for that resented flicker lurked within the words,

“Give ’em to Aunt Dianthy”? They formed simply part of the

interminable painting-out, the obliteration of her personality—brush

strokes on the wrinkled canvas of her life, that had dulled it to a drab

background against which the little family happenings and pleasures,

unshared by her, stood out with heightened color.

But of color in Aunt Dianthy’s life, not one line or tint. For her

no holidays, no friends, no letters, no surprises—not even the sombre

recreation of the village church. Her existence lay, a stagnant marsh

reflecting a November sky. Each day matched in vacuity the one

before, the one to follow. And each was colorless as her own sodden

face, where brownish patches hid among the lines. Upon her head not

even the silver benediction of old age had fallen; her hair had the

flat tints of musty straw, with faded streaks showing in the tight twist

she made of it. As for her eyes, the Boy thought they might once

have been blue (like his own), but now they were quite washed-out

looking, with blurred pupils. What thing it is that washes light and

color out of women’s eyes, the Boy could not know.

He did not bother much with Aunt Dianthy, for he had other and

weightier atfairs—a bottle of water containing a horse—hair which

shortly was to turn into a real worm; a woodchuck’s burrow to supP"

vise; a half-grown apple on a certain Red Astrakhan with his initials

cut out of paper and pasted to the skin. Uncle Dave declared that

some time the ripe apple would hear those initials in clear green. This

was incredibly marvellous, like many other things at Grandsir’s, where

life was “ all a wonder and a wild desire” upon which Aunt Dianthy

could make no deep impress. Yet sometimes when alone at play among

the great flat rocks in the pasture, or down by the brook which he had

dammed with sticks and mud just above the bridge, the Boy found

himself vaguely speculating about her. Not that he particularly cB-red

in any way; she simply puzzled him with her slow, sidling limp, s-Hlnsed

him a trifle with her bird-claw hands—“ like Bud Hamlin’s poll-

Pi‘-rrot; only Aunt Dianthy don’t talk half ner a quarter as much as

Polly. Huh, she don’t talk none!” he told himself.

Unconsciously he absorbed a little of the family patronage toward

her, held aloof from her with something of suspicion. And more than

once that summer the family slogan voiced itself through him—“ Gi"e

’em to Aunt Dianthy! . . .”
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II.

ALL the morning rain had pattered on the roof, washed the fields

and flicked the leaves on hedge and tree. Toward noon the clouds

had rifted to let fall a sheaf of watery sunlight; but the rank grass

along the brook and in the meadow still nodded heavily with water

jewels, so the fiat of indoor play had gone forth.

That meant, of course, the corn-house chamber. There was a flax

wheel in the corn-house chamber. By simply turning it the Boy could

rush along miles and miles on the swiftest locomotive, whistling at

stations, thundering over trestles. There was a yarn-reel that clicked

enchantingly as its indicator circled the dial. There was an old candle

mould, too, made of tin tubes joined side-by-side—nothing in the world

liker to a Gatling gun!—and a trunk of musty books, a box of sea

shells, a long hair-cloth sofa, a dusty model of a ship all splintered of

hull and tangled of rigging, yet still a ship. The light blurred dim

through the little wavy panes of the corn-house chamber window, and

the cradling elm-boughs outside fingered them wistfully or whispered

on the mossy shingles. So after all, though the brook and the orchard

and all the other outdoor things were really more to be desired, the

indoor fiat wrought no hardship. -

That afternoon the Boy had played and played till he was tired of

travel, of mowing down vast hordes of black-fellows in a dash up the

Nile (reached by means of the dusty ship in a parlous cruise round the

Cape of Good Sofa)—played till the play had all died out of him.

Pl*‘-yed till even the dim light began to wane, and just a delicate

snspicion of Things silently waiting, watching from the vague corners,

began to thrill him with trepidation and self-consciousness.

Then the Boy laid his playthings by and with hesitant backward

glances stole very quietly down the odd, sidewise-slanting attic stairs,

every board of which creaked eerily beneath his bare feet.

At the bottom a surprise waited him. Aunt Dianthy’s do0r stood

partly open. _

This was very strange, for Aunt Dianthy always kept her door fight

shut. Often she locked it too, as though she would bar out the world

which so despitefully used her.

The Boy paused, caught between instinctive dread of the unlmown

and a sudden gust of curiosity. With throbbing heart he hesitated,

took one silent step toward the door. _

Then he stopped short, almost in panic. On the sill stood Aunt

Diamhy- She had appeared quite suddenly, almost without noise;

and she remained there, clutching the door-jamb. Her unlovely figure

lo0med forbidding in the half-light. _

She was smiling, a thin, anxious smile. The Boy did not_comp_re-

hand the effort of that smile, yet something in it impressed hnn pam
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fully. It somehow reminded him of the masks in Dudley’s store

window at the village; and still he could not guess what this mask

might hide. It was all quite puzzling.

Aunt Dianthy and the Boy eyed each other. Which was the more

afraid, who shall say? The Boy, though, was the greater coward—

he turned and fiitted off down the long hall; but at the stairhead

Aunt Dianthy’s voice arrested him. There echoed something strange

in her voice, too.

“Philip,” she quavered, “Philip, won’t you come back—please?

Here ’s something for you, here! ”

She stretched out a bony hand.

The Boy stood hesitant. Dull wonder dragged itself across his

mind. Aunt Dianthy speaking to him, actually offering him some

thing? Could such things be? Only by an effort could he summon

wits to question, “What yuh got?”

“ It ’s—it ’s a penny, and I—I want you should have it.”

The Boy, marvelling, wiggled his bare toes against the boards. Aunt

Dianthy with a penny? But everybody said Aunt Dianthy did n’t

have any money! “ She ain’t got a copper in th’ world! ” he remem

bered Grandsir’s grumbling plaint. Some deep mystery, for sure, lay

coiled in this contradiction.

“ Huh, where d’ you get a penny?” he blurted.

“ Oh, you need n’t be afraid to take it,” Aunt Dianthy winced. “ I

sold carpet-rags for it, two pounds, last spring. I presume it ’s mine

to give if I want to? Here, Philip!”

The Boy, his doubts at rest, pattered back toward her. When the

coin was in his grip, “Thanks!” he mumbled. “What’s it for,

anyhow? I ain’t done nothin’ fer you, have I?”

“ Yes, yes, you have—more than anybody else for years and

years! . . .”

A sudden flaw in the old woman’s voice startled the Boy. He

turned and fled from Aunt Dianthy, scampered along the hall, and

with panic-wingéd feet padded down the dark, winding stairs.

III.

Trms began their friendship. Was any ever stranger—seven and

seventy on common terms, May mornings side-by-side with late

December afternoons?

The Boy never told anybody about the penny. He felt instinctively

that it might give rise to troublesome inquiries, to possible prohibi

tions; but long after it was spent he cherished it in memory, for it

had been the Open Sesame to Aunt Dianthy’s room.

That room was a wonderful place, no denying it—a place of many

stories and much play. He never quite understood why there had
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been such opposition to his visiting Aunt Dianthy, such rumblings

of disapproval from Grandsir, sharp innuendoes from Grammy, even

jests from Uncle David. But these did not bother him greatly; for

in the end his own pleadings, joined to Aunt Dianthy’s timidly-voiced

invitations, had prevailed, and he had been allowed to go.  

“Don’t handle things,” Grammy cautioned, “ and don’t ask

questions!”

"Don’t ask questions!” Grandsir had echoed, raising his brows

as though to peer with his blind eyes at the wondering Boy.

“ ')

“All right, then. Run along with ye, an’ mind ye don’t stay

more ’n an hour—und’sta.nd? ”

“Yep!”

So he had been permitted.

Aunt Dianthy received him with disconcerting honors. When

with tremulous yet inquisitive spirit he tapped on her door, the old

woman swung it wide and ushered him in almost ceremonially.

“Sit down, Philip,” she severely invited, and pointed out for

him a little rocker—a child’s rocker, it appeared—with a log-cabin

cushion. The Boy perceived that he was making a really-truly call,

and so began to feel quite grown-up and uncomfortable. He felt his

ears getting red as he sat on the edge of the chair, swinging his legs

and vainly trying to think of something to say.

Aunt Dianthy seemed almost as much embarrassed as the Boy.

She sat down quite primly, clasped the bony fingers of one hand over

her other wrist and observed her caller with fixed attention. Some

thing in this scrutiny impressed him as strange, almost terrifying.

There was something strange about her, altogether. Her sparse hair

was knotted differently, and she was wearing her only hit of finery—

‘1 yellow sateen apron with a big rufiie across the bottom, all cross-

stitched with purple floss,

For a long minute neither said a word. The silence, unbroken by

even a clock-tick, weighed heavily in the little room lighted onlyiby

its single dormer-window. The Boy looked curiously round, observrng

with bright eyes Aunt Dianthy’s high-posted bed covered with its pnnt

patch-work quilt, her oblong braided rug, her small sheet-iron stove

behind which hung a few cooking-things. Near the window he saw 9

little mirror of wavy bluish glass with two tissue-paper Owls atop,

and beyond the mirror a shelf on which a pile of crackly china dishes

crowded some old books and a shiny little brass lamp. One or two

worsted mottoes and a few oval-framed family portraits—long-dead

faces which 'I‘ime had all but summoned back into his kind oblivion—

saddened the walls.

A chill of disappointment crept over the Boy. Could this be
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all, then, that Aunt Dianthy’s room contained? No, there was some

thing else in the far corner, a fat black chest with a big padlock, a

most promising chest!
The Boy’s eyes fixed themselves on the chest. Aunt Dianthy noted

the look, with who shall say how much of gratitude for even this

entering wedge of comradeship?
“ There are some old things—some very old things in that chest,”

she ventured in her thin, cracked voice. “Things that were mine

when I was a young woman, years and years ago. Things that were

my father’s, your great-grandfather’s.” Her effort at unbending, at

being agreeable, was perfectly obvious even to the Boy, but he over

looked it in his relief at not being catechised about his theology and

studies according to the manner of Elder Persons. He looked ex

pectantly at Aunt Dianthy, who looked back with a strangely searching

gaze, as though beyond and through him she were beholding some

other face, comparing it with his own. Her observation was insistent,

but the Boy did not greatly mind, for his thoughts were centred on the

big chest.

“ Lemme see what ’s in it?” he propounded bluntly.

Aunt Dianthy rose, sidled lamely to a nail driven above her bed

and took down a key. The Boy slipped from his chair and lagged

after as she hobbled to the chest. He stood beside her, watched her

bend and open it. The lock did not squeak, nor did the hinges, for

no day passed when Aunt Dianthy failed to open the chest. But of

this the Boy knew nothing.
“ Gee! It smells funny, don’t it? ” he commented, as the mingled

scent of camphor and cedar-twigs rose about him. “ Only old clo’es

in there?” he added with disappointment. He had expected at the

very least Revolutionary uniforms all gold-lace and brass-buttons, a

sword and pistol, maybe even some kind of treasure, such as the books

always said was hidden in just such chests. But no—Aunt Dianthy’s

chest seemed utterly commonplace. Not even the old woman’s pains-

taking description of each heirloom could render it otherwise. Alpaca

shawls, beaded “ fascinators,” lisle-thread mitts and cylindrical beaver

hats with narrow brims, faded blue coats with collars and long tails,

even poke-bonnets of frilly green silk, have no great charms for boys

Ncither have curious black lockets, all knobby and warty-lookiflg,

with coils of hair inside, even though one’s Aunt Dianthy compare‘

one’s own hair with the coils, and falls a-musing with the mournfullesl

expression. So the Boy found himself bored, and fidgeted uneasily.

“ That all?” he demanded.
“ No, Philip, not quite al ,” the old woman answered ¢Tel'!t1y- She

bent, and with an effort lifted out a green pasteboard box all printed

over with funny pictures of horses pulling little cars on very big
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wheels along narrow tracks. The box was tied with yarn in careful,

homely fashion. The Boy’s interest revived.

Aunt Dianthy patiently undid the knots, took off the cover.

“Oh, Aunty, can I play with those?” exclaimed the Boy. Inside

the box lay some really promising things—a humming-top, all dented

and worn, two or three calico bean-bags, an old rubber ball, and

many other boy-treasures. Best of all was a marble-game—a smooth

round board with shallow grooves in which the marbles rolled fascinat

ingly. With these things all spread out on the fioor around him, the

Boy forgot his greater expectations in the lesser actualities, forgot

Aunt Dianthy, forgot even the passage of time itself.

Aunt Dianthy did not forget the Boy. From her prim chair she

watched his every move. The lines in her face grew hard; she gripped

her wizened hands together very tightly.

Thus the first visit passed.

“ It ’s time for you to go, Philip,” said Aunt Dianthy at length.

“Aw, can’t I stay a little bit longer—just a little teenty bit? ” the

Boy pleaded, but Aunt Dianthy was as steel.

“No, Philip, not this time,” she vetoed him. “ You ’ve been here

l0n8- enongh, now. But perhaps next time you can stay longer. Let ’s

put the things all back, and close the chest.”

So the Boy had reluctantly to take his leave.

“ Who ’d those things b’long to, anyhow?” he queried, at the door.

“ Your father, like the coats an’ hats?”

“ No, not my father.”

“ Well, who ? ”

“Another little boy like you—dear—a long, long time ago.”

“ What was his name?” the Boy persisted; but Aunt Dianthy, as

With a sudden bold determination, bent and kissed him on the fore

head, 1Ihen gently put him outside and closed the door. _

The Boy, wondering in the vacant hall, rubbed the kiss OE with hls

paw_

IV.

CLEAR golden weather ushered in the autumn; and now drew

near the time when the Boy must say farewell to Grandsir’s with all

that made it dear, and journey sorrowfully back to town, to sc11ool, to

an that other life which seemed so dull by contrast. Not even the

thmlght of seeing Mother again could quite make up for losln8-

Grandsir’s.

There was so much to stay for! The horse-hair in the bottle still

refused to Inetamorphose itself. The Boy felt that if he could only

my lust a week longer, just three days, why, perhaps, perhaps-_who

could tell what might n’t happen? And his initials on the apple were

not quite ready yet, nor was his dam at all satisfactory. No matter
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how high he plastered it up by nightfall, there always would be a thin

trickle over it, next morning. The Boy wanted so much a little more

time, just a little more! . .
Then, too, he hated to think of foregoing his visits to Aunt Dianthy.

There had been many of these, and each had seemed better than the

one before. There had been such good playings, such stories of the

early days! True, Aunt Dianthy lacked imagination—but she was so

delightfully circumstantial! The Boy felt almost as if he, too, had

lived in pioneer times, along with Great-uncle Aquilla and the Bed

Injun by the astonishing name of Sockabason Bean, who together had

run Pontook Falls in a bateau, the year of the great freshet—felt

almost that he too, like Grandfather Newell, had been chased twelve

miles down Black River by a “lucivee.” It was all very shuddery

and horrible and fascinating, especially when the lucivee screamed right

in the tamarack-branches over Grandfather’s head, at dusk. The Boy

came to think no place in the world was quite like Aunt Dianthy’s

room, with its chest and its green pasteboard box of toys and its inter

minable stories. He would sit for an hour wide-eyed on a little tomato

like hassock in front of Aunt Dianthy, listening to the same tales over

and over again: “Well, when Grandfather heard the lucivee scream,

he dropped his axe and run, and the lucivee run after him like chain

lightning! . . .”

The Boy’s departure had been set for Wednesday. On Tuesday

afternoon he paid Aunt Dianthy his last visit.

“ I presume you will forget me, Philip, very soon after you mive

back home,” the old woman said precisely, when the story-telling wa5

finished for the last time and all the time-battered playthings has been

put back for their long rest in the green pasteboard box. “You will

forget me just the same as—as some other folks have done.”

“No, no, I won’t, Aunty! I won’t never—lay-me-down-all’-c1fi-r

me-in-two-ly, I won’t !”

But Aunt Dianthy only smiled oddly and shook her head.

“Well, well,” she sighed, “maybe you won’t, but I ’m a foolish,

weak old woman to hope it. I do wish it might be so! Perhaps than

there might be somebody in the family, some time, that would under

stand! . . . Oh if you only could remember and understand, it

seems to me perhaps the earth would n’t lie quite so heavy.”

And while the Boy looked, wondered, Aunt Dianthy limped over

to her little book-shelf and brought back a couple of daguerreotype5-

She sat down with the worn, stained little boxes in her hand, undid

the hasp of one, and opened it.
“Philip, do you know who that is?” she asked suddenly in a

strange, proud voice, holding the picture out to him.
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He saw a dim face gazing out at him from behind the blurs and

crackles of the ancient film—a woman’s face, young and round and

pretty, with parted hair drawn in smooth plats to either side. On the

cheeks still lingered a tinge of the pink which some long-dead artist had

delicately brushed across them

“ There, that ’s your Great-aunt Dianthia when she still had some

body to love her! ” she exclaimed almost fiercely, not waiting for his

question. “And this pictunplook at this!”

The other was a boy,full figure, absurdly dressed in checkered clothes

and standing beside a high-backed chair with tassels round the edge.

The boy wore curls and a funny short jacket, and his trousers fell almost

to the tops of his clumsy boots. Altogether a most curious-looking

boy—and yet Philip thought he looked a little bit familiar. The pic

ture puzzled him immensely.

“Why—why, Aunt Dianthy—he’s a teenty little mite like me,

ain’t he? ”

The old woman slid her arm about him with a sudden gesture that

somehow reminded him of his own mother. She drew him close and

kissed him The Boy thought he felt her tremble, and he grew afraid.

“Philip—that was my boy, my boy—understand? ” she broke

forth. “ All my own—the only thing I ever had!”

" Your little boy? ”

“Mine, Philip—and like you in a dozen ways—even the way he

used to play with those same things—and that was more than forty

Yeal-s ago. When I saw you playing with them ”

The Boy thought Aunt Dianthy must be choking; he squirmed

uneasily with sudden dread. He tried to think of something to say,

for he felt he must say something or there might take place that most

hor1-ible thing—a grown-up’s weeping—but Aunt Dianthy went on:

“He~he did n’t grow up. I suppose I had n’t any right to him.

Everybody flung that at me; everybody thought so. Perhaps God

thought so, too. So he was taken away. But it seemed to me I had

a right in him, after I ’d bought him, paid for him! ”

“ Oh, Aunt Dianthy! Bought him?”

“ Yes, and paid for him with my whole life, all that I had—every

thing, I ’ve been paying for years and years! I paid when the family

drove me out, and I paid more when they let me crawl back. I ’ve

paid with being their slave, with living all alone like the lepers it tells

abouti.u the Book—me, my own self, I tell you, buried alive by them!

I,Ve paid by eating their refuse! ‘ Give ’em to Aunt Dianthy l ,—

that,s been part of the price! Even my own sister, Your grand-

mother~she ’s made me pay and pay and pay to the last drop of blood!

0l1.1 know the price of a child! I know, I know!”

“Ow, don’t! You ’re hurtin’ me!” winced the Boy, not under’
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standing at all, but just terribly afraid of Aunt Dianthy’s voice and

the grip on his arm.

The old woman’s fingers relaxed; she seemed in one moment to

become weak again, broken and senile. Her head drooped and the fire

in her blurred eyes drenched itself in scanty tears. One lone drop ran

slowly down along her nose, trickled to her tremulous chin.

The Boy, all confusion, hung his head too. He found no thing

to do or say. For an instant the idea flashed to him that he ought

to kiss Aunt Dianthy and try to comfort her; but as he stole a shame

faced little glance, the impish desire to laugh beleaguered him. His

half-formulated sympathy faded into a lively discomfort, a quick

desire to escape.

He edged away from her, all trepidation.

“ G-g-good-by, Aunt Dianthy,” he stammered.

Uncertainly he stretched forth his hand, but Aunt Dianthy did not

see it. She was crying feebly with the unlovely grief of old age, over

the daguerreotype which she gripped tightly in her twisted, knuckly

fingers.

The Boy stole from the room and shut the door quite gently after

him. Aunt Dianthy did not raise her head.

V.

HE had meant to see her again, to say good-by really and truly

before going away; but somehow in the excitement and hubbub of that

early morning start, with the stage-coach waiting and all the bundles

and instructions to be thought of, Aunt Dianthy quite slipped his

mind.

Grandsir blunderingly shook hands with him; Uncle Dave patted

him on the shoulder and promised to look out for the bottled horse

hair; Grammy stuffed his pockets with caraway-cookies and kissed

him resoundingly. There was a great to-do as the stage got under

way again, with him perched up on the front seat beside Eli Perkins,

the old driver. The Boy felt very important and very happy, even

in spite of being schoolward bound.

Just for a moment as the stage dipped into the leafy hollow beyond

the orchard and rumbled toward the bridge, he snatched one last

glimpse of the old house, of its high chimney-stacks and its sun-smitten

dormers.

At one of these he seemed to note somebody peering forth—a small,

dim figure. Then the coach boomed out onto the bridge-planking, the

Bo.V craned to see the overflowing dam which he had built; and thus,

quite suddenly, he passed beyond the boundaries of Grandsir’s.

H Aunt Dianthy, already half-forgotten, had faded forever from his

1 e.
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CHARACTER-LEAKAGE

THE mar or runes IMPoRTANT mrs.ns—a POPULAR DISCUSSION 0!-- nsnvous

msonnsss, REAL on IMAGINARY, BY THE AUTHoR or THAT

HELPFUL urrna soon, “ wax- wonav? ”

No one is free who commands not himself.

—Encrarus.

to the ambitious, seem trivial, but I have found it extremely

practical.

The game of self-control is like that of golf—it takes many years

of training and practice to accomplish even fair results. Only the

genius becomes adept. But in any event, the aspirant for the long

drive must first learn to hold the club.

I have become convinced that no one can achieve mental tranquillity

who cannot learn to keep his body still,—to refrain from the habit

movements called by Professor Wenley of Michigan University signs of

“character-leakage.” Among these movements the most familiar are

drumming and tapping with the fingers and toes, clearing the throat,

and walking restlessly about. This is the sort of thing our rnother

taught us to avoid in childhood, but it did not make the impressmn lt

onght because we thought she was only trying her voice. If one can

refrain from a single movement of this kind on the first day, he has

begun to learn to “ hold the club.” The hand may be easily arrested,

for example, on its way to massaging the countenance by having ln

readiness this reminder: “ Push not thy face!”

Elbert Hubbard says of a successful trainer, formerly of athletes,

now of nervous invalids: “When he sits he does not cross his leg-?

play the devil’s tattoo with his hands, twist his mustache, stroke lns

hair, scratch his nose, adjust his necktie, nor examine his finger-nails.

He completes his toilet in his room.”

Some time when impatiently waiting for your train cease that rest

less pacing up and down, and try the following experiment: Stand

' I ‘HE first step I have to suggest for training in self-control may,

363
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at attention with your back against the wall, and say to yourself, “I

will see how long I can stand in this position without moving hand or

foot.” Do not be afraid of attracting notice—no one will cast a glance

in your direction; all are too preoccupied to note surroundings. If

you succeed in becoming interested, you will find yourself rather dis

appointed than otherwise to have the experiment interrupted by the

arrival of your train.
“ What ’s the reason,” one of these angry trampers paused to exclaim,

“ I always see so many more cars going the other way than I do going

my way?”
“I suppose,” answered his easy-going friend, “ it ’s because you

take the first one that comes along going your way.” -

It may, perhaps, be claimed that when a supreme effort is to be

made, continuous movements keep the muscles in readiness. It is

possible that the ball-player is more ready to catch the ball if he keeps

his hands in motion beforehand, but I strongly suspect that if he could

learn to stand at ease, he would be quite as ready for the emergency.

In any event, it seems hardly probable that there is enough temiporary

advantage to offset the tiring effect of indefinitely continuing these

movements. Suppose, again, that we are preparing for an intellectual

effort, how can twiddling the watch-chain, consulting the time-piece at

frequent intervals, adjusting the eyeglasses, and snapping the fingers

stimulate the brain to more effective work?

It is doubtless true that when one has formed the lifelong habit

of accompanying every undertaking by such movernents, their prevention

throws him into confusion. Amusing instances are cited of public

speeches spoilt by withdrawal of the customary stimulus. But the fact

that we rely upon a habit does not argue its necessity or even its

usefulness. It shows weakness rather than strength that one person

relies upon alcohol, another upon a cigar, and still another upon a cup

of strong tea, and it is safe to assert that if the individual thus handi

capped had learned to forego these s - ulants he could perform work,

whether physical or intellectual, with equal effectiveness and less

exhaustion. Nor is it ever too late to undertake one’s reiéducation.

There is no question in my mind of the justness of Crane’s observation:

“ Persistent, faithful, determined effort will overcome the most domi

nant habit that ever fastened itself on a human being.”

It is when we are placed, by accident or illness, in a position of pro

longed recumbency that we reap the reward of the practice suggested

in this chapter. This is particularly true if the injury, say a broken

leg, is unaccompanied by general bodily illness. Once placed in this

position, it is too late to acquire the ability to reta-n indefinitely, and

wltllout special discomfort, the posture necessary for the healing of the

fracture, and we may be thankful if we have already gained some self
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control. It seems much to ask of the busy man that instead of fretting

his way through the idleness enforced by a fractured thigh-bone, he

view the experience as a needed vacation, and take the occasion to

recuperate his jangled nerves, instead of adding to their wear and tear,

but really there is no one who cannot lessen somewhat the discomfort

of this situation by the cultivation of mental and physical calm.

“But I never was sick in my life, and I nevertook a vacation, and

I can’t stand it,” fumes the patient.

“Much to be thankful for, and much lost time to be made up,”

might -the medical adviser answer, if the direct appeal were ever

effective.

Before commencing the training against “leakage ” movements, it

is essential that they be recognized. We are well aware that our neigh

bor clears his throat and smacks his lips at regular intervals, but when

we first learn that we do these things we are taken quite aback. These

customary acts produce no more sensation than the pressure of the

ring upon our finger. We must begin our training, then, by realizing

the leakage. We must have the check-impulse ready, just as when one

throws his line for the nimble brook-trout he must be ready for the

reverse movement, or the fish is off and the bait as well.

The question may be asked whether this self-observation does not

savor of the morbid introspection we are counselled to avoid? I think

not. Morbid introspection has to do with our feelings rather than with

our acts. Even if self-observation be introspective, it is no more morbid

to cultivate repose of body and mind than to practise using the hair

brush and the fork instead of the fingers. If we should overlook our

selves entirely we might become obnoxious to our neighbors.

3

LOVE NEVER IS TOO LATE

BY FLORENCE EARLE COATES

OVE never is too late: It seems, -

L Within itself, all that is lasting gain;

And, or at morn or midnight, comes

With blessings in its train.

We taI-l—y, slow to give, alas!

But, though delayed, love never is too late—

Love, that has power beyond the grave to pass,

And enter Heaven’s gate!
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man from Pinkerton’s.

There was another man there to meet him.- He was a short,

stocky man, with a slouch hat and an overcoat much frayed at the edges.

He also had on top-boots, much wrinkled and gray on the curves from

exposure.
The two men nodded to each other. The man from Pinkerton’s

led the way to a corner of the tmnble-down station, where they could n’t

be overheard by the lonesome hack-driver.

“ You ’ve got him?”

“ I know where he is.”

“ Anybody watching the house?”

“ One of my deputies.”

“ Where is it located? ”

“ About a mile and a half down the road, off the main street.”

“ Farm-house? ”

“ Yes.”

“ Your rig here?”

“ Yes. ’Round on the other side.”

The man from Pinkerton’s pulled forth from his pocket two long,

black stogies. He handed one to the sherifi’, and, putting the other

securely between his teeth, proceeded to strike a match and light it

rI‘he sheriff followed his example.

“ Well, we ’ll run along.”
The sheriff unhitched his horse, and, following the man from Pink

erton’s, got into the rig. He chirked up the mare, and they drove off

slowly down the road.
“ He ’s the slickest pad in the country,” volunteered the man from

Pinkerton’s, between puffs. “ He ’ll show fight.”

The sherifff did not appear to be disconcerted by this statement. No

man from Pinkerton’s or from any other place on the face of the earth

could patronize him or betray him into any admission of inferiority.

“ He ’ll get all that ’s coming to him,” he said shortly.

“ You ’re sure he don’t know we ’re coming? ”

see

ONLY one man got off the train at Meadowlands. He was the
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“ Sure. My man is out behind the wood-pile.”

“ Well, we ’ll see. He ’s slick all right.”

Having delivered himself of this observation, the man from Pinker

ton’s remained in deep thought while the rig rolled along the country

road. As for the sheriff, his not to volunteer any unnecessary infor

mation; his but to do and die, rather than to ask questions.

Ten minutes passed. The man from Pinkerton’s looked ahead.

“ That the house?”

. A neat little farm-house, with a red barn in the rear and a stretch

of meadow beyond, loomed in the near distance on the right.

‘K Yep-,'

“Who lives in it?”

“ Widow Brooks and her daughter. They take boarders.”

The sheriff checked himself involuntarily. Ile had made an admis

sion not called for. He must be careful to confine himself to direct

questions, without wandering afield.

“ Know your rig?”

“ Yep. Widow does.”

The man from Pinkerton’s looked back. The hack was coming

right behind them.

“ Hold up.”

The sheriff checked the horse.

“ I ’ll get out, get into the hack, and drive up. You ride on a bit,

and then come back and enter the house through the kitchen. I ’ll in

quire for board, go in and cover him. Do you stand ready to come in

through the kitchen.”

The sheriff smiled grimly.

“ Thought it was kind 0" foolish for you to drive along with me,”

he Vouchsafed, “ but I guess you know your business best.”

The exchange was made. The decrepit hack, with its new occupant,

drove slowly up to the door of the farm-house.

The man from Pinkerton’s knocked at the door. - A woman came

out. She bowed and smiled. -

“ Mrs. Brooks?”

“ Yes, sir. Won’t you come in?”

The manner of the man from Pinkerton’s changed. He was the

incarnation of affability_

“Thank you. I am staying in the village for a few days, and have

been recommended to your house. Could you accommodate me? ”

“Yes, sir. You have business in the village?”

“I will explain all that to your satisfaction presently. I. am 0

friend of the president of the bank, Mr. Pratt. Shall I walk in and

look around?”

“ Come right in.”
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She led the way into the long living-i-oom on the right. There was

the sound of voices in the rear of the room. In the dim light two

figures rose.

“ My daughter, Mr.———”

“ Jackson.”

“ Mr. Jackson; and this is Mr. Allen.”

The man from Pinkerton’s walked up to Mr. Allen as if to shake

hands with him. That young man, obeying an almost mechanical in

stinct, put his hand down to his side. But the man from Pinkerton’s

was too quick. In a twinkling he had whipped a revolver out of his

coat pocket.

“ None of that. You ’re all in.”

He covered Mr. Allen.
The two women stood as if paralyzed. From the rear door, enter

ing the kitchen, appeared the form of the sheriff.

“ Pin him."
The sheriff obeyed. He reached down into Mr. Allen’s pocket-—

in the rear—and drew forth a gun. The man from Pinkerton’s stepped

forward and clapped a pair of handcuffs on his quarry. It was all

over in a moment.

Allen was the first one to smile.
“ You got me dead to rights,” he said. “ I was off guard—for

once in my life.”
He nodded toward the girl, and looked apologetically at the mafl

from Pinkerton’s, as if to say, “ Any man would be likely to be caught

in a trap like this.”
The man from Pinkerton’s could afford to be pleasant over it.

Everything had passed off so smoothly that he was naturally in the

best humor in the world.

“ No blame to you, old man,” he said.

He looked admiringly at the girl, whose pale face stared up blankly

at him from the chair, where she had almost fallen, supported in her

mother’s arms.
“ I would n’t blame myself for anything under the circumstances,”

he continued. “ But, my boy, if you ’ve been monkeying with the girl”

well, I’ll make it as hard as I can for you. What time is the up

train?” he continued, speaking directly to the sheriff.

The sheriff looked at his watch.

“ Four o’clock—an hour from now.”

“ All right. You hold him, will you? Call in your man to help

I want to have a few words with this lady.”

He turned to Mrs. Brooks.

“ Madam, I ”

“ I cannot leave her, sir.”
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“ That ’s all right. Sheriff; you takehim out and leave us to our

selves. It won’t take me more than ten minutes.”

The sheriff started out with Mr. Allen.

The girl sprang forward and threw her arms around the neck of the

prisoner.

“ You shall not take him! ” she cried. “ There is something wrong.

Why did you let them take you ? ”

“ They got me off my guard, dear. I ’ve got to go with them.”

“ He ’s done time before,” said the man from Pinkerton’s signifi

cantly, to Mrs. Brooks. “He knows he ’s all in. Ain’t that right,

Peaehie? ”

Mr. Allen nodded. He turned to the girl who .clung to him, forc

ing her gently away.

“ It ’s no use,” he said. “Brace up. I can’t help myself now.

You must get back your nerve. Come, now.”

She loosened her grip. He kissed her, and, taking the sheriffs arm,

disappeared.

The man from Pinkerton’s turned to Mrs. Brooks.

“ I ’d like to say this to you alone, ma’am,” he said with a note of

respect in his voice hitherto foreign to it. “ You see, I ’ve been up

against this sort of thing before. But never mind. I guess it won’t

hurt her much now. It ’s only the truth.”

The two women were huddled together—a mass of gray grief

“ You see,” said the man from Pinkerton’s, “you must n’t blame

yourself too much. It ’s natural, when you come to think it over.

Here ’s a young, pretty girl living in a country town, with only a lot of

hayseeds to keep her company. She knows ’em all so well that she ’s

too used to ’em. She can’t pick out their good qualities. There ain’t

no romance about your next-door neighbor. Well, here comes along

a young and handsome chap from town. He ’s quick on his feet, he’s

well educated—none better, and I know most of ’em—and he ’s a smooth

talker. He ’s been out into the world, and been up against it, and he

knows things. Then, ma’am, there ’s a something else. These ’ere

criminals they possess a fascination for a young girl—well.. you can‘

lust account for it, but it ’s all there. It ’s kind of instinctive. Oh,

I’ve seen it all over. It ’s funny the way it works. The better the

girl, the quicker she feels it. Yes, that ,s right. I——”

The girl sprang up.

“Don’t you say any more!” she cried. “He’s my husband- I

married him yesterday. If you had n’t come, we would have been—

so happy. I could kill you!” -

The man from Pinkerton’s face grew softer. He whistled dubl0l'lsly

“ Is that true, ma’am ? ” he asked.

Mrs. Brooks nodded through her tears.

Von. Lxxx1v._24
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“ Yes, sir. He came here nearly four weeks ago. He had letters.

He said he was an artist ”

“ He is, in his line.”

“ And we thought him a perfect gentleman. I warned Helen not

to see too much of him. I saw that she was falling in love with him.

Three days ago I told him he must leave. He promised me that he

would. Yesterday they both disappeared in the morning, and when

they returned they said they had been married.”

The man from Pinke1-ton’s got up. He shook his head, half to

himself.

“Well, ma’am, I ’m sorry,” he said. “ I got here a day too late.

But it ain’t my fault. I did the best I could. We must be going. You

can come and see him if you want to. The papers will tell you all

about it. Good-day.”

When he had gone, the mother turned to the girl.

“ Helen,” she whispered, “ how could you? I felt that I was right

about it. That is why I warned you, that is why I told him to go

away. Why did you do this? Oh, Helen dear, if you had only

known—beforehand ! ”

And the girl by her side looked up quietly and said:

“I did know, mother. I made him tell me just what he was,

before I married him.”
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HERE

BY JOHN KENDRIGK BANGS

HE North wind blows from the land of snows,

T The South from the home of the budding rose;

The West wind blows from the day that ’s done.

The East from the land of the rising sun.

Here is the spot where the rose’s sigh

And the cooling breath of the Arctic sky

Together meet in a gladsome way

To join to-morrow with yesterday.

And here is Heaven, and woe‘s surcease,

And here is joy, and a perfect peace—

The filture’s fair, and the past is sweet,

In the land where the joyous four winds meet.
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tense, motionless figure in the stifl arm-chair. The little clock

upon the mantel ticked with obtrusive regularity, while the

bronze dragon candlesticks, on either side, stood like two frowning

sentinels.

The patient lifted his dark, expressive eyes and let them rest

furtively on the averted profile of the professional man, who was intent

upon adjusting certain papers on his desk, and seemed in no haste to

respond to the unuttered question which trembled on the other’s lips.

He was in no haste to respond. Indeed, never in all his life had

this practitioner desired so heartily to shirk a painful duty. It was,

moreover, a duty that did not strictly belong to him. Yes, it was

truly a cruel freak of fate which had summoned away his elder col

league that afternoon and had imposed upon John Elwell the painful

duty of pronouncing sentence upon his friend and classmate, Wallace

Chase.

“Well, doctor?”

The young practitioner raised his own piercing eyes, and the two

took each other’s measure for a moment. The patient’s voice was

steady, but the accompanying smile he strove to summon proved but

it woeful failure. Then he compressed his lips and turned his head

sharply away. He was suddenly possessed by an intense desire to post

pcTle the reply he would have hastened a moment since

The doctor pulled himself together and prepared to speak. What

right had he to shirk? Burton had said, “ Chase has a right to know

the truth, and he has asked for it; ” and why had Burton been hur

riedly called off just at the crucial moment!

The telephone rang sharply, and the brief respite it brought was

welcomed by both men.

Chase rose and strolled to the window, while the eyes of the doc

tor followed him intently as he held the receiver to his ear

A querulous old gentleman was anxious to describe his symptoms,

and the young doctor alternately listened and gave certam inJlmc-

tions, but all the while he was mentally reviewing his recent conversa

fion with Burton.

' I ‘HE stillness in the doctor’s office was ominously oppressive to the

37l
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“ Chase will be here at five o’clock,” Burton had said. “He has

insisted upon my exact verdict. Of course you know he ’s doomed,

poor chap. Not the ghost of a chance for him. He cannot live six

months. I’ve packed him off to Southern Italy to join his relatives.

His man Ford is a trained attendant, and will look out for him; they

sail on Saturday. He has asked for the truth, and no one has a right

to keep it from him.” And now it was Elwell’s portion to transmit

the truth.

“ Good-by.” The querulous old gentleman had finished the recital

of his symptoms. Elwell clicked the receiver sharply into place.

He rose impulsively as Chase turned from the window.

“Wallace,” he cried, “cheer up, old man! You ’re coming out

all right! Burton was called away and left me to fix you up to start

on Saturday. I tell you, the voyage and the stay in Italy will make

-a new man of you.”

The color slowly mounted to Chase’s temples, then receded, leaving

him ghastly white; he steadied himself against the table. “Are you

sure there ’s no mistake? Mind you, I want to know the truth. I ’m

not a baby. Burton gave me to understand my case was serious, per

haps hopeless.” A far-away expression crept into the speaker’s face,

as if he had already experienced the bitterness of the word.

“ Serious, yes; but not hopeless. I tell you, man, just stop worry

ing about yourself l Make up your mind to let Ford see to the petty

details. Have all the fun you can, provided you don’t overdo. Now

sit down and we ’ll see about the string of remedies that Burton put

up for you to take away with you.”

A half-hour only had elapsed, yet what a different world it was

that Chase looked out upon as he waved Elwell a joyous good-by and

drove off briskly in his high trap.

The other watched him go, with a mist gathering in his eyes.

“ Poor chap, he ’s doomed, as Burton says, but who am I that I should

take away his hope. I ’m glad Burton was called away, for he would

not have lied to him. The truth—bah! It has killed many po0r

devils long before their time.”

As Chase turned into a long, shady lane, he spied a slender feminine

figure ahead of him. A moment more and he had reined up and

was calling out gaily:

“ I ’ve caught you and you can’t escape.” And after a few banter

ing words he drove off with his fair prize at his side.

“Eleanor, I was on my way to see you.”

“ It is a long time since you ’ve been there.”

“ I ’ve been in the depths, dear, and not fit company for any one.”

She eyed him searchingly. “I think you ’re looking better than

when I saw you last.”
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“I am better, for in the last half-hour I ’ve got my hope back.

The doctor ’s sending me abroad, but only for a few months, and then

I’m coming back to you, Eleanor, well and strong, and ready to do

a man’s work in the world.”

Her eyes were full of tears.

He shifted his whip into his left hand with the reins, and with

his right hand clasped the one that rested close beside him.

“Now that I’ve got my hope back, I’m going to say things to

you. You have known them all along, but I could not have said them

unless I could have hoped to get my health. I went up there this

afternoon to hear my doom. I was sure of it. I had planned to

sneak away when it came. I could not face you with my trouble. I

was going to slip away to die somewhere in Italy—the family are

over there now, you know.”

“ Cruel! You could not have gone off like that, knowing I cared! ”

Eleanor’s tears were falling.

“Dear, I had thought it over a thousand times; it would have

been the kindest thing for both of us. How could I be sure how much

you cared, and how could I ask you to tell me under such conditions?

You might have been just sorry, and not known the difference. But

now let us forget what might have happened. I love you, dea1-

Y‘>u’ve known that always, but now I dare to say it; for years it was

not time to tell you, and then my health broke down, but now I ’m

going to get well. Ford goes along to take care of me. I ’ll come back

for you in a few months, or—Eleanor, would you, could you, go with

me now? Marry me before Saturday? I must sail Saturday! ”

He drew rein in the shady lane and kissed her. And she sobbed on

his shoulder.

“I will go with you Saturday. Do you think I will let you go

without me, now that I know you want me? Do you think I w1ll

lo5e those long beautiful months with you, out of my life?”

John Elwell, M.D., stood on the steamship dock awaiting the arrival

of the great ocean liner which was now slowly steaming up the bay.

His ordinarily smooth brow was deeply furrowed, and he looked worn

and anxious. He meditated grimly that the dock where he stood

seemed to his mental vision more like a criminal dock than one belong

ing to the steamship company. Unconscious of the chattering groups

about him, he seemed to gaze judicially at his own figure arralgned

before the bar of his accusing conscience. -

He reviewed rapidly each circumstance connected with Wallace

Chase, and asked himself, as he had done repeatedly during the p?s1:

ten days, if he could ever justify himself for fostering false hopes in

Chase during that crucial interview. He had lied to. the other for
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what had seemed his good, and on such grounds the lie was justifiable,

but then, all unexpectedly, the situation had changed: it now included

Eleanor, with whose life’s happiness he had tampered unwittingly.

He knew that on the strength of his assurance the hasty marriage

had been consummated. He had lied to a man who had hung upon

his verdict in order to be guided by it in mapping out his future

conduct. This he had done to make the sick man’s last days happier,

and he had all unconsciously wrecked the happiness of one of the

loveliest women in the world.
Now Chase was gone, and the incoming ship was bringing Eleanor,

a broken-hearted widow. Because of him—Elwell—she had endured

the bitterest agony that is the portion of any mortal. It was because

of him, for Chase had told him in a farewell note that he had planned,

if there was really no hope for him, to slip away alone. He never

would have married her if he had known the truth, which Elwell had

withheld from him, and she—well, she would have grieved bitterly, but

it would have been different from this.

Yes, the incoming steamer was bringing Eleanor in widow’s weeds.

She was a victim to a lie that he had told. well-meaning but unpar

donable. He owed her all possible reparation, yet he was powerless

to render any. He could only sue for her pardon and do all in his

power to help her, if help she craved.

Burton had been the first to see the small note in the paper a

fortnight since, and had handed the sheet to Elwell, remarking:

“ He ’s gone, poor chap. I never thought that he could live ten

months. I’m sorry for the girl, but ’t was a crazy thing to marry a

man doomed as he was. Well, he was warned; you told him what

the chances were.”
There had been a humming in Elwell’s ears as he picked up the

sheet. “ Poor chap,” he murmured. “ Poor Eleanor; ” and then his

conscience had begun that siege of torment which had gone on up to

the present moment.
The ship was almost at the dock, and Elwell felt his eyes grow

-misty, the sunlight blur before his vision; he took his glasses off and

wiped them savagely. He had caught a glimpse of a slight figure in

black leaning upon the rail; he looked again and knew that it was

Eleanor; then his eyes blurred a second time, but, strange to say,

with that brief glimpse of her there came upon him a sudden strange

revulsion of feeling; a sense of peace and exaltation swept over him,

replacing in an instant his previous sense of deep contrition for the

part that he had played. All in an instant he knew that by those

words he had been bitterly repenting he had given Eleanor the very

best that life had stored up for her. Whatever she had suffered in

losm.g what had been her own for a few months, was as nothing in
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comparison with that empty and cruel desolation which would have

been her portion had the man whom she loved left her without a

word. He knew now, without a shadow of doubt, that if he told her of

that false, impulsive verdict which had so changed her life, she would

thank him upon her bended knees for that hope which had bestowed

upon her months of dear companionship and given her now the right

to mourn.

The incoming liner was close beside the dock; Elwell made his

way towards the gangplank.

In the intensity of his conflicting feelings, he had focussed his

whole attention upon one figure—Eleanor. Now his gaze rested on

the group in which she stood; by his side he saw an older woman

shrouded in heavy crape, upon whom Eleanor was bestowing anxious

attention. Beyond the older woman, Elwell’s glance rested upon a

tall, familiar form; he stood spell-bound, staring in open-mouthed

amazement. Could that be Wallace Chase, or was he dreaming? As

suredly this was the sick man he had sent away to die, miraculously

restored to health. Yet Elwell had surely read those painful words

upon the printed page: “ At Capri suddenly, Wallace Chase.” What

did it mean?

Then all at once the truth dawned on him: it was Wallace’s father

who had died in Italy; this was Wallace Chase, junior, with his mother

leaning on his arm, and Eleanor, his wife, upon the other side.

Eleanor’s cheeks were pink, and the old-time sparkle he had feared

to find forever dulled flashed at him a joyful recognition as all came

down the gangway. Though the group was a sombre one, he waved

ecstatically as they approached, feasting his eyes upon the sturdy

form of Chase, who had regained that bearing which was his in the

days when he had been the best all-round athlete in his class.

As Elwell hurried forward through the crowd to meet them, he

murmured with keen wonderment: “And I came here to expiate my

sins; to do sad penance for the lie upon my conscience! And, after

all, it was the truth I told him. Great Heavens! it was the truth ! ”
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AN UNWILLING INTRUSION

By Percy W'ils0n

U‘

quiet but thoroughly enjoyable evening at cards with several

masculine friends, and having quit the game a small sum to

the good, was making his way to his bachelor lodgings in a pleasantly

exhilarated frame of mind. As he stepped briskly along the almost

deserted street the echo of his footfall made companionable melody

with the jingle of the unearned increment in his pocket, and thus he

fell into an abstruse calculation of the length of time this latter would

supply him with cigars at the increased value of three for a quarter,

and seven a day. He ruminatively laid his head one side and squinted

an eye toward the- starry firmament—just in the nick of time to observe

a brilliant meteor shoot across the sky.

“Ah-h-h! ” exclaimed Mr. Kitsey appreciatively, and abandoning

his arithmetic stopped to watch it. The abrupt cessation of his foot

steps smote the thoroughfare with an intense stillness. Apparently

this distressed a wakeful occupant in a house directly across the street,

for as Mr. Kitsey turned to scan the heavens for further stellar

phenomena he saw a light appear around the edges of a third-story

window. The shade was let up, and a feminine head was thrust into

the balmy autumnal atmosphere. Possessing an admiration as un

limited as it was impartial, Mr. Kitsey immediately forsook the search

for the lesser visual delight, and, albeit unable to determine definitely

whether the lady might be seventeen or seventy, for the light behind

threw her face into shadow, he gave himself the benefit of the doubt

and gallantly waved a hand. “ Oh, you angel!” he murmured.

The lady made no response. She seemed, in fact, not to see him

She looked up the street and down the street, but not across. Observ

ing this, Mr. Kitsey stepped to the curb and waved again. Now he

caught her attention, and venturing a degree further, he politely

removed the cigar from between his lips and wafted her a kiss. Imme

diately tlie lady’s head went in and the shade came down.

A quizzical expression played over Mr. Kitsey’s face. Then affect

ing to believe that his cigar had been at fault, he viewed it disapprov

ingly. “I.don’t blame her,” he murmured. “ That ’s a bum stogie

I don’t like the taste of it myself.” And he threw it away.

l '1- was a trifle past midnight. Mr. Benjamin Kitsey had spent a

376
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The light still remaining in the room, however, he stuck to his

post, and shortly was rewarded by noting the shade raised just enough

to let a pair of eyes peer out beneath. Immediately falling into the

pose which he assumed when he desired to make himself irresistible

to the fair sex, he drew forth his handkerchief and proceeded to signal

a variety of tender messages from the invaluable compendium known

as “ The True Lover’s Code.” In reply the lady thrust out her hand

and waved it—violently.

Mr. Kitsey was not dense. He did not need to refer to any code

to interpret the gesture as an intimation that he should move on, but

flattering himself that he possessed some knowledge of the eccen

tricities of the sex he lingered nevertheless.- Again the lady retired,

the light was turned up, then turned out, and a moment later a small

square of paper appeared over the edge of the window-sill and floated

slowly downward.

“Ha!” exclaimed Mr. Kitsey triumphantly. “They can’t get

away from me! ‘Dearest Kitsey-Kootsey:—Meet me at the old

oak!”’ He glanced cautiously up and down the street.—“ Or the

station house,” the alternative occurred to him in this action. In no

wise deterred, however, by this reminder of the unromantic tendency

of the times, he carefully observed the course of the billet-doux, and

when it fluttered into the areaway that led beneath the front steps,

he crossed the street and followed down after it.

It was readily located, and he was bringing it up to a street lamp

for perusal, when upon his eyes reaching the level of the sidewalk

he saw coming toward him, less than half a block away, a patrolman.

He stopped and stared. “I’ve seen that done before,” he mused,

“ in moving pictures. They bring them right up out of anywhere.”

But it became speedily evident that the present object was no

such illusion, and Mr. Kitsey was driven to consider swiftly his linnted

choice of action. “ There ’s not much use trying to explain things to

fellows like that,” he cogitated. “Thcy’re a terribly thick-headed

lot.” Glancing behind him, and noting that the lower half of the area

doorway was well in shadow, he hastily retreated there.

Mr. Kitsey was fortunate in the present instance in being some

thing under the medium size, for by crouching he was able to get

himself pretty well into one corner. But the posture cl_-alIlpe‘_1 hlm,

and the door having been left insecurely fastened, in his squirming

about to obtain greater comfort, it gave way to his pressure and let

him gently over on his back into the cellar. With gretlt presence of

mind he seized the door and crowded it swiftly but noiselessly $_hut—

not an instant too soon, for immediately thereafter the guardmn of

the night passed the house.

With an extreme of caution, Mr. Kitsey waited a full minute after
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the footsteps had died completely away before venturing to open the

door. As he softly turned the knob something whispered to him that

his troubles had just begun, for although the knob turned backward

or forward with equal ease, it did not release the catch. He ran his

hand hastily up and down the door in search of some other latch that

might connect it, but there was only the one look.

When he had spent about fifteen minutes in a fruitless endeavor

to coax the knob into an association with the bolt, and had broken

both blades of his knife in an attempt at force, he gave up and wiped

his perspiring face. With the realization of the ineflicacy of his

attempts he became philosophical, and, his eyes having by this time

grown accustomed to the darkness, he determined to look about for

some other means of egress. “I simply must get out of here,” he

argued. “ I ought to be in bed. I ’m losing good sleep.”

In the rear cellar he discovered a small window that looked into

the side yard. It was high up, just below the joists, but by standing

on a tub he found that he could take out the sash, while the iron

grating was hinged, and held only by a simple bolt. A little further

search brought to light a box and an old chair, from which with the

tub he constructed one of those pyramids on whose heights the Mikado’s

equilibrists are wont to display marvelous feats of balance; and having

spread over the wall and window-sill an old newspaper for the pro

tection of his clothes, he surveyed the result with considerable

satisfaction. “ If the old thing works all right,” he mused chirkily,

“I’ll get a paper parasol and a Japanese fan and take it on the

circuit. Bills—‘ Oyu Kitsi, direct from Tokyo Royal Theatre.’ ”

Very carefully he mounted the shaky column and opened the

grating. The aperture was nothing too large, but by slow and cautious

squirming he was pulling himself through when he imagined he heard

footsteps in the room overhead, and paused to listen. There was no

doubt about the sounds. There were other footsteps, too, from some

where farther in the house, and the ones above began to move hurriedly.

Giving a mighty wriggle and twist, whereby he overturned the

pyramid in the cellar with a resounding crash, Mr. Kitsey hauled

lnmself through the window and struggled to his feet. At the same

instant a man’s leg and a bundle of something hard and knobby came

out of the dining-room window immediately over his head, and in his

firs_t leap toward liberty Mr. Kitsey’s forehead came so sharply and

painfully into contact with one of the knobs that without considera

tion of possible consequences he exclaimed “Ootch!” The sharp

enuncmtion of this magic word completely unsettled the owner of

the leg, and letting go the bundle, he made one spring and struck out

for the rear gate; while the bundle itself settled over Mr. Kitsey and

bore him to the pavement.
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A trifle stunned by his fall, and still further stupefied by the sight

of a silver dish rolling out of the bundle as he pushed it off him, Mr.

Kitsey had risen only as far as hands and lcnees when a thin man clad

in pajamas rushedfrom the kitchen door excitably flourishing a

revolver.

“Aha!” cried this person. “ Put up your hands! I ’ve got you.

Aha!”

“Aha! yourself,” retorted Mr. Kitsey, who could n’t well put up

his hands without butting out his brains against the pavement.

“What do you think I am?” he demanded, getting up and brushing

off his clothes. “ A burglar?”

Thoroughly taken aback by -this unexpected query, the thin man

pointed mutely to the bundle of silverware.

“ That ’s him! That ’s him! That ’s the villain!” cried a femi

nine voice; and a lady of uncertain age—though possibly under- sixty

—hung halfway out the window. There was something sufliciently

familiar in her lineaments for Mr. Kitsey to identify them infallibly

as those which had been the inception of his present dilemma, and

he stared at her wide-eyed in alternating fear of a present disclosure

and wonder at his previous nearsightedness.

The thin man’s behavior was most strange. “ Go back! Go back!”

he cried; in his excitement removing the revolver from cover of Mr.

Kitsey and waving it under the lady’s nose. “ Go back to bed, Aunt

Martha; ‘This is no place for you.”

“ Nor for me,” thought Mr. Kitsey; albeit he regarded the situa

tion as improved when the lady had gone.

The thin man drew a breath of relief, and meeting Mr. Kitsey’s

wondering gaze—“A little unsettled here,” he explained, still trem

Ming, and tapping his forehead. “ Subject to fits.” Then immediately

realizing to whom he was making the explanation, he abruptly thrust

the revolver into Mr. Kitsey’s face again. _

But by this time Mr. Kitsey had completely recovered his nerve,

and having concluded from noting the thin man’s handling of the

revolver that a shot from it was as likely to result in suicide as ln

manslaughter, looked him boldly in the eye and desired him to take

his pop-gun away. _

“ Do I look like a jimmy-artist? ” he demanded, holding 0pen hls

coat to display the splendor of his raiment.

“No-o-o,” admitted the thin man. “No, you don’t. But what

are you doing here?” he queried irritably. “ Who is the burglar, if

You are n’t? Where is he?” And he flourished the revolver agam.

“What am I doing here?” repeated _Mr. Kitsey. “Where is the

burglar? Ah!”—tapping the thin man impressively on the chest,

“ How we are approaching a solution.” Fervently enough he hoped
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they might be, but although his brain was working with great rapidity

he had n’t grasped it yet.

Looking wise, and continuing the tapping as a method of gaining

time, he shortly germinated an idea. “ Did you hear that awful racket

in the cellar?” he asked.

The thin man nodded.

“You left the area door unlatehed last evening,” Mr. Kitsey

declared in a tone of reproof.

“ The lock is out of order,” was the falteringadmission.

“Exactly. But careless, even so,” he chided. “Very careless.

Now, I want to show you something.” Getting down on his hands

and knees facing the cellar window, Mr. Kitsey motioned for the thin

man to do likewise.

“ A little farther away,” he directed, when the thin man was on

all fours at his side. “ I think he has likely gone, but for protection

keep a good hold on your revolver. Now”—when the thin man had

placed himself as directed—“look over in that corner.” As the thin

man bent lower to peer into the darkness, Mr. Kitsey suddenly grasped

him by the nether article of his scant apparel and forced him head

and shoulders through the window, with the revolver under him; then

leaping over the prostrate form sped swiftly down the yard and out

the gate.

Within five minutes he was safely in his own room, and starting

to disrobe. Ever regardful of his clothing, he was clearing out the

pockets of his coat before folding it away, when he drew forth the

square note. There were four words on it,—“ Mind your own

business.”

“ Say!” exclaimed Mr. Kitsey, sinking down upon the edge of his

bed. “ Say! That old girl is n’t as bug as some people I know. By

Heck! that ’s good advice.” And for a considerable time he sat and

pondered it-as it had been elucidated to him that very night.

  

DOUBT

BY JOSEPHINE MORRIS ROWAN

EKE a gaunt ghost, Doubt stalks within the Thought,

Denymg what was substance, leaving nought.



 
 

WAYS OF THE HOUR

A DEPARTMENT OF CURRENT COMMENT AND

CRITICISM—sANE, STIMULATING, OPTIMXsTIC

5*

THE BIGNESS OF THlNGS

IZE is the criterion that a child can use as well as an agricultural

S show jury—and use better than a Ph.D., since Ph.D.’s have, for

the most part, only one-third vision. No doubt size does go

far toward determining the value of some things—ladies’ hats and their

husbands’ salaries, for example—yet it is none the less interesting to

read what is said in “ My Farm at Edgewood ” on this very point:

It is a com.mon mistake to suppose that garden products are good

in proportion to their size. . . . Smoothness, roundness, perfect develop

ment of all the parts, and delicate flavor, are the true tests.

Horticultural-society magnates would be properly punished in having

to eat the monstrosities they honor with their prizes. And I sometimes

think, with the Edgewood Farmer, that the disposition to set the mere

grossness of a thing above its finer qualities, is a weakness peculiarly

American. Am I far wrong?

To the American politician, we seem the greatest people because we

have so many votes. The builder and contractor comes to the same

conclusion because we want so many town-houses and country-places to

contain us. Then there ’s the circumstance that there is a large balance

of trade in our favor—it is in our favor, is n’t it? At any -rate, it _’s

1arge- Greatest we are in all things, and not least in size. Lafcadm

HeB.rn’s marvelous description of New York (“ a city walledup to the

sk)’ and roaring like the sea ”) depends for much of its effect-lveness on

bigness in numbers and money. “In that block on the nght there

dwell nine thousand souls; the tenants of the edifice facing it pay the

aunual rent of a million dollars. Seven millions scarcely covered the

am
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cost of those bulks overlooking the square beyond,—and there are miles

of such.” The American is a bit proud that his railroads kill more

persons annually than other peoples’ railroads; and in Bret Harte’s

“How Santa Claus Came to Sandy Bar” the Sierra Avalanche re

marks, “ with pensive local pride,” “ An area as large as the State of

Massachusetts is now under water.”

You and I have a great deal of “ pensive local pride ” ; and that is

as it should be. My complaint is that the pride is in our quantity of

things, and their size individually—not in the things themselves. Thus

the newspaper editor convinced that the United States is the only place

fairly habitable can with a clear conscience print accounts of grafting

Governors and itching Congressmen. It pleases him, and he thinks it

may please his readers, this thought that, rotten as old Europe is, we

are more rotten when we apply ourselves to it.

We have sometimes thought of our universities as strongholds of

conservatism. After all, they only reflect the taste of their communi

ties. Much has been said in these last months of the insufiiciency of

our educational ideals; our colleges have been “muck-raked.” Mr.

Flexner, Mr. Birdseye, Professor Babbitt, President Pritchett—one

and all they have condemned the lack of cotirdination between collage

and university, and of efliciency in both. Why, with larger opportuni

ties than ever, have we lower educational standards? Here again our

obsession with the mere bigness of things is the mischief-maker.

“ Amherst keeps an anxious eye on Williams,” writes one of the critics

of our colleges. “ Brown is prouder of a larger attendance this year

than last; Harvard men point with scorn to the smaller enrolment at

Yale.” 'l‘he registration at our colleges is, to be sure, inflated; but

who maintains that the influence of the big college with its big courses

is as great to-day, on the individual graduate, as it was when fewer

men “ worked their way through,” when freshmen worried along

somehow without owning motor-cars, and the whole university was no

larger than this year’s entering college class?

Our cult of bigness is but an evidence of youth, and not a national

weakness. Size certainly does not determine the value of pictures; we

have seen historical pieces of vast acreage that no one looked at twice.

It is not the standard of literary worth—the “ Festus ” is not rated as

high as some of Keats’s briefest poems; even in nations size is not

everything, since little England has bolted India, Ganges and all, and

Russian pride went down before jiu jitsu. The size of the grape does

not declare the vintage’s dearness. All this is so obvious, why should

the mere bigness of things ever have so imposed upon us? Hazlit’L

speaks somewhere of the “cockneyism of the nineteenth century”;

this is the cockneyism of the twentieth.

WARREN BARTON BLAKE
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THE THlNGS WE CANNOT SEE

I‘ best, man is a coward. But, even as the worm, he will hit

A back if he can see what to hit. Yea, though he cannot see

what to hit, he will paw the air in a wildly vain endeavor to

annihilate the unperceived cause of a plainly perceived pain.

The more a man hits, however, without hitting anything, the more

frightened he becomes. We like to get action for our money. We

like to know what we ’re up against. If a man can see what he ’s up

against, he can take his choice between fighting or running, but when

he is up against something which he cannot see, he can hope neither

to fight effectively nor to choose the proper direction in which to run.

He must just stand still and shiver. He is helpless.

It is the real or imaginary foe behind the tree or lurking in the

dim shadows ready to spring upon us that raises our hair in appre

hension. Real though he may be, our imagination clothes him with

superlative formidability. Once we get a look at him, we find him

just about like other men, and our trusty six-shooters, or even our

fists, are fashioned for and are quite adequate to such commonplace

visibilities.

The same is true outside the field of enemies in human form. We

do not really stand in awe of the mosquito or the moth or the bedbug.

These we can see or at least they let us know approximately where they

are so that we can duly swat them. But the germ and the microbe and

the parasite and the bacillus and all the rest of that silent host of

which the doctors hypothesize in their fairy books—these bafiie us, and

a real or imaginary encounter with them starts the goose-flesh and sets

us to trembling and shaking like cowardly poltroons.

It may be observed that even the redoubtable Falstaff was not

bmggal-t enough to claim he had ever vanquished a horde of bacilli.

He knew that he could fabricate remarkable man-to-man feats with

some degree of plausibility, however slight, but that he could not hope

to beguile even the most gullible with tales of valorous deeds against

the host invisible of animalcules.

Likewise in the political field. The thief who steals in proprifl

persona and makes oft gives us comparatively little concern. We are

fixed for him. That ’s what the police force is for. So also the man

who commits murder presents a comparatively simple problem, brain

storms and unwritten law to the contrary notwithstanding. But just

as in the past it was the witch with mysterious, unseen, inscrutable

powers who bafiied the authorities, so to-day it is the incomprehensible

col—poration with many heads for parade and no heads for punishment

which sets us at complete defiance. Theodore Roosevelt may be at ease

with the grizzly bear of the Rockies, the grizzly Spaniard of San Juan,
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or the grizzly lion of the Congo; he is at sea with the devious, not to

say devilish, complexity of the dark ways and vain tricks of modern

financial necromancyl

Judge Lynch of the chivalrous South can make quick work of an

offending negro with a disordered brain, but, while equally outraged,

he is helpless before an eighteenth-century railroad with a disordered

equipment. One cannot see a railroad. One can see a piece of the

track, quantities of rolling stock on the sidings, passenger and freight

stations, etc., but one cannot see the railroad, the thing itself. One

can see a man, but one cannot see a corporation. One can see an ofiice

holder, but one cannot see a political machine.

Of course there are microscopes, telescopes, and other instruments

of examination and scrutinization for both long and short range, and

both literal and figurative. As sure as there is a game, there is a

way to beat it. That ’s the consolation. That ’s where the optimist

comes in. By some such device, every now and then a new enemy is

brought into strong bas relief, whereupon we take aim, bang away, and

lo! he, she, or it is laid low. Then it all looks very simple and we

wonder why we were so long in finding out what to do.

The reason was that we could see what we were up against.

ELLIS 0. JONEs

THE SIN ARGUMENT

_' I ‘HE argument is always in order, either in polite or in impolite

society, as to whether sin is original or unoriginal, whether it is

purely a matter of the individual or of the environment,

whether it is hereditary or acquired, whether it is a question of seed

or soil, whether it is germ or germane.

It would be a pity if the question were ever settled. So long as

it is in a mooted state, fond mothers are relieved of the necessity of

being confronted by inexorable science at awkward emergencies. When

the black sheep of the family comes along, it is now a simple matter to

place all the blame on environment, associations, or at least the father’s

side of the house, while still clinging to the family tree and hanging

all the white sheep tenderly thereon.

Then, to speak subjectively, if the individuals themselves are what

the world calls good, they may now modestly accredit it to their owII

noble struggles with an untoward environment, while if they are what

the world calls bad it is very comforting to blame it on some raswlly

and paretic ancestor who flourished during the period of the Crusades.

In short, the trouble with science is that it burns one’s bridges

behind one. _ - PHIL COLLOM
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I.

ELISSY leaned against the door-jamb and looked down the

M long road which wound up from the valley and lost itself now

and again in the land waves. Miles away she could see :l

little cloud of dust travelling behind the microscopic stage, which

moved toward her almost as imperceptibly as the minute-hand of a

clock. A bronco was descending the hill trail from the Flagstaff mine,

and its rider announced his coming with song in a voice warm and

glad.

“And ye shall walk in silk attire,

And siller ha’c to spare,

Gin ye ’ll consent to be my bride,

Nor think on Donald mair,"

floated the words to her across the sunlit open.

If the girl heard, she heeded not. She seemed a sullen, silent

l38s, who carried her dark good looks almost scornfully. Though

born in Arizona, she was of the South, Due westward rolls the tide

of settlement, and Melissy Lee’s father had migrated from Arkansas

after the war, following the line of least resistance to the sunburnt

territory. Later he had married a woman a good deal younger than

himself. She had borne him two children, the elder of whom was now

a young man, serving in the Arizona Iangers. Melissy was the

younger, and while she was still a babe in arms the mother had died
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of typhoid and left her baby girl to grow up as best she might in

a land where women were few and far. This tiny pledge of her

mother’s love James Lee had treasured as a gift from Heaven. He

had tended her and nursed her through the ailments of childhood

with a love which had been that of both father and mother to the

babe. A man given to sudden, unrestrained gusts of passion, there

had never been a moment when his voice had been other than gentle

and tender to her. She was his one ewe lamb, the light of a life

clouded with sombreness.

Inevitably Melissy had become the product of her inheritance and

her environment. She had her father’s generosity and courage, his

quick indignation against wrong and injustice, and banked within

her much of his passionate lawlessness. A year ago she had been

a child. But in the Southland flowers ripen fast. Adolescence steals

hard upon the heels of infancy, and though the girl had never known

quickened pulse for any man, Nature was pushing her relentlessly

toward a womanhood for which her unschooled impulses but scantily

safeguarded her.

The singer drew up his horse in front of her and relaxed into

the easy droop of the experienced rider at rest.

“ Don’t see me, do you?” he asked, smiling.

Her dark, level gaze came round,and met his gayety without

response.

“ Yes, I see you, Alan McKinstra.”

“ And you think you don’t see much, then?” he suggested lightly.

She gave him no other answer than the anger of her stormy eyes

“ Mad at me, Lissie?”

She chose to ignore him and withdrew her gaze to the stage, still

creeping forward antlike toward the hills.

“ Oh, wha wad buy a silken gown,

Wi’ a poor broken heart!

Or what -s to me a siller crown,

Gin frae my love I part? ”

he merrily hummed.

Impatiently she brushed back a rebellious lock of blue-black hair

from her temple.

“ Somebody ’s acting right foolish,” he continued jauntily. “It

was all in fun, and in a game at that.”

“I was n’t playing,” he heard, though the profile did not turn in

the least toward him.

“ Well, I hated to let you stay a wall-flower.”

“I don’t play kissing games any more,” she informed him with

dignity.
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“ Sho, Lissie! I told you ’t was only in fun,” he justified himself.

“A kiss ain’t anything to make so much fuss about. You ain't the

first girl that ever was kissed.”

She glanced quickly at him, recalling stories she had heard of his

boldness with girls.

“ So I ’ve heard,f’ she answered tartly.

“ You don’t need to depend on hearing,” he said.

“What do you mean?” she flared.

“Don’t you remember—at the social at Peterson’s?”

“ We were children then—or I was.”

“ And you ’re not a child now?”

“No, I’m not.”

He slipped to the ground and came smiling toward her, with out

stretched hand.

“Here’s congratulations, Miss Lee. You ’ve put away childish

things and now you have become a woman.”

She struck down his hand angrily.

“After this, if a fellow should kiss you, it would be a crime,

would n’t it? ” he bantered.

“Don’t you dare try it, Alan McKinstra!” she flashed fiercely.

Hitherto he had always thought of her as a child, when his superior

age had condescended to give her his attention at all. It came to

him for the first time with what dignity and unconscious pride her

head was poised, how little the ill-made scarlet dress could conceal

the long, free lines of her figure, still slender with the immaturity of

youth. Soon now the woman in her would awaken and would blossom

abundantly as the spring poppies were doing on the mountainside.

Her sullen sweetness was very close to him. The rapid rise and fall

of her bosom, the underlying flush in her dusky cheeks, the childish

storm in the dark eyes, all joined unconsciously in the challenge _of

her words. Mostly it was pure boyishness, the impish desire in hlm

to tease, that struck the audacious sparkle to his blue eyes, but there

was too a masculine impulse he did not analyze

“ So you won’t be friends?”

“No, I won’t.” And she gave him her profile again. -

“ Then we might as well have something worth while to be enemies

for,” he said, and thereupon he slipped his arm round her neck, bent

back her head, and kissed her full upon the lips

With a low cry she pushed him away and looked at him, the color

gone from her face. A strange excitement tingled throngh herf born

of shame and anger and fear, and something else which she did not

understand, something which had lain banked in her nature like a

fire since childhood and now threw forth its first flame of heat
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But anger as yet predominated, and beneath the fierce glow of

her eyes his laughter was dashed. He forgot his expected trivial

triumph, for they flashed at him now no childish petulanee, but the

scorn of a woman, a scorn in the heat of which his vanity withered

and the thing he had done stood forth a bare insult.

“ How dare you!” she gasped.

Straight up the stairs to her room she ran, turned the lock, and

threw herself passionately on the bed. She hated him . . . hated

him . . . hated him. Over and over again she told herself this,

crying it into the pillows where she had hidden her hot cheeks. She

would make him pay for this insult some day. She would find a way

to trample on him, to make him eat dirt for this. Of course she

would never speak to him again—never so long as she lived. He had

insulted her grossly. Her turbulent Southern blood boiled with wrath

and shame. It was characteristic of the girl that she did not once

think of taking her grievance to her hot-headed father. She could

pay her own debts without involving him. And it was in character

too that she did not let the inner tumult interfere with her external

duties.

As soon as she heard the stage breasting the hill, she was up from

the bed as lithe as a panther and at her dressing-table dabbing with a

kerchief at the telltale eyes and cheeks. Before the passengers began

streaming into the house for dinner she was her competent self, had

already cast an eye of supervision over Hop Ling, the cook, and Jim

Budd, the colored waiter, to see that everything was ready, and behind

the official cage had fallen to arranging the mail which had just come

in from Tucson on the stage.

From this point of vantage she could cast an occasional look into

the dining-room to see that all was going well there. Once, glancing

through the window, she saw Alan McKinstra in conversation with

a half-grown youngster in leathers, gauntlets, and spurs. A coin was

changing hands from the older boy to the younger, and as soon as

the delivery window was raised little Buck Jones shuflied in to get

the family mail and Alan McKinstra’s. Also he pushed through the

opening a folded paper evidently torn from a notebook.

“ This here is for you, Lissie,” he explained.

She pushed it back. “ I’m too busy to read it.”

“ It ’s from Alan,” he further volunteered.

“ Is it? ”

She took the paper quietly but with a swift, repressed passion, tore

it across, folded the pieces together, rent them again, and tossed the

fragments through the window to the floor.

“Do you want the mail for the Allens too, Mr. Baker?” she coolly

asked the next in line over the tow head of Buck.
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The boy grinned and ducked from his place through the door.

Through the open window there drifted to her presently the sound of

a smothered curse, followed by the rapid thud of a horse’s hoofs.

Melissy did not look, but a wicked gleam came into her dusky eyes.

As well as if she had seen him she beheld a picture of a slim-waisted,

graceful youth spurring home in dudgeon, a scowl of discontent on

his handsome boyish face. He had come down the mountain trail

singing, but no music travelled with him on his return journey. Nor

had she alone known this. Without deigning to notice it, she caught

a wink and a nod from one vaquero to another. It was certain they

would not forget to “rub it in” when next they met Master Alan.

She promised herself, as she handed out newspapers and letters to the

cowmen, sheep-herders, and miners who had ridden in to the stage

station for their mail, to teach that young man his place.

-“ Any mail for Philip Methuen?”

Melissy turned her head in the slow, disdainful fashion she had

inherited from her Southern ancestors and found two letters and

some papers for the man who made the inquiry. She handed them

to him without a word, though the two pairs of dark eyes met fearlessly,

his with a mere hint of sardonic amusement, hers with the rapier steel

of hostility. He was still a youngish man, though the short hair

about his temples was graying. His face was strong and rugged,

and the small head on the broad shoulders well-shaped. Something

under the usual height, he was built for extraordinary strength. Long

in the arm, deep of chest, flat of back as an oarsman, there were

Power and virility in every line of him. There was too some sug

gestion of good breeding in the man, despite the corduroy suit, the

mine1-’s half-leg boots, and the gray flannel shirt open at the fine

bronzed throat. He was an outdoors man, of the rough frontier by

choice, but there had been a time when city clubs and reception

parlors had known him.

Why he had first come west—to hide what wounds in the great

baked desert—no man knew or asked. It was a first article of Arizona’s

creed that a man’s past was a blotted book. No doubt many had

private reasons for their untrumpeted migration to that kindly South

west which buries identity, but no wise citizen busied himself with

questions about antecedents. The present served to sift a man, and

by the way he met it his neighbors judged him. _

Philip Methuen had made good, had “stood the acid” in every

8mergency with which he had had to cope. Arizona approVed hlm *l

man, without according him any popularity. He was toounorose,

too dogmatic, as a general thing too unsociah to win the likmg_ of

his fellows. Furthermore, he had deliberately set himself agmnst

public opinion by embarking in the sheep business in a cattle country,
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and later by “jumping” James Lee’s claim because the latter had

carelessly omitted for several years to do the assessment work on it.

A sympathetic Eastener had once asked Lee why he did not go

to law and see if he could not oust the other claimant.

“I reckon you don’t know Jim Lee, stranger,” had come the

drawling answer of the lank Arkansan. “ I ’low to be big enough to

do what ousting is necessary. This hyer ’s the way of it. I ’d been

aimin’ to do that assessment work, but seemed like I jest could n’t

lay my hands on the time to git round to it. Then this hyer Yank

drapped in and relocated my claim ‘Melissy’ as the ‘Monte Cristo.’

I had notions of arguin’ it some with him, but fact is, I ’d got through

wanting the blamed hole anyhow. I’d been a millionaire for three

years without knowin’ it. Well, this hyer Yank he struck the vein in

side of a month. Some day him and me ’ll have a settlement mebbe,

but I don’t figure we ’ll bother the law any.”

He had not thought it necessary to explain that it was his daughter

who had hitherto succeeded in keeping the peace. When the news of

Methuen’s location had reached him he had at once started out to

settle the matter with a Winchester, but Melissy, getting news of his

intention, had caught up a horse and ridden bareback after him at 0

gallop in time to avert by her entreaties a tragedy. This had been

nearly a year ago, and it had chanced that during that time the two

men had never met.

Now, as Methuen turned away from the stamp window, they came

face to face. The Eastener, perfectly aware with what feelings this

dangerous man regarded him, met quietly the menace of the dark

eyes under the beetling brows.

Always when he felt ugliest James Lee’s drawl became more pro

nounced. His daughter, hearing now the slow, gentle voice, ran quickly

round the counter and slipped an arm into that of her father.

“This hyer is an unexpected pleasure, Mr. Methuen,” he was

saying. “ I did n’t expect to find you in my own house, eating at my

table, making you’self at home so pleasantly. It ’s ce’tainly an honor,

sah.”

“I have been eating at a public dining-room of a stage station,

Mr. Lee. I expect to pay seventy-five cents for the meal, which is

all it is worth. Just now I am in Uncle Sam’s post office. Have you

any objections, sir?” retorted Methuen crisply.

“ Mebbe I have and mebbe I have n’t, sah. I got objections a-plenty

to your eating in my house. As for yo’ six bits, if you offer it to

me I ’ll take it as an insult. At this hyer house we ain’t doing friendly

business with you, sah.”

“ Father!” implored the girl.

He patted her hand. “ That ’s all right, honey. There ain’t
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going to be no trouble—leastways none of my making. I ain’t a-for

gittin’ my promise to you-all. But I ain’t sittin’ down whilst some

body tromples on me neither.”

“I’m not trampling on you, Mr. Lee. If you object to my eat

ing here, I certainly shall not do so in future; but when it comes to

being in the post ofiice I shall assert my rights as a citizen.”

“ That ’s all right, father. This room is a public place. We can’t

offer any objection to that,” urged Melissy in a low voice.

Her father tugged uncertainly at his long, drooping mustache, but

Philip Methuen laughed with a touch of bitterness.

“ No matter how much you may personally object to my presence?”

he suggested.

“ Of course—that is taken for granted,” the girl thrust back with

a flash of her black eyes.

“I don’t quite see the need of making this a personal matter,”

said Methuen brusquely.

“ We don’t expect you to, and it is n’t necessary you should. Most

highwaymen can’t see why the people they rob take it as a personal

matter and are glad to see them hanged,” Melissy answered.

“ Oh, if you take it that way there is nothing more to be said,-”

replied the young man, with a little ironic laugh.

“ Nothing at all.”

Methuen turned away, addressed an envelope, presently bought

some stamps, left seventy-five cents on the counter for his meal, and

resumed his seat in the stage. He found the situation not without its

humorous aspects. He could buy postal cards there, but not tobacco.

He could use pen and ink at the wooden writing-desk which stood

as a convenience for patrons, but he could not use knife and fork scroi

the threshold of the adjoining room. And when he thought of that

little spitfire daughter of Lee, as he called her to himself, it was with

a distinct sense of enjoyment of her pluck and her sauciness. Neverthe

less, the whole affair contributed to confirm the saturnine point of Vlew

with which of late years he had come to look at life. Friendship was

a myth, love a will-o’-the-wisp of the poets, and existence 8- fume

struggle ending in oblivion. _

As for the girl, after night had fallen—that wondrous velvet night

of Arizona, which blots out garish day with a cloak of Vlol€lI, purple-

edged where the hills rise vaguely in the distance, and softens ill

harsh details magically beneath the starry vault—she. slipped _out tn

the summit of the ridge in the big pasture, climbing lighfly’ wlth the

springy ease born of the vigor her seventeen outdoor years had stored

in her strong young body. She wanted to be alone, to puzzle out

what the day meant for her. Quite well she knew that Alan had

touched neither her heart nor her girlish fancy. She liked him well
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enough, but surely liking would not explain the pulse that her first

real kiss had sent leaping through her like wine. In her innocent

heart she was troubled. Had she done wrong? She had felt no guilt

when he had snatched his laughing kiss at the schoolhouse party.

But what he had done to-day had been different. He had trampled

down her maiden defenses, had ridden roughshod over her reserves.

This time his kiss had not fallen hit or miss upon her cheek. It had

left her angry and choking, ready for resentful tears. But beneath

her anger something new had stung her blood, had left her flushed and

tingling with her first experience of sex relations. Wherefore in this

frank child of the wilderness had been born a poignant shyness, an

innocent shame, a vague trembling for herself that marked a change.

At sunrise she was still treading gaily the primrose path of childhood;

at sunset she had entered upon her heritage of womanhood.

II.

“ Hana’s six bits on the counter, Daddy. Did you leave it here?”

James Lee, seated on the porch just outside the door, took his pipe

from his mouth and answered:

“ Why, no, honey, I don’t reckon I did, not to my ricollection.”

“ That’s queer. I know I did n’t ”

The girl broke her sentence sharply. There had come into her

eyes a spark of excitement, simultaneous with the brain-flash which

told her who had left the money there. She addressed an envelope,

dropped the money in, sealed it, and laid it on the counter while she

went to the desk for a stamp. Some bit of unfinished clerical work

in connection with her post-office duties caught her attention and

she stayed to make an end of it.

Voices came to her from the porch: her father's drawling “ Mornin’,

stranger,” and the easy, careless answer of Arizona in the saddle.

Without looking, she knew the rider had dismounted, trailed his

reins, and had stopped a moment to talk with her father before coming

into the store.

“ I ’m riding for the Quarter Circle K Bar outfit,” she heard him

say in answer to a question of her father.

“ Jogged off yore range quite a bit, ain’t you? ”

“Some,” the man replied briefly, and came into the store with

jingling spurs.

“ Got any smokin’, ma’arn?” he inquired pleasantly.

Melissy stepped from behind her cage to wait upon him, and the

eyes of her could not deny their surprise at what they looked upon

They had beheld strong men and good-looking ones, but never any

human being so beautiful as this young god who flashed his winning

smile at her amazement. He was in the leathern chaps of a cow
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puncher, gray shirted, with gray, broad-brimmed felt hat. Loosely a

polka-dot bandanna circled the splendid column of his brown throat.

Life rippled gloriously from every gesture of him, and beauty had

found here its perfect home. Hermes himself might have envied

his grace.

He swept the hat from his fair, wavy hair, and the brown eyes

bubbled with laughter. It seemed to the girl as if the room were filled

with sunshine.

She supplied his wants while he watched her. The smile was

still in his eyes, but behind it lurked something vigilant and crouching,

something that had little to do with innocent gayety and yet used it

for a mask. Moving to and fro as she got for him what he called for,

Melissy became aware of a heightened color in her dusky cheeks under

the scarce veiled admiration of his fine eyes. Her heart leaped to

the Spring in him, nor could her inexperience tell her the meaning of

that panther-like wariness shadowed so faintly there.

“Anything else?” she asked quietly, having tied up his cartridges

for him. .

“A pound of coffee, ground, if you please,” his melodious voice

said courteously.

She turned to get it, but an exclamation drew her eyes back to

him. A change had come over the man’s face. It was livid, and

blazing eyes stared from it at the letter she had left lying on the

counter with the address uppermost. All the devils of hell seemed

unleashed in his fury.

“Where is he?” He spoke hoarsely, in a voice pitched almost

to a whisper.

She did not at first understand. “ Who?”

He struck the letter with a finger. “ This man—Methuen.”

“At his mine, I suppose. I don’t know. He passed here yester

day on his way there.”

“What mine? Where?”

“The ‘Monte Cristo,’ he calls it. About eight miles from here,

in a spur of the Galiuros.” _

“Is he a man of about thirty-three, broad-shouldered, medlum

height or less, with a scar on his forehead?”

“ Yes.”

A vehement oath broke from the man’s throat. “ Run down at

last, by God!” he snarled. -

The girl was startled at the change which had come over mm- As

the face of a summer day is transformed by a sudden tempest, so

was his at sight of the name which had stirred in him passions long

dormant.

“ You know this man Methuen, stranger? ”
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It was Lee who asked the question. He had come in quietly and

was leaning against the side of the doorway.

“Know him? I went to school with him. I lived in the same

town. I’ve been waiting a good many years to settle accounts with

him. What I know about him would fill a book, the meddling

mollycoddle! ”

“From the way you talk, I judge you ain’t exackly a friend of

his.”

The old man’s shaggy brows were bent searchingly on the younger

man.

“ Friend!” The cow-puncher laughed bitterly. “ We ’re such

good friends that the same country won’t hold us both long now I ’ve

found him.”

“ That ’s ce’tainly right funny,” mused the Arkansan aloud.

“How do you mean funny?”

“ I was thinkin’ that me and him ain’t jes’ brethren in the spirit.”

The younger man’s keen gaze swept the tall Southerner and decided

him a fee to be feared. The grim eyes, the close-shut jaw, the look

of lank strength in the long body, all contributed their share to the

formidable effect he gave, nor did the gentleness of his voice detract

from it. Every inch of him he was a man and a fighter.

“ He has done you dirt too, has he?”

“ If that ’s what you would call it to beat a man out of his mine.”

“ Tell me about it.”

“ Sure. Come out on the gallery and take a cheer. What did you

say yore name was?”

There was the slightest of pauses before the stranger answered,

“Tom Hawkins.”

Their talk was a long one. Melissy stepped out to tell her father

it was dinner-time and found their heads close together and their

voices pitched to murmurs. The stranger stayed to dinner and also

to supper. It was quite plain that James Lee had found him to his

liking. When Melissy retired that night she left them still together.

She too was greatly attracted to the man who had called himself Tom

Hawkins, but she knew a vague unrest at the intimacy which had

sprung up between him and her father. Lee did not need his anger

incensed against Methuen. For months she had been trying rather

to allay it, in order to keep him from yielding to an impulse of reckless

revenge. Now this handsome cow-puncher, with the hint of better

days forever in his speech and manners, had come to stir up smoulder

ing fires. She resolved to have a talk with him when she got a chance.

If the girl had known that a whiskey bottle passed back and forth

a good many times in the course of the evening, her fears would not

have been lightened, for she knew that his sombre moods which always
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followed a drinking bout were the ones in which the lawlessness in

Lee was most likely to crop out.

Both men slept late, but Hawkins was down first. He found

Melissy superintending a drive of sheep which old Antonio, the herder,

was about to make to the trading-post at Three Pines. She was on

her pony near the entrance to the corral, her slender, lithe figure

sitting a boy’s saddle with a businesslike air he could not help but

admire. The gate bars had been lifted and the dog was winding its

way among the bloating gray mass, which began to stir uncertainly

at its presence. The sheep dribbled from the corral by ones and twos

until the procession swelled to a swollen stream that poured forth in a

torrent. Behind them came Antonio in his sombrero and blanket.

who smiled at his mistress, shouted an “Adios, ser—writa,” and disap

peared into the yellow dust cloud which the herd left in its wake.

“ I did n’t know your father was in the sheep business,” Hawkins

said to the girl.

Melissy did not remove her eyes from the vanishing herd, but a slight

frown puckered her forehead. She chose to take this as a criticism

of her father and to resent it.

“ You know it now,” she said quietly.

“I did n’t mean it that way,” he protested, with his frank laugh.

“ Then if you did n’t mean it so, I shan’t take it that way; ” and

her smile met his.

“ Here ’s how I look at this sheep business. Some ranges are better

adapted for sheep than cattle, and you can’t keep Mary’s little lamb

away from those places. No use for a man to buck against the thmg

that’s bound to be. Better get into the band-wagon and ride.”

“ That ’s what father thought,” the girl confessed. “He never

would have been the man to bring sheep in, but after they got into

the country he saw it was a question of whether he was gomg to get

the range for his sheep, or another man, some new-comer like Mr.

Methuen, for his. It was going to be sheep anyhow.”

“ Well, I ’m glad your father took the chance he saw.” He laughed

reminiscently before he added: “ We got to be right good fnends last

night before we parted.” . _
She took the opening directly. “ If you ’re so good a frlend of,his,

you must not excite him about Mr. Methuen. You know he s a

Southerner, and he is likely to do something rash—somethmg we shall

all be sorry for afterward.”
The sunshine went out of his eyes like the light imm F" WwB

candle. “ You don’t need to worry about that. Methuen ls mlne

I’m going to attend to his case,” he answered bitterly. d

“Has he done you so great an injury?” she wonderedalou’;

“Of course we don’t like him, but he does n’t seem like =1 VlUal"
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He nodded agreement. “ You ’re right. He ’s got a smooth way

of always standing behind the law in whatever meanness he does.

But he slipped up once, and when I’ve got him right, maybe I’ll

clamp the handcuffs home on him. But I shan’t move till I’ve got

him where 1 want him. You wait and you ’ll see things doing.”

“What sort of things?” Melissy asked, for she still had her

father in mind.

He gave a low laugh. “ That would be telling. But you watch.

I’m going to worry the life out of him, then I’ll spring my grand

coup."

“ You won’t get father into trouble, will you?” she asked quickly.

The warm, affectionate smile came back into his eyes, so that

as he looked at her he seemed a sun-god. But again there was some

thing in his gaze that was not the frankness of a comrade, some

smouldering fire that strangely stirred her blood and yet left her

uneasy.

“I would not bring trouble to those you love, child. I stand by

my friends even if I ’m no saint.”

Her pony began to move toward the house, and he strode beside.

as debonair and gallant a figure as ever filled the eye and the heart of

a woman. The morning sun glow irradiated him, found its sparkling

reflection in the golden curls of his bare head, in the bloom of his

tanned cheeks, made a fit setting for the graceful picture of lingering

youth his slim, muscular figure and springy stride personified. Small

wonder the untaught girl beside him found the merely physical charm

of him fascinating. If her instinct warned her to beware until she

knew him better, her generous heart was eager to pay small heed to

the monition except so far as concerned her father.

After breakfast he came into the office to see her before he left.

“ Good-by for a day or two,” he said, offering his hand.

“ You ’re coming back again, are you? "’ she asked quietly, but not

without a deeper dye in her cheeks.

“ Yes, I ’m coming back. Will you be glad to see me?”

"‘ Why should I be glad? I hardly know you.”

“ You ’ll know me better before we ’re through with each other.”

She would acknowledge no interest in him, the less because she

knew it was there. “I may do that without liking you better.”

And suddenly his swift, winning smile flashed upon her. “But

you ’ve got to like me. I want you to.”

“Do you get everything you want?" she smiled back.

“ If I want it enough, I usually do.”

“Then since you get so much, you ’ll be better able to do without

my liking.”

“I ’m going to have- it- too.”
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“ Don’t be too sure.” She had a feeling that things were moving

too fast, and she hailed the appearance of her father with relief.

“ Good morning, Dad. Did you sleep well? Mr. Hawkins is just

leaving.”

“Wait till I git a bite o’ breakfast and I ’ll go with you, Tom,”

promised Lee. “I got to ride over to Mesa anyhow some time this

wee .”

The girl watched them ride away, taking the road gait so char

acteristic of the Southwest. As long as they were in sight her gaze

followed them, and when she could see nothing but a white cloud of

dust travelling across the mesa she went up to her room and sat

down to think it out. Something new had come into her life. What,

she did not yet know, but she tried to face the fact with the elemental

frankness that still made her more like a boy than a woman. Sitting

there before the looking-glass, she played absently with the thick braid

of heavy, blue-black hair which hung across her shoulder to the waist.

It came to her for the first time to wonder if she were pretty, whether

she was going to be one of the women that men desire. Without the

least vanity she studied herself, appraised the soft brown cheeks

framed with ebon hair, the steady, dark eyes so quick to passion and

t0 gaiety, the bronzed throat full and rounded, the supple, flowing

grace of the unrestrained body. Nobody had ever told her she was

good to look upon, nor could she decide for herself.

Gradually a wave of color crept into her checks as she sat there

with her chin on her little doubled hand. It was the beauty of this

young Apollo of the plains that had set free such strange thoughts

in her head. Why should she think of him? What did it Inatter

whether she was good-looking? She shook herself resolutely together.

and went down to the business of the day.

At mail-time Alan McKinstra drifted into the post ofiice. What

ever unease he felt, the boy covered with a surface jauntiness that

said louder than words, “ Who cares?”

"Buenos tardes, muchacha.” he tossed off at sight of her.

Melissy gave him no other answer than a flash of angry black

eyes.

“ You ain’t so much, Mister Alan,” she heard a bullet-headed

plmcher inform that youth jocundly a few minutes latBI-‘ That

little girl back of the window there ’s a right g°od_match for Fu

when she’s asleep, let alone when her eyes are snappin’- What kind

of monkeyshines you been tryin’ to cut up with her anyhow?

She did not hear Alan’s answer, but when she steppe? .to the

door after the mail was distributed she beheld him still sittmg on

the porch. He was plaiting a black and white hat-band of horse

hair, but he rose at once to meet her.
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“ Let ’s call quits, ’Lissy. I had n’t ought to have treated you

that way. Honest, I ’m sorry.”

She let her dusky eyes rest on him scornfully, then passed him

over as if he had not been there and gazed at the distant hills.

His resentment rose. “ I ’ve said I ’m sorry. Ain’t that enough?

You want me to grovel, I reckon.”

Silently she surveyed the scenery in the slow, indifferent Southern

fashion she had, and turned back into the house. Apparently he was

not on the map for her.

Presently she heard the angry slap of his quirt and the beat of

his pony’s hoofs; whereat a smile decorated her face.

It was not until long after midnight that James Lee reached the

ranch. His daughter came out from her room in her night-dress to

meet him.

“What kept you, Daddy?” she asked.

But before he could answer she knew. She read the signs too

clearly to doubt that he had been drinking.

III.

MELISsY had been up the Cafion del Oro for wild poppies in her

runabout and had just reached the ranch. She was disposing of her

flowers in ollas when Jim Budd appeared in the hall with a frightened,

mysterious face.

“ What ’s the matter, Jim? You and Hop Ling been quarrelling

again? ” she asked carelessly.

“ No ’m, that ain’t it. It ’s wusser’n that. I got to tell you-all

su’thin’ I hearn yore paw say.”

The girl looked up quickly at him. “ What do you mean, Jim?”

“That Mistah Hawkins he come back whilst you wus away, and

him and yore paw wus in that back room a-talkin’ mighty confidential."

“ Yes, and you listened. Well?”

Jim swelled with offended dignity. “ No ’m, I did n’t listen neither.

I des natcherally hearn, ’count of that hole fer the stovepipe what

comes through the floor of my room.”

“ But what was it you heard?” she interrupted impatiently.

“I wus a-comin’ to that. Plum proverdenshul, I draps into my

room des as yore paw wus sayin’, ‘ Twenty thousand dollars goin’ down

to the Fort on the stage to-day?’ ’Cose I prieks up my ears then

and tuk it all in. This yere Hawkins had foun’ out that Mistah

Methuen was shippin’ gold from his mine to-day on the Fort Allison

stage, and he gits yore paw to go in with him an’ hold it up. Yore

paw cussed and said as how ’t wus his gold ahyhow by rights.”

The girl went white and gave a little broken cry. “ Oh, Jiml Are

you sure? ')
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“Yas’m, ’cose I’m suah. Them ’s his ve’y words. Hope to die

if they ain’t. They wus drinkin’, and when ’t wus all fixed up that

’t wus to be at the mouth of the Box Cafion they done tore an old

black shirt you got for a dust-rag and made masks out uv it and then

rode away.”

“ Which way did they go? ”

“ 'l‘ow’ds the Box Cafion, Miss M’lissy.”

She leaned against the wall to support the faintness that had so

suddenly stolen the strength from her limbs, a slender, pallid figure

of despair, trying desperately to think of some way to save her father

from this madness. She was sure he would bungle it and be caught

eventually, and she was equally sure he would never let himself be

taken alive. Her helplessness groped for some way out. There must

be some road of escape from this horrible situation, and as she sought

blindly for it the path opened before her.

“ Whe1e is Hop?” she asked quickly.

“ A-sleepin’ in his room, ma’am.”

“Go to the store and tend it till I come back, Jim. I may be

an hour, or mebbe two, but don’t you move out of it for a moment.

And don’t ever speak of any of this, not a word, Jim.”

“ No ’m, ’cose I won’t.” ‘

His loyalty she did not doubt an instant, though she knew his simple

wits might easily be led to indiscretion. But she did not stay to say

more now, but flew upstairs to the room that had been her brother’s

before he left home. Scarce five minutes elapsed before she reap

peared transformed. It was a slim youth garbed as a cow-puncher

that now slipped along the passage to the rear, softly opened the door

of the cook’s room, noiselessly abstracted the key, closed the door

again as gently, and locked it from the outside. She ran into her

own room, strapped on her revolver belt, and took her empty nflc

from its case. As she ran through the room below the one Jim

occupied, she caught sight of a black rag thrown carelessly into the

fireplace and stuffed it into her pocket. _

“ That ’s just like Dad to leave evidence lying around,” she said

to herself, for even in the anxiety that was flooding her she kept her

quiet common-sense. _

After searching the horizon carefully to see that nobody was_in

sight, she got into the rig and drove round the corral to the irngating

ditch. This was a wide lateral of the main canal, used to supply the

whole lower valley with water, and just now it was empty. ltlel1ssy

drove down into its sandy bed and followed its course as rapidly as

she could. If she were only in time! If the stage had not yet passed!

That was her only fear, the dread of being too late. l\Tot Once dld

the risk of the thing she intended occur to her. Physical fear had
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never been a part of her. She had done the things her brother Dick

had done. She was a reckless rider, a good shot, could tramp the

hills or follow the round-up all day without knowing fatigue. If her

flesh still held its girlish curves and softness, the muscles underneath

were firm and compact. Often for her own amusement and that of

her father she had donned her brother’s chaps, his spurs, sombrero,

and other paraphernalia, to masquerade about the house in them. She

had learned to imitate the long roll of the vaquero’s stride, the manner

isms common to his class, and even the heavy voice of a man. More

than once she had passed muster as a young man in the shapeless gar-

ments she was now wearing. She felt confident that the very audacity

of the thing would carry it off. There would be a guard for the

treasure box, of course, but if all worked well he could be taken by

surprise. Her rifle was not loaded, but the chances were a hundred

to one that she would not need to use it.

For the first time in his life the roan got the whip from his

mistress.

“Git up, Bob. We ’ve got to hurry. It ’s for Dad,” she cried,

as they raced through the sand and sent it flying from the wheels.

The Fort Allison stage passed within three miles of the Lee ranch

on its way to Tucson. Where the road met in intersection with the

ditch she had chosen as the point for stopping it, and no veteran at

the business could have selected more wisely, for a reason which will

hereafter appear. Some fifty yards below this point of intersection

the ditch ran through a grove of cottonwoods fringing the bank.

Here the banks sloped down more gradually, and Melissy was able to

drive up one side, turn her rig so that the horse faced the other way,

and draw down into the ditch again in order that the runabout could

not be seen from the road. Swiftly and skilfully she obliterated the

track she had made in the sandy bank.

_ She was just finishing this when the sound of wheels came to her.

Rifle in hand, she ran back along the ditch, stooping to pass under

the bridge, and waited at the farther side in a fringe of bushes for the

coming of the stage.

Even now fear had no place in the excitement which burned high

in her. The girl’s wits were fully alert, and just in time she remem

bered the need of a mask. Her searching fingers found the torn

black shirt in a pocket and a knife in another. Hastily she ripped

the linen in half, cut out eyeholes, and tied the mask about her head.

With perfectly steady hands she picked up the rifle from the ground

and pushed the muzzle of it through the bushes.

Leisurely the stage rolled up-grade toward the crossing. The

ltfexican driver was half asleep and the “shotgun messenger” was

mdolently rolling a cigarette, his sawed-off gun between his knees.
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Alan Mcliinstra was the name of this last young gentleman. Only

yesterday he had gone to work for Methnen, and this was the first

job that had been given him. The stage never had been held up

since the “Monte Cristo” had struck its pay-streak, and there was

no reason to suppose it would be. Nevertheless, Methnen proposed to

err on the side of caution.

“I reckon the man that holds down this job don’t earn his salt,

José. It ’s what they call a sinecure,” Alan was saying at the very

instant the summons came.

“Throw up yourhands!”

Sharp and crisp it fell on Alan’s ears. He sat for a moment

stunned, the half-rolled cigarette still between his fingers. The

driver drew up his four horses with a jerk and brought them to a

huddled halt.

“ Hands up! "’ came again the stinging imperative.

Now, for the first time, it reached Alan’s consciousness that the

stage was actually being held up. He saw the sun shining on the

barrel of a rifle and through the bushes the masked face of a half

hidden cow-puncher. His first swift instinct was to give battle, and

he reached for the shotgun between his knees. Simultaneously the

driver’s foot gave it a push and sent the weapon clattering to the

g1ound. José at least knew better than to let him draw the road

agent’s fire while he sat within a foot of the driver. His hands went

into the air, and after his Alan’s and those of the two passengers.

“ Throw down that box.”

Alan lowered his hands and did as directed.

“Now reach for the stars again.”

McKinstra’s arms went skyward. Without his weapon, he was

helpless to do otherwise. The young man had an odd sense of un

reality about the affair, a feeling that it was not in earnest. The

timbre of the fresh young voice that came from the bushes struck a

chord in his memory, though for the life of him he could not place

its owner.

“ Drive on, José. Burn the wind and keep a-rollin’ south.”

The Mexican’s whip coiled over the head of the leaders and the

broncos sprang forward with a jump. It was the summit of a long

hill, on the edge of which wound the road. Until the stage reached

the foot of it there would be no opportunity to turn back. Round

a bend of the road it swung at a gallop, and the instant it disappeared

Melissy leaped from the bushes, lifted the heavy box, and earned It

to the edge of the ditch. She flew down the sandy bottom to the

place where the rig stood, drove swiftly back again, and, though It

took the last ounce of strength in her, managed to tumble the box

into the trap.

VOL. Lxxxiv._2s
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Back to the road she went, and from the place where the box had

fallen made long strides back to the bushes where she had been stand

ing at the moment of the hold-up. These tracks she purposely made

deep and large, returning in her first ones to the same point, but

from the marks where the falling treasure box had struck into the

road she carefully obliterated with her hand the foot-marks leading

to the irrigation ditch, sifting the sand in carefully so as to leave

no impression. This took scarcely a minute. She was soon back in

her runabout, driving homeward fast as whip and voice could urge

the horse.

She thought she could reason out what McKinstra and the stage

driver would do. Fort Allison was forty miles distant, the “Monte

Cristo ” mine seventeen. Nearer than these points there was no tele

phone station except the one at the Lee ranch. Their first thought

would be to communicate with Methuen, with the rangers at Fort

Allison, and with the sheriff of Mesa County. To do this as soon as

possible they would turn aside and drive to the ranch after they reached

the bottom of the hill and could make the turn. It was a long, steep

hill, and Melissy estimated that this would give her a start of nearly

twenty minutes. She would save about half a mile by following the

ditch instead of the road, but at best she knew she was drawing it very

fine.

She never afterward liked to think of that drive home. It seemed

to her that Bob crawled and that the heavy sand was interminable.

Feverishly she plied the whip, and when at length she drew out of the

ditch she sent her horse furiously round the big corral. Though she

had planned everything to the last detail, she knew that any one of a

hundred contingencies might spoil her plan. A cow-puncher loung

ing about the place would have ruined everything, or at best interfered

greatly. But the windmill clicked over sunlit silence, empty of life

No stir or movement showed the presence of any human being.

Melissy drove round to the side door, dumped out the treasure-box,

ran into the house, and quickly returned with a hammer and some

tacks, then fell swiftly to unripping the oilcloth that covered the box

which stood against the wall to serve as a handy wash-stand for use

by dusty travellers before dining. The two boxes were of the same

size and shape, and she draped the treasure chest with the cloth, tacked

it in place, restored to the top of it the tin basin, and tossed the

former wash-stand among a pile of old boxes from the store, that

were to be used for kindling. After this she ran upstairs, scudded

softly along the corridor, and silently unlocked the cook’s door,

dropping the key on the floor to make it appear as if something had

shaken it from the keyhole. Presently she was in her brother’s room,

doffing his clothes and dressing herself in her own.
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A glance out of the window sapped the color from her cheek, for

she saw the stage breasting the hill scarce two hundred yards from the

house. She hurried downstairs, pinning her belt as she ran, and

flashed into the store, where Jim sat munching peanuts.

“The stage is coming, Jim. Remember, you ’re not to know

anything about it at all. If they ask for Dad, say he ’s out cutting

trail of a bunch of hill cows. Tell them I started after wild flowers

about fifteen minutes ago. Don’t talk much about it, though. I’ll

be back inside of an hour.”

With that she was gone, back to her trap, which she swung along

a trail back of the house till it met the road a quarter of a mile above.

Her actions must have surprised steady old Bob, for he certainly

never before had seen his mistress in such a desperate hurry as she

had been this day and still was. Nearly a mile above, a less well

defined track deflected from the main road. Into this she turned,

following it until she came to the head-gates of the lateral which ran

through their place. The main canal was full of water, and after

some effort she succeeded in opening the head-gates so as to let the

water go pouring through.

Returning to the runabout, the girl drove across a kind of natural

meadow to a hillside not far distant, gathered a double handful of

wild flowers, and turned homeward again. The stage was still there

when she came in sight of the group of buildings at the ranch.

As she drew up and dismounted with her armful of flowers, Alan

stepped from the store to the porch and came forward to assist her.

“The Fort Allison stage has been robbed,” he blurted out

“What nonsense! Who would want to rob it?” she retorted.

“Methuen had a gold shipment aboard,” he explained In a low

voice, and added in bitter self condemnation: “ He sent me along to

guard it, and I never even fired a shot to save it.”

“ But—do you mean that somebody held up the stage ? ” she gasped

“ Yes. But whoever it was can’t escape. I’ve 'phoned Bucky

0’Connor of the rangers, and to Methuen. They ’ll be fight out

here. The sheriff of Mesa County has already started wlth a pos.se-

They ’ll track him down. That ’s a cinch. He can’t get away with

the box without a rig. If he busts the box, 1le,s got to carry It on 8-

horse and a horse leaves tracks.”

The young man was plainly very much ex

He walked nervously up and down, jerking his sen

as he thought of them.

“Was there only one man?

asked breathlessly.

He scarcely noticed her excitement, or if he

only natural under the circumstances.

cited and disturbed.

tences out piecemeal

And did you see him?” Melissy

did, it seemed to him
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“I expect there were more, but we saw only one. Did n’t see

much of him. He was screened by the bushes and wore a black mask.

So long as the stage was in sight he never moved from that place; just

stood there and kept us covered.”

“But how could he rob you if he did n’t come out?” she asked

in wide-eyed innocence.

“He did n’t rob us any. He must ’a’ heard of the shipment of

gold, and that ’s what he was after. After he’d got us to rights he

made me throw the box down in the road. That ’s where it was when

he ordered us to move on and keep agoing.”

“And you went?”

“ José handled the lines, but ’t would ’a’ been the same if I ’d held

them. That gun of his was a right powerful persuader.” He stopped

to shake a fist in impotent fury in the air. “ I wish to God I could

meet up with him some day when he did n’t have the drop on me.”

“ Maybe you will some time,” she told him soothingly. “ I don’t

think you ’re a bit to blame, Alan. Nobody could think so. Ever so

many times I ’ve heard Dad say that when a man gets the drop on

you there ’s nothing to do but throw up your hands.”

Both of them appeared to have forgotten the cause of quarrel

between them in this catastrophe that had befallen the boy.

“Do you honest think so, Melissy? Or are you just saying it to

take the sting away? Looks like I ought to ’a’ done something more ’n

- sit there like a bump on a log while he walked off with the gold.”

For once his cheerful self-satisfaction was under eclipse. The

boyish pride of him was wounded. He had not “made good.” All

over Cattleland the news would be wafted on the wings of the wind

that Alan McKinstra, while acting as shotgun messenger to a gold

shipment, had let a road agent hold him up for the treasure he was

guarding. \

“ Very likely they ’ll catch him and get the gold back,” she

suggested.

“ That won’t do me any good,” he returned gloomily. “ The only

thing that can help me now is for me to git the fellow myself, and

I might just as well look for a needle in a haystack.”

“ You can’t tell. The robber may be right round here now.” H0r

eyes, shining with excitement, passed to the crowd moving in and out

of the store, for already the news of the hold-up had brought riders

and ranchmen jogging in to learn the truth of the wild tale that had

reached them.

“More likely he ’s twenty miles away. But whoever he is, he

knows this country. He made a slip and called José by his name.”

Melissy’s gaze was turned to the dust whirl that advanced up the

road that ran round the corral. “ That does n’t prove anything, Allin
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Everybody knows José. He ’s lived all over Arizona—at Tucson and

Tombstone and Douglas.”

“That ’s right too,” the lad admitted.

The riders in advance of the dust cloud resolved themselves into

the persons of her father and Hawkins. Her incautious admission

was already troubling her.

“ But I’m sure you ’re right. No hold-up with any sense would

stay around here and wait to be caught. He ’s probably gone up into

the Galiuros to hide.”

“ Unless he ’s cached the gold and is trying to throw off suspicion.”

The girl had moved forward to the end of the house with Alan, to

meet her father. At that instant, by the ironic humor of chance, her

glance fell upon a certain improvised wash-stand covered with -oilcloth.

She shook her head decisively. “ No, he won’t risk waiting to do that.

He ’ll make sure of his escape first.”

“ I reckon.”

“Have you heard, Daddy?” Melissy called out eagerly. She

knew she must play the part expected of her, that of a young girl

much interested in this adventure which had occurred in the

community.

He nodded grimly, swinging from the saddle. She observed with

surprise that his eye did not meet hers. This was not like him.

“What do you think?”

His gaze met that of Hawkins before he answered, and there was

in it some hint of a great fear. “ Beats me, ’Lissy.”

He had told the simple truth, but not the whole truth. The men

had waited at the entrance to the Box Cafion for nearly two hours

without the arrival of the stage. Deciding that something must have

happened, they started back, and presently met a Mexican who stopped

to tell them the news. To say that they were dazed is to pu‘c it

mildly. To expect them to believe that somebody else had heard Of

the secret shipment and had held up the stage two miles from the

place they had chosen, was to ask a credulity too simple. Yet this

was the fact that confronted them.

Arrived at the scene of the robbery both men had dismounted and

had examined the ground thoroughly. What they saw tended still

more to bewilder them. Neither of them was a tenderfoot, and the

little table at the summit of the long hill told a very tangled tale

to those who had eyes to read. Obvious tracks took them at once

to the spot where the bandit had stood in the bushes, but there was

something about them that struck both men as suspicious.

“Looks like these are worked out on purpose,” coI_nmen_lBd :_Lee-

“The guy ’s leaving too easy a trail to follow, and It qmts fight

abrupt in the -bushes. Must ’a’ took an airship from here» I ,low.”“-
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“ Does look funny. Hello! What ’s this?”

Hawkins had picked up a piece of black cloth and was holding it

out. A startled oath slipped from the lips of the Southerner. He

caught the rag from the hands of his companion and studied it with

a face of growing astonishment.

“ What ’s up?”

Lee dived into his pocket and drew forth the mask he had been

wearing. Silently he fitted it to the other. The pieces matched ex

actly, both in length and in the figure of the pattern.

When the Southerner looked up his hands were shaking and his

face ashen.

“For God’s sake, Tom, what does this mean?” he cried hoarsely.

“ Search me.”

“It must have been—looks like the hold-up was somebody—my

God, man, we left this rag at the ranch when we started!” the

Arkansan whispered.

“ That ’s right.”

“We planned this thing right under the nigger’s room. He must

’a’ heard and—— But it don’t look like Jim Budd to do a thing

like that.”

Hawkins had crossed the road again and was standing on the edge

of the lateral.

“Hello! This ditch is full of water. When we passed down it

was empty,” he said.

Lee crossed over and stood by his side, a puzzled frown on his

face. “ There had n’t ought to be water running hyer now,” he said,

as if to himself. “I don’t see how it could ’a’ come hyer, for Bill

Weston—he’s the ditch rider—went to Tucson this mo’ning, and

could n’t ’a’ got back to turn it in.”

The younger man stooped and examined a foot-print at the edge

of the ditch. It was the one Melissy had made just as she stepped

into the rig.

“ Here ’s something new, Lee. We have n’t seen this gentleman’s

track before. Looks like a boy’s. It ’s right firm and deep in this

soft ground. I ’ll bet a eooky your nigger never made that track.”

The Southerner crouched down beside him, and they looked at it

together, head to head.

“ No, it ain’t Jim’s. I don’t rightly save: this thing at all,” the old

man muttered, troubled at this mystery which seemed to point to his

household.

“ By Mosos, I ’ve got it! The guy who did the holding up had hi!

horse down here. He loaded the sack on its back and drove off up

the ditch. All we got to do is follow the ditch up or down till we

come the place where he climbed out and struck across country."
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“ That ’s right, Tom. He must have had a pardner up at the

head-gates. They had some kind of signal arranged, and when Mr.

Hold-up was ready down come the water and washed out his tracks.

It ’s a blame’ smooth piece of business if you ask me.”

“The fellow made two bad breaks, though. That piece of shirt

is one. This foot-print is another. They may land him in the pen

yet.”

“I don’t think it,” returned the old man with composure, and

as he spoke his foot erased the telltale print. “I ’low there won’t

anybody go to the pen for he’pin’ himself to Mr. Methuen’s gold dust.

I don’t give a cuss who it was.”

Hawkins laughed in his low, easy way. “ I’m with you, Mr. Lee.

We ’ll make a thorough job while we ’re at it and mess up these other

tracks. After that we ’ll follow the ditch up and see if there ’s anything

doing.”

They remounted their broncos and rode them across the tracks

several times, then followed the lateral up, one on either side of the

ditch, their eyes fastened to the ground to see any evidence of a horse

having clambered over the bank. They drew in sight of the ranch

house without discovering what they were looking for. Lee’s heart was

in his mouth, for he knew that he would see presently what his eye

sought.

“ I reckon the fellow went down instead of up,” suggested Hawkins

“ No, he came up.”

Lee had stopped and was studying wheel-tracks that ran up from

the ditch to his ranch house. His face was very white and set. He

pointed to them with a shaking finger.

“ There ’s where he went into the ditch, and there ’s where he

came out.”

Hawkins forded the stream, cast a casual eye on the double track,

and nodded. He was still in a fog of mystery, but the old man was

already fearing the worst.
He gulped out his fears tremblingly. For himself, he was of

a flawless nerve, but this touched nearer home than his own danger.

“ Them wheel-tracks was made by my little gyurl’s runabout,

Tom.”
“ Good heavens!” The younger man drew rein sharply and stared

at him. “You don’t think ” _
- He broke off, recalling that sharp, firm little foot-prmt on the

edge of the ditch some miles below. _ _
“I don’t reckon I know what to think. If she was in this,

she ’s got some good reason.” A wave of passion suddenly swept hiI_“-

“ By God! I’d like to see the man that dares mix her name u!’ "l

this.”
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Hawkins met this with his friendly smile. “ You can’t pick a

row with me about that, old man. I ’m with you till the cows come

home. But that ain’t quite the way to go at this business. First thing.

we ’ve got to wipe out these tracks. How? Why, sheep! There ’s

a bunch of three hundred in that pasture. We ’ll drive the bunch

down to the ditch and water them here. Savez? "

“ And wipe out the wheel-marks in the sand. Bully for you, Tom!”

“ That ’s the idea. After twelve hundred chisel feet have been over

this sand I reckon the wheel-tracks will be missing.”

They rode up to the house, and the first thing that met them

was the candid question of the girl: -

“Have you heard, Daddy?”

And out of his troubled heart he had answered, “ Beats me,

’Lissie.”

“They ’ve sent for the rangers. Lieutenant O’Connor is on the

way himself. So is Sheriff Dunn,” volunteered Alan gloomily.

Again Lee glanced quickly at Hawkins. “I reckon, Tom, we

better drive that bunch of sheep down to water right away. I clean

forgot them this mo’ning."

. “ Sure.” The younger man was not so easily shaken. He turned

to McKinstra naturally. “ How many of the hold-ups were there?”

“I saw only one, and did n’t see him very good. He was a slim

fellow in a black mask.”

“ You don’t say. Were you the driver?”

Alan felt the color suffuse his face. "‘ No, I was the guard.”

“ Oh, you were the guard.”

Alan felt the suave irony that covered this stranger’s amusement,

and he resented it impotently. When Melissy came to his support he

was the more grateful.

“And we all think he did just right in using his common sense,

Mr. Hawkins,” the girl flashed.

“ Oh, certainly.”

And with that he was gone after her father to help him water

the sheep. -

“ I don’t see why those sheep have to be watered right now,” she

pouted to Alan. “ Dad did water them this morning. I helped him.”

Together they went into the store, where José was telling his story

for the sixth time to a listening circle of plainsmen.

“ And right then he come at you and ree-quested yore whole outfit

to poke a hole in the scenery with yore front feet?” old Dave Elli!

asked just as Melissy entered.

" S-i, sefior.”

“What kind of a lookin’ guy was he?” spoke up a dark young

man known as Bob Farnum.
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“ A big man, sefior, and looked a ruffian.”

“ They ’re always that way until you run ’em down,” grinned Ellis.

“Never knew a hold-up was n’t eight foot high and then some—to

the fellow at the wrong end of the gun.”

“ If you mean to say, Dave Ellis, that I lay down to a bluff——”

Alan was beginning hotly when the old frontiersman interrupted.

“ Keep yore shirt on, McKinstra. I don’t mean to say it. Nobody

but a darn fool makes a gun-play when the cards are stacked that

a-way. Yore bad play was in reaching for the gun at all.”

“Well, Bucky will git him. I’ll bet a stack of blues on that,”

contributed a fat ranchman wheezily.

“Unless you mussed up the trail coming back,” said Ellis to the

stage-driver.

“We did n’t. I thought of that, and I had José drive clear round

the place. Bucky will find it all right unless there ’s too much travel

before he gets here,” said Alan.

Farnum laughed malevolently. “ Mebbe he ’ll get him and mebbe

he won’t. Bucky ’s human, like the rest of us. Here ’s hoping he

priates twenty thousand dollars belonging to Mr. Methuen is welcome

to it for all of me. I wish it had been forty thousand.”

Farnnm did not need to explain the reasons for his sentiments.

Everybody present knew that he was the leader of that bunch of

cattlemen who had bunched themselves together to resist the encroach

ments of sheep upon the range. Among these the feeling against

Methuen was very bitter. It had found expression in more than

one raid upon his sheep. Many of them had been destroyed by

one means or another, but Methuen, with the obstinacy characteristic

of him, had replaced them with others and continually increased his

herds. There had been threats against his life, and one of his herders

had been wounded. But the mine-owner went his way with quiet

fearlessness and paid no attention to the animosity he had stirred up.

The general feeling was that the trouble must soon come to a head.

Nobody expected the rough and ready vaqueros, reckless and impulsive

as they were, to submit to the loss of the range, which meant too the

wiping out of their means of livelihood, without a bitter struggle that

would be both lawless and bloody.
Wherefore there was silence after Farnum had spoken, broken at

length by the amiable voice of the fat ranchman, Baker. “

“Well, we ’ll see what we ’ll see,” he wheezed complacently. And

anyways I got to have some horseshoe plug, Melissy.”

The girl laughed nervously as she reached for what he wanted.

“ You ’re a safe prophet, Mr. Baker,” she said. M

“ He ’d be a safe one if he ’d prophesy that Buck? “’o“ld have ’
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Hold-up in the calaboose inside of three days,” put in a half-grown lad

in leathers.

“ I ain’t so sure about that. You ’ll have to show me, and so will

Lieutenant Bucky O’Connor,” retorted Farnum.

A shadow darkened the doorway.

“ Good afternoon, gentlemen all—and Miss Lee,” a pleasant voice

drawled.

The circle of eyes focused on the new-comer and saw a slender, lithe

young fellow of medium height, dark and graceful, with smiling

eyes of Irish blue and an indolent manner that was yet at the other

end of the pole from weakness.

“I’m_ if it ain’t Bucky here already!” gasped Baker.

IV.

THE ranger glanced quietly round, nodded here and there at sight

of the familiar face of an acquaintance, and spoke to the driver.

“ Let ’s hear you say your little piece again, José.”

The Mexican now had it by heart, and he pattered off the thing

from beginning to end without a pause. Melissy, behind the counter,

leaned her elbows on it and fastened her eyes on the boyish face of

the oflicer. In her heart she was troubled. How much did he know?

What could he discover from the evidence she had left? He had

the reputation of being the best trailer and the most fearless officer

in Arizona. But surely she had covered her tracks safely.

From José the ranger turned to Alan. “We ’ll hear your account

of it now, seh,” he said gently.

While Alan talked Bucky’s gaze drifted through the window to the

flock of sheep that were being driven up from the ditch by Lee and

Hawkins. That little pastoral scene had its significance for him.

He had arrived at the locality of the hold-up a few minutes after

they had left, and his keen intelligence had taken in some of the

points they had observed. A rapid circuit of the spot at the distance

of thirty yards had shown him no tracks leading from the place except

those which ran up the lateral on either side of it. It was possibl6

that these belonged to the horses of the robbers, but if so the fellows

were singularly careless of detection. Moreover, the booty must be

accounted for. They had not carried it with them, since no empty

box remained to show that they had poured the gold into sacks, and

it would have been impossible to take the box as it was on a horse.

Nor had they buried it, unless at the bottom of the irrigating ditch,

for some signs of their work must have remained.

Balancing probabilities, it had seemed to O’Connor that these

might be the tracks of ranchmen who had arrived after the hold-up

and were following the escaping bandits up the lateral. For unless
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these were the robber’s, there was no way of escape except either up

or down the bottom of the ditch. His search had eliminated the

possibility of any other but the road, and this was travelled too fre

quently to admit of even a chance of escape by it without detection.

Bucky filed away one or two questions in his brain for future refer

ence. The most important of these was to discover whether there

had been any water in the ditch at the time of the hold-up.

He had decided to follow the tracks leading up the ditch and

found no difficulty in doing so at a fast walk. Without any hesita

tion they parallelled the edge of the lateral. Nor had Bucky travelled

a quarter of a mile before he made a discovery. The rider on the

right hand side of the stream had been chewing tobacco, and he had

a habit of splashing his mark on boulders he passed in the form of

tobacco juice. Half a dozen times before he reached the Lee ranch

the ranger saw this signature of identity writ large on smooth rocks

shining in the sun. The last place he saw it was at the point where

the two riders deflected from the lateral toward the ranch house, -

following tracks which led up from the bottom of the ditch.

An instant later Bucky had dodged back into the chaparral, for

somebody was driving a flock of sheep down to the ditch. He made

out that there were two riders behind them, and that they had no

dog. For the present his curiosity was satisfied. He thought he

knew why they were watering sheep in this odd fashion. Swiftly

he had made a circuit, drawn rein in front of the store, and dropped

in just in time to hear his name. Now, as with one ear he listened

to Alan’s account of the hold-up, with his subconscious mind he

was with the sheep-herders who were driving the flock back into the

pasture.
“Looks like our friend the bad man was onto his job all right,"

was Bucky’s only comment when Alan had finished. _

“I’ll bet he ’s making his getaway into the hills mighty im

mediate,” chuckled Baker. “ He can’t find a bank in the mountam

side to deposit that gold any too soon to suit him.”

“She! I’ll bet he ain’t worried a mite. He ’s got his arrange

ments all made, and likely they ’ll dovetail to suit him. He ’s put his

brand on that gold to stay,” answered Farnum confidently. ”

Buck’s mild blue eye rested on him amiably. “ ’l‘hink so, Bob?’

“I ain’t knockin’ you any, Bucky. You ’re all nght. Bu11 that s

how I figure it out, and, by Gad! I ’m hopin’ it 110o,” Farnum made

answer recklessly. _
Bucky laughed and strolled from the crowded room to the b1-g

piazza. A man had just cantered up and flung himself from his

saddle. The ranger, looking at him, thought he had never seen so

strikingly handsome an Apollo. Brown eyes smiled mto hls from a
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sun-tanned face per1-ectl_y modelled. The pose of the fine head and

figure would have delighted a sculptor.

“ I reckon you ’re Bucky O’Connor,” the new arrival said.

“My name, seh.”

“ I should say Lieutenant O’Connor.”

The ranger did not contradict him. Far and wide his friends

by thousands called him Bucky, but the young man had not yet made

up his mind whether this god-like stranger who had just returned

from his unnecessary job of watering sheep would be in that category.

“ They call me Tom Hawkins.”

“Glad to meet you, Mr. Hawkins. Are you a sheep-herder?”

The gentle irony of this was not lost on its object, for in the West

a herder of sheep is the next remove from a dumb animal.

“No, I’m riding for the Quarter Circle K Bar outfit. This is

the first time I ever took the dust of a sheep in my life. I did it to

oblige Mr. Lee.”

“ Oh! To oblige Mr. Lee?”

“He wanted to water them, and his herder was n’t here.”

“Must ’a’ been wanting water mighty bad, I reckon,” commented

Bucky amiably.

“You bet! Lee feels better satisfied now he ’s watered them.”

“ I don’t doubt it.”

Hawkins changed the subject. “ You must have burnt the wind

getting here. I did n’t expect to see you for some hours.”

“I happened to be down at Yeager’s ranch, and one of my boys

got me on the line from Tucson.”

“Picked up any clues yet?” asked Hawkins carelessly; and in

nocently Bucky answered, “ They seem to be right seldom.”

“Did n’t know but you ’d happened on the fcllow’s trail.”

“ I guess I ’m as much at sea as you are,” was his equivocal answer.

Lee came over from the stable, still wearing spurs and gauntlets.

“Howdy, Bucky!” he nodded, not quite so much at his ease as

usual. “ Got hyer on the jump, did n’t you?”

“ I kept movin’.”

“ This shorely beats , don’t it? ” Lee glanced around, selected

a smooth boulder, and fired his discharge of tobacco juice at it true

to the inch. “Reminds me of the old days. You boys ain’t old

enough to recall them, but stage hold-ups were right numerous then.”

Blandly Bucky looked from one to the other. “I don’t suppose

either of you gentlemen happen to have been down and looked over

the ground where the hold-up was? The tracks were right cup up

before I got there.”

This centre shot silenced Lee for an instant, but Hawkins was

on the spot with smiling ease.
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“ No, Mr. Lee and I have been hunting strays on the mesa. We

did n’t hear about it till a few minutes ago. We ’re at your service,

though, Lieutenant, to join any posses you want to send out.”

“Much obliged. I’m going to send one out toward the Galiuros

in a few minutes now. I ’ll be right glad to have you take charge of

it, Mr. Hawkins.”

The derisive humor in the newly appointed dcputy’s eyes did not

quite reach the surface.

“ Sure. Whenever you want me.”

“I’m going to send Alan Mcliinstra along to guide you. He

knows that country like a book. You want to head for the lower

pass, swing up Diablo Canon, and work up in the headquarters of the

Three Forks.”

Within a quarter of an hour the posse was in motion. Bucky

watched it disappear in the dust of the road without a smile. He

had sent them out merely to distract the attention of the public and

to get rid of as many as possible of the crowd. For he was quite

as well aware as the leader of the posse that this search in the

Galiuros was a wild-goose chase. Somewhere within three hundred

yards of the place he stood both the robber and his booty were in all

probability to be found.
Lieutenant O’Connor was quite right in his surmise, since Melissy

Lee, who had come out to see the posse off, was standing at the end

of the porch with her dusky eyes fastened on him, the while he

stood beside the house with one foot resting negligently on the oil

cloth cover of the wash-stand.
Now that the actual physical danger of her adventure was past,

Melissy was aware of a chill dread lurking at her heart. She was

no longer buoyed up by the swiftness of action which had called for

her utmost nerve. There was nothing she could do now but wait,

and waiting was of all things the one most foreign to her impulsive

temperament. She acknowledged too some fear of this quiet, soft

spoken Irishman with the smile apologetic and the easy charm of

manner. All Arizona knew not only the daredevil spirit that fired

his gentleness, but the competence with which he set about any task

he assigned himself. She did not see how he could unravel this

mystery. She had left no clues behind her, she felt sure of that, and

yet was troubled lest he guessed at her secret behind that mask of

innocence he wore. He did not even remotely guess it as -yet, but

he was far closer to the truth than he pretended. The glrl knew

she should leave him and go about her work. Her role was to -appear

as inconspicuous as possible, but she could not resist the fascinatwn

of trying to probe his thoughts.

“I suppose your posse will come
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hours. Will it be worth while to wait for them?” she asked with

friendly derision.

The ranger had been absorbed in thought, his chin in his hand,

but he brought his gaze back from the distance -to meet hers.

“ You ’re more hopeful than I am, Miss Lee,” he smiled.

“What are you sending them out for, then?”

“ Oh, well, the boys need to work off some of their energy, and

there ’s always a show they might happen onto the robbers.”

“I suppose you are staying here in the hope that they will drop

in and deliver themselves to you.”

He laughed in his slow, amused way. “ That ’s about it, I reckon.

But what I tell the public is that I’m staying so as to be within

telephone connection. You see, ma’am, Sheriff Bell is moving up to

cut them off from the Catalinas, Jackson is riding out from Tucson

to haid them off that way, these anxious lads that have just pulled

out from here are taking care of the Galiuros. I’m supposed to be

sitting with my fingers on the keys as a sort of posse dispatcher.”

“ Well, I hope you won’t catch them,” she told him bluntly.

“That seems to be a prevailing sentiment round here. You say

it right hearty too; could n’t be more certain of your feelings if it

had been your own father.”

He said it laughingly, yet with his keen blue eyes fixed on her.

Nevertheless, he was totally unprepared for the effect of his words.

The color washed from her bronzed cheeks, and she stood staring

at him with big, fear-filled eyes.

“What—what do you mean?” she gasped. “How dare you say

that?”

“I ain’t said anything so terrible, ma’am. You don’t need to

take it to heart like that.” He gave her his gay smile for an instant.

“I’m not really expecting to arrest Mr. Lee for holding up that

stage.”

The color beat back slowly into her face. She knew she had

made a false move in taking so seriously his remark.

“I don’t think you ought to joke about a thing like that,” she

said stiflly.

“All right. I’ll not say it next time till I’m in earnest,” he

promised as he walked away.

“I wonder if he really meant anything,” the girl was thinking

in terror, and be, “That girl knows something; now, I would like

to know what.”

_Melissy attended to her duties in the post ofiice after the arrival

of the stage, and looked after the dining-room as usual, but she

was all the time uneasily aware that Bucky O’Connor had quietly

disappeared. Where had he gone? And why? She found no answer
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to that question, but the ranger dropped in on his bronco in time

for supper, imperturbable and cheerful as ever.

“ Think I’ll stay all night if you have a room for me,” he told

her after he had eaten.

“We have a room,” she said. “ What more have you heard about

the stage robbery?”

“ Nothing, Miss Lee. As soon as I have anything worth telling

l’ll promise to let you know before anybody else.”

“Thank you,” she murmured tremulously, for his blue eyes were

unwaveringly upon her and she could not know how much or how

little he might mean.

Later she saw him sitting on the fence, holding genial converse

with Jim Budd. The waiter was flashing a double row of white

teeth in deep laughter at something the ranger had told him. Evi

dently they were already friends. When she looked again, a few

minutes later, she knew Bucky had reached the point where he was

pumping Jim and the latter was disseminating misinformation. That

the negro was stanch enough, she knew, but she was on the anxious

seat lest his sharp-witted inquisitor get what he wanted in spite of

him. After he had finished with Budd the ranger drifted round to

the kitchen in time to intercept Hop Ling casually as he came out

after finishing his evenings work. The girl was satisfied O’Connor

could not have any suspicion of the truth. Nevertheless, she wished

he would let the servants alone. He might accidentally stumble on

something that would set him on the right track.

V.

Mnmssr looked up from her desk and saw Philip l\Iethuen’s broad

figure in the doorway. He came forward to the window with his

even, heavy tread and put a question without any sign of recognition

other than the slightest possible inclination of the head.

“Is Lieutenant O’Connor here?”
“ He left a letter for you,” she replied. It did not seem necessary

to add that she had declined to deliver any message that did not come

through Uncle Sam.

“ Thank you.” . - -
He waited at the window while she gave his mail to him. Among

the other letters was the envelope containing the seventy-five cents she

had inclosed for him. .
“This is n’t mine,” he said, laying down in the stamp window

the half-dollar and the quarter.

“ You heard what my father said.” d
A slight smile touched his lips. “That was ea: post facto an

does not apply to this time.”
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“ I think it does.”

“ I can’t see how you ’re going to make me take it back. I ’m an

obstinate man.”

“Just as you like.”

A sudden flush of anger swept her. She caught up the silver

and flung it through the open window into the dusty road.

His dark eyes met hers steadily and a dull color burned in his

tanned cheeks. Without a word he turned away, and instantly she

regretted what she had done. She had insulted him deliberately

and put herself in the wrong. At bottom she was a tender-hearted

child, even though her father and his friends had always spoiled her,

and she could not but reproach herself for the hurt look she had

brought into his strong, sad face. He was their enemy, of course,

but even enemies have rights.

Methuen walked out of the office looking straight before him,

his strong back teeth gripped so that the muscles stood out on his

salient jaw. Impulsively the girl ran round the counter after him.

He looked up from untying his horse to see her straight and

supple figure running toward him. Her eager face was full of con

trition and the color of pink rose petals came and went in it divinely.

“ I’m sorry, Mr. Methuen. I ought n’t to have done that. I hurt

your feelings,” she cried.

At best he was never a handsome man, but now his deep, dark

eyes lit with a glow that surprised her.

“ Thank you. Thank you very much,” he said in a low voice.

“ I ’m so tempery,” she explained in apology, and added: “ I sup

pose a nice girl would n’t have done it.”

“A nice girl did do it,” was all he could think to say.

“ You need n’t take the trouble to say that. I know I’ve just

scrambled up and am not ladylike and proper. Sometimes I don’t

care. I like to be able to do things like boys. But I suppose it -=

dreadful.”

“ I don’t think it is at all. None of your friends could think so.

Not that I include myself among them,” he hastened to disclaim. “I

can’t be both your friend and your enemy, can I?”

Again the trace of a sardonic smile was in his eyes. For the

moment as she looked at him she thought he might. But she answered:

“I don’t quite see how.”

“ You hate me, I suppose,” he blurted out bluntly.

“ I suppose so.” And more briskly she added, with dimples play

ing near the corners of her mouth: “ Of course I do.”

“ That ’s frank. You ’re a little gentleman anyhow, if I may be

permitted to say so. It ’s worth something to have so decent an enem.“

I don’t believe you would shoot me in the back.”
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“Some of the others would. You should be more careful,” she

cried before she could stop herself.

He shrugged. “I take my fighting chance.”

“ It is n’t much of a one. You’ll be shot at from ambush some

day.”

“It would n’t be a new experience. I went through it last week.”

“Where?” she breathed.

“Down by Willow Wash.”

“ Who did it?”

He laughed, without amusement. “I did n’t have my rifle with

me, so I did n’t stay to inquire.”

“It must have been some of those wild vaqueros.”

“That was my guess.”

“But you have other enemies too.”

“Miss Lee,” he smiled.

“I mean others that are dangerous.”

“Your father?” he asked. _

“Father would never do that except in a fair fight. I was n’t

thinking of him.”

“I don’t know whom you mean, but a few extras don’t make

much difference when one is so liberally supplied already,” he said

cynically.

“ I should n’t make light of this one if I were you,” she cautioned

“ Who is he?”

“I don’t want to tell you that. I only want to warn you. Think

of your worst enemy.”

“ I am thinking of him,” he answered, with a smile of grim humor

on his saturnine face. “Philip Methuen is his name.” ‘ _

“ I dare say that is true, but I was n’t thinking of him. This -ls

an enemy come out of your past. I won’t say any more about rt.

You ’re warned. That gives you a chance. Now my mind is relieved

I’m like my father. I like to see a fair fight, if there has to be one

at all.”

He frowned down his bewilderment upon her. “ An enemy Out of

my past, ou sa ?” -
“I’veysaid iil! I ’m going to, and more than I ought,” she tol?

him decisively. “ Except this, that it ’s your own fault. You should nt

be so stiff. Why don’t you compromise? With the rattlemen, f‘_"-

instance. They have a good deal of right on their side. They dtd

have the range first.”

“ You should tell that to your father, too.”

“ Dad runs sheep on the range where his cattle ran before. ”He

does n’t drive out other people’s cattle and take away the1r llvl,:lg

“Well, I might compromise, but not at the end of a gun.

Von. LXXXIV.—27
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“No, of course not. Here comes Dad now,” she added hurriedly,

aware for the first time that she had been holding an extended con

versation with her father’s foe.

“ We started enemies and we quit enemies. Will you shake hands

on that, Miss Lee?” he asked.

She held out her hand, then drew it swiftly back. “ No, I can’t.

I forgot. There ’s another reason.”

“ Another reason! Is there another charge against me? ” he asked

in surprise.

“ No. I can’t tell you what it is.” She felt herself suffused in a

crimson glow. How could she explain that she could not touch hands

with him because she had robbed him of twenty thousand dollars?

Lee stopped at the steps, astonished to see his daughter and this

man in talk together. Yesterday he would have resented it bitterly,

but now the equation was changed. Something of so much greater

magnitude had occurred that he was too perturbed to cherish his

feud for the present. All night he had carried with him the dreadful

secret he suspected. He could not look Melissy in the face, nor could

he discuss the robbery with anybody. The one fact that overshadowed

all others was that this little girl had gone out and held up a stage,

that if she were discovered she would be liable to a term in the peni

tentiary. Laboriously his slow brain had worked it all out. A talk

with Jim Budd had confirmed his conclusions. He knew that she had

taken this risk in order to save him. He was bowed down with his

unworthiness, with shame that he had dragged her into this horrible

tangle. He was convinced that Bucky O’Connor would get at the

truth, and already he was resolved to come forward and claim the

whole affair as his work.

“I ’ve been apologizing to Mr. Methuen for insulting him, Dad,”

the girl said immediately.

Her father passed a bony hand slowly across his unshaven chin.

“ That ’s right, honey. If you done him a meanness, you had ought

to say so.”

“ She has said so very handsomely, Mr. Lee,” spoke up Methuen.

“I’ve been warning him, Dad, that he ought to be more careful

Bow he rides around alone, with the cattlemen feeling the way they

0. ’

“ It ’s a fact they feel right hot under the collar. You ’re ce’tainly

a temptation to them, Mr. Methuen,” the girl’s father agreed.

The mine-owner shifted the subject of conversation. He was not

a man of many impulses, but he yielded to one now.

“ Can’t we straighten out this trouble between us, Mr. Lee? You

think I’ve done you an injury. Perhaps I have. If we both mean

what,“ right, we can get together and fix it up in a few minutes.”
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The old Southerner stiffened and met him with an eye of jade.

“I ain’t asking any favors of you, Mr. Methnen. We ’ll settle this

matter some day, and settle it right. But you can’t buy me off. I ’ll

not take a bean from you.”

Methuen’s eyes hardened. “I’m not trying to buy you off. I

made a fair offer of peace. Since you have rejected it, there is nothing

more to he said.” With that he bowed stifily and walked away, leading

his horse.

Lee’s gaze followed him and slowly the eyes under the beetled brows

softened.

“Mebbe I done wrong, honey. Mebbe I ’d ought to have give in.

I ’m too proud to compromise when he ’s got me beat. That ’s what ’s

ailin’ with me. But I reckon I ’d better have knuckled under.”

The girl slipped her arm through his. “ Sometimes I ’m just like

that too, Daddy. I’ve just got to win before I make up. I don’t

blame you a mite, but, all the same, we should have let him fix it up.”

It was characteristic of them both that neither thought of revers

ing the decision he had made. It was done now, and they would abide

by the results. But already both of them half regretted, though for

very different reasons. Lee was thinking that for Melissy’s sake he

should have made a friend of the man he hated, since it was on the

cards that within a few days she might be in his power. The girl’s

feeling too was unselfish. She could not forget the deep hunger for

friendship that had shone in the man’s eyes. He was alone in the

world, a strong man surrounded by enemies who would probably destroy

him in the end. There was stirring in her heart a sweet womanly

pity and sympathy for the enemy whose proffer of friendship had been

so cavalierly rejected. -

The sight of a horseman riding down the trail from the Flag

stafi mine shook Melissy into alertness.

“Look, Dad. It ’s Mr. Hawkins,” she cried.

Methnen, who had not yet recognized him, swung to the saddle,

his heart £ull of bitterness. Every man’s hand was against his, and

every woman’s. What was there in his nature that turned_people

against him so inevitably? There seemed to be some taint in him

that corroded all natural human kindness. .

A startled oath brought him from his sombre reflections. He

looked up, to see the face of the man who had driven him in disgrace

into the wilderness, from a career of honor.

Neither of them spoke. Methnen looked at him with a face cold

as chiselled marble and as hard. The devil’s own passion burned in

the storm-tossed one of the other.

Hawkins was the first to break the silence.

“ At last, Phil Methnen.”
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The mine-owner did not speak, but the rigor of his eyes did not

relax.

“ I ’ve run you down at last, you smug meddler. I ’ve dragged you

out of the hole you crawled into to save you from the penitentiary,”

cried the cow-puncher wildly.

“ To save you from it,” answered the other evenly.

“I always hated you, even before I had cause. But I’ve had

surplusage of that too. You had me kicked out of college and sent

home in disgrace. You slandered me to the woman I afterward

married. You stole her love from me, you villain. First to last

you ’ve been the rock I split on.”

“ That ’s a lie. You went wrong because you were rotten to the

core. If I drove you out of college, it was to save the lads you

were ruining. With that handsome face of yours you won the love of

the best woman under heaven and then broke her heart. I knew

what you were, and I warned her.”

“ She always loved you, you whey-faced center! It used to drive

me wild to know it.”

“ So you treated her worse than a decent man would treat a dog,

and at last her heart broke and she died.”

“ But not before she knew you for a thief,” exulted the other.

“ She never thought me one. From that first moment she knew

better, knew the truth as well as you and I.”

“And when you skulked away in the night to save yourself from

arrest?”

“ She knew the reason of that too. It had to be one of us that

was guilty. She knew I took the burden of it to save her public

shame.”

“You can’t prove it. I defy you to prove it was me,” cried the

cowboy stormily.

“ I can prove it. The proofs are in a safety deposit vault at home.”

“ Then if that ’s true you convict yourself. If you took the blame

to save her, by God! you had good reasons for wanting to spare her.”

The mine-owner swung his horse round so that they sat face to

face. His long arm shot out and he caught the other by the neck

“ You dog! ” he cried hoarsely. “ Keep your foul tongue in your

head! Hint any harm of that angel and I ’ll strangle you.”

The cowboy reached for his gun and jerked it out, but Methuen’s

other hand caught his wrist, gave it one cruel twist, and the revolver

fell into the dust. Putting forth his tremendous strength, he held

his enemy as in a vise while the latter cursed and struggled impotently

Lee l-an forward and pushed between them.

“ Ain’t you boys got ary bettah sense than to clinch like wildcats? ”

he demanded, jerking one of the horses away by the bridle. “No,
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you don’t, Tom. I’ll take keer of that gun for the present.” This

last to Hawkins, who had slipped to the ground for the revolver.

The cow-puncher, white as a sheet and nursing his sprained wrist

with the other hand, stood glaring at his enemy, the while low, deep

curses poured from his lips. Momentarily he was impotent, but he

promised himself vengeance in full when they met again.

“ That ’ll be enough for you now, Tom,” said the old Arkansan

good-naturedly, leading him toward the house and trying to soothe

his malevolent chagrin.

Methuen turned and rode away. At the corner of the corral he

met Bucky O’Con.nor riding up.

“Been having a little difference of opinion with our friend,

have n’t you, seh? ” the ranger asked pleasantly.

“ Yes.” Methuen gave him the crisp monosyllable and changed the

subject immediately. “What about this stage robbery? Have you

been able to make anything of it, Lieutenant?”

“Why, yes. I reckon we ’ll be able to land the miscreant mebbe,

if things come our way,” drawled the ranger. “Would n’t it be a

good idea to offer a reward, though, to keep things warm?”

“I thought of that. I made it a thousand dollars. The posters

ought to be out to-day on the stage.”

“ Good enough! ”

“Whom do you suspect?”
Bucky looked at him with amiable imperturbability. “I reckon

I better certify my suspicions, seh, before I go to shouting them out.”

“ All right, sir. Since I’m paying the shot, it ought to entitle

me to some confidence. But it ’s up to you. Get back the twenty

thousand dollars, that ’s all I ask, except that you put the fellow

behind the bars of the penitentiary for a few years.”

Bucky gave him an odd smile which he did not understand.

“I hope to be able to accommodate you, seh, about this time

to-morrow, so far as getting the gold goes. You ’ll have to wait a

week or two before the rest of your expectations get gratified.”

“ Any reasonable time. I want to see him there eventually. That ’s

all )’

Bucky laughed again, without giving any reason for his mirth.

That ironic smile continued to decorate his face for some time. He

seemed to have some inner source of mirth he did not care to disclose.

VI.

THOUGH James Lee had business in Tucson next day that would

not be denied he was singularly loth to leave the ranch. He wanted

to my close to Melissy until the dénouement of the hunt for the

stage robber. On the other hand, it was well known that he had law
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affairs of importance that must be attended to at once. To stay at

home would have been a confession of his anxiety that he did not

want to make. But it was only after repeated charges to his daughter

to call him up by telephone immediately if anything happened that

he could bring himself to ride away.

He was scarcely out of sight before a Mexican vaquero rode in

with the information that old Antonio, on his way to the post at

Three Pines with a second drove of sheep, had twisted his ankle badly

about fifteen miles from the ranch. After trying in vain to pick up a

herder at Mesa by telephone, Melissy was driven to the only feasible

course left her, to make the drive herself in place of Antonio. There

were fifteen hundred sheep in the bunch, and they must be taken

care of at once by somebody competent for the task. She knew she

could handle them, for it had amused her to take charge of a herd

often for an hour or two at a time. The long stretch over the desert

would be wearisome and monotonous, but she had the slim, muscular

tenacity of a half-grown boy. It did not matter what she wanted to

do. The thing to which she came back always was that the sheep

must be taken care of.

She left directions for taking care of the place with Jim, changed

to a khaki skirt and jacket, slapped a saddle on her bronco, and

disappeared across country among the undulations of the sand-hills.

A tenderfoot would have been hopelessly lost in the sameness of these

hills and washes, but Melissy knew them as a city dweller does his

streets. Straight as an arrow she went to her mark. The tinkle of

distant sheep-bells greeted her after some hours’ travel, and soon the

low, ceaseless bleating of the herd.

The girl found Antonio propped against a pifion tree, solacing

himself philosophically with cigarettes. He was surprised to see her,

but made only a slight objection to her taking his place. His ankle

was paining him a good deal, and he was very glad to get the chance

to pull himself to her saddle and ride back to the ranch.

A few quick words sent the dog Colin out among the sheep, by now

scattered far and wide over the hill. They presently came pouring

toward her, diverged westward, and massed at the base of a butte

rising from a dry arroyo. The journey had begun, and hour after

hour it continued through the hot day, always in a cloud of dust

flung up by the sheep, sometimes through the heavy sand of a wash,

often over slopes of shale, not seldom through thick cactus beds that

shredded her skirt and tore like fierce, sharp fingers at her legging

protected ankles. The great gray desert still stretched before her

to the horizon’s edge, and still she flung the miles behind her with

the long, rhythmic stride that was her birthright from the hills. A

strong man, unused to it, would have been staggering with stiff
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fatigue, but this slender girl held the trail with light grace, her weight

still carried springily on her small ankles.

Once she rested for a few minutes, flinging herself down into

the sand at length, her head thrown back from the full brown throat

so that she could gaze into the unstained sky of blue. Presently the

claims of this planet made themselves heard, for she too was elemental

and a creature of instinct. The earth was awake and palpitating with

life, the low, indefatigable life of creeping things and vegetation

persisting even in this waste of rock and sand.

But she could not rest long, for Diablo Cafion must be reached

before dark. The sheep would be very thirsty by the time they arrived,

and she could not risk letting them tear down the precipitous edge

among the sharp rocks in the dark. Already over the sand stretches

a peculiar liquid glow was flooding, so that the whole desert seemed

afire. The burning sun had slipped behind a saddle of the purple

peaks, leaving a brilliant horizon of many mingled shades.

It was as she came forward to the car—lon’s edge in this luminous

dusk that Melissy became aware of a distant figure on horseback,

silhouetted for a moment against the skyline. One glance was all she

got of it, for she was very busy with the sheep, working them leisurely

toward the black chasm that seemed to yawn for them. High rock

walls girt the caiion, gigantic and bottomless in the gloom. A dizzy

trail zigzagged back and forth to the pool below, and along this she

and the collie skilfully sent the eager, thirsty animals.

The mass of the sheep were still huddled on the edge of the ravine

when there came the thud of horses’ hoofs and the crack of revolvers,

accompanied by hoarse, triumphant yells and cries. Melissy knew

instantly what it was—the attack of cattlemen upon her defenseless

flock. They had waited until the sheep were on the edge of the

precipice, and now they were going to drive the poor creatures down

upon the rocks two hundred feet below. Her heart leaped to her

throat, but not more quickly than she upon a huge boulder bordenng

the trail.
“Back! Keep backl ” she heard herself crying, and even as she

spoke a bullet whistled through the rim of her felt hat.

Standing there boldly, unconscious of danger, the wiud draped and

defined the long lines of her figure like those of the Winged Victory.

The foremost rider galloped past, waving his sombrero and shoot

ing into the frightened mass in front of him. Within a dozen feet

of her, he turned his revolver upon the girl, l-.hen, ‘nth an oath of

recognition, dragged his pony back upon its haunclles- Another

horse slithered into it, and a third.
“ It ’s ’Lissy Lee!” a voice cried in astonishment; and another}

with a startled oath, “ You ’re right, Bob l ”
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The first rider gave his pony the spur, swung it from the trail

in a half-circle which brought it back at the very edge of the ravine,

and blocked the forward pour of terror-stricken sheep. Twice his

revolver rang out. The girl’s heart stood still, for the man was

Tom Hawkins, and it seemed for an instant as if he must be swept

over the precipice by the stampede. The leaders braced themselves

to stop, but were slowly pushed forward toward the edge. One of

the other riders had by this time joined the daring cow-puncher, and

together they stemmed the tide. The pressure on the trail relaxed

and the sheep began to mill round and round.

It was many minutes before they were sufiiciently quieted to trust

upon the trail again, but at last the men got them safely to the

bottom, with the exception of two or three killed in the descent.

Her responsibility for the safety of the sheep gone, the girl began

to crawl down the dark trail. She could not see a yard in front of

her, and at each step the path seemed to end in a gulf of darkness.

She could not be sure she was on the trail at all, and her nerve was

shaken by the experience through which she had just passed. Presently

she stopped and waited, for the first time in her life definitely and

physically afraid. She stood there trembling, a long, long time it

seemed to her, surrounded by the impenetrable blackness of night.

Then a voice came to her.

“ Melissy! ”

She answered, and the voice came slowly nearer.

“ You're off the trail,” it told her presently, just before a human

figure defined itself in the gloom.

“ I ’m afraid,” she sobbed.

A strong hand came from nowhere and caught here. An arm

slipped round her waist.

“Don’t be afraid, little girl. I’ll see no harm comes to you,”

the man said to her with a quick, fierce tenderness.

The comfort of his support was unspeakable. It stole into her

heart like water to the roots of thirsty plants. To feel her head

against his shoulder, to know he held her tight, meant safety and

life. He had told her not to be afraid, and she was so no longer

“ You shot at me,” she murmured in reproach.

“I did n’t know. We thought it was Methuen’s herd. But it ’s

true, God forgive me! I did.”

There was in his voice the warm throb of emotion, and in his

eyes something she had never seen before in those of any human

being. Like stars they were, swimming in light, glowing with the

exultation of the triumph he was living. She was like a splendid

young animal, untaught of life, generous, passionate, tempestuous,

and as her pliant, supple body lay against his some sex instinct old as
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creation stirred potently within her. She had found her mate. It

came to her as innocently as the same impulse comes to the doe when

the spring freshets are seeking the river, and as innocently her lips

met his in their first kiss of surrender. Something irradiated her,

softened her, warmed her. Was it love? She did not know, but as yet

she was still happy in the glow of it.

Slowly, hand in hand, they worked back to the trail and down it

to the bottom of the cafion. The soft velvet night enwrapped them.

It shut them from the world and left them one to one. From the

meeting palms strange electric currents tingled through the girl and

flushed her to an ecstasy of emotion.

A camp-fire was already burning cheerfully when they reached

the base of the descent. A man came forward to meet them. He

glanced curiously at the girl after she came within the circle of light.

Her eyes were shining as from some inner glow, and she was warm

with a soft color that vitalized her beauty. Then his gaze passed to

take in with narrowed lids her companion.

“I see you found her,” he said dryly.

“ Yes, I found her, Bob.”

He answered the spirit of Farium’s words rather than the letter

of them, nor could he keep out of his hearing and his handsome face

the exultation that betrayed success. _

“H’mp! ” Farnum turned from him and addressed the girl: “ I

suppose Hawkins has explained our mistake and eaten crow for all

of us, Miss Lee. I don’t see how come we to make such a blame’ fool

mistake. It was gitting dark, and we took your skirt for a greaser-s

blanket. It ’s ce’tainly on us.”

“Yes, he has explained.” _

“Well, there won’t any amount of explaining square the thmg.

We might ’a’ done you a terrible injury, Miss Lee. It was gllt-edged

luck for us that you thought to jump on that rock and holler.”

“ I was thinking of the sheep,” she said. _ ,

“ Well, you saved them, and I ’m right glad of it. We am t got any

use for Mary’s little trotter, but your father ’s square about his.

He keeps them herded up on his own range. We ma_y’not l1ke IE;

but we ce’tainly are n’t going to the length of attackm his herd

Farnum’s gaze took in her slender girlishness, and he voiced the ques

tion in his mind. “ How in time do you happen to be shee;p-herdmg

all by your lone a thousand miles from nowhere, Mlss Lee?

She explained the circumstances after she had moved _forwardwarm herself by the fire. For already night wa8 bringmg a chll

breeze with it. The man cooking the coffee looked up and nodded

pleasantly, continuing his work. Hawkins dragged up aicouple of

saddle blankets and spread them on the ground for her to slt upon
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“ You don’t have to do a thing but boss this outfit,” he told her

with his gay smile. “ You ’re queen of the range to-night, and we ’re

your herders or your punchers, whichever you want to call us. To

morrow morning two of us are going to drive these sheep on to the

trading post for you, and the other one is going to see you safe back

home. It ’s all arranged.”

They were as good as his word. She could not move from her

place to help herself. It was their pleasure to wait upon her as if

she had really been a queen and they her subjects. Melissy was very

tired, but she enjoyed their deference greatly. She was still young

enough to find delight in the fact that three young and more or less

good-looking men were vying with each other to anticipate her needs.

Like them, she ate and drank ravenously of the sandwiches and the

strong coffee, though before the meal was over she found herself

nodding drowsily. The tactful courtesy of these rough fellows was

perfect. They got the best they had for her of their blankets, dragged

a pifion root to feed the glowing coals, and with cheerful farewells of

" Buenos Noches" retired round a bend in the cafion and lit another

fire for themselves.

The girl snuggled down into the warmth of the blankets and

stretched her weary limbs in delicious rest. She did not mean to

go to sleep for a long time. She had much to think about contentedly.

So she looked up the black sheer cafion walls to the deep blue, starry

sky above, and before the pifion knot had fairly begun to crackle was

sound asleep.

The sun had climbed high and was peering down the walls of

the gulch when she awoke. She did not at once realize where she

was, but came presently to a blinking consciousness of her surround

ings. The rock wall on one side was still shadowed, while the painted

side of the other was warm with the light which poured upon it.

The Gothic spires, the Moorish domes, the weird and mysterious caves,

which last night had given more than a touch of awe to her majestic

bedchamber, now looked a good deal less like the ruins of media-zval

castles and the homes of elfin sprites and gnomes.

"Buenos dios, muchacha,” a voice called cheerfully to her.

She did not need to turn to know to whom it belonged. Among

a thousand she would have recognized its tone of vibrant warmth.

" Buenos,” she answered, and, rising hurriedly, she fled to rearrange

her hair and dress.

It was nearly a quarter of an hour later that she reappeared,

her thick coils of ebon-hued tresses shining in the sun, her skirt

smoothed to her satisfaction, and the effects of feminine touch!!!

otherwrse visible upon her fresh, cool person.

“Breakfast is served,” Hawkins said.
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“Dinner would be nearer it,” she laughed. “ Why in the world

did n’t you boys waken me? What time is it anyhow?”

“ It ’s not very late—a little past noon maybe. You were all tired

out with your tramp yesterday. I did n’t see why you should n’t have

your sleep ou .”

He was pouring a cup of black coffee for her from the smoky

pot, and she looked round expectantly for the others. Simultaneously

she remembered that she had not heard the bleating of the sheep.

“Where are the others—Mr. Farnum and Sam? And have you

the sheep all gagged?” she laughed.

He gave her that odd look of smouldering eyes behind half-shut

lids.

“ The boys have gone on to finish the drive for you. They started

before sun-up this morning. I ’m elected to see you back home safely.”

“But——”

Her protest died unspoken. She could not very well frame it

in words, and before his bold, possessive eyes the girl’s long, dark

lashes wavered to the cheeks into which the hot blood was beating.

Nevertheless, the feeling existed that she wished one of the others

had stayed instead of him. It was born, no doubt, partly of the

wave of shyness running through her, but partly too of instinctive

maidenly resistance to something in his look, in the assurance of

his manner, that seemed to claim too much. Last night he had taken

her by storm and at advantage. Something of shame stirred in her

that he had found her so easy a conquest, something too of a new

vague fear of herself. She resented the fact that he could so move

her, even though she still felt the charm of his personal presence.

She meant to hold herself in abeyance, to make sure of herself and

of him before she went further. .

But the cow-puncher had no intention of letting her regam so

fully control of her emotions. Experience of more than one young

woman had taught him that scruples were likely to assert themselves

after reflection, and he purposed giving her no time for that to-day. .

He did not count in vain upon the intimacy of companionship

forced upon them by the circumstances, nor upon the skill with

which he knew how to make the most of his manifold attractions.

His role was that of the comrade, gay with good spints and warm

with friendliness, solicitous of her needs but not oppresswely so.

If her glimpse of him at breakfast had given the gill a vague alarm,

she laughed her fears away later before his open goo(l humol_3

There had been a time when he had been a part of that big world

“back in the States,” peopled so generously by her unfettered imagina

tion. He knew how to talk, and entertainingly, of books and people,

of the great events and places he had known. She had not knowledge
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enough of life to doubt his stories, nor did she resent it that he spoke

of this her native section with the slighting manner of one who

patronized it with his presence. Though she loved passionately her

Arizona, she guessed its crudeness, and her fancy magnified the wonders

of that civilization from which it was so far out ofl’.

Farnum had left his horse for the girl, and after breakfast the

cow-puncher saddled the broncos and brought them up. Melissy had

washed the dishes, filled his canteen, and packed the saddle-bags.

Soon they were off, climbing slowly the trail that led up the cafion

wall. She saw the carcass of a dead sheep lying on the rocks half

way down the cliff, and had spoken of it before she could stop herself.

“What is that? Is n’t it ?”

“ Looks to me like a boulder,” lied her escort unblushingly. There

was no use, he judged, in recalling unpleasant memories.

Nor did she long remember. The dry, exhilarating sunshine and

the sting of gentle, wide-swept breezes, the pleasure of swift motion

and the ring of that exultingly boyish voice beside her, combined to

call the youth in her to rejoice. Firm in the saddle she rode, as

graceful and lovely a picture of piquant girlhood as could be con

ceived, thrilling to the silent voices of the desert. They travelled in

a sunlit sea of space, under a sky of blue, in which tenuous cloud

lakes floated. Once they came on a small bunch of hill cattle which

went flying like deer into the covert of a draw. A rattlesnake

above a prairie dog’s hole slid into the mesquit. A swift watched

them from the top of a smooth rock, motionless so long as they could

see. She loved it all, this immense, deserted world of space filled with

its multitudinous dwellers.

They unsaddled at Dead Cow Creek, hobbled the ponies, and ate

supper. Hawkins seemed in no hurry to resaddle. He lay stretched

carelessly at full length, his eyes upon her with veiled admiration.

She sat upright, her gaze on the sunset with its splashes of topaz

and crimson and safiron, watching the tints soften and mellow as

dusk fell. Every minute now brought its swift quota of changing

beauty. A violet haze enveloped the purple mountains, and in the

crotch of the hills swam a lake of indigo. The raw, untempered glare

of the sun was giving place to a limitless pour of silvery moonlight

Her liquid eyes were full of the loveliness of the hour when she

turned them upon her companion. He answered promptly her un

spoken question.

“ You bet it is! A night for the gods—or for lovers.”

He said it in a murmur, his eyes full on hers, and his look wrenched

her from her mood. The mask of comradeship was gone. He looked

at her hungril_v_ as might a lover to whom all spiritual heights were

denied.
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Her sooty lashes fell before this sinister spirit she had evoked

in him, but were raised instantly at the sound of him moving toward

her. Inevitably there was a good deal of the young animal in her

superbly healthy body. She had been close to nature all day, the

riotous passion of spring flowing free in her as in the warm earth

herself. But the magic of the mystic hills had lifted her beyond the

merely personal. Some sense of grossness in him for the first time

seared across her brain. She started up, and her face told him she

had taken alarm.

“ You ’re near enough,” she said sharply.

He cursed softly to himself at his maladroitness.

“I was nearer last night, honey,” he said softly.

“Last night is n’t to-night.”

There had been moments during the day when she had felt a

vague fear of herself and him, but some bell of warning was sound

ing in her heart now that shook off his influence. All the direct force

in her supple young frame rallied to her support.

“Why, honey!” he protested.

“Don’t call me that.”

He was a man of small patience, and anger began to stir in him.

“ You let me kiss you last night.”

“ If I did, it was because you took advantage of me.”

“ And you kissed me.”

Her eye sparkled. “ Then make the most of it, for -I never shall

again.”

“ What ’s ailin’ you, Melissy? I ain’t a man to be put off like

this.”
Standing defiantly before him, her pliant form very straight, the

underlying blood beating softly under the golden brown of her cheeks,

on8 of the thick braids of her heavy, blue-black hair falling across

the breast that rose and fell a little fast, she was no less than a

challenge of Nature to him. He looked into a mobile face as darmg

and as passionate as his own, warm with the life of innocent youth, and

the dark blood mantled his faoe.

“ Saddle the horses,” she commanded.

“When I get good and ready.”

“ Now.”
“ No, ma’am. We ’re going to have a talk first.” .

She walked across to the place where her pony grazed, sllPpefl_oll

the bridle, and brought the animal back to the saddle. Idawkms

watched her fitting the blankets and tightening the cinch Wlthout a

word, his face growing blacker every moment. Before she could

mount he strode forward and caught the rein. -

“I ’ve got something to say to you,” he told her rudely.
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Her lips tightened. “ Let go of my horse.”

“ We ’ll talk first.”

“Do you think you can force me to stay here?”

“ You ’re going to hear what I’ve got to say.”

“ You bully! ”

“ I just want to ask you how you like being a hold-up.”

“Prove it!” she cried, when the color had begun to suck back

into her cheeks.

He shrugged, his narrowed eyes watching her closely. “If you

throw me down now, I ’ll ce’tainly prove it—to Lieutenant O’Connor.”

“ You ’re threatening me?”

“ If that ’s what you want to call it. I stand by my friends, and

I don’t forget those that are n’t my friends.”

Her dark eyes flashed scorn of him. “You coward! Do you

think I care what you tell? Stand back! ”

The man looked long at her, his teeth set; then caught at her

strong little wrist. With a quick wrench she freed it, her eyes glow

ing like live coals.

“You dare!” she panted.

He fell back, exuding malice, and gave her a deep, ironical bow.

“I ’ll say good evening, then, Miss Lee. Next time I see you, I

expect you ’ll be wearing Bucky O’Connor’s bracelets.”

She swung to the saddle, dug her heels home, and was off without

a word, galloping into the moonlight recklessly as fast as she could

send forward her pony. She was furious with him, and with herself

for having been imposed upon by him. His beauty, his grace, his

debonair manner—they were all hateful to her now. She had thought

him a god among men, and he was of common clay. It was her

vanity was wounded, not her heart. She scourged herself because

she had been so easily deceived, because she had let herself become

a victim of his good looks and his impudence. For that she had let

him kiss her—yes, and had returned his kiss—she was heartily con

temptuous of herself. Always she had held herself with an instinctive

pride, but in her passion of abandonment the tears confessed now that

this pride had been humbled to the dust.

This gusty weather of the spirit, now of chastened pride and now

of bitter anger, carried her even through the group of live-oaks which

looked down upon the silent houses of the ranch, lying in a sea of

splendid moon-beat. She was so much less confident of herself than

usual that she made up her mind to tell her father the whole story of

the hold-up and of what Tom Hawkins had threatened.

This resolution comforted her, and it was with something approach

ing calmness that she rode past the corral fence and swung from the

saddle in front of the house.
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VII.

SHE trailed the bridle-reins, went up the porch steps, and drew

off her gauntlets. Her hand was outstretched to open the door when

her gaze fell upon a large bill tacked to the wall. Swiftly she read

it through, and, having read it, remained in suspended motion. For

the first time she fully realized the danger and the penalty that con

fronted her.
ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS

WILL BE PAID Br PHILIP MsrHuun

For the arrest and conviction of each of the men who were implicated

in the robbery of the Fort Allison stage on April twenty-seventh last.

A further reward of $1000 will be paid for the recovery of the

bullion stolen.

This was what she read, and her eye was running over it a second

time when she heard the jingle of a spur approaching.

“ We ’re red-hot after them, you see, Miss Lee,” a cheerful voice

drawled. “If you want to round up a thousand plunks, all you ’ve

got to do is to tell me who Mr. Hold-up is.”

He laughed quietly, as if it were a joke, but the girl answered

seriously:
“ If I knew, do you suppose I would tell for five thousand—or ten

thousand?”
For some reason this seemed to amuse him. “ No, I don’t suppose

you would.”
“ You ’ll have to catch him yourself if you want him. I ’m not in

that business, Lieutenant O’Connor.”
“ I am. Sorry you don’t like the business, ma’am, but the way I

look at it, a fellow might be doing a whole lot worse than carrymg law

into the mesquit.” _ -
She relented swiftly, as was her way, for she was essentially ferr

minded.“ That ’s true too. Somebody has to do it. You risk your life.

I’ve often heard about you from Dick. You’re his hero, you know.

He says you ’re the best ofiicer ever.” _
“Dick ’s a good boy,” admitted the lieutenant impartmlly, “but

I reckon he was some too enthusiastic if he said all that.” Abruptly

he changed the subject: “ I ’m glad you got home all nght, Mlss Lvee

Jim and me and the Chink were getting ready to worry some. You

onght n’t to have tried such a job. It ain’t of a girl’s size.” . __

“ I ’m thinking that myself now,” she agreed, but she had ln mind

a different phase of the situation than he. ,
“ Well, it turned out all right this time, I reckon, and, now you re

bank, I want to have a little talk with you ; that is, if you can spare

me ten minutes.”
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“ ls Dad back yet? ” she asked quickly.

“Not yet. I understand Jim expects him to-morrow. His case

dragged some.”

“ All right. I’ll just run in and get rid of some of this dust.

ln five minutes I ’ll be back.”

She was back almost within the time she had set herself, but she

had managed to remove the stains of travel and to dress herself in a

simple white dress that brought out her dark, fresh young good looks.

The girl found him at the side of the house, smoking. He had carried

a chair round there for her, and was himself perched on the wash-stand

that was literally almost worth its weight in gold. When she came

out he threw away his cigar and rose to indicate the chair.

“ We ’ll be safer from interruption here,” he said.

“ You are n’t going to make love to me, are you?” she laughed.

“No, ma’am; I can’t forget another little lady back in Tucson

long enough to do that.”

“Yes, I’ve heard all about that,” she pretended to scorn. “My

brother has told me. It ’s very ridiculous, is n’t it? And you ’ve

been married—how many years is it?”

f‘ Four, going on five.”

“ With a houseful of children. Are n’t you ashamed?”

“Of the children?” he pretended to misunderstand.

“ You know I don’t mean the children. Of still being so—

devoted.”

He did not find an answer necessary for that. His eyes were

dreamily upon her, so long that she began to bloom under his regard.

He was thinking that this girl too had something of the spiritual

quality that lay in his wife. The wistful curve of cheek and of chin,

the delicate lips seeming about to quiver, the honest, shadowed eyes

which yet were not quite fathomable: these seemed to speak of a

quality more unusual than that of the bouncing country hoyden he had

at first conceived her.

“ You ’re not very polite,” she presently told him. “It is n’t

considered proper to stare.”

“ I was thinking,” he apologized.

“Well, don’t think me through. It makes me uncomfortable.”

“ I ’m afraid our talk is n’t going to make you any more comfy.”

“ Then let ’s not have it.”

“ We ’ve got to have it.”

He paused so long after this, still looking at her out of his

narrowed, far-away eyes, that she grew restless again and could not

suppress her nervous dread.

“I wish you would n’t do that. I suppose you ’re thinking of

your wife, again.”
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“ No, I was thinking of you.”

“ What were you thinking of me? ”

“I was thinking—well, I’ll tell you later what I was thinking.

We ’ll begin at the beginning now.”

“If you please.”

“ Or in the middle, say.”

“ If only you ’ll begin anywhere,” she said impatiently.

“How will this do for a beginning, then? ‘ One thousand dollars

will be paid by Philip Methuen for the arrest and conviction of each

of the men who were implicated in the robbery of the Fort Allison

stage on April twenty-seventh last.’ ”

She was shaken, there was no denying it. He could see the ebb of

blood from her cheeks, the sudden stiffening of the slender figure.

She did not speak until she had control of her voice. “Dear

me! What has all that to do with me, Lieutenant?”

“A good deal, I ’m afraid. You know how much, better than I

do.”

“Perhaps I ’m stupid. You ’ll have to be a great deal clearer be

fore I can understand you.”

“ I ’ve noticed that it ’s a lot easier to understand what you want

to than what you don’t want to.”

Sharply a thought smote her. “Have you seen Tom Hawkins

to-day?”

“ No, I have n’t. Do you think it likely that he would confess?"

“Confess?” she faltered.

“I see I’ll have to start at the beginning, after all. It ’s pretty

hard to say just where that is. It might be when Methuen got hold

of your father’s claim, or another fellow might say it was when he and

Hawkins fell in love with the same girl and Hawkins married her.”

“ Married her! ” the girl echoed in astonishment.

Bucky nodded.

“ Then, he ’s a married man?”

“ Not now. She died two years later, but not until he had broken

her heart, I reckon.”

“ He did n’t tell me—how do you know he was married?” she asked

sharply.

Beneath his impassivity, the ranger had an idea of how the land

lay, and he was not loth to acquaint the girl with the facts of this

scamp’s life.

“ I ’ve had to rely on Mr. Methuen partly for that.”

“Oh, Methuen! ” she scoffed.

“ I don’t expect he ’s given to lies, ma’am. Besides, I ’ve seen th:

notices of her marriage and her death in newspapers he ’s showed me

“But are you sure it ’s the same man?”

VOL. r.xxx1v.——as
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“ Methuen says so. I ’m having that looked up. The paper had a

picture of the bride and groom.”

She said nothing more, and he took up his story again.

“ Mebbe the cause of the hold-up had two roots, one running back

to each of the things I have mentioned. Any way, this fellow Hawkins

got your father to drinking, and then sprung it on him to rob the

stage when the bullion was being shipped. Somehow Hawkins had

got inside information about when this was to be. He had been

nosing around up at the mine, and may have overheard something.

0’ course we know what your father would have done if he had n’t

been drinking. He ’s straight as a string, even if he does go off like

powder. But when a man ’s making a blue blotter of himself, things

don’t look the same to him. Anyhow he went in.”

“ He did n’t. I can prove he did n’t,” burst from Melissy’s lips.

“ Be glad to hear your proof later. He ce’tainly planned the hold

up. Jim Budd overheard him.”

“ Did Jim tell you that?”

“ Don’t blame him for that. He did n’t mean to tell, but I wound

him up so he could n’t get away from it. I ’ll show you later why he

could n’t.”

“ I ’m sure you must have been very busy, spying and everything,”

she told him bitterly.

“I ’ve kept moving. But to get back to the point. Your father

and Hawkins were on the ground where the stage was robbed either

at the time or right after. Their tracks were all over there. Then

they got on their horses and rode up the lateral.”

“But they could n’t. The ditch was full,” broke from the girl.

“ You ’re right it was. You must be some observing to know when

that ditch is full and empty to an hour. I reckon you ’ve got an

almanac of tides,” he said ironically.

She bit her lip with chagrin. “ I just happened to notice.”

“ Some folks are more noticing than others. But you ’re surely

right. They came up the ditch one on each side. Now, why one on

each side, do you reckon?”

Melissy hid the dread that was flooding her heart. “ I ’m sure I

don’t know. You know everything else. I suppose you do that too,

if they really did.”

“ They had their reasons, but we won’t go into that now. First

off when they reach the house they take a bunch of sheep down to the

ditch to water them. Now, why? ”

“ Why, unless because they needed water?”

“ We ’ll let that go into the discard too just now. Let ’s suppose

your father and Hawkins dumped the gold box down into the creek

somewhere after they had robbed the stage. Suppose they had '1
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partner up at the head-gates. When the signal is given down comes

the water, and the box is covered by it. Mebbe that night they take it

away and bury it somewhere else.”

The girl began to breathe again. He knew a good deal, but he

was still off the track in the main points.

“And who is this partner up at the canal? Have you got hiln

located too? ”

“ I might guess.”

“ Well? ”—impatiently.

“A young lady hailing from this hacienda was out gathering

flowers all mo’ning. She was in her runabout. The tracks led straight

from here to the head-gates. I followed them through the sands.

There ’s a little break in one of the rubber tires. You ’ll find that

break mark every eight feet or so in the sand wash.”

“I opened the head-gates, then, did I? ”

“ It looks that way, does n’t it?”

“At a signal from father?”

“ I reckon.”

“And that ’s all the evidence you ’ve got against him and me?”

she demanded, still outwardly scornful, but very much afraid at heart.

“ Oh, no, that ain’t all, Miss Lee. Somebody looked the Chink in

during this play. He ’s still wondering why.”

“He dreamed it. Very likely he had been rolling a pill.”

“Did I dream this too?” From his coat pocket he drew the

piece of black shirting she had used as a mask. “I found it in the

room where your father put me up that first night I stayed here. It

was your brother Dick’s room, and this came from the pocket of a

shirt hanging in the closet. Now, who do you reckon put it there?”

For the first time in her life she knew what it was to feel faint.

She tried to speak, but the words would not come from her parched

throat.

“We—we used to—to play at hold-up when he was a boy,” she

gasped.

He shook his head. “ No, I reckon that won’t go. You see, I've

found the piece this was torn from, and I found it in your father’;

coat. I went into his room on tiptoe that same hour. The coat was

on the bed. He had gone downstairs for a minute and left it there.

Likely he had n’t found a good chance to burn it yet.” Takmg the

two pieces, he fitted them together and held them up. “ They match

exactly, you see. Did your father used to play with you too when

he was a boy?” _ -

He asked this with what seemed to her tortured soul like silken

cl—uell7S'- She had no answer, none at least that would avail. Des

perately she snatched at a straw.

.__.-.-.-_-_.__---.»-I-_-.l-J‘¢'I¥__"-v-I
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“All this is n’t proof. It ’s mere surmise. Some one’s tracks

were found by you. How do you know they were father’s?”

“ I ’ve got that cinched too. I took his boots and measured them.”

“ Then wherc’s the gold, if he took it? It must be somewhere.

Where is it?”

“ Now I’m going up to the head of the class, ma’am. The gold

—-why, that ’s a dead easy one. Near as I can niake out, I'm sitting

on it right now.”

She gave a startled little cry that died in her throat.

“ Yes, it ’s ce’tainly a valuable wash-stand. Chippendale furniture

ain’t in it with this kind. I reckon the king of England’s is ace high

against a straight flush when it bucks up against yours.”

Melissy threw up her cards. “ How did you find out?” she asked

hoarsely.

The ranger forced her to commit herself more definitely. “Find

out what?” -

“ Where I put the box.”

“I’ll go back and answer some of those other questions first. I

might as well own up that I knew all the time your father did n’t

hold up the stage.”

“ You did? ”

“ He ’s no fool. He would n’t leave his tracks all over the place

where he had just held up a stage. He might jest as well have left

a signed note saying he had done it. No, that did n’t look like James

Lee to me. It seemed more- likely he’d arrived after the show than

before. It would n’t be like him, either, to go plowing up the side of

the ditch, with his partner on the other side, making a trail that a

blind man could follow in the night. Soon as I knew Lee and

Hawkins made those tracks, I had it cinched that they were following

the lateral to see where the robber was going. They had come to -

the same conclusion I had, that there was n’t any way of escape except

by that empty lateral, assuming it had been empty. The only point was

to find out where the hold-up left the lateral. That ’s why they rode

one on each side of it. They were n’t missing any bets, you see.”

“ And that ’s why they drove the sheep down to water. I could n’t

understand that.”

“I must ’a’ been right on their heels, for they were jest getting

the trotters out of the corral when I reached the place where your

rig left the water. ’Course I fell back into the brush and circled round

so as to hit the store in front.”

“ But if Dad knew all the time, I don’t see—-surely he would n’t

have come right after me and made plain the way I escaped.”

“ That ’s the point. He did n’t know. I reckon he was sort of

guessing around in the dark, plumb puzzled, could n’t find the switch
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at all at first. Then it come to him, and he thought of the sheep

to blind the trail. If I ’d been half an hour later he would have got

away with it too. No, if he had guessed that you were in the hold

up, him and Hawkins would have hiked right out on a false trail and

led us into the Galiuros. Having no notion of it at first, he trails

you down.”

“ And the gold—how did you find that?”

“ I knew it was either right round the place or else you had taken

it on with you when you went to the head-gates andburied it up

there somewhere. Next day I followed your tracks and could n’t find

any place where you might have left it. I knew how clever you were

by the way you planned your getaway. Struck me as mighty likely

that you had left it lying around in plain view somewhere. If you

had dumped it out of the box into a sack, the box must be somewhere.

You had n’t had time to burn it before the stage got back. I drifted

back to your kindling pile, where all the old boxes from the store are

lying. I happened to notice a brass tack in one near the end; then

the marks of the tack heads where they had pressed against the wood.

I figured you might have substituted one box for another, and inside

of ten minutes I stumbled against your washstand and did n’t budge it.

Then I did n’t have to look any further.”

“I’ve been trying to get a chance to move it and have n’t ever

found one. You were always coming round the corner on me,” she

explained.

“ Sorry I incommoded you,” he laughed. “ But it ’s too heavy for

a lady to lift alone anyhow. I don’t see how you managed it this

far.”

“I’m pretty strong,” she said quietly.

She had no hope of escape from the net of evidence in which he

had entangled her. It was characteristic of her that she would not

stoop to ask any mercy of him. What she had sown she would reap,

since she must. Nor would it have been any use to beseech him to

spare her. He was not a hard man, but not even a fool could have

read any weakness in the quiet gray eyes that looked so steadily mto

hers. In his voice and movements there w85 a certain deliberation,

but this had nothing to do with indecision of character. He would

do his duty as he saw it, regardless of whom it might affect.- .

Melissy stood before him in the unconscious attitude of distinction

she often fell into when she was moved, head thrown back so as to

bare the rounded throat column, brown little hands folded in front

of her, erectly graceful in all her slender lines.

“What are you going to do with me?” she asked. _

He knew better than to make any apologies. “ It am’t my_say-s‘f;

I ’m going to put it up to Methnen. I don’t know what he-ll do;
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“ There ’s one thing that troubles me. I don’t know how father

will take this. You know how quick-tempered he is. I ’m afraid he ’ll

shoot somebody or do something rash when he finds out. You must

let me be alone with him when I tell him.”

He nodded. “I been thinking of that myself. It ain’t going to

do him any good to make a gun-play. I have a notion mebbe this

thing will unravel itself if we give it time. It will only make things

worse for him to go off half-cocked.”

“How do you mean it may unravel itself?” she asked.

“Methuen is a whole lot better man than folks give him credit

for being. I expect he won’t be hard on you when he knows why you

did it.”

“And why did I do it?” she asked quietly.

“ Sho! I know why you did it. Jim Budd told you what he had

heard, and you figured you could save your father from doing it. You

meant to give the money back, did n’t you?”

“ Yes, but I can’t prove that either in court or to Mr. Methuen.”

“ You don’t need to prove it to me. If you say so, that ’s enough

for me.”

“But you ’re not judge and jury, and you ’re certainly not Mr.

Methuen,” she smiled wistfully.

“ Scrape Arizona with a fine tooth-comb and you could n’t get a

jury to convict when it ’s up against the facts in this case. A while

ago you asked me what I was thinking about you. I ’ll tell you what.

I was jest thinking you were true-blue, the kind of girl I’d like my

sister to be if I had one.”

At this she bloomed again. “ Thank you, Lieutenant.” And

naively she added with a little laugh: “ Are you ready to put the

handcuffs on me yet?”

He looked with a smile at her outstretched hands. “ They would n’t

stay on.”

“Don’t you carry them in sizes to fit all criminals?”

“I ’ll have to put you on parole.”

th1 “ I’ll break it and climb out the window. Then I ’ll run off with

's.”

She indicated the box of treasure.

“ I need that wash-stand in my room. I ’m going to take it up there

to-night,” he said.

“ This isn’t a very good safety deposit vault,” she answered, and,

nodding a careless good-night, she walked away in her slow-limbcd,

graceful Southern fashion.

She had carried it off to the last without breaking down, but

once in her own room, the girl’s face showed haggard in the moon

light. It was one thing to jest about it with him; it was another
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to face the facts as they stood. She was in the power of her father’s

enemy, the man whose proffer of friendship they had rejected with

scorn. Her pride cried out that she could not endure mercy from

him even if he wished to extend it. Surely there must be some

other way out than the humiliation of begging him not to prosecute.

She could see none but one, and that was infinitely worse. Yet she

knew it would be her father’s first impulsive instinct to seek to fight

her out of her trouble, the more because it was through him that it

had fallen upon her. At all hazards she must prevent this.

VIII.

Nor five minutes after Melissy had left the lieutenant of rangers,

another rider galloped up the road. Bucky, returning from his room,

where he had left the box of gold locked up, waited on the porch to

see who this might be.

The horseman proved to be Hawkins, in a thoroughly bad temper,

as Bucky soon found out.

“Have you seen anything of ’Lissie Lee?” he demanded im

mediately.

“ Miss Lee has just left me. She has gone to her room,” answered

O’Connor quietly.

“Well, I want to see her,” said the other hoarsely.

“I reckon you better postpone it till to-morrow. She ’s some

played out and needs sleep, Hawkins.”

“ Well, I ’m going to see her now.”

Bucky turned, still all gentleness, and called to Jim Budd, who

was in the store.

“ Oh, Jiml Run upstairs and knock on Miss Melissy’s door and

tell her Mr. Hawkins is down here. Ask if she will see him to-night.”

“ You ’re making a heap of formality out of this, Lieutenant,”

sneered the cow-puncher.

Bucky made no answer, unless it were one to whistle gently and

look out into the night as if he were alone.

“No, seh. She doan’ wan’ tuh see him to-night,” announced Jim

upon his return.

“That seems to settle it, Mr. Hawkins,” said Bucky pleasantly.

“ Not by a of a sight. I ’ve got something to say to her, and

I ’m going to say it.”

“To-morrow,” amended the lieutenant.

“ I said to-nigh .” ,
“ But your say does n’t go here against hers. I reckon you l]

wait.”

“Not so ’s you could notice it.” The cow-puncher took a step

forward toward the stairway, but O’Connor was there before him.
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“Get out of the way, you. l don’t stand for any butting-in,”

the cowboy blustered.

“Don’t be a goat, Hawkins. She ’s tired, and she says she don’t

want to see you. That ’s enough, ain’t it?”

Hawkins leaped back with an oath to draw his gun, but Bucky

had the quickest draw in Arizona. The puncher found himself looking

into the business end of a revolver.

“Better change your mind, sch,” suggested the ofiicer amiably.

“I take it you ’ve been drinking and you ’re some excited. If you

were in condition to savez the situation, you’d understand that the

young lady does n’t care to see you now. Do you need a church to

fall on you before you can take a hint?”

“ I reckon if you knew all about her, you would n’t be so anxious

to stand up for her,” Hawkins said darkly.

“I expect we cayn’t any of us stand the great white light on all

our acts; but if any one can, it ’s that little girl upstairs.”

“What would you say if I told you that she ’s liable to go to

Yuma if I left my hand?”

“ I ’d say I was from Missouri and needed showing.”

“ Put up that gun, come outside with me, and if I take a notion

I ’ll show you all right.”

Bucky laughed as his gun disappeared. “I’d be willing to bet

high that there are a good many citizens round here haided straighter

for Yuma than Miss Melissy.”

Without answering, Hawkins led the way out and stopped only

when his arm rested on the fence of the corral.

“Nobody can hear us now,” he said brusquely, and the ranger

got a whiff of his hot whiskey breath. “ You ’ve put it up to me to

make good. All right, I’ll do it. That little girl in there, as you

call her, is the bad man who held up the Fort Allison stage.”

The officer laughed tolerantly as he lit a cigarette.

“I hear you say it, Hawkins.”

“I did n’t expect you to believe it right away, but it ’s a fact

just the same.”

O’Connor climbed to the fence and rested his feet on a rail. “ Fire

ahead. I ’m listenin’.”

“The first men on the ground after that hold-up were me and

Lee. We covered the situation thorough and got hold of some points

right away.”

“ That ’s right funny too. When I asked you if you ’d been down

there you both denied it,” commented the lieutenant.

“We were protecting the girl. Mind you, we did n’t know who

had done it then, but we had reasons to think the person had juslI

come from this ranch.”
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“What reasons?” briefly demanded Bucky.

“We don’t need to go into them. We had them anyhow. Then

I lit on a foot-print right on the edge of the ditch, that no man ever

made. We did n’t know what to make of it, but we wiped it out and

followed the ditch, one on each side. We ’d figured that was the way

he had gone. You see, though water was running in the ditch now, it

had n’t been half an hour before.”

“ You don’t say!”

“There was n’t a sign of anybody leaving the ditch till we got to

the ranch; then we saw tracks going straight to the house.”

“ So you got a bunch of sheep and drove them down there to muss

things up some.”

Hawkins looked sharply at him. “ You got there while we were

driving them back. Well, that ’s right. We had to help her out.”

“ You ’re helping her out now, ain’t you?” Bucky asked dryly.

“ That ’s my business. I’ve got my Own reasons, Mr. Lieutenant.

All you got to do is arrest her.”

“Just as soon as you give me the evidence, seh.”

“Have n’t I given it to you? She was seen to drive away from

the house in her rig. She left foot-prints down there. She came

back up the ditch,and then rode right up to the head-gates and turned

on the water. Jim Little saw her cutting across country from the

head-gates hell-to-split.”

“Far as I can make out, all the evidence you ’ve given me ain’t

against her, but against you. She was out drivin’ when it happened,

you say, and you expect me to arrest her for it. It ain’t against the

law to go driving, seh. And as for that ditch fairy tale, on your own

say-so you wiped out all chance to prove the story.”

“ Then you won’t arrest her?”

“ If you ’ll furnish the evidence, seh.”

“I tell you we know she did it. Her father knows it.” -

“Is it worryin’ his conscience? Did he ask you to lay an m

formation against her?” asked the officer sarcastically.

“ That is n’t the point.” , .

“ You ’re right. Here ’s the point.” Not by the famtest mom)u

of the body had Bucky’s indolence been lifted, but the quiet ring

of his voice showed it was gone. “You and Lee were overheard plan

ning that robbery the day after you were seen hanging around the

‘Monte Cristo.’ You started out to hold up the stage. It was held

up- By your own story you were the first men on the ground after

the robbery. I tracked you straight from there here along the ditch.

I found a black mask in Lee’s coat. A dozen people saw you on that

fool sheep-drive of yours. And to sum up, I found the stolen gold

right here where you must have hidden it.”
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“You found the gold? Where?”

“That ain’t the point either, seh. The point is that I’ve got

you where I want you, Mr. Hawkins. You’re wound up in a net you

cayn’t get away from. You’re wanted back East, and you ’re wanted

here. You ’re arrested for robbing the Fort Allison stage.”

Hawkins, standing close in front of him, shot his right hand out

and knocked the ranger backward from the fence. Before the latter

could get on his feet again, the cow-puncher was scudding through the

night. He reached his horse, flung himself on, and galloped away.

Harmlessly a bullet or two zipped after him as he disappeared.

The ranger climbed over the fence again and laughed softly to

himself. “You did that right well, Bucky. He ’ll always think he

did that by his lone, never will know you was a partner in that escape.

It ’s a fact, though, I could have railroaded him through on the

evidence, but not without including the old man. No, there was n’t

any way for it but that grand-stand escape of Mr. Hawkins.”

Still smiling, he dusted himself, put up his revolver, and returned

to the house.

IX.

Mnmssr waited in dread expectancy to see what would happen. Of

quick, warm sympathies, always ready to bear with courage her own

and others’ burdens, she had none of that passive endurance which

age and experience bring. She was keyed to the heroism of an occa

sion, but not yet to that which life lays as a daily burden upon many

without dramatic emphasis.

All next day nothing took place. On the succeeding one her father

returned, otherwise nothing unusual occurred. It was after mail time

that she stepped to the porch for a breath of fresh air and noticed

that the reward placard had been taken down.

“Who did that? ” she asked of Alan McKinstra, who was sitting

on the steps, reading a newspaper and munching an apple.

“Bucky O’Connor took it down. He said the offer of a reward

had been withdrawn.”

“ When did he do that?”

“ About an hour ago. Just before he rode off.”

“Rode offl Where did he go?”

“Heard him say he was going to Tucson. He told your father

that when he settled the bill.”

“ He ’s gone for good, then?”

“ That ’s the way I took it. Say, Melissy, Farnum says Bucky

told him the gold had been found and turned back to Methuen. I!

that right?”

“ How should I know?”
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“Well, it looks blamed funny they could get the bullion back

without getting the hold-up.”

“ Maybe they ’ll get him yet,” she consoled him.

“ I wish I could get a crack at him,” the boy murmured vengefully.

“ You had one chance at him, did n’t you?”

“José spoiled it. Honest, I was n’t going to lie down, ’Lissie.”

Again the days followed each other uneventfully. Methuen him

self never came for his mail now, but sent one of the boys from the

mine for it. Melissy wondered whether he despised her so much he

did not ever want to see her again. Somehow she did not like to

think this. Perhaps it might be delicacy on his part. He was going

to drop the whole thing magnanimously and did not want to put upon

her the obligation of thanking him by presenting himself to her eyes.

But though he never appeared in person, he had never been so

much in her mind. She could not rid herself of a growing sympathy

and admiration for this man who was holding his own against many.

A story which was being whispered about reached her ears and in

creased this. A bunch of his sheep had been found poisoned on their

feeding ground, and certain cattle interests were suspected of having

done the dastardly thing.

When she could stand the silence no longer Melissy called up Bucky

O’Connor on the telephone at Tucson.

“ You caught me just in time. I ’m leaving for Phoenix to-night,”

he told her. “What can I do for you, Miss Lee?”

“ I want to know what ’s being done about that Fort Allison stage

hold-up.”

“The money has been recovered and the hunt dropped. The

fellows made a clean getaway.”

“Did Mr. Methuen want you to drop it? ” -

“Yes. He was very urgent about it. How are things gettm’

along up in the hills?”

“ Very well, thank you. How are Mrs. O’Connor and the babies?”

“ Fine as the wheat. I ’m still not ashamed.”

“Then I’m afraid you never will be. What did Mr- Methuen

say when you made your report?”

“ Said, ‘ Thank you.’ ”

“ Oh, yes, but—-you know what I mean.”

“Not being a mind-reader ”

“About the suspect. Did he say anything?” ,

“ Week after next I ’m coming up through your comltl—.Y- I ll tell

you what he said then.”

This was all she could get out of him. It was less than she had

hoped. Still, it was something. She knew definitely what Methuen

had done. Wherefore she sat down to write him a note of thanks.
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It took her an hour and eight sheets of paper before she could com

plete it to her satisfaction. Even then the result was not what she

wanted. She wished she knew how he felt about it, so that she could

temper it to the right degree of warmth or coolness. Since she did

not know, she erred on the side of stiffness and made her message

formal.

Mn. PHILIP Mnrnvnrv,

Monte Cristo Mine.

DEAR SIB:

Father and I feel that we ought to thank you for your considerate

forbearance in a certain matter you know of. Believe me, sir, we

are grateful.

Very respectfully,

M11zmssr LEE.

She could not, however, keep herself from one touch of sympathy,

and as a postscript she naively added:

I ’m sorry about the sheep.

Before mailing it she carried this letter to her father. Neither

of them had ever referred to the other about what each knew of the

affair of the robbery. More than once it had been on the tip of James

Lee’s tongue to speak of it, but it was not in his nature to talk out

what he felt, and with a sigh he had given it up. Now Melissy came

straight to the point.

“ I’ve been writing a letter to Mr. Methuen, Dad, thanking him

for not having me arrested.”

Lee shot at her a glance of quick alarm.

“ Does he know about it, honey? ”

“Yes. Lieutenant O’Connor found out the whole thing and told

him. He was very insistent on dropping it, the lieutenant says.”

“ You say Bucky found out all about it, honey?” repeated Lee

in surprise. “

He was seated in a big chair on the porch, and she nestled on one

arm of it, rumpled his gray hair as she had always done since she

had been a little girl, kissed him, and plunged into her story.

He heard her to the end without a word, but she noticed that he

gripped the chair hard. When she had finished he swept her into

his arms and broke down over her, calling her the pet names of her

childhood.

“ Honey-bird. . . . Dad’s little honey-bird. . . . I’m that

ashamed of myse’f. "l‘ was the whiskey did it, lambie. Long as I

live I ’ll nevah touch it again. I ’ll sweah that befo’ God. All week

you been packin’ the troubles I heaped on you, precious, and afteh

you-all saved me from being a criminal. . . .”
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So he went on, spending his tempestuous love in endearments

and caresses, and so together they afterward talked it out and agreed

to send the letter she had written.

But Lee was not satisfied with her atonement. He could not rest

to let it go at that, without expressing his own part in it to Methuen.

Next day he rode up to the mine, and found its owner in workman’s

slops just stepping from the cage. If Methuen were surprised to see

him, no sign of it reached his face.

“If you/ll wait a minute till I get these things off, I’ll walk

up to the cabin with you, Mr. Lee,” he said.

“ I reckon you got my daughter’s letter,” said Lee abruptly as he

strode up the mountainside with his host.

“ Yes, I got it an hour ago.”

“I be’n and studied it out, Mr. Methuen. I could n’t let it go

at that, and so I reckoned I’d jog along up hyer and tell you the

whole story.”
“ That ’s as you please, Mr. Lee. I’m quite satisfied as it is.”

The rancher went on as if he had not heard. “’Course I be’n

holding a grudge at you evah since you took up this hyer claim. I

expect that rankles with me most of the time, and when I take to

drinking seems to me that mine still belongs to me. Well, I heerd

tell of that shipment you was making, and I sets out to git it, for

it ce’tainly did seem to belong to me. Understand, I was n’t drunk,

but had be’n settin’ pretty steady to the bottle for several days.

Melissy finds it out, no matter how, and undertakes to keep me out

of trouble. She ’s that full of sand, she nevah once thought of the

danger or the consequences. Anyhow, she meant to git the bullion

back to you afteh the thing had blown over.”

“ I have n’t doubted that a moment since I knew she did it,” said

Methuen quietly. _
“ Glad to hear it. I be’n misjudgin’ you, sehi but you,re 9’ whlte

man afteh all. Well, you know the rest of the story: how she held

up the stage, how Bucky drapped in befo’ our tracks were covered,

how smart he worked the whole thing out, and how my little gyurl

confessed to him to save me.”

“Yes, I know all that.” _
“What kind of a figure do I make in this? First off, I act llke

a durn fool, and she has to step in to save me. Then I let her tote

the worry of it around while I ride off to Tucson. When_Bucky

runs me down, she takes the blame again. To finish up with, she

writes you a letter of thanks, jes’ as if the whole fault was hers.” .

The old Arkansan selected a smooth rock and splashed it with

tobacco juice before he continued with rising indign”/“on agamst

himself.
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“I’m a fine father for a gyurl like that, ain’t I? Up to date

I always had an idee I was some sort of a man, but dad gum it! I

cayn’t see it hyer. To think of me lettin’ my little trick stand- the

consequences of my meanness. No, Mr. Methnen, that ’s one too much

for Jim Lee. He ’s nevah going to touch another drop of whiskey

long as he lives.”

“ Glad to hear it. That ’s a square amend to make, one she will

appreciate.”

“ So I took a pasear up hyer to explain this, and to thank you

for yore kindness. Fac’ is, Mr. Methnen, it would have jest about

killed me if anything had happened to my little ’Lissie. I want to

say that if you had a-be’n her brother you could n’t ’a’ be’n more

decen .”

“ There was nothing else to do. I understood the motives for her

action when she broke the law, and I honored them with all my heart.

Bucky O’Connor felt just as I did about it. So would any right

thinking man.”

“ Well, you cayn’t keep me from sayin’ again that you ’re a white

man, sch,” the Arkansan said with a laugh behind which the emotion

of tears lay near.

“ That offer of a compromise is still open, Mr. Lee.”

The Southerner shook his grizzled head. “ No, I reckon not, Mr.

Methnen. Understand, I got nothin’ against you. The feud is wiped

out, and I’ll make you no mo’ trouble. But it ’s yore mine, and I

don’t feel like taking charity. I got enough anyhow.”

“It would n’t be charity. I’ve always felt as if you had a moral

claim on an interest in the ‘ Monte Cristo.’ If you won’t take this

yourself, why not let me make out the papers to Miss Lee? You would

feel then that she was comfortably fixed, no matter what happened

to you.”

“Well, I’ll lay it befo’ her. Anyhow, we ’re much obliged to

you, Mr. Methnen. I’ll tell you what, seh,” he added as an after

thought. “ You come down and talk it over with ’Lissie. If you

can make her see it that way, good enoug .”

When James Lee turned his bronco’s head homeward he was more

at peace with the world than he had been for a long time. He felt

that he would be able to look his little girl in the face again.

X.

. ON the day following that of Lee’s call, the mine-owner saddled

his mare and took the trail to the half-way house. It was not until

after the stage had come and gone that he found the chance for a

word with Melissy alone.
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“Your father submitted my proposition, did he?” Methuen said

by way of introducing the subject.

“Let ’s take a walk on it. -I have n’t been out of the house

to-day,” she answered with the boyish downrightness sometimes upper

most in her.

Calling Jim, she left him in charge of the store, caught up a

Mexican sombrero, and led the way up the trail to a grove of live

oaks perched on a bluff above. Below them stretched the plain fold

on fold to the blue horizon edge. Close at hand clumps of cactus,

thickets of mesquit, together with the huddled adobe buildings of the

ranch, made up the details of a scene possible only in the sunburnt

territory. The palpitating heat quivered above the hot brown sand.

No life stirred in the valley except a circling buzzard high in the sky,

and the tiny moving speck with its wake of dust each knew to be the

stage that had left the station an hour before.

Melissy, unconscious of the charming picture she made, stood

upon a rock and looked down on it all. g

“I suppose,” she said at last slowly, “that most people would

think this pretty desolate. But it ’s a part of me. It ’s all I know.”

She broke off and smiled at him. “I had a chance to be civilized.

Dad wanted to send me east to school, but I could n’t leave him.”

“Where were you thinking of going?”

“To Denver.”
Her conception of the East amused him. It was about as accurate

as a New Yorker’s of the West.

“I’m glad you did n’t. It would have spoiled you and sent you

back just like every other young lady the schools grind out.”

She turned curiously toward him. “ Am I not like other girls?”

It was on his tongue tip to tell her that she was gloriously differ

ent from any woman he had ever met, but discretion sealed his lips.

Instead, he told her of life in the city and what it means to society

women, its emptiness and unsatisfaction. _

His condemnation was not proof positive to her. “I’d like to

go there for myself some time and see. And anyhow it must_be mce

to have all the money you want with which to travel,” she said. .

This gave him his opening. “ It makes one independent. I thmk

fllat’s the best thing wealth can give—a sort of sp‘1clo“sn_ess.” He

waited perceptibly before he added: “I hope you have declded to be

my partner in the mine.”

“I’ve decided not to.”

“I’m sorry. But why?”

“ It ’s your mine. It is n’t ours.” _
“ That ’s nonsense. I always in my heart recogmzed a moral

claim you have. We ’ll simply put it in legal form.”
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She gave him applause from her dark eyes.

of you, but Dad and I can’t do it.”

“Then you still have a grudge at me,” he smiled.

“ Not the least little bit of a one.”

“I shan’t take no for an answer, then. I’ll order the papers

made out whether you want me to or not.” Without giving her a

chance to speak, he passed to another topic: “I’ve decided to go

out of the sheep business.”

“I’m so glad!” she cried.

“Those are n’t my feelings,” he answered ruefully. “I hate to

quit under fire.”

“ Of course you do, but your friends will know why you do it.”

“Why do I do it?”

“Because you know it ’s right. The cattlemen had the range

first. Their living is tied up in cattle, and your sheep are ruining the

feed for them. Yesterday when I was out riding I counted the bones

of eight dead cows.”

He nodded gravely. “Yes, in this country sheep are death to

cows. I hate to be a quitter, but I hate worse to take the bread out

of the mouths of a dozen families. Two days ago I had an offer for

my whole bunch, and to-morrow I’m going to take the first instal

ment over the pass and drive them down to the railroad.”

“ But you ’ll have to cross the dead line to get over the pass,” shc

said quickly; for all Cattleland knew that a guard had been watching

his herds to see they did not cross the pass.

“Yes. I ’m going to send Alan with a letter to Farnum. I don’t

think there will be any opposition to my crossing it when my object

is understood,” he smiled.

As they descended toward the house he imparted to her another

piece of news.

“ We had a robbery up at the mine last night.”

“A robbery?” she echoed.

“Yes. Some one broke into the ofiice after drugging the guard

and blew open the safe. He got away with about ten thousand

dollars’ worth of bullion.”

“But—who could have done it?” she asked, greatly startled.

“Bucky reached the mine about daybreak. He is on the trail

of the robber. There was only one man in it. That is all I know :1s

yet.” L - 1

She asked another question or two, then fell silent. For him, he

left heYto her thoughts. A great hope was beginning to light “p

in him, though he curbed it with his iron will. He told himself that

Sur9ly at this late day he need not expect to come home and find

happiness waiting for him by the fireside.

“ That ’s very fair

IIII-P-"

'
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Melissy watched him ride away, strong and rugged and ungrace

ful, from the head to the heel of him a man. Life had gone hard

with him. She wondered whether that were the reason her heart

went out to him so warmly.

As she moved about her work that day and the next little snatches

of song broke from her, bubbling forth like laughter, born of the

quiet happiness within, for which she could give no reason.

After the stage had gone she saddled her pony and rode toward

the head of the pass. In an hour or two now the sheep would be

pouring across the divide, and she wanted to get a photograph of them

as they emerged from the pass. She was following an old cattle trail

which ran into the main path just this side of the pass, and she

was close to the junction when the sound of voices stopped her. Some

instinct made her wait and listen.

The speakers were in a dip of the trail just ahead of her, and

the voice of the first she recognized as belonging to the man Hawkins.

The tone of it was jubilantly cruel.

“No, air. You don’t move a step of the way, not a step, Mr.

Alan McKinstra. I’ve got him right where I want him, and I don’t

care if you talk till the cows come home.”

Alan’s voice rang out indignantly. “ It ’s murder then—just plain,

low-down murder. If you hold me here and let Methuen fall into

a death trap without warning him, you ’re as responsible as if you

shot him yourself.”

“ All right. Suits me down to the ground. We ’ll let it go at that.

I ’m responsible. If you want the truth flat and plain, I don’t

mind telling you that I would n’t be satisfied if I was n’t responsible.

I’m evening up some little things with Mr. Methuen to-day.”

Melissy needed to hear no more to understand the situation, but

if she had, the next words of Hawkins would have cleared it up.

“I’m in some of a hurry to get across the line into Sonora, for

reasons private to myself, but I reckon I ’m never in too big a hurry

to settle with your boss. When I met up with you and happened on

the news that you was taking a message to Farnum, and when I -got

onto the fact that Methuen was moving his sheep across the dead ll1le,

relying on you having got his letter to the eattlemen to make it safe,

it seemed luck too good to be true. All I had to do was to persuade

you to stay right here with me, and Mr. Methuen would walk into the

pass and be wiped out. You get the beauty of it, my fflfand, 11on‘?

you? I ’m responsible, but it will be Farnum and his fnends that

will bear the blame. There ain’t but one flaw in the whole thing:

Methuen will never know that it ’s me that killed him.”

“ You devil!” cried the boy, with impotent passion. ,

“ I’ve waited ten years for this day, and it ’s come at last. Dont

You. LXXXlV.—29
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you think for a moment I’m going to weaken. No, air! You ’ll

sit there with my gun poked in your fhce just as you ’ve sat for six

hours. It ’s my say-so to-day, sir,” Hawkins retorted, malevolence

riding triumph in his voice.

Melissy’s first impulse was to confront the man, her next to slip

away without being discovered and then give the alarm.

“ Yes, sir,” continued the cow-puncher ; “ I scored on Mr. Methuen

night before last, and to-day I finish up with him. His sheep have

been watched for weeks, and at the first move it ’s all up with him

and them. Farnum ’s vaqueros will pay my debt in full. Just as soon

as I ’m right sure of it I ’ll be jogging along to Sonora, and you can

go order the cofiin for your boss.”

The venom of the man was something to wonder at. It filled

the listening girl with sick apprehension. She had not known that

such hatred could live in the world.

Quietly she led her pony back, mounted, and made a wide detour

until she struck the trail above. Already she could hear the distant

bleat of sheep which told her that the herd was entering the pass.

Recklessly she urged her pony forward, galloping into the saddle

between the peaks without regard to the roughness of the boulder

strewn path. A voice from above hailed her -with a startled shout

as she flew past. Again, a shot rang out, the bullet whistling close

to her ear. But nothing could stop her till she reached the man she

meant to save.

And so it happened that Philip Methuen, walking at the head of

his herd, saw a horse gallop wildly round a bend almost into his

bleating flock. The rider dragged the bronco to a halt and slipped

to the ground. She stood there ashen-hued, clinging to the saddle

horn and swaying slightly.

“I’m in time . . . Thank God! . . . Thank God!” her

parched lips murmured.

“ Melissy! You here?” he cried.

They looked at each other, the man and the girl, while the wild

fear in her heart began to still. The dust of the drive was thick on

his boots, his clothes, his face, but the soil of travel could not obscure

the power of his carriage, the strong lines of his shoulders, the set

of his broad, fiat back, any more than it could tarnish her rarity,

the sweetness of blood in her that under his gaze beat faintly into

her dusky cheeks. The still force of him somehow carried reassur

ance to her. Such virility of manhood could not be marked for

extinction.

She panted out her story, and his eyes never left her.

“ You have risked your life to save mine,” he said very quietly.

Bu11 she felt the pulse of pent passion in him, and under his steady
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gaze lowered hers. For she knew there were fires glowing there he

must not see.

“You must go back,” she replied irrelevantly.

“ I can’t. The entrance is guarded.”

This startled her. “ Then—-what shall we do?”

“You must ride forward at once. Tell the vaqueros that I am

moving my sheep only to take them to the railroad. Explain to them

how Alan is detained with the message I sent Farnum. In a few

minutes we shall follow with the sheep.”

“And if they don’t believe that you are going out of the sheep

business—what then?”

“ I shall have to take my chance of that.”

She seemed about to speak, but changed her mind, nodded, swung

to the saddle, and rode forward. After a few minutes Methuen

followed slowly. He was unarmed, not having doubted that his letter

to the cattleman would make his journey safe. That he should have

waited for an answer was now plain, but the contract called for an

immediate delivery of the sheep, as he had carefully explained in his

note to Farnum.

Presently he heard again the clatter of a horse’s hoofs in the loose

shale and saw Melissy returning.

“Well?” he asked as she drew up.

“ I ’ve told them. I think they believe me, but I ’m going through

the gorge with you.”

He looked up quickly to protest, but did not. He knew that her

thought was that her presence beside him would protect him from

attack. The rough chivalry of Arizona takes its hat off to a woman,

and Melissy Lee was a favorite of the whole countryside. It was a

happy moment to Methuen. He owed her his life already.- Let

her pile the debt up beyond chance of repayment. It was his Joy to

accept all she had to give. .

So together they passed into the gulch, Methuen walkmg by the

side of her horse. Neither of them spoke, for in face of the. perilous

emotional climax that was upon them small talk was impossible. At

their heels was the soft rustle of many thousands of padding feet.

Once there came to them the sound of cheering, and they looked

up to see a group of vaqueros waving their hats and shoutmg down.

Melissy shook her handkerchief and laughed happily at them. It

was a day to be remembered by these riders, but how much more by her!

They emerged into a roll of hill-tops -upou.wlllCh the settmg

sun had cast a weird afterglow of radiance in which the wholesevzpri.lg

burned- The cactus, the stunted shrubbery, the painted rocks,

all afire with some magic light that had touched the1r commonness

to a new wonder.
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Methuen chose to think that this fantasy of nature bore a re

lation to the glow this daughter of the desert had brought into his

long-frozen heart. He struggled no longer with the desire that surged

in him. Stopping her pony, he put a hand on the stirrup leather.

“I can’t keep it to myself, Melissy. I must tell you. If I’m a

presumptuous fool, say so, and I’ll walk across the hills and out of

your life. But I have got to hear my answer.”

His lips were dry and his voice hoarse, but he held her eyes in his.

A sound came to them from below. A man, rifle in hand and

leading a horse, was stealthily crossing the trail to disappear among

the large boulders beyond.

Melissy did not speak, scarce dared to draw breath, for the man

beneath them was Hawkins. There was something furtive and lupine

about him that suggested the wild beast at bay. He had almost

crossed the path before he looked up. and caught sight of them stand

ing together in the fireglow of the sunset.

Abruptly he came to a standstill.

“ By God! you slipped through, did you? ” he said in a low voice

of concentrated bitterness.

Methuen did not answer, but he separated himself from the girl

by a step or two. He knew quite well what was coming, and he

looked down quietly with steady eyes upon his desperate foe. The

man was being hunted for the gold robbery at the mine two nights

before, and by some strange freak of fate he had crossed their path

at the very moment when the current of their lives had touched high

water-mark. It was his last chance for revenge, and the mine-owner

knew his reckless hate too well to doubt that he would take it.

From far below there caine the faint sound of a horse breaking its

way through brush. Hawkins paused to listen, but his eye never

wandered from the bareheaded, motionless figure silhouetted against

the skyline in the ruddy evening glow. He had shifted his rifle so

that it lay in both hands, ready for immediate action.

Melissy, horror-stricken, had sat silent, but now she found her

voice.

“ He is unarmed!” she cried to the cow-puncher.

He made no answer. Another sound in the brush, close at hand,

was distracting his attention, though not his gaze. He was like a

fox driven to earth by the hunters, but with one moment left to clear

accounts with his deadly enemy.

Just as he whipped up his rifle Melissy sprang forward. She

heard the sound of the explosion fill the draw, saw Methuen clutch

at the air and slowly sink to the ground. Before the echoes had

died away she had flung herself upon the inert body.

The outlaw took a step or two forward, as if to make sure of hi!
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work, but at the sound of running footsteps he changed- his mind,

swung to the saddle, and disappeared among the rocks. An instant

later Bucky O’Connor burst into the open, took in the situation at

a glance, and followed in pursuit.

Methuen opened his eyes, to find his head pillowed on her arm,

her dear, troubled face close to his.

“Where is he?” the wounded man asked.

“He ran away. They are after him, I think.”

There came the sound of a shot from the right, followed by another.

“Listen,” he said.

But no repetition of the sounds broke the stillness.

“ Are you hurt? Tell me_you’re not hurt, dear.”

“ Only in the arm—in the fleshy part. It ’s not serious. I suppose

the shock knocked me over.”

“ I thought—I was afraid——-” She broke off and began softly to

sob.

He rose and put his hand on her shoulder, so that her misty eyes

must meet his.

“Are you telling me that—that I need not go? Is my answer,

that I may stay?”

She put her arms round his neck and hid her face. “ Oh, my

dear, my dear!” she cried; then very softly, “ Don’t go, Phil.”

Out of the mesquit came a man leading a horse. The man was

Bucky O’Connor, and the horse was the one the outlaw had been

riding.

“Is he—did he escape?” the girl asked.

O’Connor looked into her eyes, then looked away.

“No, he did n’t escape.”

3

THE POET‘S PROVIDENCE

BY CHARLES L. 0’DONNELL

I I E that hath watched the sparrow’s wing

Creation long, _

As well hath ear for a little thmg,

Even my song.

He that hath loomed the bridal snow

Of the lily’s dress,

Will clothe my poorer heart, I know,

With light no less.
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THE "l'HEA_T_RE’S NEW RIVAL

By Day;/1/len- W'illqy

O

HEN a million people in a day go to ten thousand resorts

in our towns and cities to see the mechanical play as pre

sented by the moving picture and to hear the voice of actor

and singer as produced by the phonograph, the kinodrome or nickelo

deon or whatever you choose to term it must be popular.

Yes, there are ten thousand of them scattered over the country

from Maine to Oregon, so that whether in New York or Frisco, Santa

Fé or Kankakee, you can change the nickel or the dime for the ticket

-torn from the roll in the pagoda box office and see the “ show” that

machinery furnishes. Not a town of five thousand is without at least

one moving picture “ show.” New York and Chicago each have over

 a.th-<§!nsand. Out in the Western city they have sprung up in vacant

-’-stores and empty houses, they have taken possession of buildings

formerly occupied by saloons, and it is a fact that two churches in

good locations for machine theatres were bought at a high price from

their congregations, and the phonograph took the place of the organ,

while the dialogue of the play is now heard as a substitute for the

sermon. In one of the churches the pulpit was left standing as a

platform on which to place the picture machine. Staid old Baltimore,

the city of churches, has over fifty. Going along the main business

street, you can see sometimes four side by side. But the more the

merrier, say the owners, for when a “joy hunter” goes into one he

generally “ does” the others before leaving.

Why is it that this amusement scheme has spread like an epidemic

over the land? One reason is, you get so much entertainment for the

nickel or the dime, andanother is, you get quality as well as quantity

thrown in. Then the place is usually convenient. Located just around

the corner or near where a man goes and comes daily, it is easy for him

to get the habit of dropping in. He becomes a steady patron, for the

“ menu ” of the entertainment is frequently changed, sometimes daily.

So he puts in an hour just as he buys the newspaper: it gives him

“ something new ” to look at and think about. It ’s another example

of the old saying, “ Variety is the spice of life.” And here ’s the main

reason why the middle and lower millions are spending their money also

454
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by the millions-—they get so much_pl_easure for the value of a street-.

.-_

car fare.

They are very systematic at these places. Everything is done on

the minute, and there is no delay with the curtain. Up it goes, down

go the electric lamps, and the sizz and sputter of the “spot-light”

break the silence. This is called the spot-light, because it makes the

white oval upon the picture screen. Now all is ready, and the title is

thrown on the oval. Then comes the panorama, for suchjt is, but

a panorama which is true to life in every detail because it is repro

duced from that wonderful artificial eye, the camera lens. So we know

that we are seeing actual occurrences—at least, we think we are—

and they are so realistic that we may laugh or cry or watch the canvas

with every thought centred on it, as we would read an absorbing novel,

and at the end we may feel so enthusiastic that we unconsciously

applaud with the others.

3

The panorama may last fifteen or twenty minutes. If the manager

thinks it will keep up the interest, he may use a half-hour fihn, but this

is generally the limit. Then comes a break, when a song-and-dance

“artist,” some musical prodigy, a trained dog, a juggler, or a mind

reader fills up ten or fifteen minutes. After this relaxation the picture

machine gets busy again, but now the scene is very different from the‘

first. If that was comical, this is serious. If it was about travel,

this may he a drama or comedy. The entertainer believes that variety

is the best money-maker, so in the next intermission we may see two Or

three—seldom more than four—players go throngh 3‘ one-”,ct tragfidy or

more likely burlesque; but there are no single “stunts” in this a-ct.

It is entirely different from the first, and after it the picture-mschine

runs off another scene, generally patriotic or something Qalculated to

show the Stars and Stripes, so that the audience are worked up to the

enthusiastic pitch and leave the theatre so pleased that they maki up

their minds “ to come again and bring mother and John with us.

The bulk of these kinodromes are five-cent amusements, but, as

stated, will kill an hour’s leisure time. Where the dime show holds

forth, more vaudeville acts are included, and the people are smgem’

dancers, and comedians of a higher standard than the others; but the

moving picture is usually depended on as the main drawmg-card

It seems like making something out of nothing to talk of_ profits from

the mechanical theatre, but common sense tells us that it would not

have come into existence at the rate of thousands in a year if there

was not money in it—and there is big m0ney- _

Yes, it seems impossible that in a day this mechamsm for smlfl’:e

ment will net the owner or manager a hundred dollars or more a er
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paying every expense, but a hundred dollars is a small profit in the

larger towns, especially where the shops and factories are numerous, and

the surplus may “ foot up ” twice that sum. New York is of course

the most expensive city, because property sells and rents at such a high

figure. Yet the moving picture is to be seen on Broadway, Twenty

third Street, the great shopping thoroughfare, and in other sections

where one must pay the top price for a location, whether he rents or

buys. One company rents two buildings for which they pay ninety

thousand dollars a year, yet the profits, after taking out the royalty

for film service, salaries of employees, and all other outlay, were twenty

five thousand dollars last year—a.nd not a single admission cost over

five cents.

3

The cost of maintaining a machine theatre is ridiculously small.

Excepting the half-dozen variety performers for the intermissions,

the ticket-tearer, and two or three ushers, a force of three is usually

enough to run the performance; also behind the screen are the elec

trician, who looks after the lights and makes repairs in case of accident,

and a “handy ” man, who is ready to help here, there, or anywhere as

he may be needed. When not doing anything else, he watches the

phonograph that takes the place of the orchestra, to see that it does

not run down at the wrong time. If a talking phonograph is used

with the pictures, he stops and starts it as the dialogue is required. Bu15

the heart of it all is tucked away back of the audience, either on the

upper floor if there is one, or on what the sailor would call the “ bridge

deck ”—a platform half a dozen feet above the floor, so that nothing

obstructs a view of the screen on the stage. From this platform

flashes the spot-light that makes the screen as bright as noon-day. The

rays of the light are focussed through powerful lenses, but in the

machine that holds these lenses is a slit through which moves a thin,

narrow sheet of celluloid. The film runs over a sort of reel which is

whirled round and round by the power of the electric current, unwind

ing the film and carrying it across the line of light. It is not as wide

as a woman’s waist belt, but if unwound and stretched along the ground

might measure five hundred feet, while some of the films are of such

length that they would stretch a thousand feet between end and end

On every foot of this strip of celluloid are sixteen miniature pic

tures, so that if it is five hundred feet long it is a literal moving

gallery containing eight thousand pictures. Now, as you can see right

through the film, you may think the pictures are what the photographer

Calls “ negatives,” from which actual photographs are printed oH

Paper- But they are positives—just the reverse of negatives and trans

parent pictures. That is why the light reproduces them on the screen,
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-but, unlike lantern slides that illustrate the lecture, they are not sta

tionary, and that ’s why they are called moving pictures. The tiny

motor that moves them, the lenses, the carbon points that electricity

turns to dazzling light, could all be packed in a two-foot box, so compact

is the mechanism. Merely the touch of a finger to the lever is enough

to open the performance, so simple is it all. Just a slight pressure on

the controller causes the pictures to move more slowly or more rapidly.

This is most important, for to make the illustration natural and life

like to the spectator, these tiny positives must pass before his eyes at the

rate of at least ten every second and enlarged by the lenses nearly to

fill the screen. If moved more slowly the eye would notice the break

or line between each picture, and the realism caused by the motion

would be lost. Sometimes, as in showing a stirring scene like a cavalry

charge or an automobile race, it is necessary to put the lever at full

speed, and then over four thousand pictures are flitting over the screen

every minute you see it.

3

The mechanical theatre needs no playwright to get up its attractions.

Any good picture story is in its scope, and consequently there is no end

12o the films it can produce, but an ordinary picture theatre is an enor

mous consumer. With the programme changed twice a week in a

year, it will show its audience enough film views to cover nearly forty

miles if the rolls were extended in a straight line, for, averaging two

thousand feet for each programme, it requires over two hundred thous

and feet for the twelve months. Thus it is that the man with the

moving camera is scouring the country in search of scenes he can catch

with the lens. Not only in New York, but in a half-dozen other cities,

are poems, scenes from novels, Bible history, and famous plays bemg

daily enacted before the camera by professional stage people who _re

ceive high salaries for taking parts in a “stock” company playing

before what is indeed a strange audience: a camera and a recelvl-ng

phonograph- So the one company supplying the picture the-atres with

the necessities for existence may send out a circular like this:

“ - Patrick Henry,’ a drama reénacting history, 5_l1¢?wing St

JOhD's Church, Richmond, Virginia, 1775, with the Virglma conven

tion of that year in session and the immortal orator’s eloquent speech

culminating in ‘ Give me liberty or give me death.’ Present are George

Washington, Richard Henry Lee, and a score of other no

Per5ol18\geS- Runs seven minutes. - _ Y 1
" - lngomar,’ a forceful episode from the dramatic classic, revea mg

the beautiful love story of the half barbarian giant and the dainty

Parthenia. Runs ten minutes.

“ ‘The Mikado,’ opera condensed with striking

tuneful and merry acts, one running eighteen and the other

table historical

ingenuity into two

nineteen
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minutes. Produced with a cast of well known opera singers, elaborate

costumes and scenery, orchestra, a big chorus, etc.

“-The Sword of Rome,’ featuring the world. famous tragcdian

Mr. J. Montgomery Irving, with a superb supporting company.”

Any of these acts, including the films, the phonograph attachment,

the whole machine, in fact, can be packed into boxes for shipment to

any part of the country. If the theatre has the machine already, the

film and records can be shipped by themselves. Consequently tragedy,

travel, comedy, anything from a street fight to a lion hunt, can be

enjoyed at so much a pound, and the enterprising resort manager can

give a week “season” of “ Hamlet” or “ Floradora” by machinery,

at a cost ranging from thirty-five dollars to seventy-five dollars, accord

ing to the length of the picture films and the number of phonograph

records.

3

To keep ten thousand picture theatres in running order requires an

elaborate system. Most of them are divided into circuits. All of the

European makers have agencies in this country. These agencies also

have American films, but most of the American makers dispose of their

own output. One firm or agency may supply a circuit of two hundred

resorts, sending out lists of subjects in advance. The managers pick

out what they want for a month or three months, and the films are

shipped in the order wanted, the manager being instructed where to

send them after he has used them in his performances. He never buys

any except a rare set, because, like a newspaper, once seen they have

lost their newness and novelty. But, unless damaged by accident, they

can be run through the machine over and over, so “ The Last Days of

Pompeii,” or “ Cleopatra’s Dance,” or “ The Soul Kiss,” may be

staged in every State from Maine to California before it returns to the

maker to be put in the “ morgue,” and the box bear as many labels as

the grip of a globe-trotter.

One result of the moving picture show is the decrease in box ofiice

receipts at the legitimate and vaudeville theatres and the disbanding

of theatrical companies. You do not need this proof of the decline in

attendance if you count the empty seats where the nickel competitor is

in the vicinity. The gallery in the home of Thespis is usually most

deserted, as the “gods” are strongly tempted by the tragedy ilud

comedy of the camera, but there is no doubt that nearly every class of

those whom we term theatregoers have been lured from their former

haunts. The fact is that in many cities it is a common occurrence to

enjoy amusement by machinery in what was once a regulation play-

house. The Academy of Music, the largest theatre in Baltimore; and

the Grand Opera House of Evansville, Indians, are instances of this
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By O/fiuia Howard Dunbar
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its springy professional stride, marched ahead up the dusty

hill to the Cobb house. A few steps behind him, at a depreca

tory sideways gait, came that excellent but purely private character,

Mrs. Joseph Slade. Although long before noon, it was already very

hot on the hillside, but the two companions, absorbed in their errand,

did not complain. Moreover, there must have been a certain refresh

ment in the very sight of the square, massive Cobb house, shining white

and fair and cool through its surrounding cedars.

In the village of Bancroft the exhilarating custom of pastoral

“exchange” did not prevail. In their contented isolation, the Ben

crofters had allowed the barriers of sect to crumble and hereditary

followers of diverse faiths had long worshipped under one amicable roof.

Those meeting here looked always to see one swarthy, sallow face behind

the black walnut pulpit; and they always saw it. The Reverend Eben

Atwater asked no vacation from his sacred calling; and an “ exchange ”

of pnlpits would have seemed to him and to Bancroft a dangerous

frivolity.

There was really no precedent, therefore, for the fact that on the

third Sunday in July the Reverend Dr. Horace Sturges, of New York

City. was to be heard twice in the village church; that he was, in fact,

to remain in the village from Saturday until Monday. Maria Slade,

least arrogant of women, would have given a good deal at this time

not to be Dr. Sturges’s second cousin; the relationship, now that l'‘

was to be so closely faced, terrified rather than inflated her. Maria was

not discontented with her own humbleness if people would only, 95 she

s8.id, let her alone. She respected Religion and she deferred to Im

portance; but she did not see how she could adapt herself to sheltermg

them. And she protested, doubtless with truth, that she never in -the

world would have suggested that the Doctor come over to preach ]ust

because he happened to be spending the summer fifteen miles away;

that he had, in his easy, magnificent way, invited himself. _ _

Now, a matter involving such delicate social and ecclesulstlcal

issues had promptly to be laid, not before a council of village fathers,

THE spare figure of the Reverend Eben Atwater, recognizable by

459
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but before Mrs. Esther Cobb—who, herself always cool and leisurely,

received Maria Slade and Mr. Atwater in her front parlor on this

hottest morning of the summer. The conference was not an exhausting

one. In ten minutes Mrs. Cobb had in her bland, fearless way

arranged it all. Dr. Sturges must not be allowed to wait and wonder

whether the village intended to welcome him. A cordial letter must be

despatched to him by the afternoon’s post. Mr. Atwater had nervously

supposed that he must personally receive his brother of the cloth, but

Mrs. Cobb pointed out that, on the contrary, the other’s visit would

afford him a week’s respite from pastoral activity. And this interval

Mr. Atwater, with his wife, must devote to visiting his aged mother in

Massachusetts.

“ There ’s no question but that ’s your duty, Mr. Atwater,” his

hostess finished, with pleasant firmness.

“ Oh, I think so, by all means. Mrs. Cobb,” the minister eagerly

rejoined—which sufliciently defined the relation between them.

“ Our going away,” he said thoughtfully, a moment later, properly

assuming the matter to be settled, “leaves Dr. Sturges—well, that is,

I mean it would naturally have been incumbent upon us to entertain

him. Unless, of course, Mrs. Slade——”

“ Well, if Cousin Horace can take us as we be———” Maria forced

from herself a timorous hospitality. “I never shall get that spare

room fixed up, but——”

“ Why, I ’ll have him here, of course,” the older woman interposed,

somewhat royally, laying a firm white hand on Maria’s blue gingham

arm. But the suggestion was appropriate enough; indeed, inevitable.

In Bancroft village, hers was the House of State. Invariably she had

been the semi-official hostess of distinguished guests. In fact, a visitor

to Bancroft who had failed to be received by Mrs. Cobb might better

not boast of having been there at all.

Mrs. Cobb demanded no conformity to the other aspects of her pet

fection; she was probably unconscious of them. But to her theology

every soul in Bancroft was expected to conform and did. As to the

nature of her beliefs, it is not too much to say that Calvin himself

would have found her uncompromising. On week days the Bancroftel-s

affectionately reverenced Mrs. Cobb. On Sundays they were mortally

afraid of her. It was she, and never Eben Atwater, who kept them

reminded of the concrete horrors of that damnation which, with all

their scared virtue, they were n’t very sure of escaping. It was she,

unslumbering priestess, who held always before their eyes the image

of a watchful, a jealous, and a cruel God. It was she—although this

was a point about which the Bancrofters were loyally silent-—who kept

Eben Atwater strictly to the tenets that he preached but that everybod."

knew he would otherwiselamely have allowed to lax. Bancroft children
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who asked their parents the usual innocent, direct questions as to

transcendental matters had always to be answered in the harshest

terms of blood and fire, even though the mothers’ hearts bled from the

painful duty. They knew that Mrs. Cobb was likely at any time to

stop and question one of their darlings; and to have found him ignorant

of Sin and its Consequences would be an unthinkable disgrace. Her

very speech, even when she paused sociably to chat with you over the

garden fence, when you were picking beans, was apt unconsciously to

flare and crackle with the phrases and figures of the angry prophets.

The ancient stories that the gentler moralists of to-day are obliged to

veil- as symbolic were none too -strong for this godly woman’s spiritual

sustenance, and they were also the spiritual sustenance of the Bancroft

church. But she always was regarded as interpreter. It was Esther

Cobb’s damnation that menaced her dutiful following. It was Esther

Cobb’s God that they worshipped—and devoutly feared.

On the day that Mrs. Cobb had casually directed, the obedient Eben

Atwaters left for Boston, entrusting their cat and their door-key to

Maria Slade. It was the first time they had been away from Bancroft

in five years, and Mr. Atwater became even paler than usual at the un

familiar responsibility of buying their railroad tickets. It might have

been supposed that Bancroft would then have set itself excitedly to

prepare for the arrival of Dr. Sturges; but the truth is that the village

remained mostly imperturbable in the face of this event. Maria Slade

did wash, iron, and rehang the lace curtains at her parlor windows;

and this heroic task took so much time that she told her husband she

was sure nothing more could be expected of her.

On Saturday afternoon an automobile plunged into the dusty village,

paused, asked its way, then dashed up the hill to the square white house

behind its screen of cedars.

Mrs. Cobb, suavely formal, with perhaps an extra frill of lace at

the throat of her black silk—she was not without her feminine as well

as her pious satisfaction at the prospect of a clerical guest—stood

waiting just inside the open door to receive him. It was her conserva

tive custom not to lounge out of doors, even in midsummer. When she

crossed her immaculate threshold, she wore her bonnet and had a

destination. Behind her, desperately uncomfortable in her own “ best ”

dIe8s, which was of brown cashmere, cowered Maria Slade. Having

an awed distaste for social life, at least in the exalted key that the

imperial Mrs. Cobb pitched it, Maria had offered a dozen excuses for

not coming up the hill for supper; but Esther Cobb had accepted none

of them. So Maria became the shy witness of the meetmg between

the two personages—the sovereign of Bancroft and the tall, sllgh-tly

florid, distinctly agreeable and unaffected stranger. C-ousm Horace
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had been a very nice little boy, Maria remembered, but she had not

supposed that he would have become either so splendid or so simple.

Clerical life had usually a more astringent effect. Five minutes later,

Joseph Slade, resolutely sleek-haired and shiny-booted, hurried up the

hill; and at six o’clock the four sat down to one of the soundly ortho

dox suppers for which Esther Cobb’s hospitality was celebrated.

Even Dr. Sturges’s geniality was not sufficient to heighten the social

temperature of the frightened Slades. But as these two confessed to

each other afterwards, they could have yielded themselves to the

occasion more fully if they had not felt that direful uncertainty as to

what would happen next. One could n’t accuse a minister of light

mindedness. But did n’t Cousin Horace take the conversational curves

as though Esther Cobb’s dearest principles were not standing naked

and unsheltered to the attack?

The clash that they agreed could n’t in any case have been averted

came promptly upon an anecdote of Dr. Sturges’s regarding mission

aries. It is beyond all doubt that no joke on that subject had ever

been uttered before within the boundaries of Bancroft. Joseph Slade

swallowed a too spontaneous chuckle, Maria looked at her plate, and

Mrs. Cobb, vigorous, handsome old lady, stared beyond her guest as

though she had not heard what he said. Within five minutes, however,

she was catechizing the Doctor as to the facts he jested on, and drew

from him the admission that his own church did not subscribe promin

ently to the foreign missionary endeavor.

“We have so many heathen under our very feet,” he explained,

smiling, “ and you know a modern institutional church ”

“ Don’t you save souls? ” demanded Esther Cobb clearly—the Esther

Cobb of the dreaded Sundays, if her guest could have but known it.

The Doctor beamed over his chicken. “ Oh, we do our best,” he

said. “ I think we bring most of them half-way over, at all events.”

“ Half-way? ” repeated Esther Cobb. “I ’ve never seen anything

half-way about the Bible, Dr. Sturges. As I remember it, all the blood

of the Lamb was shed. It ’s everlasting fires that consume sinners.

If a soul is n’t all saved,” she finished grimly, “ you might as well let

it get what pleasure it can from sin.” -

Toward eight o’clock it would have seemed even to more fidgoty

perceptions than Maria Slade’s that a storm was suddenly near. The

sultry day had seemed like an inarticulate creature wanting speech.

And now at last it was finding its hoarse and ominous voice. At the

first sound of thunder the two Slades sprang simultaneously from their

high-backed ceremonial chairs. Here were the very heavens intervening

to relieve them of further strain.

Their hostess was far too practical to attempt to detain them, and

five minutes later they were picking their way down the hill together,
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the premature darkness made even more sombre and unnatural by the

recurrent flashes of ungracious light.

“ He ’d oughta been warned, Cousin Horace had,” Maria said

soberly to her husband. “She never heard anybody talk that kind

of religion before. No more did I. But I kind of liked some of the

things he said,” she added daringly. “ Scriptural or not.”

“ She ’d never let Atwater talk as loose as the ,” chuckled Joseph—

bnt was promptly checked.

“ I declare I almost wish we could ’a’ kep’ him to our house,” Maria

exclaimed, with sudden fervency, looking back at the Cobb house. “ I

don’t feel it ’s right for him to stay up there to Esther Cobb’s, disturbin’

her ideas the way he will. You know nobody has ever disturbed Esther

Cobb’s ideas. And he’s my relation, too.”

“ Might do her good.” Joseph had a masculine rawness of expres

sion. “ She ’s a wonderful good woman, but she is screwed up pretty

tight into them hell-fire notions of hers.”

" Good? ’T would do her an awful lot of harm!” Maria main

tained. “ She ’s gettin’ to be an old lady now, even though she is an

uncommon strong one, and she and her ideas are twisted up, as you

say, too tight for any separatin’ to be done. I wish I could ’a’ warned

Cousin Horace. I do wish I could ’a’ warned him.”

The incipient violence of the tempest recurred in almost rhythmical

stages, progressing toward its culmination by barely perceptible degrees.

At nine o’clock, when Maria and Joseph went to bed, there was a long,

menacing lull.
“Maybe ’t won’t rain after all,” suggested Maria, who had never

overcome her dread of storms.
“ Yes, ’t will,” her husband corrected. “ Long about an hour from

now you ’ll see the sky pretty well ripped up.”

“ Look and see if the Cobb house is lighted.” _

“Why, yes, ’t is,” Joseph ascertained, with surprise. “ M1s’ Cobb

don’t often sit up ’s late ’s this.”
“P’r’aps she feels the way I do,” complained Maria. “I’m sure

I can’t ever go to sleep with a tempest on the way.”

“ Why, now, you know that ’s dreadful foolish,” soothed Joseph.

But Maria felt that she owed it to her own idea of herself to keep

awake, and did so for two hours. New and then the darkness showed

a fiery fissure and the atmosphere heaved a mighty groan; then there

would be a long interval of threatening quiet. About eleven, however,

the long restrained passion of wind and rain broke forth. ht almost

the same moment the wide-awake Maria and the sleep-toYpld_ Joseph

sprang up to make the rattling windows fast. But as Mama stood

pressing the clumsy little latch of her east window she saw somethmg

that seemed to her more portentous than the flame and crash of the

it’-t’.‘-- ‘---
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storm. The windows of Esther Cobb’s big house were still brightly

lighted.

“ They ’re ’fraid of the storm, maybe,” Joseph suggested sleepily.

Maria repudiated the suggestion she herself had already made.

“ You know they ain’t,” she said, in a low, frightened tone. After

the long strain of the evening she saw things sharply and terribly.

“ I guess I know what they ’re a-wrestling with up there on the hill,

Joseph, and you do, too. It ’s the wrath 0’ God!”

“ You think they ’re a-havin’ it out?” Joseph was incredulous.

“ I know they be. I don’t know how it is, but I do. It ’s a terrible

thing, Joe, for them to be a-doin’ in a storm. They can’t both be right,

one o’ them ’s wrong, one o’ them ’s blasphemin’, and how much more

will it take to make Him discharge the weapons of His wrath?”

Joseph, fully awake, came to stand beside his wife at the east win

dow.

“ You don’t suppose they can still be doin’ that P ”

“ What else could they be a-doin’ ? ”

Beautiful white rain, that seemed as heavy and hard as metal,

now drove against the little house. Outside in the yard the trees

swayed and groaned aloud under the furious stress of the wind. And

the voice of the storm roared terribly its cosmic imprecations. But

more and more, as they sat huddled in their opposite rocking chairs,

under their plaid shawls, did the husband and wife become oblivious

of the crashing forces about them. So much more terrible, to their

groping imaginations, was the scene that Maria, in her halting, fright

ened phrases, described as happening in the house on the hill—a

desperate, impious duel of Truth and Falsity, above which there hovered

revengeful and pitiless Omnipotence, His flaming sword held ready to

smite.

Only in the more subdued intervals was it possible to see from the

window, but as often as the rain lessened Joseph would go to look

eastward; to report, always, that the lights in the Cobb house still

shone.

At one o’clock or thereabouts there were signs that the outer violence

was definitely diminished. Maria sprang from her rocking chair.

“ Joe Slade!” she cried hysterically, “ I just can’t stand this any

longer. I must know what’s a-happenin’ up there to Esther Cobb’s.

One of ’em may be killed or both of ’em may be sick or ”

“ But they ain’t alone——”

“Yes, they be. The help all sleep in the wing, and Mia’ Cobb

always attends herself to closin’ the house. It ’s one o’clock, Joe

Slade, by your own watch! And their light ain’t been out yet! I want

you to put on your clothes—the rain ’s a-slackin’ up—and ‘go up there

and see if you can’t do something.”
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Muttering unwillingness, Joseph again shuflied to the east window.

“I suppose you ‘hate to, but so do I, and I’m a-goin’ with you.

I can’t go to sleep not knowin’ about them. Esther Cobb ’s the best

woman that ever lived, and Horace Sturges is my second cousin.”

Joseph did not long rebel. Maria’s positiveness overcame him

by very astonishment. A man finds something curiously disturbing

in the rare decisiveness of a shy and vacillating woman. His impulse

is by whatever means to gloss it over as soon as possible. Dressed alike,

therefore, in rubber boots and overcoats, they shortly crept from the

cottage and made their way up the drenched hillside, Joseph, with his

murky, sputtering lantern, in the lead.

Some time after Joseph Slade had knocked timidly upon the door,

Dr. Sturges appeared.

“We saw your light,” the man outside faltered, “ and thought

maybe something had happened.”

“Why, this is wonderfully good of you.” The Doctor ’s usually

smiling face was entirely sober. “ No, nothing has happened. That

is, Mrs. Cobb is feeling a little tired, I imagine. It must be late, and

we ’ve been having rather a long discussion.”

“I knew you had! I knew you had!” Maria almost screamed,

from the shadow where she stood. “ Could n’t you see that you

should n’t argue things with Mis’ Cobb? Can you be a minister of the

Gospel and want to destroy a good woman’s religion?”

It was plain that the clergyman would have offered no defense of

his impiety, but at his side there now stood the mistress of the house

herself—yet so strangely and intangibly altered that Maria might almost

have believed that the avenging fires had scorched her. The stern

beacon light in her eyes was turned to ashes, and her voice was husky

and faint.

“ Maria Slade,” she said slowly, “ you don’t know what you ’re talk

ing about. I made him talk to me; I made him sit here for hours

explaining things to me. He ’s a good man, and he knows much more

than we do. He ’s changed everything for me, but I made hlm ‘_1o_lt-

It ’s all my fault. . . . . Good night, Maria. It ’s been raining

some, has n’t it? ”

To the pious of Bancroft, Eben Atwater and the church organ

were but two features of a Sunday service. Mrs. Esther Cobb, with a

Bible heldffast to her black silk bosom, advancing in stately fashion

to her conspicuous pew, was associated with the idea of dwme worship

perhaps even more intimately than they. Dr. Horace Sturges, there

fore, with all his reputation for saintliness and eloquence, could not

have expected to arouse the excitement in his Sunday mornmg congre;

gation that Mrs. Esther Cobb’s absence caused. And the almos

Von. LXXXIV.—3o
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heretical informality and cheerfulness of his address, which plainly wore

its text as a mere tag, instead of being incorporated with the sacred

fibre of the Gospel, aroused much less scandalized attention than if

every head hadn’t been turned to see if, after all, Mrs. Cobb wasn’t

coming in late.

That afternoon, while Dr. Sturges was walking in the woods with

her husband, Maria was not surprised to be summoned to the Cobb

house. But to enter that house without seeing Esther Cobb stand erect

and gracious at the parlor door was almost as if its mistress were dead.

And Maria could have wept to see on the mahogany table in the hall

a faint but tragic layer of dust. Upstairs, at the door of Mrs. Cobb's

bedroom, where they had directed her, Maria paused and knocked.

“Why, come in, Maria Slade; there ’s nothing to be afraid of.

What I sent for you for was to tell you that I am not sick, and I will

not have it get around Bancroft village that I am.” -

“But you—why, Mis’ Cobb!” Maria stood stunned, grief-stricken,

at the sight of the haggard face on the pillow. It was an old woman

who lay there suffering; and nobody had ever dared to call Esther

Cobb an old woman before.

“ Sit down over there by the window. I know I did n’t go to church

this morning. But that ’s no more than the rest of you have done

at times.”

“ Mis’ Cobb,” Maria ventured, “ I wish you would n’t pay no atten

tion to what Horace Sturges tells you. I knew him ’fore he ever went

to school at all.”

“ He ’s a good man, Maria, perhaps the best I ever saw, I have n’t

any doubt of that. But how he can stand his mushy religion l—I don’t

mean to say that: it ’s all true—he convinced me it ’s true, but—welb

there is n’t any snap about this old world, after all.”

Maria displayed perhaps an excessive curiosity.

“Don’t you ask me to tell you about it, Maria Slade. You keep

on believing in hell and punishment. It ’s good for you. It was always

good for me. And you keep on fearing God, Maria, fear Him! It may

be I ’ve got to keep on believing in all this sweetness and softness your

cousin talks about—yes, it ’s all so, he showed me it ’s all so,—but ”—

the old lady raised herself in bed—“ I won’t have the people of Ban

croft take up any such belief! Think, yourself, Maria, what they

would amount to if they did n’t believe as I ’ve taught them to believe!

What would Eben Atwater amount to if I had n’t kept him up to the

mark the way I have? ”

“ Do you mean that everybody ’s saved?” Maria eagerly questioned,

taking a chair nearer the bed. “ That there is n’t any damnation?”

. “ Maria, you ’re a good woman and you can keep a secret. There

l“ n"‘ any damnation. But don’t you dare tell it to the people in the
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village. Don’t you dare tell it to Joseph Slade, even. There was

always something not quite stitf-backed about Joseph. And, good

Lord! I don’t want any of them to suffer the way I ’ve suffered since

last night—the way I shall keep on suffering. Tell them, Maria, that

they must walk upright in the fear of the Lord. Tell them that the

Lord will come with fire and with His chariots like a whirlwind, to

render His anger with fury and His rebuke with flames of fire!”

The old lady seemed to be chanting softly to he1self. “ Don’t ever tell

them the tru ,” she added after a minute. “Don’t ever tell them

what ’s ailing me.”

“ Mis’ Cobb,” Maria pleaded, “ I wish you would n’t mind it quite

so much. Don’t you think it ’s kind of pleasant, after all—what

Cousin Horace told you ?—kind of comfortable to think about?”

“ There you go ! ” came from the only half-vanquished spirit in the

bed. “ Why should you suppose I care what ’s pleasant? What should

I want with a pleasant God? You and Eben Atwater would fall quick

enough into this sloppy way of thinking. But, Maria, I ’ll haunt you

after I ’m dead if you ever let Eben Atwater know!”

“ Oh, you need n’t be afraid o’ my tellin’,” said Maria mournfully,

as she rose to go. “ I ’ve kep’ things to myself before this. But I do

wish it had n’t leaked out, for your sake, Mis’ Cobb. I wish Cousin

Horace had stayed to home.”

“ He ’s a good man,” Esther Cobb repeated, “ but upon my word I

can’t see how he ever got to be one. And, Maria, would you mind ask

ing Dr. Gates to step around here this evening? I feel as if the

spark of life had had too much cold water spilled on it. And maybe it

can be relighted and maybe it can’t.”

3

HIS PRIDE

BY AMELIA JOSEPHINE BUBR

WAS too proud to hazard all,

Too prudent and too wise;

I thought to wait till I could see

Surrender in her eyes;

So patiently I held my peace

And waited for the sign.

To-day.—they told me -her last -words:

Her mother’s name—aud mme.
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By Thomas L. Masson

Author of “ A Bachelor's Baby," “ A Corner in Women," etc.
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OLITENESS consists in concealing from other people the fact

P that they annoy you.

If a man springs up from his seat in a crowded car to give it

to a woman, that is politeness. If he permits his wife to drag a chair

from one room into the other, while he is smoking and reading the

evening paper, that is innocent absorption.

It pays to be polite—when it does n’t cost anything.

Politeness originated in the garden of Eden, when Adam fell merely

to oblige Eve. (And yet they say that man is selfish!)

We should always be polite to our inferiors—in the presence of our

superiors. Nothing is more effective.

The man who is truly polite never forgets himself. Such a man, if

he is obliged to kick another man down-stairs, will always see that

his hat is sent out to him.

Children are naturally impolite, until they are taught that they can

not hope to make much money without.

Always be polite when you are borrowing money from a friend.

Remember that it does n’t cost anything to give him the impression that

you are going to pay him back.

There are two kinds of politeness: politeness to yourself and polite

ness to others.

When you come home late at night, for example, even if you are

very tired, always remove your hat and cost before getting into bed

It is little attentions like this that constitute you a gentleman. At

the same time, do not disturb your wife if you can possibly avoid it.

It is the height of rudeness to awaken a sleeping lady.

The polite man is always welcome everywhere. That is, almost

everywhere—except at a bargain-counter, a fire, or a financial panic

Then he is de trap.
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By jam Be/fie/d
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“ Things might be worse,” his wife had assured him that

very morning, with the usual smile—for Molly had slid bravely

down-hill by his side, never forgetting the smile.

“ I don’t see how they could be any worse,”the man had responded

gloomily. “ I ’m still losing money—still living on my principal.” _

“ But your principal, Art,” she had returned with gentle emphasis.

“ Oh, yes, it ’s mine—I have n’t borrowed it; but it ’s rapidly grow

ing less. You ’re overworked—oh, I know it—you ’re not strong.”

“ In body,” Molly corrected deprecatingly.

“ And the three children—oh, I see what they ought to have. How

could things be worse?”

“ Well ”—his wife counted on her fingers—“ we have the children

all three. I have you—you have me. You ’re not sick. I ’m not really

sick; only tired. Nobody ’s going blind; nobody ’s going to be operated

on in the morning for appendicitis or cancer; and we ’re none of us

crazy.” -

“Yet——” he had supplied suggestively.

“ And we ’re not going to be. Nothing is real trouble that can be

changed. Your prospects may brighten any day. Art ”—hesitatingly—

“ Ere you very busy this afternoon? I promised to take Fred ”—that

was the second child—“ to the matinée benefit for the Home for

Crippled Children.” .

“But you ’re played out, Mol1y—you’ve been up all night with

the baby. It is n’t necessary for Fred to go to the show.” Crawley

was aware that his wife had been on the verge of asking him to take

their boy; but she knew he hated ma,tinées—hen parties, he called them.

Besides, he really was busy. _
But an hour later, over the office ’phone, she had asked him. The

baby was too fretful to leave—Fred was so disappointed: Could his

Daddy take him to the show? So his Daddy had proimsed—ungra

ciously enough—and now as he waited at the door of the theatre for his

boy and the nurse, and idly watched the gathering crowd, the man

assured himself again that things were about as bad as they could be-_

His wife was not able to endure the strain of added pecumary dis

CRAWLEY was down on his luck.

469
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tress. His oldest girl had inherited her frail constitution but not her

buoyant temperament. The boy had his mother’s disposition and his

own physique. The baby—too young to display anything but clamor

ous needs! Well, the boy was something to bank upon. Crawley had

worked indefatigably, but his early marriage had crippled his resources.

And now the present hard times—the dishonesty of a man he had

trusted—the failure of a number of his best customers—and at last

of the bank in which he had deposited the bulk of his fortune! Well,

there was a limit even to making failures. Crawley was discouraged

he did not feel capable of making the one effort more that succeeds.

His wife was fond of quoting to him: “ In due time ye shall reap

if ye faint not.” He had threatened to have an illuminated motto of

the text hung over her bedroom door.

In due time! Well, it was due time—he had hustled—he was a

failure, and it was n’t in flesh and blood never to faint. Defeat was

forced on half the world. He wondered vaguely how Molly could keep

up her own unfailing courage in the face of failure. She must have

been born that way. It occurred vaguely to the man’s mind how much

worse their case would be if his wife had not retained her natural

buoyancy; but he lightly dismissed the thought. Yes, things were as

bad as they could be!

Crawley’s eyes lighted absently upon an ambulance driven up to the

door of the theatre. He wondered what had happened—then he noticed

the inscription: “ Children’s Hospital.” He had forgotten the occasion.

They must be bringing some of the crippled little ones to the show.

They would have been better off in bed, he thought grimly.

The young doctor in charge of the ambulance jumped down, a

white-capped nurse brushed past. She beckoned to a big policeman;

and the giant in brass buttons stooped and lifted the first child in

his arms.

“ Do you think you can carry me up?” a thin little voice quavered.

“ I think,” the giant answered as be swallowed hard, “that I can

manage it.” .

He lifted the twisted body in his arms—more tenderly than Crawley

would have believed possible for one so massive-—and then—quite sud

denly, Crawley found himself by the side of the big policeman. He

never knew how or why he reached there.

“ Can I help? ”—he seemed to speak without volition. The young

nurse smiled at the expression on the man’s face as she handed him a

pair of crutches and another child. Crawley lifted the child and the

crutches and followed the policema.n—up-stairs to the tiers of boxes

reserved for the crippled little ones.

His guide made a cot of two chairs by the box rail and tenderly

placed his frail burden where the child could look down upon the
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wonders underneath. Crawley humbly started to follow the policeman’s

example, but the boy he had carried put out one thin protesting hand.

“I don’t need two chairs ”—the child proudly lifted a shining

emaciated face. “ You did n’t notice—did you ?--—that I have one leg

to go on.”

The boy took his crutches from beneath Crawley’s arm and hobbled

around the box. "‘ Watch me, mister. Are you watching? See how I

can walk! You did n’t notice that I had one leg—did you, now? ”

“No,” his conductor responded solemnly. “Forgive me—I am

very stupid. I did not notice.”

“ Are you going to stay and look on from here? Are you crippled,

too ? ”
“ No, not that way. I ’m going to bring up some more of you.”

Crawley hurried down-stairs—making his way through groups of

young girls in Dolly Drake costumes, selling papers and candy. Brush

ing by pretty trained nurses, marketing programmes, he passed out in

the wake of the big policeman, who seemed to take it for granted that

he was part of the programme. They went from one ambulance to

another until all the distorted little bodies were comfortably bestowed

along the upper tiers.
Then, as Crawley stood by the last empty ambulance, he was con

scious of a moist, clinging hand thrust into his own.

“ Daddy l ” cried a hearty little voice—a voice that had no quiver in

it—and Crawley looked down into the glowing, ruddy face of his own

boy, Fred. “ Daddy, I almost was late.”

“ Yes ”—Crawley absently pressed the clinging hand. “ Yes. We ’ll

go in now.”
Every seat had been sold. In the lower boxes Mrs. George Cad

wallader entertained a party of children whose white dresses and

broad ribbons gleamed against the green velvet curtains.

Crawley’s gaze wandered from the well kept, straight bodies, the

round faces glowing with health, to the pale, drawn brows, the gaunt

frames, leaning over the upper rails. Nothing was to be gained by draw

ing comparisons. Such conditions existed, and they had to be accepted

until they could be made better. The matinée was given to help make

them better. Crawley was glad to be here—to be a part of the

programme. _ .After all, no eyes in the lower boxes shone with such a light of

ttle boy who had one leg to go on.

expectancy as the blue ones of the li - - ed
Crawley singled him out leaning over the balcony. The child reoogmz

his friend, and bent further over to wave his hand. ed

At that Crawley rose in his seat, lifted Fred’s red cap, and wav

in reply, as though the boy in the upper tier and he were alone on a

desert island.
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The children below glanced up curiously, their laughter hushed.

Many eyes in the audience followed; and the boy in the upper tier

laughed aloud, feeling a part of the show.

“ What ’s he laughin’ at, Daddy?” Fred strained forward.

“ He ’s laughing, little son, because we are all looking at him, and

because he is happy.”

“ Why is he happy, Daddy?”

“ Because he has one leg to go on, little son.”

Fred stretched out his own straight, sturdy members.

“ I would n’t be,” he returned with an air of finality. “ Ain’t it

awful, Daddy?”

“ It might be worse,” Crawley heard himself answer. “ He might

have no leg at all.”

The orchestra began the overture. The play was “ Mother Goose.”

From his seat Crawley could watch the faces in the upper boxes;

and the enthusiastic comments of his little son fell upon deaf ears.

Presently a large egg was brought in. Mother Goose tapped it with her

wand and out stepped a little fairy and a huge white Polar Bear!

The little fairy shook wide her spangled gauze skirt. Pointed white

wings spread from her shoulders. A shining star glittered upon her

forehead. The Polar Bear smoothed his thick white fur, and the little

fairy and the huge Polar Bear began to dance. So did the eyes in the

upper tiers—their twisted limbs forgot.

After the dance there was a fairy ballet of twenty little fairies and

twenty Polar Bears, and then the show was over.

“ What are you looking at, Daddy?” The audience had risen and

was making ready to depart.

“ Don’t you see the little boy standing up? He is leaning over

he is looking at you! ”

Crawley lifted his own boy upon his shoulders.

“ 'I‘here—wave your cap to him—so! ” The boy in the upper tier

leaned upon one crutch and waved the other in smiling response

“ You need n’t come to carry me down! ” he shouted; and again the

audience looked up. “ I can get along on one! ”

“ I think,” said Crawley reflectively, “ that I can too.”

And he went home to return his wife’s smile.
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briskly to the platform; for even the pokey localdid not

stop at Tiverton longer than was imperative.

But Mr. Ashberry Emerson was not one to be bulldozed into un

seemly hasta by the officials of any rusty little railroad, even if his

ticket did read through to such an insignificant place as Tivertou.

He descended with all the unruflied self-possession that marks the

experienced traveller and the man of large affairs.

Indeed, Mr. Emerson’s personal appearance paid full tribute to such

status. His gray Tuxedo was as spotless as it was uncreased; his

fancy vest was of the latest cut, his linen immaculate, his soft lavender

cravat tied in an artistic knot, his neat striped trousers—in very truth,

from the soles of his gleaming patent-leathers to the crown of his

nobby derby hat was Mr. Ashberry Emerson a man of metropolitan

flavor. It needed not that he was good-looking to add to his air of

distinguished afiluence.
With rumpled tow hair and one big hand funnelled on either side of

a surprisingly wide mouth, a rawboned youth was standing on the

front seat of a democrat at the end of the platform, his only mission

in life apparently being to bawl: “ All ’board fer Ell-y0tt’s You-reeka

Hotel!” till his face was very red. One beckoning flip of the gentle

man’s pearl-gray gloves brought him tumbling heels over head out of

the rig in an overwhelming desire to arrive before sundry loungers,

propped against the station wall, awoke to the fact that there was

business afoot. As they came for him, pell-mell in an eager scufliing

bunch, Mr. Emerson smiled with the easy indulgence of one accustomed

to being obeyed promptly; then, having relinquished his suit-case and

baggage-checks, he advanced along the platform, jauntily swinging his

shiny silver-tipped cane and looking about with interest.

A toothless old man, whose bony brown hands rested heavily.on

the knob of his stick, stooped towards him with the peer of falling

sight. Mr. Emerson stopped abruptly. __

“ Well, bless my heart! if it is n’t-— Why, how are y‘>u,Je".Y-"

he greeted jovially.

“ ’ BO—ARD!” warned the conductor sonorously as he swung

-I73
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“ Wash ye a-shpeakin’ to me, shir? ” asked the old fellow nervously.

“ To Jerry Rawlins and no one else. It ’s a long time, Jerry. No

doubt I’ve outgrown your recollection, eh?”

“ Mm—mm. Aye a’nt sheein’ shpry ’sh Aye uster. Aye dunno who

ye be, shir,” admitted Jerry, peering close and rasping the gray stubble

on his chin in growing bewilderment.

“Well, can’t say I blame you,” smiled Mr. Emerson. “Time

brings its changes, and—let me see—it must be fully fifteen years since

I helped rob your cabbage-patch on Hallowe’en. Perhaps you re

member a barefooted, freckle-faced young rascal by the name of

Tommy Emerson?” _

“ Oo—ayel ” nodded the old man slowly. “ Jabe Emershon’s boy!

An’ be ye a-tellin’ me ye ’re him? Look ud thet. wud ye! Oh, look

ud thet, now! Well, by Jingl An’ how be ye, Tommy?” cried old

Jerry in wheezy excitement.

“ Fine as silk!” declared Mr. Emerson.

“ Shilk? Shilk, be they? Look ud thet, wud ye, now! ” he cackled.

“ Aye mush shay them do be fine duds!”

Mr. Emerson’s amusement sobered away suddenly. He laid a

hesitant hand on the old fellow’s shoulder.

“ My mother—she is—quite well, I hope?”

“Hey? Oh, Lordy! an’ thet she be—right shmart, Tommy. An’

she were a-shayin’ to me on’y yeshtiddy——”

“Come on, Jerry! ’Bus is waiting, and we ’ll ride down-town

together. Got a hundred questions to ask you!”

Mr. Ashberry Emerson’s laugh was buoyant. He breathed deeply;

his eyes shone. He tossed a half-dollar to the towheaded driver of

the democrat and told that lanky individual that if there was any

change to buy himself an automobile with it; and the regular fare

being only ten cents per passenger, Tow-Head spent his exuberance

upon the bony horse with such lavish hand that they rolled the record

all to flinders and pulled up in front of “ Ell-yott’s You-reeka Hotel”

with a jolt that ran the shafts clean up to the horse’s ears and sent

old Jerry Rawlins sprawling from his seat.

But old Jerry did n’t care. Nobody cared; for had not the station

loungers already joined the hotel loungers, and were they not all lined

up with a single thought? Assuredly. Nor did “the Widder Emer

son’s boy, Tom—him that runned away fifteen years ago” fail to

interpret the full measure of his duty; he knew many things, did Mr

Ashberry Emerson, and after the third drink and a cigar all around,

the crowd in Dick Elliot’s bar were prepared to assert the fact with

spirit could they have found anybody to question a thing so self

evident.

For after throwing a silver dollar to wee Johnny Bowser and
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sending him flying off to the little cottage on the outskirts with a

warning of his arrival, Mr. Emerson with befitting liberality had

passed around little white pasteboard cards from which the major

portion of Tiverton’s male population assimilated the fact that he was

no less a personage than

T. Ashberry Emerson

Premiefa Private Secretary

Toronto, Canada.

Whereupon Editor Bill Bassett had taken it upon himself to ex

plain that the word “ Premier” was derived from the Latin premo,

meaning first, and that in Canada the State-Governors were called

Premiers, because they were the first or highest ofiicials in their several

States, only they were called Provinces instead of States, etc., etc.

Then Mayor Pratt had happened along and delivered a speech

backing up what Editor Bassett had said, and enlarging eloquently

upon the national importance of Premiers and Premiers’ Secretaries,

and the magnificent success that had been attained by their fellow

townsman—for they would always and had always considered him a

fellow-townsman, even though the glittering Pinnacles of Fame had

called him from their midst, etc., etc.

So that finally, when Mr. Emerson had responded in ready appre

ciation of these beautiful sentiments, the cheer he evoked quite drowned

the weak voice of old Jerry Rawlins, who was vainly trying to get

somebody to listen to the important, if not wholly reliable, information

that “ Aye knowed ’m ash shoon ’sh Aye sot may aye on ’m.”

And while all this was going on at the hotel, wee Johnny Bowser

reached the Emerson cottage in a state of panting incoherency and

frightened the good old woman half out of her wits and poor, simper

ing Sarah Ann completely out of the small quantity she had; so that

they bustled madly about to straighten up the house, under the _lm

pression that the bishop of the diocese in a long-tailed coat had arnved

and had sent them out a dollar to pay for his supper.

This way came back to the home of his boyhood, after fifteen long

years, young Tommy Emerson, the village scamp of yore. The news

of his advent spread abroad quite as swiftly as if he had murdered

somebody or carried an epidemic of smallpox in his sult-case, the

only difference being that the trail of talk was everywhere cor-nmen-

datory instead of condemnatory. And the story of his nse in life

formed the chief topic of conversation at more than one hundred tea

tables that night.“ An’ 116,s went an, brought his mother the mos’ wunnerfullesf,

b'ufullest black silk dress y’ ever seen!” vouchsafcd Miss Susie Pratt’!

young sister, who had been lucky enough to chance into the Emerson
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cottage on her way home from school. “ An’ the’s oh sech a purty

bunnet to go with it—all kivered with pink flowers! An’ he ’s went

an’ gone an’ bought his sister, Sairy Ann, a gel’ ring .with reely

di’munds in ’t, an’ it shines just like everythin’. An’—an’ the’s a grea’

big box o’ candy; an’—an’ a dress fer Sairy Ann too! An’—an’

I heerd ’m say as he wuz agoin’ to git new carpits an’ fix the house

up purty! An’—an’ ”

But at this point the strain of such a prolonged speech without in

terruption and reproval by and from those in authority so embarrassed

the excited Jemima that mere words failed her in the hour of need

and she subsided, gasping for breath.

“Laws! He must ’ve got quite well off,” commented Mrs. Pratt

with interest.

" Wait till ye see the clo’es he ’s got on!” nodded the Mayor, with

a pleased smile. “I deelar’ I ain’t seen sech a spic-an’-span young

hoss in—’member thet there drummer the gals all raved over here

las’ summer? Well, ef Tom Emerson ain’t got him beat out in the

first heat—well, purt’ night 3’ Mrs. Pratt looked fondly across at his

elder daughter, Susie, who blushed prettily, and followed it up with

a sly wink at her mother, who smiled confidently.

“I think, Pa, I’ll jest run over in the mornin’ an’ see ef Mis’

Emerson can’t come an’ take tea with us to-morry night,” said the

latter. “ You know, we be’n agoin’ to ast her ”

Mr. Pratt nodded readily. “ I hev a’ready invited the young man.

Tildy,” he announced with the calm assurance of a man who knows

that for once his action is beyond criticism. “ An’ what ’s more to

the p’int, he ’s a-comin’—with pleasure, he sed.”

Thus it began. And because Mrs. Councilman Hendricks knew

Mrs. Mayor Pratt of old; because Miss Clementine Hendricks was as

pretty as Miss Susie Pratt (oh, bless you, every bit!) ; because, further

more, Mrs. Councilman Hendricks also had for a long time been going

to ask Mrs. Emerson in for tea—because of these things it came about

that Mrs. H. and Mrs. P. reached the Emerson gate at one and the

same moment next morning. And once the leaders of Tiverton

society had stepped forward, the rank and file trotted after like I1

bleating flock of very fluffy and very curious baa-baas.

And it is safe to say that never in all her born days had dear old

Mrs. Emerson heard so many kind words or received so many apologies

for so many things; certainly never so many invitations to dinner

and tea. It quite bewildered her to keep track of them; so that finally

she had to jot them down in the back of the little book where she

kept her grocery accounts. For of course nobody would hear of such

a thing as a refusal—not for the tiniest of minutes!

More than this, they coaxed the little old lady into donning the
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new silk dress, with the bonnet to match; and Sarah Ann put on hers,

too, and stood near the window so that the sun could make the diamond

ring sparkle for their individual and collective delectation, after

which everybody ate a candy out of the big, flowery bon-bon box. Never

were such candies! Never was such a ring! Never such dresses and

bonnetsl

And the Widow Emerson sat herself down in the old rocker, her

faded cheeks glowing with pride as she told of what Tommy was going

to do to fix up the house; how years ago when he went away from

home and was kissing her good-by he had said that some day he was

coming back, all fixed up in fine clothes, and would bring her this

very silk dress and this very bonnet when he had become a man and

famous in the big cities. At which Mrs. Pratt kept bobbing her

head and murmured: “Won-der-ful!” And Mrs. Hendricks kept

bobbing her head and remarked: “How nice! ” And all the others

kept bobbing their heads and relieved themselves of similar comments.

Never was such a boy!

He knew many things, did Mr. Ashberry Emerson; that was why,

after shaking hands with Mesdames Pratt and Hendricks, he skipped

out the back way and fled to the shelter of the Bugle ofiice, where

Editor Bill Bassett, in a particularly dirty shirt, sat with his long legs

crossed on a particularly rickety old table, smoking an equally dilapi

dated cob pipe, tied together with string and plugged beneath with

a cork.. It was foggy inside, due to eruption of said pipe, and Mr

Bassett was deeply engrossed, being up to his ears in admiration of a

literary masterpiece the preparation of which had kept him up most

of the night.

For it was not often that Editor Bill had opportunity worthy of

those far flights of which his fancy was capable when it really got

going; when Mr. Bassett straddled Pegasus in the glow of a “blg

story,” he was good for much more than a hundred yards. That he

considered the arrival in their midst of Mr. T. Ashberry Emerson,

Private Secretary, occasion for a loud and long blast from the Bugle

was as obvious as the galley-proofs in his hand. Not only was there

a full column of eulogy in the editor’s best classical ve1n; but In

addition there were interviews with all of Tiverton’s Old-tlmers, Ie

calling the days when the “ honored son of an honorable father and a

gracious mother ” had spagged about in his bare feet at the head of a

horde of young scamps, a fact significant of those qualities of leader

ship which had been so amply exemplified in the successful career

which he had carved for himself despite the exigencies of twentieth

century competition, etc., etc. _ _
“Think she ’lldo?” queried Bill as he wiped llls mky hands on

his trousers and gingerly picked a cigar from the silver-mounted case
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which his visitor proffered. “ I c’d do a lot better ’n that, if I was n’t

so all-fired busy ’t I had to dash her off any kind o’ a way,” he

apologized mendaciously.

“Mr. Bassett,” replied T. Ashberry with enthusiasm, “ I venture

to say I could n’t do it better myself. But what is all this about a

banquet in the Opera House? I have n’t heard anything of that.”

“Well, I ’low you will,” averred Bill, with a knowing grin.

“ Anythin’ the Bugle prints, Mr. Emerson, c’n be th’r’ly relied upon

as bein’ stric’ly ’cordin’ to fac’. We gets our noos in advance; else

w’y be a noospaper at all? I says. Ther’ll be speechifyin’, an’ the

ladies is goin’ to pervide the ’freshments, an’ the shindig ’ll wind up

with dancin’—jest like the Bugle says. An’ you ’re to be the guest

o’ honor, an’ the town pays fer the light—jest like the Bugle says.”

And sure enough, the Bugle was right, even to the prediction that

the affair would be marked by that unqualified success which alone

could be in harmony with the proud achievements of their honored

guest. In fact, Tiverton outshone itself so completely that everybody

was vaguely surprised at everybody else; and it was a very delicate

question indeed as to which looked the nicer—Miss Susie Pratt or

Miss Clementina Hendricks, both being resplendent in new dresses,

beribboned and befrilled.

“ ’S like chicken,” facotiously remarked Mr. Bassett, nudging Miss

Arabella Robb. “ Some ’s fond o’ the light an’ some ’s fond o’ the

dark, but both is chicken. ’Pears like he ’s ekelly fond 0’ both. See

them winnin’ smiles, Miss Robb? When Mark Antonio c’n handle

two Cleopatros—well, statesmanlike tac’, I calls it.”

“An’ he has such a classic pro-file!" chirped Miss Robb, who

was taking a correspondence course in art.

Thus from the time old Ben Groat, who was “deef as a post,”

had bitten a piece out of the first sandwich under the misapprehension

that the person had already asked the blessing—from the very first to

the very last, T. Ashberry Emerson, Private Secretary, sat, ate, spoke,

and danced in the focus of the public eye, in the white light of public

favor. Breathlesly they listened while he told them of that vast

Dominion to the north; of political campaigns which had necessitated

him travelling thousands of miles in company with Premier E. B

Knowles; of how once they had been stuck in a snowbank for three

days in the northern part of the province and might have suffered

untold hardships had it not been for the fact that they always travelled

in the Prcmier’s private car, which was kept constantly well-stocked

with luxurious comforts of all sorts.

The trainmen had managed to keep the engine alive in order that

they might have steam in the pipes. So that there they were, sn‘18

and 9o13' as could be, with Jepson, the steward, serving sherry bouillon,
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fricassee of calf’s sweetbread, sliced California tomatoes, and other

unseasonable delicacies; while outside the snow was jammed level

with the cab windows of the engine, and a blizzard howled furiously

and filled the air so full of flying snow that once outdoors you could n’t

see your own nose, let alone anybody else’s.

With the solemn importance of a missionary fresh from the be

nighted heathen of Greenland’s Icy Mountains, Mr. Emerson paused.

He ran his eyes slowly down one side of the long banquet-board and

back up the other side. Old Bent Groat, with one hand behind his

best ear, was leaning forward as far as he could get without falling

completely over into stout Mrs. Larcombe’s lap; old Jerry Rawlins,

with his mouth so wide open that his lower “goombs” were visible,

was peering earnestly; everybody else seemed equally bent on obeying

the Scriptural injunction concerning those that had ears to hear.

With a thrill of gratification, Mr. Emerson cleared his throat.

“ Ladies and gentlemen,” he resumed, “ I went up to the Premier

and I said, ‘E. B.,’ I said, ‘this is a bad storm.’ He turned to me

and, putting his hand on my shoulder, he said, ‘Emer, you ’re right

as usual. It is a bad storm—a very bad storm. In fact, Emer, my

boy,’ he said to me, ‘ now that you speak of it, I may say, with all due

regard for truth and precedent, it ’s the very worst storm I ’ve seen

in thirty years.’ _

“I saw, ladies and gentlemen, that we were indeed stuck and

would not be able to reach our destination for that night’s meeting.

I pointed this out to the Premier and succeeded in convincing him

that I was right. We had telegraph apparatus On board, and I

ordered the train-crew to cut the wire and put us in touch with the

operator at the next station. In that way I got word through that we

were stuck and knew that they would send a snow-plow to dig us out

as soon as possible. _

“I then rang the bell for the steward. ‘Jepso!l,’I said, ‘bfing

us some cigars.’ ‘ Would you like the Havanas or the Domestics, sir?’

said Jepson to me. And, knowing the Premier would leave the

choice to me, having at all times great confidence in my judgment and

discretion, ‘ Bring us the Havanas, Jepson,’ I ordered- And whim he

had obeyed my instructions, we lit our cigars and played dommoes,

the Premier and me.” _ _

Commenting in the Bugle afterwards, Editor Bill ssld It was “

“masterly oration,” a verdict with which everybody agl:eed. _In fact’

the whole affair, from “alpha to omega/’ was a glowmg_ tribute to

their fellow-townsman, and equalled only by the enthu5las‘_lo sind

oft which marked Mr. Ashberry Emerson’s departure from thelr m-“.1st-

For, pleasant though it be thus to renew the ties of home and iireslde,

a politician perforce must meet the incessant demands entailed by



THE LAYMAN ART-LOVER

By 7am Dearborn Mills

i

the attitudes of the spectators suddenly revealed the large pro

portion of intelligent people who do not dare to trust their

own impressions about art enough to form opinions of new work. Such

beholders were nonplussed by the queer creations that stared down

at them from the walls, with all of Whistler’s impudent demand for

admiration—which, by the way, they got. The self-distrustful visitors

were looking at each other in dismay, whispering, “I wish I knew

what the artists really think of them,” and they waited until the

artists told them.

These people would not have hesitated to pronounce the same

pictures wonderful if the name attached to them had been “ Raphae!”

or “ Michelangelo,” or any other of the known great ones; but

Whistler’s work, although his reputation was undoubted, now after

his death awaited the final decision as to his fixed place in the world

of art. The inability of these intelligent people to decide what they

thought about it shows how mechanical is much even of what seems

independent judgment. It is like a child’s knowledge of multiplying,

without his knowing the meaning of the process. The similarity is

striking: 5 times 5 are 25, put down the 5 and carry the 2; that

picture is by an unknown artist, this is a Raphael, put down the

unknown for a nobody, and carry the Raphael in mind forevermore.

To be sure, all the self-distrustful ones do not fall into this mechan

ical habit; for there are a few among them who see the quality of

such appreciation, and choose the alternative of declaring that they

do not know anything about art. ,

The artist and the connoisseur sometimes take a mistaken pride ln

this difference between these laymen and themselves. Such a feel

ing works misfortune to everybody. The timid layman is only i/oo

ready to believe that artists and connoisseurs possess a faculty of

understanding which was left out in the creation of his own mental

structure. There seems to him something mysterious in a picture,

s- piece of sculpture, music, or architecture, a something he has not

the faculty for detecting, and consequently he can never be able W

DURING an exhibit of Whistler’s pictures, not many years ago,
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judge independently of their artistic merit. Therefore he does not

try. This is unfortunate, because his is the great public body who

would make the largest demands upon the artists for their work, if

the members of that body could appreciate independently; also, this

same great body of laymen determine, practically, the beauty or the

ugliness of the common environment; and the man-made world, at

present, is mostly ugliness, and this depresses the human spirit as

one moves through it, and makes life seem a dull and dreary existence.

Beauty recreates, refreshes, stimulates, inspires; but streets disfigured

with unsightly trolley-poles and ill-proportioned and often over

decorated buildings, and interiors so overcrowded, although with

genuine art, that all harmony of arrangement is destroyed, depress,

dishearten, and deaden the soul. The laymen, not designedly, but

from the helplessness of their self-distrust, permit the unsightliness.

If every intelligent person among them were an independent judge

of the artistic, such surroundings could not exist. The protest would

be too strong, the way out too easily seen. The laymen long for

the inspiration of beauty in their daily life. They strive for it

constantly, their very over-decorating and overcrowding is a des

perate struggle for it ; but many of their efforts are simply imita

tions of “what everybody has,” as their opinions on works of art

are imitations of what the artists think. The world will never be

filled with beauty until the laymen learn to delight in their own

impressions, and to trust them; for it is impossible to demand artistic

work in great quantities if one has no opinion of it until- he has

“called up Central” to find out what he may think. The involun

tary, “ How beautiful! I must have that!” is a power for Art-Llfe;

the hesitating, “I wonder if that is good!” is its destroyer.

3

What is it in art which determines its merit? It is the impres

sion it makes on the emotions of the beholder. However much one

may know of the technique and history of art, he must, for his de

cision, look to the power of a picture to arouse the kind of feeling

which the artist evidently intended that it should arouse. _ If a

painted sunset excites the same emotions as a real sunset of a similar

kind, it is genuine art, whether the artist painted it with the handle

of his brush or with the hairs of it, whether he lived.in tins century

or in prehistoric ages. And the layman may study his own- emotions

in looking at a-real sunset, and those in looking at the painted one,

and decide just as truly as an artist whether the two agree

The technicalities of art are another matter, a separate study, an

enjoyment by themselves. It is the kind of technique and history,
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and the place demanded for them by the artists and the connoisseur,

which discourage the layman. In the first place, he does not care

for so exhaustive a technical study as the other two delight in; and

in the second, he does not want that study thrust upon him when

he is at the height of his emotional enjoyment; and the implication

that one can have no judgment as to the merit of the work unless

the technicalities are brought prominently forward so that they

destroy emotional delight gives rise to his self-distrust. The artist,

“the worker,” mingles technicalities and emotion, from necessity as

well as choice; the connoisseur, “ the knower,” from choice alone.

Both of these appreciators, for instance, love to watch the crude

beginnings of a picture until they ripen into the completed ideal.

under the artist’s skilful hand; they love to hear the repeated re

hearsals of a chorus, in order to see the first imperfections drop away,

one by one, eliminated by the trained work of the singers; but the

layman is a mere art-lover, one who neither cares to work nor, in

any exhaustive sense, to “know,” but mostly to love and to enjoy

emotionally. He delights to wait for the completion of a work, and

then to revel in the feelings which rush through his whole being,

when the perfected glory bursts upon his senses in its full force.

3

Even the artist and the connoisseur must have such moments of

emotional absorption; but they seem little disturbed by the intrusion

upon them of thoughts of technicalities, probably because emotion

and technique are so much a one in their minds. To the layman, on

the contrary, technicalities are like sermons: he enjoys them, bHt

in their proper time and place; also in quantities suited to his smaller

artistically technical digestion. Therefore, he is bewildered, intimi

dated, disheartened by the demand, especially from connoisseurs, that

enjoyment of art, and decision regarding it, should necessarily involve

long words, long courses of technical reasoning, long processes of

memorizing more words and more reasoning; and all this, at just

the moment when he wants to lose himself in his emotions.

Fortunately, there are some laymen bold enough to have freed

themselves from this kind of bondage. This independent art-lover

aims to keep unalloyed within himself such power as is possessed by

the “little four-year old critic” mentioned in a modern classic, who

“knows a good story as she knows a good apple.” How the flavor g0t

there she has not scientifically considered, but being there, her uncloyed

palate will find it out. So the independent art-lover “tastes” to

see if the work is good, and by lingering over his emotions which it

has aroused, decides upon it.
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He, therefore, follows the same methods with art as with nature.

As he sits on the beach, on an October day, he takes in long breaths

for the mere sensation of the salt odor; watches, fascinated, the

foam tumbling over to the sand, the skimming of the sails, the ex

quisite light-blue of water and sky,—which are of exactly the same

shade,—and feels, deliciously, the inspiration of the autumn air.

He thinks, perhaps, that he has never seen so delicate a blue that was

so brilliant, except in the light-blue morning-glories of Mexico. He

recalls that

. . . . .. bowl in a mountain range,

A great, big, wondrous bowl,

on the side of which he once lived. He sees again the mountains all

around and thousands of feet above him, and the thread of the river

hundreds of feet below. Some of the morning-glories have climbed

the ridge to the edge of its flat top (the patio), on which his tent

stands; and some of the lesser hills of the “bowl” up toward the

sky, and some of the slopes down toward the river, are solid banks

of these glorious flowers, stretching out until they are hidden by

interrupting heights and lost in the depths of caiions. It is as bright

an October day as this, and he is again feasting on the vividly deli

cate color of the myriad flower faces turned toward him in the sun

light, and then he has gathered a few of them in his hands; they

softly cling to his fingers,—and sea and sky, mountains and morning

glorics, the touch of the air and that of the dainty petals, all mingle

in one delicious dream. Afterward he knows that his delight in the

scenes was too absorbing for him to have admitted, patiently, the

thought of the Law of the Refraction of Light, or even the simple

botanical name of the morning-glories. He decides that the Divine

Artist has created two scenes of rare beauty; and when he lool!H

upon a work of art he loves to judge of it by the same emotional

method.

Every layman is, either actually or potentially, an. art-lover.

Some of the actual ones are unconscious of their power in making

their decisions. Of this kind, in fiction, is the small “Ardelm.” A

reader must be less -than human who does not sympathize with her

insistence upon going back to her beloved slums of New York, after

a day and a night of wearisome “benefit” in the country, given her

by a kindly “ Fresh Air Fund.” The flowers, the songs of .bl1"ds,.the

beauty of light, shade, color, did not move her. Her dramatic mstmct

craved humanity. She could not bear the solitude of the country,

ll0r face another evening with a sleepy host and hostess, "J a silence
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broken only by an occasional yawn. Her rebellion was the instinctive

protest of the art-lover gifted with dramatic impulses; and when the

reader sees her dancing again on the city sidewalk to the tune of the

fascinating hand-organ, his enthusiasm applauds her fervent words,

“Gee! N’Yawk’s the place!” Ardelia’s choice of music was in

artistic, her sense of color defective, but her dramatic instinct was

true,—and her courage an inspiration.

What emotions does a work of art arouse? Does Whistler show

colors which delight one in themselves, and in combinations that are

harmonies? Are his forms graceful and well-proportioned? Is

the spirit which looks out from his human faces the human spirit?

Does it meet the eye like a living face? Does the dimness of his

“Nocturnes” excite the weird, unformed emotions stirred by such

real scenes, the fascinating suggestions which satisfy the more because

they are not the definite story? Do his buildings, boats, and bridges

show that indefinably human something in them which man gives

to the real buildings, boats, and bridges, as to all his handiwork?

Are any of his pictures perfect of their kind, or any absolutely im

perfect, or are the faults and virtues strongly mingled in all of them,

—that is, of course, judging by the perfection or imperfection of

one’s emotions excited by them? These, and more of the same kind,

are questions which any intelligent layman might have asked himself

at the Whistler exhibit, and have answered to his own satisfaction;

and a consensus of such answers would have determined in his mind

whether Whistler was a genius, or only a man of talent, or a mere

attempt at an artist. The layman would, inevitably, have differed

from some of the artists in his conclusions; but he would, by this,

have shown his kinship with them; for they differ widely among them

selves, in their opinions of the same work.

The self-distrustful layman fears to differ, and cultivates imita

tion: but whenever he reverses the process and fears to imitate, his

independent differences show themselves to be an artistic power in

the world.

3

AUTUMN

BY KATHARINE LEE BATES

HIS rich October sunshine is so bright,

The yellow leaves, that at the wind’s least breath

Must fall, seem melting into golden light,

As frail old age faints softly into death.



FIVE CQLLOQUIES

By Edward Luca: Wfiz-te

y

I.

HEY stood glaring at each other. The burly man’s chest-muscles

T strained his tightly-fitting gray jacket till it appeared that its

seams must give way or its buttons fly off. His red neck rolled

over his collar, his face was crimson under its cropped, sandy beard,

his eyes bulged, the veins of his forehead swelled under the visor of

his cap. The tall young man was shaking with rage inside his loose

hanging uniform. Beads of sweat stood on his smooth-skinned, tanned

face, beside his glossy-black, sparse mustache and shiny-black, thin

goatee.

“ You Jew,” he repeated, “ I won’t take any such treatment

from you. No, nor will any of us! ”

The German kept his temper.

“ Lieutenant Oferbrook,” he said, with the merest trace of a foreign

accent, “it will not help the Confederacy for us to shoot each oder, or

for you to kill me or for me to kill you. We are here to gif our lifes,

if need be, for the Confederacy. You mean to do your utmost for your

state, and I mean to do my utmost for my adopted country. Quarrels,

brawls, duels, among a nation’s soldiers, can only harm her and help

her enemies. I propose that what has passed between us be con

sidered nefer to have happened. That will enable us both to do the duty

we haf sworn to.” _
He paused. Then a sudden heat suffused him till he glowed with

fury.
“ But,” he went on, “ if you efer speak to me again as you haf, no

considerations of duty or patriotism will hold me.” _

The tall young man’s face wore an odd expression, mingled of the

contrition he could not wholly hide and the contempt he was not entirely

 

able to assume. He turned on his heel and stalked out of the tent. _

II.

WHEN the man stiflly seated at the table ceased speaking, there was

a moment of silence, broken only by the creaking of boots and belts

among the standing delegation or by their breathmg.

Then their spokesman began his say:

an
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“ Lieutenant Hirsch,” he said, “ we understand that you mean well,

only it makes us sore to be snapped at and barked at and rated and

censured eternally, with never a word of encouragement. But we are

beginning to comprehend you, and we can see that we are getting along

towards being a regiment as you intend us to be. There ’s only one

thing we can’t endure. We are certain you don’t appreciate how it

feels to be drilled as you are drilling us. Up there on your horse you

can’t realize how we feel afoot. We——”

“ You think I ought to drill you myself on foot?” the German

broke in. “ Fery well, I will. To-morrow we begin, and be sure, all of

you, your feet are in good order, and your socks and your boots, too.

Yes, and do not come to drill thirsty, not a man of you. Yes, and tell

the oders what I haf said, too.”

The delegation began to look at one another and to shufile uncertain

feet. .

“ One word more,” the officer continued: “ my commission is that

of a lieutenant, but my brevet rank here is that of major. You will

address me as Major and salute me as Major. You will tell that, too,

to the oders.”

III.

Hrs boots were on the table, his chair was tilted back on two legs.

his cap was cocked sideways far back on his head. His amused gaze

roamed over the embarrassed committee.

“Hah!” he began. “ So you haf anoder request to lay before me.

I can guess what it will be! ” .

The same spokesman attempted to speak, reddened, choked, and

tried again. -

The ofiicer silently regarded him.

At last he found his voice.

“Major Hirsch,” he said, “some days ago we petitioned you to

drill us on foot instead of on horse-back.”

“ So!” the ofiicer broke in. “ It was a petition. I am glad to

hear that.”

“Yes, Major,” the tall young man went on, after a pause; “ it was

a petition. We desire to present another petition. We request that

you change again and try horse-back as at first.”

“ And why so? ” the officer queried, smiling.

Into the silence which followed one of the youngest delegates

blurted:

“ We might have some chance of tiring out a horse or two! ”

Major Hirsch threw back his head and laughed genially.

“ So! ” he beamed at them. “ You are good boys, I shall not kill

you with too much drill. It will be marching soon for us all, and you

will make a good show, marching, yes, and fighting, too. I am pleased
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with you. To--morrow you shall see me on horse-back again. But

remember one thing. Petitions will do for recruits, but only obedience

for soldiers. You are nearly soldiers now. Be soldiers. Let us haf

no more petitions.” -

They saluted handily and trumped off.

IV.

l'1- was dark as pitch.

"‘ David,” said one voice, “ are you awake?”

"Donnerwetterl” the other voice growled. “I am. But I was

asleep until you called. Twice haf you now waked me, Purfiance. Go_

to sleep.”

“ I ean’t,” Purviance replied. “ But I won’t disturb you again after

this. What did you say was the name of the log meeting-house? ”

“ Shy high,” David answered, “ or Shy low, or something like that.”

“ Shiloh?” Purviance queried.

" Ach, yah,” David breathed sleepily.

“ To-morrow night,_” Purviance continued, “ we sleep at Pittsburg

Landing.”

“More iss it important,” the sleepy growl retorted, “ dot we sleep

now. Bleib ruhig! ”

V.

THE streets sizzled in the sunshine, the shadows of the palm-leaves

lay hard and sharp on the sidewalks, everything breathed heat. Yet

the man in the wheeled-chair was swathed in. wrappings. He had a

plaid steamer-rug over his knees, wrapped round his legs, and tucked

in under his feet. He had a gray wool shawl over his shoulders. He

wore gloves, loose tan gloves, soiled and darkened with wear. His

black felt hat was pulled down over his face. As the wheeled-chair

jolted, its brim fiapped and occasionally showed huge black goggles

above the yellowish white beard. He sat limply, hunched-up inside

his many coverings, his gloved hands, outside his shawl, gnpping the

horn handle of his stout malacca cane. He swayed with the ]olt1ng of

the wheeled-chair. Through all its wrappings it was plain that the

figure inside them was frail and shrunken and bloodless. The negro

who pushed the chair stepped as one whose burden was light.

The man in the chair held up a shaking hand. The negro leaned

over him. _ _
“ What ’s that building across the street?” the old man mqmred.

“ That gray building.”

“Dat’s dee bank,” his pusher replied.

“ Spell that sign on it,” his employer commanded.

The negro laboriously spelled over the letters.
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“ Wheel me across to that bank,” the man in the chair dictated.

Once safely across the two curbs and two gutters, he read the sign

for himself.

“ And sons l ” he repeated. “ And sons! Bankers and brokers.

And sons! ”

“ Wheel me up to the steps,” was the next order.

“ No,” he burst out presently, “ up to the steps, not up the steps!

I ’m going to get out here and walk up the steps.”

Protests, voluble and characteristically negro, followed and were

beaten down. With many wheezes, a groan or two, and much efiort,

the old man disengaged himself from his coverings and from the chair

and stood up, a stooped, swaying figure, bent and feeble, leaning much

on the malacca stick. One foot at a time, be heavily made his way up

the steps through the vestibule and into the main room of the bank.

There he halted, and seemed to peer through his black goggles at the

tiled floor, the marble walls, the stuccoed and gilded ceiling, the carved

mahogany partitions, filled in with plate glass and brass gratings, which

separated the outer space from the various tellers and clerks.

He stood there stooped and shaking, until a boy came out and asked

him what he wanted.

“I want to speak to Mr. Overbrook.”

“ Which Mr. Overbrook? ” the boy inquired.

“ Mr. Purviance Overbrook,” came the answer out of the curly white

beard under the black goggles.

“ Which Mr. Purviance Overbrook? ” the boy asked again.

“ The elder Mr. Overbrook,” the shrunken figure responded.

“ Who am I to tell him wants to see him?” the boy pursued.

“Just say an old man wants to speak to him a moment,” was the

only reply.

“Won’t you sit down, sir?” the boy suggested politely, motioning

to one of the comfortable chairs set on either side of the broad mahogany

table before the window.

The old man tottered to it, the boy’s hand under his crooked elbow.

Presently the boy returned.

“ Mr. Overbrook says he will see you,” he reported; “ Won't you

walk into his office?”

“I ’m a rather old man,” the cracked voice answered, “ and not as

strong as I used to be. I ’m not at all sure I could get into Mr. Over

brook’s oiiice and get out again. I came in a wheel-chair. If Mr.

Overbrook is not willing to come out here to me, I ’ll just have to go

away again without seeing him.”

The boy departed.

Almost at once a firm, regular tread sounded on the tiled floor, and

a tan, springy, alert man stepped through the door in the partition,
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leaving it ajar behind him. He was a spare man, but well-set and

broad-shouldered. His face was long, with a silvery-white mustache

and a white imperial. His hair was iron gray. His blue eyes sparkled

clear and bright. He stood looking down at the hatted, goggled,

crumpled figure, which had struggled from its chair and stood visibly

quivering, leaning hard upon its big cane.

“I do not recognize you,” he said kindly. “What can I do for

you?”

“I thought,” came quavering from the goggled visage, “that you

might like to lend me some money.”

“ But I do not know your name,” Mr. Overbrook demurred.

“What does a name matter?” the harsh voice retorted, with an

odd suggestion of both tears and laughter in its ring. “ What does a

name matter? I could give any name. You could not tell whether

it was my real name or not. It might be somebody else’s name.”

Mr. Overbrook was not near any push-button. He towered so above

the figure facing him that his dignity would not let him call for help.

Yet he reflected that the feebleness of the figure might be assumed, the

beard might be false, the eyes behind the black goggles might be young

and evil. He was thinking hard and he sparred for time.

“What made you think I would be willing to lend you money?”

he inquired blandly.

“Oh, nothing much,” the old voice retorted. “I just saw your

sign on the outside of the building, and thought I ’d come in and try.”

“How much do you want?” the banker queried. He had about

made up his mind what he meant to do.

“ Not much,” the odd figure disclaimed. “ Not much. Say, fifty

thousand, or ten thousand, if you have n’t fifty.”

Mr. Overbrook backed away a step.

“ Before I lend any one that much,” he said evenly, “ I should have

to know his name.” _
“I’m not sure whether I have any name any more,” the quakmg

shape replied, “but on the night before the battle of Shiloh my name

was Lieutenant David Hirsc .”
“David! ” the banker shouted, putting out both his hands to the

groping hands that met them.
The malacca cane clattered on the tiled floor. The four hands clung

together, their owners speechless.

Mr. Overbrook found his voice first. “ Boys! B0ys ! ” he callei _

There was that in the voice his sons had never heard in all then-

varied, strenuous lives. They came, three clerks, two tellers, the

cashier, and the secretary, seven Overbrooks, every One sIX ft’/et tan or

taller. They came, five revolvers cocked and two with double-barrelled

shot-guns, the barrels sawed off a foot from the hammers. The)' came
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on the run, not jostling one another, but swiftly, every nerve alert, every

fibre of the seven ready. They came at top speed and they halted in

an amazed jam of bewildered humanity. They saw their tall father,

his arms around an unknown old man, the old man’s arms round him,

and the two laughing and crying at once and together, the tears stream

ing down their faces, dancing like boys around the outer ofiice.

“ Boys,” the banker called over his shoulder, “ put down your

shooting-irons. This is the man who taught your father everything he

ever knew about soldiering! ”

  

THE PASSING OF THE LEAVES

BY w. J. LAMPTON

HE leaves look very tired now

On every bush and tr%;

They languish on each stem and bough

In drowsy lethargy.

They seem like dusty tramps whose feet

Have trodden desert ways,

With little cheer of drink or meat

Through sunburnt summer days.

They show no spirit in their green,

The green that in the spring

Put color into every scene

And made the whole world sing.

Inert, they hang from bush and tree,

And long to lay aside

The burden of their verdancy,

No further now their pride.

But wait a little; by and by

Their spirits will unfold

Into a change, and they willdie

-In crimson and in gold. -

__‘_.--._—_-"_—--ml-_——-



BREAKFAST-AND A LADY

By Wood Lewette lVilson

I

at the shabby building before them. It was two stories high,

and stood on a point where two streets came together at some

thing considerably less than a right angle. In front of it were a few

thriftless looking plants in tubs, and some dingy tables and chairs en

croaching on the sidewalk. Through the windows and open door it

could be seen that the room was low-ceilinged, and had more tables and

chairs inside. It did not look particularly inviting.

“ Sure this is the place?” asked Cambern of the cabman.

“ Oh, yes, sir,” was the confident reply. “ It ’s the plyce right

enough. I ’ve been ’ere before.”

He was not the sort of cabman that belonged on the left bank.

His place was in the Rue Scribe, where in the broadest cockney he would

confidentially assure evident Americans that he was just the man to

show them all of Paris that was worth seeing. Cambern and Wilce

had picked him up on the Pont de la Concorde, after giving up the

notion of walking to get up an appetite.

“Um-m-m, all right,” said Cambern doubtfully, as he passed up

double fare to avoid argument.

“’K you,” said the cabman, as he twitched his reins and started

his horse off on a trot.
“Pretty mussy looking place to travel about two miles to to eat

breakfast,” grumbled Wilce.
“ Oh, you never can tell about the outside of these places,” declared

Cambern reassuringly. “ Some of the—er—most unpretentious of

them are wonders when it comes to the food they serve.”

Wilce sniffed. “I hope so,” he said skeptically.

“Well, let ’s go through with it anyhow, now that we're here,”

urged Cambern hopefully, as he led the way into the restaurant.

The inside of the place was more inviting. The room was cheer

fully bright and clean, and the one waiter in sight was immaculate.

-“ Not so worse,,after all,” said Cambern, in a low tone.

“ No,” agreed Wilce, with more interest. - ‘-‘ Let ’s take that table

over in the corner, where we can see people and things.”

CAMBERN and Wilce got out of the cab, and looked doubtfully

493
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They settled themselves in their chairs, and found the waiter at

their side with a cheerful smile, ready for their order.

“ Speak English?” asked Cambern carelessly.

The waiter smiled encouragingly, but looked puzzled.

"Parlez vous Anglais?” Cambern said more slowly and without

confidence.

The waiter’s smile brightened with comprehension.

” Non-, 1n/sieu,” he replied.

“ We shan’t have much conversation with him, anyhow," said

Cambern, turning to Wilce.

“ Tell him to send somebody here that can talk,” demanded Wilce.

Cambern turned again to the waiter.

" Est-ce qu’il y a quelqu'un ice q-ui parla Angla-is? ” he said slowly,

and with no slight effort.

Again the waiter smiled brightly.

" Non, m’sieu,” he said.

“Wilce,” exclaimed Cambern, “we’re up against it. There ’s no

body here that speaks English.”

“Well, I don’t care a darn,” growled Wilce. “ You got me into

this thing, and you ’ve got to get me some breakfast. Slip him some

of that hand-made French of yours.”

Cambern turned to the waiter again.

“ Nous voudrious,” he began, “ nous voudrions déjeunm-——"

“ No, I ’ll be darned if we do,” interrupted Wilce, who had caught

the word. “ No dayzhonay for me, with their doggoned cafiiolay and

petty pans. I want something to eat.”

“Tut, tut!” admonished Cambern. “Don’t be restive. You ’ll

rattle me.” He turned once more to the waiter. “Monsieur a 111

grands faim,” he said apologetieally.

" Bien, m’sieu.”

“ Is he getting you all right now?” asked Wilce anxiously.

“ Quit butting in. I ’ve just told him you were hungry, and he "s

agreed to it.”

“ Well, tell him I want some broiled steak, well done, and an ome

let with parsley and stuff in it, and some lyonnaise potatoes, and about

a quart of coffee, and a half a bushel of rolls, and ”

“ Great Scott, man, we can’t order anything like that here at this

hour! They ’d call the gens d'a1-mes and have them take us to the

bughouse. This is a sure-enough real French place, and ”

“I don’t care if it is; I’m hungry. You order the stufl, and if

they call the zhongdarm we ’ll tell ’em a funny story.”

“ Well,” said Cambern, “ I was going to have some fish, but if you

want all that stuff I guess I ’d better take the same; it will simplify the

matter.”
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“ Why not? It ’s good business. Tell him our urgent needs.”

Again Cambern braced himself, and looked up at the waiter.

"Apportez nous—monsieur et moi—chacun——” he paused.

"Bien, m’sieu," said the waiter encouragingly.

"Le chatea1l])rian.d, bien cuite—comprenez?”

The waiter’s eyes opened a little.

" Owl, m’s1-eu," he said.

“I’ve got the steak fixed, anyhow,” said Cambcrn, as he turned

a little chestily to Wilce.

“All right; keep going.”

"Et—et—omelette am: fines herbes—comprenez?"

" Bien, m’sieu,” said the waiter, in a slightly shocked tone.

“ And that cinches the omelet.”

“ You ’re doing fine; don’t stop.”

"Et—et—pommes de terres lyonnaise, at café, et des petits

pa’ln8—___'I

“ Say, tell him not to bring any of that cafiiolay infants’ food.

Have him bring the coffee straight, with real cream on the side.”

“Look here, do you think I talk French just as a pastime? I

can’t tell him all that.”

“ Oh, make a bluff at it. He ’ll understand somehow.”

" Nwe voudrions notre café en grands tasse, avec la créme separée—

er-—se-parée—you know—dans une 0/utre cup—tasse, I mean—are you

on? Don’t mix it, see? Voici! " he exclaimed, as a happy thought

came to him. With his right hand he tapped the table at one end.

" Le café ici.” With his left hand he tapped the table at the other end.

" La créme la,” he said. “ Comprenezf ”

" -78 pense qua om’, 1n/sieu,” said the waiter, a little doubtfully.

“ All right. Do your best. We ’ve got to take our chances over

here, anyhow. How long will it take—er—that is—er—combim—er

—longtemps devons nous attendre pour—pour nos déjeuners? ”

" Quinz minutes, m’s-ieu.”
" Trés bien. C'ast tout." Then as the waiter started off he turned

again to Wilce with a long breath of relief. “ It ’ll take fifteen

minutes,” he said. , , . .
“ Gee! Is that so? Let ’s have a pick-me-up wh1le we re waitmg-

I ’m in a state of collapse from lack of nourishment. Hey, Alphonse! ”

The waiter hurried back.

" Out, m’sien? ” he said anxiously.

“ Darn it, Wilce, you ’re too abrupt for these people; you ’ve rattled

him. Now I ’ll have to square it.”

“ Go ahead.”
" Vous nous appellez Alphonse?” asked Cambern affably.

" Non, m’sieu. Jc m’appelle Gaston."
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“There now, Wiloe, I told you so. You do him a great wrong.

He ’s the other half of the sketch. He ’s Gaston.”

“ Well, tell him to bring some whiskey and seltzer.”

“ You know very well that they don’t have whiskey in this kind of

place.”

“ Try him, anyhow.”

“ Vous n’avez pas de le viskey, n’est-ce pas, Gaston?”

“ Non, m’sieu,” answered the waiter in a tone that showed he

did n’t know what it was, but was sure they did n’t have it.

“Told you so,” declared Oambern. “ He never heard of the vile

stuff.”

“ Make it brandy, then. They ’ll have that. This is where it

grows.”

" Trés bien, Gaston. Apportons nous le cognao—er—awc le siphon

—er—selts—deua:—um-m-m—deu:v,” and Cambern held up two ex

planatory fingers.

" Out, m’sieu,” said Gaston, as he started off again.

“ Has he got you all right now? ” asked Wilce.

“ I guess so,” answered Cambern doubtfully. “ The fact is, I

never could learn to say deuas. We may get anything out of the latter

part of that order—a roast goose or an umbrella, for instance.”

“Maybe he got that two-finger want-to-go-a-swimmin’ sign.”

“ Let ’s hope so, anyhow.”

“ We ought to have stayed at the hotel, where they can understand

language,” growled Wilce. -

“ Not on your life! We want to see all the places like this we can.

This is where we get the real atmosphere, which the tourist of the

beaten path never breathes. Besides, I ’m improving my accent.”

“ Oh, darn your accent!”

“ Sh-h-h—look at that! Worth the trouble in itself.”

A girl had entered the place, and, walking to a table in another

corner, sat down in the manner of one familiar with her surroundings.

She was tall and slender, with black hair, dazzling dark eyes, and a

roses-and-lilies complexion, and distinctly smart in her attire.

“ By jing, she ’s a peach!” exclaimed Wilce, in a slightly lowered

vo1ce.

“ There you see the real Parisienne,” declared Cambern oracularly.

“ It shows in her every vivacious feature and graceful movement You

might be fooled on the boulevards, but not here.”

The girl, who had glanced quickly at them, was now giving her

order, with downcast eyes, to a waiter.

“You don’t suppose she could understand us?” suggested Wilce.

“Not for a minute! Why, I don’t suppose there ’s a word of

English spoken in this place once in six months, and we ’ve passed out
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enough of it this morning to last them for twenty years, thus making

us dead safe by the inflexible law of averages.”

Gaston arrived with the brandy and set the tiny glasses before them.

“ See that?” exclaimed Cambern triumphantly. “ Two of them!

I guess I ’m getting so I can say deua: pretty well after all.”

“With the aid of two fingers, sure! But you ’re not telling me

that these things are the drinks themselves, are you? ”

“ Surest thing in the world.” -

Wilce tossed his off, and turned to the waiter.

“ Gaston,” he said impressively, “ the sample is entirely satisfactory.

You may deliver the full shipment f. o. b. this table by the next fast

freight.” .

The waiter turned vaguely to Cambern.

“Je ne sais pas ” he began.

" Monsieur ooudrait plus dc cognac,” explained Cambern. "ll a

la soif terrible. Encore le cognac, s’il vous plait."

“Maia, oui, 1n/sieu,” exclaimed Gaston enthusiastically, as he hur

ried away.
“ I ’ve told him that you are an awful tank,” explained Cambern.

“ And in the presence of a lady! ” exclaimed Wilce reproachfully.

The girl, who had been looking at them with an amused curiosity

in her expression, dropped her glance to her coffee, as they both turned

toward her.
Then Gaston appeared, bending beneath the huge tray that carried

their breakfast and the second round of cognac.

“ It ’s a shame, Wilce,” declared Cambern, “to make a waiter work

like that at this hour in the morlling. He ’s not used to it.”

“Oh, tell him to cheer up. We ’ll give him dee sonnteem, or a

franc, or a sou, or a lewee, or something to rest him.”

'l‘he lady, presumably waiting for her addition, now sat looking on

with interested eyes as Gaston unloaded the breakfast before the two

Americans. It filled the scant area of the table to its extreme limits.

“Well,” said Cambern, “ I hope there ’s enough of it for you.” _

“ Sure! There ’s enough for both of us, and then some; and it

looks good to me, too. Say! ” he interrupted himself suddenly.

“ Why not ask the lady to have some of it with us? ”

“ Tut, tut, man, you can’t do that sort of thing here.”

“ Why not? She has n’t had anything to eat yet but that darned

miles and rolls stuff, and she looks hungry. Go over and ask her.”

“ Not on your life! ” -
“ Why not? She ’s sized us up for Americans, and it ’ll be a mere

eccentricity common to the nationality on our part. Go on! ” H

“ I don’t believe I could do it. I have n’t the flow of language——

“ Sure you can! Go ahead.”

Von. LXXXlV.—32
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Cambern rose slowly and perhaps with some trepidation. As he ap

proached her table the lady looked at him unsmilingly but curiously,

and yet without evidence of either alarm or annoyance.

" Mademoiselle,” he said, as he bowed with his utmost grace, ’.’ nous

sommes les Americains, and—et trés seule—4-ci, si loin de notre pays.

Nous aoons beaucoup dc déjeunar, trap de déjeuner, en ejfet. Veuillez

nous faire l'ho1meur pour manger le déjeuner avec nous? Nous serons

trés—er—er—reconnai.ssants—er—er ” And Cambern mumbled to

a dead stop in the embarrassment growing out of his presumption.

There was a slightly added tint in the lady’s cheeks as she rose from

her chair. Then she smiled brightly.

“ Sure l ” she exclaimed. “ That ’s the first full-sized breakfast

I ’ve seen anybody have the nerve to order since I ’ve been over here.”

 

THE DREAM CHILD

BY WALTER s. TRUMBULL

H, the times that I have missed you,

0 Little son I never had!

Di-awn you close to me and kissed you,

Listened for your call of “ Dad ” ;

Bought you picture-books and playthings

That I thought you might enjoy;

Taught your lisping tongue to say things,

Little boy.

Oh, the tricks that you have played me,

Little son I never had!

(Pats from tiny hands repaid me

If you thought that I was sad.)

To my lap I ’ve felt you creeping,

Wearied of your game or toy;

In my arms I’ve held you sleeping,

Little boy.

Thoughts of you have kept me straighter,

Little son I never had;

For I dream that, soon or later,

I shall see you, dearest lad,

In some happy land of love where

Dreams are coined without alloy.

Will you meet me up above there,

Little- boy ?
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mind was not at rest. For five minutes the old man had occu

pied in frowning silence the other of my veranda rocking

chairs. As I expected, however, I had not long to wait.

“I met old Sam Hadley and his wife in the cemetery just now,”

he observed.

“ Yes? ” I was careful to express just enough, and not too much,

interest: one had to be circumspect with Uncle Zeke.

“ H’m-m; I was thinkin’——” Uncle Zeke paused, shifted his

position, and began again. This time I had the whole story.

“I was thinkin’—I don’t say that Jimmy did right, and I don’t

say that Jimmy did wrong. Maybe you can tell. ’T was like this:

“In a way we all claimed Jimmy Hadley. As a little fellow, he

was one of them big-eyed, curly-haired chaps that gets inside your heart

no matter how tough ’t is. And we was really fond of him, too—so

fond of him that we did n’t do nothin’ but j’ine in when his pa and

ma talked as if he was the only boy that ever was born, or ever would

be—and you know we must have been purty daft ter stood that, us bein’

fathers ourselves!

“ Well, as was natural, perhaps, the Hadleys jest lived fur Jimmy.

They ’d lost three, and he was all there was left. They was n’t very

well-to-do, but nothin’ was too good fur Jimmy, and when the boy

begun ter draw them little pictures of his all over the shed and the

barn door, they was plumb crazy. There wa’n’t no doubt of it—Jimmy

was goin’ ter be famous, they said. He was goin’ ter be one of them

painter fellows, and make big money.

“And Jimmy did work, even then. He stood well in his studies,

and worked outside, earnin’ money so ’s he could take drawin’ lessons

when he got bigger. And by and by he did get bigger, and he did take

lessons down ter the Junction twice a week.

“ There wa’n’t no livin’ with Mis’ Hadley then, she was that proud;

and when he brought home his first picture, they say she never went

tsr bed at all that night, but jest set gloatin’ over it till the sun came

in and made her kerosene lamp look as silly as she did when she saw

l I NCLE ZEKE’S pipe had gone out—sure sign that Uncle Zeke-s

- 499
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’t was mornin’. There was one thing that plagued her, though:

’t wa’n’t painted—that picture. Jimmy called it a ‘black and white,’

and said ’t wa’n’t paintin’ that he wanted ter do, but ’llustratin’—fur

books and magazines, you know. She felt hurt, and all put out at first:

but Jimmy told her ’t was all right, and that there was big money in it;

so she got ’round contented again. She couldn’t help it, anyhow,

with Jimmy, he was that lovin’ and nice with her. He was the kind

that ’s always bringin’ footstools and shawls, and makin’ folks com

fortable. Everybody loved Jimmy. Even the cats and dogs rubbed up

against him and wagged their tails at sight of him, and the kids

goodness, Jimmy could n’t cross the street without a dozen kids makin’

a grand rush fur him.

“ Well, time went on, and Jimmy grew tall and good-lookin’. Then

came the girl—and she was a girl, too. ’Course, Jimmy, bein’ as how

he’d had all the frostin’ there was goin’ on everythin’ so fur, carried

out the same idea in girls, and picked out the purtiest one he could

find—rich old Townsend’s daughter, Bessie.

“ To the Hadleys this seemed all right—Jimmy was merely gettin’

the best, as usual; but the rest of us. includin’ old man Townsend,

begun ter sit up and take notice. The old man was mad clean

through. He had other plans fur Bessie, and he said so purty plain

“But it seems there did n’t any of us—-only Jimmy, maybe—take

the girl herself into consideration. For a time she was a little skittish,

and led Jimmy a purty chase with her dancin’ nearer and nearer,

and then fiyin’ off out of reach. But at last she came out fair and

square fur Jimmy, and they was as likely a pair of lovers as ye ’d wish

ter see. It looked, too, as if she ’d even wheedle the old man ’round

ter her side of thinkin’. -

“ The next thing we knew Jimmy had gone ter New York. He

was ter study, and at the same time pick up what work he could, ter

turn an honest penny, the Hadleys said. We liked that in him. He

was goin’ ter make somethin’ of himself, so ’s he ’d be worthy of Bessie

Townsend or any other girl.

“But ’t was hard on the Hadleys. Jimmy’s lessons cost a lot, and

so did just livin’ there in New York, and ’course Jimmy could n’t pM’

fur it all, though I guess he worked nights and Sundays ter piece out.

Back home herethc Hadleys scrimped and scrimped till they did n’t

have half enough ter cat, and hardly enough ter cover their m1kedness.

But they did n’t mind—’t was fur Jimmy. He wrote often, and told

how he was workin’, and the girl got letters; too; at least, Mis’ Hadley

said she did. And once in a while he ’d tell of some picture he ’d

finished, or what the teacher said. . . - -

“But by and by the letters did n’t come so often. Sam told me

about it first and he -said it plagued his wife a lot; He said she thought
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maybe Jimmy was gettin’ discouraged, specially as he did n’t seem ter

say much of anything about his work now. Sam owned up that the

letters wa’n’t so free talkin’; and that worried him. He was afraid

the boy was keepin’ back somethin’. He asked me, kind of sheepish

like, if I s’posed such a thing could be as that Jimmy had gone wrong,

somehow. He knew cities was awful wicked and temptin’, he said.

“ I laughed him out of that notion quick, and I was honest in it,

too. I ’d as soon have suspected myself of goin’ ter the bad as Jimmy,

and I told him.- so. Things did n’t look right, though. The letters

got skurser and skurser, and I began ter think myself maybe somethin’

was up. Then come the newspaper.

“ It was me that took it over ter the Hadleys. It was a little notice

in my weekly, and I spied it ’way down in the corner just as I thought

I had the paper all read. "I‘ was n’t so much, either, but to us ’t was

a powerful lot; jest a little notice that they was glad ter see that the

first prize had gone ter the talented young illustrator, James Hadley,

and that he deserved it, and they wished him luck. _

“ The Hadleys was purty pleased, you ’d better believe. They

had n’t seen it, ’course, as they wa’n’t wastin’ no money on weeklies

them: days. Sam set right down and wrote, and so did Mis’ Hadley,

right out of the fulness of their hearts. Mis’ Hadley give me her letter

ter read, she was that proud and excited; and ’t was a good letter, all

brimmin’ over with love and pride and joy in his success. I could see

just how Jimmy ’d color up and choke when he read it, specia“y where

she owned up how she ’d been gettin’ purty near discouraged ’cause

they did n’t hear much from him, and how she ’d rather die than have

her Jimmy fail.

“Well, they sent off the letters, and by and by come the answer.

It was kind of shy and stiff-like, and I think it sort of disappointed

’em ; but they tried ter throw it off and say that Jimmy was so modest

he did n’t like ter take praise.

“’Course the whole town was interested, and proud, too, ter think

he belonged ter us ; and we could n’t hear half enough about him. But

as time went on we got worried. Things did n’t look right. The

Hadleys was still scrimpin’, still sendin’ money when they could, and

they owned up that Jimmy’s letters wa’n’t real satisfyin’, and that they

did n’t come often, though they always told how hard he was workin.’

“ What was queerer still, every now and then I ’d see his name in

my weekly. I looked fur it, I’ll own. I run across it once in the

‘ Personals,’ and after that I hunted the paper all through every week.

He went ter parties and theatres, and seemed ter be one of a gay crowd

that was always havin’ good times. I did n’t say nothin’ ter the Had

leys about all this, ’course, but it bothered me lots. What with all

these fine doin’s, and his not sendin’ any money home, it looked as if
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the old folks did n’t count much now, and that his head had got turned

sure.

“ As time passed, things got worse and worse. Sam lost two cows,

and Mis’ Hadley grew thinner and whiter, and finally got down sick

in her bed. Then I wrote. I told Jimmy purty plain how things was,

and what I thought of him. I told him that there would n’t be any

more money oomin’ from this direction (and I meant ter see that there

wa’n’t, too!), and I hinted that if that ’ere prize brought anythin’

but honor, I should think ’t would be a mighty good plan ter share it

with the folks that helped him ter win it.

“ It was a sharp letter, and when it was gone I felt ’most sorry

I’d sent it; and when the answer come, I was sorry. Jimmy was

all broke up, and he showed it. He begged me ter tell him jest how

his ma was; and if they needed anythin’, ter get it and call on him.

He said he wished the prize had brought him lots of money, but it

had n’t. He enclosed twenty-five dollars, however, and said he should

write the folks not ter send him any more money, as he was goin’

ter send it ter them now instead.

“ Of course I took the letter and the money right over ter Sam,

and after they ’d got over frettin’ ’cause I ’d written at all, they took

the money, and I could see it made ’em look ten years younger. After

that you could n’t come near either of ’em that you did n’t hear how

good Jimmy was and how he was sendin’ home money every week.

“ Well, it was n’t four months before I had ter write Jimmy again

Sam asked me to, this time. Mis’ Hadley was sick again, and Sam

was worried. He thought Jimmy ought ter come home, but he did n’t

like ter say so himself. He wondered if I would n’t drop him a hint.

So I wrote, and Jimmy wrote right away that he ’d come. -

“We was all of a twitter, ’conrse, then——the whole town. He ‘d

got another prize—so the paper said—and there was a whole paragraph

praisin’ up some pictures of his in a magazine. He was our Jimmy,

and we was proud of him, yet we could n’t help wondering how he’d

act. We wa’n’t used ter celebrities—not near to!

“Well, he came. He was taller and thinner than when he went

away, and there was a tired look in his eyes that went straight ter my

heart. ’Most the whole town was out ter meet him, and that seemed ter

bother him. He was cordial enough, in a way, but he seemed ter try

ter avoid folks, and he asked me right off ter get him ‘out of it.’ I

could see he wa’n’t hankerin’ ter be made a lion of, so we got away

soon ’s we could and went ter his home.

“ You should have seen Mis’ Hadley’s eyes when she saw him, tall

and straight in the doorway. And Sam—Sam cried like a baby, he was

s? I"-oud of that boy. As fur Jimmy, his eyes jest shone, and the

t,lred look was all gone from them when he strode across the room
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and dropped on his knees at his mother’s bedside with a kind of choking

cry. I come away then, and left ’ern.

“ We was kind of divided about Jimmy, after that. We liked him,

’most all of us, but we did n’t like his ways. He was too stand-offish,

and queer, and we was all mad at the way he treated the girl.

“ ’T was given out that the engagement was broken, but we did n’t

believe ’twas her done it, ’cause up ter the last minute she ’d been

runnin’ down ter the house with posies and goodies. Then he came,

and she stopped. He did n’t go there, neither, and, so far as we

knew, they had n’t seen each other ones. The whole town was put

out. We did n’t relish seein’ her thrown off like an old glove, jest ’cnuse

he was somebody out in the world now, and could have his pick of girls

with city airs and furbelows. But we could n’t do nothin’, ’course, and

he was good ter his folks, and no mistake, and we did like that.

“Mis’ Hadley got better in a couple of weeks, and he begun ter

talk of goin’ back. We wanted ter give him a banquet and speeches and

a serenade, but he would n’t hear a word of it. He would n’t let us tell

him how pleased we was at his success, either. The one thing he

would n’t talk about was his work, and some got ’most mad, he was

so modest.

-“ He hardly ever left the house except fur long walks, and it was

on one of them that the accident happened. It was in the road right

in front of the field where I was ploughing, so I saw it -all. Bessie

Townsend, on her little gray mare, came tearin’ down the Townsend

hill like mad. Jimmy had stopped ter speak ter me, at the fence, but

the next minute he was off like a shot up the road. He ran and made a

fiyin’ leap, and I saw the mare rear and plunge. Then beast and man

came down together, and I saw Bessie slide to the ground, landin’ on

her feet.

“ When I got there Bessie Townsend was sittin’ on the ground, with

Jimmy’s head in her arms, which I thought uncommon good of her,

seein’ the mortification he ’d caused her. But when I saw the look

in her eyes, and in his as he opened them and gazed up at her, I

reckoned there might be more ter that love story than most folks knew.

What he said ter her then I dori’t know, but ter me he said jest four

words: ‘ Don’t—tell—the folks,’ and I did n’t rightly understand

]-est then what he meant, for surely an accident like that could n’t be

kept unbeknownst. The next minute he fell back unconscious.

“ It was a bad business all around, and from the very first there

wa’n’t no hope. In a week ’t was over, and we laid poor Jimmy away

Two days after the funeral Sam come ter me with a letter. It was

addressed ter Jimmy, and the old man could n’t bring himself ter open

it. He wanted, too, that I should go on ter New York and get Jimmy’s

things; and after I had opened the letter I said right off that I ’d go.
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For Jimmy

I was mad over that letter. It was a bill fur a suit of clothes, and it

asked him purty sharp-like ter pay it.

“ I had some trouble in New York findin’ Jimmy’s boarding place.

There had been a fire the night before, and his landlady had had ter

move; but at last I found her and asked anxiously fur Jimmy’s things,

and if his pictures had been hurt.

“Jimmy’s landlady was fat and greasy and foreign-lookin’, and

she did n’t seem ter understand what I was talkin’ about till I repeated

a bit sharply:

“ ‘ Yes, his pictures. I ’ve come fur ’em.’

“ Then she shook her head.

“‘Meester Hadley did not have any pictures.’

“ ‘ But he must have had ’em,’ says I, ‘ fur them papers and

magazines he worked for. He made ’em ! ’

“ She shook her head again; then she gave a queer hitch to her

shoulders, and a little flourish with her hands. ,

“ ‘ Oh—ze pictures! He did do them—once—a leetle: months ago.’

“‘ But the prize,’ says I. ‘ The prize ter James Hadley!’

“Then she laughed as if she suddenly understood.

“ Oh, but it is ze grand mistake you are making,’ she cried, in her

silly, outlandish way of talkin’. ‘There is a Meester James Hadley,

and he does make pictures—beautiful pictures—but it is not this one.

This Meester Hadley did try, long ago, but he failed to succeed, so my

son said; and he had to—to cease. For long time he has worked for

me, for the grocer, for any one who would pay—till a leetle while

ago. Then he left. In ze new clothes he had bought, he went away.

Ze old ones—burned. He had nothing else.’

“ She said more, but I did n’t even listen. I was back with Jimmy

by the roadside, and his ‘Don’t—tell—the folks’ was ringin’ in my

ears. I understood it then, the whole thing from the beginning; and

I felt dazed and shocked, as if some one had struck me a blow in the

face. I wa’n’t brought up ter think lyin’ and deceivin’ was right.

“I got up by and by and left the house. I paid poor Jimmy’s

bill fur clothes—the clothes I knew he wore when he stood tall and

straight in the doorway ter meet his mother’s adorin’ eyes. Then I

went home. -

“ I told Sam that Jimmy’s things got burned up in the fire—which

was the truth. I stopped there. Then I went to see the girl—find

rlght there I got the surprise of my life. She knew. He had told her

the whole thing long before he come home, and had insisted on givin’

her up. Jest what he meant ter do in the end, and how he meant ter

do 1t, she did n’t know; and she said, with a great sob in her voice,

that she did n’t believe he knew either. All he did know, apparently,

was that he did n’t mean his ma should find out and grieve over it—
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how he had failed. But whatever he was goin’ ter do, it was taken

quite out of his hands at the last.

“ As fur Bessie, now—it seems as if she can’t do enough fur Sam

and Mis’ Hadley, she ’s that good to ’em ; and they set the world by her.

She ’s got -a sad, proud look to her eyes, but Jimmy ’s secret is safe.

“ As I said, I saw old Sam and his wife in the cemetery to-night.

They stopped me as usual, and told me all over again what a good boy

Jimmy was, and how smart he was, and what a lot he ‘d made of him

self in the little time he ’d lived. The Hadleys are old and feeble and

broken, and it ’s their one comfort——Jimmy’s success.”

Uncle Zeke paused, and drew a long breath. Then he eyed me

almost defiantly.

“ I ain’t sayin’ that Jimmy did right, of course; but I ain’t sayin’—

that Jimmy did wrong,” he finished.

3

THE GREAT WHITE WAY

By T/wma: L. Manon

IGHT and Darkness. Light in a great glare, bleaching every

L thing, shining over the surfaces of all things. Darkness under

nea’th—piteh darkness, lying deep below the semi-shadows.

The Darkness of Ignorance, obscuringr all the under-effects.

Girls. Girls with new souls, just beginning to hide them, and girls

with remnants of souls, hanging on desperately; and girls with no

souls at all. Girls with little shrunken bodies, concealed, or seemingly

concealed, by goods—dry goods and wet goods, powders. paints, and

patches.
All kinds of men, from the callow young thing to the purple monu

ment of Alcohol—celebrities and semi-celebrities, nobodies and some

lmdies, men with rolls and “wads,” and men with open fronts and

empty interiors.
The current moves along, like the flow of blood in an artery, trans

fixed by the strange light of the X-ray. Big corpuscl-es and httlc

corpuscles, vying with each other, preyed upon by we1rd mrcrobes,

strange human germs seeking whom they may devour. .

Crowding and eddying, swaying and surging on agam, they float

along, individual atoms disappearing only to be replaced by others.

Then comes midnight, one, two, three, and l0!

The disease has been checked, until next time.
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By C/z_-fl’0ra' Howard
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and a bag of bananas in the other, and had got half way along

the narrow hall of the second floor, when he suddenly stopped

and cast a startled look about him. He had vaguely felt when he

entered the front door that something was different, and now he was

assured of it. In the evening dusk nothing was distinctly visible, but

he recalled now that what he had missed in the lower hall was the

familiar corner bench, and in his now hasty reminiscence he saw a vision

of a peculiar net drapery at the parlor door instead of the accustomed

portieres. But what brought these recollections to his mind, to con

firm the suspicion that suddenly possessed him, was the startling dis

covery that the floor of the upper hallway was covered with matting

in place of carpet, and that the doorway directly ahead of him, which

should have been the entrance to his own bed-room, was closed, not with

the familiar white-painted door, but with a strange and gaudy Japanese

curtain.

“ By cricky ! ” he muttered, “ I do believe I ’ve got into the wrong

house! There ought to be a law against building these abominable

rows of houses, with every one of ’em exactly alike outside and i-nl

An absent-minded fool like myself is liable to met with all sorts of

catastrophes, skipping into other people’s boudoirs without so much

as a howdy-do.”

He was about to turn and sneak down to the front door, when the

door at the head of the stairs suddenly opened; and silhouetted against

the dim light of the room he beheld the form of a woman clad in a

bath-robe. Fortunately, her head was turned, and she lingered a

moment on the threshold. Directly back of Tumbleton was a curtained

closet opening into the wall. -With the instinct of an embarrassed

gentleman, he slid into it at once.

He had hardly done so when he heard some one coming down the

stairs from the third story, and also some one moving along the lower

hf1ll- These sudden additional signs of family life not only emphasized

his wisdom in getting into the closet, but inspired him, moreover, to

get into it as far as he could. This he did by crawling stealthily over

we

TUMBLETON had mounted the stairs, holding his hat in one hand
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a number of bandboxes and through a perfect jungle of feminine gar

ments, and as soon as he had entrenched himself in the corner the

curtain was pulled aside and an arm reached in and took down a petti

coat from one of the hooks. Tumbleton held his breath and flattened

himself against the wall behind somebody’s rose-scented kimono. The

arm came in a second time and felt around within an inch of his nose.

Then it withdrew, leaving him in a state of intense heat and with a

Panama hat and a dozen bananas spreading slowly out of shape in a

vain effort to go through the wall.

The stir in the house, instead of diminishing, seemed to increase.

There was a constant walking back and forth in the lower hall and a

running up and down stairs, and directly outside the closet two women

posted themselves and held a protracted conversation in subdued tones.

It was bad enough to be thus shut up in a strange closet, slowly smother

ing to death, as against the alternative of bouncing out and scaring

mayhap a half-dozen cultivated ladies into convulsions, with the possi

bility also of getting shot for it; but besides this Tumbleton was

needed at home, and needed badly.

Colonel Turvydoe and his daughter had been invited to dinner, and

Tumbleton had planned to get home earlier than usual, in order to

dress and be on hand in ample time to welcome the guests. Press of

business, however, had held him at the ofiice a full half-hour beyond his

accustomed stay; so that when, after all sorts of exasperating stops

and delays on the homcward car, he had rushed into what he thought

was his own house he was already under a perspiring stress of excite

ment. And now, instead of dressing for dinner, here he was stowed

away in somebody’s closet, nearly dead with heat and in a boiling stew

of perplexity.

Twice he was about to reconnoitre when there appeared to be a lull

in the house, but each time somebody came into the closet for something

and almost caught him. And to add to his worries, a pair of shoes was

chucked in all at once with what seemed to him unusual force. One

of them hit him on the hand and the other tore open the bag of bananas,

and presently he heard a dog poke its head into the closet and begin

to sniff about. Tumbleton had a dog of his own, so that he had no

trouble in guessing what was likely to happen in a minute or two- That

quick, eager snifling told him at once that he had been discovered and

in all probability was going to be bitten.

The suddenness and force with which Tumbleton burst out of the

closet quite stupefiecl the dog. It was the very ellecli he had hoped

to produce, and before the animal could find its voice or its legs Tum

hleton was on his way to the stairs, with the rose-scented kimono

clinging to him, and clutching in his hand a bedraggled hat and snlall

Cluster of soft bananas. His only ambition was to reach the front door
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and get out, and it looked for a moment as though he were going to

do it. But an outcry from the dog, and his own noise getting down the

steps, brought a sudden rush of persons from the rooms below.

“Why, William dear! Why, papa! papa! Whatever is the mat

ter?” cried a chorus of voices as Tumbleton came to an amazed halt

at the foot of the stairs.

Gathered about him in excited bewilderment were his wife and his

daughters and the cook. “What—wbat does this mean?” he gasped.

“ What are you doing here in this house?”

“ Oh, William, what is it? Speak to me! What has happened?

What are you saying?” cried his wife, throwing her arms about him.

“ We are in our own house, dear! Don-t you know me, William?”

“ Why, certainly I know you; but this is n’t our own house, is it?”

and as he spoke Tumhleton gazed slowly about in the bright light of

the electric bulbs. “Well, by cricky! I believe it is my house after

all! Been house-cleaning—is that it?—and changing things about?

Well, I’m glad I’m home, Mary; but let me tell you again that this

house-cleaning business is going to he the death of me some day.”

3

IN MEMORY OF CAROLINE FURNESS JAYNE

BY FLORENCE sauna coams

OULDST thou—thou, also, die, whom life so cherished?

‘ Couldst thou go from us in thy beauteous June,

Leaving a sense of joy untimely perished,

Of music stilled too soon?

We had not dreamed, fair child, that thou before us

Shouldst find the meadows of the asphodel—

Shouldst hear, ere we, the high-imagined chorus,—

But, ah, for thee, ’t is well!

Not thine to creep reluctant to death’s portal: _

Thy spirit, from the murk of transient things,

Rose radiant to the light of the immortal,

With eager, outstretched wings;

For the grave gods, bestowing every blessing

Upon a child of Earth, ere grief should come,

Crowned thee in youth with the mild touch caressing

That calls their loved ones home!



  

WAYS 0F THE HOUR

A DEPARTMENT OF CURRENT COMMENT AND

CRITICISM-—sANE. STIMULATING, OPTIMISTIC

ii

OFFlClAL lNSOLENCE

HE Scot who boarded a British warship and sent word to its cap

tain that “one of the owners” wished to see him asserted a

fact which few of us have the backbone to stand up to: that the

humble masses own the earth, by right of having paid for it with their

more or less hard-earned money. It would seem as if we, the proprie

tors of the ever-glorious Republic, are especially meek in regarding our

“hired men,” from the President down, as our masters rather than our

paid servants. We allow ourselves to be browbeaten by public and

quasi-public officials to an extent that amazes the foreigner. A titled

Englishman recently wasted much temper in learning that an American

railway conductor is allowed to be almost as autocratic as the captain of

21n ocean liner. Among the few “stl—ahgers in our midst” who have

really succeeded in silencing a top-lofty parlor-car conductor is Max

0’Rell; and he did it by bursting out with a threat to pitch him through

the window, about the opening of which they disagreed.

It is not the highly placed ofiicials, however, but the petty jacks-in

office who are the most bumptious; their belief in their own importance

appears to be in direct proportion to their specific levity. A smart

young clerk in a certain suburban city hall once tried to smib and make

needless trouble for a quiet, shabby, elderly man who had requested

an item of information at his counter. To the young fellow’s discomfi

ture, the old gentleman revolted so far as to free his mind somewhat as

follows:

509
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“ My friend, let me ask if I am in your service, or you in mine?

I ’d always supposed my tax-money helped pay you and these other chaps

here, to work for the city to the best of your ability. And as I’m a

citizen of the city I ’m one of your bosses, and I object to being treated

as if I was no better than dirt; besides which, on your own account, you

want to be a little mite civil, or some day you ’ll be hunting another job.

It never struck you in just that light before, maybe, but it ’s so all the

same.”

A little plain talk of this sort, conveying a wholesome lesson, is

needed much oftener than it is given. Most of us submit to domineer

ing rather than make a fuss, being surprised, indeed, if we don’t get it.

If the policeman on the corner, when we ask him a direction, responds

with anything better than patronizing condescension, we are absurdly

grateful. We approach the box-office of a theatre, or even the desk of a

hotel, as supplicants, ready to cringe at the expected rudeness or rebuff.

In the trolley-cars, of the large cities at least, we avoid personal inter

course with the men in charge, and look for only the curtest replies

if need forces us to interrogate them.

However, there is something to be said on the other side, and if we

do feel moved on occasion to put one of these high-and-haughty ofiicials

in his proper place, let us do it good-temperedly, not forgetting the hint

given by a certain street-car company in its printed notice to the effect

that while courtesy is to be desired from the conductor, its practice is

not unbecoming in the passenger.

FRANK M. Brennan.

THE EASTERN STORY

OME months ago a writer in this department paid his respects

S to the Western story in terms calculated to hurt its feelings

And yet the Eastern story is n’t so much better, is it, as it stalks,

also currently? It may well be said that the worst of them have passed

Those of the train now passing are the left-overs that have been made

up into dainties for the luncheon, as I believe they say in certain

departments of Mothers’ Guides.

Sling a few daubs onto the ca.nvas—one or two depicting a beach

with a few mansions in the background, a couple imitating the waving

smoke of the steam yacht, three or four more showing off the muscular

attractiveness of the millionaire hero and as many displaying the

charms of the girlie as she drives papa"s auto across the pike, and there

you have it, ready for the plot to thicken and the blood to tingle in

delightful anticipation of something going to happen, which, I might

as well say now, does n’t.

-3.
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Hero becomes estranged from father, goes to work as an oiler on

a yacht for fourteen dollars a month and found. Maybelle’s friend

owns the yacht, and eventually they go cruising together, only later

to find the hero aboard, when he has a chance to save girlie from a

watery grave.

Are readers sick of it? Ask them. They know!

And speaking of impossible dialect, and all that goes with the im

possible story! Heavens! Impossible exactness of dress and manner

isms, impossible scenes and lavishness of habit, they all pall on the

reader, and he takes refuge in a rip-roaring story of the West, where

“chaps” take the place of “fringed breeches,” guns the place of a

“brace of revolvers,” and red blood that of tenderfoot creations.

Every one would rather read something he is not familiar with than

dub along dully, sipping of the wines he knows. And goodness gracious

knows there is plenty of dubbing done when the Eastern farce known

as a society story breaks into the types, or little Wandolph saves

Geraldine from crool death, only to make it a longering one, or forces

papa to take him into the pickle business in a plot that looks greatly

like a fly-net owing to the holes in it.

But let us look toward Hope. Optimists are opt, and readers are

optimists. Amos D. BnaHsus

THIS POTHER OF CENTENARIES

S it true that a man has greater importance when it is a round

I hundred years since he was born, or an even century since his

decease? Are his books fuller of tears and of laughter—his deeds

of greater historical sigm-ficance—the apparition of his genius more

imposing? But perhaps it is only to spare their contributors time

and thought and ingenuity that the editors rake at men’s characters

and records whenever the years that they would have lived, had they

lived on, are as one hundred.

This 1909 of ours is a year of centenaries,—-as every one has, no

doubt, observed. In January it was Poe; in February, Darwin and

Lincoln; in March, Fitzgerald; since then we have had Calvin _(_born

1509) and Tennyson and Oliver Wendell Holmes. For musicians,

there has been the centenary of Mendelssohn. It will soon be tune

for statesmen to polish up their eloquence in Gladstone’s praise. It

is, besides, just fifty years since (by the irony of concurnng dates)

the deaths of De Quincey, John Brown, and Washington Irving. _

The tyranny of modern journalism is, as some one has complamed,

its odious timeliness. The fetich of the editor bids fair to be the
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reader’s botheration. Yet in so far as timeliness is represented by

these centenary articles that have this year so swamped the magazines

and newspapers, timeliness has proved the friend of manufacturing

journalists. Owing to our way of regarding a given author or scientist

or inventor as “significant” just twice in the first hundred years,

and once-a-hundred afterwards, the market for critical and historical

essays is fixed with something very like precision. Not for a century

will hacks venture to discuss again Fitzgerald’s “Rubaiyat.” There

is some profit here, at least, for persecuted readers. In the mean

time, it is Thackeray’s turn. One may count on seeing multitudinous

“appreciations” of “Vanity Fair” and “Henry Esmond” in the

course of the year 1911; till then, as thereafter, never a word shall

be printed of them. We know what to expect in the field of literary

journalism; its crop is forecasted more readily than any other. This

centenary racket tends, moreover, to reduce the number of subjects

treated in our magazines for any given month: and while the cen

tenary season ’s on, what fun it is! It is a great pity that centennial

authors can’t step down from Mount Parnassus just long enough to

enjoy the sport.

I remember to have heard somewhere of a distinguished writer

who, while abroad, happened upon important matter that placed in

a new light a great French man of letters’ character and life-work.

When the resulting article was sent to a most worthy monthly magazine.

its writer received answer that his work was not, alas, timely enough

for publication. In eight years, the editor wrote, the author’s centenary

would occur. If the writer of the new critique did n’t mind waiting

till then for publication, the magazine would be glad to accept it

The editor pointed out, too, that it would be an advantage to wait:

the timeliness of the article after that interval would bring it much

wider recognition than it could receive when the great Frenchman had

been dead only ninety-two years instead of just a century.

 I can well believe that anecdote. I myself once wrote a Wp"

on good Margaret Fuller: it has now been etfusively declined by three

members of the periodical Four Hundred. I am sending it out no

- more; salting it down, I await with equanimity the dawn of 1910.

That year is the hundredth since my blue-stocking’s birth: in 1910

an article on Margaret Fuller may possibly answer editorial require

ments. The interests of timeliness must and shall be served!

WARREN BARTON BLAKE

-%@%%-
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“ I OOK here, Holland, I don’t know that I have a right to say a

 word, but ” Innes hesitated, stopped, and then went on

with a plunge: “ Of course old man Callander is one of the

Captains of Industry, one of the Money Kings; they even say that

he’s got to be reckoned with in the next election. I suppose all ’s

fair in love, war, and haute finance, but—well, a word to the wise! ”

Holland was leaning forward, looking out from under the hood of

the little electric runabout. The rain had turned into a white mist,

thick and soft as smoke; it curled upward from the streaming pave

ments snd floated before them, a curtain of vapor, covering his face

with little points of moisture too fine for rain. “I know what you

mean, Innes,” he said simply, after a moment, “but let me tell you,

Callander has just done a pretty decent thing for me, or offered to,

and I can’t listen to anything against him. I believe I ’ve DJIs]udg-6d

him myself.” _

Lawrence Innes glanced at the fine lines of the face beside him, a

face full of reserve and strength, and speculated upon many things.

“ Of course old friendships count, I know.”

Holland nodded. “Yes, you remember Little Paradise. You ’re

coming to this reception to-day, are n’t you? ”

“I?” Innes laughed. “I go nowhere in society now, my dear

fellow; it bores me to death. If I went I should certainly go to s98

Miss Callander. You have seen her lately?”

Copyrlght, l9o9, by J. B, Lrrrmcorr Comusr. An rights reserved.
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Holland shook his head, a dull red staining his thin cheeks. “Not

for two years.” -
“ People here rave about her; I suppose you ’ve seen her portrait in

the Gallery, and heard of her when she was presented at court last

spring? Lord! I think every woman here knew how many yards

of lace she had on her gown.”
Hugh Holland made no reply. The runabout had whirled around

a corner and was swinging down the wide avenue toward a group of

carriages that blocked the street before an imposing house. Innes

drove his little automobile into line. -

“ Morton ’s nearly twenty years older than she is; rich, but a regu

lar bounder, and a grafter, too, so they tell me. The idea of a girl

like Betty Callander marrying him! It’s all rotten! But that old

uncle and aunt of hers are equal to anything.”

- Holland jumped out. “You won’t come in, Larry?”

Innes glanced at the open door and the row of staring footmen.

“ My dear boy, it ’s a kind of circus, you know,” he said, “ and I never

was a good clown.”
“ Thanks for the lift, then,” Holland replied, holding out his hand.

The two men looked into each othel-’s eyes for an instant, then the

runabout moved on, and Holland turned and went up. As he began '6o

ascend the broad flight of crimson-carpeted stairs which led to the

reception rooms above, he caught a glimpse of brilliant coloring, a8 the

gayly-gowned women crossed the space above the landing, and here and

there he recognized a man as a celebrity. He came up slowly, feeling

oddly enough in the gay throng, and suddenly remembering the far oli

Western town, his dim little ofiice, and the struggle that it was hls

duty to face. -
Then he forgot it all, for a young woman came swiftly to the head

of the stairs to greet the new arrivals. She was slender, but the p0lse

and the buoyancy of her figure gave her an immediate distinction, and

the expression of her face, the beautiful and delicate coloring, as she

turned it toward him in the softlight, had a charm as subtle, as elus

ive, as poignant, as the charm of some of the rarer exotics. He was

conscious again of the warm glow of her eyes, the whiteness of her

brow, the bright tints of her hair, which was soft and luxurious, and

framed the lovely oval of her face like a nimbus. Her filmy gown of

white and pale green, the ruflies of lace, the long, soft folds, the shimmeI

and mistiness of it, seemed to reveal every dryad-like line of her slender

figure, to accentuate her graceful proportions. He was sharply con-

scions, too, of the change in her; the girl was gone, here was the worm“),

the woman of subtle impulses and incomprehensible reserves. This

was, and was not, the Betty Callander he had knowth _

She turned suddenly, holding out her hand with a charming smile
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“- It ’s an ill wind that blows nobody, good!” she said lightly. “Did

the storm bring you, Mr. Holland? And how do you do?” she added,

with a little laugh. “ And why were you so long coming up those old

stairs?”

“ So you knew all the time? ”—he smiled too. “When I saw you

at the head of the stairs I thought it was Jacob’s ladder and waited—

for the angel to descend.”

“C'ourtier!” she mocked him. “They say, instead, that there ’s

a ghost who ascends and descends these stairs with a horse-pistol under

his arm and a bag-wig! The house is old in the centre, you know,

with brand new wings. There ’s a gruesome story about the old boy

with the wig being put out of the world with the Black Button. Of

course you know what that means?”

Holland shook his head, still laughing. “Indeed I do not, unless

you ’ve invented it to smother my reference to angels.”

“Invented it! Why, it refers to the secret poisoner of slave days,

the negro who carried the Black Button, the poison under his little

finger-nail, to put in your coffee. Don’t you feel sorry now for the

old gentleman with the bag-wig? As for your angels, they ’re all

ascending to-day. Not that I mean you ’re one—heaven forbid! Come,

tell me all about Little Paradise.”

“ But why am I forbidden to be an angel?” he asked amusedly.

“Have I no celestial chances?”

She shook her head, her glance inscrutable. “No, you must fight

the legions here; we need you. Oh, I ’ve heard all about your

campaigns!”

“ And my failures,” he said dryly. “ One can always be celebrated

in the wrong way, it seems.”

“Sometimes failure spells success,” she said simply. “At least,

I think I should be proud of your failures myself. How are all the

good people, though? I suppose Anna Karmon is married? I heard

so. She never sent me word. I wonder why.”

“Thought you had outgrown us, I fancy,” he said; “that )’ou,d

forgotten old friends.”

- “I’m not like that!” she flashed indignantly.

Rodney—is he well?”

“ Rugged, and sent you his love.” _,

“ The dear old boy!” She smiled radiantly. “ And the others?

“ All well, I think,” he replied.

“ And dear old Miss Harriet too? ”

His face sobered. “Well? Yes, but in trouble about her lands.

A man out there has cheated her. She ’s bringi1ig suit-” . . ,

“ Miss Harriet! Oh, no, she could n’t; I don’t believe It; lt s

you! ”

“And old Judge
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“ Oh, I got her up to the point all right. The ditiiculty is to keep

her there,” he laughed.
“ There! I said it was you. Do you remember her meadows and

the little brook?” She looked away dreamily: the gay scene around

her dissolved; she saw, instead, a woodland path-, deep flecked in shad

ows, the long, interlacing branches arched above it, and beyond, the

glimmer of the still pool, limpid, deep, full of mirrored foliage, where

the speckled trout lay hidden. She heard the call of the wood-thrush.

“ It is just the same,” he said, answering her thought. “ The trees

part to the right, and one sees the sun set above the Gap. When I

came away they were plowing.”

“ Yes,” she said; “ and next month they sow. In April the arbutus

will bloom.”

“ And the blood-root under Primrose Clilf.”

She looked up with shining eyes. “It’s all the same. Ah, I

wish ” She broke off suddenly. “Let me present you to some

one. I forgot that you were a stranger here.”

“ But I ’d rather stay,” he objected, defiantly conscious of the line

on the stair behind him.
“ You must go and speak to aunt,” she retorted. “ She ’s there

in the drawing-room. Uncle -won’t do his duty—you know he hates

fuss and feathers. And look at the people behind you! Fie! I’m

a hostess!” and she went forward to do her neglected duty with an

outstretched hand. -
Holland was so busy watching her that he forgot her aunt, forgot

the people about him, until some one spoke his name, and he t‘1rM(1

to face Mrs. Lawrence Innes.
“ I know she ’s very charming,” Kitty Innes said, laughing, “but

you should consider the lilies of the field. Where did you drop from,

Hugh?”
“From Larry’s automobile,” he replied. “I tried to get him to

come in, but he ’s eschewed functions, I believe.”

Kitty colored. “ Oh, poor Larry! He ’s a recalcitrant, you know

I never can get him to do his duty.”
“Then no one ever will,” laughed Holland. “He must be like

Mr. Callander.” .
Kitty pouted. “ Comparisons are odious! You have n’t been here

for ever so long. What have you been doing? We’ve been making

a President. I believe, though, you are to be a Governor presently,” she

added archly.

“ All nonsense,” Hugh said bluntly.
“It must be true," mocked Kitty. ‘-‘ You’re getting beautifully

pink. Do you know any of the people here, by the way? Have 7o?,

seen Miss Ashley? She ,s quite a belle—when Betty isn’t around
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“The charming woman I met at your last dinner two years ago?

My dear Mrs. Innes, how could I find her in the back counties?”

“ She ’s here to-day, and so is Sue Tempest. But have you spoken

to Mrs. Callander? ”

Hugh laughed. “No,” he confessed; “ and I’ve got to. Who ’s

the big man in the corner?”

- “ Don’t you know?” Kitty looked across the room with her chin

in the air. “ That ’s Nicholas Morton. You ’ve heard, of course?”

Hugh frowned slightly. “I ’ve only just come.”

“ They say he ’s engaged to Betty Callander. Is n’t he huge?

He’s so broad and so clumsy that Sue Tempest says she ’s sure he has

his washing done by contract.”

“I suppose it ’s a business to report Miss Callander engaged to all

the monstrosities with money, is n’t it?” he asked disgustedly.

Kitty laughed, coloring faintly. “I hope you don’t think it my

business.”

“I’m a bear, Mrs. Innes. I beg pardon. Of course I did n’t

mean that!” Hugh blushed furiously.

“I knew you did n’t, only sometimes I must pick you up, you ’re

so blunt, Hugh. Really, you must go and speak to Mrs. Callander.”

He made a grimace and went. The old lady was standing in the

main drawing-room. She had on a burnished satin with beaded

trimmings, and looked like a copper boiler.

“ Oh, how do you do?” she said cheerfully, looking at him with an

indifference which she did not feign. To her this young attorney

from Missouri was a pawn on the chess-board of life, but she remem

bered that her husband wanted to see him. “ Mr. Callander spoke of

you,” she added. “He ’s in his library, and he wished you to come

straight there. I rather think you may stop, though, and see somelof

the girls. .Hc’s probably drinking Scotch and playing poker with

some one.”

“Miss Callander told me he did n’t care for society,” Hugh began,

but she cut him short.

“Pardon me, here ’s the Russian Ambassador;” and she turned

with a sweep of satin and beads, and figuratively fell on his excellency’s

neck.

Hugh made his way through the crowded room, amused at Mrs.

Callander’s unconscious snub, but thinking more coldly of N1cl1olas

Morton, and the persistent coupling of rich men’s names with Betty’s.

Could it be possible, he reflected bitterly, that money and worldly place

had their weight even with her? _ _

He knew but few people, and felt suddenly the isolation of -the

crowd. Beautiful women stared almost rudely, men glanced and failed

to recognize. He found it difiicult to make his way, and once or twme
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he regretted coming. Then he saw Sue Tempest, and she nodded

across a group of fashionables. She had a clear, fresh face, with

boyishly direct eyes, and almost the lean, erect figure of a boy. Hugh

tried to reach her, but a fresh influx of people bore him out of her

vicinity, and he made his way to the library. The door was closed,

and he was hesitating before it when he heard his name and turned

to see Betty Callander detach herself from a group and come toward

him.
“ Open the door,” she said softly. “I ’ll show you where to find

uncle.” Then, as he opened it, she slipped in, he followed, and she

closed it behind them. “ Oh, thank heaven!” she cried, and, leaning

back against the wall, closed her eyes. -

They were alone. The light on the library table was shaded, and

the softly illumined room, with its long, low book-shelves, its costly

rugs, its sudden quiet, was like a haven of rest after the brilliant scene

beyond. Hugh stood looking at her in surprise. What new mood was

this? It was Betty, still Betty the whimsical, the changeable, the

wholly adorable. She opened her eyes and began to laugh.

- “ I feel like a poor little fish with a very big hook in its gills! Oh,

how tired I get of it sometimes, and try to wriggle off.” She stretched

out both hands, smiling, her charming head thrown back. “ It ’s awful

to be a belle.”

“ Is it?” he smiled. “ It does n’t look so.”

“ Pshaw! -Much you know—come! ” she laughed. “ I knew uncle

wasn’t here. He ’s in his den in there ”——she pointed to another

closed door. “ You ’ve got to go there presently, but sit down, tell me 8

lot of things. Oh, I stole away on purpose! I’ve no right t0—it’s

rude to my aunt’s guests; it ’s wicked, it ’s like—it’s like stealing pears,

as I used to—when I was ten. Is old man Higgins still there, down

by Little Neck Meadow?”
“Yes, but the pear-tree’s gone. It was struck by lightning last

summer.” -
“ Not the old one by the fence?” She looked up full of mischief.

“ Not my tree?”

He nodded.

“ Oh, then, you stole them, too!”

“ We all did.”
She laughed delightedly. “ You great boy, you! Sinner! HOw

dear the old days were!” She had taken a high chair by the fire and

leaned back in it, her fair head against the dark wood back. “I

remember how I ran when Mr. Higgins scolded me. I jumped the

low fence by the brook, and tore my stocking on the blackberry vines.”

“I did n’t wear any stockings,” he said.
“ Neither did I when I waded,” she retorted. “I wonder if the
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beach-bugs still crawl in that sand-hill. They tickled my toes and

made me scream.” She put up a slender hand, shading her eyes as

she looked into the fire.

He watched her delightedly. He had not hoped for this glimpse

of her apart from the others, this moment of old times. After a while

she turned around.

“ Why did n’t you come to my dinner that night before you went

away two years ago? You see I remember.”

“We can’t go to heaven when we want to,” he replied; “at least,

not without suicide, and it would have been suicide for me that night.

I was engaged to pilot my state committee-men.”

She raised her brows. “It ’s always politics! My uncle lives

and breathes them, and now you. But tell me,” she added, “tell me

all about it. I see great things in your manner, Scylla and Charybdis

passed. Come, my friend, tell me all about it.”

She leaned a little toward him, smiling. The fire-light softened

her face and shone on her fair hair and the shimmering folds of her

gown; the jewel at her throat flashed like a star. Under her spell he

began to talk, and little by little she drew him out until he was telling

her the story of the last two years like a school-boy; the story of his

struggles, his poverty, his debts, his defeats, and the meagre victory

wrested from fate. i

“ It ’s more than two years ago now,” he said, with his whimsical

smile, “and I was a fool. I thought I was going to be Governor,

but Jim Leslie beat me. I did n’t know politics then. I did n’t even

suspect him until it was too late. I thought it was fair fightmg. I

was a green school-boy ! ” _ _

“ You thought it was fair fighting,” she repeated softly, smiling

a little, “and you were kuifed in the back, was that it? Oh, I thmk

I know] ” _

He gave her a quick, fine look, full of reverence and somethmg

more. “ I hope you don’t ! ” he flashed at her. "‘ There are he1ghts for

you to walk on; down there were the dregs.” _

She flushed and her lip quivered a little. They were both passmg

beyond trivialities. _

"It was this way,” he continued. “ I ’d been doing my first elec

tioneering work out among the people. I ’ve always believed in gettmg

back to them. I think I ’m an advocate of the Australian ballot, but

that ’s not in it. I had my delegates to the convention pledged, the

primaries were all my way, there were enough to elect me, and Adams

—you know Adams?” She nodded, smiling. “Adams had seventy-

two; he was going to throw them to me, if they were necessary to

defeat Leslie——” _ _ ,

“Was n’t that a bargain?” she queried. “A poll‘;lcal deal?’
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ties; yet Dr. Chester never journeyed east that he did not stop for a rub

ber with Eli Callander. He dealt out the cards now, moistening his

thumb as he did it, for it was an old pack and refused to slip through his

fingers.
“ I hate to lick my thumb,” he said, chuckling. “ I reckon it is n’t

good manners, even in the Middle West. But you ’ve got a derned

old pack here, Eli.”
“I’ve had ’em fifteen years,” replied Eli calmly, putting in the

last piece of mint and pushing the tall glass across the table.

“Well, I reckon they ’ll stick together inside of the next fifteen,”

the old doctor remarked cheerfully. “ How much whiskey did you put

into that, Eli? I’m not a drinking man.”

“ Three fingers,” said Eli laconieally.

“ Looks like five,” commented Dr. Chester amusedly. “I ’ll have

to look sharp or my thumbs will get limp.” -

A negro servant came in noiselessly, bringing some dispatches, and

went out without closing the door.
“Shut that door!” Eli shouted; then he opened his dispatches

slowly, slittingeach envelope with his pen-knife. “ Niggers and idiots

always leave doors open,” he remarked, “and I ’ve had lumbago for a

week.”

“ I told you to put on a plaster,” said Dr. Chester.

“ Shucksl ” said Eli impatiently.

“ No, plasters,” replied his neighbor, twinkling; “ also pills.”

Eli Callander finished reading his dispatches and put them down;

then he, too, sorted his cards. It was his lead, but he did not play

Instead he sipped his julep. “ See here, William,” he said at last,

“ what ’s become of Harriet Hopper?”
“ She’s out at the Hollands’. Some one was cruel enough to fore

close the mortgage on her house before she got the money to save l_¢,

from her sale of those meadowlands. Young Holland got his cousu1

to take her in.”
“ The devil! ” said Eli, fishing a bit of mint out of his glass. “I

suppose he ’s going to put his oar in her affairs, then? ”

Dr. Chester nodded. “ There ’s some talk about Finlaison cheating

her; you know he got those meadowlands of hers. Leslie ’s in it too

I ’ve heard some things.”

Eli eyed him, still ruminating. “What things?” -

“ Something about the survey of the meadows. Finlaison did It

for Leslie, then the two of them got the better of her.”

“ A pack of lies!” remarked Mr. Callaiider. “ I ’ve emplo)’ed

Finlaison for twenty years. He ’s a mean sneak, but he does n’t steal

Hand me that bottle. What ’s young Holland going to do with Hal;

riet Hopper? I reckon he won’t marry her for her money, any way

-
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- Dr. Chester’s eyes twinkled. “She knitted his first socks for him.

I calculate that Miss Harriet ’s turned seventy. She ’s a good woman,

Eli. Don’t you remember when she nursed your mother in her last

illness, thirty odd years ago?”

“I can’t remember everything,” Eli retorted. “I reckon she got

paid for it. Nobody does anything for nothing.” -

“She never got a cent,” said Dr. Chester warmly. “She did it

for love and friendship.”

“Love and fiddle-sticks! ” ejaculated the magnate.

His old friend eyed him again. “Derned mean old critter!”

he thought. “He’d skin a flea if he could sell its hide for six

pence!”

“ What ’s Hugh Holland going to do?” Eli went on, unconscious

of his critic. “ That ’s what I want to know, and you keep drivelling

off into sentiment. You never did have any more business head than

a turnip, William Chester. I wonder why in the world you are n’t

in petticoats!”

“Got me into trousers early, Eli,” the doctor twinkled. “ My

mother made ’em, bless her heart! I never knew which way I was

going to school, they were cut so equally. As for Hugh Holland, I

heard he was going to sue Finlaison. He ’s a smart fellow, but he ’s

pretty well tied down for money, and that political crowd is pressing

him hard.”

“ Hipped, is he?” Callander looked interested; he seemed to have

forgotten the cards.

“Has n’t anything. His father left the little property in a bad

shape, and—well, Hugh went the pace once. He ’s all right now,

straight as a string, but poor. They ’re making him district attorney

again. We think he came mighty near being Governor, but, Lord!

the ring got him out! I believe it ’s your precious ring, Eli,” the little

old man added, with amusement. _

Eli took another piece of mint between his teeth and bit it in two.

“ All this gabble about ‘rings’ is tommyrot,” he remarked scornfully.

“Well, I reckon a good deal of it rotted—when Kalyph shot him

self,” retorted the doctor, eying him with his bright sidelong loo1f

“ Could n’t see, don’t see now, what that man shot himself for. Presi

dent of the Illinois Traction, President of the United.Paclfi.c, Vlc9‘

President of the Iroquois Amalgamated. Lord! with 1l‘-“ mlllmns and

his nice family! Beats me!”

“ Morbid l ” granted Callander. “ I knew him.” .

“ Hl1mphl ” said Dr. Chester. “ He used to tell me newspaper jokes.

He subscribed to every funny paper out.” _ -

“I tell you he was morbid!” reiterated Callander, stnlnng the

table with his fist.
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- “ Maybe,” said Dr. Chester, unconvinced. “ Maybe. You kind

of stepped right into his shoes, Eli.”

“ Stepped into his shoes?” thundered Callander. “ I tell you,

I never profited u hair’s breadth by his death! They all took it out of

me. I ’ve been slaving at his desks ever since. I wish the derned ass

had thrown his pistol into the Mississippi!”

“ He was a saving man, he did n’t want to rust it,” said the doctor

quietly. “ Rich people always save their potato parings.”

Eli poured out more whiskey. The doctor ran over his cards for

the ninety-ninth time. There was a long silence. “If you ’re going

to play, Eli,” he chirped at last, “ it ’s your turn.”

But Callander had risen, stifliy because of his lumbago, and going

slowly across the room he opened the door into the library, listened a

moment, and then spoke. As he came back he threw down his cards.

“ I reckon you can go, William,” he said calmly.

Dr. Chester got up without a word, his eyes dancing.

“ Hugh Holland is in there talking to my niece,” Callander went on.

“ I ’ve just called him. I ’ve got to talk business to him.”

“Hugh here?” Dr. Chester laughed gently. “Well, well!” he

said. “ I ’ll go talk to Betty. I reckon he ’d a heap rather be in my

shoes, too. I did n’t drink all that julep, Eli. Don’t throw it on the

coals, unless you want an explosion. It ’s either more than three

fingers or it ’s fire-water. It’s left a blazed trail in my insides,” he

added, chuckling.
At the door he met young Holland and greeted him affectionately

“ Callander tells me Betty ’s in there,” he said, “ and I ’m going to see

if she ’ll show me her tongue. She never would when she was a child.

She said it was her own, and she would n’t put it out for any old

doctor!”
As he went out Hugh Holland closed the door behind him and

walked swiftly across the room, his head up and a fine friendliness in

the expression of his strong, thin face. He held out his hand warmly;

for a moment there was a rush of feeling; he thought of this old man

as Betty’s uncle and his own possible benefactor.

“ Sit down,” said Eli. “ I want to talk to you.”

The younger man obeyed. As he did so, his eye took in the details

of the room. There was luxury enough, besides all the parapllernfilliu

of a busy magnate’s office. Something in the very atmosphere breathed

of big financial problems, of far-reaching policies, and the stout, bald

headed figure in the centre, of what did it remind him? A spider!

It came to Holland like a flash that he had no part in it all, that these

things were antipodal to his personality, that they stood for all he

was battling against. Nothing could have jarred more on his exalted

mood than the material aspect of the place. -

\P‘
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Eli, meanwhile, was making another julep, apparently for his new

visitor, and after a while Holland began to thank him for his letter,

rather awkwardly, the first flush of gratitude strangely dissipated. Eli -

waved his hand. “ Don’t mention it,” he said. “I’m interested in

you, Holland,” he went on, hunting for a lump of sugar. “You ’re

the coming man out our way. I ’m lending a hand, that ’s all. Have

a julep?”

Holland thanked him, but left it standing. “ I think it fine of you,

Mr. Callander,” he said. “ I don’t know any one else who would think

of offering to do as muc .”

Callander laughed dryly. “Well,” he said deliberately, “ I ’ve

known what it was to be down on my luck myself. We won’t talk

of it.”

“My dear sir ” began the younger man.

Callander interrupted him. “Tell me how it is. You ’ve got the

voters all your way again, I suppose? It’s only when you come into

convention that the delegates get tampered with, eh? ”

“ That ’s it,” said Hugh. “ It ’s the old game, but I believe I’ll

beat them, Mr. Callander. That old ring has been exposed, and the

people don’t like Boss Leslie.” -

“Oh, ah, yes! ” said the old man thoughtfully, casting a shrewd

glance at his visitor. “I suppose you ’ve got your finger right on the

public pulse. That seems to be your specialty; that ’s the reason we ’ve

got to reckon with you, young man! That reminds me, those cases

you ’ve been hunting up against the cor}>orations—the newspapers have

been full of them—what are you doing with them?”

“ They ’re in good shape,” replied Holland eagerly. “ I ’ve got

new evidence and plenty of it.”

Callander drew a pattern on the table with his stubby forefinger.

“How about Harriet Hopper? Old Chester has been telligg me a

lot of tommyrot about her. Who ’s foreclosed her mortgage? -

“Finlaison,” said Hugh promptly. -“But——’’ He leaned for

ward in his chair, looking eagerly at Eli. “ ML Callandeh h_aV° you

any idea who is behind Finlaison? He could n’t handle eyen Miss Har

riet’s property alone, we all know that, but he ’s done lt, by hook_o;

by crook, and got all her affairs into a hole. I want the man béh.tzt,

Finlaison! I thought it was Leslie—or perhaps Nlckers—but l s

neither. It ’s a scoundrel, sir, a black-hearted scoundrel. He s got

- - - - d now the trolley ls gomg
Miss Harnet’s property through Fmlmson, an k f that

through below Little Neck Meadow, and he ’s sold out,a bloc 0t n

land for double, before the case can get into court. I mgoi;lg 2 id

join him. I ’d give ”—Holland threw back his head exe1ted y—

give all I possess to get his name.” ”

“I reckon you are n’t worth much, then,

 

was Eli’; di-y comment.
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Holland flushed. “I’m not, Mr. Callander; but I did n’t mean

it as a limitation. Have you any idea who it is?”

Eli grinned. “Want to bribe me, eh?”

“ I meant nothing of that sort, of course, but——”

“ Corruption in ofiice! You ’re as bad as your quarry, young

maul” chuckled Callander.

- His tone grated on Hugh’s mood. “I did n’t mean it in that

way. I rather think you like to goad me, Mr. Callander. But it ’s

a brutal shame, the way that old lady has been robbed.”

“ She ought to have had a guardian appointed, if she could n’t take

care of herself. I shan’t shed any tears so long as I ’m not plucked,

though,” Eli said; “and if I were you, I’d drop her eases. Leslie ’s

in with Finlaison, and there ’s bad blood there because of your election

rumpus. You young men make too much row over pins. I’d keep

clear of the Hopper row.”

“I’m her attorney,” Holland said doggedly.

The old man chewed mint. “ You’re going to hit Nickers again,

too, in those corporation suits, and Leslie?” he remarked deliberately.

“ Hard,” affirmed Hugh.

“I would n’t,” advised the old man again, looking up suddenly and

meeting the younger one’s eyes. -“ They ’re good, sound party men,

so is Finlaison, and we need ’em. We ’re going to have a hot campaign

next summer. It ’s going to be a close fight. What ’s the use?”

“ It may not be good politics,” admitted the young lawyer, flushing

a little, “ but it ’s plain honesty.”

Eli poured a little more whiskey into his own glass. “You’re

young yet,” he observed blandly. “ It ’s no use; money has been used,

and will be. They’ll say it’s all because Leslie whipped you.”

“Leslie did n’t whip me. He bought the convention.”

Eli smiled grimly. “ The same thing,” he remarked. “Our dele

gates are like the old negro’s friends: ‘ Some ob us ez fer Roosevelt,’ he

said, ‘ an’ some ob us ez fer Bryan, but most ob us ez fer sale.’ ”

Holland stared obstinately into the fire, the fine lines about his

mouth hardening. “ These cases must come on, every one of them,”

he said flatly.

Eli rose and, going to the hearth, leaned his elbow on the mantel;

his deep-set eyes glowed ominously. “ I think you are a friend of mine

—or should be,” he said pointedly.

The younger man looked up; every vestige of color left his face.

“I am,” he declared sharply.

“ Then I think these cases will not go on. It ’s an important mat

ter. We need Nickers, Nickers is a friend of mine, so is Leslie, Fin

laison works for me, has for years. I make it a point, sir, that you

drop these cases.”

,A
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There was a dead silence.

The two men looked at each other across the fire. After a long

moment Holland put his hand in his pocket and drew out Eli’s check.

He tore it across twice and laid the pieces on the table. Then he

rose to his feet, his face white. -

“I misunderstood you, Mr. Callander,” he said, with forced calm.

“ I have no price.” -

Oallander’s face turned a dull red. “ You ’re a young fool! ” he

snapped. “I wash my hands of you. You ’re committing political

suicide.” -

Hugh Holland seemed suddenly to see a vision of Betty Callander,

distant and magnificent, Betty with her face turned toward him and

her challenging words: “ My uncle has been kind to me! ” He laughed

bitterly. “So be it,” he said. “I have suicided, then. I bid you

good evening, Mr. Callander.”

Eli said nothing; he merely looked at him out of the tail of his

eye, his head down and his massive brows lowered. His very attitude

seemed the embodiment of a threat.

Holland went out and closed the door.

III.

Two hours later Betty Callander bade the last formal guest fare

well, and old Mrs. Callander went up-stairs to be removed from the

copper-boiler, which was too full of whale-bones to be endured after

the ceremonial hours.

Betty, alone at the head of the stairs, glanced again at the library

door. It was still closed, but she knew that Holland had gone without

a word to her. It could mean but one thing, and her heart rose with

a feeling of exultation, only to sink again. Did he believe that she

shared her uncle’s views?

She thought of their parting in the library with a feeling of em

barrassment. They had reached a point where neither had considered

the more trivial conventionalities, and she felt sure that she had be

trayed too much feeling. Her cheek reddened at the thought. And

he? What did he mean by going away without a word? What had

Mr. Callander said? Betty’s mind was restlessly keen and alert, and,

piecing together what Holland had told her with bits of dcsultory talk

at her uncle’s table, she had divined much that was behind it all.knew well enough that both Leslie and Nickers were intimates of Eli s,

and she had seen Finlaison going in and out of the house for four years.

Reviewing all that she had said, she could recall nothmg that

identified her with her uncle’s point of view. She had entirely forgot

ten her declaration of his kindness, and she wondered what could have

occurred to send Holland out of the house apparently disgusted with all
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its inmates. Betty walked to and fro in the hall, thinking it over.

She had been surprised at the pleasure it had given her to see him come

up the stairs. He had seemed so unlike the other people, so unlike

the mere men of society with whom she had been surrounded for four

years. His strength and his repose had been marked even in those few

moments when he- had stood by the stairs talking commonplaces, and

afterwards, in the library, he had been himself, the same enthusiastic,

strong-willed, zealous man she had known so long. She followed his

foot-steps unconsciously across the hall and through the long drawing

rooms, wondering a little what he had thought of it all, and found

herself at last in the library, standing by the hearth. The chair he had

occupied was there, just as he had pushed it aside, and she had a curious

feeling that he must still be there in spirit.

She stood looking down at the red embers on the hearth and

seeing in them the old childish days when she and Hugh had been

so near together. Her trust in him, after all, had grown up with her.

She remembered how quick he had always been to resent an injury,

how hot in the defense of the right. A little knight errant; no

wonder that he was still tilting with wind-mills! Yet why should he

imagine that she had grown any less quixotic? Why condemn her with

her uncle? And did not his departure without a word look like it?

Why -
She was startled by an elevated voice in her uncle’s room, and

looked over at the door, to find it ajar. With no thought of playing

eavesdropper, she stood for a moment rooted to the spot, her mind

refusing to understand at first the full significance of the words which

reached her ear. .

“ I tell you he refused pointblank-to take the money,” Eli’s voice

was saying angrily; “ so what ’ll you make of that?”

“ We ’ll have to make what we can of it, Mr. Callander,” came the

reply in smoother tones, tones which Betty knew immediately. “ There

are always ways of stating cases.”

“Humph!” said Eli. “Sly-boots! I suppose you ’re up to your

usual tricks.” -

His visitor laughed, not a pleasant laugh, but a gentle and pro-

pitiating one. “ I think I can state this case quite effectively, quite!

Put the pieces together. Certainly, my dear sir, I have

Seen it.” i

“ Oh, that ’s your game, is it? ” Callander said. “ It’s pretty

rotten, Finlaison.”

“ Quite so, sir, but the people ”—Finlaison had to laugh again"

‘ihe’s Very fond of appealing to the people, and the people understand

httle things like this. The people——”

Betty thrust her fingers in her ears. Suddenly she knew herself
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for an eavesdropper, and her face turned scarlet. Then she ran out of

the room and dropped in a little heap on the lowest step of the stairs

going up to the fioor above. From that vantage-ground she could

watch the front door, herself unseen. She watched an hour, then she

saw Finlaisoncome out of her uncle’s room and go out alone. For a

moment afterwards she continued to sit there, then she took her courage

in both hands and, rising, all the crumpled prettiness of her dress

finding a way to rearrange itself and make her even lovelier than be

fore, she walked hurriedly back across the library and, giving herself

no time to think, opened the door of the den and confronted Mr.

Callander. -

He was at his table writing a letter, and he looked up surprised as

she advanced upon him and, stopping on the opposite side of the table,

stood looking at him strangely, her face very pale.

“Uncle Eli,” she said, “I heard what Mr. Finlaison said to you

just now.”

Mr. Callander eyed her a moment in silence, then he laid down his

pen. “Which keyhole?” he asked brieflyf

Betty reddened. “I never listen at keyholes, Uncle Eli.”

“ You just said you did.” _

“ Your door was open into the library,” she explained. “ I did n’t

mean to listen to a word, but I did hear two or three sentences about

some one refusing to take_ money. Were they—were you speaking of

Mr. Holland?”

Old Eli took a piece of sassafras bark out of his pocket and care

fully chipped a bit off with his pen-knife. “Why do you want to

know?” he asked, without emotion. -

“I want to know because-——” She caught her breath; his glow

ering eyes were always disconcerting, and to-night she felt guilty of a

breach of faith—“ because I heard what Finlaison said about using the

check. Mr. Holland told me to-night about the way he was defeated

two years ago. Uncle Eli, is Mr. Finlaison going to defeat him

again?”

Mr. Callander bit off some of the sassafras bark. “Is that what

you wanted to know?” he asked mildly.

“ Yes.” Betty’s face was still flushed, her eyes shone, all her

fighting blood was up.

“ It ’s none of your business,” Eli said with sudden sharpness.

“You ’d no right to listen. That ’s my answer.”

“ Uncle Eli ”

“That ’s my answer.”

Betty stood a moment looking at him, the color fading out of her

face, even out of her lips. “I shall warn Mr. Holland,” she said

in a low voice.

Von. LXXXlV.—34
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Mr. Callander turned around in his chair and viewed her attentively.

“ Of what?” he inquired. -

“ Of Finlaison’s intentions.”

“ And how do you know that Finlaison referred to Holland?”

“ Oh, I don’t know,” Betty cried impetuously; “ only, I ’m sure of

it, and I shall tell him.”
Eli laughed. “ There ’s a saying about looking the stable door

after the horse is stolen. Don’t be a fool, Betty.”

“ I shall tell him,” she said steadily.

“Do,” retorted Mr. Callander; “but be sure you tell it straight,

and then he ’ll laugh in your face. You ’re your father’s child, Betty.

He was a precious fool when it came to business; that ’s the reason he

left you so badly off.” -

“ Oh, thank heaven he was! ” Betty exclaimed devoutly.

But her uncle took no further notice of her. He picked up his pen

and went on writing. She watched him a moment, fascinated, wonder

ing what there really was behind the mask of that rugged, heavy face.

Then she turned, with a feeling of complete defeat, and walked out of

the room. -Once out of the sphere of his influence, though, her mind worked

rapidly. She knew that Holland must be leaving town soon, and

reflected that she could not reach him quickly. She did not know his

telephone number at the apartments where he stayed, and a hasty search

of the book failed to enlighten her. She went to the table in the

library and dashed off a note, then ran up-stairs. Later Mrs. Callan

der was going with her to a ball, and Betty usually stole the few hours’

intermission for rest, but now she hurried on a long, fur-lined coat

over her rich reception dress and, slipping quietly down-stairs again, le13

herself out into the night. -
The weather had grown rapidly worse and a light snow was fall

ing, but she was fond of cold, and, clasping her furs at her throat, she

set off at a brisk pace. However, the gale increased rapidly and it be

gan to sleet. Seeing an empty electric hansom passing, she hailed it

and was whirled off to a small apartment-house in the less pretentious

quarter of the town. She had found the name of it on Holland’s card,

but the place was not familiar to her and poorly attended, so that she

went to the elevator before she found a tardy bell-boy. To him she

gave her letter and some money to insure its speedy delivery, and turned

with a feeling of relief. There was, indeed, a moment of hesitation

She wanted to see Hugh, to speak to him herself, but her pride flew

to arms because he had left the house so unceremoniously, and she

would not ask for him. Conventionalities did not weigh much with

her—Betty was too fearless and too right-minded to hesitate in a good

oause;but his apparent indifference stung her. She had done her best
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to reach him with a warning before he left town, and now her one

object was to escape without meeting him, for she shrank from the

thought of making any friendly advances after his slight of her; she

interpreted his hasty departure as a slight, and blushed at the thought

that she might be said to be seeking a meeting here.

However, the hall was vacant, and she drew a breath of relief. But

before she reached the outer door she heard a quick step behind her and

some one spoke her name. She turned, her face flushed with embarrass

ment. It was Finlaison.

“ Why, Miss Callander! ” he said.

Betty replied coldly to his greeting, stiffening at the sight of him.

But he ignored her manner with a cool assurance that was habitual.

- “ It ’s a bad night,” he said briskly. “ I suppose your aunt ’s with

you. Shall I call the carriage?”

Betty’s flush deepened with vexation. She felt as if he knew her

errand, or had divined it by some sixth sense, and his very tone was

significant. “ Thanks, I won’t trouble you,” she said coldly. “ I have

a cab.” - -

But he was effusive, he walked with her to the door and opened it

for her. A swirl of snow blew in their faces.

“It ’s too bad a night for you to be out,” he said with concern.

“I ’m afraid you ’ll take cold.” -

“ I never take cold,” she retorted quickly, and ran down the steps.

But he would not let her escape, he followed her to call the cab

and help her in, he even gave the address to the man. As she was

whirled away Betty saw him still standing at the curb, the snow collect

ing on his shoulders and that thin smile of his on his thin lips. She

leaned back in the corner of the cab and shivered. She had known

for years that the man admired her, watched her, followed her, wlth a

deadly persistence, and sometimes she was almost afraid of l1lm- She

tried, too, to reconcile herself to his presence in that apartment

What was his errand there? What did he intend to do when he went

back? She felt certain that he intended to go back, and it filled her

with a vague feeling of uneasiness.

IV.

WHEN Hugh Holland first realized that Mr. Callander had senttfor

him with the bald intention of bribing him to drop the cases agamst

his lieutenants, he had been far too indignant to fully understand all

that it meant to them, and must mean later to him. On -the long

journey home, however, he had time to think, and,- recovermg 20l‘;

the first flush of anger at the insult, saw that lns Inevitable re so,

had been the signal for a protracted struggle

As the train began to cross the vast level lands of the Middle West,
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he looked out across the wide reaches of prairie-like country with

dreamy eyes. How vast the change between this and the gay and

beautiful capital city! How illimitable seemed the long russet spaces,

the far distant horizon, keenly white below purple clouds! He could

see the wind ripple through the long grasses, as a current ripples

through a summer sea, and once or twice a flock of birds flew low,

just within the line of his vision. Then he saw a tree, solitary, stripped

of leaves, seared by a stroke of lightning, but erect and towering in

the prairie. It reminded him of Eli, scared by the lightning of age,

yet standing erect. But for how long? Ah, that was the riddle!

He knew that Eli Callander was strong, that he would fight to the

last ditch, and began to suspect that it was the old man’s concealed

antagonism that he had been battling for years. If Callander, and

Callander’s enormous interests, were involved in the careers of Leslie

and Nickers and that miserable sneak Finlaison, then Callander must

be identified with the whole project that had carried corruption into

the legislature ‘and cast out and beaten all the smaller companies, on

the plea that the Interstate Pure Food monopoly was the only one

using pure materials. -
The bill that had disfranchised the smaller concerns on account

of the charges of improper methods had been pushed through the legis

lature by a gigantic lobby, but the exposure which followed had created

a sensation too immense even for Callander’s resources, if Callander

were, indeed, the financial arm. Was he behind the trolley? The

Illinois Traction had been behind Pure Food, and that might mean

Callander. That thought flashed upon Holland; he suddenly remem

bered that Callander had parried all his questions in regard to the man

behind Finlaison, and it now came to him that perhaps Eli himself

was that enigmatical person. But to pursue this train of thought led

to a sequel that was even more appalling. Finlaison had cheated Miss

Harriet Hopper to an extent which almost put him within the reach

of the law, clever as he was; and if it transpired that the magnate

was behind this accomplished knave——l Holland knew that his

quarrel with Eli meant a complete estrangement from all the Callan

der connection. He thought of Betty with a pang of keen despair-

He remembered her bright face as she turned it toward him with he!-

declaration of devotion to her uncle; he interpreted her words as a chal

lenge: if he could not be friends with her benefactor, he could not be

friends with her!
These reflections were not cleared away when he became conscious

that the changing landscape had assumed a more familiar aspect. Be

yond the rolling prairies he caught now the outlines of the hills, and

here and there a cottonwood or a white ash or a maple reminded him

that he was approaching home, and at last the train slowed down at
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the station that stood below the new bridge at Little Paradise. It

was an unusual hour for arrivals, and there were but few loungers

there, and no one greeted Hugh with cordiality; instead he felt, rather

than saw, that he was the object of much curiosity. He perceived

a change, a chill and aloofness.

He went directly to his little down-town ofiice, up-stairs in a dingy

old building, and but sparsely and poorly furnished. As he unlocked

the door and entered the two rooms that had been untouched since his

departure, he thought involuntarily of Betty, Betty in the beautiful

library of the stately Washington house, surrounded with light and

luxuries and harmonious effects. Then he glanced at his dingy book

cases, at the worn matting on the floors, the old map on the wall, and

laughed bitterly. What had he to offer to an heiress? Yet at the

thought her eyes, soft and beautiful and steadfast, came back to him,

and he knew instinctively that she was too true a woman to consider

any of these things. He felt a sudden shame, as if he had undervalued

her, and, going to the window, he threw it open and stood looking

up, not down into the narrow, crooked street, but up into the clear

sky. The very thought of her was uplifting. She had a right to

choose, and she would choose as her heart bade her, and her conscience

—he knew of old how tender and pure that was; he would believe

nothing else!

That afternoon he went up to see old Miss Hopper. She was stay

ing at his cousin’s house at the cross-roads, and he found her in the

little, old-fashioned sitting-room, trimming the geraniums in the

window-box. She was an old woman, tall and slender, with the virginal

outlines of a girl. Her hair was snow-white, but she had the face of a

child, a child with little fine lines and wrinkles in the soft pale cheeks

and about the tender eyes. She smiled happily at the sight of Holland

and took off her spectacles, holding them in her hand with the withered

geranium leaves.

“Hugh,” she said, “ my butterfly came out of its chrysalis, and it ’s

an emperor.” -

She had a gentle way of fostering everything living, and had fed

an ailing humming-bird for a week on sugar and water.

“Miss Harriet, we’re going to bring your suit into 0oul11 next

week,” Hugh said gravely. - _

Miss Harriet sucked in her breath with a queer little gasp, llke E

child who is going to cry. “ Oh, Hugh, I ’m—I ’m scared of it ! f’ she

whispered, between tears and laughter.

He smiled. “ It will be all right, Miss Harriet,” he said reassur

ingly. “ We ’re going to win, and we ’re going to get back those acres

down by the Neck. Then you can sell to the trolley company at your

own terms.” - -
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Miss Harriet was amazed. “The trolley? Is it going through

there? Why, I thought ” She stopped, the color creeping up to

her white hair; suddenly she realized how they had meant to swindle

her and blushed for them. Her gentle heart had never borne any man

ill-will. “ How clever you are, Hugh!” she added simply, looking at

him with fond admiration. -
He smiled bitterly. “I was very stupid about it, Miss Harriet,”

he replied, with unsparing honesty. “ I did not know a word of the

trolley going there until some one told me.”

Miss Harriet looked out of the window across the brown meadows

with brooding eyes; the winter day was closing, and through the soft

grays of twilight she could just discern the outlines of the old cedar

that marked her boundary line. Beyond was a dark strip of wood

land and then the land dipped. She saw snow in the hollows. ‘A long

fold of deeper purple marked the reach of level land, with a mist lying

on its outer rim, and almost the lure of desert places in its vastness

—flat far as the eye could reach, as it is sometimes in the Middle West

—while above, in the upper sky, a white light shone still in the drift of

violet clouds. “ I hate to do it,” she demurred humbly. “I hate to

think any one meant to cheat me, Hugh. I reckon it must have been

some mistake, after all. Jimmy Finlaison used to be a right nice

little boy, only ” -
“ Only, he was a sneak, Miss Harriet,” Hugh interpolated dryly.

She looked at him with mild, troubled eyes. “I would n’t say

that, Hugh,” she hesitated softly. “ I would n’t go as far as that. I

never should have thought anything if he had n’t always said that

the other boys stole my plums and he did n’t l ”

Holland laughed, some of the sadness slipping out of his face. “I

think he ’ll say just that about your acres, Miss Harriet, when we corner

him,” he remarked. -

“ Do you think he could? Is there any one else he could blame?”

“ Perhaps; I can’t say yet,” he replied, a little tightening of his

lips showing the strong lines of repression which had been growing

in his face. “ Very probably he ’ll find some one to blame if we don’t

He ’s resourceful, cunning, dangerous, and he ’s got the whip-hand

behind Callander. How, I can’t quite discover yet.”

The old woman looked gently perplexed. To her the impending suit

was more alarming than a problem in algebra. In her heart she r8

garded the young man at her side as a kind of Solomon come to judg

ment. “ I hate to blame any one,” she said. i

- Holland looked at her gentle, troubled face and smiled, a sweetness

in his eyes that was almost like a woman’s. “ I ’m not going to let

you blame any one, Miss Harriet. I’m going to do it myself. In the

first place, I begin to see things plainly. You know Finlaison pushed
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-places, even in the preoccupation of his min

you to the wall with that mortgage, when a few weeks’ delay would have

brought you the money to save it.” _

Miss Harriet nodded, winking back some tears. “If he ’d only

waited, Hugh, I could have saved it—and I loved it.” -

Holland’s lips tightened again; he broke off a geranium leaf with

a vicious snap of his fingers. “Miss Harriet, he did it on purpose.

He wantei to get your lands because of the trolley, and he wanted

to make sure that they did n’t cut Eli Callander’s above Little Neck

Meadow. I’m afraid that Mr. Callander and the Illinois Traction

were behind him.”

- “ Oh, Hugh!” she cried, aghast and tremulous. “I can’t believe

it. It seems iniquitous.”

“ It is iniquitous. Eli Callander will call it plain business, though,

until I get back those fifty acres.”

Poor Miss Harriet was badly frightened; her hands trembled. For

fifty years she had stood in awe of the town magnate, and here was this

young iconoclast talking heresy to her, and he was her attorney. She

changed the geranium leaves and her spectacles to the other hand and

wiped her eyes. “The whole thing frightens me to death, Hug ,”

she confessed. “ I don’t believe I ’ll ever get through with it! ”

“ Nonsense! ” he answered cheerily. “ I ’ll see you through, Miss

Harriet. That ’s why I’m your attorney,” he added with a smile.

She looked at him with affectionate pride. “I can’t seem to

believe it, Hughl Why, I rocked you to sleep when you were two years

old.” -

“Well, I’m not going to let you catch me napping now,” he

laughed.

She patted his shoulder. “You always were so smart. I’m not

sure I don’t feel prouder than your mother did.”

He winced. The narrowness of the life here, and this fond old

woman thought him successful! “Don’t praise me until I get back

your acres,” he said, a little sadly. “Wait until I succeed.”

“ I know you will,” she assured him gently, and with absolute faith.

Later, as Holland walked down the street to his office again, the

lamps were lighted and there was an air of cheerfulness about the old

houses, that set back from the sidewalk, almost after the fashion of

New England towns—as was natural, for New Englanders had been

the first settlers, and they had called the little town in the sweet new

prairie-land “Paradise,” because it was a paradise of hope to them.

There were two towns now, Great and Little Paradise, connected by

a quaint old bridge across the river just above Little Neck Meadow,

where the disputed acres lay. There was wealth, and the homes showed

it. Holland noticed the air of comfort and competence about these

d, but his thoughts were
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more and more concentrated upon Callander-s connection with the

cases he had in hand. Every bit of evidence that he had against

Leslie and Nickcrs might be doubled-edged, for all he knew to the

contrary, and he felt the vast importance of knowledge before he

struck the final blow. -
He was startled out of this revery by a familiar voice, and old

Dr. Chester, who had returned from Washington on the same train

with him, greeted him.

“ Been out to see Miss Harriet, I reckon,” he said amiably.

“ Yes, I ’m going to bring her case into court to-morrow,” Holland

replied. “ It ’s on the docket a little sooner than I expected, but it

does n’t matter.”
The little man gave him a keen upward glance. “ Working pretty

hard, eh? I’ll have to keep an eye on you. By the way, I hear

they want to run you for Governor.” -

Holland laughed. “I don’t know,” he said. “ There ’s plenty of

opposition. . All the Interstate Pure Food howlers are against me, and

I suspect that there will be plenty more.”

“ I reckon you ’re more friendly with Eli Callander than you used

to be,” suggested the doctor tentatively. -

“ You think that because you saw me in his house?”

Dr. Chester nodded. “ Partly,” he admitted; “partly; but there

are other things.” -

“ In reality, I am less so,” Holland said dryly.

The old man stopped and drew a pattern on the ground with his

cane. “How ’s that?” he asked curiously.

Holland resented what seemed to him bald curiosity, but he could

not afford to offend so old a friend. “Simply that Mr. Callander

and I had a final disagreement on the very evening that you saw me

there.”

- “ I wish you ’d tell me about it.”

The young man glanced at the older one with something like sur

prised displeasure.

“ Oh, I know what you think,” Dr. Chester said; “ but I ’ve a reason

I ’m your friend, Hugh; I knew your father. I ’m a friend to Eli too,

but, Lord! we all know Eli! He ’s behind the Illinois Traction Com

pany, and you ’re pledged to fight the two companies, are n’t you?”

Holland nodded, his glance more concentrated and thoughtful

“ What do you mean, Dr. Chester?” “

The doctor dug a hole with his cane. “ I mean,” he said slowly,

“that Finlaison came back here to spread a story about you and the

Illinois Traction. He ’ll be sowing it broadcast soon.”

“ What is it? ” Holland asked dryly.

The old man eyed him like a wakeful sparrow. “He says y0u’ve
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been paid to lose the cases against the companies; that he’s seen Cal

lande/s check to you.”

V.

WHILE the young attorney faced anew the trials of his office in

the homely surroundings of the old town, where the free wind of the

prairies swept away the vagaries and the foibles of city life, and

stripped emotions to the fiercer and more elemental aspects of passions,

Betty was living in a far different atmosphere. -

The season at Washington was at its height, and the high-tide of

fashion just on the eve of the ebb, for Lent drew near. The daily

rounds went on, however—teas, receptions, dinners, bridge, and theatre

parties without end. Sometimes Betty drew her breath and pressed

her hands over her eyes, trying to recall the shadow-fiecked path, the

trout stream, and Primrose Rock. Was the blood-root in bloom yet,

or the wild cucumber, she wondered. -

Meanwhile, her chaperon had no such rural dreams. She had taken

to the stream of fashion as an elderly and rheumatic duck might take

to water and find it not altogether as delightful as in her younger

days. Mrs. Callander swam, but she ruflied the stream and fell behind

when the other ducks were circling serenely in golden pools of success;

yet she struggled on, determined and optimistic, if not entirely

hilarious.

It was one of her fixed ideas that it was necessary to have a box

at the opera when notables were likely to be there, just as it was fash

ionable to have symptoms of appendicitis and a motor-car. The box

at the opera was the only one of her whims that she could always induce

her husband to finance. Eli believed in sustaining his reputation as a

millionaire, and his position in society, or, rather, what be imagined

to be his position, at any cost; his economies were sordid enough, but

they were exercised in more unnoticed places. Where money counted

he used it, and used it with an apparently generous hand. So Mrs.

Callander sat in state in the front of the box, in her most splendid

gown, wearing her already famous jewels, and looking a great deal

more like a dressmaker’s block than a society leader, but, at least,

happily unconscious that people thought so.

Yet her box was always a centre of attraction, because Betty Cal

lander was there. Not even her aunt’s vagaries could Ovemhadow

Betty’s beauty, and the girl’s charm and graciousness of manner made

up for the older woman’s shortcomings.

It was the twenty-second of February, the house was full to over

flowing with an unusually brilliant audience, and Mrs. Callander’s

box was filled with guests whom she had selected with an eye to social

conditions. She had invited a cabinet minister’s wife, a detached
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these important personages that she did not overhear all that was said

behind her, and during one of the pauses in the opera Sue Tempest,

who was also one of her guests, got an opportunity to hold some low

voiced conversation with Betty. _

‘ “Did you know that Mr. Holland was in town again?” she said,

leaning over the back of her chair. “ I saw him yesterday.”

Betty Callander colored, but she returned Sue’s glance steadily.

“ No,” she said lightly; “ I have not seen him.”

“He ’s been here since Wednesday,” Sue continued relentlessly.

“Jack had some talk with him three days ago. I sent a note down to

ask him to come to dinner to-rnorrow. Will you come, too?”

Distinctly aware that Sue was probing her, and angry and hurt at

Holland’s failure to answer her own letter, Betty resented this little

manoeuvre. “Thank you,” she said, with studied kindness of man

ner; “I ’ve got an engagement.” _

Sue swung more around in her chair and leaned over; the muslc

had begun again and under its cover she could whisper. “You know

what Mr. Finlaison is saying?” She glanced, as she spoke, toward

Finlaison, who was sitting beside Mrs. Callander, having just returned

from Missouri that night. - _

Betty shook her head, suddenly aware that she was blushing crun

son; in reality, she was thinking of Finlaison on the day when she had

carried her note to Holland.

“ He ’s saying that Hugh Holland has taken a bribe in those cases

out in Missouri,” Sue explained. -

Betty started violently. “What cases?” she asked quickly. “I

don’t understand.”

“ I ’m not sure I know. I ’ll ask Bobby; ” and Sue leaned toward a

young man in the front of the box, and whispered in his ear.

“Interstate Pure Food and Illinois Traction,” he said promptly,

and turned vividly pink. What in the mischief was Sue driving at,

he wondered; he had known Sue all her life.

“Both companies?” Betty asked softly, vaguely conscious that the

opera was going on and distinctly aware that she would always hate it

“ Have n’t you seen the morning papers?” Bobby Durand in

quired surprised, and, as she shook her head, he added: “ There ’s a

long column about Holland’s chances being blasted, a description of his

career, and the recent discovery that he has been bribed by those two

monopolies that he ’s been attacking with such a noise. The trouble

is, Miss Callander, that these dernagogucs are nearly all preposterous

hypocrites.”

“ Which of the companies is supposed to have bribed Mr. Holland?”

Betty asked coolly.
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Sue reddened; she had meant to tell Betty, but all at once she hated

her task. “ Illinois Traction,” she said, “ and, oh dear! Bobby just

said both.” -

“ You mean my uncle ”—Betty gave her a keen, straight look. “ I

never knew you to be afraid before, Sue.”

“I was n’t afraid,” Sue protested; “but I thought it might hurt

your feelings.”

“It does,” Betty said.

“ I ’m awfully so

“Of course; but you knew it all the time! Why do you do such

things, Sue?” -

“I suppose I can’t help it!” Sue said abjectly. “Why did you

answer me, Bob? ”

“Good Lord! do you want to put it off on me?” exclaimed that

young man plaintively. “ I don’t call that a square deal.”

“ It is n’t ; I was trying to sneak out,” Sue said bluntly; “ but I ’ll

take it all back, Bob. I beg your pardon, but you never should know

so much.” -

“ There is n’t a word of truth in it,” Betty said, her breath coming

hard; “not a word. I know; my uncle is behind both companies.” -

Bobby Durand writhed. “ I beg your pardon,” he said. “ Of course

I forgot that Mr. Callander was in both companies. It seemed as if

there must be some fire where there was so much smoke, but I’m

awfully sorry I let Sue lead me on into such iniquities.”

Betty gave her undivided attention to the opera after that, appar

ently following every line of it with rapt attention. In reality, her

mind was too busily engaged to respond even to the usual conventional

conversation during the interludes. She realized that her suspicions

were fully confirmed, that her uncle’s apparently disinterested proffer

of aid to Holland had been really a bribe, and that Hugh’s refusal to

accept it had only, in some hapless way, made h.im more easily the

victim of Finlaison’s scurrilous attack. The whirl of her thoughts for

the moment overlooked the fact that Holland must have ignored her

note of warning, and she could remember only Mr. Callander’s part in

the transaction. Her cheek reddened at the thought that her father’s

brother would permit his lieutenants to soil an honest man’s name.

From her position of vantage in the back of the box she quietly stud

ied the sleek complacence of Finlaison. He had a smooth, round face,

slits in a Hallowe’en pumpkm,
with a mouth and eyes not unlike the

top. He was an old young man,
and his hair was getting very scanty on

with an air which he fondly believed was worldly and astute, and a

distinct inclination to double chins. His eyes were of so uncertain a

tint, and so inclined to play hide and seek in the slits between the heavy

lids, that Betty had observed him for some time before she was aware

”
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that he was covertly watching her. She flushed with indignation and

returned to the perusal of her programme, apparently absorbed in its

printed pages and determined to ignore the rest of the world.

When the performance was at an end, the whole party went to sup

per at the Callanders’. It was after one o’clock, therefore, when Betty

found herself alone in the west drawing-room with Finlaison. The

others of the party were laughing and talking in the hall before their

departure, and he had come back to the drawing-room at Betty’s sig

nal. He sauntered toward her, his hands in his pockets and his smile,

which always seemed so much too thin for his fat face, hovering about

his thin lips like a ghost of merriment. Unconsciously, Betty drew

herself up. She had the sensitive perceptions which instinctively recoil

from moral turpitude, and there was always something in Finlaison’s

presence which suggested the slippery depravity of an eel.

“Mr. Finlaison,” she said coldly, “I ’m going to ask a question

and I want you to answer it too.” -

He smiled still more. “ My dear Miss Callander, have I ever hesi

tated to answer your questions?” he asked gallantly.

“I was told to-night,” she began, and then swiftly changed the

sentence—“ I have just heard that you are charging Mr. Holland with

accepting a bribe from the Illinois Traction Company. Is it true?”

“Of course it ’s true,” he replied suavely. “He has; I saw the

check, Miss Callander.”

Betty’s face colored deeply. “You misunderstood me,” she said.

“ I asked only if you said that he had accepted the bribe?”

“ I did, of course,” he replied, smiling still more; if she did care

for this young man from Missouri, now was his—Finlaison’s—oppol”

tunity to crush out her tenderness, and he meant to do it. “ I said it

because it ’s a fact, Miss Callander. I tell you I saw the check.”

“ It ’s false—and you know it! ” -

At bay, she stood looking at him with flashing eyes, her cheeks

cnmson.

Finlaison did not immediately reply; he was an adroit man, and he

was thinking deeply. He no longer doubted her feeling toward Hol

land, and considered shrewdly the various ways of breaking it.

“I ’ll have to refer you to your uncle, Miss Callander,” he said,

smiling a thinner smile than ever. “ He ’ll set you straight.”

“Mr. Finlaison, I was in the library the day you told my un0le

what you intended to do with the check that Mr. Holland had torn

in two,” Betty said, her breath coming short and her eyes sparkling

“ The door was ajar and I heard that much, and told Uncle Eli that I

had heard it. I know that Mr. Holland had torn the check, because-‘

because I heard you say that you could piece it together.”

Fmlaison looked at her a moment and then laughed. It was a rare
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event for him to laugh ; in fact, he had never laughed with real enjoy

ment since he had lost two front teeth at the early age of ten, when

a playmate chastised him for telling a cowardly falsehood. “Miss

Callander,” he said blandly, “it was your uncle who tore that check

in two.”

Betty felt for a moment that her heart had stopped beating; her

mind was too keen to lose sight of the situation for an instant, and

she realized at once that, though this was probably an enormous false

hood, she had no means of refuting it, and she could not even be sure

that Holland had. She experienced a horrible sensation of losing her

grasp on the universe and floating off into open space, with the dizzy

plunge of nightmare, and involuntarily caught at the back of a chair

and leaned on it, white to the lips. Finlaison watched her steadily.

“I know that my uncle did not destroy that check,” she said at

last, “ for he never wrote a check which he would destroy later. Uncle

Eli knows his own mind.”

“ You can ask him,” Finlaison said, with an air of candor. “ He ’ll

tell you the trut .”

- “I do not need to ask him,” she returned haughtily; she did not

wish to add that she would not believe him. “ I know all about that

check, and I know that Mr. Holland would n’t take it.” -

“My dear Miss Callander”—Finlaison took his hands out of his

pockets and came nearer to her, trying not to observe that she immedi

ately recoiled—“I ’m mighty sorry to shake your confidence in a

friend, but it ’s true all the same. Of course your uncle destroyed the

check we ’ve been talking about, but that was n’t the check that Hol

land took. Ho10 could it be? ”
She saw his point with a feeling of terror. How-could she escape

from this network of falsehood? She could only fall back on a woman’s

argument of unbelief. “ It is n’t so, Mr. Finlaison ; I don’t believe it.”

“ Come, now, Miss Callander,” he said persuasively, “how can you?

Do you mean to say that I ’d tell you a falsehood?”

“I do not mean to say anything except that I don’t believe that

Hr. Holland accepted a bribe from anv one,” she replied.

“Very well, then, I’ll surrender,” Finlaison rejoined promptly.

“ If you say the moon ’s black, I ’ll say so too, and if you say it ’s purple.

I’m willing to swear to it. Miss Callander, you know how I feel

about you! ” i _
She gave him a quick glance of disdain. “ I spoke of this to-night

only because I wished to silence slander,” she said haughtily; “not to

force any one’. opinion. I think now we ’ll go back to the others. I

must bid Mrs. Innes good-night.” -

As she spoke she moved gracefully towar

cepted her, standing doggedly in her way.

d the door, but he inter
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“ Do you think you ’re treating me quite fairly?” he said. “ You ’re

asking me to drop this accusation against Holland for your sake, and

then you snub me. You know well enough how I feel about you. I ’m

willing to do what you wish, but I want a square deal. If I’m your

slave, to do your bidding, I’ve a right to some consideration. You

make this appeal to me—and you know I love you i ”

Betty’s eyes sparkled again with indignation. “ Appeal?” she

repeated. “ Is it an appeal to demand the truth? I did n’t mean to

trespass upon your forbearance. I meant ”—her breath came quickly

“I meant to warn you!” -

Fi.n.laison’s thin smile dawned slowly across the white wrath of his

face. “ I might warn you," he said significantly, “ against quarrelling

with me. I don’t believe your uncle would.” -

A shuddering perception of impending evil illumined her mind

She regarded him with a look of horror. To her he seemed the

veriest toad, and he perceived it in her glance and raged in secret.

“ I ’m going,” she said, with forced calm. “I have never had

but one thing to say to you, Mr. Finlaison, and I’ve said it! If

you have any power over my uncle, I can’t help it, but I will surely

warn him against you. Good-night! ” -

But he would not be silenced.

“ Wait a moment, Miss Callander,” he said, in a low voice, his eyes

very narrow. “ I think you owe me a fair hearing—I ’ve stood your

friend, you know. Do you think your uncle would like it if I told him

that you were calling on Holland that snowy evening?”

Betty stood looking at him in amazement. For a moment she could

not realize the extent ofhis insulting cowardice, then her face flamed

“ Stand aside,” she said haughtily. “ I wish to go through that door.”

“ But you must hear me first ” he began.

“ Not a word ! ” she cried passionately. “ Not a word! I despise

you! ” and she left him standing by the door alone.

 

VI.

“ So you ’ve got to go right back to Missouri, Holland?” Lawrence

Innes said, as the two walked up-town together late that night. “You

certainly make flying visits.”

“Have to,” Holland replied. “I ’ve got cases in court, and I’ve

got business here getting evidence about one of the cases. I’m on

the train pretty often.”

“ Kitty ’s complaining because you don’t stay long enough to dine.”

“Mrs. Innes is most kind,” Holland said, “ but I really have n’t

time for these formal dinners; I have to do my eating in a primitive

and gobbling fashion, between engagements.” -

Lawrence was silent for a moment and they threaded their way

.4
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across an avenue where traflic was almost congested by a broken-down

automobile. Once free of the throng again, Innes turned to his

companion. “Have you seen Miss Callander?” he asked carelessly.

“No.” Holland pursued his way, his eyes upon the long vista

before him, where the white electric lights cut out clean shadows, and

now and then the arch of some vividly variegated lettering appeared

above shop or restaurant.

Lawrence Innes said no more, and they were both silent for a while;

then Holland spoke. “ You were right in warning me away from Cal

lander,” he said, with an effort. “ I had no business in his house; I

was a silly fool to go there. I went, too, of course to see Miss Callan

der, but she could not wish to see me under the present conditions.”

“Why do you think that?” the other man asked quickly.

- “ I should think the conditions were apparent; she must know how

I feel toward her uncle now,” Holland replied quietly. “ He and Fin

laison have been accusing me of accepting bribes, and an unavoidable

delay in bringing up those cases against their companies, a delay that

they counted on, has lent color to their charges. And—well, I wrote

her explaining my abrupt departure, and she has never answered my

letter.”

Innes frowned thoughtfully. “ I can’t quite understand her doing

a thing like that; it is n’t in the least like her,” he said. -

“Except that she had a right to do it. I can’t explain to you the

curious tangle of her uncle’s affairs with mine. Politics are fine to

break friendships; I’ll never be welcome there again,” he concluded.

Lawrence held out his hand. “ We are all indignant at that bri

bery charge, and the consequent hounding in the yellow journals. Of

course every decent man who knows you knows it is mere blackmail.

I ’m sorry too,” he added, “ for I know how old a friendship it is.”

Hugh wrung his hand. “ I suppose that such charges are part of

a politician’s life,” he said, “ and I thank you all the more for your

belief in me.”
“ The belief will soon be universal,” Lawrence said as they parted.

Holland, going on his way, found that, as usual, it lay past the big

house on the corner. He looked at it earnestly, regretfully, witha lin

gering and unconfessed hope, but it gave no sign. The long lme of

brilliantly lighted windows showed no beautiful shadow upon them,

no mental telegraphy conveyed to him the struggle of that other mind.

He went on, therefore, without even dreaming that Betty was trymg

to thrust him out of her heart forever, even while she was defending

him. At that very moment she was hearing the charges agamst him,

and denying them. In simple justice, she told herself. Yet she passed

a sleepless night, and the next molning went feyenshly in search of

those recent papers which she had missed.
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There was a pile of them in the library, and she scanned sheet after

sheet until her eye caught the headlines about Missouri politics, then

she found the long and somewhat vivid article, which had lost nothing

in transmission. It painted the young district attorney in strong

colors as a hypocrite who had spent much time in pretending to unmask

fraud and corruption, and was now the recipient of enormous bribes in

the very cases that he had brought against two great trust companies,

and declared that, as a matter of fact, he had merely been levying

blackmail on the corporations, and deserved no consideration from

the people, whom he had betrayed into a belief in his charges. -

Betty read the article through with indignation. She saw Finlaison

in every line of it, and Finlaison’s thin smile of triumph. For her life

she could not have told why the man inspired her with such creeping

terror and revulsion. It seemed as if class distinctions, which were

strong in her, were enough to inspire only contempt, yet she dreaded

him, dreaded that mysterious and indefinable hold which he seemed

to have upon them. And behind him was her uncle! He must have

inspired this attack upon Hugh—that seemed to her too patent to be

doubted. It was small wonder that Holland avoided the house and

avoided her. He must look upon them as his worst enemies, for here

was an attack upon him that would be only too difficult to defeat, a

calumny that deserved only contempt and yet would command atten

tion, and was injurious enough to put him in a bad light before the

country. Who had made it so prominent, too, in the New York papers

unless it was Eli Oallander? She know only too well that he had

constant dealings with newspaper men and often elaborately entertained

them. Could he have even inspired the venom of this article? Or

was it altogether Finlaison? Betty sat staring at it with fascinated

interest; it seemed to her a perfectly constructed piece of villany

and worthy of Finlaison, yet she remembered, with a shudder, the

shrewd mastery of Eli’s face—and he had been kind to her. From the

past she easily conjured up a hundred things that spoke of his kindness

and forbearance to his brother’s child, the pensioner on his bounty,

for Betty had no fortune of her own, but spread her wings like a butter

fly in the golden sunshine of her uncle’s millions. -

She read the article through twice, and every word of it seemed to

burn into her brain. She remembered, too, Bobby Durand’s comments,

and divined the comments of others everywhere, who did not know

Holland, and must and would judge him unheard. Aside from every

other consideration, her strong sense of justice prevailed. She detested

the attack for its injustice, besides its cruelty.

Then she remembered Holland’s silence, his avoidance of the house

Was it possible that she had given her heart unsought? Betty stood

“p suddenly and flung the papers away. What was it all to her?

__J
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She was still standing there when her aunt came in, fresh from

lunching with a newly made fashionable acquaintance, and redundantly

decorated with jewels and feathers and lace, as the finishing touches

to a cerise satin gown that contrasted diabolically with her streaked

auburn hair. -She came in slowly, drawing off her long white gloves

and revealing a pair of arms as withered and sinewy as the drumsticks

of an ancient hen-turkey.

“ It ’s fearfully cold to-day,” she remarked, “and there was some

thing the matter with their furnace. We nearly froze. But it was

quite an elegant lunch, Betty; we had a gold plate course.” -

“Yes?” said Betty absently. “ Did you eat it?” and her eyes

strayed toward the offending paper.

Something in her tone or her attitude arrested Mrs. Callander’s

attention, and she eyed her sharply. “ Betty,” she said, “ what is the

matter with you? You ’re not yourself, and I heard you quarrelling

with Mr. Callander the other day.”

“No, I’m not myself,” said Betty, holding out the newspaper.

“I’ve been reading that article, and I know that Finlaison wrote it,

or caused it to be written, and yet you tolerate Finlaison—you even

take him about with us. Aunt Callista, he ’s a snake.”

“ He ’s Eli’s business man,” Mrs. Callander said indignantly,

“and that should be enough for you. As for that article, I’ve read

it, and I believe every word of it.”

“ I don’t,” said Betty quietly. “ It ’s not true.”

“ What in the world does a girl like you know about such things?”

the older woman protested. “‘ I would n’t know myself without Eli’s

statements. I ’m surprised at the way you speak of his affairs. I can

tell you, Betty Callander, you owe everything to him. I ’m going to

tell you the truth now—he’s always said I should n’t, but I will! I

can see you need it, you ’re too uppish, but you ’re not to let him know

I told you! You ’re not his niece; you ’re no relation in the world

31ou ’re just an orphan he picked up and befriended, and you ’re turning

on him now like an ungrateful little—little adder! ” Mrs. Callander

was lost for an appropriate expression.

“Not his niece?” Betty was transfixed. “I don’t understand.”

“ You shall!” said Mrs. Callander, flushed with excitement and the

joy of telling a long and irksomely kept secret. -“ Your fatheuwas

simply a bankrupt-—he would have been turned into the street lf lt

had n’t been for Mr. Callander, who ’d known him from a boy and -was

sol1-)’ for him. They ’d worked their way up together, too. One mght

out in Nevada, when your father was lost up at the old Esperanto rmne

—he was always fooling about mines—it snowed three days. E_ll went

for him, found him, wrapped him up in his own coat, and earned hlm

down the mountain, miles and miles. His feet were nearly frozen

Von. nxxxrv —a5
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doing it—that ’s the reason he ’s so lame at times. Then your father

went out and shot himself—in a drunken fit, I suppose; he was a drink

ing man—and Eli took you. I protested; I did n’t want the care; but

he would do it. He took you in, a penniless, ragged little girl, and

he ’s treated you like a daughter. You have n’t a shadow of claim upon

him. Your real name is Betty Stair, John Stair was your father, and

your mother was a Miss Benton. I will say I think you ’re very un

grateful to speak up about his doings. If I were you I’d go down on

my knees and thank him.” -

Betty had listened to this long harangue with a face that turned

from red to white. It was entirely new to her, yet she could not doubt

its truth-, for the very vehernence and simplicity of Mrs. Csllander’s

expression and delivery carried immediate conviction. And she was

conscious of a thrill of relief that she was not of old Eli’s blood. It

seemed as if a shackle had fallen from her. Yet she realized, with a

sudden sweep of conviction, her complete dependence upon the man

whom she had judged; that her rebellion against him must have made

her seem merely a poor ingrate. Betty’s clear mind took measure of

the situation at once. She felt herself suddenly impaled on the sharp

point of indebtedness. She owed everything to Callander, he had

treated her like a daughter, and gratitude, common decency-—if no

other consideration told—must seal her lips; but her mind reeled under

the shock of the revelation. She could express neither surprise nor

repentance; she stood quite still and looked before her with unseeing

eyes. -

Mrs. Callander, not usually keen in her perceptions, was still aware

of the immense effect of her information; it gave her something of the

same kind of satisfaction that a small boy feels after lodging a torpedo

successfully on the car track. She gathered up her white gloves and a

sheet or two of the fashion sections of the papers in preparation for

her ascent to her own rooms. “I hope,” she remarked pointedly,

“that you now see how badly you appear when you talk so of Mr.

Callander and Mr. Callander’s friends. Mind, though, you’re to keep

"n calling him your uncle; it ’s his wish. Besides, I ’ve told you all

this without his knowledge. You understand?”

“ Thank you, Mrs. Callander, I understand,” replied Betty bitterly

but obediently; “only—only, don’t speak to me of Finlaison.”

- “ I care nothing about Finlaison,” Mrs. Callander said more calmly,

“except that he ’s useful to Mr. Callander, and that should also be

sufficient for you, and if Mr. Callander wants you to marry Finlaison——

well, I would advise you to do it!” and with this announcement she

sailed, rather than walked, out of the room, for the abundance of her

draperies, and their flopping propensities, gave her the appearance

of a ship with too much canvas on.

A
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Left alone, Betty sank into the nearest chair bewildered, and sat

there gazing into space. Not Eli’s niece, not shadowed by his evil

doing, nor uplifted by his grandeur! It was incredible. She felt

as if some sudden earthquake shock had swept the ground from be

neath her feet. Then she thought, dimly and brokenly at first, of her

own father and mother, whom she had never remembered. A wave of

loneliness swept over her, yet with it was relief: she was not of his

blood, but the debt—was not the debt of gratitude more binding? She

shuddered, covering her face with her hands. A shadow, grisly and

portentous, seemed to fall across her life; the shadow, perhaps, of the

magnate of Paradise.

Meanwhile, Dr. Chester was calling upon Eli Callander. The doc

tor had come on again from Missouri to investigate a famous case in

one of the Baltimore hospitals,-and happened over later to play a

rubber with Eli. But he found Mr. Callander huddled over the fire

with an attack of lumbago, though outside the spring warmth was in

the air. -

“I suppose you did n’t take my remedies,” the doctor remarked

bluntly, after looking the old man over with a quizzical eye. “You

look about as sociable as a hermit crab in a lobster-basket.”

“ It ’s that derned lumbago,” Eli grunted.

“Of course it is,” twinkled Dr. Chester. “Put on your plaster

and behave like a human being. The last attack you had ought to

have taught you a lesson. Is this worse or better?”

“ It ’s no better for talking about it! ” his host snapped.

The doctor giggled. “You ’re just the same as you were sixty

five years ago, Eli. I ’m blamed if I believe you ’re a day olderl You

need a good licking, the sa.me as we used to get in school.”

Eli granted, his chin sinking lower on his chest. He did not

even display any interest in the rubbishy pack of cards that Dr. Chester

hunted up and produced suggestively. The old doctor eyed him, his

head on one side, his small, bright eyes keen as a sparrow’s. He

ran the pack through his fingers, but Callander took no notice.

"- We ’re having a hot time down in our town for midwinter,”-he

said at last. “ Young Holland’s got things going. There ’s somethmg

doing!”

“I should think there might be,” Eli remarked, looking up from

under his shaggy brows. “ There ’s been enough about his acceptmg

bribes; he ’s got to put up a fight.” -

“Oh, no one believed that!” Dr. Chester said. “ We ’re not so

green. But he ’s going to show it all up, he says, and he ’s going to

win that case for Miss Harriet Hopper. We’re all sure of that.”

“ Well, you need n’t be ! ” grunted Eli. “ He ’s a crowing cockerel.

that ’s all,”
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“ Not much! You don’t know him. Besides, he ’s after Finlaison,

and let me tell you no one likes Finlaison. You’d better cut loose from

him yourself.” -
“ Cut loose from him!” Eli’s face blazed with sudden anger, the

hands that gripped the arms of his chair trembled. “ Cut loose from

him!” he howled. “ Who said I was bound to him? Who said it

d’ ye hear? ” -
The other old man regarded him with mild amazement and an

swered nothing.
- “Who says it?” Callander screamed, half rising, his face livid.

“Who says I’m bound to Finlaison? It ’s—it ’s——” He faltered

and sat down, doubled up with a twinge of his enemy. “ It ’s a lie! ”

“ Eli,” said Dr. Chester calmly, “ don’t you get so excited; you ’ll

have apoplexy. Besides, no one said you were bound to Finlaison,

unless you did yourself.”
Oallander stared at him hlankly, something terrible in the un-

guarded rage and bewilderment on his rugged face. For the first time

in his life Dr. Chester felt that he had seen him frightened. But

frightened by what? He fell to considering it while Eli slowly re

gained his self-control, though his fingers trembled visibly and clutched

the arms of his chair with a kind of futile eagerness.

“I’ll tell you what, Eli,” his old friend went on serenely. “I

would n’t trust Jimmy Finlaison. You ’re very right not to be bound

up with him in any enterprise.”
Callander leaned forward and peered at him, his brows down, his

own master again, though he was ashen gray. “Why?” he asked

tersely. -

“ Because Jimmy ’s a sneak.”

The cavernous eyes opposite fastened on the old doctor and seemed

to burrow a long way into his consciousness. “ What ’ve you heard

of him lately? What are you driving at, William?”

The doctor shut his mouth tight for a moment, and tapped with a

thoughtful forefinger on the pack of cards he had held all the while

“Not much, Eli, but there ’s a saying in the country that when it’s

going to rain a pig will run around with a straw in his mouth. Jimmy

has been running around with the straw ever since the Hopper case

got into court. I reckon he thinks it will rain right smart down his

way when he ’s called in to testify about that surveying of the Little

Neck Meadow land. My Lord! Eli Callander, he robbed that woman ! ”

“I don’t believe it; it can’t be proved.”

“ It has been proved. Hugh Holland ’s got him cornered. Just

before I left,” the doctor continued, “there was a lot of talk about

Finlaison having offered to compromise, to give the deal away to get

off soot free." ‘
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“ Lies, all of it!” Eli cried, but his hands had begun to tremble

again.

“ Not a bit of it,” Dr. Chester chirped, watching the shaking hands

and marvelling much. “ He ’s badly caught, he ’s frightened, and

he ’s a sneak.”

Eli took out his handkerchief and mopped his forehead, as if he

felt the heat of the low burning fire. “Who ’s he got to betray?” he

muttered, glaring angrily at the doctor. “ Who ’s he got to betray?

Tell me that l ” -

His visitor frowned. “Why, Eli, you’re going off again. Let it-

alone. Who cares any way? Let Finlaison hang.”

“I don’t care a cuss about Finlaison,” Eli shouted, “ but I want

you to know that there is n’t anybody he can betray l ”

“Lord! Eli, I’m not deaf!” said the doctor amiably. “ S’pose

we play a rubber.”

Old Callander hit his withered lip, writhing in his chair with anger

and sudden pain. Then he reached out impatiently but mechanically

to cut for the deal.

VII.

IT was late in May when Lawrence Innes, on his way to California,

stopped at Little Paradise. He had expected Holland to meet him

at the hotel, but as he did not, Innes went in search of him. Rumors

of him were everywhere, for the week before he had entered suit for

slander against Callander and Finlaison, charging them with falsely

accusing him of accepting bribes, and causing the publication, over

the country, of implications against him. The boldness of this attack,

which carried the war into the enemy’s territory, and publicly accused

the magnate and his henchman, took away the breath of Paradise.

Men stood aghast, yet relished it in secret, as such a piece of news is

relished in the little centres of gossip, from one town’s end to the

other. Hugh’s name was on every lip, yet no one could answer for

his whereabouts, and Lawrence, failing to find him either at his own

lodgings or at his cousin’s house, finally made his way to his office.

It was after ten o’clock, and he was surprised to see a light burning

in the little upper room where Hugh had worked for ten years of

bitter struggle, checkered with successes and defeate

Innes ascended the bare stairs and, crossing the hall, sought the

crack of light under the door at the farther end. He knocked, Hol

land’s voice answered, and he opened the door and walked in. A

shaded student’s lamp was burning on a table littered with papers, and

the open desk was covered with typewritten sheets. But the young

lawyer himself sat idle in his chair by the table, his head in his hands.

He looked up as Lawrence entered, but his whole attitude suggested
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something which was almost despair, and Innes saw the haggard pallor

of his face as he raised it. -
“Good heavens, Holland!” he exclaimed involuntarily, “what is

the matter?”
“ Everything,” Holland replied, rising to greet him. “The mine

has exploded, and I ’m sitting in the ruins.”

“What the deuce do you mean? You can’t be talking about those

scurrilous attacks upon you. I’ve heard nothing but your praises

They told me at the hotel that you got a judgment for Miss Hopper

this morning, and that Finlaison is in a tight place.”

"- Ah!” exclaimed Hugh bitterly. “ There you have it! That

rogue—that damnable, cowardly rogue! If I could only pin him

down! But he slips through my fingers, he has covered himself by

exposing others, and he still holds the winning card, or thinks he

does; his resources are amazing. Lawrence, you remember Hal An

drews—he used to be Leslie’s lieutenant—and Jimmy McFinn, the

sheriff here under Leslie?”

- Innes nodded, taking the chair that his host had pushed toward

him.
“ They came here this morning. Lord! I ’ve had my bad quarter

of an hour! Do you see those papers? ”—he pointed to a bundle tied

with red tape. “ There ’s the evidence, enough of it to break both the

Illinois Traction and the Interstate Pure Food. It ’s the whole story

of that gigantic lobby, of the corruption of the legislature and the

bribing of individuals. They say it was all laid before Kalyph, but he

committed suicide and nothing was done. They did n’t even get back

their papers; these are all new affidavits, fresh evidence. Kalyph was

an honest man, and why he killed himself God only knows. It was

inexplicable. Just at the time when he was most needed too, and knew

it. But the case is all opened again.” -

“I don’t seem to remember all the details about Kalyph,” Inll95

said slowly. “ Was it certain that he shot himself?”

Hugh strummed on his desk. “ I don’t believe Dr. Chester thought

so,” he replied finally. “It happened in the private office of the

Illinois Traction. Kalyph was found on the floor in his own ofiice,

with the weapon beside him. They called in a surgeon who was pass

ing at the time, and he and the coroner had both been there before

Chester saw the body. The old doctor was off on his forty-mile circuit.

"he verdict was suicide. There was no one really to accuse in connecr

tion with it, and the district attorney—it was Adams then-—seemed dis

posed to hush it up. It turns out now that Kalyph had these papers

and others that they cannot find, but there ’s enough here. It ’s all here,

in fact. McFinn said to me, ‘Holland, you can beat the ring and

whip the Governor and Callander at one lick!’ I told him my busi

~,-__——‘_.

.
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ness was n’t political, that I was here to do my duty under the law.

You should have seen their grins of incredulity! It ’s not possible

for such men to believe in any man’s honesty, or that there ’s any

motive in the world except the lowest one of self-interest. They sat

there where you are and poured out a story that might have shamed the

biggest scoundrel in Sing Sing, and not one of them turned an eye

lash!” He rose as he spoke and began to walk to and fro across

the dingy little room.

“Hold on a minute!” Innes exclaimed excitedly. “ You say you

can smash both these great companies. Then, you ’ve got evidence to

squash all that rotten accusation of bribery against you?” -

Holland nodded. “Do I not bring suit? That ’s more than-

enough, and there ’s something else besides.” He stopped in front of

Lawrence, and the light from the shaded lamp exaggerated the hollows

in his thin face. “ I ’ve got evidence there that convicts Nickers and

his gang, but, mark you, he ’s turned state ’s evidence, the confounded

scoundrell It ’s another man who must bear the brunt of it. You

know who ’s behind Illinois Traction?”

“Have you got Finlaison at last?”

Hugh shook his head impatiently. “Not yet—he’s too clever.

He ’s the greater scoundrel, in my belief, but he ’s got power yet;

he ’s to be dealt with separately. There ’s another—think!”

Innes started. “You mean Eli Callander?”

“ I mean Eli Callander. Larry, if I live a week longer I ’ve got to

indict him.” -

His listener stared at him iii speechless astonishment.

“ I ’ve got to get the indictment,” Holland went on, more correctly.

“ Callander’s a lawbreaker. The proofs are clear enough; I ’ve got

letters there, telegrams, cancelled notes, even some receipts. Finlaison

kept everything, to save his own skin, no doubt, and McFinn and

Andrews have been on the old man’s track like the bloodhounds that

they are. Finlaison has handed out a little and a little, just enough

to keep them running; he ’s got more up his sleeve, what it is I canit

make out, but something that would clench it, and he ’s holding it

to keep his power over the poor old wretch. I suppose Callander

did n’t pay them heavily enough for some of their dirty work,” he added

scornfully. “At any rate, I ’ve got to bring him before the Grand

Jury, and if I do—my God! Larry, he ’ll go to the penitentiary.’

“ Good heavens! Holland, what a complication! It ’s poetic justice.

He 's been trying to ruin you, and now he ’s in the hollow of your

hand!” ,
“ There! That ’s what they think, all of them, that I m actuated

by political spite, that I strike home blows for myself. Good Lord!

Larry, I thought you knew me better! ”
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“ I do. But it’s there, the most perfect vengeance man ever had!

-He’s been slandering you, endeavoring in every way to blast your

career, and his ruin is in your hands.”

Holland smmg around on him with a white face. “ Do you know

how I feel? I fancy not. I got those papers a few hours ago, and

ever since the rogues left me I ’ve been here alone fighting the devil of

temptation. I’ve walked this floor, and it pursues me—pursues me

so that I cannot cry out even, ‘ Get thee behind me! ’ God! Innes,

don’t you know I ’ve got it all there in that bundle? And a match

struck, the empty hearth, and a few gray ashes-—and I’d be out of

_ this hell of temptation and depair! Good heavens! perhaps it was a

like case which made Kalyph shoot himself!”

Lawrence stared; then the whole situation forced itself upon his

reluctant mind, and he too lost color. “ You mean ”

“That I’d burn them if I could, if I dared to face my own

conscience afterwards!” Holland began to walk to and fro again, his

hands clenched. There was a moment of intense silence. “ Don’t

you see how it is? ” he said at last. “ The man is old, broken in health

—so Dr. Chester tells me—and he ’s always held a high place in the

world’s esteem; he is to-day almost the foremost man from this State

in finance. And I—I must hurl him down, ruin him, blast his career

at its close, and plunge his family into misery.”

Lawrence leaned his head on his hand; his own attitude much that

of Holland when he had discovered him.

“ And to every human being it will look like my revenge,” Hugh

went on, “the paltry attack of a struggling attorney on the established

order of things, the malice of failure against success—that will be the

verdict of the world.”
“The verdict of the enemy,” Lawrence said. “ Nevertheless, your

duty is plain enough.”
“ My duty—always my duty! Let duty go hang!” cried Holland

bitterly.
“ I think you ’ve hung yourself a good many times for it, Hugh,”

his friend remarked dryly.
“ Too many times! Now, for once, I ’m tempted to play the rogue,

too, to fling their dirty papers into the fire! Let them bear their own

sins without stripping away the covering from another’s. If a mau

had leave to hang every coward that he met, and rope enough to bind

the world, it would n’t be long enough to hang the half of them!”

Innes sat staring thoughtfully at the floor, his face troubled

“ Yet you ’ve cause enough to hate old Callander,” he said, “to rejoice

in his downfall.”

“Well, I don’t,” said Hugh. “I’ve seen the thing coming for

months—since February—and here it is, and I ’ve got to face it
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Nothing in the world but his death could let me off, and he ’s not likely

to die.”

Lawrence shook his head; “I fancy not. These old men of the

last generation are like leather.- He ’s complaining all the while, but

playing cards and doing his business just as usual, so Miss Callander

tells me.”

At her name Hugh turned with a muttered groan and flung himself

into his chair again. Innes glanced at him quietly, keenly, compre

hendingly, and the concern in his own face deepened. He saw at last an

illuminating ray upon the situation. “ Did you know that they were

coming? They ’ll be here to-night or to-morrow.”

Holland shook his head. “I did not know; there has n’t been a

word between any of us for months. Frankly, Larry, Mr. Callander

tried to bribe me in February. I know it, he knows it, and if I

commence this attack it will be, in his eyes, my revenge.”

“ He ’s a bold man,” Lawrence said musingly. “I thought him

shrewd enough to take the measure of a man more thoroughly.”

“ My dear fellow, you ’ve never been poor,” the young lawyer said

bitterly. “When you are, men commonly suppose you to be cor

ruptible. If, in the ethics of the world, every man has his price, they

assume that the poor man’s is low. I ’ve seen enough roguery, in my

short service here, to sicken me. Yet, mark you the anachronism, I ’m

unwilling to pull down the rogue!”

“ They told me something about those lands of Miss Hopper’s. I

don’t quite understand the whole suit.”

“It ’s involved enough to puzzle a Dutchman. I ’ve got her Little

Neck Meadow lands back, and the money that was due her on the

other. She got her house back, too. Finlaison cheated her in the

survey of the boundaries, where the land ran parallel with Callander’s,

and here again old Eli was behind him, and Finlaison is sly enough

to find that loophole and damage Eli by his testimony. He ’s wnggled

out there, too. Callander held the mortgage on her house and fore

closed it; he, and not Finlaison, conceived that whole miserable, cruel

scheme to push an old woman to the wall so as to compel her to sell

valuable lands below the normal price.” As he spoke, Holland’s expres

sion was deeply absorbed, and he swung his chair around and un

consciously fingered that package of papers. Their presence on l1ls

desk seemed almost like the presence of an animated and vindictive

personality. -

Lawrence watched him, leaning slightly forward into the circle of

the lamp-light, his calmer face deeply interested. In the pause they

heard the door below open and close, and a step on the stair. Both

men listened, -and heard the tap of a cane. -

“ It a old Dr. Chester,” Holland said wearily. “ He comes by
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this way at night, and if my light is burning stops for a whiskey and

soda.”

“He was to have come down with Callander. They must have

followed me on the nine fifteen. I thought they were n’t coming until

to-morrow. What has brought him out here, I wonder?” Lawrence

added, glancing anxiously across at Hugh.

But his face was in the shadow and his visitor could make nothing

of it. “ Fate, I fear,” he said laconically.

Then the door opened and old Dr. Chester looked in. “Hello,

Lawrence, you here? Well, boys, can you take in on old fellow like

me? ”

“ Glad to see you back, doctor,” Holland replied, pushing forward

his own revolving-chair. “ You ’ve come for a whiskey before bed

time, I fancy.”

“No, no!” The old doctor held up his hand, an almost im

perceptible turn of his eyes including Innes in his thought. “I’ve

sworn off to-night, Hugh—had some liquor at the Callanders’. They

came home with me on the nine fifteen.”

Holland said nothing, but drew forward another chair for himself,

and offered the doctor a pipe.

There was a long pause, and the little old man looked from one to

the other. “Did you hear what I said, you young beggars?” he

asked at last. “ Or have you lost your tongues just because an old

fogylike me breaks in on you?”

Innes laughed. “ My dear doctor, you ’re always the soul of good

cheer. I knew already that the Callanders were here.”

“ Oh, you did, did you?”—the doctor snified. “You both look

as if I had said something dreadful, or committed murder and arson.

They ’re back, the whole kit of them. Betty as lovely as ever, the old

lady in satin and black beads—she rattles—and the old gentleman

. pretty bad off, pretty bad off, and as cross as a rattler in a blackberry

patch.”

Hugh still made no reply. His eyes were fixed on the bundle of

papers tied with red tape, and his tormented mind dwelt on the

picture of Betty in the library, leaning on the mantel, her flushed

face turned upon him and her soft voice saying over and over, “He

has been kind to me.” The inexorable fate that had thrust upon

him the hard condition of being the one to strike the blow that must

hurt her so keenly, seemed to be also thrusting upon him every refine

ment of torture that the situation afforded. He was likely to know all

the details of the household from Dr. Chester and be made thus, by

proxy, a1l unwilling witness of the torture that he must soon inflict.

_ _Happiily for him, Lawrence Innes, seeing something of the con

ditions that prevailed, threw himself into the breach and picked u?
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the threads of the old man’s talk. “ What is the matter with him?”

he inquired carelessly. “Last time I saw him he was doubled up

with lumbago externally, and seemed to be doubled up internally with

ill temper, or something else.”

- “ Dyspepsia,” said Dr. Chester placidly. “ When a man can’t

digest his food he ’s liable to commit murder, or run off and get

married. Eli ’s been married some time, so he ’s dangerous. How

ever, we ’ll keep weapons away from him.”

Lawrence smiled a little grimly. “ You seem to think that love

and dyspepsia are synonymous,” he observed.

“They are at Eli’s age,” cackled the little old man, resting his

hands on the top of his cane and peering curiously at Holland. “ Hugh,

they tell me Harriet ’s got her case and her money. I ’m going

around there to throw up my hat.”

“ She has won, yes,” Holland assented quietly, “ and she ’s happy in

her gentle, frightened way. She ’s like a child with a new toy, bless

her kind heart!”

“And you ’re the toy, I reckon,” retorted Dr. Chester. “ She ’ll

leave you her property, my boy, and she ought to.”

“I hope she won’t, and that she ’ll live forever.”

“ Amen to the last,” responded the doctor. “ At least, as long as

I do, Hugh, for she always takes my pills. I can’t say that of every

body! What did you do to Jimmy Finlaison?”

As he spoke the old man turned with that quick motion of the

head, so like a watchful sparrow, that seemed to bring both young

men in the range of his vision. Holland, leaning in his chair, looked

haggard.

“I wrung the truth out, Dr. Chester,” he said reluctantly. “I

suppose you read the newspaper reports of his cross-examination. He

told me as much of the truth as a liar can, then he slipped off on a

technicality and shifted the blame. He ’s like an eel with the hook in

him: he runs under a rock and breaks the line.”

The doctor nodded. “Yes, but there ’s more behind it. Whom

will you indict? ” .

Holland’s frown deepened. “ The Grand Jury will settle that,” he

said simply.

“Ah, I see there is more behind it. Yon ’re getting on your legal

face.”

The young lawyer laughed in spite of himself. “Have I, then,

two faces?” _

“ Yep,” said the doctor mildly; “ but I have n't seen You swallowmg

widows’ houses yet.” i _ i

“ Hugh’s mission seems to run the other way.” Innes said, smflmg.

“ He ’s been restoring one old lady’s property.”
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“Humph!” said Dr. Chester. “ Every young lawyer has an axe

to grind. Hugh ’s going to be Governor some time, and he’s got his

eye on the main chance. But I’ve got something to ask, and I’m

going to ask i .”Innes rose. “ Perhaps I ’d better go,” he suggested pleasantly, “if

you want to talk with Holland.”  

“ Pshaw l ” said the little old man, motioning him back to his seat.

“ It ’s no secret; I want to get at something else. Hugh, is Jimmy

Finlaison acting for Callander—or is he Callauder’s boss?”

Holland looked at him in silence for a long moment, then he

leaned forward and put the bundle of papers in the drawer of his desk.

“ I ’m not prepared to say, Dr. Chester,” he replied at last.

“ Shucksl ” said the doctor bluntly. “ You mean you won’t.

Look here, Hugh Holland, I believe that man Finlaison has outstripped

old Eli and got the handle of the business, and if he has—if he has ”—

the old man leaned forward on his cane, the lamp-light playing

strongly on his shrewd, withered, kindly old face—“ by heavens! he ’ll

ruin them all, for old Eli can’t stand much, he’s got the mark on him.

the time clock ’s set, he ’s going to die before a great while. Remember

that, Mr. Attorney, remember that—before you strike.”

As he spoke he rose, gripping his cane, and reached for his hat,

which he had laid on the table. “ You young men are hard judges,"

he added, holding out his hand to Hugh, “hard judges, but you’ve

all got to be judged, eh? ” -
Holland’s face was ashen. “ God knows I remember it!” he said.

“ But a man must do his duty.”
“ Just so,” said the doctor, making for the door. “ So did Lucifer-—

before he fell. Good-night, boys. It ’s near twelve and I ’m an early

bird.”

VIII.
THE prosecuting attorney walked the floor until daylight In

honesty he must take Eli Callander before the Grand Jury, and if

he did he would ruin him. Not only ruin him, but-if Dr. Chester

was correct in his diagnosis—also, probably, be the cause of his death.

Yet even that troubled him less than the thought of Betty. Through

the lo1-1g dusky hours before dawn she haunted him, a beautiful and

charming presence, whose happiness he must imperil, if he did not

quite destroy it. He was haunted, too, with that other aspect of the

case, the one that had presented itself to Lawrence Innes. If ever 8

man had the means of revenge thrust into his hand, he had it now

For the last four months Callander’s attitude toward him had been

one of persecution: he had defeated every effort that the younger man

had made toward success, and Holland had felt his inimical influfince

in everything, he had lost ground everywhere, and had had to fight
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step by step. His poverty, too, had ground him. He had been unable

to prevent a foreclosure on some old property of his father’s, which

Ca-llander’s influence had forced into the market. He had been forced

to stand by and lose it, thus being stripped of any little capital he had

left. It had been bitter, the inexorable, hopeless battle of the rich

against the poor, the pushing to the wall at the supreme moment, the

exacting of the pound of flesh if the money be delayed even six days

by hard necessity. Holland had suffered all this and more at Eli’s

hand, and now vengeance—vengeance so full and terrible that it was

appalling—was thrust upon him. Yet there was no triumph in the

moment—only a complete and wholesome revulsion of feeling; and he

was possessed by a temptation to destroy the papers, so malicious and

so poignant that it tortured him.

As day broke he went to his window and, throwing wide the

shutters, looked out. The building where he had his ofiice was situated

in the older part of the town, down by the courthouse, but across the

square, between the city hall and the jail, he could catch a glimpse

of the wide streets, converging at last into the distance. The land

was flat, and there was no gracious outline of hills here, but at the end

of the long vista he seemed to see the rim of the world, just bound

with gold, like the lip of a costly cup, and the purple haze of the

distant sky was shot through with quivering drops of light, the soft

clouds drifting above the dawn illumined with a light and beauty and

rosiness that seemed to diffuse itself gradually over earth and sky.

Below, the streets were still; in the warm spring morning not a leaf

stirred, and suddenly he thought of the roses that must be blooming

in the trellis under Betty Callander’s window, the window on the east

side of the old house. The house where he used to visit as a boy,

but which must be closed to him now forever. A thousand memories

crowded back, arresting the present struggle of his mind and diffusmg

thought itself with the rosier, more tender aspect of those sweet far

days, when they were children together and she quarrelled with hln1.

They had seemed to grow apart with the intervening years.- She

had been sent away to fashionable schools, to Europe for the fimshmg

touches of her education, and finally she had bloomed out into a young

woman of fashion. Their childhood had slipped away, the Old relatums

lost in new formalities, and that moment in the library in the Wash

ington house had been the only one for years when she had touched

upon the past. _

But even more bitter than tire inevitable separation was this new

necessity. To her, doubtless, he would seem as her worst enemy,

since it must be his hand that would deal the blow, his deliberate act

which must expose her uncle as a rich conspirstor, a cr"Tllnal.monop-

olist ; and worse than all was the too- patent interpretation. the
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interpretation that had showed itself so vividly to McFinn and

Andrews, and even to Innes. He would be said to be reaping his

own revenge, triumphing in the defeat of his personal enemy. That

he was merely doing his duty, and doing it with regret, was not con

ceivable to any mind but his own. Yet there his duty lay in those

closely type-written sheets, bound with the ofiicial red tape, and

freighted with ruin for one man at least.

He left the window, where he had stood idly watching the blush

of morning difffnse itself into the blinding rush of sunrise, and went

to his desk to turn the key upon a temptation that again plucked

at his elbow with the insistence of forty devils instead of one. The

irony of that fate which tempted him to save his enemy had never

seemed so poignant as at that moment; Eli wanted to despoil him,

to rush him into obscurity, yet he was anxious to avert the impending

ruin which would render the old man forever harmless.

He had been so lost in thought, so wrapped up in contending emo

tions, that he had taken no heed of the passage of time, but was

aware at last that the streets had come to life, and the sounds of early.

traffic floated up to his open windows. He caught the shrill cries -

of the newsboys and the rumble of heavy produce-wagons on their way

to market. It was not his custom to stay all night in the office, and he

was suddenly apprised of the fact that he had been fasting since

noon the day before by perceiving the aroma of his neighbor’s coffee

He roused himself, therefore, and went back to his lodgings for a bath

and his breakfast, and an hour and a half later, when he returned, felt

more prepared to battle with the hard facts of another day.

He went up to his office and began to arrange his work, first

closing the shutter toward the east to shade the full glare of the hot

spring day. As he sorted out his letters and hunted up a few important

notes, he was aware of the fresh green tree-tops that were level with the

window-sill, and noticed the perfume of wistaria. The old vine that

climbed a neighboring portico was in full bloom, the heavy purple

clusters hanging over the upper balustrade. Court convened at eleven

o’clock, and he had prepared the opening address for the prosecution

He was turning over the loose pages of it when his quick ear caught

a light step on the stair, and the next moment some one tapped at

the door of his outer room. Both doors stood open; without looking

up, he called out to his visitor to come in. He heard some one enter the

other room and stop almost at the threshold. Surprised at this unusual

hesitation, he turned sharply and saw a slender figure in fresh white,

with a rose-trimmed hat, standing in the outer office.

“Will you come in?” he said formally.

The girl turned and their eyes met. He uttered an exclamation and

went to meet her. “ Miss Callander l ”
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She blushed to the temples. “ Yes,” she said softly; “it is 1.

Mr. Holland, may l speak to you for five minutes?”

“Five minutes?” he cried. “No one knows how glad I am to

see you.”

He could not be conventional; he gave her a chair, but his face

was as white as hers was rosy. “ It is four months since I have seen

you,” he said, “ and it seems four years.”

“ You never came back,” she said, with a little wavering laugh;

“ you never even answered my letter.”

“ Your letter? I never received any,” he replied, in amazement.

“ I—I took it to the Chetworth myself!” she said.

“ I never got it, and I wrote you—did n’t you know that I never

got it by my letter?”

“ I never got your letter.”

They stood looking at each other. A burning blush spread over

her face. She divined the fate of his letter; old Eli must have got

it and destroyed it. The thought was like the annoying sting of some

pestilential insect. How small it all was! She felt herself suddenly a

prisoner. But her letter to him? Then she rememberedFinlaison—

could he have got it from the servant? “ We seem to be the victims

of circumstances,” she said. “ I am sorry. But—but you might have

supposed that I did n’t receive yours.”

He made no reply, but his glance was eloquent. He was thinking

of her and of the package of papers in the desk, and the confusion of

his thought made him tongue-tied. He was face to face with tempta

tion again.

Misinterpreting him, she felt his silence and half turned away, her

pride struggling with an intolerable emotion. Her lips quivered, sud

denly she hid her face in her hands. “ Why do you make it so hard? ”

she cried. _
He was the more deeply moved of the two. “Betty,”_he said,

“ Betty! Don’t you know that your coming here is like a special provi

dence to me? I was starving for the sight of you, the sound of your

voice.”
But she did not raise her head. He went to her then and, bending

over her, laid one hand gently on her arm. She was to him something

very sacred and beautiful. “Betty,” he said, “I love you with all

my soul, but I thought you did not care for me, that you did n’t want

the love of a man your uncle hated. I took your silence to mean that,

and more than that! In many ways I am a miserable failure.” -

She looked up then. “You are a success,” she said hurnedly;

“it is your victory; you are honest—Oh, don’t you see? It was that

I wanted—that! When you told me about Adams and Leslie, I knew;

they were trying to bribe you, and I wanted you to stand the test.
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They looked into each other’s eyes long and steadily, and a great

light broke over his strong face. He forgot the documents. “I’ve

been a blind fool,” he said, “ a blind fool! Betty, I——"

She drew back, her face crimson, a flash almost of anger in her

eyes. “ Oh, what have I done ? ” she exclaimed. “ I came here to beg

a favor, and it seems as if I came for this! You must despise me! ”

“You do not think I misunderstand?” he answered quickly. “ I

know you came for your uncle, with no thought in your generous heart

but for him, but you forget that I am human, that I can’t crush life

itself to think about—your uncle! Remember what the months have

been to me, their blankness, and now ”—he caught her in his arms—

“ Betty, I can’t give you up again! ”

For a moment she was swept away by the strength of his emotion

and her own. She clung to him, only conscious that she loved him,

that she was but a chip in the great torrent of life, whirled by the

tide of it. It was an instant of wild happiness ; then she forced herself

to think, she struggled and he released her.

“ Betty,” he said, “ you must hear me——”

“ Hush!” she cried sharply, fighting hard to keep her own courage

up, to remember her obligations. “Don’t say it—answer me instead.

Hugh, are you going to attack Eli Callander? ”

The light died suddenly out of his face.

She drew a long breath and stood leaning on the high back of a

chair. “I knew it,” she said. “I knew it! I heard enough from

Dr. Chester to piece it together, and they told me of those two men

coming to you yesterday. Hugh ”—she left the chair again and came

toward him, the charm and graciousness of her personality keenly

accentuated by the dingy background of his ofl‘ice—“ Hugh, tell me how

bad it is. Tell me.”

He turned away sharply; it was too much to tell her now, to mise

fresh barriers between them. “I wish he were not your uncle!” he

said with a groan.

“ Is it as bad as that?” she murmured.

He was silent; it was so much worse than that!

“Hugh,” she said softly, “with all his faults, he’s stood in a

iatheis place to me. He was kind to my father when he was a

bankrupt; but for him I would be penniless—I can’t forget! But

there is something else. I am bound not to tell this, but to you I

must. I am not his niece, I am not of his own blood, only a poor

orphan whom he took in and cared for because my father was hi.=

friend. It is his compassion that has made me what I am. I am

nothing to him, yet I owe him everything.”

“Thank God that you are not his niece!” Hugh exclaimed with

fervor. “ Betty, that ’s best of all!”
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“ I know it,” she whispered. “ I know it! I felt that way, too,

but it only makes my debt the greater.”

“ I can’t see it so,” Holland interposed. "‘ He was kind, and have

you not returned it? You have been all a daughter could have been

to him. You are quits.”

“No, no!” she said. “ Don-t tempt me. I will not forget what

he did for my father, what he has done for me. I must not forget it!

I know it all; I’ve seen and heard too much lately to be blind; even

Kitty Innes has been cold to me ; but I can’t help what the world

thinks. I must plead for him. He does n’t see things in your way;

he has n’t the instinct that we have. Money means much to him;

he has come to think it a god, that it does n’t corrupt. If you strike

at him now and—and ruin him, Hugh, he ’s old, he is n’t well, his

heart ”

He put out his hand sharply, with a passionate gesture. “ Don’t! ”

he exclaimed. “Don’t! I must tell you the truth, Betty. He is

guilty—so guilty that if I do not have him indicted I am a dishonest

man. There are the papers ”—he went to his desk and brought them

to show to her. “They will ruin him. Don’t think I have n’t been

tempted—no, no, not by anger, Betty, but to destroy them.”

She looked at them eagerly and held out her hand, almost the

perversity of a child showed in her wilful, lovely face. “Oh! ” she

cried passionately. “ Give them to me! ”

Holland sighed. A great wave of passion and despair swept over

him. What did it matter? What did anything matter? Her love

was worth more than that, yet it was the price of his honor. Every

trained instinct of the lawyer, every inherited impulse in the man, re

sisted. He was inherently honest, yet temptation could assail him

even when, in the lucidity of his thought, such moments were con

temptible. He turned the packet over in his hands, aware that they

were unsteady. “It is here,” he said, in a quiet voice. “You can

take it, Betty, but if you do, if I do not bring in this testimony, I ’m

a dishonest man ; I am what Callander and Finlaison would have

made me in the eyes of the world. You must ruin me to saye hnn.”

Again she covered her face with her hands. “Take it away,

 

Hugh! ” she cried. “I see what I have done. I have tempted you

to do wrong—and after I have prayed for you to do right! It is like a

woman! But if you do it—if you do it—we must part forever, Hugh.

5’

His face hardened into strong lines, the light in his eyes grew stead

fast. Looking at him, she thought him, for the first time, -handsome.

He turned to her quite simply. “I have loved you,” he said gravely.

“I have loved you a long time. I shall always love you. If have

hoped for anything in the world, it has been to make you my vnfe. I

Von. LXXXXV.-—36
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cannot withdraw from this indictment, as matters stand now, but I

can resign.”

She drew her breath sharply, looking at him in wonder. “Is it

possible,” she whispered, with intense agitation, “that you can sul--

render that? It means so much to a man, Hugh ” She broke

off with a sob.

He smiled. The struggle was over so far as he was concerned.

“ You mean more to me, Betty,” he said, and he held out his hands,

his face illumined. “ Betty,” he repeated softly, “ I have always loved

you.”

She was weeping. “ It is I who would ruin you!” she murmured.

“ I! And oh, Hugh ”

“ You are more to me than all the world,” he said.

But she would not listen to him. “ I can be noble, too,” she cried.

“ I cannot let you do it. It must go on as if I did n’t exist; ” and she

turned to the door.

“ It can’t go on in that way,” he replied. “ I can’t let it go on so,

Betty. I will resign. I will not lift up my voice against him for your

sake, but I cannot dishonor my office. It is easy to give it up.”

“ You are not honest now, Hugh Holland,” she said passionately,

“ and you know it! It is n’t easy to give it up, and it is I who must

give you up.” .

“ Betty! ” he said sharply, but she was gone.

He ran out after her bareheaded, but saw the Callander carriage

driving rapidly away.

He went up-stairs to his desk and put the papers in his pocket

again. Then he wrote a note to the Governor who hated him.

“Lord!” he thought. “How glad he ’ll be.”

It was almost whimsical, so many hated him for his unsparing

honesty, and he was dodging the responsibility of his office. It would

not save Callander. but his would not be the hand to pull him down.

He had given it all up, and he threw himself down on his lounge at

last and slept in his clothes, the first sleep for forty-eight hours.

 

 

IX.

WHEN the Callander carriage left the dingy old street where

Hugh’s office stood, it passed quickly across the market-place and

turned toward the Callander house, which stood almost in the centre

of the town. Old Court-House Lane used to run straight up to the big,

“und, white gate-posts with the bronze eagles on them, but later they

called it Callander Avenue. After the exposure, however, it got to be

just Court Street, and it is so now. Betty could remember when it

was a lane with flowers blooming in the hedge-rows, but the house had

been partly altered even then. It was big and square and ugly, with 3
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wide front piazza and two portentous bronze lions on either side, lions

that she had played with as a child, and that stared at her now with

unseeing bronze eyes.

Eli had altered the old place with an eye to his personal aggrandize

ment, and he had the first brownstone steps and balustrade in town,

while his long row of windows were all enlarged and fashioned over

until the front looked like a fashionable club-house, and suggested

to the townspeople the mysterious flavor of “a Washington season.”

Something as vague and nebulous to them as a mirage, Betty thought

with a sad smile, as she glanced at the front windows, as the carriage

approached, and at the trim lawn dotted with gaudy flower-beds.

Getting out of the carriage in front of the bronze lions, Betty

avoided the hideous parterres and walked down into the untouched old

grounds behind the house, to the summer-house, that, facing south,

was out of range of Eli’s windows. Under that old arch Betty had

fought many a battle with herself; and there once, long ago, she

remembered it now, she and Hugh had played marbles on the old

worn floor, when the air was sweet with mignonette, and there were no

keener anxieties than those which related to the quarrels that they

had over their games. Even now she remembered the day when she

got his agates and he was so grown up he laughed at her. It had made

her tingle with anger. How she had hated him for that laugh!

To-day, when the thought of him was bitter-sweet, she wished, with

tears in her eyes, that she hated him still. How foolish it seemed to

think of those old days now! Yet the tears came. She had gone

to Holland in the supreme moment of her pity for old Eli, her desire

to prove, even to herself, that she was not so ungrateful as Mrs. Cal

lander supposed. It seemed to her that the very fact that she was an

orphan pensioner upon his bounty bound her to do her utmost for

him. But it had never entered her mind that by doing so she would

thrust a hard necessity upon Hugh of either refusing to listen to her

entreaties, or of violating his own sense of honor and duty. She had

left him, therefore, overwhelmed alike by the consciousness of his

love and her own mistaken course, and his determination to resign

plunged her into the agonies of self-reproach. Her love for Hugh, and

her pride in him, had never been more profound, and Yet she had

asked him to give up all for her sake! The turn that events had

taken seemed inexplicable. Every time she struggled to clear her mmd

and look the crisis in the face, she was overwhelmed by its cross

purposes. They loved each other, and must they give each other up

because of Eliballander? Hard necessity. Yet had he not helped

her father and fed and clothed and housed her, and treated her as his

own child, for years? The debt was there, and its poigmmt s"-mg

reached her very heart.
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She stood with her hand on the rustic door-post, looking out with

unseeing eyes, when a sudden shadow fell across the sunlit path and

she looked up to meet Finlaison’s eyes. Her start of angry surprise

seemed almost to please him. His sleek face was unrufiled, and he

smiled.

“ I thought you ’d be here,” he said calmly. “ I saw you come, and

I ’ve got to know a little of your ways.”

“ My ways are of no possible consequence, Mr. Finlaison,” Betty

said haughtily.

He faced her, his hands thrust deep into his pockets, and a

smile under his drooping lids. “ Miss Betty, I sometimes think that

no one else’s ways count with me,” he replied, “ and that, too, in spite

of the way you ’ve treated me! ”

Betty made no reply. Instead she looked steadily over his head,

her breast heaving with suppressed emotion. The reptile had some

power over Eli Callander, she had felt it from the first, and now a

keen perception of a change in him made her heart beat in her throat.

He no longer had the air of a suppliant. There was instead encroach

ment, power, determination, in the smooth composure of his face.

His very manner was an affront.

There was a long silence, then he spoke.

“Betty——” he began.

“ Sir ”—she turned on him like a beautiful young fury, her eyes

sparkling—“ to you I am Miss Callander.”

“ Oh, are you? ”—he was white with anger. “ Perhaps you won’t

stay so,” he added bitterly, “ but I ’ll let it go. It don’t count much—

your name. I mean to make you take mine! ” .

Betty came down the steps of the summer-house, but he blocked

her path.

“‘ Let me pass, sir,” she said furiously. “If you do not, I will

call for help!”

“ I think you won’t,” said Finlaison, and something in the steady

glitter of his eyes held her, as a snake holds a bird.

She stood quivering; her splendid beauty seemed to pulsate with

passion and pride. The man, in spite of his anger, gazed at her in

fierce admiration. He would tame her. By God! he thought, wWl’c *

magnificent creature to own!

“ I came down here to tell you so again,” he said. -

Betty looked at him, and if a look could have killed he would have

shrivelled in his tracks. “Will you let me pass?” she demanded

haughtily.

“ No! ”

She measured him from head to foot, her lip quivering with

anger, not with fear. “ Mr. Finlaison,” she said -in a low, clear

“A
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voice, “ I have despised you many times, but until now I never thought

you a ruffian.”

“ Until you made me one,” he replied, with the first real flash of

passion. “Until you made me one. You’ve despised me, yes, and

treated me like a worm and refused to speak to me, but my day ’s been

coming slowly but surely. It ’s come, Miss Callander! ” He stopped,

panting, and Betty gazed at him in sudden panic. Was the man mad?

But he went on headlong, the words rushing from his lips in a torrent,

the pent-up passion of his heart breaking out, as though the sluice

gates were open at last. “ You ’re going to marry me,” he said, “ and

that soon. I loved you, and you treated me like a dog. Then I swore

to get you, and I will, by God! You ’ll marry me and not that young

shyster over yonder ”—he pointed with a quivering finger toward

Hugh’s office. “Not him, though I know you ’re over-fond of him,

and not over-scrupulous about visiting him alone, You ’ll marry me—

if I ’m willing to take you ”

“If you say another word,” said Betty wildly, “I think that I

shall kill you with my bare hands!”

“No, you will not kill me; you ’ll marry me, and be right glad

to do it, too,” he said, between his teeth, “ when you know what I

can tell you.”

“I will not listen to another word!” she cried passionately, and

tried to pass him, but he caught her by the arm and attempted to hold

her.

“How dare you?” she said, wrenching herself free. “How dare

you? ” -

“You ’ve got to hear me,” he replied doggedly. “I’ll have you

anyhow. No one else will want you, my lady. Your uncle is a

ruined man! ”

“ I know it! ” said Betty. “ Let me pass, you—you villain! It is

you who have ruined him.”

“Hold on!” said Finlaison. “ You think you know it, but you

don’t; nor does your lover. I can hang your uncle. He ’s a murderer.”

Betty gasped. But for the doorpost, she would have fallen she

clid not doubt him for a moment; conviction carried in every word.

This, this, was the terrible thing he held over Eli’s head; this was the

secret of that power that she had never fathomed! She thanked God

that Eli Gallander was not her uncle, but she kept that secret “lll,

if it was a secret from this sly dark man She shuddered, E_!ld_ he

saw it. A slow triumph dawned in his eyes; he felt himself irresistible.

“ They thought President Kalyph of the Illinois Traction shot

himself,” he said deliberately. “ He did n’t. Your uncle shot him

and killed him in his private ofiice when he threatened to expose the

very steal that McFinn and Andrews are -exposing now to Holland
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I’m the only man on God’s earth who knows the truth of the death

of Kalyph, and all the planning that led up to it. If you refuse to

marry me, you won’t get one penny of the estate, and you ’ll tie the

rope around old Eli’s neck so ”—he made a grim, significant gesture—

“just as sure as if you ’d hanged him.”

For a while Betty made no answer. She stood looking at him in

stead, and the contempt and loathing in her clear eyes burned him.

He clenched and unclenched his hands, and once he had to wipe the

foam off the lip he was gnawing. She affected him with madness. He

could have wrung her pretty, slender throat, if only to bring her to

her knees to cry for mercy.

When she spoke at last her voice was clear and there was a new

note in it, a note that should have warned him that there are lengths

to which not even self-sacrifice will go.

“You say that you are the only living witness to a murder,” she

said. “ Are you sure, then, that you are not also- an accessory?”

He laughed mockingly, though the sweat stood out in beads on

his forehead. “ Sure,” he replied. “ I saw it and could not prevent

it—I can prove that. I only held my tongue in pity for an old man—

an old man to whom you owe everything.” -

Betty recoiled; had she not pleaded with almost these words,

certainly with these thoughts, to Holland? Must it be ground into

her soul—the inexorable debt of her life?

“I could have hung him first hand,” Finlaison went on, “but

he grovelled, and I spared him. He ’s grovelling still. To be tried

for Kalyph’s murder is the one thing on earth he can’t face. He ’d

give you to me this minute if he could.”

“ He knows you are here?” Betty asked, her brows drawn and her

white face strangely illuminated. It seemed as if every emotion were

crystallized; as if the passion and shame and anger had made her

face a mask of alabaster behind which every contending emotion was

fused in a still white flame.

“ He knows I ’m here,” Finlaison said, “ and he says you ’ll marry

me. I reckon you have n’t got much choice, Miss Callander.”

“And if I marry you? ” she said slowly, watching him again, as

she would have watched a snake.

“Well, he won’t hang, and maybe I can keep him out of jail

Besides, I can save some money for you by holding my tongue.”

“ And the money—all this ”—Betty comprehended the place with

a graceful gesture that seemed to make her tell slenderness more

beautiful—“ you think it is worth saving? That I should do well to

save it by marrying you?” -

“I reckon so,” said Finlaison, “ and so do you!”

“I would rather starve,” said Betty. “I would starve in the

M-,
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gutter rather than.accept a crumb from your hand—or from his, after

this.”

He broke out then with an oath, stung beyond endurance. “ You ’ll

marry me,” he said, “ or I ’ll hang old Eli.”

“ And what if I do not believe that you can hang him?” she said.

“ What if I believe that you would have done it, if you could, before

now?”

“ Ask him!” said Finlaison, pointing a shaking finger at the

house. “ Ask him l ”

“ I will,” she said. “ But what if even -this fails, if not even for

my benefactor’s sake am I willing to sell myself to you? What if—

and it is true, heaven knows !—I would rather throw myself into the

river than touch your hand?” _

Finlaison wiped the foam from his lip again; his eyes were deadly.

“ Even then,” he said, “ you marry me, if I choose to marry you, and

you’ll be glad to ; for if you refuse, if you taunt me again, I ’ll make

your name ring. I ’ll tell the world what I believe—that you ’ve been

too often to visit Hugh Holland’s rooms.”

With a sudden movement Betty sprang from the step and, evading

him, swept out on to the lawn. Then she turned and faced him.

“ You cur! ” she said. “ How—how dare you?”

Finlaison pointed again at the house. “Go ask him,” he said.

“ Go and ask him; then you ’ll marry me.”

She looked at him one long moment in a silence that was terrible

even to Finlaison. Then she raised her chin a little, that attitude of

hers that seemed at once beautiful and disdainful. Outwardly she

was calm, though the rise and fall of her shoulders betrayed her. “ Mr.

Finlaison,” she said sharply, “you will follow me to Mr. Callander.”

She turned and walked across the lawn. Finlaison’s gnawed lip

bled a little, but he followed her. _

She walked up the veranda steps ahead of him, carrymg her head

high, and left the door open for him to follow into the house, but she

neither looked back nor spoke. She was going to the magnate’s pnvate

office, but she heard his voice and Mrs. Callander’s in the library, and

turned aside. -
The old man, huddled in a great chair, was clothed ll1 a flowered

dressing-gown, his drawn face so gray and pinched by contrast that

it looked like a clam-shell on the edge of a flowerbed. As Betty

walked in, followed by Finlaison, Eli looked up from under shaggy

brows and fixed them with an enigmatical stare. Mrs. Callander,

who had been talking to him, was plainly frightened. ll

Betty came across the room and stood over the old man, a ta

ymmg figure buoyant with passion. “Uncle Eli, is it true that you

are in this man’s power?” she demanded, pointing at Finlaison.
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Eli dropped his head lower, still looking out at them with fierce

eyes. His mouth worked, he said nothing.

“ Is it true,” Betty went on, “ that you have offered me as the price

of his silence?”

“ Betty!” cried Mrs. Callander, in a shaking voice. “ Betty, you

are scandalous! Think of your uucle’s health! Think-—think of

what I told you! ”

“I have a right to know,” said Betty, unmoved.

“ Been asking her to marry you, Finlaison? ” demanded Eli at last.

Finlaison laughed, but the laugh was discordant. “Yes,” he re

plied, “and stated a few interesting facts, just to strengthen my

cause.”

“ Humph!” said_Eli. “You always were a fool.”

The fire in Betty’s glance burned deeper. “ Mr. Callander,” she

said, “ do you know of what your henchmen accuses you? He calls

you, behind your back, thief and murderer.”

Mrs. Callander gave a shrill scream and collapsed, a crumpled heap

of beaded satin, into the nearest chair, and lay there, unnoticed, like a

pricked balloon.

Old Eli, glaring at Finlaison, mumbled, his hands gripping the

arms of his chair. He swore profoundly. “ You ’re a cool one,” lie

said to his lieutenant. “ I did n’t know that was on the cards.”

“ I told you I should use it,” Finlaison replied coolly, “if it was

needed to make the situation clear to her. She ’s flouted me once too

often for her own good and yours! ”

“By gad! sir,” said Eli, with uncontrollable passion, “ you ’re a

sneak!”

Betty stood between them, looking from one to the other. “It

is n’t true, then, Uncle Eli?” she said, with sudden softening. “It

can’t be true! Send this wretch out of the house! He has been at

the bottom of it all, I know. I heard him plan that charge about

the check against Hugh Holland, that is being publicly refuted, to your

disgrace; and now this creature told me that you had stolen so much

money in the Illinois Traction that when President Kalyph called

you to his private ofiice and confronted you with your theft you

murdered him in cold blood; that he had evidence, and if I did not

marry him he ’d use it to your ruin. I know there is evidence against

you already, but not this—it can’t be this! Send him away! ”

Mrs. Callander got up suddenly and ran to her husband with

shaking hands. All her trivial splendor had shrivelled and fallen

from her like a dead leaf from a stricken bough. “ Eli,” she sobbed,-

“ Eli, is it true? Is this what you ’ve all been whispering about? 0h,

my God! ” cried the poor woman, falling upon her knees beside Betty.

“IVs true, it’s true, I see it in his face! Betty, save us!” and she
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clutched at the folds of Betty’s dress with trembling fingers, in an

ecstasy of terror. “He must be saved! ” she wailed. “He must be

saved! I’ll die if this disgrace comes! You have n’t any right to

refuse; you’re ours, ours—just as much as this table or this chair.

We took you in, we fed and clothed and housed you!” Then she

broke out in loud, hysterical weeping. “ Betty, save us! ”

“Shut up!” said Eli violently.

The girl scarcely noticed her. She was searching the magnate’s

face, and the guilt she saw there, the cowering admission, struck terror

to her soul. This, then, was what he feared! Was it possible the

grim old man could be so broken? Whatever evidence Hugh had, it

did not mean this murder, yet he too had enough to ruin Eli, and

it was plain that he was hiding a kind of terror that, being so grim

and so foreign to his nature, was all the more terrible in those slight

outward evidences that not even his iron will could suppress. Here

was a man who had been a master, grim and cruel and inexorable, and

he was mastered at last by the secret knowledge of this cringing coward.

Her glance swept past him to Finlaison, and horror, keen physical

repulsion, tore away the last shreds of illusion. To save her benefac

tor from a shameful death she was asked to degrade her womanhood

by such a marriage. There stood the greater knave, the man who

had so far evaded justice, who would evade it still, by his wit and his

wickedness and his growing wealth; a sleek, cruel figure of success, the

toad with the jewel in its head. -

“ Mr. Callander,” she said in a low voice, “ are these things true?”

Old Eli gripped the arms of his chair; his brows were down, his

deep eyes burned. He stared full into Betty’s young tense face, and

eye to eye they measured strength. “I did it! ” he said. “Kalyph

taunted me; he had the papers that they say are to go to Holland,

curse him! He can’t have all of ’em, but that man ”—he pointed a

rigid finger at Finlaison—“ that man has: he saw Kalyph’s death.

Hush, you whining woman l ” he added to his wife, who was cowering

on the floor. “ For five years I ’ve paid him, I’ve crawled on my nose

to his feet, like a whipped cur, and now look at him, Betty. He wants

you, you ’re his price, he ’s always wanted you! If you take him, he ’ll

keep still and I ’ll get off. If you d0n’t”—he touched his own throat.

- “Take your choice, miss. You owe me something, I’m blessed if I

don’t believe you ’re the only one that does! Save me or hang me.

Stay here or ”—this time he pointed at the door—“ or go!”

Betty pressed her hands over her eyes, bewildered. “ It ’s all

true!” she cried with conviction. “ It ’s no nightmare!”

Old Eli was exasperated beyond endurance. “ It ’s -none of your

business anyhow!” he said fiercely. “ You marry Finlmson and show

your gratitude—or you gol ”
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Finlaison touched his lips nervously with his hand. “ I told her,”

he said in his smooth voice, “ that she had compromised herself with

Holland, that people were talking, but I was generous enough to over

look her thoughtlessness.”

Mrs. Callander struggled up from her knees. “Betty, I forgot

that!” she wailed. “ You ’ve got to marry this man, if he'll have

you. I never dreamed you’d do anything scandalous People will

talk. You can’t refuse to save your uncle’s reputation.”

Betty stood looking from one to the other. “ Do you believe the

vile things this man says?” -she demanded.

Eli scowled. “ You ’ll find the world believes ’em l ” he snarled.

“I should like to ask you where you were this morning?” Finlaison

said.
Betty looked at him a moment in profound scorn. “In Mr.

Holland’s office,” she said proudly. “ Is there anything more?”

“I should calculate that that was a pretty good-sized admission,”

Finlaison said to Eli. “ Did n’t I tell you so?”

“ The girl ’s a fool,” said Eli. “ Betty,” he added abruptly,

“you ’ll marry this man and hold your tongue.”

“ I fancy Holland would n’t marry you—not after he ’s got some

of his evidence against your folks,” said Finlaison, with cutting irony

“ I reckon his love won’t hold. See here, my lady, there are one or

two more things to tell Holland: I can ruin and hang your uncle

here, and I can drag you and your lover into publicity. The price

of my silence? It ’s you,” he said with fierce passion. " You! ”

Betty wrenched herself free from Mrs. Callander’s frantic hands.

“I’ll never pay it!” she said. "Never. You cowardly hound. if

Hugh Holland were here he would kill you! ”

Mrs. Callander turned to her husband, wringing her hands. “ Eli,”

she sobbed, “can she save us?”

Eli bent forward in his chair, his face like iron again; the habit

of command is hard to break. “ She marries Finlaison or she leaves,”

he said. “ I ’ve heard enough of her goings-on with Holland.”

Betty swung around. “ Then you believe what this wretch says? ”

“ You ’ll marry him,” said Eli.

She walked past him to the door. “ I’ll never marry him,” she

replied, “never, and I thank God I’m not your niece!” and she

went out.

Finlaison followed her into the hall. “ You understand,” he asked,

“the consequences?”

Betty turned on him, quivering from head to foot. “ Go back! ”

she commanded. “ Don’t dare to follow me, don’t dare to touch me,

you——you toad! ”

He turned livid. “ Is that your answer?” he said in a low voice
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She shuddered. “I can’t do it!” she cried. “I loathe you! I

could n’t do it to save my very soul!” and she ran from him blindly,

as if he were indeed a walking pestilence.

He watched her, hatred and revenge in his sullen, cruel eyes.

In the library Mrs. Callander was in hysterics. Eli stared at her.

“ You fool, you!” he remarked comfortingly. “ You went and

told her. I’ve got no hold on her now. Scream away! By gadl

I ’d like to wring your fool neck!”

X

As soon as Betty left his ofiice in the morning, Hugh Holland

had sent his resignation to the Governor, and that unfriendly otficial

had published it at once.

The news, placarded on the bulletin-boards, ran like wild-fire, and

in an hour both Great and Little Paradise were aware of two facts:

that the young commonwealth attorney had resigned, and that he had

won his suit for slander against Finlaison and Callander. It had been

proved in open court that neither of them could produce any accepted

and receipted check made out to Holland; the charges of corruption

were not only false, but might easily be the foundation of another

suit charging conspiracy.

The town was agog. The partisans of Callander were many, for

wealth, like honey, draws flies; but Holland was not without his

champions, and there was a veiled triumph on the side of those who

were struggling to defeat the Governor, for it had been found that

whatever hurt Callander hurt Leslie too, although the latter was

making gallant efforts to withdraw from the entangling skeins of the

magnate’s fortunes. All these things kindled the excitement. Crowds

hung around the bulletin-boards, and more were gathering to hear

Holland speak for the opposition candidate. He was still determined

to defeat Leslie. It was the last blow that he could deal an admimstra

tion which was to profit so solidly by his withdrawal from the ranks

of its active enemies. -

The old town-hall was crowded that night. It was a square bnck

building, facing northeast, with a bricked quadrangle separatmg it

from the jail. It had been the scene of many famous tnals: here

Colonel Blathwayt had been sentenced for the murder of Calderwood,

here the sentries had paced before prison walls to keep out the mob,

here old Judge Ladd had handed down equal if cholenc Justlce, and

here, of late years, Callander had won suit after sult until. Hugh 5::

land stripped bare the methods of the nng, and won his few 8'

victories, as he had faced here, too, his bitter defeats. -

With the gathering of dusk the t0wn-hall filled and overflowed unto

the quadrangle of the jail. The unshuttered windows blazed with light,
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and men could be seen sitting on the sills. Some of the more venture

some climbed up from below and found precarious roosting-places on

the coping which ran below the east windows, yet even there they

would be out of range of the speaker’s voice and could catch only the

receding ripples of excitement which were sure to rise and fall, wave

on wave, like the ebb and flow of the tide.

Doctor Chester and Lawrence Innes met at the corner and walked

together toward the building.

“Looks like a storm centre, does n’t it?” Lawrence remarked.

“ It was splendid the way Hugh won out on the bribery charges. They

cheered him as he came out of court. I wanted to hear him speak

to-night, but that looks like a hopeless proposition. They ’re fairly

on the window-sills.”

“Mostly are when he speaks,” Dr. Chester grunted, “and the

people are plumb crazy over this resignation. They want to know what

it means.”

Lawrence knocked the ashes out of his cigar. “I fancy they

never will, doctor,” he said musingly.

Dr. Chester gave him one of his quick, keen looks. “ I reckon you

know,” he remarked dryly.

“I? Not at all,” Lawrence replied quickly.

“Humph!” grunted the doctor. “ You can put two and two

together, though, I fancy.”

Lawrence laughed. “ Don’t drive it home, doctor,” he said.

Dr. Chester thumped his cane on the pavement. “I know,” he

said. “ It ’s something to do with Callander, and I reckon if he ’d

had any notion that Callander was quarrelling with Betty he would n’t

have resigned.”

Lawrence smiled in the darkness. “ Would you?” he asked.

Dr. Chester made no immediate reply; instead they walked on in

silence, his cane tapping as usual. Then he broke out abruptly

“ Lord!” he said. “ What can one do to a dying man?"

As he spoke, a tumult of sound rose ahead of them; it seemed

as if a tempest had broken loose in the lighted building and the

gusts of it were tearing their way through space. The crowd in front

reeled and rocked.

“What the devil?” exclaimed the doctor.

“ It must be an unusual speech,” said Lawrence.

“ They ’re not speaking yet,” growled the old man, holding uP his

cane. "Hark!"

The uproar fell a little, then a keen voice was heard shouting an

order and the crowd broke to let out runners.

“ Something has gone wrong ! ” said Lawrence and started forward.

Dr. Chester stood still, listening; a man was running toward them.
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“ What is it? ” Lawrence shouted.

“ Doctor wanted!” gasped the messenger. “ Hugh Holland ’s

shot!”

“My God!” cried Lawrence.

Dr. Chester said nothing; he was going to the scene of the dis

turbance as fast as he could, scarcely using his cane. Lawrence

caught hold of the man, who was reeling, his hand at his side.

“Who did it?”

“ Finlaison! ” The man turned back with Lawrence. “ They ’ve

got him. I reckon mebbe they ’ll lynch him. They think Holland ’s

dying.”

Both were running now. -

“What was it?” gasped Lawrence.

“Dunno,” said the other. “I was outside and got the message

and scooted. They were ’phoning, but I—I thought "’—he lost his

breath and got it again—“ mebbe I ’d find one———"’ -

They reached the outer rim of the crowd and pushed through it.

Then Lawrence fought his way. They had cleared a path for Dr.

Chester, and in some way Innes pressed along in his wake, but it was

thick again outside the room where they had carried Holland. Dr.

Chester went in, but it closed on the others.

Outside, half a dozen men whom Innes did not know were whisper

ing, while in the other crowded rooms a storm was brewing, and beyond

the old brick walls the crowd was held in leash only by the fact

that Hugh’s life apparently trembled in the balance. Lawrence heard

a man beside him whispering to his neighbor.

“ They ’ll lynch. Finlaison,” he said. “ They ’ve got him in the

basement, with two constables on guard, but they can’t get him out

of the building without a company of militia.”

“ They say Leslie ’s telephoned for it to the barracks.”

“ Humph! Leslie would just as lief hang Finlaison.”

“ I thought they were thick.”

“ So they were, but they say Finlaison’s peached.”

“ He ’s rotten any way.”

“ Too bad about Miss Callander.”

“Yep, her name ’s out now.” _

Lawrence turned away. The wildest surmises flashed through his

mind, but none touched the truth, and why Betty’s name should -be

dragged in was beyond his conjecture. There was a hush outside

now. People waited, and Lawrence heard the gong of the hospital

ambulance. There was a stir, and four white-coated internes came

bringing in a_strctcher. Then the inner door opened and Dr. Chester

sEw Lawrence and signalled to him. Two or three men drew back

and let Innes pass.
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lll the room were only Dr. Chester, the four internes, and McFinn.

The young men were lifting Holland from the table to the stretcher.

Lawrence went over to help hold it. N0 one spoke, and Hugh seemed

to be unconscious. Five minutes later they were carrying him out,

and Dr. Chester picked up his hat and cane. -

“ Is it dangerous?” Innes asked quickly.

Chester nodded, his face was white. “ Left side,” he said shortly.

“ mighty close to the heart. There ’s a fighting chance.”

“Thank God!” said Lawrence devoutly, and they followed the

stretcher on its slow progress to the van.

The crowd parted and walled up on either side, but there was a

motion, a suppressed passion that seemed to thrill it until it wavered

and throbbed like a pulse. Innes had a curious feeling that he must

know how the Egyptians felt just before the Red Sea overwhelmed them.

The lights from behind, on the town-hall steps, and from the ambulance

in front, seemed to concentrate on the still figure and the white face

on the stretcher, and as it passed a groan and murmur rose before it

and ran behind, through the throng. Lawrence and Dr. Chester stood

while the hospital attendants put the stretcher in the van; then the

old doctor got in with it and they were gone at a gallop.

The last sound of the beating hoofs echoed in the far distance as

the light from the ambulance went out in it, like a falling star.

Then followed a silence so intense in that great throng that men

seemed to hear each other breathe; a silence at once fearful and por

tentous. McFinn was beside Innes at the edge of the crowd, and they

drew away as the rest were hurled back toward the steps.

“ They want to lynch Finlaison,” said McFinn briefly. “Beokon

they will if Leslie don’t look sharp.”

Some one had tried to close the big front doors when they took

Hugh out, but those within had threatened them, and the full glare of

light from the hall fell on the struggling, swaying masses below the

steps and on them. The tumult of sound had died indeed, but the

silence struck Lawrence as more awe-inspiring than any sound. There

was a fierceness, a determination, that moved the mass of human

beings forward like one man. They were choking the steps now, and

the constables in the doorway were being pushed steadily back, like

chips on the edge of a breaker.

“ They mean business,” remarked McFinn, unmoved. “ I wonder

where the devil the troops are? ”

Then some one climbed up on the little stone balcony over the

door and held up both hands to be heard. The silence continued; it

was big now with purpose, palpitant. The thin, black-coated man

stood up on the edge of the balcony. A shaft of light caught his profile

and outlined it with sinister strength.
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“ Who is it? ” Lawrence whispered.

“Leslie,” said McFinn. “ He ’s smart.”

They heard his voice across the square, high and penetrating.

“ Gentlemen,” he said, “forbear! Mr. Holland is not dead. He

may not die. The issue is in God’s hands, not yours. I ask you to

remember that Hugh Holland stood for law and order,-he stands

for it still—though he struck the first blow."

A sudden shout tore the air. “ Good for him!” and then more

fearfully, deeper: “ We ’ll hang Finlaison!”

“To-morrow,” said the Governor suavely. “To-morrow—if Mr.

Holland dies.”

“ To-night ! ” they yelled.

Leslie held his ground, and Lawrence began to admire the sheer

pluck of the man. His face showed white in the light of the electric

globe, but he did not cower. “ To-morrow,” he said, “if he dies—

and the law can’t hold its prisoner.”

A howl of derision greeted this, and the crowd surged forward

again; within was tumult, and the sound of beating upon a door.

McFinn pulled Lawrence’s sleeve and pointed. Away to the right

was the end of Callander Avenue, and down it came the first column

of militia, the bayonets flashing vividly in the street lights as they

swung around the corner at double quick.

“No lynching to-night. Did n’t I tell you Leslie was a smart

man? ” said McFinn. “ Come along, let ’s get out of this. They ’ll

arrest a lot.”

Innes went with him, and they walked toward the hospital. At

the corner they turned. There was the sweet, clear ring of a bugle

and the column charged. A tumult followed, the rush of many feet,

and then the flash of bayonets again as the second column swung around

the corner and closed in on the town-hall. It was over in ten min

utes. They could see men running like rabbits to their warrens. Like

a ribbon of steel the bayonets closed grimly across the quadrangle,

and the lights went out in the old building as they cleared it.

“ No nomination to-night,” said McFinn grimly. “ It ’s queer what

a hold Holland ’s got. That young fellow has the town in his gnp.

Knock him out and, by gad! there ’s nothing doing!” -

They walked on. Twenty yards farther, at the corner of Bnar

wood, Lawrence broke the silence.

“ In heaven’s name, what happened?” he asked. “I thought

Holland was popular—you say he is—and at least he should have been

safe.”
“So most of us thought, I reckon,” said McFinn thoughtfully;

“ but, Lord love you, man, he was in love! ” _ _ _

Lawrence started in the darkness; he had no desire to invite confi
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dences, and he could not imagine how this common man came to know

of Hugh’s love for Betty Callander. Then he remembered that her

name had been mentioned in the crowd. “ That is not telling me the

manner of this shooting,” he said dryly.

“ No,” said McFinn, “it ain’t; but it ’s all of a piece.- I reckon

you know that Finlaison and old Callander have been altogether too

thick, that ’s the size of it. There ’s a heap more that I could tell

you, but I won’t. You ’ve been away from here so much that you

would n’t catch on easy. Well, it ’s this way. This evening a lot of

us were downstairs in the fifth ward room talking. Some of the

fellows had been drinking. Finlaison had—he ’d been drinking steady

for an hour, some of the boys said—an’ when he drinks he ’s just as

mean as blazes. He ’s one of those white-livered varmints that don’t

show it, only their thumbs get limp. In comes Holland, quick, tall,

straight as an arrow, and walks across the room—that way he has—

to ask one of the lieutenants something about the fifth ward. He was

talking in a low voice, the room was kinder quiet, and I saw Finny,

as we call him, lookin’ at him. He hated him like the devil. Then

some one spoke of old man Callander, and quick as a wink young Lew

Wall—that’s a nephew of Chester’s—got up. The young ass was

drunk, and says he, lifting his glass, ‘ Here ’s to Miss Betty Callander,

the belle of the town! (Hiccup.) May her uncle die of smallpox!’

I saw Hugh’s head go up like a shot, but before he could say anything

Finlaison threw his glass on the floor-—the crash made us all jump

‘I won’t drink it,’ says he out loud. ‘I could have married Miss

Betty Callander’—he let the name out slow, slow as you pour hot

wax—‘ but I would n’t, because ’—Lord! it was still—‘ because I found

that she was too intimate a friend of a gentleman present. I saw her

come out of Mr. Holland’s rooms in Washington alone. I——’

Jiminy! sir, he went down like lead! Hugh got across that room

and jammed him to Kingdom Come in a jiffy. When he got him down

he gripped him. ‘ Swallow that lie,’ says he, ‘or, by God! I’ll kill

you!’ I reckon we were all struck dumb, but by that time two of

us sprang at Hugh to stop him. He meant to kill the brute—I wish

to the Lord now he had! At that very instant, though, Finny turned

over and thrust his hand into his hip pocket, there was a blinding

flash, and Hugh went down in our arms. I reckon we most killfll

Finlaison getting the pistol from him and hammering him; most -

of us had a turn. Hugh was laid out on the table, they sent for the

doctor, and you know the res .”

Lawrence was silent for a moment, and then he almost groanei

“ There ’s Miss Callander to be considered—this is dreadful!”

“Yep,” assented McFinn quietly. “Her name will be all over

the State and the country to-morrow, but I kinder guess she won’t

\...v4
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count that if he ’s spared. You see——” McFinn hesitated, then

he broke out: “ By heaven! sir, I know her, I ’ve seen her—seen her

a long way ofif, as you might say, from a girl. She ’s just fine and

true. If she went to see Hugh, she warn’t doing anything wrong, not

she! Nobody that ’s got sand in him will believe a word Finny said,

but the public—well, they do blacken a woman easy, but, Lord! if

she loves Holland she ’s coming out right like a woman and a true

one, she ’s all right! God bless her!”

“Amen!” said Lawrence, and held out his hand. He liked the

man.

XI.

DR. CHnsrns came down the broad stairs at the hospital about half

past ten. He had been sent for to see a lady who would not be

denied. The old man, peering over his spectacles, came into the

reception-room to the left of the door. Up-stairs he had left two

surgeons and a nurse with Hugh. As he came into the room a tall

figure in a long gray cloak turned from the window. The shade was

up, and she had been looking down into the lighted street below. It

was Betty Callander. She came up and took his hand, her own like

loe.

“ How is he?” she breathed rather than spoke.

Dr. Chester was silent for a moment. “ I think he ’ll live, Betty,”

he said. “We got the bullet, and he ’s coming gradually out of the

influence of the opiates.” -

“ Oh, thank God!” she said. She was trembling from head to

foot, the reaction of hope broke her resolution. “ Oh, thank God!

Dr. Ghester—he is n’t conscious—may—may I see him?”

The old man took of!’ his spectacles and polished them, but his

hands shook. “ Betty,” he said, “ do you know—about it?”

Her lips were white. “Yes,” she said; “ Mr. McFinn came and

told Miss Harriet Hopper. I—I went to stay with her to-night.”

Dr. Chester did not know what had happened, and he was a little

puzzled, but he went on. “ You know that Finlaison took your name

in vain and Hugh throttled him?”

“ I know,” she replied.

“It will all be in the papers to-morrow,” said the doctor. “ My

girl, ‘lo you lcnow what your coming here means?”

Betty looked very tall and proud. “ Dr. Chester, will it hurt Hugh

—my coming?”

“Good Lord! no, child! But you—they’l1 talk the more——-”

he stopped abruptly before her eyes.

“ May I see him?” she repeated simply. -

The old man turned. “He won’t know you, Betty,” he sald,
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as they went up together; “but I ’m going to tell you that at first he

asked for you twice.”
Betty said nothing. They went on. At the door of the private

room where Hugh lay, the doctor bade her wait, and he went in alone.

Presently—it seemed to the girl a century later—the doctors came

out. Then Dr. Chester told her to go in alone. The room was

lighted by a shaded electric bulb, and it was scrupulously clean and

bare. There was a narrow white hospital bed, and on it the un

conscious figure. Hugh’s face was still as a white mask.

Betty stood looking at him. A great wave of tenderness and love

swept over her. She looked at him with brooding eyes; the maternal

instinct of protection which stirs in every good woman’s love filled

her heart. She wanted to take care of him, to watch over him, to

fight death hand to hand, and she must leave him to strangers! And

it was in her defense that he had received the hurt!

She knelt down and pressed her soft check against his hand. Dr.

Chester, watching her, knew that she was praying, and he wiped his

spectacles again.

The next morning the doctor found old Eli alone in his den. The

sun did not shine long on the den, for the windows were east and

north. It was the old man’s one retreat. Inside, the Callander house

was furnished as elaborately as its Washington prototype, and the

gold and brocade of the drawing-rooms drove Eli as usual to his own

sitting-room. He decorated his houses for the public and endured

them in grim discomfort, his only refuge being in a small room which

was literally littered with papers and dispatches, and furnished in

ugly comfort. Here he had spent his days, while Mrs. Callander, in

copper-boiler satin effects, creaked uneasily in the drawing-rooll1s,

happily conscious in the days of their success that she had the best

in town, and was the envy of her poorer but more comfortable sisters

But now, poor soul, she crouched frightened behind the door of her

own room and wept.
That morning the doctor thought that Callander had never looked

so old and gray. The man had shrunken; his shoulders seemed no

longr wide, and his coat hung in folds between them. But his test

less eyes burned under his heavy brows, and his lips worked nervously

A glass stood on the table at his elbow, and Dr. Chester took it up and

coolly looked at it.“ Five fingers, Eli? ” he said. “ I reckon you ’re putting on extra

ballast—more than is good for you, eh? Hope there is n’t anything

else in it! ”“ Fiddlesticks! ” said Callander, “ your beastly narcotics would n’t

hurt a weasel. I had to take chloral last night to sleep.”
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“ Bad,” said the doctor dryly. “ You ’ll take an overdose and

then—off you go! ”

“ Can’t sleep without something,” Eli retorted fiercely. “Never

had it before—this devilish sleepless fiend. What are you good for,

William, if you can’t make a man sleep?”

“ Can’t,” William Chester said, smiling. “ I ’m not his conscience.”

Eli stared at him, exasperation in every line of his strong face.

" I ’m hanged if I ’d like you for my conscience,” he exclaimed at last,

with such heartiness that the other old man giggled.

“ I ’d be a mighty trying one just now, Eli,” he replied.

“ Humph! ” ejaculated Eli. “ I don’t know why; ” but there was

a look in his eyes like an animal at bay.

“A mad old rat!” Dr. Chester thought. He had taken the big

armchair by the east window and, putting the tips of his fingers care

fully together, he sat there, apparently examining his thumbs. “ Don’t

you know why?” he said.

“ No, I don’t! ”

“ I reckon you do know, though, that Hugh Holland was pretty

nearly killed last night by your friend Finlaison.”

Old Eli wriggled a little in his chair. “Well, he ain’t killed, I

believe,” he said harshly.

“No,” said Dr. Chester, “no, but it was not because Finlaison

did n’t try. They came mighty near lynching him on the spot.”

A deep gleam burned in Eli’s fierce old eyes. “Wish they had!”

and he meant it.

Dr. Chester looked at him and knew it. “ We won’t talk about it,

Eli,” he said amiably. “There are things I’d like to say, though,

if I may?”

Old Eli, leaning back in his chair, stared at him. “ Go on! ” he

commanded.

Dr. Chester hesitated a moment. “Eli,” he said at last, “ I hope

you did n’t trust Jimmy Finlaison too far; I warned you once about

him.”

“ He ’s a fool!” Callander grumbled. “What does he want to

get into the law’s clutches for? Shooting a man, too, stupid ass!”

“ He ’s got there all the same,” Dr. Chester remarked cheerfully,

“and he ’s bound to save his skin. I went to see Holland before this

happened, and I reckon I can tell which way things -are.going. I

believe Hugh’s going to live, but if he does n’t, and Finlaison turns

state’s evidence, Eli, I trust he would n’t bother you any.” .

Eli’s lips snapped together like the blade of -a new clasp-kn1fe.

He lowered his head, but his eyes never left Wlll1am Chester’s face.

The old man felt as if they were endowed_with special, powerspf

penetration and were making holes through him. “ They re Just llke
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augers in a three-inch plank. Expect I’ll feel the sawdust coming

out of the holes in me soon!” he said to himself.

“ He is n’t out on bail yet,” Eli snarled. “I tell you I ’ll disown

him if he makes any claims on me. I’ve got no more use for fools

than I have for skunks under my piazza—I’ll tell him so, too. I

believe the fellow ’s a raving lunatic—his mother was n’t sound.”

Dr. Chester laughed. “How he must love you, Eli! I wonder

sometimes if you ever try to keep a friend!” -

“Humph!” grunted Eli. “Never had one that did n’t try to

squeeze me. When you squeeze a lemon too many times you get

nothing but pith. As for Finlaison—I’d like to wring his neck!”

But for all his bravado the old man shook suddenly in his chair as

if he had an ague. -

The doctor eyed him thoughtfully. “I really believe you would! ”

he remarked dryly. “And perhaps it might be the safest way to

keep his mouth shu .”

“ You can’t keep an ass from brayiug,” Eli fumed.

“I thought you could,” Dr. Chester chuckled, “except when an

angel stood in the way. He could n’t have taken you for one, Eli.”

“I’d like to send him where he’d meet a few of ’em!” Eli

snapped.

“ Which kind?” chirped the doctor cheerfully.

Callander made no reply; instead he drank some of his whiskey,

but made a wry face over it. “Rotten stuff,” he snarled. “That

villain Jenkins is drinking all the good whiskey and filling up with

fire water.”

“Pshawl He would n’t dare,” said the doctor, snifiing at the

bottle. “ What ails you, Eli? This stuff is all right. Lord love you,

I ought to know; my father was born in Kentucky. You ’ve got some

thing wrong with your stomach. Let me see your tongue.”

“Tongue be darned!” said Eli, scowling at him. “You mind

your business, William Chester.”

“ I ’m minding it,” the old doctor retorted good—naturedly. “ It ’s

 my business to look at tongues, not to pickle them—or scorch ’em,

as you suggest. I ’m willing to bet a dollar, Eli, that yours is coated

You ’ve got dyspepsia—it always makes you blue.”

“I’ve got enough to coat my tongue!” he retorted harshly. “I

tell you the town ’s mad, stark, staring mad! ”

“ Oh, no! ” said Dr. Chester mildly.

“ Oh, yes!” Eli defied him. “ It’ mad over that young porin

jay, that young idiot, and now he ’s shot they think he ’s a martyr.”

His old friend thoughtfully twiddled his thumbs. “I reckon yo“

mean Holland,” he rejoined at last.

“ I reckon I mean Holland,” the other mocked.
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“ Where ’s Betty?” asked the doctor suddenly.

Eli eyed him, his shaggy brows down. “Gadding,” he replied.

“Look here,” said his visitor, “ they ’re saying that she ’s up at

Miss Harriet Hopper’s to stay because you quarrelled with her. That

does n’t sound right, Eli—does n’t sound like you. I ’d send for

Bet .”

The magnate worked his dry lips; no words came.

“You see,” said Dr. Chester blandly, “people love her—she’s a

sweet young thing—and this barbarous attack of Finlaison’s has raised

the town. They won’t stand any fooling, and she stands for much in

your favor.”

“ The jade went herself!” snapped Eli.

“Too bad! ” said the doctor gently. “Too bad! Send for her,

Eli; make your peace! As for Hugh Holland, he ’s doing good work;

he’s got back Miss Hopper’s home—that was fair. Finlaison’s a

rogue, and I ’m right sorry that your money was behind him, Eli, and

more sorry because——”

“Because what?” Eli almost shouted, clutching the arms of his

chair.

“Because,” the other said slowly, “I’m afraid he ’ll betray you,

if—he has n’t already.”

There was a dead silence, a silence fearful in its potentiality, for

something like terror grew visibly in the deep eyes that glowered at the

doctor. Old Eli’s face was deeply flushed; the veins stood out like

cords on his brow and on the hands that gripped his chair con

vulsively, the knuckles whitening with the force of his clutch. “ What

d’ ye mean?” he demanded at last, his voice thick.

“ I mean——” Dr. Chester leaned over and laid his hand on the

other’s wrist. “ You sit back and be calm, Eli! ” he exclaimed, drop

ping his other warning. “ You ’re too excited. Tut, man, be quiet;

we can hear anything we want to. Nothing kills but death.”

“ What did you mean?” Eli growled, still glaring at him.

“I meant that Finlaison’s been telling something to get himself

ofl’, that much I know, and what he’s told—well, maybe you know

better than I do. Any way, he ’s been getting you into trouble

or——” -

“Hold on!” cried Callander fiercely. “You hold on, William

Chester. Don’t you know I ’ve offered to pay the Iascal’s.bail?”

“I reckon that would go against you,” the doctor replied calmly.

“Mind,” he added, raising an admonishing finger, “I don’t say it

does.” -

“ The devil!” ejaculated Eli, and fell back in his chair, suckmg in

his lip and staring at the floor. -

“That was n’t the person I mentioned,” Dr. Chester replied
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pacifically, “ but I reckon Jimmy Finlaison may make his acquaintance,

if he keeps on the way he ’s going. Thank God he won’t dare worry

Betty again. He ’s been thrashed for that.”

Eli made no reply; instead he stared so persistently at one place on

the floor that the old man opposite became concerned for his reason.

He edged his chair nearer the table and, being there, managed to shift

the tall black bottle a little further from Callander’s hand. He waited

patiently, but his host did not speak, and the doctor’s eyes travelled

anxiously from his discolored scowling face, with that fixed look upon

it, about the sombre room with its book-shelves packed with packages

of papers, legal documents, and reference books, and the one frowning

and forbidding picture of Eli’s father, terrible in its likeness to that

fierce, unforgiving old man, for the son was a chip of the old block.

Then the doctor looked out of the window and drew a breath of relief.

The sun was still shining out there, he could see some little white

butterflies careening in circles, and the long, full branch of a tulip tree

swept downward just across the line of his vision.

Suddenly Callander’s harsh voice broke the pause. “Can’t you

find out what Finlaison said?” he demanded. “ What ’d you come

here for with insinuations and hints and all the rest of it? It ’s enough

to drive a man to suicide. I say, can’t you find out?”

Dr. Chester shook his head thoughtfully. “No, I can’t,” he re

torted, “and you would n’t expect it if you stopped to think. Don’t

talk about suicide—you’re not Kalyph. Whatever it is, it ’s in the

hands of the commonwealth attorney’s ofiice by this time. Besides,

I know that Andrews and McFinn were with Holland before the

shooting, and I reckon you know that McFinn has hated your con

founded Pure Food Company. Step on a rattler’s tail, Eli, and

you ’re darned sure to get bitten. Mind, thong ”—the old man sud

denly whirled around on him—“ mind you, I’m not saying that I

approve of you, for I don’t. Nevertheless, I’m your friend—I’Ve

always been so, Eli Callander.”

“ Oh, I know it! ” snarled Callander. “ That ’s the reason yoll’re

so darned unpleasant—friends are.”

“ Thank you,” replied the doctor mildly; “ it ’s mighty true, £° be

sure.”

Eli slapped his knotted hand down on his knee. “ I’d give five

thousand dollars—ten—d’ ye hear ?—to know what Finlaison said—to

know it to-day. You ’re poorer than a church-mouse, William; go and

earn it.”

“Poor but honest,” objected Chester calmly. “ No, Eli, I can’t do

it Who ’s to tell me? Not Finlaison—he ’s not going to give him

self away to you; not McFinn—he ’s too sharp; not Andrews—he hates

you like the devil, and he ’d know I came from you; not Holland——
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he ’s got no price, and he ’s on his back. And what Finlaison told in

the jail last night, with the fear of violent death before him, is what

you want to know."

Eli snarled audibly: the thought of that scene in his library, and

of Hollaud’s proud refusal of his money, haunted him even now. He

had longed ever since to dash him over the precipice, to see him at

the bottom, rolling in the dirt of public scorn. He had, indeed, bent

his best energies to the task of defeating his young adversary; in fact,

had virtually accomplished it. There was little chance that Hugh

could escape from the toils that he had spread for him, and his

resignation had helped Callander, had gone far to help him to victory

just when it looked least like victory. But Finlaison—he sat snarling,

like an angry wolf. Finlaison, who had been his man, his tool, and was

now his master—what had Finlaison told? The haunting thought,

the dreadful thought of Kalyph, had he told that? He had fancied

that he owned Finlaison, body and soul, that he had paid for him

long ago, that he would not betray the murder while he yet might buy

Betty with his silence. How dared the wretched villain defy him, and

risk her loss and ruin her good name? Yet it was Betty’s fault! He

took no count, in his blind wrath, of the very instinct of self-preserva

tion that was so strong in his own breast; he forgot that Finlaison had

his own ends to serve in the extremity to which Callander’s devious

ways and his own mad passions had brought him, that the scarcely

quelled fear of the mob must possess him like a nightmare. Callander

forgot that not even a monkey will burn off his paws to pull chestnuts

out of the fire.

“Price!” he jeered. “ Holland ’s got it right enough. I don’t

believe all this cant in the courts—just show and blow! He ’s got the

money, you mark that! ”

Dr. Chester eyed him coolly. “ It was disproved,” he said, “and

you know it. Shame and nonsense, Eli! ”

“I know it?” Eli screamed, wriggling up in his chair again. “I

tell you ” He stopped, his eyes glaring fiercely over the other old

man’s shoulder.

The door had opened to admit another visitor, and the servant an

nounced Governor Leslie. A small, thin man with a sombre face came

in, the man who had stood last night on the balcony of the town-hall

and faced the mob, A dark man, a secret man, but not without

power. Dr. Chester rose to go, but Callander stopped him. “ Sit

down,” he said still harshly. “I want you to tell the Gfo."{1—nor”‘‘11

you’ve been telling me about McFinn and Andrews and FlDlalsoll..

The Governor had drawn a chair close to Callander’s, and, sitting

down, with his back to the light, the old doctor seemed to see nothmg

in his narrow dark face but the whites of his eyes.
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“I reckon the Governor knows,” William Chester said reluctantly.

“ It ’s pretty well known about the court-house, is n’t it, Governor

Leslie, that Finlaison’s been telling tales out of school to save him

self ? ”Leslie nodded. “ I ’ve just heard about most of it over the ’phone,

and I ’ve seen the sherifff. He ’s been trying to get off. Some iriends

of yours and mine are helping him, too, Callander.”

“ You mean Hal Andrews and———” Eli fixed him with an eye that

seemed to be growing dull, as though a film had spread over it. Dr.

Chester sat watching him, a crease between his brows.

“Hal Andrews and McFinn,” Leslie replied, in his hard, dry

voice, but he was moving his hands nervously. “They put some

aflidavits in the commonwealth attorney’s office day before yesterday.

I know that for a fact. What ’s more——” he stopped, weighing his

words, his eyes on Callander—“ I know what ’s in them. I was told

half an hour ago. At the same time the sheriff handed me Finlaison’s

affidavit to read, made this morning in his cell. He was refused bail,

both on account of Hugh Holland’s condition and the excitement in

the fourth and fifth wards. I ’m an old friend, Dr. Cheste1"s an old

friend; I came to tell you, Callander.”
The old man’s face was purple. “Then, blast it, why don’t you

tell me? ” he shouted.
Dr. Chester rose. “ Hold on, Leslie! ” he exclaimed. “ He ’s not

fit—don’t you see?—Lord! man, you ’ve done it!”

For, unheeding, the Governor had leaned forward, whispering

hurriedly in Callander’s ear: “ Finlaison has betrayed you. We know

now how Kalyph died and——”
Eli fell back in his chair with a thick, inarticulate sound, his

eyes fixed and glazed, his cheeks purple, his mouth open. They could

hear him breathe in the hall. The doctor ran to him and began '0o

unfasten his collar.
“ You ’ve done it!” he cried to the startled Governor. “ He ’F

got a stroke. Here, give me your hand-—so—more air—I reckon he ’B

done ior any way! ”

XII.

IT was dusk when Dr. Chester came slowly down the path and

passed between the tall white gate-posts with the eagles. He was

very weary and showed it. His shoulders were bowed and his sifips

lagged; even the humorous twinkle in his kindly eyes was gone

that wealth could do for the stricken millionaire had been done, and

he had helped to do it. There were four doctors over him now, and

old William Chester, more experienced but more simple than the rest,

gave way, and gave it gladly. To his mind there was but one thing
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left—the huddled figure in the centre of the bed, that seemed suddenly

grown too large for it, huddled and silent and grim, a look almost of

mockery in the lowering and terrible eyes that understood, and fol

lowed, and struggled to express what the thickened tongue could no

longer utter. His old friend had tried for hours to interpret that

fearful, speechless gaze, to find the key to his struggling mind, but in

vain, and when he went out at last a kind of horror seized him,

new to one of his experience. He had looked on death in all its

different shapes, and often with sorrow and pain, but never before had

this life in death been so fearful; the following stare of those dreadful

eyes possessed him like nightmare, he could not shake it offf.

Very slowly he walked down the long street, stopped here and there

by eager questionem, and always answering with a shake of the head,

or one significant word. It irritated him, too, to see that other ele

ment, the element that is neither sympathy nor curiosity, but disap

pointment that the situation is ruined, the chief actor snatched away

on the eve of a great scandal. There is a malice, a poisoned envy in

the blood, that makes people almost greedy for a great man’s downfall,

eager to pull down the successful, to dash the victorious into defeat;

such human natu1e stands aghast, questioning the truth, when death

steps in and takes away the culprit, suspends judgment, and recom

mends, by its great silence, the plea of mercy. The old doctor saw

eagerness for news, disappointment, almost vcxation, reflected in face

after face, and anger, of a healthy and normal sort, grew in his heart.

He thrust aside their inquiries with a curtness that at other times

he would have thought almost churlish, and hurried away from them

at last into the old street where the hospital stood. The light was

burning in that upper room, and Dr. Chester toiled up the long stairs

and found Hugh fully conscious.

The old man took his temperature, compared notes with the nurse,

and, finding the patient’s condition most reassuring, dismissed her for

ten minutes, sat down by the bed and told Hugh of Callander’s

Seizure; he knew that, in a way, it would relieve the tension. Hugh

listened, turning a pale face on the doctor, and something in the

grimness of his expression struck the latter as a sharp contrast to the

eager curiosity on those other faces that had not the same cause to

hate the stricken man, or to rejoice in his end. The old doctor leaned

forward on his elbows and buried his face in his hands. “ Lord!” he

said “The wickedness of human nature. He ’s going, Hugh; he,s

going fast.”

“ You mean Callander? ” Holland’s voice was weak but clear. -

Dr. Chester’s hands dropped on the table by the bed, and he ramed

a weary face. “He was seized while I was there—they’ll say I

ought to have cured him, warded it off, done miracles.”
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“ You could n’t,” Holland said.

“I? No, nor any living man! He was marked, death had him

in its grip. But this killed him—this I ”—the doctor struck the table

heavily with his hand—“ this knowledge that the end of it had come!

Defeat and disgrace and—God knows what! Leslie came there—we

were alone, Eli and I, as we ’ve been a dozen times lately, and I told

him of Finlaison, I warned him that Jimmy Finlaison had betrayed

him. I suppose you think I did wrong to do it ”—the old doctor swung

around in his chair and faced Hugh—“ but I ’d have warned him if

I’d had to go to jail for it! ”

“ I don’t think you did wrong,” Holland replied quietly. “ It was

too late—that was all.” -

The doctor assented. “ I know,” he said; “ but I warned him, and

I saw his alarm and his anger were both dangerous. I tried to calm

him, and then Leslie came in. He ’s a scoundrel, Hugh, if he is the

Governor! ”

Holland smiled grimly. “That does n’t always keep a man from

being Governor,” he said weakly.

The doctor nodded. “Leslie told him—Leslie whispered in his

ear. He told him about Kalyph’s death, the rights of it at last, I

fancy. Lord! it was deadly as the poison in Hamlet! He had his

fit, and he won’t live.”

“Are you sure?” Holland asked, looking at the old lined face

above him with great earnestness.

“Dead sure, Hugh,” Dr. Chester said. “ He ’s got his walking

ticket.”

“ Thank God!”

The doctor started up from his chair, his face whitening

“You?” he cried,- forgetful of the patient in the man. “ You?

You ’re not glad he ’s going to die?”

“Glad?” Holland’s tone was significant. “If I could walk I'd

go out and shout for joy! ”

William Chester looked at him with a kind of horror. “I

should n’t have believed it! ”

“ Would n’t you? ”—the younger man smiled. “ Dr. Chester,” he

said quietly, “ I have papers that would have ruined him, that would

have put him in jail. There was enough of this Kalyph business out

lined to lead to an investigation—you can shadow the results. I’ve

resigned—I would not prosecute him—but—some one must—unless

he dies.”

Dr. Chester sank again into his chair; he looked old and shrivelled,

and the twinkle had altogether died out of his eyes. “He’ll die,

Hugh,” he said. “I’ll do my best to save him—we’1l all do our

best—hut it ’s beyond human skill. And you—you ’ve got the power
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to ruin him!” The old man paused, passing his hand slowly across

his brow. “ It ’s a mystery—life! Great as the mystery of death.

He had much good in him—hidden away. I ’ve seen it in him. See

how I talk as if he were already dead! Well, so he is; the body is stiff

and helpless, and the soul—Lord!” he shuddered, “those fearful

haunting eyes! ”

“ And yet it is a mercy,” Holland said gravely, “ to him—and to

them all; he lived to sure disgrace.”

Dr. Chester’s head sank forward on his breast; he clutched at the

arms of his chair. “ The pity of it! ” he murlnured. “ The pity of

it!” Then he looked at Holland. “Hugh,” he said, “Leslie told

me Callander shot Kalyph and killed him. I never did believe it was

suicide. Finlaison means to tell it in his trial for shooting you.”

Hugh smiled faintly. “ He ’ll never tell it,” he said. “ I ’m

going to get well and block off the publicity. That scoundrel will

have to shut his mout .”

Dr. Chester laid his finger on his pulse. “ Good Lord! ” he gasped.

“ What an old fool I am!” Then he called back the nurse. “ You

stay here,” he said, “ and drive me out if I come in. I have n’t got

the sense I was born with.”

Hugh smiled, turning his face to the wall. “ I ’ll get well, doctor,”

he said, “ in spite of you.”

Old Callander lingered on ten days or more, unconscious, and

Hugh grew steadily better in the hospital. When it was certain that

he would live, Finlaison had been admitted to bail—that was five

days before. Late one afternoon McFinn came up to see Holland.

He had come steadily every day, and twice he had brought flowers,

his rough cheek reddening as he carried them in. To-day he was

empty-handed, but the nurse left him with Hugh for five minutes’

speech, she said. McFinn stood awkwardly in the sunshme, tvnstmg

his hat in his hands. .

“ I say, Holland, Jimmy Finlaison has jumped his bail

Hugh turned his head quickly. “ How do you know? ” he asked.

McFinn laughed. “ He ’s gone—been gone tW_elVe hollls‘”

Hugh uttered an exclamation. “ It seems unll-kely! ” -

“Not a whit,” retorted McFinn. “Not a wlnt! It ’s said down

town that it ’s something Jimmy told to Leslie and the shenff that

gave old Callander his fit. He was Jimmy’s first bondsmau.”

Holland was silent. How far would this save the stncken man?

For Betty’s sake, he rejoiced . “

“ I reckon Jimmy jumped just in time,” McFlnn went on. They

My old Callander’s dying—do you know?” .

Hugh nodded. “ I believe he cannot llve,” he said slowly. _

McFinn stared away into the sunshine, a curious expression. on his

|”
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hard face. “ Well,” he said at last, “ I ’m sorry! There ’s all there

is about it! I meant to pull him down—I reckon I have any way

for I believed he was the biggest knave of all; but somehow—now—

I can’t seem to remember anything but the place he filled, and how he

brought us forward. Lord! he made this town, as far as a man can.

There is n’t a brick in it worth mentioning that would n’t have Eli

Callander stamped on it if you dug it up and it was n’t ashamed to

acknowledge its father. He was the bone and sinew of the place—

and its nerve, too.”

Holland looked at him thoughtfully, something like a grim smile

on his lips. “Yet you pulled him down, McFinn,” he observed.

“Your papers are locked up in my desk. If he lives, you ’ll ruin

him-,)

The other man hung his head. “I know it,” he said bluntly,

“and, by heaven! I feel myself a brute!” Then he turned sharply

and faced Hugh. “ Is that the reason you resigned?”

Holland nodded.

McFinn held out his hand. “ Shake,” he said harshly. “ I believe

in you.”

“ When I least deserve it,” the younger man replied curtly. “I

had my own reasons.”

McFinn wrung his hand. “I don’t ask ’em,” he said. “Give

me those papers.”

There was a moment’s pause. Then Hugh said flatly: “ No!

It is n’t in my power, McFinn. If he lives, I ’ll have to give them up

to my successor.”

“ I gave ’em to you!” McFinn insisted.

“ They ’re not yours or mine now.”

“ Are you going to give them out if he lives?”

“ I must.”

“ The devil!” McFinn exclaimed, and left him abruptly.

Even at this early hour there were watchers on the street corners,

a group of the curious and the idle waiting for news of the death from

the great house, where the sun shone on the long row of front windows

and glinted on the bronze lions, who stared unwinkingly. Mclidnn

looked at the house as he passed close to the high iron fence. He felt

that he had dealt one of the worst blows against the fallen magnate,

and the old man’s enmity seemed to stretch a shadowy hand even now

to threaten him with retaliation. McFinn was not superstitious, but

he took off his hat and mopped his forehead nervously and hurried

past.

The next day at noon, when the tide went out, Eli Callander’ssoul went with it, journeying toward “ that undiscovered country from

whose bourne no traveller returns.”
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Over the river the clouds lifted and a keen white light out the

horizon like a naked knife, as the dark clouds of that inscrutable and

tempestuous life were rent in twain by the more poignant thrust of

Death. The murmured story of Kalyph’s fearful end had crept about,

and the town was full of whispers, of surmises, of a vague and shudder

ing recognition that their idol, their great man, the Magnate of

Paradise, was fallen. Yet as if to hush those insidious whispers, to

throttle scandal in the throat, to set up its tottering idol, the town

made mourning. The bells began to toll, deep-throat/ed and protestant,

and here and there a flag dropped to half staff.

Eli had built up his fortunes with determined and unscrupulous

zeal. No obstacle had been too great to overcome, no depth too low

to fathom to attain his ends. And, having gained it, at what cost no

man knew, he had maintained it, by deceit, by chicanery, by corruption,

and—once—by more violent and criminal means. His career, his

success, his place in politics and finance, these were the compelling

facts of his existence. He who threatened one of these, or all, as

Hugh Holland had, must either bend to the magnatc’s iron will or be

sacrificed. So he would have sacrificed Betty to shield himself from

discovery and ruin. Yet by some odd touch of fortune, or, rather, by

the inscrutable law of life, there had been a loop-hole in his fortress,

Finlaison had his secret, and through that Finlaison became his

master, and at last at one blow had destroyed the whole edifice that

had cost a lifetime’s pains and crimes to erect. Yet even now his

ghostly finger seemed to be laid on the shuddering lips of scandal, even

now he had not lost his power to hush the talk to a whisper ; men did

not fully grasp the fact that the magnate had been unmasked, that

a criminal stood in his stead.

What was it, this impalpable and hideous tale? they said. The

commonwealth attorney held papers, yes, but they were not given out,

and what were they, what would they be in the broad light of day?

As for Kalyph, it had been known for years that he shot himself;

what then? A breath, a whisper, a hideous creeping scandal! Let

the bells toll and drown it, let them boom out over the old town and

do honor to the man who had honored it and been its honor before the

world. Thus did Eli mock his assailants, winning the last trick by

death! .

The bells were tolling in Dr. Chester’s ears when he climbed the

stairs to Hugh’s room in the hospital. The stairs seemed long, and the

old man stopped twice to breathe. He looked singularly broken; the

whimsical smile was gone for the moment. At the door of the room

he stopped again. Betty was sitting beside the white bed, and Hugh

held her hand. On the bed was a packet tied with red tape. They

both looked up at the doctor, and Hugh smiled
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“ He ’s dead,” said the old man heavily, “ thank God! Finlaison ’s

gone, too. What he told about Kalyph will go no further. Mrs.

Callander has begged Leslie to keep it still for a while, to let the

world believe that Kalyph shot himself. I reckon it’s the wisest

course now.”
Hugh turned and laid the papers in Betty’s lap; it was the fateful

packet that she had pleaded for. Dr. Chester looked from one to the

other. .“ It ’s the testimony against him,” Hugh explained, “and he’s

dead—I have the right to give them to her if I wish. Betty feels that

she owes him a debt; he sheltered her childhood, took in the orphan

and the fatherless.”
Dr. Chester leaned heavily on his cane; his face was drawn and

pinched. “ Betty,” he said, “ I felt as you did, that you owed a debt,

and that old Eli had shown a redeeming point in sheltering an orphan

child. But I was wrong. He could do nothing else, unless, indeed, he

was the blackest rogue unhung. You hear the bells toll? Let them

toll, but, Betty, I’ve heard the true story. Nickens just told me.

Callander ruined your father, robbed him, foreclosed mortgage after

mortgage on him, got his last cent, and when he went to him in

despair he mocked him with his poor business management. Then

your father killed himself, there was danger of talk, that the truth

might come out, and Eli has always dreaded the naked light of truth

upon his dealings. He took you and made a virtue of bringing you

up. He deceived poor Mrs. Callander; what she told you was his

garbled story. Every cent that is left is yours by right. Finlaiion

knew it; he was determined to get it all by marrying you. He ’d been

robbing Eli, and he wanted to secure himself beyond attack. But

now you shall get it.”

“And Mrs. Callander?” Betty said quietly.

“ You can provide for her if you choose.”

Betty stood between them, very still, holding the papers. The

sunshine from the window had at first only reached to the hem of her

white skirt, now it crept higher and touched the flowers on her breast.

Her face was pale, with an expression at once gentle and calm; her

eyes were luminous as she met Hugh’s. “ We do not want the money,”

shfilsaid. “ We will not take it. Mrs. Callander can have it all, poor

so .”
“ You have no need to spare the old man’s memory Dow, Betty,”

said Hugh gently.
She went to the fireplace and laid the papers on the empty hearth

and touched a match to them. The flames leaped up, the papers

crackled and crumbled to white ashes.

“ I c11n afiord to spare his memory this much,” she said. “ I will
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not be the one to take revenge. He suffered, and he has gone to meet

his Judge.” -

Hugh, looking at her, smiled faintly. “Betty,” he said, “thank

God you are none of his!”

She turned and went over to the bed again, and, kneeling down

beside it, laid her head against Hugh’s arm. “Thank God that

you could let lne do it!” she whispered. “ It is blessed to forgive—

and we are happy.”

Holland laid his hand tenderly on her bowed head. His eyes met

Dr. Chester’s. “We were married this morning, doctor,” he said

simply.

Dr. Chester took off his spectacles and rubbed them violently.

“ God bless you both!” he said, “ and ”—he bent his head—“ forgive

the Magnate of Paradise.”

  

SPRING IN NOVEMBER

BY CHARLES HANSON TOWNE

HEN Autumn’s purple banners

W Are flying on the hills,

And lost is all the wonder

Of Spri.ng’s gold daffodils;

When flaunting flags of crimson

Are torn in shreds, and hurled

Through many a windy valley

Across the lonely world,

I pine for that young beauty

The valiant April gave,

And strive, above the moaning

At the Year’s solemn grave,

To hear the skylark utter

His old, lost, silver tone. . .

And l0! while earth knows Autumn,

Spring is my very own!



By Art/zur Stan/qy Riggs, F. R. G. S.
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“ EDI Napoli, poi moril” (“After Naples, die!”) pun the

V Neapolitans, playing upon the name of a picturesque little

hamlet not far from the great crescent metropolis. But

to the wondering American Naples has an even greater charm in its

people than in its exquisite scenery. It is a city of noise exuberant,

perhaps the noisiest in the world, and the cheerful people not only love

to make a noise themselves, but quite insist that the strangers who

Visit them enjoy the racket by day and night as much as themselves.

And at least if the foreigner cannot really enjoy the bedlam, he can

find much to compensate him, for the galling fugue that assails his

weary ears from daylight until the small hours, in the curious customs

and sights of this joyous city.
Even our hotel, rising upon the Partenope along the swelling shore

of the radiant bay, proved a very centre of adventure and amusing

experience, which began not five minutes after we had reached our

rooms. Dusty and tired with the long ride down from Rome, we dbL

mended hot baths. To my amazement, the clean little maid who

answered the bell shook her head sadly. “ I ’m sorry, sir,” she lisped,

“but we have had five baths already to-day, and there is no more

hot water. Perhaps to-morrow——” She brightened suddenly. “ If

the Signora must have a bath now, there is a barber-ship around the

corner. They always have hot water!”
But that was too Japanesy an idea for La Signora, already in bath

robe and slippers, and perforce she did without the much desired

luxury. We were still discussing the conveniences of Italian hotels,

when we heard a glad noise. A little way down the street wa8 a

typical Neapolitan trio who, as we appeared at the window, came

directly underneath and began to perform with the greatest g'lls'“>

The young woman alternately tinkled a mandolin and snapped her

castanets; her companion player made queer noises on a rusty guitar;

the tenor threw back his head, closed his eyes, and bellowed out at

the top of his lungs, “ 0 sale mio! ”

on
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That was the beginning of the end. At first we were delighted to

listen, and I think our reputation for throwing pennies must have

spread through all Naples, for from the first party of cantatori sprang

a continual procession of singers of both sexes and all voices. Before

the week was over, instead of throwing pennies we felt very much

more inclined to throw something else. Morning, noon, and night,

whether we were in the hotel or away from it, those persistent musicians

were always on hand; and though years have elapsed since the memor

able day when we were first serenaded out of Naples, I can still feel

the strange strains of “Fum-cula, fum-cula!” " 0 sale mic,” “Mar

gharita,” and other familiar Italian airs ring in my head every time

the green-grocer reminds me proudly that he is a Neapolitan

3

At Christmas-time still other frightful prodigies of anti-harmonics

are heard throughout the city. Ancient beggars, usually straggling in

pairs, make the night hideous with the husky strains drawn from

battered old flutes, which occasionally succeed in giving the players’

fingers the slip and emit the most piercing shrieks of delight. But all

musicians in Naples are not like these.

We were breakfasting in our room one morning when there floated

up to us a very different sort of music, pure, clear, and sweet. Break

fast was forgotten as I stepped to the window and looked out, knowing

that this particular voice had never been trained in the street. Below

on the pavement were two musicians: one, a man playing an accordion

considerably the worse for wear; the other, an old woman, wrmkled,

white-haired, toothless, her spectacles pushed up over her forehead.

She must have been fully sixty, yet she sang the “Flower_Song”

with all the charm and grand air of a prima donna. Se1zmg my

camera, I ran down to the street, determined to get her story, for

story I knew there mut be, and probably a tragic one at that. But

the old cantat-rice was shy as a girl—all she would tell me was her

name.

Coming back into the hotel disappointed, I found that even the

waiters knew her story, and our man told it wilhngly enough as he

cleared away the breakfast things. _ ” _

“Everybody in Naples knows old Gabnella Bosanno, he said.

“ For years she was prima donna contralto of the San Carlo Opera

House. She was great. Royalty has listened to her wonderful slDg

ing. But one day she made the fatal mistake. - A fnend came to her,

he told her he needed money, and she endorsed his note for ten thousand

lire; but the friend proved a rascal, and poor old -Gabnella had to pfiy.

The police came. They took away all her savmgs, her house, er
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furniture, everything she had. It broke her heart. She could no

longer sing in San Carlo. What was there left for the poor old

woman to do? She had to go out on the streets to sing?”

After that pitiful story, of which the proud old singer had breathed

never a word, she was always certain of the enormous largesse of a

whole franc when she came every few days beneath our window, to

offer welcome contrast to the wretched howlers of the street.

These same streets, by the way, are full of beggars, as numerous

and determined as their native fleas. Well-dressed, pert young girls,

toothless hags pretending to give their withered breasts to babies

borrowed for the occasion, stalwart old men and young boys followed

and annoyed us continually, until, to escape them, more than once we

were compelled to take one of the cabs which the impertinent and

vituperative drivers leave standing squarely upon the street crossing,

in the hope that the stranger, rather than walk around them in the

dust or mud, will get in and take a ride.

More than once we were forced to flee from the beggars, whose

commonest cry is, “ Signore: dame cinque soldi, mangia, maccheroni!

Mangia maccheronil ”
Given the pennies they demanded, they rushed off to one of the

economical kitchens, of which there are scores in the city. Seizing

steaming, heaping platefuls eagerly, the boys twined the snaky stuff

over their fingers, held high above their heads, and gulped it down in

strings almost unchewed. It was like an old-fashioned negro pie-eating

contest at a country fair, the object seeming to be to see who could

the soonest swallow the red hot viands. Their throats must have been

copper and their constitutions iron, for no sooner had they finished the

first plateful than they began whining again, rubbing their distended

little bellies, and begging for more.

3

Some of the older beggars are content to sit quietly in their baskets

in the sun all day long, repellent masses of rags and disease, whining

at the passers-by, but taking what is thrown to them passively. They

are not so bad; but the others are so great a nuisance that the lo08l

government has made repeated attempts to suppress them—attempti

which are futile so long as the ever good-natured tourist thoughtlessly

scatters about his coppers.
Directly opposite the beginning of the Villa Nazionale or park, the

fishermen of the city have one of their landing-stages, and man)’ an

idle hour we spent with the watching crowd, which must have seen the

simple operations since childhood. A large, heavy boat filled with the

cumbrous seine pulls out to sea two or three hundred yards, swings the

-1.-.|-_
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net overboard in a line parallel with the shore, and, leading in the long

hauling ropes, ties up at the foot of the stone steps, while the fishermen

on shore slowly heave the net home. Over his shoulder each man

wears a broad band of canvas with a short, stout cord attached, enabling

him to throw the weight of his body upon the ropes, a much more

comfortable operation than dragging in the heavy tackle with bare,

wet hands. As the big seine comes slowly in, the customs guard who

patrols ceaselessly up and down the waterfront steps up, examines the

catch critically, and, after he has taken his pick of the finest, permits

the toilers to bring the swirling, wriggling catch up into their baskets.

3

The principal fish-markets are down in that section of the city

near the mole and the commercial harbor called the Basso Porto.

Here everything is cheerfully dirty, and the women in the stalls are as

likely as not to be combing their hair over the fish as they sell them.

People crowd about the booths, sniffing, handling, testing with dirty

fingers, bargaining gaily or with quarrelsome sharpness. Ice appar

ently is a luxury never heard of, the hot southern sun does quick work,

and in the afternoon the Basso Porto is to be avoided by sensitive

noses.

The Neapolitans have a proverb which declares that “where the sun

does not enter, the doctor does.” But, notwithstanding that saying,

they build their houses as high and as close together as the tenements

in the heart of the New York Ghetto. Such a street as the Vico

Pallonetto a Santa Lucia, really nothing but a long flight of slippery

stone stairs, is crowded full of the most picturesque sights in the city,

and day after day we prowled about in this vicinity in search of adven

tures which were usually forthcoming.

The open windows revealed many a domestic scene—women com

pleting their toilets with cheerful disregard of prying eyes; dressmg

themselves or their offspring, spanking the latter when necessary to

the accompaniment of lugubrious wails, not only in the houses but out

upon the roofs, in open doorways, and in the very street itself. They

seemed to make no attempt to conceal the usual domestic ofiices from

view, and in that respect they resembled the Japanese, to whom

nothing that is a convenience—even when it comes to bathmg in public

—is a matter of comment. . _

But the most delirious gaiety of the year is at Whitsuntide, when

some twenty or twenty-five thousand of the Neapolitans decorate thelr

carriages in most fantastic fashion, or hire others similarly decorated,

and make the famous pilgrimage to Monte Vergine. All classes take

part in this yearly display, which is really an endurance horse-race.
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The rich are magnificently dressed; even the poor wear silks and

satins, frequently covered with laces; and every year almost all the

men wear hats of the same kind, the style changing with each pil

grimage. After the worshipping at Monte Vergine, the whole army

comes tearing back in one mad scramble to see who can reach Naples

first.We were sitting dispiritedly in our rooms on Whitmonday when,

about five o’clock in the afternoon, a most diabolical uproar assailed

us. Running to the window, we looked out, wondering what had

happened. Over the rough cobbles of the street below was rushing

the vanguard of an astonishing procession. In the lead was a large

barouche piled high in the rear with boxes and enormous lunch-baskets,

crowded with six stoutish people and drawn at a rattling pace by three

stocky little stallions. From the sockets between the horses’ ears long,

very stiff feathers stuck straight up like magnified hackles on a fighting

cook. The black harness had been covered over with white plastrons

picked out with gorgeous silver and crimson paper decorations. From

the sides of the carriage depended flags and bunting. Cracking his

whip till it sounded like a volley of pistol shots, and yelling at the top

of his V0lc%PB,I-tly to spur on his jaded team and partly to announce

his triumphal entry into the city for the feast and fireworks in the

evening at the lower end of the bay—the driver whirled his patrons

at the speed of an express train past the hotel and down along the

Villa Nazionale, vanishing in a cloud of dust by the blue slope of the

Posilipo.After him clattered other carriages by the score, and until long

after dark the rival vehicles swung into the Partenope from the Via

Santa Lucia, sometimes on two wheels, the occupants carousing, drink

ing, shrie!n—ng—pandemonium itself was quiet compared to this riotous

celebration. Indeed, so furious is the insane rush to get back to the

city from the distant shrine, that the day after the worshippers return

the newspapers of Naples print from one to three columns of names of

those killed or injured in the exciting dash.

3

This Whitmonday madness, however, was scarcely so interesting as

the regular passeggiata during the season; and in Naples alone, of an

Italian cities, is the spirit of absolute democracy the prevailing genius

of this important social rite. Every evening after four o’clock dun-ng

the winter the Via Roma is crowded with vehicles of every description-

And in the spring, before Society leaves Naples for the resorts, the

pageant is transferred to encircle the Villa Nazionale, the handsome

little park at the lower end of the Via Partenope, facing the bay- The
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cabmen’s greatest joy seems to be in taking an unwary tourist into this

parade, and then charging him two lire extra for “ doing society.”

In order to see the whole performance perfectly we went to the park

one afternoon early, securing a bench at the street rail, within a yard

or so of the road. In a few moments the first of the carriages in the

passaggiata passed us. Five minutes later another one appeared, and

from that time on until dark the long street was an endless chain of

carriages of every conceivable shape, age, size, and color. In and out

through the mass of private victorias and hired open cabs rolled a

stately high cart with their Royal Highnesses, the Duke and Duchess

of Aosta. Two magnificent bays drew the vehicle, and upon the box

sat an unusually tall coachman and footman, dressed in cockaded black

silk hats, scarlet long-coats, white doeskin tights, and varnished black

boots with buff tops. -

Directly behind this royal equipage an impudent but most winning

and attractive little donkey, a tiny Sardinian not very much larger

than a teddy bear, trotted along so fast that the staccato of his dainty

hoofs upon the pavement sounded like the roll of a small drum. The

cart itself was ridiculously small, a mere painted box on two wheels,

and into it two fat little men had crowded themselves with considerable

difi‘iculty—but the donkey’s feathers were as long and as stiff and as

prickly as those worn by the smartest of the private horses.

3

Seedy old victorias, broughams, cabriolets, and other vehicles inno

cent of color or varnish for many a long year, and pulled by decrepit

animals whom we wished we might buy and mercifully execute, con

trasted sharply with the better class of hired rigs and the fine private

conveyances. Here and there a young nobleman rode alone, elegantly

oblivious of the stares and whispers of the throng about him.

Families too poor to keep a carriage go shares in one with others

as poor as themselves; and when it so happens that they are of the

nobility, each one invariably has a set of doors for the turnout. Thus

the family rides secure in the knowledge that its own arms and blazonry

tell the gaping crowd unmistakably, “ This is a noble conveyance.” .

Around and around the park the procession went in a maddemng

whirl of wheels and hoofs. In and out among the more sedate vehicles

dashed spirited little donkey-carts, here and there carrymg a burly

fisherman and his bareheaded spouse, or even a green-groce1-_ess alone in

her ride, the common plaid shawl about her neck passmg strange

among the Paris hats and frocks of the gentry. As the fash1onable

vehicles dropped out, the clatter and confusion, the crackmg of the

whips, the excited shouts as one donkey triumphed over another,
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increased rather than diminished. Abandoning the circular course

about the Nazionale, the drivers breezed their fleet little beasts back

and forth along the bay, from the lower end of the park down past

our hotel to the upper extremity of the Partenope, and long after dark

some of the racing donkeys still continued to patter like rain under

neath our windows.

3

We had the opportunity of seeing a very different passeggiata on

another visit to Naples. Vesuvius, furiously majestic, was taking grim

vengeance upon the rash mortals who had dared build upon his shaggy

flanks. Along the slopes of the thundering volcano, people were

fleeing from their homes in abject terror, tumbling their household

goods and glass-encased saints recklessly into carts, drawn in many

instances by all the family animals—a donkey, a horse, and an ox.

Desperately they drove away from the mountain in the endeavor to

reach safety in the distant open country; while everywhere those of

stronger faith were carrying images of their patron saints out from the

churches in devout procession to repel the powers of destruction; and

in the square in the centre of the little town of Ottaiano, the surgeons

of the Red Cross guarded the solemn bivouac of those who would

never flee another eruption.

So buoyant is the Vesuvian, however, that even the anxious agony

of an eruption depresses him for the moment only. Before the lava

has cooled quite two feet down, before the rescuing troops have shovelled

away a millionth part of the ashes and pumice, the sturdy peasant is

back among the ruins, planning a new start. Ready to point out the

wreck of his home to the tourist with a laugh, he sings at his work,

glad with the pure joy of being alive, completely absorbed and happy

in that rosy future of care-free prosperity where Vesuvius never frowns

and the sun always smiles.
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A DEAD LETTER COME

.TO LIFE

By Anne Warner

F

forwarded to his new one. It was laid with the newspaper at

his place at breakfast, but the newspaper looked so much more

interesting of the two that he merely put the letter in his pocket and

forgot about it until he was lunching at the club that noon.

He opened it then—with some vague curiosity as to what might be

inside. There was a good deal inside—more than he expected: three

letters, in fact. One was written by himself and was headed with his

old address—thus accounting for the Dead Letter. One was from

Elsie, was undated, and bore no address, thus further accounting for

the Dead Letter. The third letter was from Elsie’s aunt, and not only

bore no address within, but had been mailed without either name or

destination on the envelope—thus again, and for the third time,

accounting for the Dead Letter.

It took him a minute or two to sort the three into proper order,

but directly he had so sorted them, he read them with deep interest—

an interest which led him wholly to forget to eat his lunch. As he was

a man, and a man is a man, and lunch is lunch, this statement might

[T was a dead letter, which had been sent to his old address and

be doubted, but for the letters.

Letter I.

MY on-an Ensnr:

Let us call it oil-. I’m tired of the fussing. It seems to me

that if you really cared for me there ’d be less of it. I mean to

treat you fairly, but it does n’t look to me as if you treat me fairly.

I never call you to account, and yet you certainly are enjoying

yourself with a good many besides me, but any tale that any one

carries to you about anything that I may or may not have done is

instantly brought up against me, and you cry and don’t believe me,

and things go generally on the rocks. I’ve begun to think that it

is n’t worth while. I’m mighty tired of it. You said last night

that you wanted to end the engagement, so let us do it. It ’s never

been announced, so we haven’t any explanations to make to any

one. I’m going down to the beach for four or five days, and when

I come back I’ll do up your letters and all that, and we ’ll make an

end of it. I’m not mad—I’m just sick of it all.

What do you say? L-

599
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Latter ll.

Dam Aunrm:
I’ve just this minute received this letter. What shall I do?

You know marriage is n’t the serious thing it was in your time, and

if we married and could n’t get on his family would do everything

proper—I’d be better off any way than I am now. He ’s quite the

richest man I know, and he has nice ideas about generosity and

all that, and I know he ’s good-hmrted. Of course I’ve never raved

over him as some of the girls do, but I really have liked him plenty

well enough to marry him. What he says about the rows is alto

gether true, for I can’t see the faintest reason for my putting up

with half the things he does, and some of his friends I will never

receive.
But I can't see why we should break it 08-. I don’t particularly

fancy any other man, and if we are unhappy after we are married

we can break it oil- then. I think I had better go on with it.

Now, do write me your opinion, and return me his letter and

my letter, so I can look them over together. You know I am never

foolish or romantic or given to any kind of nonsense.

Affectionately your niece, Ensm.

Letter III.

Mr um Can»,
I have one of my blinding headaches, but I will answer you at

once and send it by Lizbet, who is just going. Poor old thing, she

gets more deaf and more stupid every day, but you know my charity

towards all.
I read his letter and your letter with deep interest. You are

quite right. My dear, you would be unutterably foolish to give up

such a chance. He will always have a valet and you will always

have a maid, so whether you get on together or not cannot matter

much. If he is disagreeable, you can travel, or he can live some-

where else, or, as you very sensibly say, you can get a divorce I

should never consider giving him up for a minute. There is no

reason for it, and no use in it. If I can get to the telephone I ’ll call

you up this evening and get you out here to-morrow. I am too blind

to write all that I want to say.

Your affectionate aunt, N- T

It was of course plain that poor, stupid old Lizbet had stamped

and posted an unaddressed letter, which she should have delivered at

the door.
But the man did not think about that. He just sat quiet, staring at

the letters.

For Elsie was now his wife.

They had not been so very happy—but she was his wife.

The letters lay on the white cloth, he took up his fork mechanically,

he was young and light-hearted, but—but he laid the fork down again,

and, starting out of his seat, stood dizzily still a moment. The waiter

stared. It was very odd. And Elsie—Elsie—EZ.sie was now his wife

IJ (Q



MARY AND MARTHA

AT LUNCH

By Marion Hz-//

Author of “The Pcttison Twins,” etc.

i

was the fact that their father did not come home to it. Not

that they harbored grudge against him—far from it—indeed,

they rather held the opinion (tactfully submerged) that a father was

a more pleasant parent than a mother, not being constantly around to

pile up trouble,—a father having some good points in common with

a comet, his reappearance being enhanced in value by the length of his

disappearance,—but they had discovered by experience that a table from

which he was absent afforded their talkative young selves an area of

less restricted conversation than a table which he graced.

Therefore, they chatted in a cheerful undertone all through the

lunch function, their mother presiding in a blessedly deep abstraction

at the head of the table.

Upon this particular occasion the meal was reaching its close when

Mary, a wretchedly imaginative child, said tentatively, “ This is a lake.”

She pictorially explained herself by billowing up the watery part of her

rice pudding with her spoon, and she looked winningly at Martha to

help the latter into betraying symptoms of a willingness to embrace

the game.

When it came to the hazy realms of pure thought, Martha was not

always dependable, often turning philosophically balky at many a

gallop of the invention which a more facile mind would have leaped

unthinking after.

She took a scientifically minute survey of her saucer. Its contents

were to her suficiently attractive just as they were, unembellished by

fancy. Graven upon her face was the stern fact that, so far as she wM

concerned, the pudding was still but pudding. _ _

“With islands in it!” begged Mary, growing prettily hectic and

intense. “ Islands ! ” With her spoon-bowl she dabbed some upheaved

humrnocks of rice. “Islands ! ”

“ All right,” reluctantly agreed Martha, giving in for peace’s sake

em

' I ‘O the two Kenealy children the best part of the mid-day meal
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against the dictates of her sane judgment. “ I ’ll eat an island.” This

she did—tO Mary's poetic pain. Then, chancing to mine out a raisin

with her spoon, she rapped it accusingly and demanded, “What’s

these?”
The game not being hers, she refused to waste her brain in perfect

ing its details.
“These,” rhapsodized Mary, devoutly accolading each of her own

raisins with the spoon-tip, “are dear little blue-eyed babies out for a

boat ride.”
“ H’ml ” grunted Martha. Black-eyed, the loving mention of blue

made her enviously sensitive. “ Then I ’ll chew up a dear little blue

eyed baby.” She immediately did so. And the seeds scrunched like

infant bones.
The cannibal effect of this threw the emotional Mary into a real

terror and set her to shrieking with hideous abandon.

At the sound, Mrs. Kenealy’s maternal instincts left cabin seclusion

and came at once on deck to quell mutiny. “Martha,” she chided

authoritatively, “ stop worrying Mary.”

Now, to the meanest intelligence, had that intelligence been follow

ing affairs, Martha had n’t worried Mary in the least; it had been an

tirely Mary who had worried Mary. People who elect to be imaginative

have no business whatever to get emotional concerning an outcome

They always do, though. That is how Retributive Justice plays even

with them.
The Marthas have as much right to chew up their blue-eyed babies

as the Marys have to discover them in a rice pudding. But this

optimistic and charitable view is seldom taken by the world at large.

“ The Kenealy children are not at all alike l ” said that world, shak

ing its disapproving head. The shaking was always towards Martha,

thus indicating that she was the failure.

Well, she was not “ alike.” There ’s no denying it.

Mary was slim and an ornament to society; Martha was stock)’

and no ornament. Mary had an angel’s golden curls; Martha had a

diabolical thatch of straight black. Mary had a birdlike voice filled

with tender quavers warranted to wheedle an entrance into any and

every human heart; Martha possessed but a brusquely catapaltic tone

which, without her volition, sped her words like stones from a sling,

so that they always hit and mostly hurt. Mary had star-bright eyes

of azure, fringed with extravagantly long lashes; Martha’s eyes were

dully black, average size, with lash just physiologically sufficient,-—no

more.

Ms-rtha’s cross was not alone this diffference of hers from Mary,

but was also the fact that she was held to be responsible for it,—as if

it arose from her sheer personal laziness. Worse still—not content with
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treating these differences as mere surface short-sightedness on Martha’s

part, the world acted as if it understood them to be due to interior

blight of the spirit, arguing that because Martha’s eyes were hard and

beady, her judgment of her fellows would be hard and beady, too;

and so on, throughout the list. Therefore were people unenthusiastic

about her comings and goings, especially her comings, greeting her

politely as a guest but with no exuberance.

Although unresigned, Martha was quite accustomed to being ad

judged wanting at all points, and she therefore made no audible rebel

lion against being scolded for cannibalism.

While still on deck, though preparing to go below again to rejoin

her thoughts, Mrs. Kenealy said ruminatively:

“ I wish my children to be ladies at the table.”

Mary squirmed in pleasant obedience, charmed with the word

“ladies.” But ethics flew right over Martha’s head. Martha com

menced to chase cold facts.

“ Am I your child?” she asked intently.

No wonder Mrs. Kenealy somewhat lost patience. “ Good gracious,

Martha, what a question! Of course you and Mary are my children!”

“ Oh, I knew Mary was,” conceded Martha timidly.

If the spirit really showed in the face, transfiguring it, Martha at

that moment would have made a dearly pretty picture. She loved

her associates and ached to be loved in return. Her heart, which

often throbbed with the uncomfortable feeling that she was doubtless

a family outsider, reached radiantly out towards the hinted reassurance.

However, she looked but her usual vacuous self, therefore her mother

said impatiently:

“ Eat your pudding.”
Martha tractably began shovelling away with her spoon, and as she

shovelled she accumulated belated qualms from which Mary had

evidently completely recovered, for Mary was heartlessly gobbling down

the babies with a tantalizing speech to each of “There you go; and

there you go; and there you go.” She was a true poet: true posts are

always miraculously restored to calm by the last fatal blow whlch the

bystanders have all been dreading. The fatality of such a blow is

rather to the bystanders than to the victim. Mary had healthfully

shrieked herself sane. But Martin, who had tried her best to keep

symbolism out of the pudding, found herself, now that it had gotten ln,

Imder obligations to treat it hospitably, therefore she humane-ly gagged

at each mouthful; and when she came to the last remaining mfant she

rocked it gently awhile in the cradle of the spoon, gazmg at it wlth

motherly wistfulness.

On the gift-wings of childhoo

of her future, a sunny place whose fences were

d, she flew away to the far country

all down and whose
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clocks had no bed-time on them, and where she walked around, un

watched, doing quietly just what she pleased. And she pleased chiefly

to be kind to a plain, black-haired baby—her own. Among other things

she told it that it was pretty and that straight hair was sweeter than

curly.

“ What is it?” exasperatingly demanded Mrs. Kenealy. She feared

that Martha had found an insect in the dessert.

Martha, startled, explained herself: “ I was thinking of a real child,

all of my own. I ’d like one. Where do they come from?”

Calmed to find that the spoon held a fancy, not a fly, Mrs. Kenealy

lost interest and answered listlessly:

“From many places. If people have no children of their own

and want one” (Mrs. Kenealy’s tone indicated that this went was a

strained situation)—“ why, they adopt a foundling.” This is where

she wanted to stop, but she plodded faithfully further, having long ago

found out that undue wordiness on her part really saved time, fore

stalling questions as it did. “ From an orphan asylum.” . . -

“ A foundling is picked up somewhere.” “Orphans have n’t

any paren .” . “ Fathers and mothers.” “ Asylum

is the name of the—um—building.”

“ Huh!” breathed Martha heavily, rejecting the entire assortment.

She wanted no foundling, like herself; she wanted the real thing, like

Mary. Consequently she asked pointedly, “ Where did you get Mary? ”

At Mary’s name, always a name to conjure with, Mrs. Kenealy came

briskly to the surface and smiled vividly at the owner of the name,

getting a vivider smile in return.

Martha, the Outsider, narrowed her eyes thoughtfully. She took

it to be quite natural that she got no pretty smiles, not being a pretty

smiler, but she wondered why she was n’t a pretty smiler. That’s what

she could n’t fathom. She had practised Mary’s smile in front of the

glass and had only succeeded in making slits in her face till it looked

like a hallowe’en pumpkin. Some one was to blame. But who?

“ Your birthday, Mary, is in June,” commenced Mrs. Keneely, Ed-

dressing Mary by way of reply to Martha, who was suddenly out of

affairs. But that was according to hard custom, too. Invariably, when

Martha expressd a thirst for the waters of substantial knowledge, 5

cup of frothy fairy wine was pressed to the lips of Mary. “ June, the

rose month. Mother’s flower-child, pink and precious. I found 7ou

in my heart’s rose-garden, Mary.”

Under the “delight of a sensation and herself the cause,” MW

glowed excitedly and all but climbed upon the table in her eagerness to

get nearer the source of glittering information. She made so pretty 3

picture even while she was smashing the requirements of etiquette that

she was leniently allowed to remain. But had Martha elected to cop? the
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position, she would have made such a frog-like blot upon the damask

landscape that she would have been ordered back to seemliness at once.

Not only is beauty its own excuse for being, as the poetic sage informs

us, but it is also its own pledge for pleasure, its guerdon for the same,

and its own full pardon for sin,—the last a most convenient asset.

Mary was certainly a delightful child to romance with, for she not

only looked the fairy partner to the life, but owned a complaisant mind

which juggled joyously with the fine points of a tale and had no uncom-

fortable thought-twinges concerning the truth or falsity of the pleasant

trifles it tossed about.

“ From a rose-garden! ” she twittered, in high soprano. “ The rose

garden of your heart." Here her tiny voice ran the scale to a deep

contralto oroon which would have charmed juice out of sheet iron.

“ And that is why you love me! ”

“ Yes, my dearie.”

“And why I love you,” continued Mary, kissing her hand affably

across the butter-dish. “In a rose-garden! I guess I was on a pink

rose tree, shut in a pink bud with a white butterfly on it clapping its

wings, and I guess too that I rocked around a lot before you went

out and picked me and brought me in. And the butterfly came too,

but turned into my guardian angel,—the thing that roosts on our

beds at night——”

“ ‘ Watches,’ ” interpolated Mrs. Kenealy educationally.

Mary deftly caught the word and obediently ran back with it to

put it in where she thought her mother wanted it. “ The thing that

roosts on our watches at night. A rose child! I must try to be sweet,

must n’t I ? ”

“ Yes, indeed, dearie! ” Mother and child were both nodding and

laughing.

“ And must bloom around in people’s houses, to help them be glad ! ”

More bobs and nods.

“And must never, never, never let my thorns prick anybody!”

Mary was not being allegorical and altruistic; she was merely chasmg

the rose idea up all its beaming byways. “ Whee! Is that why I am

called Mary Rose Kenealy? ”

“ Yes, daughterkin l ”

“Whoop! ” Hugging her pleasures, Mary here overbalanced her-

self and by sheer accident resumed the decorum of her chair, from the

panting depths of which she continued to exchange bobs and sparkles

with her equally buoyant mother.

Stony with interest, Martha sat motionless as a statue, arm and

spoon still stifily extended. Sphinx-like, she had gloomed at the pretty

scene, feeling hopelessly aloof from it. At mental battledore and

shuttlecock she was no good. The feather-tipped things wl1.lCl1 Mary
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and her mother could bat airily back and forth between them were

totally beyond her powers.

When the rose-child toppled decently back into eclipse, Martha

hufiily sped a suspended query:

“ And where did you get me? ”

“ Let me see,” mused Mrs. Kenealy, beginning well by throwing

Martha some glowing nods and smiles left over. She never knowingly

treated her children differently. Indeed, her big sin was that she

treated them the same, trying to force Martha up to the standard notch ,

set by Mary, refusing Martha the needs and rights of her own peculiar

disposition. To be sure, Mary’s was the easiest to get along with.

Mary—and she was not necessarily superficial thereby—was always

transported with delight merely to float upon the surface of the pond

of life, among its water-lilies; while the annoying Martha, delving below a_ ,

for roots, only too often fell out of her scow, so to put it, and got

drenched and shocked and chilled,—to say nothing of scooping up mud

“ Let me see,” repeated Mrs. Kenealy, intending to provide Martha with

some of the glories in which Mary weltered. “Your birthday is in

August. So hot it wasl We were all at the seaside. I got you on the

seashore, Martha.”

Instead of enthusing, Martha became so pauseful that she was

actually sinister. A menacing influence straightway began to be felt

by all three, as palpably as if it had blown coldly in like wind from

an open window. Then, with black brows knit—

“ Was the tide going out?” probed Martha distrustfully. Life and

death were in her tone, particularly death.

“ Oh, Martha, don’t be silly!”

“ I ’m not; I ’m only trying to find out about this.” After a vain

wait for the settling of the tide question, she flung another. “ W88 I

dressed?”

“ No. Yes. No ! ”

“ No? It ’s good it was hot. Was I dead and thrown away?”

“ Certainly not! ” Mrs. Kenea.ly’s tone had grown as hard and db—

fensive as Martha’s, and she insensibly reflected Martha’s inky frown

It looked like a battle royal.

“Not thrown away,” pondered Martha. “Then you had no busi

ness, had you, to touch me? ”

“ No business! ”

“ No. Perhaps I am some one else’s. She may be running s-ro"-ud

there still, poor thing, trying to remember where she left me.”

“ Martha! Finish that raisin and let us get up! ”

Obeying the voice of command, Martha bolted the fruit whole, but

returned at once to the firing line.

“ My name is n’t Martha Seashore Kenealy! ”
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" Who said it was?”

Feeling convinced that either robbery, in the past, or deception,

in the present, had been practised upon her, and lacking discreet words

to express her mind upon these points, Martha warily returned to her

pudding, painfully scraping imaginary grains of rice from the bottom

of her saucer.

She scraped so long and so uselessly that the scraping eventually

proclaimed itself as a process not of action but of thought.

“ Well?” demanded Mrs. Kenealy finally and loudly.

In her jerk back to public life, Martha spilled a few words she

would not voluntarily have parted with. She unfortunately said:

“ I never know when you are telling truths or lies.”

Here was occasion for wrath, indeed; and wrath plentifully ap

peared. Except for simian blinkings, Martha was without defenses.

“Employing a word so utterly rude!” came scathingly in con

clusion of the long maternal tirade.

“What ’s the unrude word for lie?” stammered Martha, willing to

substitute.

“ There is none!”

Here was a ray of hope. “Then it was n’t my fault!” cried

Martha, seizing the ray. But as a life-line, the ray was rotten.

Her fall was banishment. “Leave the table, miss!”

If one stopped to trifle and dally with “miss,” one found it to be

the forerunner of frightful things; so Martha slid at once to the edge

of her chair and dropped to the floor. Nor was she reluctant, or un

ready, to go. “ I ’ve finished lunch anyhow,” she thankfully informed

her mother, as she scudded for the haven of the door.

Judged by the sound of them, the words were certainly impudent;

but down in the obscurity of the mental well in which they were con

ceived, they indicated a mere reasonable—not to say polite—endeavor

to present the optimistic side of an otherwise thoroughly bad set-out.

Those on the upper outside edge of the well, however, cannot possibly

know what goes on down below; they can only judge of the water by

what comes up in the bucket.

And what had come up had been impudent. Therefore was Mar

tha’s banishment pronounced more permanent than at first intended.

“And remain upstairs by yourself for the entire balance of the

day. Don’t come where we are,” prohibited Mrs. Kenealy, feeling a

monster by reason of this shameful penalty of segregation.

The astonished Martha turned around and looked uncovetously at

the unpleasant pair she was only too gladly leaving. “Why, I dont

want to come where you are,” she explained firmly. Then she properly

disappeared- - - - .

That is why a doorway is a healthy position to assume in time
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of family cyclones; healthy and convenient. One can stay and gaze at

the accruing disasters so long as one is fascinated, yet one can escape

before the exit can possibly get blocked. And onds tongue can work

from a distance.

From the unseen retreat of the stairway, there boomed down upon

the enemy a final, sullen, damaging shot.

“ Mary started it—with the pudding. I never start anything

Mary always does—but nothing ever happens to her! ”

Then victorious silence.

No. Nothing ever happens to the Marys. The poor Marthasl

Mrs. Kenealy was frightened. She thought her fright was for

Marthafs black future, but in reality it was for Mary’s brightly obedient

present. Dreadful for dear Mary to hear such impertinencesl Had

Martha been an only child, her mother might have had the lenity to

treat that young person’s terse statements as merely the expression of

a single-minded literalness. But with Mary’s biddable nature to protect

and preserve, Mrs. Kenealy could not but consider Martha dangerous.

She brooded over the aair and its awful contingencies for the

remainder of the afternoon, hastening to confide ruefully in Mr

Kenealy when that rather unimpressed parent came home from the

office, hungry.
“ And, Fred,” she concluded desperately, “tell me—what am I to do

to make a better girl of her? ” .

Fred made a dutiful feint of finding the matter important. B)’

way of conjuring up help, he agitated his hand in unselfish destruction

through his handsome blond hair—Mary’s hair, though less heavenly.

In due time he spoke. “ Has n’t Martha always been a Pill?”

“From her first breath!” tragically stated Mrs. Kenealy, thriftily

exaggerating in order to call out the maximum of advice.

The oracle’s face cleared magically. “ Then why bother over her

at this late date? ”
Which masculinely settled it,—leaving the way unobstructed for

supper to be announced.

3

THECHRYSANTHEMUM

BY CLIFFORD HOWARD

AST tribute of earth to the year’s vesper glow;

A !des of the summer flung out to the snow.

God’s herald of winter; yet coming to bring

To the hearts of the faithful a promise of spring.
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for veracity would suffer if I ventured to mention its weight.

It was so big that the sight of it resulted in a temporary sus

pension of business in Kennedy’s butcher-shop when Farmer Bissell

brought it in, the customers and clerks all crowding about him.

In view of the sensation created, Farmer Bissell naturally expected

Kennedy to make all haste to acquire title to it, but Kennedy not only

made no offer, but said frankly that he did not want it. “ Too big,”

he declared. “Fine turkey all right enough, but only a hotel or a

restaurant could use it, and even they prefer smaller ones. Mine is

a family trade, and you could n’t sell that turkey to a private family

in a thousand years. No housewife would have a pan big enough to

hold it.”

There was a murmur of assent from the women present.

“ I would n’t take it as a gift,” said one. “ I ’d have to buy a new

pan and a new platter before I could do anything with it.”

“ The family would be sick of turkey before it was half used up,”

added another. “ Hot turkey, cold turkey, turkey hash, turkey cro

quettes, turkey patties—nothing but turkey for a week.”

“ So you see,” pursued Kennedy, “ it would be of no use to me

except to hang outside the shop as an advertisement, and I ’d rather

advertise with something that can be sold.” _

Farmer Bissell was disappointed. It had not occurred to lum that

he might have something too good for the market. He was turning

away, with the intention of offering it to some hotel, when Kinlin, the

cigar man, pushed his way through the crowd.

“ Fine bird for a raffle! ” commented Kinlin.

“ Why, yes,” ag1-eed.Kennedy ; “ that ’s just what it ’s good for. A

fellow never thinks of anything but the size at a raflle.”

“ Just turns the whole problem over to his wife,” put in one of the

women, “and grumbles because she is n’t tickled to death.”

“ How much?” asked Kinlin, turning to the farmer.

Bissell had mentally settled on a pretty stiff price, but he new real
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ized that his turkey was not the prize that he had previously consid

ered it. In consequence, after a little bargaining, Kinlin was in a

position to announce a grand raflie at his cigar store.

Dick Patton won the turkey, which was a sore disappointment to

Kinlin and most of his patrons. Patton was a nice enough fellow, but

he lived in a neighboring town, and one hates to see an outsider win

from a score or more of local contenders. Furthermore, Patton gloated

most unpleasantly.
“ Great bird! ” said Patton. “ Too bad you can’t keep it here. But

I ’ll send you the wishbone to smell of, and I ’ll write you a nice long

letter about how it tastes.”

“If one of our boys had won it,” remarked Kinlin regretfully,

“ we ’d have had a spread for the whole bunch at Cssey’s restaurant”

“ Sure you would,” agreed Patton heartily, “ but you didn’t win

it, so the spread ’s going to be at my house in Arlington. You people,

can have a nice little meeting to-morrow night about six o’clock lfld

think of what we ’re doing to that turkey. I ’m going to wire my Wife

it ’s coming, and tell her to invite some friends in to dinner.”

“ I hope it ’s too big for your oven,” growled one of the disappointed

local men. -
“Don’t you worry about that,” returned Patten. “We have a big

enough oven. But I ’m glad you reminded me of the size, for it may

call for a pan or something bigger than we ’ve got. I ’ll mention It

in my telegram to Kitty.”
“ Going to tote the turkey along on the train with you?” inquired

Kinlin.
“ Not me,” answered Patton. “ You won’t find me making a holy

show of myself on a railroad train with a turkey big enough to need 1

whole seat for itself. It goes by express, and I ’ll ship it now.”

The problem of wrapping it up for shipment proved a difficult one

but he finally secured a heavy paper bag of sufficient size, put the

turkey in it, tied the mouth of the bag with a stout string, and attached

an address tag.
“ That ’s how it goes to Kitty,” he announced, as he started for the

express office. “ Too bad you boys can’t do anything but imagine how

good it is.”
There was a painful silence for some time after he left, all minds

being centred on the turkey that was so soon to pass in triumph to

Arlington and provide a feast for Patton and his friends.

“ It don’t seem right,” commented Bimmer gloomily.

“ It would n’t be so had,” suggested Balcom, “if he was n’t sc

cocky about it. Dick is n’t a bad fellow, but I don’t like the way he

tries to rub it in.”
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“ Serve him right,” said Kent, “ if he lost that turkey.”

“Why not make him lose it?” asked Kinlin.

“ How ? ” Several spoke at once. 1

“Send an order to the express office for it,” explained Kinlin.

“ Bill Downey don’t know his writing.” Bill was the express agent.

“ He would n’t give it up,” said Bimmer.

“Sure he would,” insisted Kinlin. “ Bill ’s easy. Say, it would

be the greatest joke ever—Patton boasting about his turkey, inviting

his friends in, getting a new pan and a new platter, and the turkey

don’t come. We ’d be eating it over at Casey’s restaurant.”

The picture thus conjured up was so delightful that several mem

bers of the party began to show enthusiasm. Balcom, however, shook

his head. “ Won’t do,” he said. “ We ’d get ourselves in trouble,

and Patton would be mad enough to put it all over us. Forgery of an

order, larceny of a turkey, conspiracy—oh, he ’d have us seven ways,

and the turkey feast would show the whole thing up.”

Gloom settled on the crowd, but Kent presently shot a ray of light

into it. “We don’t need to eat the turkey,” suggested Kent. “We

can put the joke on him without that. We ’ll get the winged elephant

from the express ofiice and ship it to Jack Driscoll at Arlington, and

Driscoll will let it turn up before things get too warm—send it to

Patton with our compliments just about the time his friends are show

ing up for dinner, he being busy turning handsprings about that time.

He ’ll see where the joke comes in all right, but there won’t be anything

for him to do after the turkey is passed over to him.”

“ Fine! ” cried

“ He ’ll be running round in circles when the turkey don’t show up,”

laughed Bimmer. “ I can see him spinning like a top.”

“And he’ll get it when it ’s too late for dinner,” added Kent.

“ Let ’s get busy on the order.”

Patton, having business in Danburg, did not reach his home until the

next morning, but he was in high spirits when he arrived.

“ Get my wire?” he asked.

“ Yes,” answered his wife; “ but I did n’t get the turkey.”

“ What?”

“I bought the biggest pan and the biggest platter in town, but

there ’s no turkey.”

“ Thunder! ” ejaculated Patton.

“I asked the Dales and the Latshaws and the Conways to dinner,

and there ’s no turkey.”

“The deuce!” cried Patton.

“ They ’re all coming,” Mrs. Patton went on resignedly—“ all except

the turkey.”
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“ We ’ll see about that! "' roared Patton, rushing to the telephone.

“If the express company has sidetracked that turkey anywhere it ’s

going to have a damage suit on its hands.” He got the express com

pany on the wire, and this is what his patient wife heard: “ Where ’s

that turkey for Mrs. Patton? . . . What? . . . It was

shipped from Danburg yesterday—a turkey as big as a house.

I tell you it was. I shipped it myself, and I ought to know. . . .

It must have come. Well, you get busy with Danburg and find

out what ’s the matter. . . . No; telegraph. Do you think I

want to leave the biggest turkey in Christendom lying around an express

office? . . . Well, I’ll pay for the telegram, but you find the

turkey or there ’ll be things happening in your office that you won’t

like.” -

Patton was an excited and disgusted man when he turned away

from the telephone. “It ’s an infernal outrage! ” he declared.

“ These express companies are getting more careless every day. They ’ve

spoiled our dinner right now, for the turkey can’t possibly be here

before to-morrow if it ’s still at Danburg.”

“ Are you quite sure,” asked Mrs. Patton, “that you really had a

turkey?”

“Sure? Sure?” Patton’s arms were waving frantically in the

air. “ I had a turkey that weighed a ton.”

“ You know, Dick,” Mrs. Patton went on, “ I always worry a little

about you when you go to Danburg. I don’t think your associates there

are quite——”

“ Oh, thunder! ” Patton broke in. “ You seem to think I saw that

turkey in a glass of beer. I tell you, it was a real turkey, a tremendous

turkey; I won it in a rafiie, and ”

“ Gambling,” sighed Mrs. Patton.

“ Gambling nothing! ” roared Patton angrily. “A rafile is n’t

gambling.”

“ It ’s a game of chance,” insisted Mrs. Patton, “ and that ’s gam

bling. I ’m not surprised the turkey has disappeared. No good ever

comes of gambling, and this is a judgment——”

“Judgment be jiggered!” howled Patton, driven to frenzy by this

addition to his woes. “It ’s the infernal stupidity of a ten-dollar clerk,

backed up by the supreme indifference of a soulless corporation! But

I ’ll make them sweat for it!”

“Meanwhile,” pursued Mrs. Patton, her voice as gentle and even

as always, “what are we going to do about dinner? ”

“Do? Do?” repeated Patton. “Why, go out to the market and

get something, of course. Did you think we could serve excusesin Place

o£ a turkey P We ’ve got to get something else.”

“Perhaps,” mused Mrs. Patton, “I can return the pan and the
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platter. I hope so. We ’ll never have any other occasion to use them,

and it seems a shame to have to pay for things we ”

“ Get dinner! Get dinner! ” cried Patton. “ That ’s all you ’ve

got to do now. I ’ll see to the turkey, and you can bet your last cent

we ’ll have it for dinner to-morrow.”

“I never bet,” returned Mrs. Patton coldly, “and I hope you’ll

never, never go to Danburg again.”

Patton, his feelings now beyond his power of expression, rushed out,

slamming the door after him. He would have been even more disturhel

 

had he heard his wife, a little later, explaining their unpleasant situa- _

tion to a neighbor. -

“ You see,” said Mrs. Patton placidly, “ Mr. Patton thinks he won

a turkey.”

“Thinks?” repeated the neighbor. “Does n’t he know?”

“ We have n’t got the turkey,” was Mrs. Patton’s puzzling reply;

Patton, meanwhile, was pounding along in the direction of the

express ofiice, incidentally muttering dire threats against the company.

His predicament was of a nature to afiect the temper of any man. A

turkey dinner and no turkey! Friends coming, and nothing but a hard

luck story for their entertainment! It was doubtful if they would

even believe it. Dale, he was sure, would insist that he had never won

the turkey at all—that he had merely expected to win it, and had failed.

Dale had all the characteristics of a man from Missouri, and nothing

but the production of the turkey would convince him that there was

any at all, or, if any, that it was as big as claimed. Conway would

certainly join in the demand for proof, and Latshaw might be relied

upon to insinuate that the turkey was so small and tough that he was

ashamed to produce it. They would have great sport over that turkey.

And it was all the express company’s fault! -

There was .fire in Patton’s eyes when he invaded the express ofiice;

and the agent made all haste to ward off the threatened explosion.

“ That turkey ” began the agent.

“ Yes, that turkey! ” blustered Patton.

“ We ’ve heard from it,” said the agent.

“Where is it?” demanded Patton. - -

“ And it seems to me,” the agent went on, “that you ’ve got a lot of

nerve to come around here making a fuss about it.” . _

" I have?” The counter attack was so unexpected that it left him

gasping. _

“ Yes, you. If anybody knows about that turkey, at ’s you. It was

delivered to your messenger at Danburg.” -  

“ My messenger l ” roared Patton, recovering from his momentary

weakness. “ I never sent any messenger; I took it to the express office

myself.”
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“Yes, and then you sent a boy with a written order for it. The

agent at Danburg says he ’s got the order.”

“ It ’s a forgery,” declared Patton.

“ Who would forge an order for a turkey?” asked the agent

incredulously.
The question brought the problem home to Patton: Who would?

It all hung upon the answer to that little query. Who would forge an

order for a turkey? A man who merely wanted a turkey would hardly

take that risk. Then who would?

“ That bunch of Danburg sports is back of this,” asserted Patton.

“ It ’s their idea of a joke, but I’ll show ’em that joking ‘s a bad

business! Just let me get hold of that order, and I ’ll have somebody

dead to rights! They were sore because I won it.”

“ What do you think they did with it?” asked the agent.

“Ate it, of course,” answered Patton, and the mental picture so

enraged him that he fairly danced about the express ofiice.

“ Well, I don’t know,” returned the agent thoughtfully. “ You

see, there was a package came from Danburg last night that looked to

me like it might be a turkey. Was yours a big turkey?”

“ Biggest ever raised,” answered Patton.

“ Maybe that was it,” said the agent. “ It was wrapped up mighty

careful, but it looked to me like a turkey, only it was so all-fired big

It was addressed to Jack Drisco .”

“ My turkey!” cried Patton jubilantly. “ Driscoll is chummy with

that bunch, and he ’s just the one they ’d send it to. I ’ll get a search

warrant and go down to his house.”

“ Better make sure he ’s got it first,” advised the agent.

Patton saw the wisdom of this, so he did a little scouting. But 8

turkey, even 2 big turkey, is not easily located after it has passed

the door of a private residence, and it was afternoon before Patton made

his first discovery. Then he merely learned that Kent was in town

It seemed probable that Kent had come to Arlington to enjoy the loke,

but there was no evidence in this that Drisooll was in possession Of the

turkey. Kent, however, must know where the turkey was, and he would

surely look up the man who had it.

Patton shadowed Kent. To look for the turkey where it was not

would be to add to the hilarity of the jokers, so he must be sure. Kent,

in time, met Driscoll, and it was clear that they had a topic of conver

sation that amused them greatly. After much laughter they started

for DYisc0ll’s home, Patton still following. Driscoll and Kent entered

the house, remained about ten minutes, and then emerged by way of the

cellar door, locking the door after them. They were both laughing,

and Patton, now concealed behind a shed, caught an occasional word of

their conversation. One of the words thus caught was “turkey-"
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“ That ’s enough for me,” Patton decided, and he went after a

search-warrant.

It was now late in the afternoon, however, and Justice Peterson was

not in his office. A telephone inquiry brought the information that he

was not at home, either, which was discouraging but did not necessarily

mean defeat, for Justice Peterson liked his occasional glass of beer

and was also a well-known figure in one or two cigar stores.

“ I ’ll get that turkey,” Patton muttered angrily, “if I have to steal

it.” Then, before continuing his search for Justice Peterson, he tele

phoned his wife that he would bring the turkey home with him, just

to prove that he had not lied about its size and weight.

“Then there really was a turkey,” was her disconcerting reply,

“ or have you just bought one?”

The girl at Central warned him that he would be held for damages

if he smashed the telephone.

Kent and Balcom had come to Arlington to see the fun. It was

their intention to have the turkey delivered to Patton, with their compli

ments, while he was at dinner. They would also send with it some

facetious message.

It occurred to Balcom, however, that he might get a little additional

amusement out of the express office. Patton would look there for his

turkey first, and he would be mad, mad, mad. It would be interesting

to hear what the express agent had to say about it. Balcom knew the

express agent, so he dropped in to see him.

“Say,” exclaimed the agent the moment he appeared, “did any

of you people up to Danburg ship a turkey down here? There ’s all

kinds of being raised over a lost turkey.”

“Is there?” queried Balcom innocently.

“ That ’s what there is l ” the agent declared. “ Dick Patton lost a

turkey, and he thinks Driscoll got i .”

“What?” Balcom was startled out of his air of nonchalance.

“I told him Driscoll got a package that looked like it might be

a big turkey, and he was all for racing off after a search-warrant right

away. Say, but he was mad! ”

“ Did he do it?” asked Balcom anxiously.

“ Do what? ”

“ Get a search-warrant.”

“ Not right off, I guess. I told him he ’d better make sure that

Driscoll had the turkey first.”
Balcom started at once for Driscoll’s house to give the alarm, but

an unexpected glimpse of Patton diverted him from this plan. He fol

lowed Patton, and was not long in learning that Patton was searchmg

for Justice Peterson. He also learned, from a man with whom Patton
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had talked, that the latter was making many dire threats, including a

threat to go after that turkey himself if he could not get a search

warrant. And Peterson, according to this informant, was out of town.

Then Balcom hunted up Kent and Driscoll, and reported these new

developments. “Better put the turkey somewhere else,” he suggested.

“No,” said Kent; “let him find it. That ’s the easiest way out,

and we ’ll be on hand to give him the laugh.”

“Looks to me like a sort of weak ending to the joke,” objected

Driscoll.

“ Oh, I don’t know,” returned Kent. “ If you ’re looking for

something strenuous we might hold him up and take the turkey away

use handkerchief masks or something like that, you know.”

“ Not for me,” declared Driscoll emphatically. “ There will be

murde1‘ committed if anybody tries to take that turkey after he once

gets hold of it again. While I don’t want a good joke to end up tame,

I don’t want it to get too boisterous either.”

“ Oh, well, we can decide what we ’ll do when he comes,” remarked

Kent. “ We can tell better then what ’s the best play.”

“Are you sure he ’ll come? ” asked Driscoll.

“ It ’s a cinch,” declared Balcom. “ He ’s got his mind made up to

that already, if he can’t get a search-warrant, and he can’t get one

to-night.”

Driscoll allowed these counsels to prevail, but he was unusually silel1t

and thoughtful as they proceeded in the direction of his house, and no

sooner were they ensconced behind the shed that had previously sheltered

Patton than he decided that he would view the proceedings from inside

the house. “ I don’t want him smashing anything,” he explained,

“so I ’ll slip in and unfasten a cellar window. We can give him the

laugh when he is crawling out with the turkey. Perhaps I can slip

up behind him and grab his legs.”

Kent and Balcom agreed to this, and Driscoll left them.

They had not long to wait for their victim. Hardly more than fif

teen or twenty minutes had elapsed when Patton, having failed to find

the justice, came himself for the turkey. He approached cautiously

in the gloom, crept to the cellar door, found it locked, moved stealthil.Y

to a window, tried that, found it unlocked, opened it, glanced furtively

about, and then wriggled through it backward to the floor.

“ Now we ’ve got him,” laughed Balcom.

“ And I ’m going to try for that turkey,” declared Kent, tying

his handkerchief over the lower part of his face. “ It won’t be any trick

at all to get it while he ’s crawling out through the window.”

_ “ Especially if Driscoll grabs his legs,” added Balcom, also produc

mg a handkerchief. “ I ’m with you. But he ’ll go to the police sure-”

“And tell them he had a turkey stolen while he was climbing o‘1$
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of the window of another man’s house! ” retorted Kent scornfully. “ I

guess not. But even if he does, there won’t be anything but a laugh

on him. We ’ll take that turkey from Patton and deliver it to Mrs.

Patton.”

“ Fine!” cried Balcom.

And then, suddenly, a rough hand descended on his shoulder and

a rough voice said, “ I got ye.” Turning quickly, he confronted a man

with brass buttons and a revolver. “Don’t git gay now,” cautioned

the policeman. “ I ’ll be after takin’ yer pal whin he crawls out.”

The policeman’s revolver was awe-inspiring, and Kent was as safely

a prisoner as if his coat collar were also in the grasp of the law. But

he tried to explain. “It ’s only a joke, Mr. Oflicer,” he said.

“ Sure it ’s a joke—on you,” agreed the policeman.

“We ’re friends of Mr. Driscoll,” persisted Kent.

“ An’ do ye go callin’ with yer faces covered?” asked the policeman.

They hastily pulled their handkerchiefs away. “ It does look bad,”

Kent admitted, “ but Driscoll will tell you it ’s all right.”

“ An’ him jist telephonin’ the station that burglars was breakin’

into his house ! ”

I‘ l L?

“ They sint me up hot-foot to nab the burglars,” said the policeman,

“ an’ I done it.”

This evidence of treachery was so amazing that they were staggered,

and before they had recovered their wits Patton’s head was faintly dis

cerned at the cellar window. It was evident he was having some difii

culty getting out, the window being some distance above the floor. He

shoved the turkey out first. _; _

“ Caught with the goods,” gloated the policeman ; then to his pns

oners, “ Mind ye step lively to what I say while I ’m gettin’ yer pal.”

Keeping them with him, he made a flank movement that brought

him close to the squirming figure in the window before he was noticed.

“Hands up ! ” he ordered, which was certainly a diflicult order for a

man in Patton’s position to obey. Moreover, Patton gave no heed to it,

being at the moment suddenly absorbed in what was happening belnnd

him. “Let go! Let go! ” he yelled, and the movement of his body

showed that he was making frantic efforts to kick some unseen person.

“ Come out of that!” ordered the policeman.

“I can’ ,” cried Patton. “ Somebody ’s holding my legs.”

“Grab him,” said the policeman, turning to Kent and Balcom,

“ s-n’ pull him out, an’ mind I ’m watehin’ ye! ” .

The policeman’s revolver being unpleasantly conspicuous, they

made haste to obey, but it was immediately evident that Patton spoke

truthfully when he said somebody had hold of his legs. Then united

efforts failed to bring him through the window, although it occasioned
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him much bodily discomfort. “ Quit it! You ’re breaking me in

two ! ” he complained.
“ Pull him out! Pull him out! ” commanded the policeman.

They made one supreme effort, and just at that moment the man

inside released his legs, with the result that he came so suddenly that

he and Kent and Balcom found themselves in a struggling heap on the

ground.
“ Untangle yersilves an’ stand up! ” ordered the policeman.

While they were doing this the smiling face of Driscoll appeared at

the cellar window, but the smile vanished when he grasped the situation.

“ You ’ve made a mistake, ofiicerl ” he cried. “ You ’ve got two

friends of mine.”
“I caught ’em with masks on,” declared the policeman.

“ Oh, that was a joke.”
“Was it?” asked the policeman sarcastically. “I don’t hear ye

laughin’.”
Driscoll now climbed out and joined the party, and he was further

disturbed to find that he did not know the policeman. He knew most

of them, and it had not occurred to him that they might send one he did

not know. That seemed to make it advisable to clear the afiair up

quickly. “ It ’s all right, officer,” he explained. “ The whole thing 's

a joke.”
“ It ’s no joke,” said the policeman, “whin ye catch a felly with

the goods on. I ’m thinkin’ ye belong to the gang yersi .”

“ Me! ” cried Driscoll. “Why, I live here.”

“ That ’s what ya say,” returned the policeman, “but ye better

come to the station an’ tell the sergeant about it.”

Protestations and explanations availed nothing, and they presently

found themselves marching down the street ahead of the policeman

Driscoll was not even permitted to prove his identity by calling member5

of the household.

“ Nice mess you ’ve made of it,” grumbled Kent.

“ I did n’t intend he should get you," explained Driscoll, “and I

thought he ’d be a man I knew.”

“Well, he is n’t,” retorted Kent. “Do you know the sergeant?”

“ No-o,” answered Driscoll.
“ Then,” said Kent, “if he ’s as witless and unreasonable as this

copper, we ’re up against a hard proposition.”

Patton, listening, let his face relax into a smile as he heard this

The guests had arrived, and Mrs. Patton was explaining that she

expect/ed her husband home any-minute. He had had some trouble

about the turkey, she said. She did not know exactly what the trouble

was, but no turkey had come, and he had gone out to see about it. She
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knew he had found it, because he had telephoned about an hour before

that he would bring it home with him.

The telephone bell interrupted her. Patton was at the other end of

the line.

“ Come right home,” she instructed, as soon as she recognized his

voice. “ It’s awfully impolite of you ”

“ Oh, cut it out!” he broke in roughly. “Is Conway there?”

“ Yes, but——”

“Tell him to come down and identify me. The sergeant says he

knows Conway.”

Mrs. Patton, with some reason, decided that her husband must be

suffering from mental aberration, but she had the presence of mind to

ask where he was.

“ The police station,” he answered.

“ Oh, Dick,” she cried, “ what have you been doing?”

He declared, with much warmth, that he had been doing nothing.

“ And the turkey?” she asked.

“ I have it here.”

“ Did—did you steal it, Dick?” she faltered. “ Is that the

trouble?” -

Patton controlled himself with an effort, and his face was flushed

when he turned away from the telephone.

“ Is he coming?” asked Kent anxiously.

The question seemed to recall to Patton some momentarily forgotten

purpose. The flush died out and he regarded Kent coldly. “ I don’t

see how that concerns you,” he said.

“ Why—why, Conway will get us out of this, won’t he?” exclaimed

Kent, startled.

“Why should he?” returned Patton in even tones. “Conway

does n’t know any one of you.”

“ But he knows you, and you know us! ” expostulated the three.

Patton looked them over, each in turn, and then shook his head.

 

. “ You are all strangers to me,” he said.

3

CYNICISMS OF AN OPTIMIST

No woman is as old as she looks—in the morning.

A vegetarian widower and a grass widow should be well-mated.

Men and women are thrown together a good deal ln New York—

especially on the Subway trains!

The married man is afraid of but one woman, the bachelor is

afraid of R11 women Who isthe gmte’ "o“’“d? waw Pulitzer



LOVE AND A MORNING RIDE ,

By Elizafietfi Maury Coombs \

9

LI NYBODY can go to ride with me that wants to,” said the old ‘

A gentleman, with a badly assumed air of indifference.

“ I really can’t resist the cordiality of your invitation, suhl ” J

answered the girl, laughing as she jumped off the horse-block and i

took a bridle from the peg beside it. Going to the pasture fence, she

called enticingly in the whistling coo that horses know so well and

regard so little, to a sorrel gelding with a white star in his forehead.

By way of response he threw up his head, tossed his mane, and

galloped off.
. Throwing down the bridle, she stole up, and, hooking her finger!

in his forelock, led him quietly up to it; then saddled him while

he danced sideways, and, mounting from the- ground, rode off after

the old gentleman, whose hay mare was quietly ambling along the

road that led to the Blue Ridge- Mountains, rising peak on peak in

front of them.
“ Grandfather,” said the girl, as she caught up with him, “you

know Uncle Nelson says this horse loves your mare.”

- -“ Yes, I knew Nelse was a mighty big fool, even for a nigger

You know he came to me with your grandlnother’s niggers,” remarked

the old man casually. - i

- “ H_e-says,” went on the girl, not heeding the interruption-, “that

even in- the pasture, Chaos ”+patting his shining sorrel neck—— _

“ does n’t let his heels fly at Panzita, and you can often hear the other

horses squeal when he bites at them for coming too near her ladyship

You notice yourself how nicely they go together, even if he is a pacer

and she goes at a fast rack. I ’ve seen many a married couple who

had the same difference in gait,” observed the girl, suppressing her-

laughter as she saw the old inan shut his lips with a slight snap at

this last bit of pleasantry. - -
“Chaos can open any gianary door on the plantation. Uncle

Nelson says so himself; and you know, Gramps, there always has

to be o1% -of a couple who can open the granary door.”

_“ .0h, yes, my child; I -know that, but ”—-—with a sub-acid smile.—

“ it ’s a little apt to be a woman’s accomplishment.”

em
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“ Not when it happens to be some one else’s granary, Grandpapa,”

cooed the girl, with a gurgling laugh.

“ You caught me that time, Miss Pert; but I don’t care to be

regaled with any more of Nelse’s conversation this morning. And

why all this talk of love? I’m not in love myself,” said the old

man, with a quizzical side glance from under his bushy white eye

brows at the girl’s now blushing cheek, as she looked away at the

foothills with elaborate pretense.

“ Besides, Nelse had better be using his curry-comb on this mare ”—

flecking a bit of dust from its mane—“ instead of filling your head

with fool notions of love between the lower animals. Love does not

exist in them any more than in the lower classes. Love, fiddlesticks! ”

he grumbled half to himself.

“ Let ’s talk of the crops,” he vouchsafed after a while, in more

mollified tone. “ It ’s getting nearly time to plant corn. Your eyes

are younger than mine—are those Oak leaves the size of a squin-el’s

foot yet?”

“ Yes, Grandpa, just abou,” answered the girl, glancing up at

the big tree under which they were passing, with its lacework of

pinky-grey outlined against the unclouded sky.

“Well, well, I must tell Nelse to plow the big rye field to-morrow

if this weather holds,” he said; then relapsed into the whispering

silence of old age, while the girl, as her horse snorted at the smell

of damp earth, noticed on the gray—white road the young oak leaves

beaten down by last night’s storm, and reminding her still of the

old man’s simile of the squirrel’s little pinky velvet paws upturned

with appealing pointed fingers before they withered at the warm

breath of the west wind.

“Hush, Grandpa,” said she in lowered tone, as the horses paused

at the clear little creek to drink. “ See, my Lord the Cardinal has

chosen-a suburban residence in that leaning apple-tree as a fitting

one for his rusty wife!” -
“Oh, I see him,” whispered the old gentleman hoarsely, “sitting

on that swinging limb, swayed by his own eloquence.” _

“ As many a less golden-tongued orator has been before him!”

the girl put in. _ _
“Clearly ’t is an aftemlinner speech,” again she said in under

breath, leaning from her saddle that her low tone might penetrate

the dulled ear of age. “I know from her absorbed-in-eggology an

that she knew the point long and long ago!” _ ”

“But it used to be a- mighty funny joke durmg the honeymoon,

sighed the old man rather bitterly. _ . .
-- -“But..so might Webster’s Unabridged -DlciZloIlary be-—durmg the

honeymoon,” smiled the girl; and then in a moment -added, .“Now
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he darts away! Hear the flutter of his wings, and who would have

thought that last liquid note of love could have been changed to such

a shriek of vengeance at the imaginary insult of a fellow-congress

man!

“ What do you suppose love means to them, Grandfather?” breathed

the girl, with a far-ofi look in her velvet eyes.

“Bugs and worms, my dear,” retorted the old man decisively;

then ended, “A man finds in life, my child, the echo of his thought.

A woman hears in it only the reflected flutterings of her own foolish

heart!”

They turned their horses’ heads aside to climb the steep opposite

bank of the little mountain stream, as the red-bird coming back to

his nesting tree spread his wings out fiat and fell, wind-wavered and

silently like a red autumn leaf, and was lost in the drifting snow of

apple bloom.

“Grandfather,” said the girl, as their horses took the hill, “ wllo

lives in that little cabin we can always see in the clearing away up on

the mountain-side? See? That one ”—taking his hard old, knotty

hand in hers, firm and white as moulded wax, and pointing with his

forefinger. “ The one with that fringe of blooming dogwood in front

of the black pine grove.”

“A man I used to know lives there, my child, but it is a long

story, and maybe your mother would n’t like you to hear it.”

“ Oh, yes,-she would, Gramps, because if it ’s a bad story she elm

always point a moral with it. So go on quick, now, before you forget

the naughtiest points!”

“Well, to begin in the middle and end at the beginning, as all

stories do these days, you remember that my Aunt Betsy and my

Uncle Richard, being single folk, went on a memorable trip to Europe

—let’s see—it must be over fifty years ago?”

“ Oh, yes, I remember it well,” mocked the girl laughingly. “Ii?

was the summer I had my white padusoy made and snagged my

green lace bombazine on the garden fence! Well, go on, Grand

father.”

“So I will when you behave yourself, Miss. You know we had

only recently come from France in those days, and my poor Uncle

Richard was taken with a fever in Paris. He was buried there,

Poor fellow, in the tomb of his forefathers in the Pere la Chaim

Then my aunt, returning in deep distress, was much befriended in

England by soln8 family connections--only connections, no blood kin,

my dear child—remember that point! Their young son was shortly

after visiting in the colonies (as we were then called), and my aunt

asked him to come and spend the winter at her house, the olimfiile

of Virginia being thought vastly well of in those days.
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“ Well, he came,” continued -the old man, searching round in

his memory for half-buried details, “and a charming young fellow

he was; a fine dancer,” reeollected the old gentleman with a half

smile, “a hard rider, a deep drinker; and yet, withal, he had the

well-bred Englishman’s vivid sense of honor. He left in the coming

spring-time. We young fellows—thel‘e were half a dozen of us at

that time, mighty well pleased to be in each other’s company—relied

on his promise of return; but in the summer my aunt failed rapidly,

so that the following winter, her health being bad, she did not entertain

much, and he did not come back.

“ I remember—’t was such a day in May as this—old Tunch, her

coachman, a ginger-cake nigger and a good field hand in his time,

came riding up on one of my aunt’s Morgan carriage mares (a fine

mare, broad in the back and short-coupled between the front and hind

quarters), and his saying to my father at the back door: ‘ Ole Miss

was found dead this mornin’, Marster. "l‘ wuz Charity ’—her maid

‘ as found her, Marster, sayin’ her pra’rs by her bed; like Gord A’mighty

keered fo’pence ha’penny whether er ’oman ez good ez ole Miss ever

said any pra’rs er not!’ as he brushed his old eyes with the back of

his coat sleeve.

“ Well, after everything was settled up and the estate divided, my

father's share proved to be the darkies; and as my father was overstocked

with niggers at that time he sent for old Tim Maloney, the Irish

auctioneer, and a mighty successful man, too, by reason of his jokes

with the crowd, and told him to put his aunt’s house servants on the

block at July Court. My father was sorry to do this, but he could n’t

see his way to use any but the corn-field niggers then. So Maloney

put a notice in the Gazette, and July Court day was a swinger, I

tell youl We young fellows were grouped under a locust tree in the

court-house square, and the heavy, hot smell of those locust blooms

comes back to me now; and above the zoonin’ of the bees about them

the tones of old Tim Maloney’s voice like a saw, joking with the crowd,

when we saw come riding up Eric Vernon, the young Englishman, on

Gray Statesman, as good a horse as ever wore an iron shoe!

“ He had come quite away and hard, for the yellow flakes of foam

were dropping from Statesman’s neck and flanks, and the good horse

hung down his head nearly to the ground, as Vernon slipped the rein

over his arm and joined us. We had hardly time to greet-him, and

he to express his sorrow at my aunt’s death, before the auction began.

“ Vernon’s face was deeply flushed but set like a mask—wlth fatigue,

I thought. Well, the first negro put up was my aunt’s old coachma"1

Tunch. The bidders were ba,ckwBl1d, for Tunch was well gone in years.

Maloney began to help things up with his jokes, and Tunch had -gone

up nearly to eight hundred—all my father really expected from hun
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when a fool overseer stepped out from the crowd and, taking a pinch

of the skin on the darky’s neck between his finger and thumb, pulled

it out nearly a half yard, it looked to me! That showed his real age,

and the crowd yelled as he was knocked down at eight hundred. Tim

leaned over and whispered to my father something. At first he hesi

tated, then consented, and Tim put up a young negro wench, Circe,

by name, incidentally by nature too, I judge. She was a cream-colored

oetoroon. None of your kinky-headed niggers would my aunt let wait

in her house, and her hair was brown and curly and hung round her

like a cloak, the color of the silk of ripening corn.

“ She stood there in the blazing July sun, and the noise of the

crowd waked the baby at her breast. He rubbed his eyes with his

doubled up fists, then lifted up his heavy lids, and his lashes looked

half of an inch long as he raised them and looked at us; and his eyes ”

—here the old gentleman paused and, slapping his knee, enunciated

slowly—“ and his eyes, my child, were as blue as the sky! ”

The old man paused in the half forgetfulness of age and mumbled

dreamily to himself.

“ Go on, Grandfather,” murmured the girl, but so low he scarcely

seemed to hear, for when he went back to the story he seemed half

forgetful of her, and talked murmuringly as if to some one in the past.

“Yes, suh,” he quavered, “it all comes back to me. When she

was put up Will Nicholas turned to us with a sneer in his laugh, and

says he, ‘Well, gentlemen, that ’s what I call a tempting piece of

meat!’ and a man in the crowd said half aloud, ‘Yes, I reckon so,

to a young dog like yourself.’ With that Will stepped out and held

up his five fingers. She had been started at three hundred by my father

And Eric Vernon, like a man in a dream, said in a loud tone, ‘Six

hundred.’ The woman on the block turned at the sound of his voice,

and she smiled like the sun coming from under a cloud, while the

big tears rolled down her cheeks. You know those mnlattoes really

bear a faint resemblance to people at times. Then Preston Page, seeing

the young bloods bidding against each other, stepped out with *1

thousand-dollar offer, and Nicholas, whose pocket-hook was longer lived

than his temper, said hotly, ‘Fifteen hundred!’ and Tim Maloney

was as near heaven as he ever got to be, to see a parcel of block-heads

bidding like that on a shiftless house-nigger that could span her own

waist with four fingers like any fine lady!

“Vernon put up another hundred, and Nicholas went him one

better: Vernon turned, and it ’s been fifty long years, but I can see

the look in his eyes—set in his head like those of a man on the rack,

as he pnt out his hand like he would ward off a blow, and saidi

‘ Gentlemen, gentlemen, do not bid against me! 'l‘he child is my child,

and the woman in the sight of God is my wife!’
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“We said nothing for a full minute, then Nicholas turned with

an oath and a sneering curl of his cruel lip and said, ‘ Gentlemen, I,

for one, feel myself do trop at this family reunion. It ’s cooler at the

tavern.’ We never cast a glance at Vernon, and he knew it was the

end as we turned and left him alone.”

“Alone in the prison house of his honor!” murmured the girl,

almost too low for her tones to be caught by the old gentleman.

“ Eh? What did you say, my dear? Ah, yes, alone in that vulgar,

jeering crowd.

“I wondered idly,” resumed the old man, after a silence, “who

had bought the old deserted cabin on the mountain-side, and a month

or so after heard it had been sold to Vernon. For fifty years he has

lived there, my child, and none have seen him; but every evening about

six I look toward the mountain and see the blue smoke wreaths curling

from his cabin go up, up in the still air. Sometimes it seems,” mused

the old man, “to reach almost to the door of heaven.”

“Ascending like a prayer,” murmured the girl at his side, “ of

reparation for wrong, and in the sight of men the eternal smoke of

incense floating up from the altar of perfect love.”

“ Love, my dear Lois,” snapped the old man, as he abruptly turned

his horse’s head homewards, “ is a name one can apply to passion

only where it exists in the very best society!”

3

TO MR. RUDYARD KIPLING

BY WALTER S. TRUMBULL

An’ sing for us another song.

The only thing wot we require

Is, you don’t keep us waitin’ long.

I I O, Rudyard, smite yer bloomin’ lyre

We ’ear from others day by day,

An’ some is good—but wot they do

Ain’t got the swing o’ “ Mandalay”;

So won’t you let us ’ear from you?

Of late you ’ave n’t wrote no rhyme,

An’ every poet-lovin’ cuss

Is spendin’ more than ’alf ’is time

A list’nin’ for you—same as us.

Von. Lxxx1v.—4o-



THE SIGHT OF THE SOUL

By Helen Ta/bot Porter

§

very poor, dear, and you know the oculist warned you against

any extra strain.”
“ But, Harry, I have nearly finished. See, there is only a few

hours’ work and then it will be done. Yes, my eyes do smart, but, ol1,

do let me just paint this little shadow. Then I will stop, and after

dinner you can read to me. I will shut my eyes and rest them for

to-morrow. In a few days it will be finished.”

She threw her brushes down, and put her hands on her husband’s

shoulders, her face radiant. “ Harry, the gold medal and the five

thousand dollars—nothing less for you and me! ”

He kissed her tenderly. “ I wish you had stopped earlier today,

Lydia. The doctor said your eyes were in a critical condition. I don’t

want to croak, but you must not run risks with them.”

The woman laughed. “ They will last long enough for me to finish

this picture, Harry, and then I will give them a long, long rest.”

They stood together looking at the beautiful canvas. “ Do you like

it? ” she asked.
“ It is wonderful! When it is finished I believe it will receive the

gold medal, Lydia.”
“ I ’ll stop now, for your sake, only I shall have to work all the

harder to-morrow. This picture is part of me, Harry. I know every

line, every feature, of that face; but it’s the color I love the best.

Sometimes when I paint a shade, a tone that is just right, it hurts me,

as if I got a breath from Heaven, too strong for my mortal breast.”

She washed the brushes carefully, standing them handles down in B

great green jar, then turned back to the picture. “ God bless it!”

she whispered, smiling.

No one but Harry Drayton knew what this picture meant to Lydia

Ever since the terrible day two years before, when he had been stricken;

when he, the sculptor, had wakened to find both arms paralyzed, Lydia

Drayton had worked without ceasing.
And yet her pictures had not sold. There was great sweetness in

their conception and wonderful handling of color, but though the critics

em

H I YDIA, you must not work any more to-night. The light is so
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had praised and the public had applauded, week by week the money

laid aside for a “ rainy day” had been spent, and the “rainy day”

continued when there was nothing left.

His arms were better now, and he could use them a very little;

indeed, there was hope that he might be cured, but the physicians

insisted on a trip to Germany for baths and treatment as the only chance

of complete recovery.

They had looked at each other in silent despair, more bitter because

of the new hope that must be put aside; for they were already deeply

in debt.

Then came the night when Lydia had wakened him with a cry of

joy. “ Harry, Harry, I will win the gold medal and the five thousand

dollars at the Centennial Exhibition of the Academy! I will win them,

win them,” she repeated, “ for you and me. The eyes of my soul have

seen a picture, a wonderful picture, and I will paint it. It came like

an inspiration. I can see it even when my eyes are closed, and I want

to kneel down and give thanks, for it is beautiful.”

At first Harry Drayton had not dared believe in her power to do

this thing, dared not let himself hope. He had fought a good fight, had

overcome the irritable impatience that had held him in its unrelenting

grasp when first he became helpless, and had conquered the depression,

the morbid desire to die. Then at length cheerfulness had come, and

courage, so that his friends sought him out, not in charity, but for the

pleasure he gave them. He knew this and was glad.

He recognized that this was no ordinary picture. There was a

subtle power in it that was never felt in Lydia’s work before. He began

to plan for the future. He could feel again the beloved clay that had

moulded into beautiful things at his touch.

Every afternoon he came into the studio, and they would stand

together looking at the great canvas, breathless with the hope ln the1r

hearts.

But now Lydia’s eyes were failing.

They were reading Dickens again. Harry Drayton read well, and

Lydia sank into an arm-chair, closing her eyes. “ It must be somethmg

light and cheery, dear, for my head does ache,” she acknowledged

wearily, but she did not see the look of anxiety that crossed her hus

band’s face.

“ Then we will read Sam Weller’s valentine.” _

Mr. Pickwick was making one of his inimitable suggestions when

Lydia sat up suddenly in her chair. “ Harry,” _she cHe‘? in an ag_ony

of fear, “ has the lamp gone out? Tell me, qmck, did lt go out ]ust

then? And yet you were reading when I opened my eyes.”

The book clattered to the fl-oor as he sprang to her.
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“Quick, Harry, tell me that it did go out-—tell me the room is

black to you too! ”
Stroking her hair gently, he tried to comfort her. “ Don’t worry,

darling; just keep your eyes shut awhile. They need rest; they will

be well again soon.” He hardly knew what he was saying, but the

calmness of his voice lessened her terror.

“ But I can see nothing, nothing! Oh, Harry, save me from this! ”

she pleaded. “ You do not answer! Then it is true-—don’t tell me—

now I understand—I am blind—I am blind!”

Slipping from him, she sank down on the floor, covering her face

with her hands. “I must not cry, Harry; it will make them worse.

Oh, Harry, must we have this too?” and he comforted her with caresses

that hid the hopeless bitterness of his own heart.

The oculist shook his head when she told him wistfully of the

picture and the coming exhibition, for every test had been futile; not

even a ray of light penetrated into the black night of her exhausted

eyes.
“ But do not be discouraged,” he said kindly. “ It is rest you need,

Mrs. Drayton, perfect rest, without nervous excitement or shock of

any kind. I have every hope that in a few months you will see again.”

Harry Drayton went back to the doctor that afternoon.

“ She must not be discouraged,” the oculist said again, “but in a

case of this kind, the least nervous excitement or sudden shock may

make the patient permanently blind. It is hard to exact such caution,

but on no account let her be startled or agitated.”

“ But the picture, doctor! It is the Centennial celebration. Every

American artist of standing will be an exhibitor. Such an exhibition

has never been given in all the history of American art.” But the

physician only shook his head.
“ It is one more of the inexplicable disappointments that make life

hard to understand. I——”
“But,” the man interrupted eagerly, “she will be able to paint

again?” -
“ Yes, I am almost sure of that. I believe her eyes will be as keen

as ever, if she will only give them the perfect rest they need.”

Lydia bore the long days patiently. “ Remember what the doctor

said, Harry. I can wait, dear.” -
It seemed as if they had never lived so close together as in these

days, and yet neither of them ever spoke of the picture.

- “I have one comfort, Harry,” she would say, smiling in her old,

bright way: “the eyes of my soul still see color. While I sit here I

can see all the colors of-God’s world with the eyes-of my solll-—(-.1i.m5o7-1’
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rose, emerald, and wonderful blue and brown! They are almost more

beautiful than when I saw them with my poor tired eyes.”

But as the time for the exhibition drew near she became restless—

not complaining, but Harry Drayton knew her sorrow was almost

greater than she could bear.

Night after night she would slip out of bed and pace up and down

the room, and then he would quiet her with his loving sympathy, glad

that she did not see that he too had grown haggard and old under the

strain of their disappointment.

One night he awoke with an intense desire to see the picture.

Stealthily, lest he disturb her, he made his way out of their room over

to the studio, lighting the small lamp and pulling the easel into the

middle of the room. Poor as the light was, he was struck anew with

the beauty of the composition, the magnetism of the central figure.

But Lydia could not finish it in time!

In utter hopelessness, he dropped into a great chair, bowing his

head in his hands.

Wearily he raised his head; he had been asleep! But now he was

surprised by a slight rustle near him, and, turning, saw Lydia standing

before the easel, her palette in hand. She was painting, painting with

swift, decided strokes.

His horrified eyes took in every detail. Standing there in her pale

kimono, her cheeks flushed, her brown hair in confusion, her white

feet tucked into sandals stepping softly to the canvas, then back, as if

to get a better view, she worked as he had seen her work all these years,

but her eyes were tightly closed.

His impulse was to rush to her and stop her before she had ruined

the picture, but the doctor’s words rang loud in his ears: “ She must

not be startled, or have the least shock. It might mean the total loss

of her sight.” He sank back. With difliculty he kept from groaning

aloud.
It was all too late now, and in miserable fascination he watched

the lithe figure move to and fro, lifting up the twisted tubes, smoothing

the palette with the knife, using the brushes deftly.

Would she never stop? His silence now was a bitter price to pay,

and yet, whatever the cost, it was for Lydia’s sight.

Now and then she muttered to herself, eager, impetuous sentences:

“ With the eyes of my soul! The gold medal, Harry—God knows I

have worked for it! Five thousand dollars—for you, dear! ”

The gray dawn stole silently upon them. There was the hum of

the awakening city, but, nnheeding, the woman painted on. Suddenly

she threw down the brushes. “It is finished,” she cried in ecstasy;

and then a heart-breaking wail, “ and I am blind! ”

Her palette slipped from her fitlgers, stnking the floor sharply.
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Lydia Drayton’s eyes opened, she put out her hands and felt a table-—

unfa.rniliar—when she felt that she should be in her bedroom.

“ Harry,” she called, “ where am I, where are you? ”

In an instant his arm was around her. “Here I am, dear; you

wandered into the studio; ” and he led her back to the other room, but

the lithe step was gone, and into her face had returned the patient,

listening expression of the blind.

Then like a flash her countenance was radiant again. “ Harry, I

had a glorious dream. I dreamed I could see my pict-ure—oh, Harry,

I dreamed I finished it! I held the paint-brushes and the palette and

saw all the colors I love and mixed them and finished my picture for

the exhibition. I think I know the joy that angels feel, for it was

greater than human happiness. I never expect to feel that joy again

until I get to Heaven.”

A shadow swept the radiance away. “ It is dark now, Harry; the

thick darkness that you feel and cannot see; but God was good to give

me such a dream. I have tasted unutterable joy, and seen wonderful

things with the eyes of my soul.”

It was not long before she fell asleep, but Harry Drayton did not

go back. “ Coward! ” he called himself, but he would not look at the

picture, so nearly completed, now daubed and ruined by the very hand

that had made it beautiful. How could he ever tell her!

After breakfast he dragged himself to the studio. There was the

sickening smell of a lamp burned out, and he hastily opened the

windows. Despising himself for his hesitation, he walked deliberately

to the easel and faced the canvas.

His head reeled. Was he mad? The glorious eyes still met his

with thrilling mysticism—the picture stood unharmed, unchanged

He picked up the palette—it was clean as when Lydia had laid it

down that other day. He glanced at the paint tubes—she had not

removed the caps, and the strokes of the clean brushes, guided delicately

by a master-hand, had not left a single blemish.

In the shock of sudden relief, he stood motionless, looking into the

depths of the wonderful picture. As by a revelation, all doubt vanished:

unfinished, just as it was, he knew Lydia Drayton had created 8

masterpiece.

That day he sent it to the exhibition.

When they gave her the gold medal and the prize, she held them

both for a moment close to her heart. Then, smiling, she touched her

husband’s hand. “The check is yours, Harry. Take it, dear. But,

Harry. the Gold Medal belongs to the soul of Lydia Drayton.”

W



MUCH ADO ABOUT

NOTHING

By Thomas L. Manon

Author of “ The Von Blumen," “ A Corner in Women," etc.

U

PPLEGATE paused over his soup, as if the idea had suddenly

occurred to him. -

“By Jove!” he exclaimed. “I forgot to tell you, but I met

Trimmer and his wife to-day. They have just come in from the West.

They are staying at the Park Avenue Hotel.”

“ Trimmer? ” repeated Mrs. Applegate.

“ Don’t you remember Trimmer? He used to be my classmate

and chum at college. Went west, married, and settled down. Why, I

think more of Trimmer than of any other man in the world. Was n’t

it great, his coming on? Of course he was going to look me up, and I

just happened to run across them in a car. My, but I was glad to see

'l‘rimmerl ”
Mrs. Applegate went on calmly with her soup. She was glad about

the Trimmers, of course—glad that her husband had experienced a sense

of pleasure in meeting old friends; but she was glad in a sort of im

personal way,just as one might feel when some one we know of distantly

recovers from a fever or has a sum of money left him.

“ Did you call up that lamp man? ” she asked, changing the subject.

“I hope you did, because we must have that lamp fixed before——”

“ I forgot all about it. Sorry. But, you see, the Trimmers put me

out of everything. By the way, we must have them around to dinner.

How would, say, next Thursday do?”

Mrs. Applegate regarded her husband with slightly elevated eye

brows. She knew of course precisely what had happened. She knew

that her husband had invited the Trimmers to dinner on Thursday, and

wa8 now floundering around trying to lead up to it in a decent way, so

as not to have any “ trouble” with her. For Applegate, although a

too enthusiastic gentleman about some things, always hated “ trouble ”

with his wife. _ - .
“ Why did you ask them without consulting me? ” she said qmetly.

“ And what makes you think that Mrs. Trimmer will come, without an

em
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invitation from me? Of course she may. She ’s from the West,

is n’t she?”

Applegate began to find himself getting warm with anger. All his

finest feelings, his long-smouldering but none the less acute friendship,

had been trampled on. Besides, here was an insinuation against his

friend and his friend’s wife.

“ The case is perfectly simple,” he replied, controlling himself

admirably. “ Certainly Mrs. Trimmer would not come without an invi

tation from you. When you see her you will doubtless appreciate the

fact that she has nothing to learn from the East in the way of etiquette.

What I did was merely to suggest that they set aside next Thursday,

and that I would have you write her an invitation, or possibly drop

in at the hotel and see her, before that time.”

“ And you expect me to do this?”

“ I most certainly do! Trimmer is the oldest friend I ’ve got. I

count it a great privilege to entertain him and his charming wife.”

Mrs. Applegate was by no means an unpleasant person. Indeed,

she was as popular as any one in her set. But she had, on this occasion,

been approached in the wrong manner. If she had been along with her

husband when he ran across the Trimmers, she would have instantly

and charmingly invited them to dinner on her own account. But the

fact that he had taken the thing into his own hands, and, added to this,

the fact that he seemed to take pains to praise his friend’s wife rather

unnecessarily, set Mrs. Applegate the wrong way.

“ You should n’t have assumed anything at all until you had seen

me,” she said. ”I have something to say about it. I am not going

to be dragged into an affair like this without knowing about it

beforehand.”

Applegate bit his celery savagely. He did not propose to compro

mise. This was one of those occasions when he was mad clean through.

“All right,” he replied. “ Do as you please. I won’t have them

here. I ’ll take them out to dinner on my own hook, and I guess I can

give them a good time. I ’d rather entertain my friends in my owIl

home, of course, but perhaps it is just as well, after all, that I should

have them in a place where they are likely to be subjected to the least

possible annoyance.”

Mrs. Applegate, on her part, evidently felt that any reply would be

beneath her dignity. The rest of the meal was eaten in silence

Shortly after, Applegate went out to his club, and the next morning

early he went to business without seeing his wife.

At noon he had an engagement with Trimmer. He had fully made

up his mind to carry out his intention. If the instance had been an

ordinary 0ne, he would have made some further effort to get on good

terms and come to an understanding with his wife; but in this instance
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he was cut to the heart, all of his pent-up friendship for Trimmer being

involved.

After he and his friend had chatted and talked over old times again,

he said:

“By the way, old man, about Thursday. I find that Mrs. Apple

gate has an engagement for that night, and, if you don’t mind, I will

ask you and your wife to dine with me and go to the theatre afterwards.

We ’ll have a bang-up time.”

Trimmer’s face fell.

“ That ’s too bad ! ” he exclaimed. “ Sorry your wife can’t be with

us. Never mind. We ’ll try it again. Had n’t we better put it 06—

some other night when we can all ”

“ No,” exclaimed Applegate decisively. “ I want to do this in my

own way. We three will go out and make a night of it. I’ll take

you a>_”

Here followed a discussion of the various plays on.

When Trimmer got to the hotel late that afternoon, he hastened,

in all masculine innocence, to impart the news to his wife.

“Applegate wants us to dine with him Thursday night,” he said,

“ and go to the play. He ’s going to get tickets. Wife could n’t come

on account of previous engagement. Too bad, but we ’ll have something

else.”

Mrs. Trimmer regarded him with amazement.

“ What did you say? ” she exclaimed. “ Thursday?”

“ Yes, that ’s what I said.”

“But Mrs. Applegate called on me this afternoon, and she asked

us to dinner Thursday night. She ’s real nice—ever so nice.”

Trimmer gazed at her in astonishment.

“ You must have gotten it wrong,” he cried. “ Perhaps it is next

week.”

“ Nonsense! It was this week all right. Seven o’cloek.”

“ What do you suppose it means?”

Mrs. Trimmer laughed heartily. Her feminine imagination had

circumvented the whole mystery.

“ Why, you stupid thing,” she cried, “ it ’s as plain as a pikestaff.

Those things always happen in one way. You see, the other day when

he met us he invited us to dinner on Thursday. I laughed to myself

even then, for I knew his wife had something to say about it; but

then, you men are all alike. Well, he went home and probably told

her what he had done, and that she must call on me, and naturally she

objected. Then they had a scrap, and he went off mad and invited you

on his own hook. In the mean time Mrs. Applegate got over her mad,

realized that it would place her in a false position if she did n’t do the

proper thing, and so she came around to see me this afternoon.”
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Trimmer, his crude mind groping about for a solution and much

inclined to give it all up, fell back on his wife’s superior intuition.

“ Well,” he said hopelessly, “ what are we going to do now? What ’s

going to happen?”

Mrs. Trimmer reflected for about three seconds.

“ Why, it ’s easy,” she replied. “ He ’ll be a little sullen about what

he has done, and when he goes home to-night he won’t say anything

about it. She will be the first one to speak. She’ll tell him something

like this.”
Mrs. Trimmer began to imitate the action of an injured woman

who was in the right.
“ She ’ll say: ‘Well, I called on your friend’s wife to-day and in

vited her to dinner Thursday, and I hope that now you are satisfied.’ ”

“ And what will he say? ” asked Trimmer, with intense interest.

Mrs. Trimmer laughed again, a hearty Western peal. The absolute

certainty of her own deductions carried her away for the moment.

“Why, he will say nothing,” she replied, “but he’ll sneak right

off the way any man would do, and make it right on the quiet with you.

He ’ll lie out of it, or make some flimsy excuse. I should n’t be sur

prised if he telephoned you at any moment.”

Trimmer shook his head emphatically. A single stolid idea was

beginning to penetrate it.
“Well, if he does,” he replied, “I’ll stand by him. I won’t go

there. You see, if we did, it would be an admission that he was wrong-

We ’ll just say that we can’t come.”

Mrs. Trimmer was shaking him by his shoulder.

“ You idiot!” she cried. “ You ’ll do nothing of the sort. You ’ll

tell him it ’s all right, you understand? It ’s all night."

At this moment the telephone rang.
“ There!” she exclaimed. “What did I say? Now you answer

it and say we ’ll be delighted to come, and that you understand, and that

it’s all right.”

She pushed him toward the telephone.

Trembling, he obeyed.
It was Applegate’s voice that greeted him—a voice low and

“ sneaky,” but distinct.
“ Old man, I made a mistake. My wife has no engagement Thura

day. She has been to see your wife. I just called you up to tell you

not to say anything about my invitation this afternoon, if you have

not already done so. I ’ll explain when I see you.”

Trimmer turned half round and saw his wife standing over him

menacingly.
“ IVs all right,” he shouted feebly. “ We ’ll be there, of course

D(PllghtQd. Good-by.”
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Then he put down the receiver and turned to his wife.

“What are we to do now?” he asked. “ How are we to act? ”

“Act!” repeated Mrs. Trimmer scornfully. “Why, naturally, of

course; just as if nothing had ever happened.”

Then a quiet smile of superiority came over her face.

“ Oh, you men! ” she exclaimed. “ You think you are so awfully

clever. Why, you don’t understand even the rudiments. You take

us literally, when it suits your vanity to do so. Let Mr. Applegate

alone, my dear. First he placed his poor wife at a disadvantage, then

he showed her that he mistrusted her, and finally he tried to lie out

of it.”

And then she added softly, as she looked tenderly at her husband:

“ Poor fellow!”

  

AUTUMN SONG

BY CLINTON SCOLLARD

HE leaves fall,

- Shifting, drifting, sifting,

A sad thrall

In their rustling undertone;

The winds call,

And no rifting mists are lifting,

While reaped are all

Of the vernal harvests sown!

And yet, yet,

Under the frosts that sunder,—

The chill net,

And the bonds that clasp and cling,—

The violet

Will wake with its fragrant wonder

At the flute’s fret,

At the kindling cry of spring!



  

A DEPARTMENT OF CURRENT COMMENT AND

CRITlCISM—-SANE, STIMULATING, OPTIMIsTIC
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WHEN THlEVES

NCE, in the Valley of Somewhere, there was a large and

well organized band of thieves, but they did not call them

selves by that name, because it had become opprobrious.

Instead, they assumed the more polite title “ politician.”

Now, it was the habit of these politicians to prey upon the people

in season and out of season, for there was no closed season. Not only

that, but for a long time they made the people like it, as was proved

by the fact that the people were wont to hold elections and apportion

the “swag” and the persimmons among the most prominent. This

“swag” they called by the euphemistic term “emoluments.”

For many years they thus lived peaceably. The people were a

simple folk, and seemed to be content. Indeed, they thought that

civilization was impossible without politicians.

As time elapsed, however, the politicians became more greed} In

charging what the tralfic would hear, they waxed more and more over

bearing. Not only that, but they fought among themselves ever more

and more bitterly.

“ ’T is well that they fight,” said the poet. “ When thieves fall out

honest men receive their due.” And so the people rolled over on the

other side and went to sleep again.

Things went on apace, but, in spite of their theories, the falling

out of the thieves brought no relief to the honest men, for, though 3

number of honest man had apparently survived the pernicious influ

sss   
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-ence of thief-rule, not one of them seemed to have any great amount

of due in his possession.

At length a Wise Man, who, by the way, was neither a newspaper

editor nor a preacher, came forward from one of the backward prov

inces of Somewhere. “ Listen,” said he. “ Would n’t it be nice if we

could get along without any thieves at all? The devil is no better

than the deep blue sea and vice verse. I have heard it said that when

thieves fall out honest men receive their due. Now, the point I want

to make is this: I am reliably informed that this falling-out is only

a bluff. It is a sham battle arranged to conform to your theory. I

got this from my son, who is engaged to a stenographer of one of the

thieves. Now, look here! Thieves have too much sense to fall out.

The way for us to get our due is to get rid of both sets of thieves.”

And the people harkened, and the Wise Man’s words listened good

to them, whereupon they arose in all their democratic might and bade

both sets of thieves begone.

Moral: When thieves seem to fall out, there ’s a hen on.  

Enms 0. Jonns

THE MAN FROM HOME

ORD BACON, whether he wrote Shakespeare or not, was a very

wise man. On being asked advice for a friend who was about

to make the Grand Tour, he said: “Let him sequester him

self from the company of his countrymen and diet in such places

where there is good company of the nation where he travelleth.”

Surely these be words of ripe philosophy.

There are some Americans who have put into practice this advice,

and are content to live in Rome as Romans. But for the most part

our fellow-countrymen, scattered plentifully over Europe from Ellen’s

Isle to Capri, will, like the proverbial Englishman, carry their country

with them. Therefore when our Baconian philosopher returns home

in the autumn he tells tales of how one fellow-citizen compared the

purple-hazed and desolate Campagna with newly-irrigated fields in

Arizona, of how another complained that Montmartre wasn’t up to

Coney Island, and a third lamented audibly John Bull’s preference

for Scotch whiskey over rye. “ I travel to see new sights, to think new

thoughts,” says our Baconian, “ but the ubiquitous American seems to

travel only to compare, and is never so happy as when he finds the

label ‘made in Dayton, Ohio, U. S. A.’ ” “And worst of all,” says

another, “such folk will not let you alone. They open their arms at

sight of you, they seize your hand, they invite you to jom them at the

nearest American bar! And they do it all with the conviction that

on-looking natives must admire this friendly fervor of fellow-cltizens ! ”
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It is true, Americans abroad do not love to sequester themselves from

the company of their countrymen. There are few who have attained

that philosophic height.

Yet if the Baconian traveller will look deeper he will find other

traits which in the summing up must, we submit, outvalue this seeming

bumptiousness. Generally speaking, the Man from Home is honest,

is generous, is chivalrous to women, and, with no disparagement of

other races, these are qualities the traveller comes to set more and more

store on the longer he is abroad Mark Twain’s Innocents Abroad

might have been very trying to the romantic traveller sinking into day

dreams, but they must have been very consoling when the dreamer

waked and wanted a helping-hand. All of which, you say, merely

means that each race prefers its own virtues and vices to those of other

peoples. Well, that may be so, but if you don’t agree with my con

clusion, try the experiment yourself and see.

By all which I do not mean to hold a brief for the failure of many

Americans to follow Bacon’s counsel, but merely to remind the more

critical of our home-coming brethren that there were times and cir

cumstances when they missed that very company. On mature delibera

tion, will not the most carping of them all admit that the scales do dip

a little in favor of the garrulous but open-hearted traveller from Home?

RUPERT Sasonur HOLLAND

 THE COMlC SUPPLEMENT

O one—not even the artist authors—will deny that the average

comic supplement of the daily press is crude, flat, and silly.

And yet we laugh. We may laugh surreptitiously, but we

laugh—“we, the keen, busy American people. Every Sunday morning

a chuckle spreads from coast to coast.

About the comic supplement, with its lavish coloring and its dread

ful figures, is something fascinating. It may be the fascination which

attends the feats of a juggler, while the audience waits breathless to

see what he will do next. For the comic supplement is full of extrava

gances: Buster Brown prankily paints walls, floods ceilings, smashes,

furniture; Maud kicks in doors, and kicks out walls, and whangs re-ck;',,

lessly her master Si; Pan-handle Pete, Simple Simon, the man_who

would be rid of his dog, the “ See! See! ” baby and his victims, the

unfortunate Gus, and such folk—all these provide a perfect kaleidoscope

of catastrophes.

They prove the truth of Bob Burdette’s declaration that humor

lies chiefly in other people’s misfortunes. There is nothing s0 funny

as another man’s wrestle with a refractory stove-pipe—and if the

chair gives way beneath him, that is the very climax.

5
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It may be considered a sad commentary upon the American public

that the comic supplement does excite a laugh—even a chuckle. How

ever, on the contrary, so frankly foolish is the usual supplement that

no one need be ashamed to laugh. And while careful guardians of the

country’s morals may decry the supplement because it does tend to

raise mirth over mishaps, and thus (theoretically) hardens the heart,

on the other hand it is pleasant to reflect that once a week, at least, a

laugh is brought into practically every household in the land.

Therefore let us pause, and relax, and be silly, when we can.

Enwm L. Sum

CHILDREN NOT CRIMlNAIS

HE State of New York has decided that no child under sixteen

T shall be called a criminal. It is simply delinquent. This is

a step of progress, although not a long one. For many years

a child has had no civil accountability until twenty-one, or, in the

case of girls, in some States, eighteen years, up to which time he or

she cannot acquire property, make contracts, or be held responsible

in civil damages. One might suppose that the same restrictions would

be placed in criminal law, but New York has gone only so far as to

make sixteen years the crime limit, while at the same time it holds

punishment in its own hands instead of turning it over to parents.

The Chinese make the whole family responsible for the evil act of any

member, and the results are astonishingly satisfactory.

It is admitted by students of sociology that our criminal code is

crude, that our whole system of criminology is brutal and archaic,

and that we must go a long way before we establish one which will

really make for the betterment of social conditions. We now punish

people without trying to reform them. We make professional criminals

by refusing one who has been in jail a right to earn an honest living.

Give a dog a bad name and hang him. And this is most illogical since

the punishment is supposed to expiate the crime and make a clean sheet.

At the same time, plenty of evil-doers, those who are known as such,

are received in good society simply because they have managed to

escape the brand of criminal conviction.

It is well enough to save children from this dread incubus, but the

law has not gone far enough. Conduct is not wholly the result of a

deliberately established system of individual ethics. We are affected

by heredity, environment, and experience. Moreover, in this country

we have forty-six bodies of criminal law—one in each State. What is

a crime in a given State is not always prohibited in one adjoining.

Thus we have all sorts of crimes, with varying penalties, until it is

no wonder that the average man is confused as to his own status.
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Few persons do from mere choice that which is ethically or legally

wrong. Original sin, if there be such a thing, does not go so far. Our

motives are generally good. Most persons prefer to live in amity with

their neighbors, which means a respect for the rights of others and a

tolerable performance of duties. But circumstances alter cases so

much that we often feel called upon to violate the rights of others

for our own salvation. We need the money, or we find ourselves losing

in the struggle for existence and feel oppressed by those in power. We

take our own chances and often with disastrous results.

Now, it must be apparent, after all is said by philosophers and

law-givers and prophets, that the conduct of life is based largely on

experience. We accept admonition more or less, but learn most by

actual contact with problems. It is here that the child fails. His

store of wisdom and his experience are small. It is natural for him

to gratify his own desires, and he chafes under restraint until a

number of years of experience and parental training fit him to become

personally responsible for his own acts.

It is gratifying that children under sixteen are to escape the prison

mark and the criminal brand, but this is simply a confession that our

whole system of criminology is on a false basis. It is well to begin

reform with the children, who are perhaps the greatest sufferers and

the least offenders, but the principle must be applied all the way up

to the end that punishment may have the element of reform in it, SO

that society may profit. In a few States some progress is being made

in this direction. It is one of the Twentieth Century problems to

conserve society by making laws and enforcing them with regard to

Twentieth Century knowledge instead of acting on the principles and

practices of the Dark Ages.

JosErrr M. RoGEss

3

BEREFT

BY MARY BYERLY '

OT she who, kneeling by her dear child’s grave,

Knoweth motherhood’s compassion mild;

Nor she whose loving tenderness doth crave

Of niggard life naught save some sweet dream-child ;

But she whose dwarfed soul crieth, worldly-wise,

“ I need no children in my paradise.”
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HENRY c. ROWLAND
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I.

‘ R 7 HEN the captain of the Maranhao told me the ship was n’t

going to sail for three days I was plumb disgusted. You

see, I was taking down three of my new engines, the

“ Grimes Pet¥oleum Motor,” to put on the market at Buenos Ayres,

and I ’d heard indirectly that another concern was after the trade, so

I had no time to lose. But there was nothing to do about it, so I went

up to the hotel to wait.

That night, while I was at dinner, four young ladies came in and

took the table in front of me. They were in party dresses, with low

necks and short sleeves, and just as pretty as they could be. But I

saw straight off that there was some trouble, for as soon as they sat

down they began to talk, excited-like, and the one facing me, a sweet

little golden-haired girl, looked as if she had been crying.

After dinner I went out and asked the clerk who they were.

“ Singers,” says he, sort of contemptuous. “They all are con

certizing at the opera house.”

A “ Good! ” said I. “ I ’ll go and hear them to-night.” \

About an hour later I went around there, and before long the -

quartet came on. They were even prettier on the stage than at the

hotel, and each one quite different from the others. There was a tall

\'-‘onyrlzht, l9o9, by J. B. Lrrrmcorr Coumnr. An rlghts reserved.

Von. LXXXIV.—4I 641
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girl with dark eyes, and a mouth that could sing and look pretty at

the same time. Next her was a big girl with a great pile of copper

colored hair and blue eyes. She stood up as straight and proud as a

queen, and her neck and arms were lovely. The third was a medium

sized girl, very graceful, with gray eyes and a sweet expression that

went with the rest of her, and the fourth was a little doll of a thing,

fair complected and all smiles anddimples. She could n’t have been

more than eighteen, and the dark girl, who looked to be the oldest,

might have been about twenty-eight.

Rounded up in a bunch, they were four mighty nice-looking women.

But when they began to sing I sort of shook my head. I’m pretty

fond of music and have heard a lot of it, good and bad, and I know

something about it, especially singing. It was plain right off that

these girls had just nice, natural voices, but no training at all. It was

the kind of singing that is all right in your parlor or in a church

choir or on a straw-ride, but it would n’t do for the stage. Everybody

felt that, too, and when the girls had finished their first piece the

applause was that polite kind that performers get when the audience

is sort of sorry for them. The kind that seems to say: “ That ’s very

nice indeed, but no more, if you please.”
By the time they ’d finished their turn everybody was beginning

to yawn. But they were pretty girls and very nice, and nobody wanted

to hurt their feelings. A man sitting behind me said to the lady with

him: “ Why don’t they get married and keep house and leave singing

to professionals?” And that just expressed it. You see, they were

timid and afraid to sing right out.
I felt mighty sorry for them, because they were good enough

singers to keep struggling along without getting anywhere, and I

guessed they often had a pretty hard time of it.

Well, it turned out that I was right. Later on, as I was going

up to my room, I passed the door of the ladies’ parlor, and just then

a womau’s voice cried out:

“ Stop! Stop it, do you hear? Let me go! Oh, you beast! ”

I spun around in my tracks and looked in. Over in one corner

was the gray-eyed girl, her face crimson, struggling to get her wrist8

free from the grip of the hotel clerk. He was a big, broad-shouldered,

Creole-looking fellow, and he was trying to haul the girl to him and

kiss her. That was enough for me. It took about two jumps to reach

him, and I grabbed him by the neck and spun him around with a jerk

- like a roped steer.
“What you doing?” said I, and gave him a shake that made his

teeth rattle. He tried to -strike, but I gripped his arms under the

elbows with a twist that must have nearly wrenched his shoulders out

He ripped out a curse, and with that I turned him loose and gt!-ve
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him the ball of my hand on the jaw. When he got up he threw us one

look and slid out of the room.

The girl had dropped down on the sofa and was sobbing into her

handkerchief. I watched her for a minute and then she looked up.

“ What ’s the trouble, ma’am? ” said I.

Well, she began to tell me, and while she was doing it the red

haired girl came in and lent a hand. It seemed they had gone broke,

and the hotel people had seized their trunks, and there was no money

anywhere in sight.

“The worst of it is,” says the big girl, whose name was Hilda,

“ we were to sail to-morrow for South America, and if they hold our

things we can’t go.”

“ And then we will lose our passage money! ” says gray-eyes, whose

name was Mary. She began to cry, but Hilda just stood there biting

her lip, with her blue eyes almost black and her face dead white.

“Whereabouts are you going?” I asked.

“To Buenos Ayres, concertizing,” says Hilda. “ We ’ve got an

engagement to sing there.”

“ We were going on a little steamer named the Maranhao,” says

Mary.

“ That ’s funny,” said I. “They told me that I was the only

passenger on that ship. I ’m bound for Buenos Ayres, myself.”

Just then the other two girls came in, and all hands began to talk

at once.

They really had been having the toughest kind of luck. Mrs.

Palmer, the dark one, was a widow, with a mother and a father to sup

port, and Hilda had been married for about a year to a good-for

nothing drummer and had just got her divorce. Little Dimples, whose

name was Dolly, had a hard-luck story too: her family had been rich,

and then one fine day her father got taking fliers in wheat and wound

up by skipping out with his lady typewriter and all the money in the

till of the bank he was president of.

Well, the whole yarn came boiling up in bunches, and in the middle

of it the proprietor of the hotel, a tough-looking rip and about three

sheets in the wind, came spilling in and wanted to know what license

I had to maltreat the clerk. While I was trying to tell him he cut

loose and began to abuse the quartet, as no gentleman should, and a

minute later he was piled up at the foot of the stairs, taking inventory

of himself to find out what was busted and what was n’t. Then two

porters came up, and they lit in the same place; and I was beginning

to warm up and enjoy myself when a gun roared out from below B-Dd

something scorched my ribs. The Creole clerk had lost his head and

got a revolver from the desk and taken a shot at me. He would have

taken another if a man had n’t wrenched the gun away from him.
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Jiminy! But I wished for a moment that I had one of my old .4-1=’s!

I ’d have shown that demi-greaser a thing or two about target practice!

When the gun went off all of the girls but Hilda had screamed and

run back down the corridor. I looked around and saw her standing

by my shoulder, with her head up and her white teeth flashing between

her red lips and her eyes like sapphires! She was certainly handsome.

“ Did that poward hit you? ” says she.

“ He grazed my ribs,” I answered, “but no harm done, I reckon;

only a little paint off.”

Before she could answer there was a commotion down below and

some policemen came in.

“ What ’s wrong here?” says one of them, and I answered him.

“ A shrimp of a yellow hotel clerk,” said I, “and a horned-toad

of a proprietor trying to badger four helpless ladies; and a gentleman

from Texas preventing it a whole lo .”

The men in the lobby began to laugh. Then the hotel proprietor

started in to talk, but I closed him up.

“When it comes to a point,” said I, “where four ladies in hard

luck are mauled and insulted by a pair of skunks like you and your

clerk, and a white man of my brand is asked to stand by and watch it

done, there ’s something mighty sick in the state of our American

social system. I certainly enter my protest, and I ’m quite ready and

willing to take on the whole city of New Orleans to correct it. Now,

then, I ’m Mr. Abram Grimes of Texas, and quite able to pay for what

I break, but if you want to save trouble and expense you can send a

boy up here with the bill for what these ladies owe and I ’ll make a

cash settlement. That pinto clerk has shot a hole through a new coat,

but I ’m willing to waive that, being that I am an advocate of peace

at any price.”

This brought a laugh out of even the policemen, and then there

was a general powwow, and finally the thing was straightened out.

The hotel proprietor apologized, and in the end we decided to stop

in the hotel, it being understood that I was responsible for the girls’

account. So back we went to the parlor to talk it over.

Those four girls were just as grateful as they could be. Only Mary

balked a little at the way I ’d arranged things.

“ It ’s very kind and generous of you,” says she, “but we c8-n’t

let a perfect stranger pay our bill.”

“My dear young lady,” said I, “that is not quite square. I

was a stranger an hour ago, but I’m not one now. Don’t let the

fillancial part of it bother you a bit. I’m a gentleman with a c0n

“derable fortune, and if I can’t help four ladies in a tight place it ’s

time for me to quit.”

They all began to thank me then, and about this time Dolly dis
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covered that I was barked on the ribs, and they all raised such a fuss

that I was embarrassed. They made me go and look myself over, and

while I was doing it a young cub of a doctor came in and stuck some

gauze and plaster over the crease. He said that Mrs. Palmer had sent

him, and that the four girls were waiting outside the door to learn if

I was badly hurt. So I shoved out my head and told them that it

was all right and to go to bed, and then I turned in myself, quite

pleased with the way things had framed up.

II.

THE next day we marched out with all the hotel people bowing

and scraping and the proprietor offering to pay for my coat. We

boarded the omnibus and drove down to the ship, and there I got hold

of the captain and told him that the ladies were under my care and

handed out a few dollars to the steward to see that they were com

fortably berthed. I gave up my quarters, so that they might have

the whole saloon, and then arranged with the first ofiicer to give me

his own room, which was on deck, he bunking in with the second.

That night we sailed, and when I turned out in the morning we

were off the Delta and well on our course. The weather was nice, the

sea smooth, and everybody in good spirits. The ship was a new little

vessel of about twenty-eight hundred tons, well built and comfortable

for her size, and made a little over nine knots. I did n’t cotton much

to the ofiicers. They were slick-spoken and polite and all of that,

but it struck me that they were looking too much at the ladies, and

the discipline was a joke. ‘.Half the time there would be nobody on

the bridge but the man at the wheel, and they washed down the decks

when the crew felt that they needed exercise. The food was fairly

good and well cooked.

-We pushed along day after day, and nothing happened out of the

ordinary. The more I saw of the ladies the better I liked them, and _

when they told me their story I came to realize what an awful tough

time they ’d had. Some people grow mean and ornery when fortune

has hammered them without any let-up for too long a time, but others

seem to get sweetened by it, and those girls were that kind. With all

of their hard luck, they ’d never done anything cheap; just naturally

could n’t, I guess. It was n’t in them. They would n’t even sing cheap

songs when the managers wanted them to. And they were just as

devoted to one another as they could be; in fact, I wished sometimes

that they were a little less devoted, because a man often likes to have

a little confidential talk with a woman alone and not have her call

up a chum just at the most interesting part of the conversation.

One day I made a kick about it. Mary and I had been havmg a
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nice little chin-chin, and I had told her all about the rough time I’d

had as a youngster and the hardships I ’d been through at sea and cow

punching and gold prospecting, and how finally I came to make my

big strike. I was just starting in to say how lonely my life was, and

how I ’d love to have a home of my own, and meant to when I ’d wound

up this last venture, when she began to show the usual signs of rest

lessness and to look around for one of her chums.

“ Look here, Mary,” said I, for I called them all but Mrs. Palmer

by their first names, “why is it that I can’t talk to one of you girls

alone for twenty minutes at a stretch without your getting as nervous

as a pony in an Indian country?”

Mary looked embarrassed and did n’t answer.

“Is it because I’m so doggoned tiresome,” I asked, “ or because

you think I’m in danger of getting acquainted too fast? Let ’s have

it straight.”Mary gave me a look out of her gray eyes that went through me

like a prairie fire. Then she smiled, sort of to herself, and stared out

over the rail.

“No,” says she; “it ’s neither one nor the other.”

“ Then what in the nation is it?” I asked, mighty puzzled. “ This

morning I was talking to Hilda, and she was telling me about that

coyote of a husband of hers, and just as I was getting interested and

sympathetic she sings out to Dolly to come over and join us. Now

Dolly is a dear little girl and just as sweet as she can be, but right

at that moment I wanted to hear the rest of Hilda’s yarn.”

Mary gave her little smile and pushed her lips together.

“Perhaps Hilda thought that she was talking too much about

herself,” says she.“ Maybe,” said I. “ But when she went away I got talking with

Dolly. She told me about that bad business of her father and all

the trouble that followed it, and then her eyes began to fill and I felt

_ so sorry for her that I reached over and patted her hand. She turned

red and wh-ite and then hopped up and went away.”

“ Dolly ’s a little dear,” said Mary, in her low, sweet voice.

“ Of course she is,” said I. “ Just like all the rest of you.” And

then suddenly an idea struck me that made me hot and angry

“Look here,” said I, “ do you girls think for a minute that just

because I was able to help you a little, I——”
That was as far as I got, because Mary reached over quickly and

laid her soft fingers on my lips.
“No!” says she. “No! No! No! We don’t think anything of

file; sort.’ We think that you are brave and generous and honorable

an ___ ,

“Whoa!” said I. Mary laughed outright.
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“Then what is it?” I asked, mighty puzzled. Mary gave me a

long look that almost set offf the alarm-clock inside me. Then she

jumped to her feet. _

“ It ’s almost dinner-time,” says she. “I must go down and do

my hair.” And off she ran, leaving me mighty puzzled and angry.

Just the same, that idea that maybe they thought I considered that

because I had done them a little favor my brand was on them, bothered

me a good deal. So for the next day or two I kept sort of to myself

and may have seemed a little stand-ofifish. They noticed it, of course,

as I could tell by the way they looked at one another. But it ain’t in

human nature, or at least it ain’t in mine, to be shipmates with four

nice, pretty women and stand on your dignity all the time, so pretty

soon I began to thaw out again. I was just as fond of those girls

as I could be, but I was n’t a bit fonder of any one of them than of

another—at least, for very long—and it seemed to me that that must

be plain to all of them. I must say that if it had n’t been for the

other three it would n’t have been many hours before I had offered

the fourth a half-interest in a couple of rich mines and one of the

finest ranches in Texas and the Grimes Petroleum Motor, all with

some hundred and ninety pounds of bone and brown leather thrown

in, as the drawback. But before it ever reached this stage up would

come one of the others, Hilda, perhaps, with her proud head and

queenly shape, or Mary with her sweet face, clear gray eyes and grace

. ful figure, or maybe little Dolly with her sunny face and smiling red

lips and dimples. Lord! How the nation could a man decide?

In spite of all that, I made up my mind that before we got to the

River Platte, I ’d have my rope on one of the four, and finally, studying

it over to myself, I hit on a good plan. Thinks I, why not start in

with the oldest and if she stampedes try the next, and so on, straight

through the bunch? This was plumb reasonable, too, because it gave

the older ones first shot at providing for themselves, and the chances

were better for Mary or Dolly getting married, being as they were

younger and had more leeway, so to speak. Mrs. Palmer had told

me that she was twenty-nine, which was just the proper age for a

man of thirty-eight, and certainly one could n’t wish for a sweeter

woman for his wife. She was tall and finely made, with dark, glossy

hair and big, glowing eyes, and just as slick and graceful as a puma.

So I fixed it up with myself to put the question to Mrs. Palmer the

first chance I got. _

Well, I did n’t have long to wait. That same mght we walked

together on deck and I began to tell her the names of the stars, and

when she looked up it seemed to me that her eyes were just as deep

and dark and soft as the sky overhead, with stars in them, too. Maybe

she read what was in my mind, for her breath began to come sort of
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timber-wolf, with a face like a condor, and a mustache that you could

stab a man with; not much on his job, as I ’d seen from a look at

his engines, but, like all the rest of that yellow outfit, a keen hand

with the women. I went aft to look for Mrs. Palmer, meaning to talk

it over with her, and there, tucked away abaft the wheel, I came on

her in a wicker deck-chair, with the second engineer purring away

like a black tomcat alongside.

Jiminy! But that was the last straw! I bit clean through my

cigar, and then went and turned in without saying good-night to

anybody.

Nothing happened for the next few days, and I stood off and on,

feeling like a fool and trying my best not to act the part, while that

Argentine outfit chased the girls up and down the ship and kept me

as worried as a hen with a brood of little ducks. But my hand in

the game seemed to be a dummy! I would get my mind all made up

to shove my blue chips on the table and then lose my nerve. “ No,”

thinks I; “until I sit in the game a little longer I ’d best not try to

stack up against four queens. I’ll wait until I find out which is

mine before I try to jump in and cut one out, and meantime I ’ll just

ride herd over the bunch and keep off the varmints! ” And that was

no blind man’s job!

III.

IN time we passed the mouth of the Amazon with its muddy water.

It was just after the rainy season, and the sea was full of all sorts of

drift brought down by the floods, although we never sighted the land.

We dropped on down, weathered Cape St. Roque, called at Pernam

buco and Bahia and Rio, then crossed the Tropic of Capricorn and

found ourselves on the last of the long stretch. Then one day it

breezed up fresh out of the southeast, and by sun-down there was a

lumpy bit of sea running. About midnight, as I was lying on my bunk

reading—for I ’m not much of a sleeper—I felt the ship give a funny

sort of a shiver.

“ What ’s that?” I thought, and sat up. The next instant it came

again, this time with a couple of grinding bumps, and I heard a

whooping and hollering down below. Bang! . . . bump! She came

again, and folks began to yell all over the vessel.- Then the engines

slowed suddenly and stopped, and all at once there was a terrific jar,

followed by an awful tearing, crashing sound, as if the whole bottom

had been ripped off the ship.

By this time I was out on deck in sandals and pajamas and looking

over the side. The first thing I noticed was that the ship had swung

around at right angles to her course, for the sea was coming in abeam,

and every time she rolled there came that grinding jar from below.
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“ We ’ve hit a derelict,” was the first thing that came into my head,

and I ran across the deck and looked over the rail. But there was

nothing in sight except what looked like a big patch of weed out

abeam. All hands were tearing around yelling like locoes, and while

I stood there a bunch of men made a rush for the boat over my head

and began to cast off the gripes. Of course the first thing I thought

of was the quartet, so I turned to my room to get a gun, meaning to

save a boat for the girls if I had to kill ofi half the crew, but as I

went around the corner of the deck-house I ran slap into the second

engineer.
“ What ’s happened?” said I, grabbing him by the shoulder.

“Madre de Dias!” cries he. “We have run onto a wreck! The

spars are sticking up through the engine-room. The ship is sinking!”

He squirmed like a cat to get away.

“ Have you shut the water-tight bulkheads? ” I asked.

" Caramba! There was no time!” He wriggled out of his coat

and skipped down the deck.
Thinks I, “ The whole engineer outfit has stampeded for the deck

at the first crash, and things may not be so bad as they seem.” So

I decided to have a look below before I packed those girls into a ship’s

boat on such a nasty night. Through the chief‘s room I went and

down the iron ladder to the engine-room. The grinding, tearing noise

was something to stand your hair on end. I saw no solid water until

I reached the foot of the ladder, but the place was full of spray, and

there was a splashing sound, like the play of a fire-hose. But I Il1a/de

for the forward bulkhead and swung to and bolted the door. The

spmy was blinding and the crashing and jarring something awful.

As I skipped around the other side of the engine-room to get to the

after bulkhead, I saw, sticking up through the starboard bilge, two

great spars, about ten feet apart. They had punched through the

skin like bodkins, and you could see how the edges of the holes they

made were torn and curled in, like a bullet-hole in a frying-pan. As

the ship pitched and wallowed, the spars worked in and out, bending

and buckling the plates and threatening to shear off the rivet-heads

and take away the whole side. Jiminy! but it was an awful sight!

And all the while that horrid bumping and jarring was coming Hp

from her keel and the water was hissing in around the spars.

I had to climb over one of these timbers to get aft, and I noticed

that it was as big around as a man’s thigh. Then I saw some long strips

of fresh bark hanging from it in rags, and all at once I understood

what had happened. The ship had plumped down across one of those

enormous tree-trunks washed out of some river by the floods, and

th? sI_mrs were nothing but big limbs snapped off short, while the

grlnding noise was made by the ship bumping down on the trunk.
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I slipped through the after bulkhead and closed and bolted the

door behind me. It seemed likely that the damage was all in the

engine-room, as I’d heard no sound of water anywhere else, and I

figured that if the bilge strakes hung on and the water-tight bulk

heads held, the ship ought to float for several days. Then it struck

me that I might help things along some with an axe. The stumps of

the limbs were being chewed off pretty fast by the edges of the holes,

but they would come off quicker with me chopping, and, once cut

through, the chances were that we would slide off the tree and get

clear. It would be nerve-racking work, but I ’d broken a couple of

lumber-jams in my life and had learned how to make myself scarce

when the time came. Taking it all around, the chances seemed better

for the girls than the ship’s boats.

As I came on deck I ran smack into the girls themselves, huddled

in a little bunch by the rail. The men were all fighting for the boats,

yelling and cursing and half mad with fright at the noises coming up

from below.

“You girls stay right here,” said I. “The ship ain’t going to

sink. She ’s just lying across a tree-trunk, and pretty soon she ’ll slide

off. Don’t you get in one of those boats even if they want you to—

which don’t seem likely! You wait until I come back.”

There was an axe slung in the main companionway, and I ripped

it out and ran down into the engine-room. One of the limbs was

already chewed half through, but I got to work at the other for all I

was worth. I was pretty well into it when all of a sudden there came

a crash, and the other branch fetched away and a jet of solid water

a foot and a half thick shot through the hole and hit the engine with

a force that filled the whole place with spray. There was no staying

there after that, of course, so I dropped the axe and made a jump for

the ladder, and did n’t get there a bit too soon, for just then the ship

gave an extra heavy roll which twisted off the other branch, and the

spout of water knocked the legs from under me as I went up.

I scrambled on deck and found the girls where I had left them.

There was nobody else in sight, but as I looked over the side I saw

one of the boats spinning off to leeward on the crest of a sea. The

ship had swung around head to wind, and it seemed to me that the

bumping sounds were shifting forward every time she came down.

Then there was a sudden jar alongside, and the next moment the

pounding stopped and all was quiet except for the swash of the waves

and the roar of the water as it poured into the engine-room. I looked

over the side, and here was what I had thought to be the patch of

drift-weed rising slowly out of the sea. Up it came, and still up, and

then I saw that it was the upper branches of the tree, with the foliage

still heavy.
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“ We are all right now,” said I to the girls. “ The ship has drifted

clear of the thing.”

“ What ’s that awful noise of water?” asked Mrs. Palmer in a

quavering voice.

“ The engine-room is filling,” said I, “ but it ’s shut off from the

rest of the hold.”

I explained just what had happened, and then started to take a

look around. All the boats were gone except the dinghy, which had

filled and was hanging by the after falls. I hauled it up, and then to

make sure that there were no more holes punched in her I got a lantern

and went through the forward and after holds, but everything seemed

to be all right.
After I ’d calmed the girls down a little I went in for a look at

the chart. The coast of Brazil was about forty miles to leeward, and

there seemed to be towns all along it. There was sail on the ship at

the time—forestaysail, foresail, mainstaysail, and mainsail—and as it

was blowing fresh from the southeast I decided to swing her in for

the land. We were almost sure to sight some fishing-boats or little

coasting vessels, and if the worse came to the worst I could let the

anchor go off the beach and watch for a chance to get ashore in the

dinghy. So I went around and eased the sheets, then cleared the hand

steering gear in the stern, for the steam gear was out of action. When

I had got the ship offf before the wind I showed the girls how to steer,

and pretty soon they got the hang of it enough to keep the vessel from

breaching to. After that I took a look into the engine-room. The

ship had settled fairly deep, and I stood for a while watching the

water swashing around the engines and not caring much for the way

it was heaving back and forth against the bulkheads. However, the

ship was new and loaded fairly light, and I knew that even if a bulk

head did go there would be plenty of time to get away in the dinghy

When I saw that the water was n’t rising any more I went to my room

and got dressed.

The girls were n’t much on steering, and when I went aft Bnd

looked into the binnacle I had to laugh. But after I had taken the

wheel I was surprised to see how well we were going ahead, and figured

that we must be doing nearly three knots.

IV.

THE dawn came before long, and all that day we wallowed along’

the breeze holding fresh over the stern. At ten o’clock the girls

relieved me at the wheel, and I got a couple of hours’ sleep. About

sun-down we sighted the land, just the thinnest outline of high blue

hills. After sunset the wind died out, and about that time I made I
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discovery that shook me up a bit. There were three feet of water in

the forward hold and about four feet in the after.

That was a pretty anxious night, yet not so bad as it might have

been, because the dinghy was swung out and provisioned and we could

leave the ship when she got too deep for safety. With the dawn the

breeze sprang up again out of the southeast. Then here came the sun

blazing out of the sea, and the mountains ahead turned all gold and

purple and soft as blue wood-smoke. They did n’t look to be more

than fifteen miles away, and then as it got lighter I made out dead

ahead of us, about five miles off, a bare, hilly little island, and before

long I could see with the glasses from up aloft that it was one of those

volcanic islands with a lagoon inside it and an opening on the southeast

side.

“ That ’s the place for us,” I thought, “ and none too soon either.”

The ship was getting mighty deep and logy, but we were moving

steadily ahead, and as the wind was dead into the entrance there was

nothing to do but keep her nose pointed at it. A couple of hours later

we drifted in through the opening and took the ground at the far

end of the lagoon on a patch of white coral sand where the water was

about the same depth the whole length of the ship.

“Well, ladies,” said I, “ we ’re hitched, quite safe and peaceful.

The ship can’t sink any deeper, the berth is sheltered as a cyclone

cellar, and there ’s the mainland about a dozen miles away.”

The girls looked around at the bare, desolate island with their

eyes as big as saucers. '

“Do you think that we will have to stay here long?” asked Mrs.

Palmer.

“No,” said I; “we could leave here to-day if we wanted to and

get over to the mainland in the dinghy. But we ’re very comfortable

here, with plenty to eat and drink, good air, healthy surroundings,

and no neighbors but the birds. Somebody is bound to come along

pretty soon and sight us, and then I ’m not sure but what you ladies’

fortunes are made. You see, we ’ve saved the ship and brought her

to a place of safety, and it would be no job at all for a wrecking crew

to patch those holes and pump her out and take her into port. Our

cargo is a fairly valuable one and won’t be hurt by the water, being

mostly canned foods and spirits. I should n’t wonder if we ’d done

a mighty good stroke of business.”

Well, that got them all up on end, especially when I made a rough

calculation of what the salvage might be. We were a pretty gay

crowd of castaways as we dropped the dinghy alongside and paddled

ashore to have a look around. Just as I thought, the island was

volcanic, low and sandy on the north side, with scrub bushes and a

few trees. On the south side it rose into hills about a hundred feet
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high, apparently the rim of the old crater. We climbed up there for

a look at the mainland. There were no signs of habitation, but away

to the southward there seemed to be smoke in the air. Inshore there

were a few small, low islands, but there was no sail in sight. Along

the beach we found an old bucket and a stove-in cask.

We rested up through the day, and toward evening sighted a little

sail to the southwest, but it got dark before we were able to make out

which way it was going. That night I woke up at about one o’clock,

and, not being able to get to sleep again, I slipped on an overcoat and

went on deck. The moon was full and hung like a great big yellow

lantern directly overhead. The water of the lagoon, with the band

of white coral sand all around it, made one think of a mirror set in

a silver rim, and the mountains over on the mainland seemed a sort

of fairyland. The night was so pretty that I started for the bridge,

wanting to have a look at it on all sides. Half way up the ladder I

heard a rustle and a little smothered scream. Then a figure all in

white rose up suddenly in front of me, and for a second I thought it

was a ghost and almost went over backwards. But it was only Mary,

in a long white dressing-gown, with the moonlight shining through the

edges of her soft hair, which hung in a big, heavy braid that reached

down below her waist.

“ Mary!” said I. “ You scared me nearly to death. I thought it

was a ghost.”

She looked at me and smiled, and I saw the flash of the moonlight

on her little white teeth. Her eyes looked big and dark and mysterious

“Are you afraid of ghosts, Mr. Grimes?” she asked. “I should

never have believed that you could be afraid of anything.”

“No such fool,” said I, still standing in the gangway, for I saw

that she was making as if to go down and I wanted her to stop and

talk with me. She made a little motion with her hand for me to get

out of the way.

“Please let me pass, Mr. Grimes,” says she. “I must n’t stay

here like this. I should n’t have come up here, but I was nervous and

could not sleep.” .

“ Don’t run away,” I begged. “ You won’t sleep if you go back,

and I want to talk to you.”

She hesitated for a minute, then stepped back against the rail.

“ Look here, Mary,” said I, “you girls don’t treat me very well.”

“ Mr. Grimes,” says she, “what do you mean?”

“ I mean this: have n’t you always found me respectful and polite

and considerate of you?”

“ Of course,” says Mary, staring down at the bright water.

“ Have I ever tried to get familiar,” I went on, “ or to take advan

tage of my position?”
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“ Certainly not,” says Mary, turning her head to look at me.

“ Then,” said I, “ will you please tell me why it is that every time

one of you finds herself alone with me she either calls up one of the

others or else runs away. I’ve asked you this once before and you

did n’t answer. NowI want to know.”

Mary sort of caught her breath, then looked away.

“ Well,” said I, “ let ’s have it.”

“ Must you know? ” says she, in a sort of mufiled voice.

“ Yes, I surely mus .”

“But can’t you guess?” she asked, sort of desperately.

“ No,” said I; “ and I ’ve always been a champion guesser, too.”

“ Then I shan’t tell you,” says she, with a little toss of her pretty

head. -

“All right,” I answered. “ You don’t have to, of course. Good

nigh .” And I turned to go down.

Mary stepped forward quickly and laid her hand on my arm.

“Mr. Grimes,” says she, sort of pleading, “don’t speak in that

tone, please! It is not what you think! Quite the reverse.”

“ What ’s that?” said I, turning.

She .stood there looking at me as if she was ashamed of some

thing, and as I watched her face with the creamy moonlight shining

on it something sort of took away my breath, she was so sweet and

lovely.

“Rather than have your feelings hurt, Mr. Grimes,” says she, “I

will tell you what you want to know. I think that-I am the only one

who could tell you, because I—I don’t feel the way the others do.”

“ And how is that?” I asked, expecting to hear her say that the

others were shy of me because I was big and hard-looking and some

times rough in my manner.,

“Then, if you must know,” says Mary, in her soft voice, “the

three other girls are in love with you.”

Jiminy! I almost jumped oft the bridge, it gave me such a jolt.

‘Then I began to laugh.

“No one would ever guess that you had such a sense of humor,

Mary,” said I.

“ I ’m not joking, Mr. Grimes,” says she. “ It is not so strange.

You came to our rescue when we were in trouble, and since then you

have been so dear and kind, and saved our lives the night of the acci

dent—and with it all you have never thought one single bit of your

self. Let me tell you that is not the sort of treatment that we have

learned to expect from men, Mr. Grimes!” _

Her voice choked a little, and she turned away. For a minute I

did n’t answer. It was plain enough to me that because I was prob

ably the first man that had shown these poor, friendless girls a square
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deal and the sort of treatment that every woman has a right to expect

from every man, but does n’t get, they were so plumb grateful that

they thought they must be in love with me! It was sort of sad; and

at the same time it was funny, too.

“ So, then,” said I, “ being four of the fairest and squarest women

in the world, the minute that each of you got the idea that the others

cared for me, none of you would be with me alone, for fear of stealing

a march on the res .”

Even in the moonlight I could see the color pouring into Mary’s

face. She did not answer.

“Mary,” said I, “you four girls are the pure metal! But I am

not so unselfish as you think. I want one of you, and I want her bad,

but up to this time my feelings toward you all have been more of a

father with four daughters than of the usual locoed lover. But I’ve

learned now who I want, and although you say that you don’t feel

the same as the others, perhaps some day you might learn to feel even

more. Will you try, dear?”

One step took me to her, and I leaned down and threw my arm

around her shoulders. She struggled a little, but I held her close,

and all at once she turned and looked at me, her mouth trembling and

her eyes like stars.

“Mary,” said I, “ will you marry me?”

She drew in her breath quickly, then shook her head.

“ Why not, dear?” I asked.

“ It would not be fair,” she whispered. “ I could n’t do it! And

the others love you.” She twisted away from me and stood staring

at the sea, and her shoulders were heaving up and down like a person

out of breath. Then suddenly she raised her arm and pointed toward

the entrance of the lagoon.

“ Look! ” she cried. “ See therel A boat! ”

V.

I swune around and looked toward the entrance. Just outside

the lagoon, her canvas all a-blaze in the bright moonlight, was a little

yawl-rigged vessel beating up slowly against the faint breeze off the

land. As we watched her she went about and stood straight in on the

port tack.

“ We did n’t have long to wait,” said I. “ That must be the sail

we sighted at sundown.”

The yawl slipped into the lagoon and came gliding up like a ghost

As -she drew nearer we could see the figure of a man standing by the

mom shrouds. He was heaving the lead, for his voice reached us as

he sung out the water he was getting, and I was mighty pleased to
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hear that he was giving it in English. There were four other men

moving about, and pretty soon they saw Mary and me, standing on

the bridge, and seemed to be talking us over. Close aboard, the yawl

rounded up and let go her anchor. Then a voice hailed us.

“ Ship ahoy ! ” says he. “ What ship is that?”

“ Steamer Maranhao,” I answered.

There was a moment’s silence. Then, “Ho!” says he. “What

you doing here on the Leon de Paharos?”

“ Had an accident,” said I, “ and worked in here under sail. Now

we ’re waiting for a wrecking crew from Rio.”

“What happened ye? ” says he.

“ Oh, we ran onto a tree trunk and punched a hole in the engine

room,” said I. “Who are you?”

“This is the pearl-fisher Pelican, Captain John Winter—that’s

me. We see your spars, and come in to find out if there ’s anything

we can do.” .

“ That ’s mighty kind of you,” I answered, sort of sarcastic.

“ You the master?” says the man on the pearl-fisher.

“ No,” said I, thinking mighty hard. “ I ’m a passenger. Officers

and crew got panicky and left her.”

I heard them muttering together, and said to Mary:

“Before there ’s any more talk I want to have a look at these

boys. Suppose you go back to the cabin, and I ’ll come down a little

later and tell you what ’s been done.”

Mary nodded and went quietly down the ladder. I hailed the yawl.

“ If you don’t want to turn in, captain,” said I, “ come over aboard

for a chin-chin. I got a bottle of wine and some cigars down below.”

“ You ’re very kind,” says he. “I ’ll come right over. Might I

fetch my mate along of me? ”

“ Sure,” said I. “You’ll find the ladder down on the starboard

side.”

There came the swash of a boat taking the water, then the rattle

of oars, and a moment later they were alongside. I met them at the

top of the ladder and led the way to my room, where there was a

standing-light burning. There we sized each other up. Captain

Winter was an oldish, thick-set man, with a square jaw, a hooked nose,

and mean little shifty eyes that seemed to be set too loose in his head

and in danger of rolling out. I had cut the trail of his sort more

than once: he belonged to the pig family, mean and cruel and selfish,

but with plenty of fight in him.

But the mate had me guessing. He was a young chap of not more

than thirty, and the finest locker I ever laid eyes on, being straight

as a mast and just as trim, with a fine, arching chest, narrow hips,

and powerful, well-set shoulders. His head was nicely put on has

Von. LXXXIV.—42
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shoulders, and his face was clean-cut with a broad forehead, flat cheeks,

and a strong jaw. But somehow I could n’t make anything at all out

of his expression. It was pleasant and easy and sort of indifferent,

but, as far as giving anything away, just as blank as a Chinaman’s.

And yet you felt that there was plenty in there behind it. His eyes

too were clear and mighty good-looking, but you could n’t tell what

color they were to save your life. I ’ve had to size people up a good

bit in my life, and do it quick, but this man puzzled me. His voice

did n’t help things out, either. It was soft and sort of husky, and

the tone of it sounded as if he ’d been used to speaking mostly in

some foreign tongue, Portuguese or Spanish or maybe French. Thinks

I, “ You ’re a dark horse, my friend, and will stand a lot of watching.”

“ Well, well! ” says Winter. “ This here ’s a rum go! How many

you got aboard this packet?”

“ Only myself and four lady passengers,” said I. And with that

I told him all about the accident, and how we ’d brought the ship

into the lagoon. Captain Winter listened mighty close, and once or

twice he rolled his watery little eyes over toward the mate, who was

listening as if the whole business did n’t interest him very much.

“ Look a’ here, matey,” says Winter, when I ’d got through, “this

here is nothin’ short o’ providential. I got two suits o’ divin’-armor

over aboard the yawl. What ’s the matter with us patchin’ up them

holes, then riggin’ some windmills and pumpin’ her out and takin’

her into Rio—hey? ”

“How long do you reckon that would take?” I asked. “ She ’s

near flush up the whole length of her, just as she lies.”

“ Oh, a week, mebbe ; mebbe a fortn’t. It won’t take no time to

patch the holes, ’n’ as for the water ”

“ The water don’t need to bother us,” said I. “ There ’s three of

my patent Grimes Petroleum Motors down below, and they will soon

suck her dry. But her engines will be a plumb sight! ”

“ They ’ll turn over enough to twist her into port, all right. Say,

matey, this here is easy. We start right in at daylight, hey ? I,n

go down myself and see what ’s needed for them holes and how much

her plates is sprung. And look a’ here, old man, since we ’re going to

be pardners on this job, I s’pose it ’ll be all right for us to live aboard

in some o’ these rooms, hey? No doubt the grub lays over that aboard

the yawl—what? And the society of ladies allus helps along; he)’,

old boy?” He shoved his face toward mine and winked.

I felt my back hair bristle a bit, but I kept my face pleasant.

“ There ’s no objection to your bunking aboard,” said I, “and a8

fol: the grub, that ’s her cargo. According to the manifest, there’s every

thmg down there from canned pumpkin-pie to pété de foie gras. But

so far as the ladies are concerned, they have their own mess and their
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own private part of the ship, and the dead-line for all hands starts at

the forward end of the midships deck-house.”

Winter’s face got red, and I saw a faint little smile on the lips

of the mate.

“ How ’s that?” says Winter. “ What ’s the matter, hey? What ’s

this talk about dead lines? Ain’t we all gentlemen here?”

I leaned over and tapped him on the knee. “ Look here, cappie,”

said I. “ No doubt that ’s true enough, but you people are strangers

to me. You ’ve tumbled into a good job, head over heels, like a pup

falling into a fountain, and if you hold up your end of it there ’s a

little fortune ahead of you. But the ladies don’t come into your part

of the job one little bit. Savvy? I am riding herd over them, and

I ’m Mr. Abram Grimes of Texas, and any six men that try to rustle

any stock bearing my brand look just the same to me as one lonely

grenser horse-thief ! Take it from me, old pal: there ’s thousands of

dollars on the midships section of this vessel—and heaps of trouble

abaft the beam. I don’t want to talk cross, but it ’s always well to

start in a deal with a clear understanding. See?”

While I was talking Winter's face got purple, then cooled off sud

denly and sort of froze up around the edges.

“ You ’re mighty independent, Mr. Grimes,” says he.

“ That ’s my nature,” said I, “ and I ’m too old to change it. You

come along and find me in command of this vessel, and in command

of her I propose to stay. As far as the money part of it goes, the

courts will decide that, any way. But until this packet is turned over

to the proper authorities, I’m in command. And if you don’t like

it that way—why, there ’s your yawl, and there ’s the same way out

you came in by! ”

Winter glowered for a moment. Then he looked at his mate, who

was leaning back in his chair, smoking one of my cigars, with a sort

of amused look on his handsome face.

“Huh!” says Winter, trying to bluster. “Strikes me you ’re

talkin’ mighty large and free, Mr. Grimes. You seem to forgit that

there ’s five of us aboard the yawl. What ’s to prevent my takin’

charge, in the interests of Lloyds—hey? ”

I gave my knuckles a rap on the table. “ I ’m- here to prevent,”

said I, “ and I ’m a doggoned good preventer, when it comes to claim

jumping, and don’t you forget it ! ”

Nobody spoke for a minute, then the mate says in that smooth,

husky voice of his:

“ That ’s all right, Mr. Grimes. We don’t intend to dispute your

claim.” He turned to Winter. “ Pipe down, captain,” says he “ Let ’s

tackle this job in a fair and friendly spirit. There ’s no need of any

row. It ’s the money that interests us, not the social part of it.”
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“ Huh!” says Winter. “ Huh! That ’s all right-o. But I don’t

like to be talked to that way.”

“ Well, then,” said I, “let ’s drop it. We ’ll work together on the

square, and here ’s my hand on it.”

We shook hands, and then Winter got up on his feet and yawned.

“Well,” says he, “I’m agoin’ to turn in.” He tilted the wine

into his mouth. “ You need n’t worry about the women, Mr. Grimes.”

He filled his glass again. “ We start in to-morrow, friendly and good

natured-like. Here she goes south!” He took the wine at a gulp

and wiped his mouth with the back of his hand. “ Come on, Robert.

We ’ll sleep aboard the yawl to-night.”

They went back aboard their boat, and I sat there thinking the

proposition over. Taking it full and by, it seemed the best thing

to let them in on the job, especially as I doubted that I could get

rid of them without trouble. After awhile I went aft and found the

girls awake and mighty excited and interested. I told them the way

things had framed up, and then said good-night and turned in.

VI.

THE next morning the crew of the pearl-fisher came aboard with

their gear. The girls were on deck, and although Winter was polite

and good-natured I did n’t like the way he rolled his little pig’*-l eyes

on the four ladies. The mate, whose last name was Cutler, just bowed

in his indifferent way, and began to rig the diver’s air pump. I could

see that the girls were mighty taken with him, especially Hilda, who

scarcely took her eyes off him, but he did n’t seem to notice it.

Well, we turned to in earnest. Winter himself went overboard

and took the measurements of the holes. We cut the patches out of

an iron hatch-cover, bored them, and then the captain took them down

and bolted them on over a couple of layers of canvas smeared with

red lead, setting up the bolts from the engine-room. He said that the

seams were all right, so the water in the holds must have leaked in

around the bulkheads.
This job took a couple of days, and after that there was nothing

to do but pump. My motors were in the lower hold, but we got them

out and cleaned them and then rigged them to the bilge-pumpa - It ‘

was n’t long before the water was coming out at a good rate. Alto

gether, the job of salving the Mamnhao was so easy that it seemed

hardly honest!

The evening of the second day, after we had knocked off work,

ldrs. Palmer came up to me as I was leaning on the rail smoking a

cigar.
“ Ml" Grimes,” says she, “ the girls and I have been talking it

.I
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over, and we have decided that there is no reason why we should not

all have our meals together. Captain Winter is a bluff old sailor, of

course, but he is very polite, while Mr. Cutler is undoubtedly a gen

tleman. It seems rather unkind to treat them as though they were

not fit to be trusted with ladies.”

I threw away my cigar and turned to look at her.

“ I ’m treating myself the same way, Mrs. Palmer,” said I.

“ So much the worse,” says she, with a queer little smile. “It is

very dull for us. Really, Mr. Grimes, we are not school-girls, you

know. I am surprised that Captain Winter and Mr. Cutler should

submit to such strict discipline—or that you should enjoy it yourself! ”

And she gave one of those little laughs that you hear from a woman

when she is sort of put out and does n’t like to own up to it.

“ See here, Mrs. Palmer,” said I, “we don’t know anything about

these two men, except what they ’ve told us. Pearl-fishers and the

rest of the outfit that knock around these waters in small boats don’t

rate very high in society, and I think it ’s a whole lot better to keep

them at arms’ length.”

She flushed up a little, and I could see that she was n’t pleased.

“But don’t you think that perhaps we women are the best judges

of the moral character of the men with whom we come in contact?”

she asked.

“ No,” said I; “ and there ’s no reason why you should be.”

“We have our instincts!” says she, a little sharply.

“And I have got experience,” said I; “ and when it comes to a

show-down where a pair of unknown beach-combers and four pretty

women are concerned, I ’ll back my experience every time.”

She got still redder. “ I believe you are jealous!” says she.

“Perhaps,” I answered; “but I call it being careful.”

Mrs. Palmer pushed her chin up in the air and shrugged.

“Tell me,” said I, “ whose idea was it that we should all share

the mess? Yours?”

Mrs. Palmer dropped her eyes. “We all decided that it would

be better,” said she, “ but Hilda was perhaps the most in favor of it.

Really, Mr. Grimes, if you are so strict, the girls will begin to look

upon you as a sort of tyrant.”

“ My dear young lady,” said I, “unfortunately I ’ve only got the

one nature, and that part of it which made it necessary for me to

whirl in and protect you from that New Orleans hotel outfit is making

it necessary for me to play schoolmaster now. I rather imagined that

this was Hilda’s doing, because I notice she takes considerable interest

in this mate man. From little hints that I ’ve heard dropped by the

captain, I reckon that Cutler ’s a bit of a skunk.”

Mrs. Palmer interrupted me. “ Do you think that it is generous
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md manly, Mr. Grimes,” says she, “to speak like that of a man behind

his back? We all agree that Mr. Cutler is a gentleman and a very

fine fellow. No doubt he may have been wild and all of that, but a

man as—as attractive as he is must have a great many temptations.”

“ As for talking about him behind his back,” said I, “he will get

it to his face quick enough, if need be, but while you ladies are about,

that ’s just what I don’t want to have happen. Now, suppose we drop

this argument, Mrs. Palmer, because it ’s just like milling a bunch of

steers and will only fetch up in the same place. We keep our messes

apart. More than that, I wish that you would tell Hilda that I would

rather she would n’t sit up on deck half the night with this young

gentleman, as it keeps me up, too, and I need my rest.” And with

that I ducked my head and turned to go into my cabin.

Well, after this little talk the girls were pretty cool to me, even

Mary, but I did n’t have much time to worry over it, being too busy

with the work aboard the ship. The Mara/nhaa was only twenty-eight

hundred tons, so there was n’t such an awful lot of water to pump out

About the fifth day the ship suddenly gave a sort of quiver, and we

all let out a whoop, because we knew that she ’d lifted her keel off the

sand.As fast as the engines were exposed we got to work on them. Things

were pretty foul, but not rusted so much as you might think, and

there was no doubt that they ’d take us into port all right. Rio was

only about four hundred miles away, and we figured that we ought to

make it in less than seventy hours.
But the most anxious part of the job for me was Hilda. Anybody

could see that she was mighty fascinated by the mate, while there was

nothing in his actions toward her, when other people were around.

that I could find any fault with. But they always managed to be

together in the evenings after supper, and I had sort of a hunch

that when nobody was looking he was n’t losing any time about making

love to her. It was plain to all hands, I reckon, that I was mighty

bothered about it all. Captain Winter used to give me a little dig

once in a while that made me want to land one between his wobbly

eyes, while the women as good as gave me to understand that I was

acting like a buck old maid. Worse than that, they did scout duty

for Hilda, as I could tell from the little warning noises when I would

take a turn about the deck of an evening.

But what hurt me more than all the rest was the way Mary acted

I had n’t said anything more to her on the marriage proposition,

wishing to practise what I preached, so to speak. Whether she thought

that I was too anxious about Hilda or because I seemed a little harsh

with all hands, or some other reason that is reasonable to a woman and

a man can’t understand, I don’t know, but she scarcely spoke to me

.. I-i
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Mrs. Palmer was frosty too, and one day I turned around and caught

Dolly imitating my walk as I went up the deck. Naturally, all this

sort of thing coming after the feelings that we ’d had toward one

another did n’t do much to cheer me up.

Then one day there came a little ruction that did n’t help things

any. Of the three hands on the pearl-fisher, two were Brazilians and

the third a big, pock-marked mulatto. The Brazilians were all right,

but I noticed that the mulatto was getting sort of slack in his respect

fulness. No doubt the mate was the cause of it 5 he always had just

the least smile on his face when I gave some order, and a way of

shrugging his shoulders that was mighty irritating when I got a little

emphatic. The mulatto had noticed this and no doubt thought that

it was smart. One afternoon I came up out of the engine-room cov

ered with muck and oil, and the first thing I noticed was that one

of my motors was getting too much fuel, missing fire and making a

lot of black smoke. Now, it was understood that nobody was to touch

the motors but myself, and as soon as I looked at it I saw that the

fuel-cock had been opened wider than I had left it.

“ Who opened that fuel-cock? ” said I. .

The mulatto was sitting on the deck near by, cleaning some parts

that I ’d sent up from the engine-room. When I spoke he got up and

walked over to the motor.

“ Dat t’ing no go wivout ile,” said he, in his thick, West Indian

lingo. “ IQ turn ’um on myself.”

“ Then you leave it alone,” said I, mad clear through. “ You leave

it alone, savvy?”

He grinned and shrugged, copying Cutler to the life. The next

second my fist landed on his yellow face, and he did about three back

somersets down the deck. That was all he needed, but Captain Winter

was standing near by, talking to Mrs. Palmer and Mary, and he had

to shove his oar in.

“__Here!” cries he. “Hold hard there! If there ’s any man

handlin’ to be done, I ’ll do it myself!”

“ All right,” said I, with a sort a drawl that I can’t help when I

begin to see things red. “ Here ’s lots of chance ! ” - _ .

Winter seemed to lose interest like, but the two girls chipped ln,

and then Mrs. Palmer went and tied up the mulatto’s head, while I

went back to the engine-room, not quite trusting myself around the

deck.

VII.

WELL, a week slipped past, and here was the Maranhao ready for

sea. All hands of us were dead tired, the hard work having been

cleaning the engines, taking down the different parts, and all like that.
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But we fired up and got a good pressure, and at last when I opened

her up and let the steam into the cylinders I felt like giving a cheer.

She was a little stiff and sore, but here she came: Wh’h'a/ng! and she

turned over. Wh’h’hoosh . . . Wh’h'hang! And the life was in her

again!

We might have got under way that night, but everybody was dead

beat, so we decided to rest up and start fresh in the morning. To cele

brate the occasion, the girls had fixed up a fine spread, and, seeing

that they had set their hearts on it, I consented to relax discipline

from that time on, especially as we should all be too busy to do much

mischief. -

Everything went off first rate. Captain Winter kept sober until

almost the end of dinner. Then, while we were having desert, he

leaned over and pinched Dolly’s cheek and said something that I won’t

repeat, but which Dolly did n’t seem to understand. But there, sailor -

men will be sailor men, and we were all relaxed and willing to over

look things. Who would n’t have been with a hundred thousand dol

lars or so waiting to be shared up? I was feeling pretty gay myself,

and Cutler had dropped that sleepy, you-be-darned manner of his and

was the life of the party. He told some mighty bright stories, all

quite decent and proper, and made jokes and laughed, and all the

while Hilda’s blue eyes were blazing at him with a sort of proud, happy

look, and when he glanced her way she turned as pink and rosy as

one of those tropic sunrises. It troubled me a lot, because I ’d seen

women taken that way once or twice before, and the show-down had n’t

been a pretty one. Thinks I, “ The ship and the salvage and all the

rest can go chase itself! I will do a sentry go over you, my dear,

until this combination loosens up l ”

After dinner I got up and made a little speech which they all

seemed to appreciate. Then Captain Winter hove himself onto his

feet, and, I declare, you never would have thought how bluff and

hearty and well-spoken the swivel-eyed little pig could be!

After him Cutler stood up. He was all of a man to look at, I

must say, as he stood there with his fine chest bulging out under his

light clothes, and his aristocratic, clean-cut face smiling and confident

Most of the time he wore that blank, indifferent look I spoke of, but

this night either the champagne or the dollars or the sight of Hilds

made a different person of him. There was a sort of warm flush on

his lean cheeks, just under the eyes, and the eyes themselves were

bright and flashing and the deep, dissipated lines in his face were

toned down. He was certainly a handsome man, and, to tell the truth,

I felt sort of ashamed for the way I had felt about him.

well, he started in to speak in that rich, throaty voice of his, and

I could see all four of the girls, even Mary, sort of catch their breath
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He began to heave compliments around, first to me, then to Captain

Winter, the ladies, the ship, the island, the trade-winds-—jiminy! He

did n’t leave out anything except the poor devils up forward. While

he was talking I watched Hilda’s face, and did n’t care a bit for what

I saw there. The poor girl was going white and red and white again,

and her eyes were sparkling like the sun on blue, Gulf-stream water.

She surely was beautiful, and it was plain that Cutler had her right

at his mercy. It made me feel sick, and I misdoubted that I’d be

able to keep her in the corral after we reached Rio. Nor, for that

matter, did I mean to try.

Just the same, I was hardly braced for the jolt the mate gave us

at the end of his speech. For he wound up by saying in language

like an actor on the stage that the hard luck which had followed him

so long had at last given up the chase, for not only had he found on

the Leon de Paharos a fortune waiting to his hand, but the sweetest

and loveliest of women for his promised wife!

Everybody gave a sort of Then the girls, plumb dazzled by

his fine talk and good looks, began to chatter all together and to con

gratulate the two of them. But drunken old Winter leaned back and

winked at me behind Dolly’s chair.

“Ain’t he the dog?” says he with a grin. “ He ’s got two wives

now on the River Platte, and he married another last summer when

we was in Rio!”

After dinner, when we all went on deck, Hilda came over to where

I was standing by the rail. Even in the dark I could see that she was

very pale and her eyes were big and deep and dark.

“Are n’t you going to congratulate me, Mr. Grimes?” she asks,

in a low voice.

“Hilda,” said I, “ it ’s too soon for me to congratulate you yet.

Neither you nor I know enough about Mr. Cutler for that. After we

get to Rio we will look up the gentleman’s record, and then, if it ’s

all right, there ’s nobody will wish you more happiness than myself.”

Hilda drew herself up like a queen. “I have perfect faith in

him now,” says she, “ and I love him ! ” She turned and walked away

without another word.

A little later I suggested that all hands turn in so as to be fresh

and rested for a start at day-break. Nobody made any objection, and

I escorted the ladies to the companionway, like I always did. As they

went down I whispered to Mrs. Palmer, “ Keep your eye on-Hildal”

She gave a stiff little nod and followed the others.

VIII.

PERHAPS I had been in my bunk an hour when suddenly I found

myself broad awake. Even when tired out I ’m not much of a sleeper,
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and, besides, I ’ve cultivated that habit that you find in dogs and in

men who have been exposed to danger from people, of sensing any

thing that goes wrong, even in your sleep. I sat up suddenly, and as

I did so there came a light step on the deck. Quick as a flash I was

out of my bunk and looking around the rim of the door. A few feet

away, tiptoeing aft, was the mate, and the next second my eyes had

gone past him and discovered a dark figure standing by the rail at the

head of the accommodation ladder. It did n’t need the dim light

shining over the lagoon to tell me that it was Hilda.

Of course some people may say that it was none of my business and

that I had no right to interfere, but I saw it differently. Those girls

were under my care, and I was responsible for their safety. If a scaly

sea-serpent had come swarming up over the rail and tried to swallow

one of them, it would have been my place to interfere, all right, and

I had rated that mate in pretty near the same class.

But if I had stopped a minute to think, I should n’t have started

in to play chaperon unarmed. It sometimes happens, though, that

even an experienced man like myself will act on impulse, and I was

out of my room and after the mate like a shot. He heard me and

swung around in his tracks, and at the same moment Hilda stepped

clear of the rail and raised her hands suddenly to her mouth as if to

hold back a scream. A woman can scent trouble quicker than a man

“ Now, what ’s all this?” said I.

“ This,” says Cutler in his deep, soft voice, “is none of your busi

ness, Mr. Grimes.”

“ Think so?” said I. “ Hilda, go back to your room.”

The girl sort of hesitated, but before she could answer the mate

took a step toward me.

“ Can’t you mind your own business?” says he in a strained sort

of voice.

“Yes,” said I; “and this lady’s too; and maybe yours, Mister

Mate. I want you to understand that I am in command here. There

will be no secret meetings on this ship, savvy? And if you try to dis

obey me you ’ll ride to Rio in bracelets. Now go to your room . . -

and, Hilda, you go to yours.” -

For a moment neither of them spoke. Then Hilda turned without

a word and walked to the door of the cabin and went through. But

Cutler stood looking at me with his body balanced on the balls of his

feet and his head dropped forward between his shoulders.

“Don’t you be a fool, man,” said I sharply. “ You ’ve got too

much to gain, or lose, in this job to start a shindy with me.”

He threw a glance over his shoulder. Hilda had disappeared

Ehen he swung toward me, and I saw his hand go like a flash to his

1p.
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But, knife or pistol, I was n’t waiting to see which. In one jump

I ’d reached him. It-was a knife that he was after, and I caught the

flash of it before my eyes as he threw. Another second and it would

have taken me full in the throat; as it was, the edge of the blade gashed

the muscles of my neck, and I heard it chug into the teak deckhouse

behind me. Then we clinched, for he was quick as a cat and dodged

the blow I let drive at him, and for a moment we stood there locked

fast, he with the best hold and I not balanced right to break it.

Cutler was certainly a strong man. I don’t think that I was ever

in the grip of a stronger. He fairly swung me up off my feet, then

lunged forward with me, and I guessed that he was after his knife,

sticking in the woodwork of the deckhouse. I-was right, too, for all

at once he loosed the grip of his arms over mine and that gave me the

chance I was waiting for. I shifted my hold under his and hove him

back across the deck before ever he could wrench out the knife. Then

our feet get tangled in a bight of the boat-falls and we both went

down with a crash, side by side. His hands were on my throat, but

I ’ve got a neck like a bronco, and the skin was slippery with blood.

He could n’t get a strangling hold, so his hands slipped up to gouge,

and I thought for a second that my eyes were done for. The stinging

pain of my neck was maddening me, and I had no thought but to kill

him, and for the moment the strength in me was inhuman. I tore

off his hands as if they ’d belonged to a child, and then I was clear

of him, lying across his chest with both hands full of his hair. Crash!

And I ’d lifted his head and brought it down against the deck. Sort

of a convulsive heave went through him and his body tautened. Up

I jerked his head again. “ Now for a swat that ’ll knock the sneakin’

soul plumb out of you! ” I thought, but before I could land it there

was a rush and a flutter and Hilda’s two hands were fastened on my

wrists. Down went his head, just the same, but the force of the blow

was broken, and that was all that saved the mate’s good-for-nothing

life! Even as it was, he went limp as a shot jack-rabbit and his arms

slapped down on the planks beside him.

Hilda was raving like a crazy woman, calling me brute and mur

derer and I don’t know what.

“ You ’ve killed him! ” cries she.

“ No, I have n’t, worse luck ! ” I growled. “ But I will if he makes

a shady move.”

She caught sight of my condition then, and went over against the

rail with a gasp. But the scuffie had roused all hands, and as soon as

she found that the mate was n’t dead the other girls got Hilda below.

When Cutler came to he was in double irons in the chart-room, and

there he spent the rest of the night. The next morning Captain

Winter demanded that I turn him loose.
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“We need ’im,” says he.

it is.” i

“ She ’d be a lot more under-manned after he ’d been at large a

few minutes,” said I, “ because somebody else might see fit to chip in.

You may have done some killing in your time, cappie,” said I, “but

you and this bucko of yours are only amateurs at best. Gun-play was

almost my trade for some years, when I was special agent on the Mex

ican border, and, by the Almighty! if I see anything that looks the

least bit shady you ’ll think that this place is a slaughter-house!”

And with that I yanked out one of my big guns and showed him some

practice on a condensed-milk can that turned him green under the gills.

“ What ye goin’ t’ do with him, then?” asks Winter.

“ I ’m going to put him aboard that yawl of yours, where he ’ll be

out of danger,” said I. “ You say you want to tow her astern. Well,

she ’ll need somebody to steer her. We can’t have her kiting back and

forth all the way to Rio.”

“But he can’t steer her all the way,” says Winter.

woie out.”

“ I shan’t sit up nights weeping if he is,” said I.

A little later I set Mister Mate aboard the yawl, at the point of a

gun. Then we got our anchor and started.

I must say, I was pretty bitter about it all. What with the sore

ness of my neck and eyes, and the work of keeping the engines going,

and the way the girls behaved toward me, nobody seemed to feel much

like drawing me into conversation. But during the run to Rio the

discipline on that vessel was just splendid.

Of course there was a lot of excitement when we came into port

and the story got around, but our salvage claims were all solid, and

the settlement is now pending in the courts.

It appeared that Winter, Cutler & Co. were well known to the port

authorities, and when Hilda was put in possession of a few facts con

cerning the mate she sort of lost her interest in that handsome gen

tlcman. In the end she managed to thank me for what I had done,

but just the same I ’ve got a notion that she never quite forgave me

for the way I took charge of her love affair . . . and that ’s just the

woman of it, is n’t it?

Cutler was glad enough to let the matter drop. Perhaps he saw

that I was quite ready and willing to go on with it, the more so as

what with the heat and the hoal-dust and his dirty pearling-knife my

neck went all wrong, and I had to lie up in the marine hospital at Rio

and get skin-grafted, so as to carry my head on an even keel.

But it was worth it to me, for Mary was my nurse. The first day

we lay in Rio, as I was stretched out on my bunk, cross and sick and

fevensh, she came to_the door of my room.

“ She ’s under-manned bad enough as

“ He ’ll be

_-_"""—.

__...-____>
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“ May I come in, Mr. Grimes?” says she.

“ Of course,” I answered, “ if you ain’t afraid that I’ll bite.”

She came in and laid her cool hand on my forehead and looked into

my face with her clear, gray eyes, and I felt better right off.

“ You poor fellow! ” says she. “Your face is scorching.”

“ Mary,” said I, “ you girls had better go ashore and hunt up some

quiet place to stop until this thing gets straightened out. I’ll give

you some money, and if you feel like you ’d rather not be under any

more obligation to such a desperado as myself, you can consider it a

loan and pay me back out of your salvage money.”

“ Hush l ” says Mary. “ Don’t talk like that.”

I laughed. “Do you think that Hilda is still in love with me?”

I asked sarcastically.

Mary turned crimson. “Hilda is a fool!” she answered, in a

fierce little voice.
“ How about Mrs. Palmer and Dolly?” I asked, with a grin. “ Do

they still feel the same way about it?”

Mary did n’t answer.

“ Speak up,” said I. “ What do they say about me? ”

“ To tell the truth,” says Mary, “they are a little bit afraid of

you. But they are very grateful for all that you have done.”

“ And you, Mary,” I said—“ are you afraid of me too? ”

Her face got very pale, and she hung her pretty head.

“ Suppose you tell me first how you feel toward me,” says she.

“ That ’s easily done,” I answered. “ I love you.”

“ Only me? ”
“Only you,” I answered. “But I’m too rough a citizen for a

sweet, gentle woman like you, my dear, so don’t feel that you have to

make a martyr of yourself. Only, I should like to know how you

really feel.”
The tears brirnmed up in her eyes. “What is the need of my

telling you?” she whispered. “ Can’t you see? Everybody else can.”

I sat bolt upright. “ What ’s that?” I asked, and my voice shook

a little.
But Mary did n’t have to speak, because the answer was shining

from her eyes.

3

THE evil that men do lives after them;

But the good must be chiselled in stones.

Ellis 0. Jones



MATTHEW ARNOLD

A later ulimare, frnm tlze point qf view of one wlw knew him well

By Florence Earle Coates

D‘

England of to-day may be traced back to Arnold of Rugby, so

potent was the educational influence of the great Head Master

upon the generations that followed him. Yet by none has that in

fluence been more profoundly felt than by his own immediate descend

ants, many of whom have risen to eminent distinction. His eldest

son, Matthew, described after his death, in noble lines, as the “great

son of a good father,”—quick to appreciate merit of a different kind

from his own,—held that father’s memory in profoundest reverence,

refusing the title of Doctor, even when Professor of Poetry at Oxford.

To those who later so addressed him he would gently demur: "Mr

Arnold,—there can be but one Dr. Arnold.” In his lines on “Rugby

Chapel,” he has paid loving and imperishable tribute to that strong

soul who “ would not alone be saved, would not alone conquer and

come to its goal.” -

Dr. Arnold, who had little of his son’s sense of humor,-died early

and, as has been pointed out, before he fully appreciated the merits

of his eldest son. Vatic and somewhat austere, there is a characteristic

story that when Matthew, a mere lad, burst into the room where Dr

Arnold sat at Rugby, and cried with boyish enthusiasm: “Father,

I ’ve won the Balliol Scholarship! ” (he was the youngest man who had

ever achieved it) the father sternly replied: “Well, then, you did n’t

deserve it.” One supposes the unsympathetic judgment to have re

sulted from an opinion that the privilege had been gained rather

through talent than by industry.

In 1845, being elected a fellow of Oriel, the Common Room of

which had for a long time been the most distinguished in Oxford,

he found there Clough, whom he so admirably celebrated, and Lord

Coleridge, who so admirably celebrated him, “in language which,” adds

Sir Mountstuart E. Grant Duff, “ it would be an impertinence to

praise.” It is agreed that Arnold wrote of Oxford the noblest praise

she has inspired in prose; and his, also, is the most exquisite tribnte

ever paid to her in verse:

I T has been said that everything that is best in the life of the

67o
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Sweet city with her dreaming spires,

She needs not June for beauty’s heightening!

To one who knew Matthew Arnold at any period of his life, it is

easy to recognize the description which Principal Shairp of St. Andrews

gives of him in his early Oxford days, the gifted and winning youth

with jaunty air and gay, from whose lips, as we listen, we seem to hear

“ great words of Goethe, catch of Béranger,”—for the genial current of

his youth was never frozen, no; not to the last glad beautiful hour of

his unselfish and laborious life. Sparkling and pellucid it flowed

through all his days, for the refreshment and delight of those about him.

Possessed always of quiet force and fastidious taste, sweet reasonableness

was so truly his method, that those, even, whom in argument or contro

versy he opposed (contending earnestly for what he believed to be

right), found it difficult to quarrel with one so persuasive and so

amusing, or wholly to resist his charm. The sweetness and light which

in later years he ceased not to advocate, were of no one more character

istic than of himself,—whose prayer it was that he might be given

“the will neither to strive nor cry, and the power to feel for others; ”

so that, while the most convinced of men, his temper for debate was

conceded to be well nigh perfect.

In speaking of him after his death, the Archbishop of Canterbury

said that no one could know him without loving him; “he was so

kind, so thoroughly and so invariably sweet. He seemed to be a man

who could never quarrel; and,” he adds, “his powers of mind, too,

were singularly great.”
Says an eminent English writer: “ No one ever possessed the charm

of manner in higher perfection than Matthew Arnold, and nowhere

was he so charming as in the bosom of his family.”

He and his brother Thomas,—the father of Mrs. Humphry Ward,

were warmly attached, having been playfellows, a year apart in age.

In an article published in the Manchester Guardian, and entitled

“Matthew Arnold by One Who Knew Him Well,” Thomas Arnold,

a man distinguished as one of the more important of those who fol

lowed Newman into the Church of- Rome, thus writes of his brother:

When we survey the wide field over which ranged the powerful

mind of him whom we have lost,—the poetry of every age, classical

literature, the philosophy of the Greece-Roman and Christian worlds,

all that is best in modern literature, besides the special knowledge of

education and its methods which his calling required,—s.nd then con

sider that more than forty years ago, when he was but twenty-four

years old, this man knew that he was, in a certain sense, doomed,

the spectacle of his unflagging energy all these years, of his cheerful

ness, his hopcfulness, his unselfish helpfulness, his tender sympathy

with all the honest weak, and all the struggling good' seems to bring
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before us one of the most pathetic and beautiful pictures that modern

life affords.

Like Stevenson, visibly touched by the finger of doom,—knowing

well for many years that death might come at any moment,—he main

tained the lucidity of mind and largeness of temper which he so prized

in others; but, as he wrote of Falkland, so it may be said of him,

“ Whosoever leads such a life, needs be the less anxious upon how short

warning it is taken from him.”

In referring to the poems of 1867, the Rev. Stopford A. Brooke

writes: “ The high emotion and thought of a heart worn more by sorrow

for the world than by its own pain, fills these verses to the brim. He

worked with deep anxiety to help the world forward to clearer views

of life. . . He took his share in the daily drudgery of the world,

and brought to it sweetness and light. He cared for the beauty of the

natural world, but he cared for more for the landscape of the soul of

man.” In writing of the Obermann poems, says Dr. Brooke: “I may

dwell here on their charm—charm of grave thought, ranging far and

wide, charm of word and phrase, and charm of natural description.

The very atmosphere of that lovely land where so many hearts have

been healed—the flower-haunted meadows, the shimmering lake below,

the blue bills, the far-off snows—is in the loving verse; and it is

mingled with the soul of Arnold and Obermann, till each mountain

slope and every flower upon it, and the waves of the lake as they break

on the shore, are of men, and through men, and in men. 13e

yond the elegiac cry is the greater cry of humanity!”

These illuminating judgments and tributes of impressive beauty

are not unworthy of one who, as Dr. Brooke declares, “has his own

district chair in the general assembly and church of the first-born of

England.”

That Arnold’s poetry has a note of pathos—that it is often poig-

nantly sad—none will deny; otherwise, it could hardly be so exquisite,

_-fol-, s-s Shelley reminds us, Our sweetest songs are those that tell of

saddest thought, and “the poet expressing pain as well as pleasure

becomes at one with all who feel pain. Conscious then of his brother

hood with man,—and far more conscious of it than by symplthy onl?’

with man’s pleasure,—strength and passion flow into his poetry.”

Shall we quarrel with our sublimities for being sad—with the

wdizms, the Prometheus, Lear, Othello, Laodamia, The Sick King in

Bokham, The Ring and the Book? No; nor need we of necessity

attribute to their authors any peculiar personal despondency- The

exceeding sadness is part of the charm, and we are grateful for the

depth and power of the emotions such poems excite,—for their lasting

hold upon the imagination and the heart, for their purifying and

uplifting influence.

_.""-—‘__ ''.
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“ All men of genius,” says Aristotle, “are of a nature originally

melancholy.” This judgment may have applied to Arnold, but, if so,

he had not only conquered for himself hope and cheerfulness, but that

charming gaiety which makes Birrell declare that, wherever he chanced

to be, he always conspired and contrived to make things pleasant.

Yet Arnold had in certain directions cause sufiicient for sadness and

dcspondency. “ The best the State ever did for him,” said the London

Times in an able obituary article in April, 1888, “ was to set the poet,

the thinker, the analyst of beauty, the subtle theorist, to the task of

examining national school-children in spelling, rules of arithmetic,

and plain sewing. He never repined, though he saw thousands of his

inferiors glorified by State and church. He trained himself with single

mindedness and purity unsullied by self-interest to see things as they

really were, and to do the really right thing.”

Matthew Arnold stands for many things. Versatile and complex

beyond the great majority of men, he is not to be summed up in a

phrase.

There was the Arnold to whom Bishop Butler and Bishop Wilson

so strongly appealed—the Arnold of Culture and Anarchy, Literature

and Dogma, St. Paul and Protestantism,—books revealing what John

Morley called “Arnold’s courageous piety.” There was the Arnold

referred to by Senator Hoar of Massachusetts when he said to the

present writer: “I have often thought that had the Almighty given

me a choice as to the mind I would prefer to possess, I should have

chosen the kind of mind that wrote the essays On Translating Homer."

There was the Arnold of whom it is said: “ Criticism before him was

one thing: after him it is another thing.” There was the Arnold

of Friendship’s Ga/rland, the Preface to the Essays in Criticism-, and

numberless scattered witticisms equal to any in the language. There

was the Arnold of East London, the Stanzas in Memory of Edward

Quillinan, The Forsaken Merman, the Thyrsis, and that entire and

perfect chrysolite The Sick King in Bokhara,—poems overflowing with

the tenderest and loftiest human sympathy. There was the Arnold

of the self-revealing Note-Books: and all of these were one,—more or

less developed at different periods of life, but indissolubly united in

him of whom Lord Chief-Justice Coleridge wrote: “I believe that a

more blameless, nay, a more admirable man in every relation never

lived. He was one of the noblest and most perfect characters I have

ever known, and I have known him, man and boy, sixty years! At the

time of his death, he was probably, all things considered, the most

distinguished Man of Letters of the English-speaking world. .

Few souls have ever passed away with more hopes of acceptance; few

lives more unscathed have been lived from childhood to old age, few

men have ever gone into that silent void where if there are no snnles,

Von. LXXXIV.—43
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there are no tears, leaving behind them such passionate regrets, such

daily, hourly desire for communion which the grave forbids.”

Whence that completed form of all completeness,

Whence came that high perfection of all sweetness?

An answer to the question—if not the only answer—is to be found

in the Note-Books—that unconscious evidence which he (who so desired

that no biography of him might be written) has himself left us as

to the quality of his thought and life. In those precious little volumes

written in many tongues and designed for no eye but his own, we see

what standards of perfection he kept before him—by what means he

strengthened and enriched his spirit, insisting upon the importance

of definite and constant labor—of work “that fills and moralizes the

day.” We find the Latin precept, Always set before yourself some

definite aim, recurring oftener than any other; and the two main

conditions of all good work, isolation and limitation, are continually

insisted upon. “ To disregard the transient and trivial, and to serve

the eternal al0ne-—it is strange to see with what persistency the poet

braces himself up to that exacting standard. Time after time we

find repeated the warnings not only against such bodily- pleasures as

blunt thewsoul, but against the casual interests that split and distrsctit

It is from the Note-Books we learn that that noble self-mastery, th1li

equable temper, that invariable sweetness and exaltation of mind, which

seems so a part of him, were not maintained without effort,—learn

how constantly he chose to live in the spirit, desiring for himself before

all things vivid insight and gentle emotions.

George Eliot declared that of all modern poetry Arnold’s was that

which kept constantly growing upon her; and it is possible that the

reason those who care for his poetry at all find it diflicult to care qui'¢-6

so much for any other, lies in the fact that no other English poet ls

so personally sympathetic. In the penetrating charm of his style’

the rare and irresistible loveliness of his verse, the truth and delicacy

of his intuitions, the freshness and glow, the distinction, the incom

rnunicable magic of his poetical expression, he has no living peel-

Using the words he wrote of another,—“ Let us bid him farewell m

confidence and pride. Slowly, very slowly, his ideal of lucidity of

mind and largeness of temper conquers; but—it conquers.”

I turned my face to the wall and wept,

For they told me you were dead,

And I no longer loved the day

From which your light had fled:

I thought you lost; but o’er the seas

O, deep!—which us divide,

Your light, a beacon on a height,

Shines. through the dark to guide!

_-__"—-___



SPARROWS

A CHRISTMAS STORY

By Owen 0/irver

s

BOUT two o’clock in the afternoon of the day before Christmas,

A Straight Flush Davis brought the mail to Carver’s Camp.

The “campers” had to send to the Settlement for their

letters, as the postman declined to adventure himself at the camp.

Per contra, most of the diggers declined to adventure themselves at

the Settlement, since it had come under the rule of an active Vigilance

Committee. So their correspondence was a month in arrears when

Davis volunteered to fetch it. He had never played poker at the

settlement, and there was nothing against him except his luck at cards.

The gamblers ceased their gambling, and the grumblers ceased

their grumbling, when he entered the store, and they gathered round

the trestle table, where he flung the letters. A good many bets were

made who would claim the various missives; for these rarely bore the

names by which their owners were known at the camp. Sam Short

took one directed to Mr. Long, and Rusher Brown avowed himself as

Claude Ferriss, Esq. “ Fits” owned to John Donald. Wastcr Wood,

who kept the store, leaned over the table in his shirt-sleeves and selected

a large envelope addressed in an unsteady female hand to Lester Gray,

Esq., LL.B. He read the enclosed letter and put it in his pocket.

Then he stared at a huge Christmas card which bore in silvered letters

the legend: “ Peace on Earth, Good-will to Men.” There was a picture

in each corner, and each was labelled with a motto or a text. One

picture displayed a party playing at snap-dragon; another presented

Santa Claus filling a row of stockings; the third portrayed a Christmas

tree with candles alight; the fourth showed a little girl throwing crumbs

to some robin redbreasts who had settled upon the snow. “ Not a spar

row falleth,” said the inscription underneath. “From your loving

mother,” the shaky hand had written beneath the text.

Waster looked at the card for a long while. Then he took a

hammer and some tacks and nailed it on the wall. His hand went to

his revolver when some one laughed.

“If any one feels like being funny, he can try,’f he remarked,

looking round with dangerous calm.

His eyes rested longest on Black Bill and Long Tom. If any one
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dared to exchange shots with the most desperate man at the camp, it

would be one of the two. But Black Bill had left the card table a

second later than the others, and he held a hand which he wanted to

play out. Long Tom’s quickness in covering a man amounted to

genius; but he was a cheery scamp, and quarrelled only upon provo

cation. He leaned back on a bench with his hands in his pockets and

his legs stretched out; and only his eyes laughed.

“ We ’re a fine lot of falling sparrows,” he observed. “ If any one

likes to throw crumbs—! Now, look here, Waster: you’ve stuck

that card up, ain’t you?”

“I ’ve stuck it up,” said that gentleman, “ and I ’d like to see the

man who ’ll take it down.”

“We have n’t come to the question of taking down yet, sonny,”

said Long Tom cheerfully. “ The point is, that you ’ve nailed it up—

peace on earth, and falling sparrows, and all that sort of thing. What

a man nails up he ’s got to stand to.”

“I stand to it,” said Waster grufily.

“Very good.” Long Tom stretched his arms lazily. “Youfve

nailed peace and good-will to the wall.” He drew out his revolver like

lightning and covered Waster. “ Peace and good-will we ’ll have tlll

Christmas is over; and none of your yap about shooting. Take bl!

pea-shooter, boys ! ” i

The diggers laughed till they nearly fell off their “ chairs ”—whloh

were packing-cases and barrels mostly.

“ Got you fair, Waster,” they declared; and one plucked that

gentleman’s revolver from his belt and threw it on the eo‘inter

“ Till Christmas is over,” Waster agreed, “I-don’t shoot; and how

about you? "

Long Tom laughed and put his weapon beside the other. _

“Peace on earth,” he said; “and in this rottenest corner of it!

Hand in your tickets, boys.”

The diggers discarded their revolvers one by one.

“How about cheating at cards?” one asked doubtfully. _

“ There is n’t going to be any, you chump!” the gentleman notori

oHs for straight flushes announced; and Black Bill shuflied four aces

into the pack.

“ Best have a fresh deal and start fair,” he proposed, “ after “’ve

had a look at the pictures.”

They wandered over to the card and inspected it critically. Rusher

shook his head several times at the snap-dragon group.

“ That ’s how we did it at home,” he remarked.

“ I thought I saw Santa Claus once, when I was a boy,” the “ D00-

tor ” mentioned. “ Never knew if it was a dream, or my old man mm-

ing round to fill our stockings.”

___""""___,. _
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“ My kiddie sister used to call herself the birds’ Santa Claus,”

Sam Short observed. He fingered a black-edged letter thoughtfully.

“Lord! We ’re falling sparrows, as Tom said.”

“ Let ’s have one,” Hoppy Green proposed, pointing with his finger.

“A sparrow?” a voice inquired.

“ A Christmas tree,” he explained.

“D——- good idea!” Whistler Jones cried, thumping the table.

Black Bill looked round from his cards fiercely.

“ No swearing over Christmas,” he pronounced, “ you—you falling

sparrow! What ’s the—the falling use of a Christmas tree without

kids?” He had three little children at home, a thousand miles away.

“ We always had presents for the grown-ups, too,” Hoppy protested.

“ Hear, hear!” said Long Tom. “Hands up for a Christmas

tree! ”

All hands went up amid roars of laughter.

“ Who ’s going to work it? ” some one asked.

“ Tom and I will arrange it with Waster,” Hoppy proposed.

“Right,” Long Tom agreed cheerfully.

Waster nodded his concurrence.

“ It ’s cost price for what comes out of the store,” he promised.

“ Hear, hear!” cried the chorus.

“ Let ’s decorate the place, too,” Boy Burrows proposed.

“ All right, baby sparrow,” Long Tom assented. The boy was the

youngest of them in years; in years only, alas!

They set to work at once at the decoration. Some out colored paper

—mostly grocery wrappers—into strips, and pasted the strips into rings,

and the rings into variegated festoons, and hung them across the low

ceiling of the store. Others gathered boughs from the trees and framed

the gaudy advertisements upon the walls with them. Waster scissored

circles from tin foil, and tacked them up in the form of dotted letters,

till he had made “A MERRY CHRI S”; then the silver foil

gave out, and he finished “T MA S” in shiny black rounds of tea

wrappings.

Meanwhile Long Tom and Hoppy collected for the presents, drawing

the subscriber carefully away from the presentee under consideration.

A sub-committee went out and dug up a small tree, and replanted it

in a barrel in the centre of the room. Grinning ruffians slipped o13?,

one by one, to fetch presents in kind; and other grinning rufiians tried

to look unconscious of little knots that gathered here and there gazing

at the presents destined for them. At nine o’clock all were turned

out except Waster and Long Tom and Hoppy, who labelled the gifts

and hung them on the boughs. They made a dozen candlesticks by

driving four nails apiece into twelve little squares of wood, and in

serted “dips” in them, to light the tree. They put a draping of
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colored stuff round the barrel, and Hoppy constructed a fairy of rag

and sawdust, with a painted face, and a penholder for wand, to stand

on one leg at the top of the tree. He had taken the precaution to

stiffen the fairy’s limbs with wire; and as the tree-top persisted in

bowing, he stiffened that too. They only wanted colored balls, he

declared, to make it look grand. Waster supplied the balls by stringing

oranges on thread, and then they felt that the effect left nothing to be

desired. In fact, they stood and gazed at the tree with a’ sort of awe.

“ Makes you remember things,” Hoppy remarked after a long

silence.

“ Makes you remember a deuced sight too much! ” long Tom cried

sharply. “ Falling sparrows! ”

He crushed his hat on his head and strode out.

Hoppy looked at the closed door and shook his head.

“I guess he has n’t got so much to remember as some of us,” he

muttered. “Falling sparrows!” He shuflled over to the Christmas

card and regarded it thoughtfully, humming an old carol that they

used to sing in church when he was young.

“ Good-night, old man,” he said at last; and he too went out into

the night. “ Falling sparrows!” he whispered to himself as he limped

along. “ Falling sparrows!”

When he left, Waster Wood was leaning against the counter, staring

at the tree and the card. When Hoppy had been gone an hour, he stood

there still. Some of the lamps were faint, and two flickered out before

he stirred; but he did not notice them. Memory burns with a light

of its own: and Waster had a deal to remember. The good memories

hurt him more than the bad ones. An eagle falls further and harder

than a sparrow; and it was a long fall from Lester Gray, LL.B., exhibi

tioner, prize-man, medallist, “the best man of his year,” “ all that nl)’

son should be,” to—Waster Wood! A drunken ruflian behind .a

bar! . . . Worse than that; worse than he cared to own even lll

his thoughts. He held out his hands to ward off one memory !

And when he failed he felt at the place where his revolver should

be
The sight of the heap of revolvers in a bay behind the counter

saved him from himself.
“No shooting over Christmas!” he quoted; and smiled bitterly

He would be slow to draw a trigger on any of the fellows, he thought

after they had trusted all their weapons to him. “ Waster ” they called

him, and a waster he was; but he had played false to himself, not to

other men. He drew a long sigh, covered the Christmas tree with Bome

sheets sewn together, and went to bed.

Long Tom battered at the door when Wmster was finishing his toilet

in the morning.
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“ A merry Christmas, mate,” he said cheerfully.

“ Same to you,” said Waster, “ and a happy New Year; and may my

trigger-finger wither before I draw on you, mate.”

“Same here! . . . There ’s been a—a falling sight too much

trigger-work this last year. I was wondering if we could get the chaps

to settle things more peaceable-like. There ’s money in the old show,

if they ’d settle down to work instead of drinking and playing poker

three-quarters of the time.”

“That ’s right,” Waster agreed.

“ I ’m thinking of laying out to make a bit, and taking a run home.

The governor ’s turned seventy. He says he ’s hearty; but I had a letter

from my aunt this mail, and she hints that he ’s breaking up. I don’t

know as I ’d do him much good, if I went home; but he might think

so. What do you think? ”

“I should go,” Waster answered briefly.

“Now, you have made a bit, I guess,” Long Tom suggested. “ I

reckon you could go home to-morrow, if you liked.”

“I ’ve made a bit,” said Waster; but he said nothing about going

home.

Hoppy called as Long Tom was leaving. He carried a small book

and a pencil. He was making a little collection for the niggers—

blankets and that sort of thing, he explained—seeing that there was a

general feeling that Christmas boxes ought to be given to somebody,

and there was no one else to give them to; and anyhow the black

d—sparrows were pretty hard up. Waster gave a liberal subscription,

and promised a discount on purchases from the store.

Black Bill was the next to arrive. He wanted Waster to write a

letter to his wife, being no penman himself. It appeared from the

letter that he was working hard and hoped to make enough to get home

for next Christmas. He would be working hard, he explained, by the

time she received the letter. “ You jest keep that shootin’-iron of

mine,” he requested, “ an’ plug me if ever I touch a card again.”

Many others called during the morning. The Boy was the last to

go. He talked at random for a long while. Then he suddenly asked

for his revolver. Waster seized him and turned him to the light to

look at his face.
“ I ’ll break your neck if you don’t own up,” he announced fiercely.

The Boy looked up at the big rufiian. Perhaps he was cowed by

his fierceness. Perhaps he saw something behind it. He put his hand

in his pocket and drew out the photo of a fair-haired girl in stage

costum<.bElsa in “Lohengrin,” in fact.

“ She sent it and asked me to go back,” he said hoarsely. “ She

we were in the same company. She does n’t know the things I’ve

done since.” '
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Waster shook him like a rat.

“The things you ’ve done!” he roared. “You talk about what

you ’ve done, to me!” His face twisted; and straightened out of the

twist to a better look than any one in the camp had seen on it before.

“ Can the law take you if you go back? ” he asked.

The Boy shook his head.

“ Can it stop you marrying her if you go back? ”

He shook his head again. “ I ’m not good enough for her,” he said.

“ That ’s all.”

“ That ’s her look-out,” said Waster grimly. “Can you earn a

living, if you go back, and marry her? ”

“ I can sing,” the Boy stated. “ Oh, yes. I can get good engage

ments, if I don’t fool; but—I did, you see.”

“Don’t do it any more,” Waster advised. “ I ’ll lend you a bit to

start, if you ’re broke. Go and—and make the little girl happy.”

The Boy sat on a packing-case, and spread his arms on a barrel,

and buried his face between them. His shoulders shook.

“ Please God I will ! ” he vowed. “ I—I began to go down, you see;

and I could n’t stop, and—you ’ve stopped me.”

“I know,” said Waster. “I began like that. . . . I did n’t

get stopped. That ’s all.”

The bar had many visitors in the afternoon; but they drank soberly,

and talked soberly. Most of them offered help in arranging the festivi

ties for the evening. Sam Short drew wonderful headings for the

menu cards. Once upon a time he had been considered a rising

artist. Ferris arranged a programme of songs and other perform

ances. He had been a minor star at the music halls; and would have

become a star of magnitude if he had not taken to drink. Black Bill

ventilated the idea of a Vigilance Committee to keep the camp in

order; and, on the whole, the suggestion was well received. Several

of the campers spoke of being “home” for next Christmas as if it

were an accomplished fact. All paid their respects to the Christmas

card, and winked artfully at the covered Christmas tree; and all burst

out in approval of Long Tom’s suggestion that they should leave

their weapons in Waster’s custody till the new year, and see how it

worked.

“ Shootin’ ’s all very well as an amusement,” Boss-eyed Benson

commented; “but a chap that is sweatin’ to get home has to put

business before pleasure, as the sayin’ is.”

At tea-time Straight Flush Davis got back from an errand to the

Settlement. He carried a good many parcels, and the general publlc

were at once turned out of the store so that the tree might be finished

He had met the president of the Vigilance Committee, he announced,

and that gentleman had been greatly amused by the idea of the Clll—lBt-

A
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mas tree. He had been thinking of getting up a tree for them himself,

he said; but it was n’t presents that he had thought of hanging

upon it!

“ But he came out handsome when I explained the business,” Davis

stated, “and sent a travelling bag to show as he ’ll start fair next

year if we do; and he said we ’d better give it to the chap he ’s got most

up against! ”

“ Waster l ” thirty voices roared.

“I guess that bag’s a ticket to carry you through the Settlement

any way,” Hoppy remarked enviously.

“I’d want a hatful of tickets to get me all the way!” Waster

remarked grimly.

They started the festivities at six o’clock with dinner. When they

had cleared away the dinner things, they gathered round the tree in

a huge double circle to watch the ceremony of uncovering; and when

the sheets were drawn off the applause lasted for five minutes. The

chorus of praise lasted for a quarter of an hour after that. The only

break in the general good-humor was when Turpentine Thompson

suggested that the “fairy ”—which was also described as a “ballet

girl” and an “ angel ”—represented Waster’s mother! Waster was

convinced in the end that the suggestion was made solely as a compli

ment ; and, at Long Tom’s suggestion, all drank the health of the sender

of the Christmas card. When peace reigned again Long Tom and

Waster mounted on chairs and took off the presents and handed them

to Hoppy, who summoned the recipients. One had a knife, another a

pipe, a third a large tin of tobacco, a fourth some socks, and so on

till every one had received a gift. Straight Flush Davis had a cigar

ette-case with the honors in hearts enamelled upon it. Black Bill had

a match-box adorned with a sable-beaked bird. Long Tom had a vesta

box in the shape of a cannon. Waster had the travelling bag, and

also a puppy which Sam Short had tied to the tree while the cover was

being removed. Boss Barnet and the Boy, being notoriously down on

their luck, had a purse each—and something inside it. They all gloated

over their presents like children. _
Next a platform was extemporized, under the direction of Ferns,

and he sat beside it, with a hammer in his hand, and announced the

various items of the entertainment in turn. ’Appy ’Arris, a cheerful

little Cockney, opened the proceedings with a solo on the English eon

certina, and subsequently accompanied most of the singers on that ter

rible instrument. The Doctor gave Mark Antony’s oration over Caesar.

dressed in a table-cloth for a toga. Straight Flush Davis bewildered

them with conjuring tricks, producing a wonderful poker hand fl'o_m

Black Bill’s beard, and then turning it into a heap of coin—“ as Bill

does ! ”
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“ How about you?” Bill asked.

“ This is what I get,” the Conjurer said; and the cards seemed to

change before their eyes to the vilest hand ever seen!

Ferris sang a comic song and two encores. Sandy Macdonald

danced a sword dance over two sticks, with every one yelling “ Whoop!”

Black Bill sang in a fine bass voice about storm fiends and pirate kings.

Boss Barnet made four starts at a song, but always forgot either the

words or the tune. Sam Short drew lightning caricatures of the audi

ence. Young Potts dressed up as a girl and gave a skirt dance and a

song in squeaky falsetto. Ferris appeared again by special request,

and gave an imitation of an amateur conjurer—whom he termed “ Mr.

Davis ”—who always failed with his tricks; and for an encore imitated

animals. Half of the “ campers” did something or other. Last of all

the Boy came forward; and he gave them the surprise of the evening.

He had a very rich, well-trained baritone voice, and Waster, who

had been a musician once, recognized a great operatic artist. After

the first note, one might have heard a pin drop, and did hear the heavy

breathing of the audience. The song was this:

THE CALL

There ’s a call in the sky, and a call in the sun,

And a call in the braggart sea,

And the mischievous stars call one by one;

And they called their call to me.

“ hare! ” said the sky; and the sun said “ Far! ”

And the sea said “Where I flow.”

And a whisper came from each wheedling star

“There ’s a pleasure-house; and the door ’s ajar! "

They called; and I had to go.

They call in the wind, and they call in the mind,

And they call in the blood of youth,

Till the call of the things we leave behind

Comes thundering out the truth.

The call of the sun and circled sky

And the cuckoo sea. to roam,

The call of the stars so small and sly,

The call of the wind and mind—The~_y lie!

For our heart’s desire stays home!

There ’s a cry in the heart, and the heart knows best

The hunger of our desires;

0 hearth of my own where my soul could rest

And I sit by others’ fires!

0 call of the sun and sky and sea

And the wanton stars to roam!

0 call of the iool—fifty fools!—in me,

From the hearth Where I sat on my mother’: knee!

The call of the heart is Home!
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The silence lasted when the song was finished. It seemed as if

even the breathing had stopped, and everything but the quiet ticking

of the clock that stood on a shelf behind the bar. Tick-tick-tick_—

twenty ticks. Then a voice broke out hoarsely.

“ Falling sparrows!” it said; and tried to laugh away a groan.

“Pick your—your falling selves up,” cried Long Tom, “and fly

away home!
The silence was painful for a few moments. Then Ferris tapped

briskly with his hammer.

“ The last item,” he announced, “ is ‘Auld Lang Syne’! Mr.

Burrows will start i .” _

And they sang “ Anld Lang Syne ” for about half an hour, crossing

hands and waving them up and down lustily.

At last they ceased singing and broke up into little groups. The

same words were prominent in the discussion of every group but one:

“ home ” and “next Christmas.”

The one group was a very silent one. It was gathered round Waster

and Hoppy. It was Hoppy who broke the silence.

“Waster,” he asked, “ you ’re a cleverer chap than any one in the

camp; and you ’ve been brought up different. What about us poor

sparrows that dare n’t ever fly home?”

Waster looked at the men round him; and he looked at the Christ

mas card on the wall; and somehow he seemed a different person—a

gentleman.
“ If we make this camp a decent place,” he said, “ we can ask our

our sparrows with wings—to fly here! "

That was five years ago; and the camp is no longer a “camp,”

but a town. It is named Wood’s Town, after their leading citizen.

The inhabitants call themselves by the curious name of “The Spar

rows”; but no one knows how they got the name, unless it is the two

who remain from the days of the camp—the “leading citizen” and

the bank manager, a gentleman by the name of Green, with an odd

pair of legs. If they know, they do not tell those who ask them; and

they are never asked by those to whom they tell their secrets: the two

women who came across the sea and brought “ home ” to the broken

winged sparrows who could not fly home.
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the book, her face still held its absorbed expression of pain.

Her cheek-bones were flushed, her eyes snapped feverishly.

She looked as if she wanted to express her thoughts violently to

somebody. ,

Somebody, as it happened, just then opened the door, after a

light tap, and thrust in a bright, laughing face.

“Still reading, ladykins?”

“ No, I have finished the story. I will say, it—affects me

horribly!”

The girl, a pretty young thing of twenty, moved her fan vigorously.

It was hot, and she would much have preferred being out somewhere,

pulled along in a jinrikisha through the fascinating streets and parks

But she herself had lent the book to her prospective mother-in-law.

“It is a dear tale,” she admitted good-humoredly.

“Dear!” repeated the elder lady. “ It is a bit of life—tragedy—

here in Japan! I feel it—know it must have happened scores of

times.”

She turned somewhat irritably toward the maid who had silently

entered the room and as silently had thrust a tray before her.

“ No, thank you.” Then to Gertrude: “This is the fourth time

this afternoon they have sent up the tray. I’ve already said no

Kiku is so oflicious that if she did not happen to be the only maid here

who speaks English, I believe I What are you waiting for?”

Kiku smiled, that ever ready, mysterious smile, half humility, half

as though she laughed within herself. She was a diminutive, brown

faced city wench, who, so the Howlands had learned, had once been a

geisha. In some way or other she had acquired a certain knowledge

of the English language, and as she was really an excellent servant in

spite of the suspicion of superciliousness about her, she was in great

demand about the hotel.

“Aexcuse”—now bowed the smiling Kiku—“ bud mos’ humble

one got frien’—mek a nize call unto Okusama. She mek E beg look

QLL afternoon she had pored over the story. Now, as she closed
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at mos’ august magnificent wedding clothes of elevated foreign young

m1ss.”
“ Not at present.” Mrs. Howland shook her head.

“ Oh, do let them,” interposed Gertrude sweetly. “You know we

should be just as interested in a Japanese bride’s trousseau, and ”

“Very well, then. Kiku-san, you may take your friend into Miss

Gertrude’s room, but be very careful to touch nothing.”

For a while Gertrude, at least, listened to the tittering and whis

pering on the other side the partition, which was very fragile. Mrs.

Howland, however, soon called for her full attention.

“Do you know what I think of these Japanese marriages?” she

demanded—“ the ones between foreigners and native girls?”

“ No; what do you think, dear?”

“I declare that they are just as binding as any other kind of

marriage.”She arose and stood looking fiercely at the inoffensive Gertrude.

“ If a son of mine contracted any such union,” said she, “ I should

force him to bring his Japanese wife to me, and I should protect her,

if necessary, from him.”
The murmuring in the adjoining room had ceased, and from the

two peep-holes, quite plainly shown on the wall, it was clear that the

Japanese girls were attracted by the Okusama’s deep and commanding

voice.“Here,” she went on oracularly, “we have before us the candid,

tragic tale of a girl victim of some brute countryman of our own.”

“ But it is only a tale! ”
“ The man who wrote it knew,” declared the older woman

vehemently.“ The man who wrote it lived all his life in Philadelphia,” laughed

the girl.
Mrs. Howland regarded the girl severely.

“ My dear Gertrude,” she said coldly, “it is immaterial where the

author lived. The fact remains that such things happen daily in

Japan. It is a well known thing.”
Gertrude turned away, sighing slightly, and, leaning from the

window, she stared wistfully up the street

“ I wonder where Noble is,” she said softly.

“Why, in Yokohama, of course. He must finish that contract,

you know.”“ Yes, I do know; but I just wondered—for the moment—where

he was, and what he was doing.”
She arose languidly, most of her bright look gone.

“I’m going for a little ride, dear. Good-by for the present.”

Mrs. Howland, alone, continued to regard the book fixedly. She
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was a woman of turbulent emotions and commanding nature. Though

outwardly big and almost mannish, her expression concealed a heart

of such extraordinary charity that her very indignation over the wrongs

of others fixed her features harshly.

Twilight was settling, and the smoothly matted chamber, with its

bamboo chairs and furnishings—a concession to foreign guests—was

becoming quite dark. The lady with the book became aware of this.

She set it down and crossed the room to ring for lights, absently sur

prised that Kiku had not come sooner to perform this service. A

photograph of her son, insecurely tacked upon the wall, served to dis

tract her attention. There was a glint of light across the face, which

smiled out at his mother in an engaging, boyish fashion. She looked

at it steadily, the severity of her face slowly softening away.

“My boy!” she said gently; and then: “Thank God he is

different!”

As she opened the door she nearly walked into the little figure

pressed up there against it, her head drooped downward, the face hidden

in the long, loose sleeve of her kimona. Mrs. Howland started back

with an ejaculation of astonishment. For a moment she remained

staring at the little figure before her. Then, her hand trembling

slightly, she touched the girl’s arm.

“ You are in trouble. What can I do for you?”

The hump upon the girl’s back suddenly moved upward, showing a

baby’s small, round head. A little gurgling sound, a soft chuckle of

baby joy, was the only answer she received. Mrs. Howland’s heart

beat with a great mothering thud. At the same time, the maid,

Oldku-san, in her noiseless stockinged feet, pattered into the apart

ment and one by one lit the lamps. Her face with its perpetnal Emile

seemed more mask-like than ever, and as she went from the room her

narrow slits of eyes seemed barely to rest upon the visitor now slowly

raising her head. The face Mrs. Howland found herself looking mto

was like one she had dreamed of or imagined. It was pretty, after

a doll-like, babyish fashion. The checks were round and rosy, find

the eyes, palpably meant for mirth and laughter, were full of a child’s

appeal. Now Mrs. Howland placed her. She was exactly like the

heroine of the story, even to her poppy-crowned head and ros!’

kimona.

“ What is it, dear? Can you speak English?”

“Yaes, honorable one.”

“What can I do for you?”

Two little hands were instantly extended to her.

“ Oh, mos’ high up one, pity me ! ” said the girl tremulously. “ I

I got a breagin’ ad my heart!” and she clutched her heart tightly.

“You poor little creature! Tell me your trouble.”
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“ My hosban’—he ’Merican-jin. Me? I loogin’ aeverywhere for

him. Marry me jost liddle bit while. Me? I no god moaneys

account he goin’ way. Baby velly much starve. Mos’ sad.”

Every fibre in Mrs. Howland was now athrill. -So here before

her was one of the very victims of which she had heard and read.

So full indeed was her heart that she could not find words to express

herself, a condition in the lady almost unbelievable. Her feelings,

however, were destined to a new laceration and shock, for the girl went

on, her words gathering headlong speed with the earnestness and pain

which apparently possessed her:

“So—me? I comin’ unto you. Hear you mos’ kind lady ad

Japan. I come beggin’ thad you speak unto your son. Ask him

condescend show liddle kindness unto me—thas hees wife, and also

thas hees bebby! ”

Mrs. Howland’s face was like a gray, paralyzed mask. She could

not move. She could not speak. Her boy! She stared fixedly, glar

ingly, at the girl, who had again thrown out a pair of exquisite little

hands. Her tremulous voice seemed overfreighted with tears.

“ I—I loave you’ son,” she breathed, “ and liddle while ago also he

loavin’ me. Oh, pray you be nod harsh unto me. For myself I ask

nothing, bud for my bebby—for hees bebby—I cum unto you. Ah,

pray you, tek thad liddle bebby! Wiz me he starve. I go away, bag

unto my fadder’s house, worg lik’ slave, mek enough eat!”

The handle of the door turned, but ere it opened Mrs. Howland

was pressed against it.

“ Gertrude, go away!” Her voice was hoarse, terrible.

“What is it, dear?” outside cried the girl. “ Please let me in.”

“ No. Go away!”

“Something is wrong. Let me in. I will. . . . Oh-h!”

Her young strength was greater than that of the older woman,

and she forced her way in. Her face was still white with the unknown

fear she had experienced when the other woman had held her out. Nor

did the color come back to it as she looked from the intruder to Mrs.

Howland. The older woman was speechless. She had covered her

face with a pair of trembling hands and had sunk down limply into

the nearest chair. The baby on the girl’s back tossed itself upward

and waved its small fat fists triumphantly.

Suddenly Mrs. Howland leaped frantically to her feet.

“ Let me look at it!” she cried hoarsely, and seized upon the baby.

Her eyes widened with horrified emotion as she saw the color of its hair

and eyes, the one tawny red, as was her own son’s, the other blue as

the sea, as were her son’s. -

“ Dear Mrs. Howland, for pity’s sake tell me what does it mean?

Why are you so agitated? Who is this girl ? ”
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“ My poor, poor child ! ” said Mrs. Howland hoarsely. “My heart

bleeds for you. But ”—and she turned heroically toward the Japanese

girl, whose face was again hidden in her sheltering sleeve—“ but right

is right. We as women, as sisters to this poor, betrayed creature,

owe her a duty and—reparation! What my son refused to give her,

I will—protection! ”

“Mrs. Howland——-”

“ Gertrude, it is better you should know the truth, and you must

try to bear it like a wor.nan—a brave and noble woman. This girl

is my son Noble’s wife, and this—his child!”

Gertrude stared at her with an expression almost of hatred, so

intense was her horror of the woman’s statement. Then with only

a lowly whispered “Oh-hi” she slipped forward, fainting for the

first time in all her strong young life.

Mr. John Noble Howland, Jr., was inditing a love letter. He sat

in his pleasant ofiice—he was an architect of Yokohama, catering chiefly

to the foreign residents who had their bungalows on the cliffs—before

a long table, upon which various maps and papers were laid, apparently

in excellent order. Having covered fifteen pages with closely written

terms of endearment, he coolly proceeded to end the letter with a series

of circular marks. Apparently they had some occult meaning compre

hensible only to the one who should receive the epistle, for presently

he chuckled, and then, with an impulsive, boyish moment, stooped and

put his lips upon the aforesaid circles.

He had barely sealed the letter when his secretary brought him a

telegram, and acquainted him for the sixth time with the information

of the waiting clients without.

“ In a minute,” said the American cheerily, opening and smoothing

out the telegram. “ What the——- Well, what ’s the matter with old

mater now l ”

The telegram he held read as follows:

Come at once to your wife and baby with me. God forgive.

Gertrude cannot.

He re-read the telegram with deepening amazement, then, swinging

about in his chair—

“Hi, Taku! Mistake here. Somebody el8e’s wire,” and he gave

the paper back to the secretary.

But as he turned over the letter he had just written to Miss Ander

son, the words of the telegram kept sticking in his mind: “ God

forgive. Gertrude cannot.”

He ran his hand nervously through his curly crop of auburn hair

“ Strange ! ” he said. “ If it was n’t for that confounded contract,
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I’d light out for Tokyo. Just like mother to insist upon settling

there, with me stationed here. Poor little girl, coming all the way

here to marry a homely duffer like me—and here I am cooped up

with—— What is it now, Taku? Another telegram?”

He slipped his finger under the flap and opened the envelope. He

turned pale as he read. Then a slow flush darkened his face, flooding

his neck, too. He had the outraged, indignant look so often worn by

his mother. Muttering an oath, he picked up his hat, slammed it

down upon his head, and fairly rushed out of his office, passing the

waiting clients without a word. The telegram this time had been

very plain:

Leave for U. S. at once. Return all gifts to you. Never want to

see your face again.—G. ANDERSoN.

Meanwhile another individual had received an equally confounding

wire. He was having the time of his life. Away from all home dis

senting or opposition, Mr. John Noble Howland, Sr., was enjoying a

little fishing trip in secluded, peaceful Sendai. He was a little man-,

with a wizened, anxious face, which nevertheless showed a hint of an

abundant sense of humor. His brows puckered comically as with

adjusted glasses he read the following message:

Come at once. Noble has wife and baby. Gertrude leaves for

U. S. at 0nce.—EI-LEN.

“Dear me!” said the little old gentleman, scratching the back

of his ear. But he fished all of that morning and most of the after

noon ere he answered the telegram:

Bless and forgive young people impetuous action. Will return

soon as possible.

The answer to this came at night, when he was awakened from a

most delightful slumber:

Gertrude not wife. Come at once.

This looked more serious, and the old gentlema.n’s face was stern

as he prepared to start for Tokyo.

Attired in an orange-colored kimona, decorated with silver storks

and reeds, the red-haired baby looked incongruous and fascinating.

His eyes were the brightest blue, his skin as white as milk, save where

the cheeks expanded on either side into two rosy red balloons. He

was a noisy little chap, given to loud and engaging laughter. Unwel

come perhaps he may have been upon his arrival, but by constant and

Von. LXXXIV.—44
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persistent degrees he had laughed and chuckled his way into the hearts

of even the stoniest disposed toward him.

Mrs. Howland had accepted him as a matter of duty, and not, as

she sternly assured Gertrude, from any motive of affection. Before

retiring, however, she had not resisted the impulse which induced her

to go to the impromptu bed prepared for the little stranger. There

he lay in a rosy sleep, his fat -legs outside the covers. His hair

was one mass of ringlets; one fat thumb was snugly tucked into the

diminutive mouth. Mrs. Howland turned away quickly, the choking

feeling in her throat and the new fluttering at her heart causing her

to look even more severe, as though she fiercely sought to fight against

impending tears.

Twice in the night she stole out of bed to reassure herself that he

was covered up—the nights were chilly—and almost before the dawn

the lady was panically answering the first demands of the morning

He was howling like a good fellow for his milk. She aroused Kiim

and sent her flying in search of milk or baby’s food, and -meanwhile

she walked the floor with the rampant infant clutched warmly and

closely to her now thoroughly thawed-out heart.

“ After all,” she apologized to herself, “he ’s mine—my very own

little grandchild. I understand my feelings now. It ’s natural There-

there, there, lovey, in a minute, in a minute. Milky comin’ in il

minute!”

Duly fed and changed, master baby resumed his customary humor,

and, to the amazed delight of his now doting grandmother, ejaculated

these two clearly spoken American words: “Da-da!” and “Mum

muml ”

“ To think,” said Mrs. Howland, “that the poor creature actually

taught her baby to speak its father’s language! ”

This feat of the baby’s was too much for her to keep to herself,

and she obeyed the fond impulse to confide in Gertrude. In her now

overwhelming infatuation for the baby, she had almost forgotten the

condition of the girl. She was quickly recalled to this, however, as

soon as she entered Gertrude’s room. The young girl’s face looked

pinched and faded. There were peevish lines of pain about h8r

mouth. Her eyes were dark and wild-looking. She turned a bitter,

reproachful look upon the elder woman.

“ My poor, poor ” - ”

“ No, you need not pity me. Besides, you don’t really feel It!

“ My poor child!” _

“Iknow all about it. I saw you with—withthat—— My feellns‘

are nothing to you—my future—the humiliation I shall have to bear-—

the—the—— Oh-h! to think of my coming out here—leaving my

home. Papa knew. Papa guessed. That’s why he insisted that we
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wait. That ’s why he imposed the condition on Noble that he should

go away and do something—achieve something. He has. H0 has. A

hideous little heathen imp!”

Mrs. Howland’s face had undergone various changes of expression.

First anxiety, melting pity, then outraged pride, indignation. She

was standing as severely and sternly now as a statue.

“You apply that term to my grandchild?”

“ Yes, yes—_vour grandchild! Ha, ha! It ’s a joke—screechingly

funny. It would be if it—if it—were n’t so terrible! I shall be a

laughing-stock. Oh !—I! Think of it! And you talk of your grand

child! You are all wrapped up in it. You think of it, not me. You

flame into anger against me—me—who ”

“No, no, dear child; ” and she knelt beside the girl and attempted

to draw her to her, but Gertrude pushed her away, her little hands

fairly hurting as she shoved Mrs. Howland aside and stood up.

“ Oh, let me be! Go away—do! You ’re just like he is—just

like your son. I never realized before how much.”

“Gertrude!” Mrs. Howland’s voice broke. “You know I love

you. Yet out of suffering must come strength. Let us not visit our

wrath upon the innocent.”

Gertrude began pushing back the loose hair from her face, and

searching about the little bamboo stand for her brush.

“Come with me,” pleaded the older woman, “and see for your

self—the little baby! I am sure it will soften your heart.”

“I don’t like babies,” said the girl peevishly. She was brushing

her hair now with a feverish little hand. “Besides, I’ve no time.

I ’m going to catch that steamer, if possible. I ’m going to see about

my ticket, and—go—home. I hate Japan! It ’s a horrid, detestable

place, and the people look like—like monkeys.” She set her hair

in place with a final vicious twist.

“ Okusama——” Kiku was bowing in the doorway.

“ What is it? ”

“Honorable baby-san jus’ receive bath.”

A bitter, sneering smile had curled up the lips of the girl at the

unconscious look of maternity which had softened the entire face of

Mrs. Howland.

“ Oh, go, go ! ” cried she banteringly, pushing her along. “ Yum

yum wants you. There! I’ll go with you, too!” and she flung

out of the room recklessly, pushing the older woman along.

Upon a woollen blanket which had been spread upon the matted

floor, before a warm hibachi, the little baby lay. He was upon his

back, both fat little legs in the air, the foot of one gleefully enplasped

in a round, dimpled hand. He was in a frenzy of delight, lnduce-d

by his erstwhile successful efforts to sit up halfway and also his
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ability to put his toe into his mouth. His mirth appeared to increase

at the approach of the new-comers, and, as if to perform for their

especial benefit, he rolled over on his stomach and endeavored to raise

himself to his knees by pressing his two little hands upon the floor.

Then he rolled over on his back again. He lay still for a moment,

suddenly sobered. His eyes, going from the admiring nurse to the

emotion-choked grandmother, had finally fallen upon the pale, working

face of Miss Gertrude Anderson. A smile which opened up his rosy

mouth, showing the four ridiculous little teeth within, and displaying

every adorable dimple encrusted in his fair fatness, was directed fully

at the girl.“ He is sweet! ” she whispered in a strangled voice, and suddenly

she slipped to her knees, and, with her face hidden on its warm little

body, she burst into a passion of tears.

John Noble Howland, Jr., burst open the door of his mother's

sitting-room. She looked up from her fascinating employment to see

him glowering there in the doorway. Setting the baby down, she arose

and faced him. At the same moment Gertrude came into the room

from an interior apartment. Her face looked lily white and ethereal

It was to her impulsively he turned. Something in the girl’s face

went to his heart. He forgot the bitterness of thought he had been

enduring. He knew only that Gertrude, the girl he loved, was

suffering.

“ Gertrude! ” _She drew herself up. Her eyes met his squarely. They whipped

him with their icy contempt. She condescended not one word. He

turned to his mother. His voice was husky, stupid.

“What is it, mater?”

“ You—kuowl ” she said solemnly.
He had recovered from the shock of the change in his fiancée

temper was aroused again.“Know! I know nothing. What sort of ruction is this you’ve

got up anyhow?”

“Noble Howland, I am your mother, but--—”
“ See here, I want to get at facts. What ’s the matter with you?

What ’ve I done that I should suddenly get such damnable messflges

from you both, and now this sweet reception?”
“ What have you done?” repeated his outraged mother. “ Wretchl

That I should have to so call my own son! Yet, understand, nc

matter what your father may say, no matter what you yourself may

say, I intend to stand by your wife and child! ”

“ My wife and l Say, is it a joke? What the/”

“ I would that it were,” groaned his mother, “ but, alas! it is only

“ It is useless to waste words.”

His

 

-
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too true. Your Japanese wife has been here. We know all. What

is more, we have—taken—your child.”

“ My Well, if this does n’t beat the Dutch. Say, I ’d laugh

if I was n’t so tired.”

Here his mother impressively raised the kimona-clad infant and

held it out toward him. He stared at it with his mouth agape.

“That brat—mine!” he suddenly exploded. “Not by a darned

sight! You ’re crazy—loony—bug-house—dopey!”

As he spoke, he repelled the advances of the friendly infant with a

savage push of the hand. His action had an instant effect upon both

ladies. It was strange that he did not wither under the lightning

looks of scorn and indignation cast upon him. Gertrude, without a

word, had stepped between him and the baby, as if to shield it from

pollution even by sight of its unwilling parent. Seizing it in her

arms, she cuddled it up against her neck, murmuring words of pity

and endearment.

Mrs. Howland faced her son.

“ If,” said she, “you, my son, are base enough to deny your own

son, then I deny—denounce you ! ”

“Deny it!” shouted the now thoroughly enraged Noble. “It ’s

imposture. Look at the brat. Does it resemble me?”

Gertrude coldly turned toward him, holding the baby slightly

forward. Her action was even more eloquent than his mother‘s words.

“Unfortunately for it,” said Mrs. Howland, “it has inherited none

of its poor mother’s racial characteristics. From the top of its little

red head to its tiny pink heels, with a mole upon each, as I, your

mother, can testify is upon your own, he is the living image of you

as you were when a baby.”

“ Rot!” shrilly cried the young man, lunging savagely across the

room. “ All red-haired kids look alike, and everybody has moles on

their heels.” He went into the next room, slamming the door so

loudly behind him that it seemed as if the whole hotel were shaken.

 

 

a

Meanwhile Howland, senior, was speeding along through the intri

cate streets of Tokyo in a little jerking vehicle propelled by man

power. He had been travelling all night, and now, dusty, sleepy, and

tired, he listened with only half interest to the monotonous shoutmg

of some vender, or jinrikiman, as he took him to be. The man had a

gigantic sign, a square-faced lantern, upon which black letters were

printed. This was carried aloft upon a stick. Whatever the message

or advertisement, it was printed on the four sides of the lantern.

As he drew nearer to the jinrikisha of Mr. Howland the latter saw

that half of the lettering was in English. He leaned slightly out of

his carriage and read:
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LOST OR STOLEN! BABY TAKEN FROM——

The man whirled the sign about on his stick, and when next it was

visible to the now more distant rider he could see only the illumined

lettering of the name of the European hotel where his own family

were stopping. The incident troubled him, for he was of a tender

hearted disposition; besides, foreigners in Japan really have a brotherly

feeling at bottom for one another. He jogged in discomfort along.

As they drew up before the hotel, Mr. Howland noticed that the

rooms occupied by his family appeared to be all lighted, even his son’s.

Apparently they were still up, though it was past midnight. Noble

must be in Tokyo—the scamp!
He knocked before entering his wife’s sitting-room, and some one

within hastily opened the door. There in various rigid attitudes of

antagonism were his wife, his son, and Gertrude. The latter was smil

ing slightly, but in a contemptuous, baffling way. Noble had his

head thrown defiantly back, his hands thrust in hi trousers pockets.

He seemed to have just come from the adjoining room, for the door

was still half-opened behind him.
Mrs. Howland, strong, self-reliant lady, let forth a cry at the

advent of her husband, and flew at once to his sheltering arms.

“ Oh, John, John, John! You are here at last!”

He found himself patting her as if she were a child. She had

clutched hold of him as if he were some rock of salvation which would

save them from all further peril. He turned inquiringly first toward

his son and then toward Gertrude. She spoke with a bitter bright-ness3

“ You ’ve interrupted a most touching domestic incident, Mr

Howland.”

‘C )'

“ Your wife just opened the door of—er—the baby’s room, to find”

to find its papa cuddling and playing with it. Quite natural, of course,

and very pretty, I’m sure.”“Is n’t it?” snarled Noble, who looked like a great, sulky,_|mgYY

boy. “ I did pick up the little cub. Went in to take a look at it._ It

was friendly disposed at first, then started to howl. So I dangled lt’fD

hush its cries. I always did like kids! ” he added defiantly. .

“ Especially when they ’re your own,” said Gertrude, with sarcasm

sweetness.“ Dad ’:—he turned to his father—" you don’t believe it of H36,

do you? Why, I—I’ve lived the straightest sort of life here. I.V@

never even looked cross»eyed at a Japanese girl, and as for marrymg

one and having a ” He choked. ,
His father coughed uneasily, his brows drawing together ln 3

frown that was half humorous and half severe.
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“ The facts are these,” put in his wife ponderously: “ a Japanese

girl claims to be the wife of your son. She says they were married

about a year ago. He, like other foreigners who contract these abom

inable unions, considered it but temporary, and accordingly deserted

her and her child. On account of dear Gertrude here, I insisted upon

his wife’s returning to her own people, for the present at least, which

she was eager indeed to do. I gave her ample money to defray all

expenses. To me the case is a most tragic one, but for one illuminat

ing item. Oh, John, the baby—our own grandchild, John—is—beauii

ful!—a:nd the living image of Noble! ”

“Pish!” snorted the young man, disgusted. “If I thought I

looked anything like that red-faced, bloated, animated atom, I’d go

swallow myself whole.”

“That is one thing,” said Mrs. Howland explosively, “I will not

endure. One word of criticism or derision of that innocent child,

your own flesh and blood!”

Howland, senior, interposed timidly.

“ Suppose we all go to bed and sleep upon the matter. Perhaps,”

he added with a weak attempt to be jocular, “ it ’s nothing but a bad

dream, after all.”

The Howland family occupied a suite of four rooms running one

after the other down the full length of the hotel corridor. The first

of these rooms was Gertrude’s. Then came the sitting-room, which

opened into Mrs. Howland’s room, and, finally, at the end of the hall,

was the room always reserved for Noble.

On this night the head of the family, tired and badgered, and

ardently desiring a long, silent night of peaceful rest, wisely opined

that there was no prospect of this if his room was to be shared by an

uncertain infant. Accordingly he timidly suggested to his wife that

the baby sleep in the sitting-room. She spurned the very thought -of

such a thing. The idea! Never had she seen such an extraordinanly

good baby before. Why, it slept clear through from its ten o’clock

bottle till a little before five. Mr. Howland blinked at the thought

of that five o’clock awakening. That blink was fatal. Instantly his

wife pounced upon it. Her words belied her injured tone. _ -

“While I, his grandmother, would not think of leavmg him in a

room by himself, there is really no occasion, John, foryou sacnfice

your own comfort. There ’s an unoccupied room, I belleve,-m the very

next corridor. Go down to the ofiice at once and secure lt.”

“'I will,” said her husband unflinchingly, and, whistling with gay

bravado, he obeyed his wife’s injunction.

It was a nice, square room, the last but one at the end of the long

hall. The big enamelled bed looked inviting to the tired one, as he
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proceeded to pull off his boots. So sleepy was he that his head was

nodding even while he buttoned his pajamas, and as his head finally

touched the pillow a deep breath that was in itself a gentle snore

escaped hiln.
The clock pointed to 1:45 A.M., an hour when reasonable night

quiet might be expected even in a Japanese hotel. At 1:55 he sud

denly sat up in bed with a start. In the darkness he remained sitting,

with his ears pricked up. He struck a match, looked under his bed.

Then he lay down again.
Two minutes later he again sat up, his queer little face thrust out

alertly. Plainly in the silence and darkness he heard the low moaning

and sobbing of a woman in distress or pain. So weirdly did the sound

at first strike him that he imagined it ghostly, and could not stir. A

fit of shivering seized him. The perspiration dripped down his face.

He managed to get out of bed, fumbled around, found his clothes and

matches, and lit the lamp.

Presently he heard the sound of some one in the adjoining room

it was the one at the end of the hall—tramping heavily across the

floor, and the low wailing grew louder, wilder. Then suddenly it wa8

mufiled, and a man’s voice sounded grufily above the moaning. Whitt

ever he was saying or doing appeared to arouse the sufferer to a sudden

wild activity the next moment. The trembling old man in the next

room could hear her as she sprang to her feet and plunged in some

headlong rush across the room. He heard them struggling within,

and, trembling as if afiiicted with ague, Mr. Howland crept to the

bell and pushed it.
Presently it was silent again in the adjoining room, and he heard

the man trampling heavily across the floor, as though bearing solne

heavy load in his arms.
No one answered Mr. Howland’s summons. He thought of opening

his door and calling for help, arousing one of his falnily- Hcw

ardently he wished he had remained with his wife this night! But

he was in a condition- of real terror. Here in a strange “heathen”

country he was conscious of the possibility of unknown crimes.

By and by he crept back into bed again, but, even with his head

under the covers, all through the night he heard the woman crying

and the dull steady walking of the man, as if on guard, back and

forth, back and forth, until the dawn.

Noble Howland was sleeping the sound, dreamless sleep of healthy,

guiltless youth. He too was tired out. He had spent an entire day

and a 8o05 part of a night trying to induce two “cracked” womeu

to see that it was impossible for him to belie his name-—Noble. 0n the

one hand he met the outraged, indignant regard of his mother, and ol1
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the other the bitter, contemptuous, wild regard of the girl he loved.

He did love her—that was the beastly part of it, he told himself. He

loved her desperately and madly in spite of her cruelty and delusions.

When he retired he could not efface from his mind her pale, scornful

little face. It tormented him. He seemed to see the tears and

heartache which showed like a shadow behind all her vaunted scorn

and indifference.

He finally dropped off asleep, and slept unmoving until the dawn.

Then some one awoke him, and he turned over in bed to hear his

father’s voice. Sleepy as he was, its tone aroused him, and he stared

up at the shaking, gray, haggard little figure standing there by his

bed in the dawn.

K‘ ! ”

He sprang up impetuously, throwing his arm about the old man

and drawing him down beside him.

“ Are you sick? Here, lie down. Get into my bed. Jove!

You ’re shivering. Hold on—I’ll get you something.”

He was out of bed in an instant. The old gentleman swallowed

the stimulant at a gulp.

“What was it, dad? Were you taken sick in the night?”

The father shook his head, moistening his lips. Feebly he told

the boy the incidents of the night.

“ And they did not answer your ring? Well, I bet they will mine,”

he said, and stood with his finger steadily pressed to the button until

the hasty patter of feet along the hall was heard and a very much

disturbed little bell-boy answered his summons.

“ Who occupies room 22—end of next corridor?”

“ Most elevated foreign gent and Mrs.,” glibly answered the clerk.

“ Well, go to their room and find out what ’s the matter. They ’ve

kept my father awake all night. There ’s something wrong.”

The Japanese boy agreed, bowing very politely and solemnly.

“Yaes, it unhappily is true, your graciousness. Poor foreign Mrs.

velly much wrong—velly ill. Got a—what you call thad ?—er—crack

at a heart. Too bad. Velly sad.”

“ You mean she ’s in trouble of some sort?”

“Yaes. Velly sad. Too bad. Velly sad. Velly sad. Nize leddy!

Pretty bebby, too—fine, fat! Got a hair like you exaltedness.”

The mystified look on Noble’s face had slowly turned to amazement.

“ You mean,” he queried eagerly, “that her trouble has some

connection with a baby? ” .
He wondered vaguely as he put the question whether he himself

were going insane upon this baby subject. But the Japanese boy

bowed profoundly in assen . . _
“Alas, thas fact, excellency. Velly bad nurse stealle mze fat
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bebby. Got a hair like you augustness. Foreign Mrs. speag a scold

at bad servant. Servant tek a bebby. Mek a nize walk take. No

come bag aeny more. Two—thlee—mebbe four day he pass. No

come. Velly sad. Velly sad. Too had.”

A wide, capacious grin slowly spread itself over the countenance

of Noble Howland, Jr. He turned to his father, but that gentleman

was snuggled up under the warm bed-clothes and was sleeping at last,

soundly and peacefully.

“Hold on a bit,” said Noble, lowering his voice. Then he scrib

bled hastily upon a pad of paper:

Kindly call at Room 8, same floor, at ten A.M. to-day, concerning

baby.

He signed no name. With a chuckle, he handed the note to the

boy, at the same time slipping a coin into his hand.

“ Your job is to put that under the door of room 22, sonny. Saba? ‘

It was fully two hours before ten o’clock that the occupants of room

No. 22 assailed the door of room No. 8. In point of fact, they had

rushed out the instant they had found and read the note. _

Some one was singing inside room No. 8. It was a woman’s voice,

very low and crooning, and she sang some little nonsense song of a

baby who sailed away on a lullaby ship on a slumber sea, to return

on a sunbeam with the day. The woman outside the door knew the

song too—had sung it herself once upon a time—and now she clutched

her husband’s arm, and sobbed against it in a way that was quite heart

rending to see. The singer had stopped as their knock sounded. Then

she called, “ Come!”
Mrs. Howland rose quickly as her visitors entered. She had

thought it was the late Kiku, who had again disappeared. The woman,

whose wan face looked as if it had been literally washed out with tears,

turned a pair of feverish eyes upon her.

“ Oh, we got your note! We could n’t wait. Please, oh, please,

please, tell me where is my baby ! ” _
“My note!” exclaimed Mrs. Howland. “There must be a lllls

take. I wrote no note.”
“Yes, yes, you did. Please don’t say you did not. It was about

a baby—my baby. I—y0u see—we—we lost our little, little baby.”

A look of enlightenment and of intense pity dawned on Mrs. How

land’s face. The poor creature was demented. The loss of her chlld

had driven her mad. Oh, surely she, Mrs. Howland, knew how-to

sympathize with such a suffering one, and she knew a salve whlch

might soothe even a heart as sore as this poor mother’s.
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“ Gertrude,” she called, “bring the baby, dear; ” and then, turning

to the visitors: “ We have a dear little grandchild—a sweet little

Madam!”

The last word escaped her like an explosive. She saw the eyes

of the woman before her dilate wildly. Then, with a cry that

was like that of some entrapped animalsuddenly set free, she had

darted forward. She tore the baby from the arms of the panic-stricken

Gertrude, and then in an agony of bliss crushed it to her heart.

“Oh-h!” said Gertrude, backing from her. “The poor woman!

What——”

“Violent!” hnskily whispered Mrs. Howland, turning for con

firmation to the man, who, strangely enough, had thrown his arms

bodily about the woman and child together.

Mrs. Howland essayed several times to attract their attention, but

vainly. She was wringing her hands and saying: “ My poor little

grandchild! He will be hurt!”

-“Grandchild! That ’s good!”

Her son, Noble, had suddenly appeared. His hands in his pockets,

he looked jeeringly down at the two women who chiefly interested him.

“Why, mamma, you old dotard, you, you don’t mean to say you

are claiming kinship with these strange folk?”

She turned upon him sternly.

“I will have none of your levity at this time.”

“Ask them if you ’re the kid’s grandma, then?”

The man was looking at them now, his lean, grave face, with the

troubled, sleepless eyes, studying them slowly, as though he dully

speculated upon their exact relation to the matter.

“ You wish to know whose child this is? Ours. Stolen three days

ago by a vicious nurse whom my wife was obliged to reprimand. We

later learned she was an adventuress, an ex-geisha, who took positions

with foreign families coming to Japan, with the object of robbing them

in some way. Last night it was learned another conspirator assisted

her, who also acted as maid here—Okiku by name—perhaps you know

her? She has gone—probably got wind that we were on her track.

Her going prostrated my wife last night, as we had thought Okiku

might give us some clue. I feared my wife’s reason was giving way—

that she would injure herself; but now, you see—she—she—wfll be

herself again l ”

Mrs. Howland sat down limply and stared dully at the speaker.

“ How could she have known about us?” she said in a hollow

voice.

“ Oh, don’t you remember?” put in Gertrude, with a voice half

vibrating with tears and half with a joy of which she was fearful.

“ They were there that day, Okiku and her friend—in that next room.
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Oh, they must have listened! And you said—you said you—you would

befriend and protect the Japanese wife of your son. Don’t you

remember all you said that day?”

Mrs. Howland did.

“ It ’s clear as day to me now,” said Gertrude. “We have been

deluded idiots—both of us!”

“ Exactly,” said Noble grimly.

The man and the woman were going, the woman too entranced

even to turn to hear or heed the explanations. Mrs. Howland choked

as she watched them, and two great tears rolled down her fu1-rowed

cheeks.

“I—I—loved that baby,” she said. Then, after another silence,

she added slowly and painfully: “ And I gave her five hundred dollars.

I could not conceive of a Japanese adventuress. It seems incredible

even now.”

Her son mopped up her tears in a roughly affectionate manner, half

chiding, half loving.

“And to think,” she added, gulping down a great sob, “that I

believed my own son capable of such villainy l ”

“ Oh, you were n’t the only one,” said he jauntily. “Now, you

take your punishment like a good fellow, mamma. Go in there and

blubber it out alone. I want to chastise Gertrude.”

After Mrs. Howland had gone the pair remained in a silence which

to one of them at least was hard to bear. She was holding hemelf

very stifiiy, her proud little head drooping not one jot from its height.

She knew very well that he was standing squarely in front of hen

gloating over her discomfiture. Finally she could bear it no longer

. “ Anyhow,” she said shakily, “its hair was red.”

“ A color you despise?” he questioned politely.

For the first time she looked at him directly, and instantly her

face flamed.

“ I love it!” she said passionately. “ It ’s your color—dear! ”

She might have said more, but that her very close proximity M beI

lover quite prevented.

3

THE ARRAIGNMENT

BY GRACE MACGOWAN oooxn

Has God blest him, forsaken you?

When there was something to be done,

What did you do?

[F he has bread, and you have none,
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CHRISTMAS A LA MODE

By W. Carey Wonderh

U

calendar, made the discovery, and Rose-Marie straightway told

Mother, and Mother told me.

I was to belong to Father on Christmas day!

This may sound a bit confusing at first, for most little girls

belong equally to their parents, I know, but I, Willette Warrington,

don’t. Ever since I can remember, Mother has lived in our nice

apartment in Central Park West, and Father has lived down in the

Fifties, just off the Avenue. And I belong to Mother year in and

year out excepting three days in each month, and for these three

days I belong to Father. It is not at all a pleasant arrangement, I

must confess, for when Rose-Marie packs my little suit-case and

takes me down to Fifty-something Street I feel just perfectly terrible

about leaving Mother, but when, three days later, she comes down

to take me home to Central Park West, I feel equally as sorry for

Father. For I think Father is the dearest, handsomest father that

ever lived, just as Mother is the sweetest, loveliest mother in all the

world.

If we could only live together in one house, just Father and

Mother and me, and if I could only belong equally to them as other

little girls belong equally to their parents, how very, very nice it

would be!

I once said something like this to Rose-Marie, only Rose-Marie

is quite old and does n’t always understand little girls, so she just

shook her head and told me never to mention such a thing to Mother.

“Never, never, never, Miss Billie,” she said, and because it has

become second nature with Mother and me to always mind her, I

never have mentioned it.

You see, Rose-Marie is very fond of giving orders and of being

obeyed. Sometimes she talks to Mother until Mother cries. She was

Mother’s nurse when Mother was a girl in New Orleans, and later,

when Mother married Father and came to live in New York, she came,

too. Then I came to Mother, and Rose-Marie became my nurse, only

she never stopped being Mother’s, and she scolds us both whenever

she can find the slightest excuse for doing so. Still, I love her

l T was Rose-Marie who, marking the day of my last visit on the

7o1
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dearly, and Mother loves her, and I know that Rose-Marie would

gladly die for either of us.

When she made the discovery that my next visit to Fifty-some

thing Street would fall upon the twenty-fifth of December, she was

quite ready to cry her little black eyes out.

“Perhaps Mr. William wonft send the carriage for Miss Billie

after all,” she said hopefully.

“ Then you must get a carriage and take her down to him, Rose

Marie,” said Mother, drying her pretty eyes. “Billie belongs to

Mr. Warrington on the twenty-fifth, and that is all there is to it. No -

doubt he will send the carriage on the twenty-fourth, and she will

stay over until the twenty-sixth, so get her clothes ready, please.”

Bose-Marie gave a little snort, and went over to the kitchen to

cry. And Father, sure enough, sent the brougham on the morning

of the twenty-fourth.

Rose-Marie had my clothes all packed in the wicker suit-case, and

Mother and I were standing at the front window when the carriage

stopped at the door of our apartment-building. -

“Billie, Billie dear!” cried Mother, clasping me tightly in her

arms when she caught sight of the carriage which was to take me

away.

“ Don’t you want me to go, Mother?” I asked, a little unsteadily

“ Want you to go!” she cried. Then she hesitated and added,

very calm and self-possessed: “Of course I always want you with

me, Billie dear, but then so does your father want you, and for

the next three days you belong to him. So I want you to go.”

“But now—and to-morrow Christmas-day! Oh, Mother, won-t

I see you to-morrow—won’t I see you on Christmas-day?” I cried,

clinging fast toher pretty gown.

“ I ’m afraid not, sweetheart,” she said gently.

“ Mother! ”

“Don’t—don’t, Billie!” she begged.

“But I want you—I want you, Mother, on Christmas-day, of illl

days in the year,” I said.

She nodded softly, and held me as if she would never let me go

again.

“But don’t you want your father too, Billie dear?” she asked.

“ Oh, I know you do, you must! So run along. Dear little girl, run—

quickly!”

She let me go and pushed me gently from her, and I knew by

the smile in her big brown eyes that the tears were very near. Mother

always smiles when she is going to cry, and when Mother cries her

eyes don’t become red and her face drawn and ugly as most folks dc

Mother is always charming, even when she cries.
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I called to Rose-Marie and sent her in the other room, and then

while they were consoling each other, I slipped away and ran down

stairs to the waiting carriage.

“Good-morning, Johns,” I said to Father’s coachman, and he

touched his hat and wished me a smiling good-morning in return.

“I am going down to Father’s alone to-day,” I next told him.

“Rose-Marie is going to stay with Mother. So will you please go

in the hall and get my suit-wee and bring it out?”

Johns is very nice. He fetched my suit-case and helped me into

the brougham, and was ever so kind and considerate about my comfort

—just for all the world as if I were a grown lady like Mother.

“ There, I ’m ready. Go slowly, Johns; the asphalt must be

slippery,” I said, with a little nod.

Father always says that the asphalt streets are treacherous for

horses after a rain or snow, and there had been a light flurry early in

the morning. Johns touched his hat and replied, “Very good, miss,”

and we moved slowly down the Avenue.

Father was waiting for me on the steps of the Cordova, and when

he saw the brougham halt under the marquise and just one little girl

step out, his face went all a-grin, and he picked me up then and

- there and kissed me.

“Well, well, well! Where ’s Bose-Marie?” he asked, and then I

told him she had stopped at home. But I did not say a word about

Mother’s tears to him, because that would only make him sorry, and

Father is always so happy and alive.

“So you came all the way down by yourself?” he laughed next.

“ Hello, you are getting to be a big boy, are n’t you?”

“ A big boy ” !—did you hear him?

I am Father’s boy and Mother’s girl, for Rose-Marie says Father

was terribly disappointed when he learned that I was not a really

truly boy. Mother cried and named me Willette, for Father’s name

is William, but that did n’t seem to help much somehow.

I wish you could see Father’s rooms in the Cordova. They are

ever so nice, with dark walls and gay rugs and big, substantial-looking

furniture. There ’s an open fireplace and a huge old settle with no

end of red cushions in his den, and it is here we sit of an evening,

side by side, and talk until bedtime. Somehow I can’t help thinking

how sweet and comfy Mother would look at one end of the old sofa.

After we had gone up in the elevator to Father’s apartments,

he turned to me and asked me about the day’s programme. He

always leaves everything to me and treats me in every way as if I

were a grown-up and not a little girl.

“I’d like to go down to the shops after luncheon,” I told him

promptly.
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“ Good! Jolly! And where shall we lunch?” he asked next.

I looked at him, not quite certain. There is a lovely restaurant

in the Cordova and sometimes we take our meals there, and again

we have them sent up to the apartment—we always have our break

fast sent up.

“ Suppose we go down to one of the more quiet of the big hotels,

and lunch there. Will that do, Billie-boy?” he asked presently.

He always does think of the very nicest things! A big hotel down

town! I was glad I had brought my pretty new frock with the hand

embroidery.

So Mrs. Johns, who is Father’s man’s wife, hurried in and

changed my dress, and in a little while I was all ready. When

Father saw me, he gravely extended his hand, and we shook.

“You look bully, Bill,” he said, with an approving nod of his

handsome head. “ Good, old man! ”

We took a hansom this time. Somehow I like hansoms, and so

does Father. We were both laughing gaily as we entered ours and

drove away.

On the Avenue everything and everybody was all a-bustle. Christ»

mas was in the very air. Against the curtains of the residences on

either side of the way wreaths of holly and evergreens were hung. -

The entrances of all the big hotels and smart clubs were filled with

laughing, talking people.

Even the faces of the passers-by were bright with the season’s

greeting. It was lovely!

Then our hansom turned sharply on the snow-carpeted asphalt, and

we rolled up to the door of the hotel where we were to lunch.

I can’t tell you all about our little luncheon, but we were ever

80 gay, and Father and I ordered together, he consulting me first

before choosing a dish. It is a way Father has, and it makes even

a little girl feel as if she were an empress.

After luncheon we entered our hansom again and were driven

away to one of the big shops, where, as Father put it, one can buy

everything from a collar-button to a steam-launch. Rose-Marie sa)’s

men do not like shopping, but then Rose-Marie does n’t know every-

iihing in the world, and Father and I had a beautiful time. We

bought all sorts of gifts for just everybody, and Father did n’t lo0k

while I selected his present and I did n’t look while he selected mine-

“NOw,” I said, as we came out of the department-store, “I want

to buy Mother’s gift.”

“ Why, of course,” said Father hurriedly. “What do you wimt?

Where do you want to go? I ’ll tell the cabby.”

“I have n’t decided what to get,” I said slowly. “What do 37o“

think? Can’t you suggest something, Father?”
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He shook his head. “I’m afraid I can’t, Billie,” he told me

quietly. “Get whatever you think your mother will like—I know

she will appreciate it all the more if you select it yourself.”

He put me in the hansom and, jumping in himself, told the man

to drive slowly up the Avenue. This would give me time to decide

upon the present and where it should be purchased. I was wavering

between a set of silver for her Antoinette desk and a pair of green

Majolica jars for her favorite dwarf pines when our hansom was

caught in a block. There were two other carriages, a motor-car, a

surface-car, and three policemen, and I knew it was going to take

us some time to get out of the confusion. So I sat up and watched.

Directly abreast of our hansom was another one, ours going north,

our neighbors coming south, and as I turned my head I looked

straight into Mother’s eyes! She was the sole occupant of the south

coming cab.

“Mother!” I shouted. “Oh, Mother, Mother!”

“Billie!” she cried. We had both seen each other together,

just as we always see everything together.

“What is the trouble?” began Father, when he, too, turned

his head and looked into Mother’s lovely eyes.

She nodded her head in his direction.

“ How-de-do, Will?” she said softly.

I saw Father clench his hands tightly; then, “ How-do-do, Nell?”

he returned. “Awful block, is n’t it?”

“ Oh, very bad,” said Mother; but she was looking at me sitting

so proudly at Father’s side, and presently I caught the suspicion of

a tear in her eyes. Directly a big lump came in my throat. I saw

how it was—Mother was thinking of Christmas and of her little girl,

and I was sorry, sorry for her and for Father, too.

The three of us were quite uncomfortable during the next five

minutes. Somehow the policemen could n’t straighten out the block,

and a steady line of vehicles pouring into the Avenue from the

side street added to the confusion. The surface-cars hanged their

bells, the policemen shouted, and the cabbies swore—all except one,

that is, and he sat perfectly still on his box and talked beautifully

to heaven. And all the while our hansom was jammed tightly next

to Mother’s, and we sat staring straight at each other and saying not

a word.
But when I saw Mother in tears—and my eyes are sharp where

Mother is concerned—I arose to the occasion, as Rose-Marie would

say, and simply made conversation.

“I’ve been shopping,” I said, and held up my little gim-metal

purse Father had bought me at Tiffany’s. “There’s ever so many

people in the shops, are n’t there? ”

Von. r.xxxlv.—45
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“Yes, ever so many,” smiled Mother, and she nodded her appre

ciation of my purse.

“Have you been out very long?” I asked next.

Really it is hard to make conversation sometimes.

“Yes—no. No; I came away just after luncheon,” she replied,

still smiling.

“Father and I luncheoned down-town,” I told her.

“That was a charming idea,” she returned.

“ It was Father’s idea!” I cried.

She lowered her eyes and said nothing, and Father, who had

been silently listening, turned his head and called sharply to s

newsboy.

Just then a policeman came up to Mother’s hansom and shouted

to the cabby. It seemed that the left wheel of Mother’s hansom

was locked in the right wheel of another carriage in such a way

as to render it unsafe to pull out. The policeman suggested that

Mother get out of the cab and find another one, as the block was

really very bad, and trafiic was practically at a standstill all around.

“But—I can’t get out,” hesitated Mother. “There is not room

on the ground for me to place my foot even. I don’t see what I

can do.”

And the policeman, who of course knew nothing of our afiaim

said:

“Step across into the hansom next to you, ma’am. Its wheels

are safe, and I’m thinking the line will be moving north first.”

Poor Mother flushed cruelly and said not a word, but just sat

there looking with pleading eyes at Father. But Father did n’t move

and neither did he speak, so I took the situation in my two small

hands and said:

“Father, won’t you help Mother into our cab?”

Then the big policeman stared until his face grew red, but the

next minute he turned away whistling “New York Town.” I knew

the tune because the pretty actress who has the apartment across

from ours in Central Park West plays it quite often on her piano

Directly I spoke to Father, he was all attention and politeness

He stood up and held out his hand to Mother, and carefully helped

her across into our hansom. I believe Mother would never have come

only she knew that a great many persons had heard me and were

watching us, and so she yielded gracefully, as Mother alone can

When she was in our cab and sitting down with me squeezed in

between Father and herself, she raised her -eyes s-nd said quietly:

“ Thank you, Will.”

A moment later the line started, slowly moving northward, and

our hansom went with the others, Father and Mother and I sitting
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side by side. It seemed so good just to think of it, although I knew

it all came of an accident alone, that I could have shouted with

joy in the most unladylike manner. But Mother says I must always

remember that I am a gentlewoman, even if I am only six going on

seven, so you see it would never in the world have done for me to

have shouted in the street.

After we had gone two blocks up-town, Father spoke—very quietly

and with tightly pressed lips.

“I’ll speak to the man and tell him to stop at the next corner.

Then I ’ll get out, and you and Billie can have the cab to yourselves.”

“There is no need for you to get out, Will,” Mother told him

quickly. “ It is I who am the intruder. Have him stop, please, and

I will find another hansom.”

“I would n’t have you do that for the world,” he returned. “I

shall leave you at the next corner; that is settled.”

Mother put out her hand and let it rest lightly on Father’s arm.

“Will,” she cried, “please don’t make me feel worse than I

already do. I was forced in your cab, by accident it is true, but,

nevertheless, I did allow you to help me enter it. But that was

because—people were—watching us—and I thought—it best. Now

that we are out of the tangle, I must thank you and ask you to set

me down—at once! Else I shall never forgive you.”

“ You have already promised me that,” said Father, with a queer,

strange laugh.
And they continued to ta.lk, and the hansom continued on its

way, and nobody but myself noticed that we had got well up-town

and were within two blocks of the apartment-building in Central

Park West, where Mother and I live.

So, quite unobserved, I spoke up the tube to the cabby, and said:

“The Strathmore, and quickly, please!”

We turned down a cross street into another, and before one could

say “ Jack Robinson” we had stopped at the door of the Strathmore.

“ Oh! ” cried Mother.

“What is this?” frowned Father.

But he leaped out on the snow-covered pavement and gave Mother

his hand. A moment later we all hurried up the steps and—stopped

in the lobby!
“Thank you,” said Mother. “You are very kind.”

Father laughed. “ Oh, not at all,” he told her. “This is not a

case of being kind—exactly.”
Mother stroked the fur of her pretty sable muff, but Father

showed no inclination to go. People whom we knew came down in

the elevator and nodded to Mother and me as they went out, and

Mother moved uncomfortably, but still Father stayed.
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Then, “ Won’t you come in—f0r a little—a cup of tea, perhaps?”

asked Mother slowly.

I don’t know what Father would have answered, so I took no

chances. I threw my arms around his neck and whispered that

he must—I wanted to show him where the Majolica jars were to go.

“Do come!” I cried, and looked at Mother to further second

my invitation.

“Yes, do,” she said, without raising her eyes.

“ Thanks, I will!” cried Father, and we all went up in the eleva

tor together.

When we were safely in Mothe1.’s pretty sitting-room and I had

securely locked the door, I slipped away and left them together.

Somehow it seemed as if they would get along better without me

just then, and, besides, I think I had helped a lot as it was for

a mere little girl, don’t you?

An hour later—it seemed hours and hour later, although it really

was n’t, of coursehl went back and found Mother in Father’s arms.

“Never again,” I heard her say, and right away I knew what that

meant.

“ Oh, won’t we have a bully Christmas?” I cried joyfully. “ Father

and Mother and I—what a lovely, lovely time we ’ll have togetherl”

“ You can wager anything you own that we will,” laughed Father.

“Why, it will be a regular Christmas It la Mode, eh, Nell?”

And then he kissed Mother, and Mother hid her happy face on

his broad shoulder, and I was oh, so happy!

Merry Christmas, indeed!

3

THE DREAMER

BY JOHN KENDRICK BANGS

HIDE not the Dreamer, but more wisely hold

His dreams more precious than refined gold.

Had men not dreamed of greater things to be,

Then lesser things on every side we ’d see.

The fancies of the bygone centuries

Are counted ’mongst to-day’s realities,

And form the firm foundation on which Youth

Doth surer rear the edifice of Truth!
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By lVz-//iam Hamz-/ton Osborne
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by the seaside, and sank down in the shadow of the Rock. For

an instant she was silent, glancing hither, thither. Suddenly

but cautiously she lifted up her voice.

“ Pietro,” she exclaimed in tremolo, “ Pietro Giannone. Come to

me. Come ”—tbis in a whisper—“ my love . . . to me.”

There was no answer. There was no sound, no movement, save

Q DDOLORATA RUSSE crept softly through the clump of bushes

.the incessant throbbing of the sea. Waves thrust themselves almost to

her tiny feet, and then retreated, as though embarrassed and ashamed

at the sight of those too tempting ankles; and then came on with an

other rush of hopeless ardor, only to recede once more. But she noted

not the waves; she did n’t even know that they too were beating out her

own refrain: “Piet-ro . . . Gi-an-no-ne . . . come . . .

to me . . . to me.” She did n’t realize that the sea knew him,

too—knew Pietro as a brother, and ever held a ready, welcoming hand

toward him. The girl rose to her feet, and leaned against the Rock—

a bewildering bit of womanhood against a jagged background; above

her an unsullied sky of elemental blue; to the right, the sea, drinking in

the heaven and deepening its hue; in the foreground a narrow strip

of yellow sand; the Rock, gray, colorless, sheltering, however, all the

colors of the rainbow draped about Addolorata Russe’s form.

She was fourteen, was Addolorata Russe—with the seductive fulness

of early maturity upon her. She was slender, petite, graceful, but well

rounded, full bosomed. There was a dull red, healthy glow upon her

olive cheek; there were red lips; there were white teeth. And as for

her eyes—ah, well, signor, after all, what is the use! But it was a

faulty canvas; the painter’s brush had slipped. Addolorata Russe, one

of the fittest mates that those blue heavens ever looked upon, was—

alone; with nothing to lean against but the jagged hit of rock. And

yet upon the instant she turned and clung to this inanimate protector;

flung her arms about it, pressed her young bosom close upon it; wept.

“I . . . I go,” she wailed, “forever. I shall not come again.

Never again.”

She clung there, throbbing, sobbing; insistent, as though fearful that

some human force might tear her from her refuge. Not for long,

709
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however, did she cling; for behind her, on the far side of the clump of

bushes, something human, something lithe, something stealthy, made its

way toward her; bounding noiselessly over obstructions, gliding noise

lessly toward her. For one instant this interloper stood behind the

girl, gloating upon her, watching the heave of her young body as it

pressed against the stone. Then two strong hands were placed upon

her shoulders, and a face was thrust into her line of vision.

Addolorata screamed—a little, shrill-voiced feminine ejaculation.

“ Eye—yah l ” she exclaimed. “ It is thou, Pietro mine. I feared

that never would you come.” -

Pietro’s eyes were laughing, but he sobered. He held one arm about

the girl, and placed his other hand against her neck, and bent down

and kissed her squarely on the lips, once, twice, thrice. Then he

released her, and stood, with his hands on his hips, looking at her, look

ing into the depths of Addolorata’s eyes. Ah, signor, there is never

any knowing what those eyes say to a man. And yet, while woman

hood rested so fully upon Addolorata, manhood had not yet left its im-.

press upon Pietro Giannone. He was sixteen—more than sixteen; but

yet a boy—tall as a man, strong as a man, but a boy, curly-haired,

with laughing lips and eyes. He looked upon Addoloruta not as a man

of thirty might, wetting his lips and drawing deep breaths—not as

Belfatto of New York had looked upon her only the year before; no;

youth still held its grip upon the ideal in Pietro Giannone. However

much of the woman she might seem to others, Addolorata still was an

angel to him. So he stood, his head whirling, bewildered, intoxicated

by something that he could not understand. And Addolorata cast her

eyes down upon the ground and watched his feet, his strong, brown,

well shaped feet, as he dug them into the sand. He was bare-legged,

was Pietro—bare~legged to the knees. He wore a shirt, falling open

at the neck, a ragged shirt; and a ragged pair of trousers, abbreviated

and ending in a fringe. His arms were brown; his legs were brown

He tore his glance from the girl for an instant, and gazed out across

the sea. The sea, responsive, dashed up and kissed his feet, and whig‘

pered, whispered to him: “ Pietro—come—to me.”

The girl must have heard that whisper, for as the boy looked she

touched him lightly on the shoulder and pointed toward the waters

"Swt-m,” she commanded.

Pietro Giannone needed no second invitation. Clad as he was, he

bounded into a running stride, flung himself headforemost into the

air, and disappeared under the first huge wave that met him

“Eye—yah!” he delightedly exclaimed, coming up and blowing

noisily. “He is mischievous this morning, this old rascal of a sea

The winds lashed him too much yesterday. He pulls my feet from

under me. So! Watch me now.”
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The girl watched, watched, watched—and there was much to see.

Ten times Pietro turned a somersault in the water—all without stop

ping, over, over, over. Then suddenly he stood on his head—on what,

nobody knows, for he was in deep water; and thrust his feet out into

the air, upside down as he was, and made much humor with his toes.

Addolorata laughed aloud. And then she sobered, and drew long,

admiring breaths. For Pietro now was doing what she liked the most—

swimming straight ahead, straight out to sea, swimming against time,

fast, faster. She gloried in the full, long, regular sweep of those

brown, muscular arms, she watched for the play of the neck and back

muscles, as Pietro turned, evenly, musically, first on one side and then

upon the other—far out, out, out, until he was nothing but a dot of

black and a flash of brown upon the sky-lit sea. Then he came back

toward her, straight as an arrow, graceful as a dolphin; all the while

looking, laughing toward her, beckoning to her. And so until he came

within some fifty yards of shore; then without warning, without a

struggle, he sank from sight. There was no ripple, no bubbles, no

struggle. He disappeared from sight, and that was all. The agitated

sea kept rolling in, giving no sign. The girl’s heart leaped to her

throat; the flush faded from her cheek.

“Pietro!” she screamed. There was no answer. There was noth

ing but the sky, the sea, the sand. An instant that seemed an eternity

passed. Addolorata wondered to herself whether it was all a dream;

whether Pietro had, in fact, come there, in flesh, and kissed her, and

gone to swim at her command. She shook herself; pressed her hand

against her head and tried to think. Then, in a frenzy, she rushed

to the water’s edge, thrust her arms wildly into the air, and pleaded

with Pietro to come back, pleaded with the sea to give him up to her.

It was just as despair was settling down upon her that she recalled

the fact that she was young, strong, able, and that—blessed Mother

of God l—she knew how to swim. She tore at her garments. She

would—she must—save Pietro. She—

" Eya—gah! ” exclaimed a voice at her feet. A dripping form rose

from the sea and flung itself full length upon the warm sand. It was

Pietro. He panted for breath, but smiled a smile of triumph. “ Not

so bad, little one,” he said, “after that long journey overhead, to

finish underneath. Never in my life have I done so well as now. It

was because you were here to watch me. But what—what is the

trouble, little one?” -

He leaped to his feet and caught her in his arms. She trembled

and would have fallen but for him. She sobbed against his breast.

“ I—I thought—you were—no more,” she wailed.

He comforted her. He begged her pardon for the fright that he

had given her. He waved his clenched hand toward the sea. “He
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shall never get the best of me, the old rascal,” he reassured her, “for

I—a.m I not the expert? I am a fish. I am a water rat. So. So.”

As they stood there, quivering, a change of another kind crept over

the girl: a steady gloom seemed to settle down upon her. Her mouth

became set, her features hardened, her brow lowered itself over her

eyes.

“I wish, now,” she went on—“I almost wish—Mother of God,

absolve me !—that you had stayed there, underneath; that you had

never come back to me; for then ”—she tore once more at her garments,

as though to make ready for a plunge—“I should have come to you—

we should have lain together—underneath. . . . It is the last

time,” she faltered. “I go away. . . . I go away to-morrow.”

Pietro paled. “As—to a convent?” he inquired, aghast.

The girl shook her head. “My father . . . my mother . .

myself . . . to America.” She stopped, and clenched her teeth.

" To marry,” she concluded. -

“ Marry?” echoed Pietro, with bloodless lips. “ To marry whom?”

The girl’s eyes dulled. “Belfatto, private banker,” she returned

Pietro turned and gazed seaward. It seemed to him that his heart

would never start to beat. Belfatto, private banker, of New York—

he knew Belfatto, the sleek countryman who had come back last yean

Belfatto, private banker, and Addolorata Russo. The boy looked down

at his ragged garments. They were his sole possessions. A shirt, open

at the neck; a ragged pair of trousers, fringed at the knee-—those and

Addolorata were all that had belonged to him. Now he would be alone

—alone with his rags—and the sea. He laughed hysterically. Well,

why not? Women with eyes like that—they were for private bankers

Surely! Why not? Who was h<,hPietro Giarinone—after all?

The girl suddenly thrust her hand into her bosom, and tore from

her neck a narrow bit of ribbon. Suspended from the bit of ribbon

was a coin—a punctured coin, yellow, hard, but still warm from contact

with her flesh. It was United Sum currency, a twenty-dollar gold

piece, worth anywhere almost its weight in gold.

“ For—you,” whispered the girl to him.

He took it, wonderingly. “From—whence? ” he queried.

“From America,” she answered. “Big money—a nickel piece,

they call it.” .

“For me?” he faltered, testing its weight. Then suddenly he

turned upon her fiercely. “ From Belfatto, private banker?” he

exclaimed. “ A present sent to you, from him?”

The girl nodded, desperately. “ It is all I have to give thee,” she

replied.

“From Belfatto, private banker l ” he exclaimed, striding suddenly

from youth to manhood. “ Pah l ” Beside himself with rage and dis
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appointment, he held the coin at arms’ length and spat upon it. Then

he flung it from him into the sea. The girl uttered a cry, and made an

effort to prevent this act of desperation. Then she was passive, motion

less, silent. -

“ We start from Naples,” she finally said. She looked him full in

the eye. Her glance was that of a woman who plans, who calculates,

who arranges; who, above all, hopes. He caught something of the

purpose of this glance, when suddenly he felt the impact of a broad

hand across his back, and both he and the girl turned to face a broad,

squat man of middle age, whose face was distorted with passion and

unqualified displeasure.

It was Russe, the sire of Addolorata. Pietro shrank within him

self. “Out of my sight, water rat!” exclaimed Russo. “What do

such as you with the betrothed of an American millionaire? As for

you, little one,” he said to his daughter, “ come with me.”

Addolorata obeyed. She shrank also, but Russo did not strike her.

He felt that he could not well afford to chastise her. She must be

carefully cared for, nursed as a hot-house plant, kept well fed and in

good health, for had not Belfatto, the multi-millionaire, informed him,

Russo, with his—Belfatto’s—own lips, that he, Belfatto, liked them

plump. So, with but a mild rebuke upon his fatherly lips, Russo

dragged the girl away, around the clump of bushes, over the little

ridge, and out of sight. Pietro watched, but there was no farewell

glance, He leaned against the Rock and gritted his teeth, and wept

and plucked and tore at his shirt. Then suddenly he stopped, and

jerked himself together; stepped to the water’s edge and peered into the

sea. Then, springing quickly forward, he dived into the blue water.

He rose and dived again; dived and rose again. For a full hour he

kept this up. Finally, with an air of triumph, he strode dripping

from the water, for the last time.

“ I have done it l ” he exclaimed softly to himself, glancing into the

palm of his right hand. In that palm there lay a bright yellow, punc

tured coin of gold—Belfatto’s New York “nickel.”

“ At any rate,” quoth Pietro, “it will carry me to Naples

maybe it will carry me to her . . . my little one . . . my

little . . . mine.”

It was when the Mesopotamia was three days out that he crawled

out of her hold and for the first time showed himself—Pietro Gian

none, stowaway, starved, weak—a gaunt, lean rat. They seized him,

carried him across the steerage deck in full sight of the curious first

cabin passengers, most of whom marvelled at the beauty of this half

clad son of the southern skies; carried him then through the horde of

steerage passengers—yes, even through a little group composed of
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Russo, Russo’s wife, and—Her. She said nothing; only stared. Pietro

said nothing, but his soul leaped into his eyes as he saw the flush creep ,

from her neck into her forehead. But Russo had a great deal to say,

and he said it, particularly to such of the ofiicers of the Mesopotamia

as he came in contact with—explaining that his daughter was betrothed

to a multi-millionaire of the Borough of Manhattan, in the Province

of East Side; and that this assassin, Giannone, had best be knifed

and dropped overboard at the earliest possible moment. Instead of

which, however, the Mesopotamia fed Giannone to his fill, let him sleep

off his meal, and then set him to work, with two other stowaways who

had crept aboard the ship.

“When we reach New York,” Russo explained to his wife and

daughter, “ he will be killed according to law. He shall never bother

us again.”

Addolorata shivered, and held her peace. But, little by little, she

made inquiries on her own behalf.

“ What will become of that bloodthirsty, dangerous scoundrel of a

stowaway?” she asked of neighbors. The neighbors asked the Mesa

potamia, and the Mesopotamia answered.

“ He goes back on the next boat, that ’s all. Deported,” so they

said.

And little Addolorata shivered all the more.

Archibald Barclay Steele, Esquire, paced moodily up and down

the veranda of the Shore Front Club, and glanced balefully into the

waters underneath.

“Billy,” he said to Mr. Billy Worthington, who lounged upon the

rail, “ it ’s a damnable outrage. We can clean ’em up on everything

but that one-mile swim.”

Billy Worthington nodded. “And we could clean ’em up on that

if they ’d play fair.” He shook his clenched hand in the direction of

the Bay Island Yacht Club, a quarter of a mile further on, along the

Sound. And even as they spoke there appeared on the balcony of the

Bay Island Yacht Club—house a lanky individual in light green flannele

and a hat to match, pulling genially upon a pipe.

“ There ’s the culprit now,” said Archie Steele.

Mrs. Archie Steele leaned forward. “ Who ’s the culprit,” she

queried, “ and what ’s he done? ”

“ It s Fred Gall,” returned Billy Worthington. “ He ’s going is

yank the one-mile swim away from us at the Events next week.”

Mrs. Archie Steele sipped at a straw. “How in the world can he

yank it away from you?” she asked in surprise. “ He ’s never been

able to do it before.”

“ Nobody in the whole Bay Island crowd has ever been able to do it

J
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before, and nobody ever would be able to do it in the future if it

was n’t for Spink. And Fred Gall is responsible for him.”

“ And who is Spink?” asked Mrs. Archie.

Worthington raised his eyebrows. “ Has n’t Archie told you? ”

he inquired. “ Spink is a groeer’s boy back here in the village—one of

the natives—runs a wagon and weighs out sugar Saturdays. That ’s

Spink.”

“ And the devil of it is, Madge,” added Archie, “ Spink knows how

to swim.”

Mrs. Archie took another genteel pull upon the straws, and then

pushed away the tall glass. “ But,” she protested, “ how can he qualify

in the Events? He is n’t a member of the Bay Island Club.”

Worthington smote a white pillar with his open hand. “ Oh, yes,

he is,” he answered; “that ’s where Fred Gall’s finesse comes in. Spink

is a member of the club, duly proposed, seconded, and admitted, with

all privileges, and not a black ball in the hat. They won’t let him in

the building, though, and nobody has a word to say to him socially,

and he spends all his time with the chauffeurs in the courtyard, but he ’s

a member of the club all right, all right.”

“Impossible! ” the lady still protested. “Why, to be a member

of the Bay Island, he ’s got to own a yacht.”

Archie Steele snorted. “ He does own one,” he said. “ Fred Gall -

has given him a bill of sale for one of his—the Melba. Oh, yes, Spink

owns a yacht, and he will, too, until after the Event.”

“And the dickens of it is, Mrs. Archie,” went on Worthington,

“ that there is n’t a better one-mile swimmer in the world, in my opin

ion, than this chap Spink. That ’s how it hurts. We ’re going to lose

that one-mile swim, that ’s all.” -

An ofiicer approached the three—a white-coated ofiicer with a naval

cap and brass buttons; stepped to Archie Steele and saluted. “ The

Malaprop is at your service, sir,” he said.

Archie nodded carelessly, looked over the rail into the roads toward

the Malaprop, the smallest of his yachts, and then shooed Worthington

and Mrs. Archie on ahead of him.

“ Where to, Arch ? ” she inquired.

“Um-m,” returned Archie Steele. “Up the North River, I sup

pose, where we can see some folks, and cut a ferry-boat or so in two.”

The three stepped aboard, the owner’s little flag scrambled swiftly

up the mast, and the Malaprop swung swiftly into her accustomed stride.

It was after lunch. The day was warm and balmy; just a slight

breeze rippled across the after deck. Archie Steele and Billy Worth

ington were sipping Scotch and soda and smoking long black, murder

ous-looking cigars, and Mrs. Archie was looking through the advertise

ments in a current magazine. A small white side-wheeler suddenly
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churned past the Malaprop, bound east. Archie opened his eyes and

blew a smoke ring.

“Ellis Island boat,” he said, just to make talk.

Worthington nodded, and the two men lazily watched her as she

receded into the distance. Suddenly Archie rose to his feet in some

excitement. -

“ Man overboard!” he yelled.

Mrs. Archie glanced up. -“Too much tobacco, Arch,” she said.

“ You ’re seeing things.”

Archie passed her a pair of field-glasses. “ See for yourself,” he

said. He pushed a button and gave an order. The Malaprop swung

on her heel at once, and, following her nose, rapidly retraced her steps.

“We’ll never make him,” said Worthington. “He’ll go under

before we can get a boat to him, I ’m afraid.”

“Let me have these glasses, please,” exclaimed Archie excitedly,

applying them to his eyes at once, and keeping them glued there.

“ By George!” he exclaimed. “He ’s a wonder, that chap. He 's

got a tremendous sweep. Look at that stroke, and that. He covers

a mile of water every time he turns. Look at that . . . and

that] ”

“ And look at that,” said Archie. “The side-wheeler is after him.”

“ They ’ll get him, too,” said Archie. “They ’re a blamed sight

closer on him than we are. Billy,” he went on, thrusting the glssm

into the hands of Worthington, “just watch that fellow swim. He

does n’t tire—he does n’t show a sign of giving in. And, by George!

he ’s almost as fast as that old tub herself.”

“W-w-what!” suddenly cried out Billy, at the glasses. “It’s all

over. He ’s gone down.”

“ Not on your life,” returned Archie, taking another sweep at the

magnifiers. “He ’s got the strength of a horse. By George!” he said

softly, “he has gone down. And they almost got him, too. His heart

gave out, I guess. His strength certainly did not.”

In another half-minute the Malaprop had pulled up alongside the

Thomas J. Wilkes, the superannuated side-wheeler.

“ Is he a goner? ” queried Worthington of the other captain, through

the megaphone.

“ Looks like it,” answered the Wilkes.

“ Crew or passenger?”

“Deported immigrant, going back to Italy,” shouted the Wilt“

She hung about the spot for a moment. “ Got to make a liner,” she

exclaimed. “ If you see anything, please let us know.”

Slowly she veered off, turned about, and passed on. The Malaprvp

hovered about the place. Archie, Mrs. Archie, Billy Worthington, and

the crew hung over the rail, scanning the immediate vicinity in $11

‘I
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directions. Suddenly Archie Steele felt his heart jump into his

mouth.

"Look at him! ” he yelled.

Not thirty yards away a dark head thrust itself from the surface

of the water for an instant, a face lifted itself up and took a breath of

air, and then the face and head disappeared; once more bobbed up, and

once more disappeared. Finally, with a last exhaustive effort, but with

big, bold strokes that did effective work, the swimmer slid, face, head,

and body, across the top of the ripples and caught a landing rail in

both hands and hung there limp.

They fetched him aboard. He lay on the deck, wet, almost drowned,

taking deep breaths; heart pounding against his ribs; his breast heaving.

"Addolorata mic,” he murmured.

Archie fed him with champagne, and be revived. He started up,

looked wildly about him, and sank back, apparently relieved.

“ What gets me,” said Archie, “is how he did it. He swam under

water for a devil of a long while, and for a devil of a long distance.

He—he must know how to swim.”

They carried him downstairs into the saloon and laid him on a

cushion. “ He ’s handsome, any way,” said Mrs. Archie.

" Addolorata mio,” sighed the lad.

“ What does he say?” asked Archie.

Mrs. Archie nodded. “Probably talking about a girl,” she

answered.

The lad opened his eyes and looked at her. Then he began in his

soft tongue, to explain his troubles. Mrs. Archie listened, and replied.

She knew the tongue and even understood the patois. She listened,

and as she listened, moisture filled her eyes.

“I guess, Archie,” she said softly, “that we won’t surrender him

to the authorities—we won’t let him be deported—not just yet.”

Archie smoked deeply. “Why not?” he asked.

“ Poor fellow, he ’s in love,” she answered.

Archie laughed aloud. He looked Billy Worthington squarely in

the eye, and Billy mysteriously returned the compliment.

“ That ’s a woman’s reason, but it goes,” said Billy gently. And

then they laughed again.

“ Arch,” she went on, “ do you know Belfatto, private banker?”

“Heard of him, I think. East Sider—the sort of chap who has

a run on his bank on purpose just before interest day, so all his cris

tomers will draw out and lose their interest. Then they come back

and put it all in again too late. He makes the rest.”

“ What about him?” queried Billy Worthington.

She told the story—the story of the love of Pietro Giannone for

Addolorata Russo. They listened, and they coughed and splattered
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and smoked hard, and went up-stairs and swallowed down another

Scotch and soda.

“ Quite a spiel,” said Arch to Worthington.

The very next day Archie stopped his machine at Belfatto’s place on

the East Side. A greasy gentleman behind a counter nodded to him.

It was Belfatto, private banker. Archie pulled out a roll of bills.

“Mr. Belfatto,” he said, passing them over, “I want to open an

account with you—a few hundreds or so. My name,” he added, “is

Archibald Barclay Steele.”

“ Aha l ” quoth Belfatto. “ Archibald a-Barclay Steele. The owner

of a-horse a-Lazy Girl.”

Archie’s eyes brightened. “ She ’s a great mare, isn’t she?” he

asked. “Do you know Lazy Girl?”

Belfatto shrugged and smiled a satisfied smile. “I bet my mm

on a-Lazy Girl. I win one, two, three time. I win.”

“ What do you think of her stride?” asked Archie.

Belfatto shook his head. “I a-never see a-her,” he replied

“ What?” yelled Archie. “ How do you bet on her, then?”

Belfatto shrugged his shoulders. “ A-poolroom—so,” he said.

Archie pursed his lips. “ So that ’s the kind of a sport you arel”

he returned disgustedly. “ Well, fill me out a pass-book, and I ’ll go-"

As he was leaving, Belfatto came around in front and touched

him on the arm. “ Mess-ter Steele,” he whispered, “ a little tip upon

the Stock Exchange, if you a-please. Just a little tip. I get a til‘

from a-you, I put up one hunner dol, I get a-back ten thousand. A

little tip. You please.”

Steele shook his head and climbed into his car. “Well,” he said to

Madge, his wife, a few hours later, “ I made short work of Signor Bel

fatto. He won’t have time to get married for the next few days. I

became a depositor of his, sent the Superintendent of Banking an alli

davit of my conversation with him, showing that he was a reckle/8s

gambler; and the inspectors are over there now pawing over everything

he ’s got—after spraying it, of course, with a patent disinfectant.”

“Did you find the girl?” she queried.

“Well, now,” returned Archie, “did you ever know me to start

out to do anything that I did n’t accomplish? I ’ve been to the immi

gration ofiice, and I ’ve seen Belfatto, and that ’s enough for you. Get

Romeo out here on the veranda. I want to talk to him, through you.”

- Two men in swimming suits stood side by side upon a float. Be

hind them stood a man with pistol raised in air. He did not fire it

A man in a light green suit sauntered down upon the float. This was

Fred Gall.

“ Hold on,” he said to Archie Steele, “ we protest your man.”

-B.
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Archie raised his eyebrows. He lowered the pistol. “ You protest

Count Giannone?” he exclaimed. “ Why did n’t you say so before?”

“ Did n’t have to say so until now -under the rules of this contest,”

returned Fred Gall. "Count Giannone?” he inquired.

“ Count Giannone,” suavely answered Steele. “ A nobleman of

Italy.”

“He ’s not qualified.”

Archie shrugged his shoulders and turned to Billy Worthington.

“We shall have to apologize to the Count for this,” he said. “Quali

fied!” he went on. “ He ’s the most popular member of the club.

And besides,” he added, “he owns the Malaprop—I sold it to him; and

Billy sold his motor-boat, the Wasp. Qualified! Is Spink? ”

He fired the pistol. Two forms leaped into the air and disappeared

and rose again, striking out shoulder to shoulder, side by side—Spink

and Pietro Giannone. The one-mile swim was on.

Now, Spink, the grocer’s clerk, was a very clever article. His trick

was to keep behind his antagonist until the goal was in sight, taking it

easy, letting the other chap make the pace; and then at the end he

would execute a mighty spurt, and land an arm ahead of the game.

He adopted these tactics now. But he had a weakness, Spink. He

needed a pace-maker. He had no idea of speed other than to keep up

with the man ahead. And this time he met his match. For suddenly,

at some place toward the finish of the course, and long before Spink

had started in to spurt, a strange thing happened. His antagonist com

pletely disappeared from sight. Spectators gasped; women grew

excited, hysterical.

Spink only smiled in spite of his exhausted condition. He knew

that his opponent would n’t drown, with the motor-boats all about, and

if he did, he was nothing but a Dago, anyhow—even though he was a

count. But Spink realized with considerable elation that the race was

already his. It was simply a question of paddling over the course, and

he paddled . . . paddled . . . paddled. Suddenly, however,

there was a loud shout. A dark head lifted itself from the water

away up ahead; a brown arm shot out, and then another. And then

Pietro Giannone, winner of the race, clutched the finish float and was

lifted up to terra firma.

Gall, from his launch, sneered. “ Only a trick race,” he exclaimed.

“ Spink would have beaten him if he ’d stayed on top.”

Archie Steele laughed aloud. “Would Spink have beaten him?”

he queried. “ You blamed idiot, look at your watch!"

Fred Gall looked and gasped. A marvellous thing had happened

under his very nose. The crowd looked at their watches, compared

notes, marvelled. Inside of half an hour New York had the news.

Paris was getting it hot over the wire. University men in London dis
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cussed it in their lodgings. Athletic clubs held up their hands in blank

astonishment. All over a simple little fact: Pietro Giannone, expert

of the Shore Front Club, swimming on and under water, had beaten

to a frazzle the world record for the one-mile swim. That ’s all.

Or nearly all. For no sooner had Giannone been hauled aboard

the finish float; no sooner had he staggered toward the land, than

another strange thing happened. A lithe little figure darted out from

behind Mrs. Archie Steele, a little figure all bedecked in color, face

flushed, form quivering, and blocked the path of the champion of the

world. Pietro Giannone stopped short, turned pale, and tottered. He

looked above him to see whether the sky had turned to the deep blue

he knew so well; looked to see whether its color was reflected in the sea;

to see whether the sea and the Rock were there. They were not, but

she was there, crouching against him, trembling with the eagerness of

love.

"Addolorata, mic!" he exclaimed, crushing her against him.

“ Pietro Giannone,” she replied.

3

THE FARM-WIFE

BY REGINALD WRIGHT KAUFFMAN

‘ ‘ IHERE ends the road across the hill?

I do not know—I do not know;

But all day long and all the night

I long to go—I long to go!

It runs so straight beneath the sun,

So white beneath the moon;

It calls me from my work and dreams,

And I must answer—soon.

I bolt my door, I do my tasks,

I kiss my goodman’s cheek—

Yet I cannot hear my baby’s laugh

For what the Road would speak.

Where ends the road? I only know

Here, from the pasturebars,

It is familiar to the sun

And mistress to the stars.
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THE LAND OF THE LEFT BEHIND

By Edit/2 Ayrton Zangwill
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“ I kiss you and kiss you,

My pigeon, my own;

Ah, how I shall miss you

When you have grown.”

—Ynsrs.

HERE are so many children whom I have lost, albeit I never had

T but one. Nor has my house ever stood desolate. For every

time a little being vanished, another has come to fill his empty

place, before I even knew that it was empty. And the last comer was

always very dear to me. Yet my heart ever yearned after the other.

It yearns after all the others, all the little sons who like pearls of an

ascending size were strung on the thread of my single consciousness.

But on the days when the thought of them is stirring in me closely,

I hold this clue of my consciousness and slip into the land of the left

behind. And there I find them again, all my sons together. And they

know me; and they welcome me. But one another they do not know;

they may not speak together. With one another the little brothers

can never play.

And the first whom I see there is a callow babe, a babe of but some

hours. And I give a cry of happiness, for he is my own, my little one,

with dusky eyes and skin white as alabaster. Not yet has he had the

leisure to don life’s ornaments; the essentials are barely within his

wavering grasp. Sans teeth, some hair, sans everything—even in my

eyes he is hardly beautiful. I curve my arm around him and feel again

the strength of his utter helplessness. I look at him, and his smallness

shuts out all beside. There he lies at my heart, very still and silent.

The world is too great for his new understanding.

But on the sward at my feet there plays another child. A lusty

youngling this and barely to be contained by the second robe of infancy.

His face is tamed and ruddy and a soft, fair down covers his cherished

head. He has eyebrows too and lashes to his very great adornment.

And even as I look he waves his arms and laughs aloud with little
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722 The Little Brothers

shrieks of merriment. Forsooth this minnock is at home with life;

he feels himself royally entertained Then a nodding daisy summons

him, and he strives towards it. But ever as he crawls he finds himself

more distant. At last, of a sudden, his resolute, breathless struggles

reveal to him the secret of progression. A few laborious moments and

he has attained his quest. And, as he thrusts out a dimpled, dabbing

hand to seize his treasure, he looks up and laughs again in triumph.

And lo! his eyes are brown.

And now I see across the shaven lawn a tiny boy who runs. Very

tiny he seems, despite the proud plurality of masculine attire. The

suit he has is such as fishers wear, but of pale blue, as more befitting

a brief fifteen months of immaturity. Suddenly, as I watch, he falls,

sprawling headlong on the sward. But up he scrambles with joyous

unconcern and runs again at double. He runs, because he knows not

yet how to walk. And as he stands beside me, steadying himself by my

gown, I catch a glimpse of little pearly teeth. And the sunlight on his

golden hair turns it into an angel’s aureole. But with the aure0le

the angel stops. For this is a veritable imp, compact of winsome

roguery. And now he has spied out a book, a mighty tome, and with

much labor drags it unto me. “ Up, up ! ” he cries with pretty empel'y

But as I take him on my knee and turn the pictured pages, telling him

the tale the while, he falls into a tranced spell. And I marvel at his

comprehension, for his own words come rare and solitary. And when

I have made an end, he nestles back his head and with a new loving

gesture rubs his check on mine. Then the foolish tears spring into

my eyes for happiness;

Yet other little lads there be, playing all around. And one, the

prettiest of them all, brings a laugh to my heart, so busy is he over his

own affairs, so absorbed, so resolute. Affairs of weight they be in truth,

as his quick breathing testifies, for he pusheth a miniature green b8-l"

row heaped high with rounded stones. Sometimes, amid his labors, he

will pause and brush the curls back from his damp brow, leaving, as

he does so, memories of grimy little hands. And the hair of this child

is dark, though the meshed in flecks of gold give it a bronze hue, st1-*l-HEe

and beautiful. And ever as he toils, he discourseth of many things;

small need is there to complain of lack of loquacity in the four-year

son. Now he is speaking of his career, for he will be an admiral, he

says, or an Italian organ-man, or perchance an “ ingineer.” And may

he that night sleep in his bath, he demandeth of me suddenly. Them

with a certain suggestiveness, the topic changes to the merits of home

brewed ginger beer. So full is the child of talk that he takes but little

heed whether there are any nigh to hear him. The words ripple out

like water under a bridgeha bridge that may be built by the engineer

But now it is not bridges that concern him. No, he whisper8 to me
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privily, some day his pussy-cat will die and he is making ready as little

place wherein to bury her.

Not very far distant stands another boy, taller this one and slight,

with brown, close-cropped hair. He wears his first Norfolk suit, and

on his face one reads the proud consciousness of many pockets. This

boy has a sachel at his back and discourses in manly wise of cricket and

a punctured bicycle and the “ other chaps at school.” And as he talks

he turns the pages of an album; photographs it holds, photographs of

all the other children nestling round me, the little brothers of whom

the big boy is so strangely unaware. And as he turns the pages he

comes upon the picture of the youngest one of all. And he cries with

incredulous scorn, “ Mother, that silly little baby was n’t me? ”

And at the words, he grows dim; they all grow dim, my treasured

ones. For I am again in the world, the aging, strenuous world, and

they are but shadows, memories of the once has been. Yes, long ago

my little sons were lost to me. Even the boy in the Norfolk suit has

been passed on life’s high-road.

And as the truth bears in upon me I begin to weep. I weep for my

little sons, my pearls of an ascending size, that slipped so quickly, one

by one, through my reluctant fingers. I weep, for, save in my dreams,

I may never see them, never. Each little brother is forever lost in the

other. And how can the high Heaven itself be my land of the left

behind?

3

HIS GIFTS

BY DIXIE WOLCOTT

H O lands nor gold do I hold in fee;

Naught can I give the world,” said he.

But many a heart as he passed along

Was cheered by the lilt of his merry song;

While hapless wanderers, gone astray,

Were guided back to the better way;

And eyes that were dimmed with tears the while

Would flash once more an answering smile.

“ The rarest gifts to be given away

Are neither lands nor gold,” said they.
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“ OU will hear from my lawyer.” As she thus delivered, with

Y cold voice and hot cheeks, across the mellow-illuminated

library table beside w -ch she was making a pretense at

embroidering, little Mrs. Westborne felt as though ’t was not herself,

but another personality, who had uttered the irreparable. It seemed to

her that she might be in an astral state, surveying her body angered '00

desperation by an alien tenant. But the words were said. She, ap

parently, had taken the step. “ You will hear from my lawyer,” she

repeated, with dignity—and trembling hands.

“ Or possibly you will hear from mine,” he retorted—her husband,

her Duncan, whom she had deemed so kind.

“ I believe in such matters the gentleman permits the woman to

take the initiative,” she rebuked, in her most lofty, cutting tone- He

must be taught that she knew something about divorces.

“Very well. Ladies first. File your complaint. But what will

it be, may I ask?” -

How insultingly, aggravatingly cool he was!

“ I shall tell what a brute you are, of course.” The word “brute”

appealed to her as being bald and unequivocal; yes, even vicious. She

had seen it in police columns, and it was standard.

“ And I suppose you won’t tell how disagreeable you are, on 09%-

sion. Women never consider that.”

“ I am disagreeable only when you make me so. _

“ Or maybe I am disagreeable only when you make me so. HoW ls

that? But we won’t discuss it. Go ahead. File your petition. Go

right ahead and file it, first thing in the morning, and have it over

with.”

“ I shall.”
“ How about alimony? I suppose you ’ll want as much as 7c“ can

get. Women usually do, I observe. They are glad to shufile off the

man, but they hate to shuffie off his money.”

Oh, detestable! And she had always tried to be economical. why

even now she was wearing a hat that turned up, when for at least a

week all the other women had been wearing hats that turned down!

5)
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“Not a cent. Not one cent of yours. I’ll starve first. I ’ll go

to work.”

“ That ’s good. Much obliged. You ’re easy.”

“Oh, am I? Then I shall ask for alimony! Twenty-five dollars

a week! ”

“Thanks for the fifteen left me. I dare say I can get along.

That ’s just about the correct proportion, in married life. Twenty-five

for the wife, fifteen for the husband. Mathematics must be your strong

poin ”

“ You think I ’m fooling, don’t you? But you ’ll find it a serious

matter.”

“ All right. Don’t forget. If you don’t file, I shall. I have n’t

the patience of a saint, quite.”

“ No, nor any other of the attributes.”

Having scored at last, little Mrs. Westborne was content to remain

silent. Duncan, scored upon, also was silent. Silence froze between

them. He made shift at reading the evening paper; she made shift at

embroidering.

Yes, assuredly this was the deadly, the culminating quarrel; n-no,

not a quarrel, but a final parting of the ways. Vaguely she wondered,

as she automatically plied the needle, tracing in blue silk a rose possible

only to a Burbank (she was very fond of blue, was little Mrs. West

borne), if really it was she and Duncan who were about to be divorced.

It must be so. ’T would never do to back out now, after she had

declared for “lawyer ”—and had he not asserted (the mean thing!)

that if she did not see a lawyer he would? Very well. She would see

Mr. Daviss. She would tell him how Duncan had treated her, what a

nasty disposition he had, and how it was beyond reason that anybody

could live with him—he was so irritable, and so selfish, and so domineer

ing, and so—so—so other things indefinite but reprehensible and com

plainable and mannish. There!

Other couples got divorces. Why should not they, if they could

not live peaceably together? Indeed, divorces were quite the fad, and

really could not be so dreadful, any more. And after what had

occurred to-night, she never, never could forgive him. In such a case,

according to Mrs. Hitherton (Mrs. Hitherton had been divorced twice),

a divorce was the only thing.

“ Good-night,” she said, in a choked voice, rising. They might as

well be civil, the die having been cast.

“ Good-night,” he answered. He also arose, and began to wind the

clock. Fancy such callousnessl He did not even omit to wind the

clock, on this the eve of their separation.

And presently he, too, ascended the stairs. She heard him, through

her closed door.
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The subject was not mentioned at breakfast; nor was anything else,

in particular, mentioned. Duncan was extremely polite, and passed her

the toast when ordinarily he would have permitted her to help herself

(true, it was a small table, for two, and easily spanned, but she objected

to a “boarding-house reach”), and was wholly affable. Nevertheless,

he could not but notice that her eyes were swollen (they were swollen)

and that she evidently had experienced a perfectly wretched night. She

had cried; cried lots. No, no; not for the world would she have him

know it; but—there were her eyes, and her generally wan appearance,

which he ought to interpret, and which, if he really loved her, he ought

to comment upon!
He did n’t love her, then. He did n’t love her any more. So be it.

She knew of several couples married even less time than they, who

had divorces. The Hithertons, for instance; and the Dobbles-—because

Mr. Dobble drank. Well, Duncan did not drink, but he could be so

detestable and aggravating and—and—mannish. Of course, years ago

divorces were considered shocking; but nowadays they were more ac

cepted. They were necessary. And they were easy to get, and there

was no reason why—if—they (she and Duncan) were not happy

together—they (she and Duncan) should not have—one. No donbt he

thought that she had not been in earnest. She would see her lawyer

(“her lawyer” sounded ominous and important) directly after break

fast. She would apply for a divorce. He had said that he would, if

she did n’t—had n’t he? The mean thing!

Attorney Daviss, in his private room, sobered and eyed his client

calculatingly, meditatively. He turned a long lead-pencil over and over

between his fingers.

“ Yes?” he mused. “ Why? ”
Little Mrs. Westborne, having impulsively announced her purpose,

hesitated.“We don’t get on together well, at all. We have so many dimer-

ences. And he ’s so exasperating and—and mean, you know.”

“ Um-m-m,” mused Attorney Daviss. He was interested. He knew

Duncan Westborne, in a club way, but he realized that he might not

have known him as a husband. “ Spccifically——? ”

“ Pardon me? ” murmured little Mrs. Westborne tentatively.

“ Can you name any acts in particular that lead you to BBk for 5

legal separation? ”

“ He ’s so aggravating, Mr. Davies.”

“ But that ’s only a general statement. Does he strike you?”

“ Duncan?” Mrs. Westborne, little Mrs. Westborne, stiffened. No

man should ever strike her! The ideal “Never! Oh, never, MT

Daviss! How horrid! Of course he does n’t.”

in
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“ Threaten, then, perhaps. Has he ever threatened your life, or to

do physical violence to you?”

“ Goodness, no!”

“Abused you not at all, even by name?”

“My husband is a gentleman, Mr. Daviss,” informed little Mrs.

Westborne, with dignity. “He did call me a fool once, though,” she

added reflectively.

“ Um-m-m. Yes, I see. Does he drink—to excess?”

“ Certainly not.”

“Is there—ah, pardon me-—another woman?”

“I should hope not! He is n’t that kind of a man, at all. You

mistake him, indeed you do, Mr. Davies.” She might be applying

for a divorce from him, but he should not unjustly be accused, in

absentia; no, not her Duncan. “ He ’s really ridiculous. You know,

Mr. Daviss, how at the dances he won’t dance with anybody but me.”

“ Um-m-m. But, my dear lady, your petition must say something.

Is he a poor provider?”

“ My signature is as good as his at the bank. He made that rule

as soon as we were married—that I should draw a check whenever I

pleased. I never have to ask him. I think it is so humiliating for a

wife to have to ask her husband whenever she wants money.”

“Yes? Well, just what is the trouble, then, if you please?”

“ He ’s so aggravating at times,” pouted little Mrs. Westborne.

“ I understand. Incompatibility. You don’t like the same things,

and don’t hit upon the same matters.”

What an opposing, illy-advised man this Mr. Daviss was!

“ But we do like the same things. We are very fond of books, and

of walking, and——”

“ Where is the incompatibility, then?”

“I’ve told you. He ’s so aggravating. And lately he forgets to

kiss me ”-—little Mrs. Westborne flushed, and bravely continued—“ and

I ’m sure he does n’t l-love me any more. And we quarrel—dispute, I

mean—dreadfully.”

“What about?”

“N-nothing. Absolutely nothing. And last night he scarcely

noticed my hat, and I ’d made it over myself—-to economize—and ran

a needle under my nail, and he did n’t k-kiss that—the finger, I mean.

He did n’t seem to care.”

“ How long have you been married, Mrs. Westborne? ”

“ Six years.”

“ Oh, it ’s nonsense, applying for a divorce on any such grounds as

you have given me,” exclaimed Attorney Daviss irritably. “Perfect

nonsense. I ’d advise you to go home and forget about it. Yes, forget

it entirely. I decline to draw up any petition. You have no cause.”
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Mrs. Westborne was petite, but she had the fighting spirit.

“ Indeed, you shall draw up the petition,” she declared. “If you

don’t, there are other lawyers, I suppose. I have plenty of ground for

a divorce. Duncan says that if I don’t get the divorce, he will.

There! ”

“General incompatibility—aggravating disposition on his part,

ugliness toward you, occasioning mental anguish: that is all I can

put in, Mrs. Westborne. Do you want to try it on that? Determined,

eh? Very well. But Judge Browne is exceedingly strict. He is the

only judge sitting now, and he is about to go on his vacation.

Alimony?”

“ Twenty-five dollars a week.”

“What proportion is that, may I ask? ”

“ Duncan has forty dollars ”

“ Forty! And you want twenty-five? ”

“ He does n’t care. He taunted me to it—absolutely taunted me

And now he ’s got to suffer for it. I might not have taken anything.”

“ The judge will not be inclined to allow you so much.”

Little Mrs. Westborne’s round, smooth, one-dimpled chin tilted

aggressively.

“ He will have to allow it. I don’t consider it any of his business,

when Duncan does n’t oppose. Duncan would give me thirty dollars

if I demanded it”

“I ’ll do the best I can for you, Mrs. Westborne,” vouchsafed the

attorney. “I cannot promise——”

“You need n’t,” retorted little Mrs. Westborne. “I’m going to

have it, though. I simply am going to have the divorce. Duncan

shan’t think I ’m not in earnest. And all your dissuading has not the

slightest influence.”

The concluding statement, however, as the reader may be perceiving,

was not precisely true. It did have influence—in the Opposite direction!

“ Very well,” said Attorney Daviss. “ I ’ll hustle the matter right

along, then; we will catch the judge before he leaves, if we can. I 'll

’phone you.”

 

With the sensation of a true woman of affairs, and with the natural

impatience attendant upon a successful beginning, little Mrs. Westborne

awaited, at the dinner table, the psychological moment. Then-

“I saw him,” she announced, carefully endeavoring to suppress a

note of triumph; in fact, any especial note whatsoever.

“ Who? ”

“ My lawyer.”

“ Oh!” Duncan’s tone instantly reduced itself to the cold and

casual. “Have you filed the petition?”
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“ He said that he would attend to it immediately.”

“ Just so. It seems a pity that we can’t get along together, but such

is life. I suppose the sooner I take myself off, the better.”

“ Why?” Little Mrs. Westborne was startled.

“ Why! Because you don’t want me around. You ’ve applied for

a divorce, have n’t you? ”

“ Y-yes.”

“ All right.”

It was half-hour later when Mr. Westborne descended the stairs,

suit-case in hand, and took his hat from the rack.

" Adios,” he remarked. “ Anything for me can be forwarded to the

club or the office.”

“But, Duncan,” expostulated little Mrs. Westborne, “ you are n’t

going to-night? ”

“ Certainly I am. I ’ll get the rest of my things later. That will

come in the final settlement, any way. But I consider it not decent to

stay here now. I have no desire to hang about where I ’m not wanted.”

“But I—would n’t care, Duncan. You can stay. I’m driving

you out.”
“ I care, though. You won’t be afraid. You can get somebody to

come here, if you are—some woman, you know. I’d better transfer

myself to the club. Good-by.”

And he was gone.

Suddenly the snug, cheery living-room was large and lonesome.

Little Mrs. Westborne felt rather aghast, but she realized that Duncan

was right. It was not decent for them to be together, if they were

about to be divorced. Perhaps Mrs. Hitherton would come and stay

with her. She would be surprised to hear about the divorce, and

interested, and probably could tell much—having been through the

process herself. Little Mrs. Westborne had a momentary thrill of

anticipation and conscious achievement. She struggled to retain it.

’T was an anchorage. She also must retain her resentment toward

Duncan. ’T was her cable to the anchorage, so to speak. But when

she heroically wound the clock she almost went adrift. Duncan always

wound the clock. She might telephone Mrs. Hitherton this very night.

Only-—Mrs. Hitherton very likely would be out. Yes, that was what

deterred her: Mrs. Hitherton very likely would be out. To-morrow

would be soon enough, for to-morrow night. With Mrs. Hitherton

standing by, she could wind the clock easily.

Of course, ’t would have been only c-vil in Duncan to call her up

in the morning, with a very natural inquiry as to whether she had safely

emerged from the terribly dark and creaky night. But when the tele

phone bell rang it was Attorney Daviss’s voice that spoke over the wire.

Commendably active, Attorney Daviss had arranged an interview for
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her with Judge Browne in the judge’s private room, and would she be

kind enough to present herself there at four-thirty o’clock that after

noon? The judge was going away on the morrow, and if advantage

was not taken of this opportunity proceedings would have to be post

poned indefinitely—or at least postponed until fall, and fall would

be a crowded time.

Little Mrs. Westborne had this appointment before her now; and

lest Attorney Daviss might ring her up again, with more news—or lest

somebody might ring her up—she stayed close, expectant But she was

unmolested—that is, unapproached—that is, nothing happened. How

ever, matters were moving expeditiously, and she could be only grateful

for such a lawyer. After she had seen the judge, then she would ’phons

Mrs. Hitherton, or perhaps drop in upon her, with no doubt exact

tidings ; and Mrs. Hitherton, as a kindred soul, would come right along

over, and stand by while the clock was being wound.

Judge Browne, a lean, smooth-shaven man, suave in the beginning

and tired throughout, catechised—Attorney Davies sitting near to sup

port his client. Passing up the court-house walk, and in through the

portico and down the corridor, little Mrs. Westborne had felt like an

alien. The atmosphere of the place impressed her most unfavorably.

She was conscious of stares of curiosity from the habitués. Horrorsl

Did they conceive her errand? Would it be in the papers? She ought

to have worn a veil, a deep black veil. Was Duncan anywhere about?

Did he know of this appointment? He—he ought to. She didn’t

want to take any unfair advantage of Duncan—mean though he was

And when no Duncan was encountered in that ofiice marked “ Private

Judge Brown,” she experienced a subtle drop in her anticipation.

The judge, as before mentioned, catechised her—at first with a

impersonal, aloof air which set her to wondering if he was not despising

her for testifying against the absent. Well, it did seem underhanded;

but it was customary—was it not?

“ There appears to be no specific statement,” the judge was saying,

fumbling some documents.

“ A general allegation, your honor. Mrs. Westborne swears to great

and intense mental suffering caused by her husband’s ugly disposition.

The disposition is general. The acts are minor in themselves, but all

the harder, therefore, to endure or correct. Your honor understands,”

interpreted Attorney Daviss readily.

“What has Mrs. Westborne to say?” queried the judge directly,

facing her with weary but compelling gaze. “ Has defendant ever

struck you, Mrs. Westborne? ”

“ Never.”

“ Cursed you or otherwise verbally abused you?”

“Never-” Oh, gracious! the absurd questions all over again
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“ Called you a fool, I believe,” suggested Attorney Daviss, watchful.

“ Y-yes—or he said that I was foolish, and I knew what he meant

by his tone of voice.”

The judge smiled in a satirical way, but, to use a popular expression,

“ quit it ” abruptly under little Mrs. Westborne’s indignant eyes.

“Habitually absented himself?”

‘I No.”

“ Consorted with other women?”

I‘ No-),

“ Neglected to provide you with necessities or reasonable comforts? ”

“ Not in the slightest—except being exasperating.”

“ Well ” commenced the judge slowly.

Little Mrs. Westborne noted the tone. The bareness of her plea

alarmed her. Goodness! Was her cause lost? He was n’t going to

give her the divorce, then! He was about to say so. What use was her

lawyer, if not to meet such an emergency? Were these big men in a

conspiracy to deprive her of her rights? But Attorney Daviss was

talking.

“ Yes, your honor. Mrs. Westborne has replied to these same ques

tions, to me. She does not allege any specific acts. But she bases her

plea upon that general situation which is causing her intolerable mental

suffering. This is a case diflicult to argue, but it is a case such as

sometimes occurs in the married state, as your honor can conceive. In

compatibility, acute mental sufiering occasioned by a generally opposed

disposition—a continual exasperation and a constant wearing—impos

sible to meet and all the harder to endure. If your honor pleases, we

will claim no specific acts, but will rest upon that general allegation of

injurious disposition.”

“ Where is the defendant? ” demanded the judge.

“ He is at the office, I guess,” answered little Mrs. Westborne,

with a sudden poignant doubt. She had not heard from him all day—

no, not since the previous evening. He might be ill! He might be

having another of his sick headaches!

“Mr. Westborne enters no defense. He accepts judgment by de

fault,” spoke Attorney Daviss hastily.

“ That of course must be in the records,” stipulated the judge.

“ It will be, your honor.”

The judge looked more wearied than ever. The baggy half-circles

under his eyes darkened.

“ Well——” he resumed, tapping with a pencil upon his desk. His

mood changed, and he continued with vehemence. “I’m sick of it,”

he exclaimed. “ I ’m sick of having you people constantly coming to

me with a flimsy, intangible plea such as this, and counting upon

getting a divorce. And the women are the worst offenders. ‘ Incom
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patibility ’ l ‘ General allegation ’ ! It’s all nonsense. Is n’t there any

charity left, between married couples? What is the world arriving at,

I wonder. Yes, I sometimes wonder, when each petty little quarrel is

made the pretext for a divorce! I’m ashamed of humanity; I’m

ashamed of civilization, that it will undertake marriage and expect

to break it like snapping a stick. Here are you, Mrs. Westborne, with

your allegation of ‘ general ugly disposition,’ your husband making no

denial, I unacquainted save casually with either of you, and you call

upon me to accept such allegation, and accept your ‘ mental sufiering,’

and grant you a divorce. For all I know, you have provoked your

husband into that alleged disposition. Women can thus provoke men.

I don’t doubt the sincerity of your attorney in this matter, but I want

to say that members of the bar are too lax. I am growing disgusted

with the profession. It caters to pettifogging. -I had rather get out

in the street and dig ditches—honorably dig ditches—than in these

days he a judge upon the bench in this court. I declare, in a case such

as this I don’t know what to do. I ’m all worn out, and to-morrow I

must start on a vacation. I can let this petition go over—but if you

are actually under a mental persecution, and are suffering, there ’s no

justice in letting you suffer all the sumliler. I want to get away.

I wish you two had never come to me. The idea, a couple married now

six years, who ought to be all adjusted to each other’s peculiarities and

aware of each other’s faults and willing to accept them, being divorced

on disposition. It strikes me, if the disposition of one has changed

since marriage, the other is to blame. And what do you expect me to

do about it? ”

With flaming cheeks, little Mrs. Westborne stared straight past him

and out of the window beyond. Never, never had she been so insulted

by anybody! How dared he lecture her like this! It was because her

husband, her Duncan, was n’t around. Why did her lawyer sit them

like a bump on a log? She ought to arise and leave, with dignity“

and she would.

“ You come to me to ask for a divorce,” scolded the judge

Out she would go. Already (in fancy) she was gathering her skil-t8

about her, and was achieving majestic, offended exit. He need not

give her that divorce. But somebody should. Why, she would have

that divorce now, if she went to Dakota for it. She would show thls

ludge and ller lawyer, too. She would not be browbeaten and thwarted

Of course she would have that divorce. She knew her own mind, and

her own affairs, and her rights, perfectly. _

“But I ’ll give it to you,” spoke the judge curtly. “I’ll grant

the decree. I ’m not certain that I am doing right, at all—but have

Four Wwrney prepare all the papers in proper shape, and I ’ll grant the

decree, immediately. Good-day. Not a word from either of you, If
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you please. I’m tired out, and you ’ve made me tireder. Divorce,

and twenty dollars alimony; you may consider that settled. Good-day.”

He turned his back upon them. Little Mrs. Westborne, very dazed,

found herself traversing the corridor again, with her attorney, in

silence. Only at the sidewalk did her companion speak, as if at last

outside the judge’s jurisdiction.

“Well, we get the decree, Mrs. Westborne, just the same. You

must n’t mind the judge. He certainly scored us, but he ’s not himself.

He ’s threatened with nervous prostration, I understand. We can

afford to pass over his preamble, so long as his conclusion is in our

favor.”

“ Then I have the divorce? That is true, is it?” faltered little Mrs.

Westborne doubtfully.

“ Assuredly. All that remains is the decree, legally entered.”

“ But won’t Duncan be consulted?” inquired little Mrs. Westborne

anxiously.

“ Mr. Westborne? Oh, no—except that I have seen him. He

waives any action on his part. No, he ’s out of it entirely, save to pay

the alimony.”

“ Oh! Where did you see him? ”

“At the club last night, Mrs. Westborne. I’ll have him come

around to the office to-morrow, and arrange any details. He ’s a good

fellow at heart, Duncan is; and he ’ll agree to everything. So you

won’t have to meet him again, and you need not worry over matters.”

Then Duncan was still alive! During the age which had elapsed

since last she had seen him nothing serious had happened to him—at

least, not up to last night. She was thankful. She could not help but

be interested in him—could she?

“ Good-day,” her lawyer was saying. “ I ’ll communicate with you

to-morrow. Don’t worry. Your decree is virtually given. We ’re

lucky. I suspected that maybe we could hurry the judge into it.”

“ Good-day,” responded little Mrs. Westborne faintly.

How sudden it had been, after all; how kaleidoscopic in its phases.

The judge had first so opposed her, and then had so instantly executed

a right-about and granted her the boon, that she was much confused.

She was to have her decree! Well! She must go home and think it

over. Not just at present would she tell Mrs. Hitherton. She must

recover her equilibrium, and must straighten out the entanglements in

her mind—entanglements quite as though when the strain of her desire

had relaxed the recoil had knotted it like a snapped rope. She—had—

not—expected—such a prompt decision. That horrid judge had taken

her breath away—twice. She did n’t know that she wanted quite such

suddenness.
And mechanically little Mrs. Westborne boarded the ear for “ home.”
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Poor, patient old Duncan! Did he know yet? He ought to know.

But she rather dreaded to have him told. He might care. Yes, he was

patient, was Duncan. Even Mr. Daviss had volunteered that he was a

good fellow. She must have severely tried him at times—and she had

been a fool (foolish, that is), and he had been warranted in saying what

he did. His disposition? His disposition was Duncan; he would n’t

be Duncan, her Duncan, without that disposition—a.nd she wished—

that he would come, just this night, and—and wind the clock. She

would feel much better. She would like to explain to him that she bore

no malice. Now that she was to have the divorce, she could afford this

leniency, the charity of the victor toward the vanquished.

Of course, they would some time meet again, no doubt. Would it be

very embarrassing? Divorces made them separate entities in law, but

’t was going to be hard work to be separate entities in fact. The judge

had acted so abruptly. Duncan had had no opportunity to plead. Per

haps, had he pleaded, she might—not—have taken the divorce.

What if the decree had already been issued ! .‘ Would it be irrevocable?

Goodness! Was she cut off from Duncan—without any preliminaries——

any procrastination at all—any chance to reflect even one tiny, tiny

bit? A divorce should be more like shopping or trying on a gown: a

gradual progression, amidst the aisles or amidst the styles, to the fius-l

but delightfully tentative goal. She did n’t know now (there was a sob

in little Mrs. Westborne’s throat, as she sat alone, in the dusk, upon the

enormous, vacant front porch—which actually measured son-nt five feet

by seven) whether a divorce this way suited her.

And Duncan did not come. He did not even telephone. It might

continue thus forever. She had not quite realized what divorce meant

—and that horrid judge had given her no time; not a minute. Oh,

dear! she w-wanted Duncan. She gdid n’t w-want—a divorce-thls

way, or—any way.
A little figure, dainty and girlish, amidst the folds of whose blue

bath-robe peeped out the lacy whiteness of additional negligee beneath,

stood in blue bath-slippers at the telephone, and with a tremblmg

impatience waited.
“The judge is just retiring. Can I not take the message?” the

voice had responded.
“No; I prefer to speak with the judge himself, please,” had be

sought little Mrs. Westborne, on tiptoe.

“Is it so important?”

“Yes ; very important.”

“ Hold the ’phone, please.”
Little Mrs. Westborne was holding the ’phone. After an immsaB11Y

able delay, the receiver at the other end was lifted (as with her sharp

set ears she could distinguish) and a crosser, gruffer voice spcke:
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“ Well? What is it?”

“ Is this Judge Browne?”

“ is.”

“ I ’m Mrs. Westborne.”

" Who? ”

“ Mrs. Westborne. Have you issued that decree yet, judge?”

“ What decree?”

“ The decree of—of—you know. Attorney Davies and I were in

to see you this afternoon.”

“ Oh! No, I have not issued it yet. But I will attend to it in

the morning, if you and your lawyer are on hand. Can’t you wait

that long?”

The horrid old thing!

“ Then—I ’m not divorced, am I?”

“ No, ma’am.”

“ That ’s what I wanted to find out. Do you—under the circum

stances ”—Mrs. Westborne stammered and fluttered nervously—“ would

it he improper, do you think, if I saw my husband?”

“ He ’s still your husband, until after the decree is issued. After

that I should call it highly improper and unnecessary, save in business

matters.”

“But I mean—saw him—before.”

“That, madam, is a topic for your confessor, not for a judge.”

Oh, the horrid thing! He was n’t helping her a bit. She was glad

that she was married to Duncan, and not to him.

“ Could I—could I postpone the decree?”

“ If it is postponed once, it must be postponed for all summer, and

await its regular turn in the fall, with a rehearing.”

“W-well, maybe it had better be postponed all summer, then, if

you please.”

“Very well. Good-night.”

Indeed, he was a horrid thing! No gentleman ever says good-by

first, over the ’phone, when talking with a woman.

Little Mrs. Westborne hung up the receiver and stood fingering it.

She removed it again.

“ Ah—er-r-r—Green, Seven Ninety-nine. Yes; Green, Seven

Ninety-nine.”

“ Is this the Washington Club?”

It was.

“ Er-r-r—is Mr. Westborne there? ” -

They would ascertain. Oh, he must be there! Little Mrs. West

borne, in her blue bath-robe and blue bath-slippers, and. a flush of

excitement and resolution upon her tear-stained face, listened, too

anxious now to fidget.
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“ Hello.”

It was Duncan’s voice.

“ Hello. Is this you, Duncan?” Such a question!

“ Why—yes. Who ’s talking? Margaret?” Another such a

question!

“ Um hm-m-m.”

“ What ’s the matter?” The note of alert alarm in the voice was

most gratifying. “ What ’s the matter, sweetheart?”

Stupid Duncan! He had forgotten himself, with that word. He

cared.
“ I ’m so lonesome, Duncan. I did n’t mean—it is n’t going to be,

Duncan, unless you want it. Are n’t you ever coming back?” and

little Mrs. Westborne was crying through the telephone.

Whereupon you, gentle reader, who have struggled over the problem

“ How Old Was Ann?” I leave with a much easier problem, pleasantly

alliterative, for your cogitation: “ What did Duncan do? ”

3

LITERARY AGENTS

By P/zil Collom

S a by-product of the magazine industry, there has grown ‘l?- l

A fraternity known as literary agents or brokers. They clalm

to be of great assistance to the poor, overworked editor and

to the poorer, underworked contributor. That ’s just the trouble with

them.
Assuming their hearts to be in the right places, it is nwertlleleils

cruel indiscriminately to take sweet girl graduates and induce thenl

to think they bear the seeds of literary fame. As for the editors, thelr

work should be made just as hard as possible. There is plenty of stuff

printed in plenty of magazines, without going about and scounng the

earth for manuscripts from people who up to that time are sweetly

content to be modest, retiring, and uncorrupted. _

The literary-agent idea, therefore, should be extended to take in a

specialized branch whose sole business it should be to keep artlcles

out of magazines. Of course neither the misguided editors llo.! the

misguided writers would contribute to the support of these antidote‘

agents, but, as a long-suffering public would reap the benefit, lt ought

not be difficult to raise by popular subscription 0. sum snfiicient to keel’

them in luxury.



DO WE WANT TO BE HAPPY?

By Mrs. john Van Vorst

Author of “ The Children Who Tail," " B:gsby-| Daughter," etc.

i

happy, but it would seem that we don’t quite know how to

go about it.

The man who says: “ I ’ve worked for twenty years, now I want to

enjoy life,” appears peculiar to you. You look at him with a mirthful

curve to the corners of your mouth, somewhat as though he were a

hybrid specimen of unusual species. His remark carries no conviction.

He finds it hard to convince you that he is actually setting out to seek

pleasure. And back of your seeming mirth there is likely to be a slight

touch of scorn, a shade of contempt, such as the average American feels

always for the man who, even temporarily, is n’t killing himself with

work.

I can remember the immoral impression made by a certain colonel

in the American army—a man with a dash of Irish blood in his veins

who used to chuckle as he explained to his more puritan companions

that every now and then he spent twenty-five dollars on fun, whether

he felt like it or not, as a matter of principle.

“Sure,” he used to add, “if you do nothing for fun, what can

you expect fun to do for you? ”

There is some profound philosophy in this remark, but it is n’t in

accord with our habitual notions on the subject of happiness. On the

contrary. The gist of these sentiments was brought out in a conver

sation on the immigrant question, which I held once on the way to

Kansas City with a man who lived there. I remarked that the crowd

of immigrants pouring into the United States were actuated—all except

the Frenchmen—by tingling anticipation. Other foreigners leave

home because they are full of hope; the Frenchman leaves only when

he is in despair.

“ Indeed,” I explained, “ the French would rather live on a crust

and be happy in France, than to make thousands, exiled to America.”

The Kansas City man reflected a moment. Then he said:

“Well, if that ’s true, there ’s something the matter with the

French.”

The truth is, we are always trying to get more, rather than to hold

Vop. LXXXIV.—4T 7-37

MOST of us are the enemies of our own content. We want to be
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and enjoy what we already possess. While we are doing one thing,

we are mentally hard at work on the next, and the result is that, instead

of being fairly happy, we look ahead and say: “Of course this can’t

last.” And when we ’re miserable we drive the thorn deeper into the

flesh by declaring: “ There ’s no reason for this to change.”

Ninety per cent of the population in the United States are farmers.

Yet how many of these men are farmers from choice?

The property owner who gets a living from the crops he raises

usually does not care to stay on his land. He aims to work it for

all it is worth, just long enough to make a little pile and “get on."

He will not have his son a farmer, nor his daughter a farmer’s wife,

if he can help it. Therefore he cannot take a lasting interest in what

he is doing, and he cannot be happy, any more than we can, until he

has found something in which he can take a lasting interest.

Linked with the “ get on ” spirit is the characteristic leaning among

us toward “crazes.” We have crazes for eating and crazes for going

without food, crazes for sleeping and crazes for staying awake, crazes

for the natural life and crazes for scientific hygiene. -

The craze is the_enemy of the lasting interest, and hence of any

genuine happiness.

Watch, for example, the American man who “goes in ” for golf

He arrives on the course a novice, dressed in the smartest clothes his

English tailor can make. He has the most expert instructor and the

most experienced caddy. Over in Scotland his Scotch cousin has been

playing his little eighteen holes now and then for the past thirty yam

and getting real comfort out of the game. But the American does n’t

content himself with eighteen holes. He plays many hours a 41a3'

Bound and round the course he goes, like a madman.

Two years afterward you meet him in some other place.

“ Well,” you say, “ how ’s golf?”

He looks at you compassionately.

“ Oh, golf? I got all through with that long ago.”

Literally he had got through golf, through it and clear out on the

other side, where he was once more face to face with self. NoW, the

only way to be happy is to forget self entirely.

“I was perfectly absorbed,” you hear some one say in T8-pl?\lro“s

tones. “I never thought of myself once. It was heavenly.”

If we are constantly seeking good books to read, and good plays

to attend, it is because these forms of amusement distract us, take us,

if even for a short time, out of ourselves. The nuns and monks who

go into the Church renounce the world with the ardent longing to find

oblivion in Christ. Even the poor wretch who “puts an enemy inl’o

his mouth to steal away his brains” does so with the longing to

forget Love, no doubt, is the dearest and surest way to lose all
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consciousness of the tormenting ego. But, aside from these ex

treme measures, there is a way of living which implies content, if only

we can learn to hold fast each moment as it comes along, cling to it

and make it give up all the treasure of joy it holds, remembering that

it is what we ought to be, and not what we ought to have, which shoull

preoccupy us if we wish to enter the realm of happiness. We can

go in thither empty-handed if our hearts beat true to the best that is

within us.
One of the familiar torments we impose upon ourselves concerning

the inevitable is our vexation at growing old. Yet we love life, we want

experience, and, alas, what other way is there to prolong and to obtain

these, except to watch the years go by? “ If youth only knew. If old

age only could,” runs a French saying, pronounced with melancholy.

Youth does know, and old age can, if they will not want to change

roles with fretfulness and impatience, living in the future when it is

too soon and in the past when it is too late; demolishing thus the

better chance for joy.

The word “happiness” (good hap)—in German " gliick” (luck),

in French "bonh-em-” (good fortune)—by its origin would tend to

thrust the responsibility of our destiny in this regard upon the shoulders

of Fate. But it is not until we take things in our own hands and decide

we do want to be happy that the magnetic current begins to turn our

way. Otherwise we plod blindly along, attracting to ourselves a certain

kind of misfortune, and declaring each time the wheel revolves in our

disfavor: “That’s just my luck.” Then, later, as we look back at

our lives, we find that we can sum up the minor circumstances in the

one trite saying: “I’ve had a great deal of trouble, and most of it

never happened.”
We met, one day, a weary stock-broker of this species, rich, a wreck.

'lhe doctors had forbidden him to work, and had ordered him—for

authority was necessary—to take a holiday. He could n’t make up his

mind where to go. Nothing appealed to him.

“Why don’t you try Europe?” we suggested.

“ Europe?” he repeated contemptuously. “I was there seventeen

years ago, and I’m not going again. I could n’t find anything to

spend my money on.”

This man was very far gone. _

One of the most eminent clergymen of America told us that in the

great university where he dwelt as chaplain for a fortnight every year

it was his custom to receive at all hours any one of the students w‘"-

desired to talk with him. When he worked late into the night he left

his curtains drawn, so that the cheer of his lamp might send out to the

belated passer-by a call of welcome, should he need a friendly hand

clasp.
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One night, when the twelve strokes had sounded from the Campus

Chapel, there came a tap at his door. The entrance of a down-cast,

dejected young fellow was followed by a story of discouragement and

desperation.

“ If I had n’t seen your lamp burning there in the window,” the

student said, “it would be all up with me now. But I came in to you.

I ’ve given you my wretched story, my longing to be through with it all.

Now advise me what to do.”

The chaplain waited a moment, and then he answered:

“ Go and find some one more unhappy than you are, and try to help

hixn-,,

Through this passing word, the boy’s life was refornied. He he

came absorbed in those who suffered. He entered upon a career of

philanthropic activity wherein his discontent was dispelled in self

forgetfulness.

Don’t let us be misunderstood: setting out to forget oneself in

others is like tugging at the proverbial boot-strap. The sort of syste

matic sacrifice which feels it is self immolation amounts to nothing

more than an acute, if unconscious, egoism.

Become absorbed.

There ’s the gist of the whole matter. Let us be not against our

selves, but simply for others. The Christmas season is a good example

of the happiness resulting from this sort of unselfishness. At this

moment every one is thinking of some one else. The shops are

crowded with people buying, not for themselves, but for their family

and their friends and for the poor. The outcome is so gay and so

joyous that we might revert successfully to this altruistic atmosphifle

and let it be, if not in the material act, at least in the solicitude and

thought: “ Christmas all the year round.”

Life, after all, is not so bad as we like to fancy it. I venture to say

that if most of us began our evening prayer by thanking the Lord for

all his benefits to us, we should fall asleep long before we got to the

grievance with which we usually induce insomnia.

The world is not a bed of roses. The path we must trod is often

hard, clogged with overwhelming anxieties, cares, and worries that

seem to bow earthward even the idealist’s gaze. But when our should_"rs

are bent low we can at least get some happiness out of life by trymg

to love the burden we bear, like the little Scotch girl whom some on9

met staggering along the country road with a baby in her arms

“ Can I help you?” the stranger asked. “ The child seems so heavy

for you.”

The little girl looked up and with an expression of passionate

tenderness said:

“ He ’s nae heavy. He ’s me brother ! ”
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Basutoland, and what used to be known on old maps as East

Kaffraria, lies East Griqualand. This country, whose minimum

altitude is six thousand feet above sea-level, is remarkable for its pure

and invigorating climate, the fertility of its soil, and the great though

undeveloped wealth of minerals in its mountains. Sheep-farming and

stock-raising are the principle occupations of its sparsely-settled

inhabitants.

Upon one of these lonely farms on the lower slopes of the Drakens

berg lived old Piet Wessells, with his wife and seven children: six girls

and a boy, Isaac—a silent young giant of sixteen, the pride of his

father’s grim heart. For old Piet was grim. As a boy of fifteen, he,

with his father, had fought at Boom Platz against the English, under

Sir Harry Smith; and after the defeat (his father and two brothers

were killed) had trekked away with the rest of his family, sullen and

embittered, enduring incredible hardships and dangers for three years,

before finding a suitable spot on which to settle, build, till the soil,

and start again the stock-farming so dear to a Boer’s heart.

Olifants Kraal, a farm of seven thousand acres, was situated in a

lovely bit of country, below the bold turreted edge of the Berg, the

cliffs of which, streaked with silver waterfalls, towered far above the

homestead. Little cared Piet, however, for those purple peaks, save

as a shelter from the cold winds of spring; nor for the lace-like cas

cades, which raced down the rocky cliffs, but as a never failing supply

for his dam.

His house, in a hollow upon the edge of some rich arable land,

was built of sods, plastered with clay, thatched with grass, and bordered

on three sides by a “stoep” or veranda. It was divided inside into

three compartments—a living room, a bed-room for the family, and

a best room, never occupied save on great occasions, such as a wed

ding or a death. In this room was a huge four-post bed, with feather

mattress, many pillows, and a wonderful patchwork quilt, the work

of several generations of Vrouw Wessells’s family. The floors through

out the dwelling were of hard beaten earth; the ceilings were simply

the under-side of the thatch; from which, on warm nights, centipedes

I N a little known corner of South Africa, wedged between Natal,

71l
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and other insects would fall on the sleeping inmates. The house

door, divided into upper and lower portions, opened immediately into

the living room. The door itself was over three feet wide, but Vrouw

Wessells was already beginning to find some diflieulty in going in

and out. Like all Dutch women approaching forty, she was growing

enormously stout. A corner of the veranda was enclosed to form

Isaae’s room.

To describe the family in brief, I may say that Koosic, the eldest,

was married and a mother at eighteen. Sara (pronounced with

the broad a) was a typical Dutch beauty of fifteen. Tall and slender,

with an exquisite complexion of cream and faint wild rose, limpid

eyes, fair hair, and small hands and feet, her counterpart is to be

met with all over South African Boerdom. Slow-moving and indolent,

there was a grace about her supple young body, a mute eloquence in

her rarely opened lips, in her challenging eyes, that set fire to the

blood of the “Jonkers” of the neighborhood; and for fifty miles

round Sara was the subject of their heavy and inarticulate thought.

For the rest, Petronella, Johanna, and Katrina were shorter and

rounder editions of their sister, more or less yellow, more or less dirty;

while the twins, dirtier and yellower still, toddled and played and

ate with the puppies and the poultry, which waddled or peeked in

and out of the house from dawn till dark.

Isaac was a kind-hearted, simple young fellow, gentle to his sisters,

helpful to his mother. An unfailing shot and a first rate rider, he

was his father’s right hand all the year round in every farming opera

tion; a look, a sign, from the elder was enough. Old Piet knew that

what he wanted was done, would be done; no need to give direction!

or ask questions. Under a blazing sun, in suffooating hot winds,

through belching thunder and torrential rains, crossing swollen streams,

or clambering rocky heights in bitter winter snowstorms, Isaac would

go after young stock or thievish natives, returning after days and

nights of absence with merely a rnonosyllabic reply to a monosyllabic

query from the taciturn old man. Next morning at cock-crow he

would open his mother’s door and bring her the early cup of steam

ing coffee, which enabled her bulky person to roll out of bed and begin

the household occupations of the day. Sara's sleeping place with two

of her sisters was the living room, and as Isaac came through she

would be reluctantly pulling on her stockings.

One cloudless winter day Piet and Isaac started on a journey to

the Stormberg district, to bring back a troop of young horses, which

had been running on the high Veldt, during the preceding summer

They took a Oouple of native herd-boys with them, and with “ biltong{”

coffee, Wo pannikins, and cakes of Boer bread, all strapped in the1r

blankets, set off. The family stood about to watch them depart; and
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Sara called after them, “ Don’t forget to bring me back some meejee,

Isaac.” Meejee was the local name of a little Alpine herb that grew

in inaccessible crannies and “ krantzes ” and was supposed to make an

infallible love potion. Isaac called back a good-natured reply; and

Sara stood watching the figures till they were out of sight. She was

fond of her brother in her phlegmatic way; and she intended, when

she got her “meejee,” to make a concoction for him, too, which,

drunk at midnight and by moonlight, would be sure to render him

attractive in the eyes of his cousin Motsie, the only daughter of Hans,

the richest farmer in East Griqualand.

The second day of their journey, while father and son were resting

the horses, which had been hobbled and were cropping the short grass

on the rocky slopes, Piet said to Isaac:

“ My son, it is not only to fetch the young horses that we have

come out this time. I have been told by old Mabusa” (naming the

chief of a neighboring district) “that there is gold in the Insizwa

Mountains, at a certain spot very difilcult to get at. That is why I

have brought this coil of reims, for I shall have to let you down over

the face of a krantz to find a hole where, Mabusa says, the yellow

streaks can be seen in the quartz. You I can trust, my son; but if the

women get talking the matter will spread as a grass fire spreads in a

hot wind, and we shall be having the verdompt Veldt Kornet Uys

selling the land to the Rooineks, and the place will be swarming with

English like maggots in a dead horse.”

This was a long speech from Piet, and it came out very slowly,

sentence by sentence, between the puffs of his old black pipe.

Isaac’s stupid but affectionate blue eyes opened a shade wider, but

he gave no other sign of interest as he nodded silently in response

to his father’s information; and as he sat there in the shadow of some

rocks, cleaning his gun, old Piet observed with satisfaction the boy’s

long limbs, broad shoulders, and sunburnt face with its thatch of

yellow hair. He was a good lad. He would do as he was told. He

would not be afraid of being slung down over a precipice; and he

would hold his tongue.
Piet ruminated as to what he should do with gold, if he found it.

Keep it a secret, as yet; that was the main thing. And then? Hazy

visions of cattle and sheep, and yet more cattle and more sheep, drifted

through his mind; and of another farm of six thousand acres in the

Bush Veldt, owned by Veldt Kornet Uys, whom he detested.

The sun went down in a glory of crimson and gold; the great

violet crests of the Insizwa Mountains stood up against a clear beryl

sky; for miles and miles the blackened veldt, burnt by the winter

grass fires, took on a soft amethyst glow. Night descended suddenly;

the stars rushed out; Piet and his boy resumed their journey.
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By the end of a week they had reached their destination, found

their troop of mares and colts, and, having started them a day’s

journey toward Olifants Kraal, left them in charge of the kailir herds,

and themselves turned off the. beaten track towards their goal. A

couple of hours’ lonely ride up and down very broken country brought

them to the top of a high plateau, the further side of which ended

abruptly in a sheer krantz, or cliff of quartz, from whence they looked

down upon miles of bush-covered country, with a river running, like a

silver ribbon, two thousand feet below.

“ The place must be somewhere about here,” said Piet, dismounting

and leading his pony as near the edge as he dared. The mighty clifis

went sheer down for three or four hundred feet. The white quartz

glistened like hoar frost as it caught the direct rays of the midday

sun. Here and there in the crevices a little vegetation was clinging;

and Piet, shading his eyes with his hand, searched carefully for a

crack where an ancient thorn tree spread its gnarled and stunted

growth against the sky.

“Here it is,” he said at length. “ Now, Mabusa says it is pos

sible to let oneself down under this thorn: there is a ledge of rock

about twenty feet down, on which one can stand. It is the entrance to

an old Bosjemann’s cave; and he swears there is a great slab of gold

specked quartz on the left-hand side of this cave. But beware, my

son; for the shelf of rock overhangs a precipice three hundred feet

sheer down. Tread carefully, and never let go of the reim, which I

shall tie round your body, after I have twisted the other end round

the thorn.”

The lad nodded; and, lying on his stomach, looked over the edge

Sheer down indeed! It needed a steady nerve and nnimaginative brim

to contemplate that descent. By craning over, he could see the ledge

below, on which he was to place his feet; it was whitened with the

droppings of vultures and other birds of prey. Far below again were

more pinnacles and points of rock, jutting out and upwaI-ds- Any fme

who missed his footing on the first ledge, would be caught and un

paled upon those rocky spikes, if he escaped being dashed to piece! ll1

the gorge below.

Meanwhile Piet slipped a short hammer and chisel into a little

wallet; and then, hobbling the two horses, set to work to untwist the

lon3’ “ reim ” or strip of raw-hide, which he had brought to serve as a

rope. Tied and knotted together, this made a length of twenty-five feet.

Father and son then twisted one end firmly round the thick ste1n of

the thorn tree, and, making a loop and slip knot at the other end,

slipped it over Isaac’s head and shoulders.

“ Tie on the wallet,” said his father, “ and I ’ll let you down slowly.

This old thorn is tough enough to hear your weight and mine too.”
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The lowering was safely accomplished; and the lad called up that

he was on the ledge, but that the reim was not long enough to let

him go into the cave, the entrance to which was further under the

overhanging krantz than either had supposed.

“Untie it, then,” shouted Piet; and presently felt, by the slack

ening of the thong, that it was dangling free.

There was a silence: the heated air shimmered; the sun blazed

down relentlessly. Old Piet lighted his pipe and waited. It might

take the boy some time to find the gold, and longer to chip oil enough

to bring away. There would be a shout presently, and he would

feel the thong grow taut again, and then he would haul the led up.

Perhaps the heat made him drowsy. He came to himself with a

start. Something had roused him; was it a cry? He got onto

his feet and shouted loudly, “Isaac!” There was no answer. He

glanced at the sun; he must have dozed for nearly an hour! What

a time the boy was! He crawled to the very edge of the precipice and

looked over. A large lizard with a copper-green head lay basking close

to his face, and scuttled noisily away, disturbed by his heavy breathing.

“Isaac!” he shouted. No response. “Verdomm!” muttered the

old Boer. “ What is the boy about?”

He threw a stone down, whistled, put his hands together before

his mouth and gave a peculiar cry, known well to Isaac. Finally, after

a glance at the quietly-cropping horses, he began, without haste, to

let his bulky form down by the dangling reim. Into his slowly

working mind, as yet, no thought of actual dread had penetrated; but

he cursed himself for a fool at not having brought a native with him.

It was fairly easy to let himself down, for the old fellow’s muscles

were as hard as steel. At the entrance to the cave lay Isaac’s little

wallet, the hammer, and a few pieces of quartz. The old man pene

trated as far as possible into the cave, which was not large, but could

find no sign of the boy. Retracing his steps, he observed that, to the

left of the entrance, ran a much narrower ledge along the face of the

rock. His quick eye caught sight of a tiny bit of dislodged earth on

this ledge; he glanced above, and saw at once that a tuft of meejee had

been pulled down from the rock. Meejee! Sara had called after

them, “ Don’t forget my meejee.” Piet’s heart grew cold, he broke out

into a sweat. Had the lad lost his balance in reaching up for this

plant, and had he slipped over the precipice? The ledge was too narrow

for the broader man to venture upon, but he lay down flat on the

wider threshold of the cave entrance, and peered over into the abyss

below.A1l, good God! What was that shapeless bundle? A hundred feet

beneath him a spur of rock stood up towards the sky, and, caught on

its sharp projections, was Isaac. One could plainly see the ruddy
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brown of his moleskin trousers, the blue of his shirt, and even the

gleam on his yellow hair.
Piet, wet with sweat from head to foot, lay, straining his eyes,

yelling, shouting, endeavoring in vain to obtain a sign of life, of

movement. The lad lay utterly motionless on his back, one leg doubled

under him; one arm twisted and bent beneath his head. Shaken out of

his usual phlegm, the Dutchman clambered unsteadily to his feet; a

ghastly pallor overspread his face, a choking sob came from his burst

ing heart. At the same moment he was aware that the bushes among

the krantzes below were being violently shaken, that hoarse barks broke

the stillness, and savage, hairy faces appeared, as the baboons of the

neighborhood, doubtless startled by his shouting, trooped upwards,

springing and peeping from every cranny and foothold.

There was no time to be lost; in a few moments Piet was hauling

himself up, hand over hand on the leathern thong.

This was a difficult task. Scratched and breathless and bleeding, he

emerged at last on the top, and, seizing his gun, fired it ofi several

times to frighten away the baboons. Then, realizing that it was im

possible to reach his boy from above, Piet set off to ride fast and far

to find kafiirs, who would show him the way into the valley, from

which the attempt at rescue must be made.
At all costs he must get to his boy before the vultures did. AasVo

gels! Even as the thought heavily entered his agonized mind, he

glanced involuntarily at the sky, now suffused with an exquisite rosy

flush. Thank God, it was sundown. They would not be here till dawn

Galloping recklessly up and down the rocky paths on his sure.

footed pony, it was, however, dark before his shouts attracted smile

natives, who, answering from across the hills, guided him to then

kraal. Quickly explaining to the head man what had happened, Piet

demanded half a dozen “boys” with reims, picks, and bush knives;

and they set out in the starlight for the densely bush-covered nver

bed, below the cave, which, it appeared, was well known. In a couple

of hours’ time the moon rose; and their way became easier to fi1l‘l_—

but it was about four A. M. before they drew near to the spot which

the natives afiirmed to be just beneath Mabona’s krantz, as the gTeat

cliff over which the boy had fallen was called.
Arrived there, however, they had now to climb and clamber allnost

perpendicular rocks, and through steep ravines, choked with tough

lianas, and “ waacht am biji ” thorn. More than once Piet’s heart it»

still, as he heard a cry; but it was the well-known “bush baby ’"5

little furry beast that wails like an infant on moonlit nights

Whip-poor-wills called to one another incessantly, and owls

hooting away, disturbed by the men’s voices. Piet worked feverishly’

slashing at the bushes and creepers which barred their way.

flew

._.l
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At last they emerged on a little plateau some thousand feet above

the bed of the river, from which, the kafiirs said, when daylight

parne, they would be able to see clearly across to the place where Isaac

ay.
The moonlight poured down with a white brilliance which lit up

the entire amphitheatre. Precipitous krantzes towered above. Below,

the unbroken forest spread itself out, and crept up towards the rocks.

Fiercely Piet strained his eyes across the misty wreaths that floated

upwards from the river like films of gossamer. But the natives had

guided him well. About a hundred yards across a deep chasm, and

a little higher than the outcrop of rock on which he stood, he could

discern a shapelessness lying prone.

And then he waited for dawn.

It was bitterly cold as the first grayish light slowly spread in the

east. Shuddering, the natives crouched and watched with him. Sud

denly some faint sound came across to them: something that was from

neither bird nor beast. Commanding the natives’ silence by a gesture,

Piet strained his ears, and his heart gave a great leap in his rugged

breast as he caught a weak muttering: now silent, now again—and

he fancied he heard the word “Vater.” The boy lived! He was

probably babbling in delirium! Springing to his feet, Piet shouted,

“Isaac! my son!” There was a moan, as if the lad had tried to

move; another silence. Again and again the father shouted words

of encouragement, of hope, of succor.

At last the dawn sprang into brightness, and hope again died

within Piet as he saw clearly how utterly impossible it would be

ever to reach that sheer upstanding rock and to bring his son off it

alive.Absolutely precipitous, it stood up from an inaccessible crag like

a giant quartz needle. In vain he and the natives attempted to throw

a reim, attached to a knob-kerry, across the yawning gulf between them

and it. In vain they descended towards its base, and tried to clamber

up its overhanging sides. If a rope could have reached the lad, he

had neither the strength nor the consciousness to hold, or make it

fast to the rock. His arms hung helpless—probably broken. They

could now distinctly see the ghastly pallor of his face, the blood on

his brow.Suddenly the sun shot up, and its fiery light fell full on the

prostrate figure. At this moment a native whispered the word “ Aasvo

gel,” and, looking round, Piet saw him pointing upward to a tiny

black dot in the pale blue overhead. The Boer’s drawn face hardened.

He unconsciously grasped his baudolier, and swore deeply under his

breath. _The natives crouched in awe, and dared make no suggestions. They

gazed intently with their hard black eyes on the rock with its burden
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of still living flesh. Presently there was a rushing sound in the air

above them, and shadows swept across the yet misty valley. All

glanced up to where, not one nor two, but more than a dozen winged

forms swooped nearer, and were each minute more discernible, as the

great aasvogels assembled together. Another few moments, and they

were slowly dropping and circling to within ten yards of their prey—

so quickly do these feathered scavengers of the veldt gather for the

feast.

Another moan from the now conscious boy. A cry for water, and

then a more piercing shriek: “ Myn Vater! die Aasvogels! Schiet!”

Piet staggered unsteadily as he picked up his gun, and, pointing

it at the huge, ungainly birds, shot one and another, till the rest drew

off a little, and heavily alighted on ledges of the cliff, higher up. They

could wait.

Isaac’s sobbing moans for water became more frequent. Then

there was a long silence, until it was broken by a more faint and

piteous cry quavering across the chasm:

“Shoot, 0 my Father! Shoot! Shoot! Oh, God! Shoot!”

Piet beca.me rigid for a second; then, realizing in a flash that

there was no other way but this, that the poor lad’s torture Was but

being prolonged by delay—that the scorching sun was mounting every

moment higher in a brazen sky, that baboons were below, and vultures

above—with a mighty effort at self-control he shouted loudly, clearly,

reassuringly :

“Bight, my son! I will shoot. Thy father will shoot thee!

Have no fear! ”

“ Mai babo! Baas !—Baas,” pleaded the gray-headed Induna, and

attempted to take the gun from Piet’s hand; but the Dutchman

fiercely felled him to the earth.

Then, his hands quite steady, but with the sweat standing in

beads on his brow, the Boer, with wonderful deliberation and infinite

care, looked to the priming of his gun. He chose a couple of bullets,

and slipped them into the breach, one for each barrel; put up the

sight, and, kneeling on one knee, raised the gun to his shoulder, t0ok

long and careful aim, and fired. The lithe young body quivered an

instant and was still. Piet put another bullet into the brain. Then,

after looking well and keenly to make sure that life was extinct, he

turned and strode away.

The awestruck natives followed in absolute silence. Only the

Youngest of them, haltinga second where the path plunged into the

forest, glanced back. But, sailing slowly down from the crags above,

the vultures were already spreading their great pinions between Isaac

and the sky.



A FALSE MOVE

By C/zford Howard

il

had hoped she would be. Caroline is my wife; and I have a

way of asking her opinion upon matters that are not of any

particular moment. In this instance I had felt confident I should

have her ready approval; but it seems that I outlined the project a

little too abruptly, and at first blush it impressed her as somewhat

hazardous, as well as decidedly unconventional. Nevertheless, I sue

ceeded in explaining that it was but the necessary means to an end,

and she was certainly heart and soul with me as to the righteousness

of the end I had in view. At the same time, however, she seemed to

think there might be some other means of accomplishing it; but I held

out for my original plan as the only one to be depended upon under

the circumstances; and finally, like a loving wife, she agreed with me.

It was arranged between us, therefore, that she should buy the

things for the old ladies—with my money—and that I should deliver

them. If I had felt myself competent to purchase stockings and lin

gerie and such things for two dignified and bewrinkled virgins, I

should have taken this part of the task upon myself, instead of both-

ering Caroline with it, and thus shouldered the entire responsibility

of the enterprise. But as I have a chronically hard time purchasing

my own articles of apparel and doing it right, I had the good sense to

entrust this part of the program to Caroline. And, incidentally, I

don’t mind admitting that this is the only place in the affair that I

did show any good sense.

That our two prim neighbors were in need of clothes, I could see

for myself; and Caroline had told me that there was a good deal more

need than I as a man could see or could be expected to see. At all

events, we had long ago decided that we ought to do something for

them; but their ungovernable pride and their morbid touchiness had

completely bafiled our good intentions. Rather than accept the sem

blance of charity from any one, they pinched along miserably on some

sort of a pittance; preferring to maintain their dignity and independ

ence upon bean soup and crackers six times a week. Flowers they

would accept; and books and vases and caramels. Fruit, however, was

apt to make them skittish; unless, perhaps, it might be a single apple

m

CAROLINE was not at once as enthusiastic over my plan as I
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or a lone bunch of grapes; but anything in quantity was too suggestive -

of something to eat, and they would not touch it.

Soon after they came into the neighborhood, and before we had

learned to know them, Caroline one day sent over a jar of preserves,

by way of friendly interest; and five minutes later Miss Hepsibah, the

tall, angular one, brought it back and in a most frigid speech gave

Caroline to understand that neither she nor her sister, Patricia, was

an object of charity. One or two others in the neighborhood had a

similar experience, and when at Thanksgiving time the King's Daugh

ters sent up a box of groceries and table delicacies, these warped old

damsels refused to let the box come into the kitchen and so frightened

the delivery man with their stern, uncompromising speech, that he

was not himself again for an hour and a half.

I was not inclined to have much patience with them. I thought

they had treated Caroline very shabbily; but she accepted their pecu

liarities with rare good nature and sympathy, and persisted in being

as sociable with them as they would permit. She succeeded in inducing

them occasionally to drop in and see her of an afternoon, and managed

on each occasion—through some ingenuity of tact beyond my com

prehension—to give them a substantial meal under the guise of in

formal biscuits and tea. Beyond this, however, she had never been

successful in ministering to their needs. Their armor of pride was

proof against all assaults of philanthropy; and, until I unbosomed

myself of my little plan, Caroline had despaired of being able to give

them anything like a needful or substantial Christmas gift.

My plan had come to me inspirationally. I sometimes have inspira

tions of this sort, although I find as a rule they are not of much value.

Inspirations belong by nature to women, and when they attack a man-—

particularly a man like myself—they should be treated with the utmost

suspicion. However, I felt at the time that this one was an exception

to the rule; and having brought Caroline around to my way of think

ing we lost no further time in putting the inspiration into material

form; for Christmas then was but a few days distant.

I knew I could trust Caroline to get the most and the best for the

money. It was not much that I could spare, but it sufiiced under her

careful disbursement to purchase a complete outfit of comfortable

nether garments for each of the old ladies. Incidentally she came

across a bargain in wash-bags; the finest sort of crash wash-bags, and

at a price so excessively reasonable that she bought two of them: one

for the ladies and one for me. It was a happy idea. To carry the

thmgs over in a neat, convenient wash-bag was a decided improvement

.f1pon 5 huge paper bundle or an awkward bevy of bundles, to say noth

mg of the subsequent usefulness of the bag to the needy spinstera To

get one for me at the same time was but characteristic of Caroline’s
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thoughtfulness. She knew that my laundry bag was constantly over

taxed with the quantity of things I would persist in stufifing into it

during the week, and I must confess it was a new pleasure to me to

be rid of it and to be able instead to chuck my laundry into an ample

receptacle and not worry about its bursting simply because I have

the healthful habit of changing my clothes at frequent intervals. How

ever, I must not digress to talk about Caroline’s thoughtfulness of me.

It would fill a volume were I to let myself go.

The purchase of the clothes having been accomplished, the next

step was to get Miss Hepsibah and Miss Patricia to come over to our

house some time late in the afternoon of Christmas eve and thus give

me an opportunity to get into their house unobserved and play the

role of Santa Claus by depositing the Christmas bag on the hearth.

This, my part of the undertaking, was the crucial feature of the whole

affair. It constituted the essence of my inspired plan. For the old

ladies to find the gift awaiting them, without sign or hint of the donor,

would leave them no alternative but to accept it; and it will be noted

also with what art I subscribed to their prejudices by giving them

only such things as they could use without necessarily revealing the

fact to the neighbors.

Though I knew Caroline would manage it somehow, it was none the

less a relief to me when she telephoned to the ofiice on the afternoon of

Christmas eve and told me she had succeeded in getting the two spin

sters to come over and take a cup of chocolate with her and that she

would hold them until five or half past if possible. I urged her to be

sure to make it half past or even later, for one engagement and another

threatened to keep me down-town until the last moment. And indeed

it was already after five-thirty when I got home and clandestinely

hurried up to my room to get the bag. Notwithstanding that I heard

the old ladies’ stately voices in the living-room, I realized my time was

short, and it took me but a moment to get out again by the back way,

with the bag across my shoulder.

To avoid possible detection I went through the back yard and

around by the alley. The old ladies’ alley gate was locked; so I climbed

the fence. Their kitchen door was also locked. So was their cellar

door. I was afraid to go around to the front door; so I tried some

of the rear windows. They were all securely fastened; some of them

with nails. The weather was bitterly cold and windy, and it was now

so dark I had considerable difficulty in finding my way around on the-

slippery snow-banks. At one particularly treacherous place in front

of the sitting-room window I fell down and scratched my face quite

painfully. Altogether, the situation inspired me with resentment.

I could not help feeling that I was being unfairly treated, to be shut

out of the house in this fashion, when my only object was to fulfil an
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errand of mercy and good cheer. Accordingly, without further con

sideration, I burst open the cellar door.

The cellar was pitch dark. However, I managed by waving my

hand in front of me to grope along without mishap, beyond straying

into the coal bin and crushing my new derby against the low beams

of the kitchen floor. I succeeded finally in discovering the stairway,

which I mounted in some haste, and came near breaking my neck by

stepping into a saucer of milk on the top step. Had it not been that

the bag caught against the door post at the head of the stairs, I should

have fallen back into the cellar. As it was, I strained my arm pretty

badly and broke the saucer.

I now found myself in the kitchen. I knew it was the kitchen by

the noise of a dish-pan falling onto the floor. In turning around I

think the bag must have swept across a table; for besides the dish-pan

there were several other things went down at the same time, but I did

not recognize their noises. One of them, however, sounded something

like a lamp. However, I did not stop to examine. I had neither the

time nor the temper. My one ambition now was to find the sitting

room and get rid of my job and go home.

I discovered the sitting-room by falling into it. It was next door

to the kitchen and one step lower. It must have been at least a foot

and a half lower. When I got up I realized I had hurt my knee rather

seriously; and later on, when I got home, I found that what I had not

done to ruin my hat in the cellar I had completed very thoroughly

this time. The light of a street lamp shining through the window

gave me now enough illumination to see about me. At one end of the

room I saw the fireplace I had been searching for. Sticking into the

mantel about five feet above the hearth was a large nail. If it had

been put there for the express purpose, it could not have been more

fitly placed for hanging my Christmas gift. And I was just about to

slip the strings over it when I heard the front door open and recog

nized the voices of the proud and dignified spinsters.

_ Without stopping to analyze my feelings or my motives, I shot

mto a closet; dragging the bag after me. I closed the door and crawled

away back—away back under a low shelf among some newspapers and

empty jars. The two sisters came at once into the sitting-room and

lighted the Eas- And pretty soon one of them opened the closet door

and put her rubbers in on the floor and hung up her shawl and bonnet.

Then the other one did the same thing. Neither of them saw me;

but as the second one was closing the door again she gave a little snifi

and said, “What smells so funny?” I should have known that her

remark had no reference to me, but in my state of tense nervousness

I_could not for a moment resist a vague apprehension that I had been

discovered. I don’t think I have ever been quite so nervous and l.-gl-
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tated as I was during the time I was crouching down there in that

closet. It was positive torture. To come out and explain myself would

have been humiliation beyond my meek endurance; and, besides, my

sudden appearance from the closet would in all probability have been

a most serious shock to the good ladies, who were not accustomed

to masculine company under the most formal conditions. I could see

nothing to do but bide my time for an opportunity to sneak out, and

trust to Providence to escape detection in the mean time.

The sisters spoke in such low voices that I could not distinguish

what they said, until suddenly I -heard Miss Hepsibah call out from

the kitchen, “ For mercy’s sake, Patricia! that cat must have had a fit

again. Only look at what she has done out here!” And then I heard

Miss Patricia walk hurriedly into the kitchen, where no doubt she, too,

viewed with dismay and charged up against the cat the havoc I had

produced in stumbling about in the dark.

I thought for a moment that my time had come to slip away, but

I had scarcely started to get out from under the shelf when one of

the damsels came stepping back again and began to shake the grate

of the little stove that was in the room, and a few minutes later I

heard one of them putting some coal on the fire. They did everything

very deliberately and very quietly. After they got through with the

stove I could not tell where they were or what they were doing; except

that all at once one of them opened the closet door and tossed a folded

newspaper at me. I almost cried out, I was so startled. But I had

no occasion to be, for the unsuspecting miss had not seen me. Nor

was this alarming episode without its benefit, for it resulted in allow

ing the door to remain open a crack, which gave me an opportunity to

hear what was going on outside.

But there was nothing to hear. The two sisters had evidently

settled down for the evening, and the room was intensely quiet. Per

haps an hour went by. It might have been an hour and a half.

Judged by my nerves and the racking discomfort of my cramped situa

tion, it was something like ten hours. Then the doorbell rang. I

heard Miss Hepsibah get up and go out into the hall. Presently she

came back. I heard her settle herself into her chair again, and then

she said to her sister: “ It was our neighbor. She wanted to know

whether we had seen anything of her husband. She said she did not

know but that perhaps he might have dropped in here to see us.

Fancy!” -

“Well, upon my word!” responded Miss Patricia quietly. “What

is the woman thinking about? Why, we scarcely know her husband.

And for my part, I shall be just as well pleased not to have any

further acquaintanceship with him.”

“ Yes,” commented Miss Hepsibah; “ I think the less we have to do

VOL. LXXXIV.—48
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with him, the better. I never have been favorably impressed with him. I

have always felt that under his assumption of gentility he is a man of

gross appetites and thoroughly selfish. So different from his refined,

gracious little wife. In all likelihood, like most men of his type, he

is celebrating this holy Christmastide with some sort of carousing

down-town, leaving his wife to worry about him and imagine all sorts

of impossible things. It is the way they all do. It is in the blood.

Fancy, now, a man who claims to be a gentleman not coming home to

his supper and not sending his wife a word of explanation or excuse,

while she, poor soul, runs about to the neighbors, thinking in the inno

cence of her heart that he may be visiting with respectable ladies. The

only way to treat such a brute is to thump him over the head. Yes,

Patricia, the older I grow the more devoutly do I thank the good Lord

that He has spared me from the clutches of a husband.”

There was no excitement in her speech. She spoke with perfect

calmness and in her accustomed well modulated voice; but the note of

sincerity in her tone grated on me most unpleasantly. Surely, under

the circumstances, I deserved something more enjoyable than this

Her remarks irritated me. Perhaps it was unreasonable; but situated

as I was I could not help it. And in my irritation I must have made

a noise of some kind. What it was I don’t know; but scarcely had

Miss Hepsibah finished speaking when her sister gave a start, and

whispered, “ Hush! What was that? I heard something in the closet!”

After this followed a moment of breathless suspense. Then Miss

Patricia added, “ You don’t suppose it could be a mouse, do you?”

I am not by nature an ingenious man; but in this instance I must

ask credit for remarkable presence of mind. I began at once to scratch.

I scraped my finger nail on the shelf and made a sound which, though

I say it myself, was so close an imitation of the scratching of a mouse,

that both the old maids sprang from their chairs and gave a dignified

little scream.“ Patricia,” said the elder sister, “let us put Pussy in here and go

to bed.”And forthwith, after hastily fixing the stove drafts and putting out

the gas, they scurried into the kitchen; and a moment later a cat was

dumped into the room and the kitchen door was shut with a deciiive

snap.I remained perfectly quiet until I heard the retiring footsteps

reach the second floor. Then, with great caution and to the utter

consternation of Pussy, I stole forth and hung up the bag. If my

kmdly thoughts or cheery greetings went with it, I don’t remember it

My only recollection is that I wanted to be rid of the bag. To sidle

‘fut through the front door was an easy task compared with coming

in through the cellar; but to assume an amused expression, as though
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I were about to relate a funny story, was not so easy when I met

Caroline at our own front door.

“ What does this mean?” she demanded. “ Where have you been?”

“Why,” said I, with a show of bravado, taking off my hat and

hanging it up with the ease of one accustomed to wearing a derby

cracked wide open across the crown, “ why, I have been playing Santa

Claus, and could n’t get away; that ’s all.”

“Playing Santa Claus!” she repeated, still staring at me. “ Then,

why have n’t you taken over the things?”

“What things?” I asked.

“ Why, the clothes for the old ladies; the Christmas bag with the

things we bought for our neighbors. It ’s hanging up in your closet.”

“ Caroline,” said I, dropping into a chair, “do you know what I

have done? I have made Miss Hepsibah and Miss Patricia a present

of my whole week’s wash! In my hurry I must have picked up the

wrong bag.”

And so it was. But the truly aggravating part of the whole thing

is, that the two old ladies never gave any sign to indicate that they

found this unusual gift awaiting them on Christmas morning, and to

this day we don’t know how it impressed them or how they explained

it. I simply know that they got my clothes and I kept theirs; but

whether they were able to make more use of mine than I was of theirs,

is purely a matter of conjecture.

3

THE HOME-BOUND SHIP

BY MARION R. OLIVER

NCE when young blood rebelled against the bands

Of drab conventions enervating law,

I yearned to roam in freer, wider lands,

And loose my spirit from the body’s war;

From prying eyes of scandal to withdraw

The daily doings of my unbound hands;

To find in flesh and blood on southern strands

The visions that my captive senses saw.

But now, for years an exile from that home

Where once I fretted at the slightest check,

Gladly I speed my vessel o’er the foam,

In hopes to reach once more that sheltered spot

Where sea-worn lives, preserved from storm and wreck,

Swing to old age, forgetting and forgot.



VOICES

By Ella IV/zeeler Wz-lcox

Author of “A Woman of the World," “ Poems of Passion," ctc.

F

like scenes in

Nature.

VOICES affect me like music; like perfumes;

I have heard the voice of a

man 0r a woIIIEH who was not

visible; and all the atmosphere changed as if a sudden wind had arisen;

or as if an eclipse had taken place at noon-day; or as if a “ light that

never was on land or sea ” had risen in the skies at night.

Once in the desert of the commonplace I heard a Voice; and

gleamed from hidden
instantly I was enveloped in beauty. Statues

niches; and fountains played; and there were culture and repose and

charm over all my world.
Voices are exact reflections of the mind and soul; or they are

echoes from past incarnations.

Not all soft voices are pleasant; no

It depends upon the Quality.

There is a woman who is crowne

She is like a marble goddess to see;

moving about exquisitely kept lawns,

She is a picture to please the ey

Always when her voice reaches my ears

beautiful lawns give place to ragged, unkempt far

great trees vanish, and I see only forlorn buildings, dilapidated stables,

men in shirt sleeves and “ suspenders,” coming home tired with “#l3

women with calico aprons and prematurely faded faces, performing

disagreeable duties. The utterly commonplace and unromantic side

of life is expressed by the voice of this beautiful woman

It is like a blow to my ear.
Her own nature is devoid of romance; there is no sentiment in her

soul. And so the voice tells the story of temperamental poverty, desPlte

her appearance and surroundings.

Another woman who is sweet an

normal in every respect, speaks, and I grow d

of some strange narcotic.

She may discuss weather or bonnets;

t all loud voices are unpleasant.

d with youth and classic beauty.

and ofttimes I have beheld her

under the shadow of great trees.

e; a picture—until she speaks.

the same thing occurs. The

m-house yards, the

d wholesome to look upon, and

azed as under the influence

she may speak of art and
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literature; or she may talk of current gossip. Yet the same result

invariably follows. There is a little blur over my brain; a peculiar

haze; and the real things of life seem far away; and I imagine incense

curling up from censers in some dim room. Some time, in some past

life, she has been a part of such conditions.

Once I met a man of talents; a man of whom the world had great

hopes; of whom it expected wonderful achievements. But after I

had heard him speak I ceased to believe in his future. His voice was

light as thin water running over shallow places. It could not be a

voice of the depths.

I know a man whose voice will bring calm out of turmoil; peace

out of discord; and rest out of weariness. Men, women, children,

animals, all feel the magnetism and charm of his modulated tones.

Each sentence is a caress, however dignified the words may be.

There are voices which rouse you to action, which stir you with

ambition; and there are others which fill you with despondency. There

are voices which irritate you like the buzzing of an insect or the grating

of a file; and voices which hiss like serpents and snap like turtles.

Sometimes from the rosebud mouth of youth proceeds the cracked

voice of age; and from feminine lips, the deep bass of masculine

tones; but most dreadful of all is the thin, piping voice of femininity

issuing from the bearded lips of man.

That which we are, that which we have been in some former in

carnation, speaks in our tones.

That which we are, and the result of that which we have been,

can be changed and modified by the cultivation of the voice.

Were all the world to speak in a melodious and pleasing voice,

many of the harsh and disagreeable qualities in human nature would

disappear.

What does your voice express?

Listen and analyze it; and then ask your best friend, if you are

brave enough to hear the answer.

3

MIRACLES

BY BLAKENEY GRAY

OU ask for miracles, my friend? Ah, well,

Perhaps your eyes are blind, and cannot see.

I seek them too, and find them, truth to tell,

Where’er I look, in sky, on hill, in dell.

And when the summer weaves its magic spell

The Rose alone ’s a miracle to me!
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THE SECOND STANZA

By Percy Wz-lson

D

“ H!” murmured Mr. Alonzo Detrow in pleasurable surprise,

hastening to take up the small, feminine-addressed envelope

_ that confronted him as he preceded Mr. Lytle Tripp into

their joint apartment. “ Something doing here, Lyte, I know. Vio

let!”——snifffing esthetically. “Violet! Violet! Now, who uses

violet?”

“Maybe it tells inside.”
“ No ! ” Mr. Detrow was sarcastic. “ You don’t mean that, Lyte,

surely. Bahl You ’re too bright.” However, although with much

dignity and deliberation, he tore the envelope open.

“Listen to this!” he cried in exultation, when he had glanced

hastily over the contents; and read aloud:

1113 Forrest Street.

MY nssa Ms. Dr.-mow:My guest, Miss Delaney, is unexpectedly required to return home

to-morrow, Christmas morning. Can you and Mr. Tripp make two of

a little party I am inviting to spend this evening informally with us?

Hastily,
GENEVIEVE Umsssr.

“ What do you know about that? Is n’t that luck? I’m glad that

old Colwell did n’t give as three days off to go home over the holiday-”

“Delaney,” pondered Mr. Tripp. “Delaney. Oh, yes; Ws

that———”“Of course. You remember. Er—er—Sibyl Delaney. She W!

at the Calypso Club’s dance last week. I made something of a hit

there; that’s eviden ” Here Mr. Detrow took the opportunity 19o

admire his reflection in the mirror, while he complacently twisted the

end of a small mustache. “Oh, she ’s a vision, boy! A qu<=/9n'

Sibyll That name just fits her; she ’s graceful as a sibyl.”

“ Sylph, you mean, don’t you? ” suggested Mr. Tripp. _

“‘Sibyl’ is what I said,” asserted Mr. Detrow, with cutting the

tinctness, “and ‘sibyl’ is what I mean. What ’s the differenoe?

They ’re both only made-up words, anyhow; just like Calypso. And

I ’ll bet you don’t know what Calypso stands for.”

---_

_

75s
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“ 7!

“ Caledonian Young People’s Social Organization: that ’s what it

stands for. And ‘ sibyl ’ and ‘ sylph ’ are just the same sort.”

“ Ohl ”—apologetically. “ I did n’t know.”

“Of course you did n’t. That ’s your trouble, Lyte. You never

do know, but you must always be butting in and displaying your ignor

ance. I don’t mind it so much when we ’re alone, but it ’s very

mortifying when we ’re out in company together, and I hope you’ll

watch yourself at Crisseys’ this evening. We’ll go, of course.”

“Did n’t you-—- Was n’t it this evening—— I understood

that——”

“ That what?”

“ That we were to help Miss Colwell and Miss Warnock take some

of the candy and toys out to the Mission to-night.”

“ Thunderation!” exclaimed Mr. Detrow, smiting his palm.

“ That ’s so. Those two old maids! Now, how are we going to

get around that?”

“ You—you made the engagement.”

“Don’t try to get out of it that way. Suppose I did. Was n’t

I doing it for your benefit as much as mine? How was I to know,

when we started in playing up to the boss’s daughter to give us a better

stand-in with the old man, that it was going to be such a confounded

nuisance? Tell me that.”

Mr. Tripp could not tell him, and, turning contemptuously away,

Mr. Detrow clasped his hands behind him and strode up and down the

room, bending the whole of his mighty intellect to a solution of the

problem at hand; the while Mr. Tripp meditatively rubbed his chin

and awaited the outcome of this colossal struggle.

“ See here! ” exclaimed Mr. Detrow suddenly. “ See here! Miss

Colwell was to let me know where we were to meet them, and what

time. She has n’t done it. Let ’s hustle, and——”

He stopped short, for his eye had fallen upon a streak of white-

between the door and the edge of a small rug lying just inside. Turn

ing the rug back, he picked up a note addressed in Miss Colwell’s

unmistakable hand. “ Here it is,” he muttered disgustedly.

There seemed nothing to do but open it and accept its provisions.

At that instant, however; Mr. Detrow had a brand new idea. Engaging

his companion’s attention, he accordingly put the note back where it

had lain, with about a quarter-inch protruding from beneath the rug;

and then, going outside, he thrust his fingers into the crevice under the

door and contrived to push it entirely from sight.

When he came in again he noted with approbation the glimmer of

comprehension in Mr. T1-ipp’s face. “ Very careless in Nora,” he com

mented with mock severity.
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Mr. Tripp grinned.
“ And now I have a scheme, Lyte,” Mr. Detrow went on buoyautly,

“that ’ll put us all to the good with the girls. You know how those

houses out on Forrest Street stand, back from the sidewalk in pairs,

with lawn and bushes around them.”

Mr. Tripp confessed he did.

“ And you remember that last Christmas eve up home, before we

came down here to work, how a bunch of us dressed up in old clothes

and went round to the different houses and sang, and were invited in to

cakes and cider and home-made wine?”

Mr. Tripp remembered well. “They were good, too. And we

wore comic masks: that was fun.”
“ Yes. Well, I don’t mean to dress up like we did then, but we ’ll

go out to Miss Crissey’s a little early and stand under a window and

sing something. Girls like that sort of thing, don’t you know; and

when the other fellows come and find how snug and tight we ’re fixed

they ’ll be offering us real money to let them in on it.”

“ We ought to make it something we know well,” argued Mr. Tripp,

taking to the idea with sudden spirit. “ ‘ The Old Oaken Bucket,’ say ;

or ‘ Twickenham’ ”
“ No, no. Something Christmasy. Where was it we were practis

ing something like that not long ago? Oh, yes; certainly!”

as Mr. Tripp, having darted abruptly into a closet, brought forth the

music supplement of the previous Sunday’s paper. “This is it A

carol. The very thing! ”
“How about masks? ”—insinuatingly. “They have a dandy lot

at Sondbergfs.”
“We don’t want them. But yes! We ’ll get a couple of those

little black domino affairs. They ’ll give a touch of romance to the

thing, and it all counts. Hello! there ’s the bell.”

Dominos were not precisely what Mr. Tripp had meant, for he

preferred disporting himself as an emissary from the infernal regions,

or something similarly fascinating; but dominos were at least a con

cession, and, forbearing argument, he followed Mr. Detrow in a hasty

toilet and accompanied him down to the six o’clock function which Bl

Mrs. Woodling’s was given the name of dinner.

It was as he rose from this meal that Mr. Detrow observed with

suspicion Nora bend beside her mistress and whisper to her. Before

he could get out of the room the landlady stopped him. She metaly

wished to mention, did Mrs. Woodling, that a note had been brought

for Mr. Detrow shortly before he came home. As Mrs. Woodling had

personally given the messenger her word that the note would be deliv

ered without fail, she desired to know whether Mr. Detrow had

received it.
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It was a trying moment. If he answered that he had not, Mrs.

Woodling would insist on sending Nora up to show where she had put

it. It was useless to plan bribing Nora, for the whole table now knew

that a note had come. Therefore Mr. Detrow, putting the best face

possible on it, and on himself, smiled and acknowledged that he had;

but the instant the door was closed behind him he took on such ferocity

of countenance that shivers went playing tag all over poor Mr. Tripp.

Not one word did Mr. Detrow speak as he stalked fiercely and

gloomily up and into their room, but only jerked the note from

its hiding-place, ripped it roughly open, glanced at it, crushed it in his

hand, and cast it on the floor; then flung himself into a chair and

glowered ominously.

With remarkable temerity Mr. Tripp picked the note up, and,

finding no catastrophe befell him from this, went a step farther and

read it. Then he scratched his head dubiously. “Lon,” he ventured

at length, “the Warnocks don’t live on Goodwin Street any more, do

they?”

“ Does it say that in there?” demanded Mr. Detrow eagerly, jump

ing up and snatching the note. “ So it does: ‘822 Goodwin.’ No,

they ’ve moved, and that house is being torn down for park extension.”

“ Where do they live now?”

“I don’t know. Don’t bother me.” Mr. Detrow was already

planning.

“We could stop at Colwells’ and find out.”

“Well, we ’ll not,” retorted Mr. Detrow. “Listen to me! This

is what lets us out. We ’re to be at 822 Goodwin Street not later than

eight o’cloek, and start for the car from there. We get to the house

at two minutes of eight. No house. Some one tells us they think

Warnocks moved to Wyoming Avenue. We go there, and ring seven

teen bells. Nothing doing. As last resort we try Colwells’ on ’phone.

Line busy. Now it ’s after nine o’cloek, and we give up. How ’s

that?”

“But it ’ll be too late to go to Crisseys’, then.”

“ Sure it wi.ll,—if we do all I said. But all we ’re really going to

do is go to Crisseys’ straight. The rest is only the fairy tale I ’ve fixed

up for afterwards.”

Before Mr. Tripp had fully recovered from the stupefaction en

gendered by his mingled awe and admiration of this ingenious scheme,

Mr. Detrow was hurrying him to his dressing. To avoid any chance

of the error of address having been thought of, and Miss Colwell’s

catching them with a correction even yet, they left the house early,

and, stopping only to purchase two black half-masks, went on to Forrest

Street afoot, employing their time along the less frequented streets in

sotta voca rehearsal of the carol.
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“ Not yet eight o’clock,” commented Mr. Detrow as they reached

their corner. “We ’re early enough, but we ’ll keep along this side

until we see the way is clear, and then slip over. Let me count: one,

three, five, seven, nine, eleven, thirte¢m—that ’s our place. Quick,

now; while there ’s no one in sigh .”

Within half a minute they had crossed the street and were alongside

the house. “ Ah!” murmured Mr. Detrow, as two unmistakably

feminine figures showed for an instant silhouetted on the shade, “ there

are the girls. No one else yet here. Put on your mask.”

When he had done the same he contemplated the effect, as exhibited

in Mr. Tripp, with unfeigned satisfaction. “These certainly were a

great inspiration, Lyte,” he declared. “ I had been going to suggest

the same thing myself, when you mentioned them. The whole thing

would n’t have been one, two, three, without them. And here’s the

music ”—pulling it from his pocket.

“We can’t see the music in the dark,” objected Mr. Tripp.

“ Perhaps not, but it ’s more classy to sing from the sheet. Stand

here ”—moving nearer the window. “We can get a little light on it

from under the shade. Say when you ’re ready. Wait!” he exclaimed

suddenly. -“ Great Scott!” he gasped, as, peering through the narrow crevice

beneath the blind, he made out some of the furnishings of the room.

“This is n’t Crisseys’. We ’ve made a mistake. Thunder! we forgot

to count that those first two houses have each a full lot at the side.

We ’re two houses too far.”

“ But the two girls in there?”
“I don’t know who they are, but this is not Crisseys’. We must

get away from here. Softly, now. Whoa! Stop! Sh-h-hi Sh-h-hi”

he cautioned in quick succession. “ Wait until that man goes by.”

He backed his startled comrade against the house and peered oui?

“ What ’s he stopping for? ” he muttered. “He ’s looking in. 11e,s

coming toward us. C*esar! it ’s a cop. What—-—? Our masks‘

Our masks! He takes us for housebreakers. Turn away quick and

take them off.”
“Had n’t we better run?” stamrnered the trembling Tripp.

“ No, no,” replied Mr. Detrow, divesting himself of his own, and

coming to his companion’s aid; “ he ’ll shoot. We must——we must*"

I have it: we must sing, Lyte. No one can raise a fuss about 0u1

singing a carol on Christmas eve. Sing.”
The accord with which their voices rose on the frosty air was indeed

marvelous, and the effect instantaneous; for not only did the police

man turn and stroll of! down the street, but Mr. Detrow realized with

the first note that he had never been in such wonderful voice and form

By the time the stanza was concluded he was enraptured.
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“By Jove!” he exclaimed ecstatically, “that was dandy, Lyte.

We ’ll give them another.”

“We had better get away,” urged Mr. Tripp.

“ Why? We have plenty of time. Besides, I ’m sure I heard my

name mentioned, and I believe now these are those Thompson girls

Kitsey would n’t introduce us to. They live somewhere in this sec

tion, and I ’d like to steal a move on him. Don’t turn around,” he

cautioned, as the blind behind them lifted and let a flood of light

on their backs. “ We ’ll sing the stanza out before we let them

see us.”

But his warning to Mr. Tripp had been too late, and the next

instant he heard a muflied but well-known voice exclaim, “ It is, Laura;

it ’s the boys!” Turning with a start, he beheld Miss Colwell at the

pane, and behind her Miss Warnock. -

“Oh, boys,” cried Miss Colwell, flinging up the sash, “we were

so afraid you were n’t coming. It was running in my mind that I

had given you the old address. You don’t know how relieved I am

I did n’t. Such a lovely way of announcing yourselves, too! But

hurry in out of the cold. We have two or three minutes to spare, and

Laura and I are just dying to hear that second stanza before we start.”

“ If I thought it would kill ’em I ’d choke myself before I ’d sing

another bar,” declared Mr. Detrow benevolently the instant he was safe

from hearing. “ But it ’s all your idiotic doing, Lyte. We never have

a show for a good time but you must queer it.”

“ I? Me? ” stammered the bewildered Tripp. “Why, how——? ”

“ Your fool idea about masks,” retorted Mr. Detrow. “ If it

had n’t been for them But what ’s the use? Oh, Sibyl! Sibyll ”

And with this outburst of a riven heart he relapsed into a gloomy

silence and mechanically led the way to the door.

3

RECENT OBSERVATIONS

Wsrssan stock runs deep.

WHOM the gods love die rich.

HE jests at scars who never bought mining stock.

HE is wise enough who can keep the fact that he is a fool from

being discovered.

VIRTUE is its own reward, but seldom objects to a slight monetary

gratuity on the side.

MANY a man thinks he has got religion when he has merely become

rich enough so that he can afford to be good.

 

Ellis 0. Jones



  

WAYS OF THE HOUR

A DEPARTMENT OF CURRENT COMMENT AND

CRITICIsM—sANE. sTIMULATING, OPTIMIsTIC

U

A HAPPIER CHRlSTMAS AND A HAPPlER NEW

YEAR TO ALL

HAT Yuletide has come to be anticipated—with trepidation

is no secret. Each year this becomes more obvious. with

midwinter comes the nerve-wrecking realization that before

many days all good “ Christians ” must be prepared somehow to spend

money that they cannot afford, to purchase “ things” that the recipients

do not want. The horror of appearing mean tempts the wisest '0o

become a spendthrift, and the spendthrift to become a £ool. The dread

of being under obligations to acquaintances often spurs a normally sen

sible woman to become a debtor elsewhere to such an extent that to her

neither a “ Merry Christmas ” nor a “ Happy New Year ” is possible-

Surely for so small a candle such a game is reckless. Happily there is

It growing revolt against this state of affairs. So convinced have the

very rich become of the folly of littering up one another’s home with

superfluous objects, and of the promiscuous giving habit generally,

that outside of their immediate families gift-making has largely ceased

Why, then, in the beneficent name of common-sense, should not the lesB

nfflucnt emulate them? Christmas being primarily the Day of the

Christ Child’s coming, those who really wish to glorify Him and mt

themselves, can do so in no more acceptable manner than by making

at least “ one of these littles ones ” happier. For the delight of the chil

  

dren should we oldsters cheerfully deny ourselves, aye, even of our

heart’s desire.
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Ten dollars is the minimum that the woman of moderate means

allows herself for little gifts outside the family—“ in exchange.” What

a spirit! and what a barren waste! How much better if every one of

these erstwhile wasted dollars were invested in toys for hapless children,

who long with a piteous longing for something to play with, so that

for once they can say, “ Santa Claus came to my house, too.”

Ethically, the giving of gifts is a matter so intimate, so personal,

that the practice should be discountenanced save between near kinsfolk

or friends of long standing. To offer a gift should be a privilege con

ceded, not usurped. There are anniversaries of various sorts, beside

weddings and birthdays, that furnish manifold opportunities for festive

givers, and blessed be their gifts if they but grant to children all the

gladness that may be bought upon each birthday of the Blessed Child.

If among every little coterie of intimates in America it were defin

itely understood that in future upon Christmas Day gifts should be

sent to children exclusively, what a sigh of relief would follow! If,

furthermore, those whose habit it has been to “give” at any cost,

to any one, were to go frankly to those from whom they are accustomed

to obtain their wherewithal to “ compete,” and name but half the usual

amount, again a perfect gale of relief would be made manifest. After

which, what quest so joyful as for a toy or two for a forlorn child, and

more toys for other children so long as the money lasted!

“But,” cautious Philanthropy, “ why not buy them warm clothing

and coal instead of toys?”

“Because,” pleads Love, “they so want upon this one day to play,

to ‘have fun,’ to forget that they are often cold, or that they are ever

hungry. They want to forget eve1ything save the one blessed, provable

fact that ‘ Santa came down our chimbley, too.’ ” Poor, pitiful little

midgets of the world! To be their Santa Claus for one God-blessed

day might make even a carper happy. Moreover, if throughout

Christendom men and women, husbands and wives, lovers and sweet

hearts, brothers and sisters, were to agree in all good will that at Christ

mas one-half the price of contemplated gifts was to be saved, and the

other half conscientiously spent for food, coal, and clothing for poor

children, thrift would increase, and in all God’s world there would be

few, if any, hungry, cold, or ragged little ones on Christmas Day.

The substitution of Christmas toys for poor children instead of

gifts for well-to-do adults is the most promising charity ever contem

plated. It means literally “the greatest good for the greatest number.”

Primarily, it is bound to restore the waning Christmas Spirit. It will

minimize extravagance, lessen financial strain, ease thousands of

dreaded debts, and contribute to domestic peace. It will save the

strength of woman for better motherhood, cripple false pretense, exalt

friendship, and test social popularity. It will render the Great Festival
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merrier than it has been for many a year. It will make the New Year

happier for “ Father ” and bring blessings of many kinds in its wake.

And what about the amenities? Ah! Let the amenities be most

graciously observed. Revive the moribund art of “ polite ” correspond

ence. Instead of a tawdry gift, or a trite card made by the million

for the billion, let friend write to friend merry Yuletide letters, redo

lent of good will and loyalty. Let the beatific essence of the Holy Day

dominate the writer. Upon each page let there be beautiful wishes

couched in beautiful words. Let the writing be done personally, and

the stationery be as elegant as the purse can buy. Finally, if possible,

send the letters by messenger on Christmas morning—all of which costs

very little money, but shows a genuine and personal regard. Finally,

in order to end the day charmingly, keep the latch-string dangling out

ward for homeless friends, both rich and poor. Add the Yuletide wel

come, and let it be sincere. Besides this, erstwhile trifling “gifts”

withheld will seem less than naught.

MINNA Tnonas Asraur

 

THE APOTHEOSISIOF,-JHE GUMDROP

O the apple and the tea-kettle and the several other homely trifles

T that have been responsible for the destinies of the world, must

now be added the gurndrop. The apple gave us the law of

gravitation—to make no mention of the part it played in the first

chapter of human history; the frog gave us the electric battery; a goofie

saved Rome and consequently gave to history its Julius Caesar and

Pontius Pilate; a spider hid the refugee Mohammed and thus gave to

the world a new religion; a smoky chimney gave us the balloon; the tea

kettle with its bouncing lid gave us the steam-engine; the electric spark

gave us the Philippine Islands; and now, praise be! the gumdrop has

given us the North Pole.
Included among the supplies of Dr. Cook's polar expedition were

two barrels of gumdrops. The average ignoramus will be inclined to

regard this item as a joke or an absurdity, if not downright invention,

bosh, moonshine, fiddle-faddle. And truly, at first blush, it would

seem as though peanuts or crullers or even green cheese would be more

serviceable than gumdrops as an entrée ’twixt blubber 0 la. mode and

sliced tallow. But all such commentary is wide of the mark and serve!

only to advertise our provincialism. Mr. John R. Bradley, the financial

protB-gouist of Dr. Cook’s expedition, in commenting upon this item of

the outfit, revealed a very significant and illuminating fact. He

declared that an Eskimo will walk thirty miles for a gIl!ndl-opl

Whether other explorers have been aware of this remarkable fondness,
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we know not; but if it be true (and we are assuming that it is, for we

have no means of disproving it), it is not to be wondered at that Dr.

Cook, with two barrels of gumdrops at his disposal, should have suc

ceeded in reaching the pole. Therefore, let confusion attend those who

doubt the sagacity of including the gumdrop among the necessities of

a polar excursion.

As cheese to a mouse or radium to a chemist or an alarm-clock to

a Malagasy, so is a gumdrop to an Eskimo. He could eat gumdrops

from sun-up to dewy eve; that is, from March until October. ’T is a

trivial circumstance in itself, but invaluable as a factor in pole hunting;

for the Eskimo bears the same relationship to the Arctic traveller as

does the porter to the Pullman passenger; and if you would not be set

adrift you must know the open-sesame to his heart. It must also

prove of great value to know the mechanical equivalent of a gumdrop

as stated by Mr. Bradley. Knowing exactly how far one Eskimo will

walk for one gumdrop, renders the problem of supply a comparatively

easy one. In this respect the Eskimo holds a pleasing advantage over

the camel. We know that a camel will travel two hundred miles with

out a drink, but that does not tell us how far he will travel for three

drinks; whereas with an Eskimo, it is only necessary to compute the

number of miles to be travelled, and divide by thirty, and the result is

the number of gumdrops required for the journey.

Once more, therefore, we are minded of the import of small things.

“Think nought a trifle, though it small appear.” Yesterday the

gumdrop was but a vulgar adjunct of the pienic and the matinée, the

butt of joke and pun and shabby jest; and to-day it is cousin to the

telescope and the mariner’s compass. All hail to the gumdrop!

Cmrroan Howsan

AN APPEAL FOR AN ANTI-BRIDGE BUTTON

T has been suggested that the world is divided into two classes,

I “the bores and the bored.” And there is room for still a third

class, namely, those that “ refuse to be bored.”

Why should not certain members of this intelligent, discriminating

body unite to form an Anti-Bridge Trust?

In almost every company we find to—day one or two beings who

hover tranquilly aloof from the persistent circle of bridge-players.

When the perpetual cry, “ Let ’s have a game,” goes up, they rise and

wander forth to enjoy freedom and the outer world. Meanwhile into

the maelstrom of pasteboard devotees are swept the unresisting majority.

The members of the proposed Anti-Bridge Trust have no grievance

against those moderate gamesters who possess an occasional inclination

to sit down for a rubber, but only against those that are possessed by
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the perpetual bridge-fever. To such, all times are alike dedicated to the

setting forth of a small table about which seats for four are arranged.

There is no morning too fine to be donated to dealing cards to

“ dummy”; no afternoon too glorious to be oflered before the shrine

sacred to “trumps”; no evening well spent that is spent in any

other way.
And the aloof-one receives indeed scornful rejoinders if he dare to

suggest that the circle of devotees turn its attention elsewhere. Or if,

during the progress of “the little game,” the intruder venture a chance

remark, or hurry breathlessly into the room to break some stirring

bit of news, such interruption is ever greeted with scorn or with indif

ference. The startling statement, “ Scotland ’s burning,” calls forth

merely an absent shrug of some one’s shoulders, with an attendant

query: “ May I play?” directed not to the first speaker, but to some

body’s partner.
The time has come for the coiiperation of the aloof-ones, in a wide

movement which shall bring into happy unison those that “ do not play

bridge,” and “ are glad that they do not,” and “ do not care to learn”;

that they may everywhere enjoy their kind, without preliminary sub

jection to any lengthy weeding process.

By means of a small badge, or Anti-Bridge Button, they may at

once distinguish their congenial fellows. Thus equipped, they shall

never more fall victim to misleading lunch-parties, followed by tedious

afternoons of bridge, or by averted profiles if one plead ignorance of

the game; nor yet to those deceptive little dinners devised to be divided

by the figure four. Yes, all the evils and miserable moments which

are the accompaniment of a refusal to “take a hand” shall be spared

to the wearer of the Anti-Bridge Button, and he shall dwell forever

more in peace, and shall enjoy abundantly the pleasant and 1lntraIn

melled intercourse of other Anti-Bridgites. At every social gatheriflfg,

or general meeting-place, these cheerful spirits shall joyfully 1oln

forces, each at a glance distinguishing the tiny -token worn by_the

others, on which shall be engraved the appropriate motto: “ Anti-Budge

Society: for the Prevention of Boredom a la carte.”
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